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Art. I.

—

On the Quaternary, or Post-tertiary, of the New Raven
Region; by James D. Dana.*

I. The Glacial bea an era of Glaciers, and not of Icebergs.

Agassiz and Guyot, who were long among the most active of
Alpine explorers, found on their arrival in New England only
the effects of glaciers. But American geologists are still divi-
ded in opinion, and some of the most eminent have pronounced
in favor of icebergs.

The region of New Haven is exceedingly well situated for
settling the question, not only as regards its immediate vicinity,
but for the whole interior of New England. For in the first

place, the region is a wide and open area at the southern termi-
nation of the Connecticut Valley

; f and this valley is the great
central valley of New England, includmg the larger part of its

surface outside of Maine, the Green Mountains making its west-
ern border, and the White Mountains and the height of land
southward, its eastern. Then secondly, the valley has a north-

* The principal facts relating to the New Ffaven Quaternary, which I propose to
bring out in the article here begun, are included in a paper by the author on the
Geology of the New Haven region, published recently 1

(ILoft
f The Connecticut Valley has a general course from north to south, varying

little from S. 9° W. It is occupied by the Triassic (or Triassico-Jurassic) Red
sandstone formation from New Haven to northern Massachusetts, and this indicates
the position which it had in the Mesozoic era. The Connecticut river leaves the
valley at Middletown, taking there a
rocks of the eastern half of Connect
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and-soutli course ; so that, whether glaciers or icebergs were the

agents, it would, in either case, have guided their great move-
ments, and the New Haven region would have necessarily be-

come filled with registers of the successive events. Being situ-

ated on an arm of the Sound, and at the same time extending
inland for seven or eight miles along three streams that here

have their discharge, the phenomena presented comprise results

from both the sea and the rivers, and also from their combined
action. On these several accounts, the New Haven region is

eminently well situated for deciding the glacial question for all

central New England.

A special study of the region during the last two years has

led the writer to the conclusion that the effects are solely those

of glaciers, or rather, of a Connecticut valley^ or Central New
England, glacier.^ To exhibit all the evidence bearing upon
the question would require a full discussion of the whole range
of facts presented by the New Haven Quaternary. I propose at

this time to mention only a few of the more trenchant and de-

The question is—^Was the interior ofNew England in the Gla-

cial era covered by a sea at least 4,000 feet deep for the floating

of icebergs ; or, was it emerged land as now, (perhaps to a higher
level than at present) and submerged only beneath ice, the ice

of an immense glacier, 3,000 feet and less in thickness, the ice

in Vermont and New Hampshire being 4,000 feet and more
above the level of the sea ?

1. The sea, if it covered the land in the Grlacial era, should
have left proof of it along the southern coast of New England.
About New Haven, the height of the stratified Quaternary

deposits above the sea (Long Island Sound), or above the river

flats, no where exceeds 50 feet. This is the maximum ; the

particular facts will be stated at another time. Fifty feet is

therefore the greatest amount of depression of the land which is

indicated, the greatest that can be admitted by those who base
their geological conclusions on facts. There are no traces of

sea beaches or any thing corresponding thereto at a higher level.

On passing the level of 50 feet above the Sound there is an
abrupt transition from the stratified to the unstratified drift,

except along the courses of streams, and near these, there is the

same transition on passing the level of 50 feet (or less) above
the existing river flats.

The highest sea-level of the Quaternary era about the New
Haven region is thus definitely marked. It is often assumed

* The existence of essentially ii

in the Glacial era was recognized by the

XXXV, p. 243, 1863, and in hia Manual of Geology, p. 763, published about the same
time ; and four great glaciers were there particularly mentioned, the Connecticut

River, the Penobacot, the Hudaon River, and the Mohawk River.
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that the unstratified drift might have been dropped over the

hills by icebergs ; but, as Mr. Croll has recently urged, deposi-

tions in water cannot be made without stratification. The
slightest jar of a vat of water holding sediment suspended will

cause that sediment to go down in a laminated state ; and so de-

posits of sands and gravels in the ever moving sea will always

manifest their aqueous origin. The stratified and unstratified

material about New Haven therefore mark the limit between
aqueous and dry-land dep<:»sition. Much has been said about
" modified drift^' or more or less stratified drift deposits, over

the hills ; but they occur no where, according to my observation,

except along water courses or about the sites of old lakes ; they

sustain the conclusion that the unstratified drift was essentially

a dry land deposition.

2. The magnitude, wide distribution, and regularity of direc-

tion in the scratches are evidences against Icebergs.

This is no new argument
;
yet it has lost nothing of its force

by long use. Broad furrows, eight to ten inches in depth, made
in trap or granite over long distances, uniform in direction,

must have required prolonged abrasion for scores of yeai-s, and
by an abrading agent not liable to change of course through

tides or currents, or to changes of form and thereby of center of

gravity from waste in the waters over the rocks. Glacial abra-

sion has been found so generally wherever the soil has been

freshly removed that it may be safely inferred, as has been

done for other parts of New England, that the abrasion was

universal. Passing from the New Haven region westward, over

the high plateau of Litchfield, Warren, et€., 1000 to 1500 feet

in height above the sea, the scratches have the same uniformity

and wide distribution. Grounded icebergs would be suflicient

for such results only in case they spread completely over the

wide surface and rested firmly upon its every part,—in which

case they would be nothing less than partly submerged gla-

3. The scratches are, in some cases, in such positions that only

the Connecticut valley depression, about 750 feet in height, nine

miles north of New Haven—along one of the steep southern

valleys, the surface of trap (dolerite) is extensively abraded,

and marked with many large and broad north-and-south far-

rows. An iceberg, moving southward, which could float over

the top of Mount Carmel ridge would not touch bottom in this

southern valley, for the part eroded is at least 150 feet below

the level of the rido-e to the north of it. While this erosion is,

.v._„r_... , . ,? --^^iceb
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4. Since icebergs are fragments of glaciers broken off by the

sea into which they descend, and since their freight of stones is

part of the moraines of the old glacier, the boulders of the New
Haven region, and of New England generally, should, on the

Iceberg hypothesis, be the rocks of the White Mountains (whose
highest peak, Mt Washington (the loftiest in New England) is

6288 feet high), or of some Green Mountain Peak (over a thou-

sand feet lower), if not from some more distant northern source.

But, in fact, the boulders about New Haven have come
mainly from the central part of Connecticut and Massachusetts,

and largely from the hills or ledges in the Connecticut valley it-

self ; and not from any mountain summit or ridge either side.

They are therefore from the bottom of the alleged Iceberg sea,

and not from any emerged summits.
These boulders are masses of trap 1000 tons in weight and

less ; and Mt. Tom and Mt Holyoke, situated adjoining the Con-
necticut river in Massachusetts, seventy miles north of New Ha-
ven, are the most northerly points from which such masses could

have come. The tops of these so-called mountains would have
been over 2600 feet below the surface if the Iceberg sea were
4000 feet deep. Other boulders are of the Triassic red sand-

stone ; and these also had their origin in the Connecticut valley^

south of the northern limits of Massachusetts, for none exists

farther north. Others, of large size, some of them ten to four-

teen feet in length, are of gneiss and came from a gneiss region,

either in northern Connecticut, ten to twenty miles west of the

Connecticut river, or just north of this in the adjoining part of

Massachusetts. Again, six to eight miles west of New Haven,

were derived from ledges less \

north or northwest.

The facts show, beyond question, that in the Glacial era, the

transported blocks came from the comparatively low regions, in

the very bottom of the supposed Iceberg sea, not far to the
north of New Haven, instead of from distant and elevated
heights to the northeast or northwest ; and this was true of all

the drift material. The observations of others over New Eng-
land, as well as those I have made over Connecticut, sustain the
conclusion that the sand and gravel of the unstratified drifl has
not come from remote points, but has been shoved southward
by some agent that could gather it up over the breadth of the
land and bear it onward to drop it after a few miles, or scores
of miles of transportation. All this is evidently impossible
work for icebergs.

Since, then, icebergs cannot pick up masses tons in weight from
the bottom of a sea, or give a general movement southward to
the loose material of the surface

; neither can produce the abra-
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sion observed over the rocks under its various conditions ;
and

inasmuch as all direct evidence of the submergence of the land

required for an iceberg sea over New England fails, the conclu-

sion appears inevitable that icebergs had nothing to do with

the drift of the New Haven region, in the Connecticut valley

;

and, therefore, that the Glacial era in central New England was

a Glacier era.

1 to the Sept. No. of this Journal, I alluded

briefly to the auroral theory of the solar Corona, and referred

to publications in which I had advocated it. I propose now to

give a brief discussion of the theory.

The grounds upon which I have maintained the auroral origin

of the Corona in different publications are the following :

1. The Corona cannot be the permanent atmosphere of the

sun, shining by reflected light, since its outline is neither cir-

cular nor oval, but exceedingly irregular, and it extends out

from the sun many times farther in some directions than in

others. The utmost tBat can reasonably be maintained is that

for a small portion of its outward extent, for which the grada-

tion of light is nearly uniform, it may possibly be a solar at-

mosphere.
2. The natural indications of the aspect of the corona are

that it is chiefly composed of separate masses of luminous

matter, of unequal brightness and length, radiating out from

different points of the sun's limb. The general radiated struc-

ture of the corona, and the great comparative outward extent

of the luminous radiations in certain directions, have attracted

the ;

streamers have been seen to extend

from the sun, while others did not extend to one quarter of

this distance.

3. Eeasoning analogically from the earth to the sun we
naturally conceive the body of the sun to be surrounded by a

permanent atmosphere. On the same grounds we should infer

that the space exterior to this atmosphere is pervaded, either

occasionally or permanently, by auroral streamers, simflar to

those which at times shoot out many hundreds of miles mto

space, from the upper atmosphere of the earth.
•_ c ^

4. If the luminous radiations of the

lUst expect t'

, and positio
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that such is the fact, for the aspect of the corona has been
very different in diflFerent eclipses (e. g. eclipses of 1842, 1851,
1858, and 1860). It has even been maintained by some ob-
servers that the rays of the corona had a flickering luster, and
varied in extent and position during the short period of a single

5. Admitting, as we must, the actual radiated structure of
the corona, its individual streamers, or luminous radiations,
may be conceived either to be permanently connected with the
sun, or to be composed of luminous matter actually streaming
away from the sun, to an indefinite distance, into space. If we
adopt the former idea, we virtually admit that a permanent
vaporous atmosphere of sensible density extends from the body
of the sun to a distance greater than the sun's diameter, a posi-
tion that cannot with any plausibility be maintained.* In sup-
port of the other hypothesis we have the well established fact
that some form of luminous matter, belonging to cometary
bodies, when it comes under a certain degree of influence fi-om
the sun, is projected or in some manner detached from the
nuclei of these bodies, and repelled from the sun, and under
the operation of the solar repulsion urged away from them to
an indefinite distance, forming the luminous trains by which
they are attended. (See the author s papers on Donati's Comet
published in this Journal, Jan. and May," 1860, and July, 1861

;

and the discussion of the Dynamical Condition of the Head of
a Comet in the No. for Jan., 1859). To suppose that the rays
of the corona are actual radiations of luminous matter, is onlv

! that £

ubject

perceive the sun to exert" upon a portion of the matter of
comets. The luminosity of such radiations may be ascribed
either to a reflection of the sun's light, or to electric discharges.
Upon this question we shall see important evidence was ob-
tained at the total eclipse of Aug. 7, 1869.

6. If we adopt the auroral theory of the corona, and at the
same time admit that the auroral streamers are actual emana-
tions of luminous matter, the following consequences may be
expected to follow.

(1.) A portion of the auroral matter emitted from the sun
should fall upon the earth's atmosphere, and may furnish the
substance of terrestrial auroras, for which no terrestrial origin
has yet been detected.

(2.) Upon this view of the possible origin of terrestrial
auroras, the close correspondence that has been detected be-
tween the periods of the sun's spots and of auroras, should sub-
* According to the recent spectroscopic determinations of Lockyer and Frank-

land, the solar atmosphere must be of exceeding tenuity in therftcHnn ^f tl,« rn«»-
colored protuberances just above the general surface of the c
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sist if we allow that tlie spots are merely the natural result of

the supposed discharges of the solar matter, prevailing for a

time at certain points of the photosphere ; or indeed if we grant

that they are in any way the result of these discharges visible

(3.) In the wave propagation of the impulsive actions on tlie

ether of space, of the electric discharges to which we may ascribe

the material emanations from the photosphere, and in the elec-

tric and magnetic phenomena attendant upon the reception and

accumulation of the solar auroral matter in our atmosphere, we
have a plausible general explanation of the periodic and irregu-

lar disturbances of the magnetic condition of the earth, and of

their known physical relations to the sun's spots. This theory

of the origin of the diverse perturbations of terrestrial magnet-

ism I have elaborated, and followed out into a detailed discus-

sion of the variations of the different magnetic elements in

former Nos. of this Journal (viz : for March and July, 1855).

We may add that it derives additional support from the gene-

ral result arrived at by Prof Chambers, in his discussion of the

" Nature of the Sun's Magnetic Action," viz : that "the mode in

which forces originating in the sun, influence the magnetic con-

dition of the earth, is not analogous to the action of a magnet

upon a mass of soft iron placed at a great distance from it, but

that these forces proceed from the sun in a form difierent from

that of magnetic force, and are converted into this latter foim

of force probably by their action upon the matter of the earth

or its atmosphere."
"
If this be admitted then we must conclude

that the perturbations of the earth's magnetic condition, as

evinced by the variations of the position and directive force

of the magnetic needle, must result either from some action

direct or indirect on the earth or its atmosphere, of some form

of matter emitted from the sun, or from a wave-action propa-

gated from the sun, or from both of these operative causes

combined.

(4.) The streamers of the corona should have at different

points of the sun's photospheric surface different directions,

parallel to the diverse directions of the magnetic force of the

sun at this surface. These directions should be variously m-

cHned, in different heliographic latitudes, to the honzontal lines

at the points of the surface, and also to the plane of the sun's

equator ; like the dipping needle on the earth and the streamers

of a terrestrial aurora. In low latitudes the angles of inclina-

tion to the plane of the equator should be large, and the streamers

proceeding from corresponding points in the two hemispheres,

should converge and intersect in the plane of the equator, in

proportion as these correspondmg streamers proceed from

points more remote from the sun's equator, they will intersect
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under a smaller angle, and their point of intersection will be
more distant from the sun's surface ; until at the heliographic
latitude of 30° to 35°, thej will become parallel to the plane of
the equator. Those emanating from still higher latitudes will
diverge from the plane of the equator and from each other.*
"If these facts be attentively considered it will be seen that

the result should be the formation of a luminous appearance
extending indefinitely outward from the sun into space, and
elongated in the plane of his equator; and that to observers on
the earth it would have an apparent form more or less trian-

The same fundamental conception which accounts for the
solar corona, and the physical relations known to subsist be-
tween the sun's spots and terrestrial auroras, as well as between
these spots and the varied magnetic disturbances occurring on the
earth, furnishes then an adequate explanation of the extent,
form, and position of the Zodiacal Light. In fact we see that
the zodiacal light is but the indefinite extension of the corona.
We have here tacitly supposed that the solar emanations con-

sist of magnetic matter projected with great velocity into space,
in the directions of the prolongations of the auroral columns,
and proceeding on indefinitely in these directions ; but if, Hke
the cometic matter, they are exposed to a continual repulsion
from the sun, the paths described by the receding particles
would be hyperbolas convex toward the sun. The point of
intersection of any two streamers proceeding from correspond-
ing low latitudes in the two hemispheres, would in consequence
be tlirown to a greater distance from the sun, but the general
result as to the form and position of the luminous appearance
produced, (the zodiacal light) would be the same.

In support of this view of the origin of the zodiacal hght
we may state that Cassini drew from his observations on the
sun's spots and the zodiacal light, made during the interval
from 1665 to 1688, the conclusion that a physical connection
subsisted between these two phenomena, and that the substance
of the zodiacal light was in fact some emanation from the sun's
spots. Again, according to Arago, it appears from the en-
tire series of observations at Paris and Greneva, that the
zodiacal light varies considerably from one year to another,— ^ ^^-^

the .^ . •
.. ,

. - . 'that the observed variations cannot result entirely from
changes m the transparency of the atmosphere. We shall soon
see that the form of the corona, as seen in the eclipse of 1869,
and previous eclipses, presented certain prominent features that
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It is proper to state here, that in what precedes we have really

been contemplating but different sides of one comprehensive
theory, which embraces a connected series of solar phenomena,
of which the corona is but one term. The outline of this

theory is given in the author's Treatise on Astronomy, revised

edition (1867). It is that a portion of the matter of the sun"s

photosphere is in the habitual condition of auroral magnetic
columns ; that by electric discharges along these columns, their

substance becomes dispersed and in part projected into space

;

and that this process, wherever occurring, may by a continued
dissipation ofa portion ofthe photospheric matter at that locality,

eventuate in the formation of a visible spot on the disc ; that

the photospheric matter thus discharged into space, is in that

peculiar condition recognized in cometic matter in which it

becomes subject to a repulsive action from the sun (or else to a

diminished attractive action, as occurred to a certain extent in

the case of Donati's comet, and in that of 1861), and in the act of

flowing away is visible in solar eclipses as the streamers of the

corona, and at more remote distances as the zodiacal light ; that

these solar emanations furnish the matter of terrestrial auroras,

and when descending in copious showers into the earth's atmos-

phere, and developing electric currents and disturbing the

magnetic condition of the earth, are the determining cause of

all the phenomena of " magnetic storms." The apparent struc-

ture, and variability of the corona, and, as we shall soon see, the

most characteristic features of its form, the form, position, and
variability of the zodiacal light, the coincidence of the periods

of the sun's spots with the periods of terrestrial auroras, and
with those of the perturbations of the magnetic needle, all

accord with this general theory. I have also endeavored to

show in my papers on the variations of the magnetic elements,

that these variations are such as should naturally result from

the electric currents in the upper atmosphere, (or^what may be
called the photosphere of the earth), that would ensue from the

reception of the supposed impulsive waves, and material emana-

tions proceeding from the sun. (See this Journal, II, vol. xix,

March and July, 1855).
If it indeed be true, that from the fundamental conception

of material emanations from the sun similar to those which we
know to take place from the head of a comet under the in-

fluence of the sun, a connected series of phenomena may be

theoretically deduced which have their actual counterparts in

Nature, it must be conceded that there is a high probability

that this conception is founded in truth, and furnishes the true

explanation of the varied phenomena observed.
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Results of Observations on the Corona made at the Total Eclipse

of August 1, 18G9.

The observations made on the Corona on the occasion of the
echpse of 1869, have furnished several striking confirmations
of the theory that it is an auroral phenomenon.

1. The observed form and structure of the Corona.—I will first

adduce the results of my own observations. These were made
at Des Moines, Iowa, with the naked eye, and a good opera-
glass, and were chiefly confined to the Corona. When the
totality commenced, and the beautiful corona stood revealed,
like a new creation, against the dark background of the sky,
almost the first striking feature that caught my attention
was ttie great inequality in the extent of ' its outstreamingm dififerent directions, and its consequent in-egularity of out-
line. This outstreaming or luminous radiation, was particu-
larly conspicuous from the eastern limb, nearly in the direc-
tion of the plane of the ecliptic or the sun's equator. It could be
distinctly traced in that direction to a distance from the sun
equal to his own diameter. For an extent of some 15° on
-either side of the ecliptic, individual hair-like streamers, seem-
ingly nearly parallel to the ecliptic, extended out a large fraction
ot this distance. From the opposite limb, and in the opposite
direction the coronal streamers were conspicuous, but of less
extent than m the direction of the ecliptic toward the east,
l^rom the polar regions other pointed masses of light -extended
out to considerable distances, but not so far as those just
noticed. They seemed to be composed like the others, of rays
or hair-hke luminous radiations, more or less distinct. The
separate luminous lines appeared to Professor Eastman, from
the U. b. Naval Observatory, (who observed the corona at the
same station, through a small telescope) to converge more or
less. This convergence I failed to detect ; but I distinctly
noticed that the outstreaming mass from near the north pole oi
the sun had approximately the form of a triangle with curved
sides, convex outward, but the triangular outline appeared
as It resulting from the intersections of individual radiations,

ous m
""^ " *^^ <^^^n{ie boundary of a stationary lurain-

The corona had a white silvery luster, and appeared at times
suttusedwith a delicate rosy tinge, but this wn^ ])robably a
subjective effect No flickering or variation ol' tii. lunter of
the corona, was observable during the totality Nor was there
any noticeable change in its general form, or in the extent of its
luminous radiations, though rcarefully watchcMl forsu-h chan-t's.
Dr B. A. Gould, who was stationed^at Burlin-^'.n invn, and
other observers, thought that both the luster and extmt of the
radiating masses, or "star points," underwent material varia-
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tions. A similar diiference of opinion is found in the reports

of observations on previous eclipses. If variations m the bright-

ness and extent of the coronal radiations do actually occur, it

is favorable rather than opposed to the auroral theory of the

corona but it is probable that the apparent changes are due

to inequalities in the interceptive action of the earth's atmos-

phere on the light of the corona, and especially on the laint

light at its outer boundary. .

Professor Harkness, of the U. S. Naval Observatory, m his

able Report of Observations on the eclipse, states that the ioiir

angles of the trapezoidal outline of the corona wei-e m thr nudaie

heliographic latitudes— relying upon the report ot another

observer ; but on a direct examination of the question ot the

location of these angles, or "star points" of the corona made

since the publication of the Report, he has satished himself that

their actual position was such as I have above reported it irom

^-' own observations.*
, i i -t

I the delineations of the corona given by the observer ot

previous eclipses,^ two or inore fo^^spicuous

projecti]

.= axo generally shown, but the positions of these more

ectincT parts are seldom given with respect to the equa-

or poles of the sun. The figure of the echpse accompa-

nying the Report of P. Prof. Capellotti, of observations on

the eclipse of April 15, 1865, made at Chili, is an exception.

It shows three principal points of outstreammg of the corona

;

two lying very nearly in the plane of the sun s equator, and

nearly diametrically oPP^^ite to each other, and a third near

one of the poles of the sun. In the eclipses of 18o8, 1860 and

1868, four such points were seen, distributed at ^^^^
^^^^^iJ"

rant's distance from each other. In the echpse of 1842, but

noticed, which were diametrically opposite

that of 1851, there appears 1 have been no marked

deviation from a general uniformity of radiation.

Relying then upon the only definite knowledge we have ot

the location of the more conspicous portions of the corona, \iz

that obtained in the echpses of 1865 and 1869, we may say

that the corona is brighter and more extended about m the

direction of the plane of the sun's equator than m any otner

direction. This striking fact lends a powerM ^^PP^^ j^

the auroral theory of the corona; for, as we have already

seen, the streamers proceeding from the l^^^^^,
j^*^*^^^^Jl^ ^^^^

sun, on opposite sides of the equator should c^^.^^^^g^
^^^

intersect in the plane of the equator, and for a certain aistanc

* Professor Winlock. in his report of observations on the ^^l^Pf
; ^^'^^J^^^®

photograph of the corona taken at Shell)^^!!^ shows a nattemng a
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on either side of this plane, and in consequence the corona
should appear to extend farther in the plane of the equator,

than in other directions. The convergence of individual rays

or lines of emanation, we have ali-eady seen, was actually

noticed by Professor Eastman. It of course may happen that

inequalities in the amount of outstreaming on opposite sides

of the equator, may throw the more prominent and conspicu-
ous parts of the corona to the one side or the other of the plane
of the equator. It will be observed that from our present
point of view, the extension of the corona in the plane of the

sun's equator is a phenomenon kindred to the much greater

lummous extension seen in the zodiacal light ; the only differ-

ence between them being, that in the former the auroral emana-
tions proceed from lower heliographic latitudes, and intersect

nearer the sun.

But it may be asked how are we to explain, on the present
theory, the "star points " of the corona over the polar regions
of the sun. For these, two reasons may be assigned. (1) If

we admit a distribution of magnetism on the sun similar to

that which prevails on the earth, the auroral streamers should
diverge from each other less rapidly in the high than in the
low latitudes. (2) Upon opposite sides of a line of no declina-
tion traversing the sun's surface, analogous to that which tiav-

erses Kussia, the natural directions of the streamers prolonged
upward would be such as to occasion the convergence and
intersections of those proceeding from the opposite sides of this

We may say then that the more extended portions of the
corona, m the eclipse of 1869, were over those regions of the
sun s surface, and those only, where upon the present theory
the intersections of streamers might be expected to occur.

In some eclipses distinct luminous curves having the appear-
ance of luminous jets issuing tangentially to the sun's limb, or
obliquely inclined to it, and pursuing a course either convex or
concave to the limb, have been seen. According to M. Liais
these peculianties were conspicously obsei-vable in the eclipse
of Sept. 7, 1858. While it is possible that such curves may
be the result of the intersections of a mass of straight streamers,
It IS not improbable that they may be actual luminous jets ; for
It from any cause any portion of "the auroral matter should be
projected from the sun in a direction oblique to the surface, it

would proceed in a convex hyperbolic curve if repelled by the
sun, and m a concave curve if attracted. Now I have shownm a former No. of this Jounial (July, 1861), that the portion of
cometary matter posited on the convex side of the tail of
Uonatis Comet was actually repelled by the sun, while that on
the concave side had become detached from the head of the
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comet, because of a diminished gravitation toward the sun.

Upon our fundamental conception that the coronal matter is

essentially in the same physical condition as such cometic

matter, and subject to the action of the same solar forces, it

may well happen that some individual jets will proceed in con-

vex, and others in concave curves, according as the escapmg

matter is repelled or attracted by the sun.

2. Observations on the physical constiiutwn of the corona with

the Spectroscope and Polariscope.—The results of the observations

made at the late eclipse, with the spectroscope and polariscope,

are strongly confirmatory of the truth of the theory ot the

corona under discussion. Professor Pickering m the Report of

his observations with a polariscope, says, " The form of polari-

scope used was that adopted by Arago in his expenmente on sky

polarization. It consists of a tube about twenty inches long

and two inches in diameter, one end of which is closed by a

double image prism of Iceland spar, and the other by a plate

of quartz. Looking through the former we see two images of

the latter, which when the light is polarized assumes com-

plementary tints. If, now, the corona was polarized m planes

passing through the center of the sun (as is generally admitted),

when viewed through the polariscope, in one image the upper

and lower parts should have appeared blue, and those on the

right and left yellow ; while in the second image these colors

would be reversed, the yellow being above and below, and the

blue on the sides. In reality the two images were precisely

alike, and both pure white, but one was on a blue and the

other on a yellow back-ground. From this we infer that the

corona was unpolarized, or, at least, that the polarization was

too slight to be perceptible."

We may infer from this that the corona is either self lumi-

nous or shines by diffuse reflection ; since specular reflection

produces polarization.*
. .„ j • •

The testimony of the spectroscope is still more decisive.

Profs. Pickering, Harkness, and Young, agree that the spec-

trum from the light of the corona was a continuous one, or tree

from dark lines; but containing one or more bright lines The

absence of dark lines indicates that the corona did not shme

by the light of the photosphere, reflected either difiiisely or

specularly from ite substance ; since such light, after reflection

should, like the direct solar light, have given a spectrum with

the Fraunhofer lines. The presence of bnght lines, on the

other hand, is a direct indication that the corona was sell lumi-

nous
; and therefore that its light was the result either of com-

The question whether the %ht from the corona is in any decree polanzP^^^
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"bustion or of electric discliarges. As it is hardly supposable

that an actual combustion could prevail at the distance of tens,

and hundreds of thousands of miles from the sun's photosphere,

in regions where, if any solar atmosphere exist, the results of

recent observations with the spectroscope by Lockyer and
Frankland lead us to believe that it can only be the faintest

possible trace of it, we must infer that the light of the corona is

of electric origin.

In the hands of Prof Young and Prof. Winlock the spectro-

scope has obtained direct evidence of a physical correspondence
between the solar corona and terrestial auroras. Prof Young
observed in the spectrum of the corona a bright line the posi-

tion of which he gives as 1474 on Kirchoff 's scale, and which
proves to be in coincidence with a small line marked as iron on
Kirchofi's and Angstrom's maps. He remarks that " it turns

out also to coincide very closely if it is not (which is much more
probable) absolutely identical with a line recently discovered by
Prof Winlock of Cambridge, in the spectrum of the aurora
borealis. He also saw two other fainter lines in the spectrum of

the corona which coincided quite closely with other lines re-

ported by Prof Winlock as visible in the spectrum of the

aurora. In view of these results of spectroscopic observation
he remarks, as follows : "At present it seems pretty likely that

the spectra of the corona and the aurora borealis are identical,

with only such differences in the intensity of their lines as we
might naturally expect, and that very probably the identity
extends to the essential nature of the phenomena themselves."
The detection of the same iron line in the aurora and corona,

taken in connection with the well established fact that the va-

por of iron is present in the photosphere and chromosphere of

the sun, and that the magnetic features of the aurora lead to

the natural conclusion that some form of ferruginous matter
the substance of auroras, for which no terrestrial

reasonably be assigned, conducts to the inference
that the terrestrial auroral matter is derived from the sun, and
adds to the weight of accumulative evidence in support of the
theory I have advocated that the corona is made up of material
emanations from the sun.

Note.—Some personn have conjectured that the corona might be produced by
the passage of the sun's r.iys through the earth's atmosphere, but it may readUy
be shown that this ig impossible. When one reflects that the half width of the
moon's shadow, in the larger eclipse?, is as great as the estimated height of the
atmosphere, it will be seen that, to an observer on the central line of the eclipse
the line of sight will not fall upon the illuminated portion of the atmosphere ex-

e angle to the line of direction ofthe
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of the sun's light to an observer on tlie earth.

Perhaps the more prevalent idea, at the present dny, is that the cor

rays and tufts of hght, is a phenomenon of diffraction pr(jdnced by th

the s\m's rays along the denticulated ed^re of the moon. This theoi

of plausibility, but it is entirely inadequate to account for the great e

coronal rays. The fringes produced by the diffraction of light in its
]

the edge ot" a body appear to the eye of the observer to extend but a s

distance from the edge. This would be more s-trikingly true in the c

kind permanently connected with the sun, or is made up of muteria]

proceeding immediately from the sun. To the large body of indtrt

" '' an examination of the photo-

After the completion of my first set of experiments on tlie

duration of the discharge of a Leyden jar, I became anxious to

make some measurements of the duration of a flash of ordinary

lightning, which may be considered as equivalent to the dis-

charge of an immense jar with an enormous striking-distance.

The results of Feddersen have shown that the duration of the

discharge is increased by an addition to the size of the jar, as

"Well as by augmentation of the striking-distance, and as both
these quantities are so large with a flash of lightning, it was
reasonable to expect that the duration of its discharge would
be prolonged in some corresponding ratio. During the violent

thunder-storm of last August, which occurred in the evening,

I happened to be at a house commanding an unobstructed y-'

of the horizon, and this circumstance take with
the frequency' and proximity of the electrical discharges, in-

duced me, although entirely unprovided with apparatus, to at-

tempt a measurement of their duration. A circular disc, five

inches in diameter, was hastily cut from white cardboard, while
a steel shawl-pin sei-ved as an axis, on which it was made to

revolve by constantly striking its edge tangentially with the

nght hand, the pin being held in the left. The maxvmum veloc-

ity attainable in this way was always employed. The general

indications at the time were that the rate thus obtained was
considerably more uniform than might have been expected,

and subsequent quantitative experiments have confirmed this
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idea. The first experiments were made by observing black

figures traced near the circumference of the disc, which was

illuminated solely by the rapidly recurring flashes, and it often

happened that the figures, with their details, were seen quite as

clearly and sharply as though the disc had been stationary ; on
" - - -^

^
• - ^

-' ^ as thoughthe other hand, sometimes the edges seemed blurred, i

the disc had moved through a few degrees during the i

discharge. The result being doubtful, the mode of experi-

menting was quickly changed; about fifteen narrow radial

apertures were made near the circumference of the disc, and
the flashes and illuminated clouds were observed through these

openings, the disc being made to revolve as before. The dis-

tance of the eye from the apparatus was about eight inches,

and It was of course adjusted so as to obtain distinct vision of

the disc. The result was that sometimes the openings were
seen quite unchanged in appearance, but more frequently they
were most distinctly elongated into well defined streaks some
degrees m length. They were observed often and without dif-

ficulty, but as farther confirmation I may add that 1 requested
Prof Joy, who was ignorant of the actual form of the aper-
ture, to state his opinion of their apparent shape while the disc
was m rotation. The repljr was that they resembled Prince
Kupert s drops—a not unfair description of the phenomena in

question. Eepeated estimates of their size were then made
with paper and pencil. Some time afterward I measured the
velocity which I could communicate to this disc in the manner
above described, by attaching to it a small hollow axis through
which the steel pm passed, the disc being then caused to wind
up a thread stretched by a small weight The rate of rotation
thus attainable was found to be about twelve revolutions per
second, which is a little more than I had anticipated. The
average size of the streaks was 9°, corresponding to a duration
ot ^i^ of a second. It hence results that the duration of the
flashes of lightning on the occasion referred to was in round
numbers about -,U oi a second, some of them, however, seem-
ing to be confined to smaller limits.

I know of only a single circumstance which might militate
against the correctness of the above conclusion, and it is but
lair to g^ve it such weight as it may carry. Becquerel has
succeeded with some difficulty in observing a faint phospho-
rescence when an electric discharge is passed through rarefied
air, and it is not absolutely impossible that the effects observed
by me were due to a cause of this kind.

Ihis pomt can hereafter readily be decided by observing with
a revolving disc, not the distant clouds, but a sheet of white
paper, placed so as to receive the light from the electrical flashes.

Columbia CoUege, Nov. 10th, 1870.
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Art. IY.—On the physical condition of a closed circuit contiguous

to a permanent and constant Voltaic current; or, on " the electro-

tonic state ;" bj Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D.

In 1831, after Faradaj had made his brilliant and uneqiialed

discoveries of Voltaic and magnetic induction, he gave, in his

first series of experimental researches, a section on a "New
electrical State or Condition of Matter;" which he designated

as the electro-tonic state. This can, in a few words, be explained

as a certain state of electrical tension produced in a closed

metallic circuit by the proximity of another circuit, through

which circulates an electric current. The latter circuit being

broken, this tension evinces itself in producing, during its dis-

appearance, an electric wave in the closed circuit, similar in

character, but opposite in direction, to the one produced on

forming the contiguous electric current.

Faraday, with his habitual philosophic reserve, hesitating to

give a formal enunciation of any hypothesis as to the electrical

or molecular condition of the wire during this state, says, (Exp.

Rea 71) "this peculiar state appears to be a state of tension,

and may be considered as equivalent to a cuiTent of electricity,

at least equal to that produced either when the condition is in-

duced or destroyed." But in the celebrated Bakerian lecture

which he delivered in Jan., 1832, he reluctantly releases his

mind from this opinion, and says, (Exp. Bes. 231 ; 242), " The

law under which the induced electric current excited m bodies

moving relatively to magnets, is made dependent on the inter-

section of the magnetic curves by the metal being thus rendered

more precise and definite, seem now even to apply to the

cause in the first section of the former paper ;
and by render-

ing a perfect reason for the effects produced, take away any for

supposing that peculiar condition which I ventured to call the

electro-tonic state. * * * * Thus the reasons which in-

duce me to suppose a particular state in the wire have disap-

peared
; and though it still seems to me unlikely that a wire at

rest in the neighborhood of another carrying a powerful elec-

tric current is entirely indifferent to it, yet I am not aware of

any distinct facts which authorize the conclusion that it is m a

particular state."

In Dec, 1834, however, we see with what reluctance he ga\'e

up his first opinion, for he thus writes (Exp. Res. 1114) m ref-

erence to " the influence by induction of an electric current on

itself, and on the inductive action of electric currents generally.

"Notwithstanding that the effects appear only at the making

and breaking of contact, (the current remaining unaftected,

seemingly, in the interval), I cannot resist the impression that

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. I, No. 1.—Jan., 1871.
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there is some connected and correspondent effect produced by

this lateral action of the elements of the electric stream during

the time of its continuance. An action of this kind, in fact, is

evident in the magnetic relations of the parts of the current

But admitting (as we may do for the moment) the magnetic

forces to constitute the power which produces such striking and

different results at the commencement and termination of a cur-

rent, still there appears to be a link in the chain of effects, a

wheel in the physical mechanism of the action, as yet unrecog-

nized." Again, in 1838, (Exp. Res. 1661) he recurs to the idea

of the electro-tonic state, in speaking of " the transverse effect

of a current ;" and in his " Relation of the electric and mag-

netic forces " (Exp. Res. 1729) he states, " It appears to me pos-

sible, therefore, and even probable, that magnetic action may be

communicated to a distance by the action of the intervening

particles, in a manner having a relation to the way in which the

inductive forces of static electricity are transferred to a dis-

tance
; the intervening particles assuming for the time more or

less of a peculiar condition, which, (though with a very imper-

fect idea) I have several times expressed by the term eleciro-

tanic state.''

As late as 1851, Faraday yet hopes that future research may
verify his idea of the electro-tonic stato. for in liis ]);i]H>r "on
the lines of magnetic force," after havin,<f sliowii the relation of

the magneto-electric current to the electro-f-MTuluctiri^^ jKuver of

the substance in which it is induced, he writes (Kxp. H(^s. 3172-

73), "All the results described are those obtained with moving
metals. But mere motion would not generate a relation, which
had not a foundation m the existence of some previous state

;

and therefore the quiescent metals must be in some relation to

the active center of force, and that not necessarily dependent
on their paramagnetic or diamagnetic condition, because a metal

at zero in that respect, would have an electric current genera-

ted in it as well as the others. The relation is not as the attrac-

tions or repulsions of the metals, and therefore not magnetic in

the common sense of the word ; but according to some other

functions of the power. ***** if such a condition

be hereafter verified by experiment, and the idea of an electro-

tonic state be revived and established, then, such bodies as

water, oil, resin, &c., will probably be included in the same
state

; for the non-conducting condition, which prevents the for-

mation of a current in them, does not militate against the exist-

ence of that condition, whicli is prior to the effect of motion.
A piece of copper, which cannot have the current, because it is

not in a circuit, and a piece of lac, which cannot, because it is

a non-conductor of electricity, may have peculiar but analo-

gous states, when moving across a field of magnetic power."
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In his paper on the physical character of the lines of mag-

netic force, occurs this remarkable paragraph (Exp. Ees. 3269):

" The mutual relation of the magnetic lines of force and the

electric axis of power has been known ever since the time of

(Ersted and Ampere. This, with such considerations as I have

endeavored to advance, enables us to form a guess or judgment

with a certain degree of probability, respectmg the nature of

the lines of magnetic force. I incline to the opinion that they

have a physical existence correspondent to that of their ana-

logue, the electric lines; and having that notion, am further

carried on to consider whether they have a probable dynam lo

condition, analogous to that of the electric axis to which tliry

are so closely, and, perhaps, inevitably related, m which case

the idea of magnetic currents would anse ; or whether they con-

sist in a state of tension (of the sether?) round the electnc axis,

and may therefore be considered as static in their nature. Again

and again the idea of an ekctro-imiic state has been forced on

my mind ; such a state would coincide and become identihed

with that which would then constitute the physical lines of

magnetic force." „ , . , . ,x

We see from the above extracts (all that refer to this subject)

that Faraday never gave a formal statement of his conception

of the physical condition constituting the electro-tonic state

;

but other electricians, including Weber, Neumann and A. De

la Eive, have framed hypotheses, more or less probable, to ex-

plain this condition, the one most generally received, and in-

deed widely copied into existing treatises on physics, is that ot

A. De la Rive. (Traite d'Electricit^, t. i, p. 445). I here give

this in his own words: and will then describe certain experi-

ments of precision, which I have made to test the truth ol his

hypothesis. This is the object of making this communication.

''Without having recourse to conceptions and calculations as

profound as Weber and Neumann's, I think that we can con-

sider induction as the result of the ordinary inductive decom

position of the natural electricity of each particle of the induced

conductor, by the already separated electricities ol each cor-

responding particle of the inductor. In order that this shal

take place, we must admit that the propagation of the current

takes place by a series of decompositions and recorapositions ot

the electricities of the successive molecules, m the same man-

ner as takes place with insulating bodies, (referring to i» araclay s

theory of inductive action).
4.

• +1, iVo^
"Let A B be a conductor traversed by a current m the direc-

tion from A to B ; the successive particles of which it is com-

posed have their natural electricity decomposed, the - turned

towards A where is the positive pole of the apparatus, and the

+ turned towards B where is the negative pole. The electrici-



ties, as soon as they have been separated, combine from parti-

cle to particle, thus : the negative of a with the positive of the

pole A, the negative of h with the positive of a, and so on to

the positive of X which combines with the negative of the pole B.

This recomposition, which is instantaneous, is immediately fol-

lowed by a new decomposition, and this by a recomposition,

and so on. This succession of decomposition and of recompo-

sition is so rapid, that there is always, as experiment shows, an

electric tension in each particle of the conductor, so that we

can consider that the state in which it is represented in the fig-

ure, which we will call state ofpolarization, is nearly permanent
" Now let A'B' be a second conductor similar to the first, as

near to it as possible, and insulated with silk or wax. At the

moment we pass a current in A B, and where consequently we

polarize its particles, we produce in A'B' an opposite molecular

polarization, the + of each particle being opposite the - of each

particle of A B and the - before the +. It thereby follows that

if, at the moment when A B is traversed by a current, the two

extremities of A'B' are united by a conductor, such as the wire

of a galvanometer, the + of the'molecule a' combines, through

this conductor, with the — of the molecule A', and this produces

an instantaneous current directed from A' to B' in the conductor,

and from B' to A' in the wire A'B' itself, that is to say m a

direction contrary to the inducing current. Also, if instead of

being united by a conductor, the extremities A' and B' commu-
nicate with the two plates of a condenser. A' will give it a

charge of positive electricity, and B' one of negative. As soon

as a' has lost its positive electricity and h' its negative, the neg-

ative of a' is then disguised by the positive of h\ and so on to

the negative of g\ which is disguised by the positive of h ;

these electricities do not neutralize each other, because they are
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3 of A'B' are united by a conductor, the nega-
tive electricity of a' unites with the positive of h\ and at the
same time the contrary electricities of each of the particles of a',

&', c', d\ e', /, g' combine, and thence there results a current
which progresses in the conductor from B' to A' and from A'
B' in the wire A'B' itself Thus A'B' is traversed, in this case,

by a current directed in the same direction as the inducing cur-

rent. The state of electric tension which exists in the wire A'
B' whilst the current traverses A B is that whicli Faraday has
called electro-tonic ; and the cessation of that state produces the

second current of induction, while its creation produces the
first. * * * * In reality in the above theorj- which we
have given, the production of the two instantaneous induced
currents is altogether similar to that which passes in the charg-

ing and discharging b}^ cascade of several consecutive Leyden
jars, in which the inner coating of each communicates with the

outer coating of the preceding one." De la Eive then shows
how this hypothesis is applicable to the explanation of the pro-

duction of induced currents, by the approach and recession of

a current in reference to a closed circuit ; to the production of

induced currents by magneto-electric currents; and to all the

facts embodied in Lenz's laws.

It appears to me that the truth of the above hypothesis can
be tested in the following manner. A closed metallic circuit

(which we will call the secondary wire), is in proximity to a

wire carrying a voltaic current, (which we will call the primary
wire), which produces in the former powerful induced currents,

on making and breaking battery contacts. While in these cir-

cumstances, we pass through the secondary wire a direct cur-

rent, and measure with precision its intensity ; then an exactly

equal current is passed in an inverse direction, and its intensity

measured. Now, if as De la Eive supposes, the secondary wire

be in a state of polarization like in character but inverse in di-

rection to that produced in the primary by the passage of the

current, there will be a diminution in the intensity of the cur-

rent which traverses the secondary wire in a direction opposed
to this polarization, while that traversing it in the direction cor-

responding to this polarization, will have the same intensity as

when it traverses the secondary wire, when the primary current

< m its proximity.
Four conditions have to be fulfilled i

First, a strong inductive action must be brought to bear upo
the secondary wire ; 2dly, this action must be produced by
constant current ; 3dly, the secondary wire must be a good con-

ductor, and therefore cannot have in its circuit a liquid battery,

wherewith to propagate the current in this wire ; 4:thly, a means
must be devised of"producing at will, in the secondary wire, a
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current or wave of electricity which shall always have the same
intensity. The following apparatus combines these require-

ments in an eminent degree. Twenty-five spirals (such as are

described in my papers in the Sept. and Nov., 1870, Nos. of this

Journal) were placed between twenty-live similar spirals, so that

each alternate spiral belonged to the same circuit. The termi-

nals of the first series of spirals were connected with a galvanic

battery, while those of the second combination were connected
with a spiral similar to one of those described in the paper "on
the measurement of electrical conductivities," in the Nov., 1870,

No. of this Journal. This spiral was placed on a magnet, about

3 ins. distant from its end, so that by suddenly slipping it otf a

current could be produced in the secondary wire without the

interposition of a liquid. By interchanging the connections of

the terminals of this spiral, an inverse current could be produ-
ced on sliding it off. A reflecting-galvanometer, reading deflec-

tions to 15", was also placed in the above circuit.

If the spiral is always removeil from tlic suiiu; Icngtli of mag-
net with the same velocity, it iK'cr.^sui'ih- lolNnvs— 111.' (;ircum-

stances in each case being alike tliat sn.ci's^ivr cnrrcuts of

equal intensity will traverse th.^ sicMinlaiv wiiv. This con-

stancy of velocity in all tiic .xprTinicnt- cai'i be; j^rwduccd in the

following manner. The mauiK't was [ilar.d vertically, N. pole

downward, and the tcnuiu/ils i,!' the spii-al which were 18 ins.

in length, were eoun.cted with the <Mnl> ..1 aevliiider of copper,
transversely divided }jv an insulatin-- disc of ebonite. Each
end of this horizontal cylinder rested on a V, and a close

contact was ensured by amalgamation. The spiral was now
allowed to fall off the magnet, and as it always made this move-
ment with the same velocity, it followed that currents of equal
intensity were produced during each fall. It was however found
that currents of such equality of intensitv were produced, by
quKhly slipping off the spiral, that the range of their differences
did not exceed 20" in the deflection of the needle of the reflect-

ing-galvanometer. In the experiments which follow, I used
the currents produced by quickly removing the spiral from the
magnet. This ready method of producing at will an electric

current or wave of any required intensity, seems to me will be
of value in many electrical researches, for I have found that
any current, produced by chemical means, fails in cmstancy
when its intensities are measunMl bv a ivlleetiri<>-<'alvaiiometer,
though by the or linarv iiistrmiatit it'inav api.rai'so.

'

In the apparatus thus arraii<'v<l w InVi' \ rui'ubirririoii of 25
spirals, containinq ?,^u feet of"'^ i„..h r!,,,..-',- wiiv ii', proxin»itv
to a combination ot 2.1 sin,ilar%pira!s \ ,-u,Tent wa^ ";

through the first spirals, of such a stn'iiLith that the n-'
in the battery equalled the e)utside resi<taiie..< ii, the s^.i!;



making contact at the battery liad subsided, and the needle

was at'^rest, its position was determined. The spiral on the

magnet was now slipped off, and the deflection of the nee-

dle precisely observed The battery current was now broken
;

the connections of the terminals of the spiral interchanged, and

contact at the battery formed. The spiral was now again re-

moved from the magnet, and the deflection measured. It was

found that the deflections of the needle in the first and second

experiments gave (for the mean of 6 experiments of each) an-

gles sensibly equal, and that with a galvanometer readmg with

precision, a deflection to 15", and whose needle made about

three vibrations per minute. These experiments were muny

times repeated with the current of the battery reversed m the

primaiy spirals as well as in the magneto-current in the second-

ary spii-als, and alwavs with the same results.

'Therefore this fact (irrespective of any theoretical considera-

tion) is established -.—that a definite electric current, traversmg a

metallic circuit in proximity to another traversed by apoiver/ul voltwc

current, has the same intensity whether passed in the same direction

as the latter or in a direction opposed to it. There is, however, no

doubt, a diminution in the vehcity of this current similar to

that observed in submarine cables ; and it will be interesting

and important to ascertain whether that velocity is the same m
a direct as in an inverse direction. At another time I propose

solving this question, and it would be well to reserve until

then any hypothesis as to the real condition of a closed circuit

contiguous "to another carrying a voltaic current. It has always,

however, appeared to me that the explanation of dynamic

induction given by Prof W. A. Norton (m this Jour., Jan.,

1866,) in his paper on "Molecular Physics" affords a simpler

and more consistent explanation of these phenomena than any

heretofore framed.
, , , ^^

Faraday (Exp. Ees. 20 and 33) has also attacked the problem

discussed in this paper. He introduced a small voltaic arrange-

ment in the circuit of the secondary wire so as to produce a de-

flection of 30° or 40° in the galvanometer needles, and then a

powerful battery was connected with the primary wire. He

found, that after the deflection produced by the induced current

had subsided, the needle resumed its former position and such

he found was the case whichever way the contacts were made.

For the following reasons I do not consider these experiments

sufficiently refined to have solved so delicate a problem. J^ irst,

from many experiments, which I have made, I have shown that

no voltaic combination, however constant in the usual accepta-

tion, can be formed so as to hold a galvanometer-needle even

approximately in one position for only a mmute, when it is ex-



ammed hj the method of reflection. Secondly, a needle already
deflected 30° or 40° has lost its delicacy in showing any minute
increase or diminution in the intensity of the current ; thirdly,
the greatest objection to this method is this very feeble induced
current that can be sent through the great resistance of the
battery m the circuit of the secondary wire ; finally, the manner
ot reading the galvanometer indications is entirely too gross.
Faraday also (Exp. Kes. 3186) approximately showed that when

a magnet is quickly introduced into a wire loop or quickly
withdrawn from the same that the currents induced in the latter,

as measured by an ordinary galvanometer, are of the same in-

tensity; but a deflection on such an instrument cannot be read
closer than 15', while in my experiments I have shown with
more refined apparatus that magneto-electric waves can be evol-
ved not difiering more than 20" in the deflections which they
produce.

Though ignorance of seioTur cxcusi'^ one no more than i'mo-
ranee of the law, yet T m.n rnniirL th;,r thi^ npiMn.tus was
devised and the results obt. 11 M. I Mh |m|, | ^ .,^ , ..i, ',t Kuadav's
work in the same direction.

'
' "

Those who would use th I- '. . - ,' i • •nrlcctric

'rthe

rises and falls with the saim 1„. de-
vised of keeping tlie wire^ and th<' -aKannnu'tcr n<'cdloh at a
constant temperature while we altered that of the inducing
magnet a refined method would present itself for the determin-
ation ot the variation of the force of magnets with the tem-
perature. Probably the effect of the heat upon the wire circuit
could be tabulated and eliminated from the results of such ex-
periments, thus leaving a residual which will express the effect

™t^^''l^^^;e on the magnet. Or, a differential apparatus
might be devised, consisting of two magnets with two wire
circuit^s passmg through a diff"erential galvanometer. Having
brought the mduced currents of the two magnets to equal ac-

temperature of one of the magnets, ascertain its efl'ect with
great precision

;
and it could be expressed in the length of re-

ma "ets^^^^"^^^^
^^^^^ *^ balance the disturbed equality of the
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Art. Y.—Abstract of the Programme for the Observation of Stars

to the Ninth Magnitude, undertaken hy the German Astronomi-

cal Society.*

The Astronomical Society undertakes the (

complete catalogue for tlie northern heavens of the stars of the

first nine magnitudes, upon the basis of the Bonn Durchmuste-

ruag. The region to be observed lies between —2° and +80°

of declination. The region around the pole is not iiichided. as

the labors of Carrington, the Kasan and the Hamburg obsri\ a-

tories render a repetition of this work supei-fluous on the pari

of the Society. The work will be distributed as fol5j>\\'^ ' Ka-

san 80° to 75° ; Dorpat 75° to 70° ; Christiania 70° to (55^
;

Helsingfors 65° to 55° ; Cambridge, U. S., 55° to 50°
;
Bonn

50° to 40°; Chicago 40° to 85°; Leipzig 35" to 30°; Cam-

bridge, Eng., 30° to 25°
; Berlin 25° to 15°

;
Leipzig 15° to 10°

;

Mannheim 10° to 4°
; Neuchatel 4° to 1°

; Palenno + 1° to -2°.

The limits of these zones refer to the equinox of 1855-0,

which is that of the Durchmusterung. For purposes of^com-

parison, the limits above given will be exceeded 5' to 10', and

in very northerly regions even more.

In particular "the stars to be observed are as follows: All

stars of the D. M. within the prescribed hmits having a mag-

nitude of 9-0 or brighter; all stars fainter, which also occur m
the Histoire Celeste (marked in the D. M., L), or m the Ko-

nigsberg zones (marked K), or in the Bonn zones (marked A)

;

a part of these latter, which have been recently determmed at

Bonn, (marked B). A comparison of the older collections ot

observations is consequentlv necessaiy for completeness.

Every star will be observed twice. Whenever necessary to

discover disagreements, a third observation should be made

The observations will be differential in their character, and will

depend upon a catalogue of 539 zero stars, to be determined at

Pulkova.
. .

To facilitate reduction as well as observation, it is recom-

mended to the obser\'ers to divide the zones into subzones. It

is deemed inexpedient to observe zones of a length ot more

than one hour and a half, both on account of the physical

fatigue and also the too wide separation of the fixed points of

reference. Two zones of one and a half hours each are prefer-

able to a single zone of three houi-s.

The clock error and pole point will be determined altog-ether

by means of stars from the Pulkova catalogue, mentioned above.

At least two zero stars must immediately precede and follow

.
• Prepared for this Journal by A. N. Ski.vner, of the Naval Observatory, Wash-
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each zone. Whenever desirable or necessary, however, one or

more may be observed during the progress of the zone. In the

selection of zero stars the peculiarities of the instrument must

govern. In general the mean of their right ascensions should

fall nearly on the mean of the zone. Where this cannot be

attained, the observer must decide whether he can rely more

upon a uniform clock rate (for the determination of right ascen-

sions), than upon an unchanged position of the instrument m
reference to the meridian. With very northerly stars the selec-

tion should be made more with regard to the dechnations of the

zero stars, as an error in the clock rate has less influence here.

The mean daily clock rate must not be used in the reductions,

but the rate resulting from the mutual comparison of the zero

stars for the zone.

The individual observer must judge whether a single micro-

scope will give the requisite security in declination. When-

ever the stars to be determined are observed on fewer micro-

scopes than the zero stars, a thorough investigation of the reduc-

tion between the different systems of microscopes must be made

throughout each zone. Where this reduction shows large

changes, the use of all four microscopes is advised, and also the

introduction of zero stars in the progress of the zone. Changes

in the equatorial point may be determined also by horizontal

Where two share in the work, so that one reads the micro-

scopes, and especially where only one microscope is read, the

influence of the warmth of the observer's body must be care-

fully investigated and allowed for. (Consult Bonn Beob., H,

p. viii).

In the observation of double stars the position of the mean

is to be obtained. It is therefore advisable to extract from the

Positiones Mediae the double stars occurring in a zone. Should

a star designated there as " simplex " appear double, in case oj

nearly equal brightness, the mean should be observed as well

as the brighter one.

An ephemeris of variable stars will be published annually in

the Vierteljahrschrift, to furnish information in regard to the

most favorable times of observing them on the meridian.

There are many stars of the 9-0™ in the D. M. which are

fainter, and it is much oftener so with those marked A. The

observer is enjoined to spare no pains in observing thc.-e star.-,

and should the observation not succeo*! in the course' "T the

zone, note should be made so that it may W attcnipt^Ml muUn-

more favorable circumstances. Where variability may be ^^n/^-

pected because a star is invisible or excessively faint, it is a(l\'i»-

able to immediately inform the committee or those astrono-

mers engaged on variable stars, that these stars may be care-
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fully attended to. A notice to the Bonn observatory would

render it possible to scrutinize the original papers for any error.

Unless special circumstances prevent, the magnitude is to be

carefully estimated at the observation of every star. It is desir-

able that the participants conform their scale of magnitudes to

that of the D. M., unless some other scale is already m use;

in that case its relation to the D. M. scale must be determined.

(Consult Bonn Beob., Ill, p. xviii, ff.) To guard against a dif-

ference between observations of bnght and faint stars, observ-

ers are recommended to observe variable stars in diflerent stages

of their brightness.

The choice of wire intervals both vertical and horizontal re-

quires mature deliberation. The former must be arranged ac-

cording to the declination ; rather wide for equatorial zones,

and rather narrow for northern zones. For eye and ear observ-

ing, wire intervals of 10« to 12« are recommended. Equidistant

wires and in zones near the equator intervals of a whole num-

ber of seconds are to be avoided. With the chronographic

method intervals of 2=* -5 to 8« will suffice. The choice of nar-

rower intervals cannot be recommended. The horizontal wires

should not be too close, because the fainter stars cannot be seen

distinctly through them. A definite precept cannot be given,

as the magnifying power employed is closely connected with

the question. The observer wdl do well to ascertain what dis-

tance suits him best. Bessel used at first a power of 66 tunes

and afterwards one of 107 times ; a third of 119 times, which

was perhaps more proper, was not employed on account ot its

small field of view, a difficulty not to be encountered m the

present work, as each star can be directly set upon. The dis-

tance of the horizontal wires was 8", which is probably rather

narrow. The Bonn northern zones were observed with a power

of 108 times, those published in vol. vi with one of loO times.

The horizontal wire interval at Bonn is 14", which is perhaps

too wide ; 10" to 12" may perhaps be more advantageous.

The final catalogue will be reduced to the equinox of IbJoU
It is earnestly recommended to make the reduction of the

observations as soon as possible, so as not to be pressed at a

later period by the work. Of course a definitive reduction is

possible only when the accurate determinations of the zero stars

are completed at Pulkova, which will take several vears. Mean-

while the provisional places given at present wi 1 be so nearly

correct that only small corrections will need to be introduced.

This reduction will aftbrd an opportunity of jndgmg what se-

curity of position is arrived at and where perhaps a third ob-

idded. It will, it is hoped, appear from aU

! observations that the mean difi"erence between ) observa-

tions of the same star will not exceed O^'l in R. A. (for u
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erlv stars proportionally more), and l"-2 in declination. This

indeed is completely sufficient. It would follow from this

that the probable error of a mean of two observations is 0^-04

and 0"-05. But with the above mentioned mean diiferences

among 22 chances the differences 0»-25 and 3" would occur

once, and among 142 chances those of 0s"34 and 4''1 once. Ac-

cordingly it would be advisable perhaps as often as differences

occur which exceed O^'S and 3 "-5 to make a third observation

for verification.

The observer will do well to inform himself completely on

the subject of the introduction of the D. M., found in Bonn Beob.,

III. It is there noticed that sometimes two very close faint

stars by their united light have given cause to the introduction

of a 9=" star which does not exist ; such are to be observed if

bright enough. If a 9"' star should be found which is not in

the DM., and these cases are very rare, it is to be observed and

the fact carefully noted, to be published in the final catalogue.

To secure the internal connection and completion of the

whole, the participants are urgently requested to transmit, be-

fore July of each year, annual rejjorts on the work of the year

to the President, or one of the Secretaries, of the Society.

Art. VI.—On Gakaite from Mine Hill, FranUin Furnace, New

Jersey ; by Geo. J. BRUSH.

The rare species Gahnite has been again found at a new

locality in a cross-cut made by the New Jersey Zinc Co. from

the valley of the Wallkill river to an opening on the south

end of Mine Hill. I collected specimens at this locality in the

summer of L869, and by blowpipe examination at that time

determined the mineral to be a zinc spinel.

The mineral differs in its crystalline characters from the speci-

mens of other localities in the frequent occurrence of the cubic

plane ; in fact the cubic planes are often the largest, so that

the crystals are cubes with truncated dodecahedral edges and

only small octahedral planes. There are also minute planes of

the trapezohedron 2-2, truncating the edges of the clodecahe-

dron; also others of the trigonal-trisoctahedron 3. Besides

these there are sometimes two planes between th(> cubic and

the octahedral, which appear, from examination ;in<l appi'O^i'

mate measurements hj Prof. Dana, to belong to the Ibnu.s ^-^

and 8-8. Their surfaces are rounded, and feeble in luster, and

generally they are blended in a single curved plane, onseiiuentlV
the measurements are not entirely satisfactory. The inclinations
on a cubic plane, obtained by Prof Dana, aVe for 4-4 160° 30',

for 8-8, 170° 30'.
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Tlie crystals vary in diameter from an eighth of an inch to

over an inch and a half; generally, however, they are less than

half an inch. The color of the crystals is blackish-green; in

thin fragments, olive-green. Hardness =-- 7-5. Specific gravity

=4-89-4-91.

Before the blowpipe the mineral is infusible. With the fluxes

reacts for iron and manganese ; and with soda on charcoal gives

a zinc coating.

The analysis in the wet way was made by Mr. Joseph S.

Adam of this laboratory. The mineral was decomposed by

fusion with bisulphate of potash. Tlie silica was separated m
the usual manner, and the iron and alumina thrown down as

basic acetates, and this precipitate

purity. The iron was determined
""

nate of potash. From the acetic soiuxion lue uiuugiuiccc » cv^

separated by bromine, and the zinc was thrown down from the

filtrate by sulphid of ammonium. The smaU r * -^ —"
nesia was determined as pyrophosphate,

^^

taken to separate the

Alumina,

.

Zincoxyd, 39-39

Manganous oxyd, . . - 1 "20

100-11

This gives the relation of the oxygen of it and fi as 812 :
25-77,

or 1:3-17, which would indicate that a small portion of the

iron was present as protoxyd. We have but to assume l-o6

per cent of the Pe in the analysis to have existed as Fe m the

mineral to reduce the ratio to exactly 1:3.

This variety of gahnite shows a larger percentage ot zmc

than any heretofore analyzed, and is unique m its cubic habit.

It is associated with black mica, apatite, calcite and a brownish

variety of chrysolite. A partial analysis of this chrysolite by

W. G.Mixter shows it to be a unisilicate of iron manganese

magnesia and zinc, probably related to, and possible id^tical

with, the zinciferous chrysolite described by Prof. W. T

Roepper, in this Journal, II, 1, 35. A tin-white metallic mineral

imbedded in some of the gahnite crystals proved to have the

pyrognostic characters of leucopyrite.

Sheffield Laboratory of Tale College, Nov. 1870.
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Art. Yll.—^feteors of November ISth-Uth, 1870.

1. At New Haven.—On the morning of the 13tli of November,

1870, Mr. Charles S. Hastings and Mr. W. B. Roberts, of the

Sheffield Scientific School, and Mr. A. A. Murch, of the Aca-

demical department of Yale College, watched for i

the tower of Graduates' Hall, in New Haven, from half-pa^t

twelve to half-past three A. M. The sky was clear, or nearly

so. The following is the result of the count :—

From 12'^ 30- to 1" O-
10 1 30

2 unconf. 1 conf. meteors.

4 2

2 2 30

2 30 3 3

3 3 30

In 3 hours,

3 ]

^ unconf. "o conf. meteors.

evi.lcntlT.linunisiirll vrrv i,iiu

„in:.lv:n.....ftlH.nKliant,and

•1. ,1,. nn.MlKT ..f u.rU-nr. that

w1k>1g nuinber'wcn' tlius iJl
On the next morning, tha

,Mhinl. or thr.T-fourths of the

t'oVthe'uth, the writer, with

Messrs. 0. Harger, E. s! Dana, C. B. Dudley, J. McNaught
and R P. Maynard, watched from shortly after eleven P. M. oi

the 13th, onward, with the following result :

—

Time. Unconf. met Conf. met. No. of obs. Stote of sky.

Total in 4h 40m, 74 unconf. 19 conf.

From 3h 45"" onward the sky was so nearly overcast that reg-

ular counting was abandoned. Here and there open spaces m
the clouds enabled us to be assured that up to six o'clock there

was not a marked increase in the number of meteors. After

half-past five, however, the clouds more nearly covered the sky-
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As on the preceding morning, the moonlight was very bright.

In the earlier part of the watch there was an aurora, with

streamers reaching up half or two-thirds of the way to Polaris.

We called those meteors conformable which moved in paths

which if produced backward w^ould cut the cur\^e of the sickle

in Leo. But in the practical application of this criterion to

tracks distant from the radiant it is probable that any which

would strike within 10" of the center of the sickle were

called conformable.

Of the apparently conformable meteors, some were undoubt-

edly accidentally so. The earth's motion being so nearly to-

ward the radiant, a special tendency toward conformability in

the sporadic meteors was the result. If we take 15 per cent of

the 74 unconformable meteors away from the 79 conformable

ones, and add it to the 74, it would be, I think, a tolerable cor-

rection for the accidental conformability. The numbers would

then stand 85 unconformable meteors, and 68 November mete-

ors, or Leonids as they have been called.

The only meteor seen by me near the sickle would corres-

pond to a radiant one-third or one-fourth of the way from

gamma to epsihn Leonis. It was moving at a large angle with

the line joinine those stars. ,. ,. , -

Many of the conformable meteors had the pecuhar light and

train which belong to the Leonids.

On the morning of the 15th the sky was overcast at JNew

Haven. Between eleven and twelve o'clock P. M. of the 14th,

however, there were a few breaks in the clouds. I think there

could not have been any great number of meteors at that time,

as I did not see a single one through the openings

2. At Brunsivick, Me.—The following is from a letter ot Frot.

Rockwood of Bowdoin College. ^^ ^ ^ , ,

"I was abroad from 0" 45'" till nearly 5^ A. M., Nov. 14th and

assisted by two members of the senior class of Bowdoin Lo lege,

kept a watch and count as given below. The tune is local

time, as nearly as could be ascertained.

l*" 20"' to 2''

2h 15m « 2^
2h ggm « 31,

3'' 40™ " 4*^
21

" We saw 10 or 12 more, mostly conformable, at times when

not engaged in the formal count. The sky was mostly clear,

but sometimes partly obscured by a few light passing clouds.

" The numbe? of meteors was not large but sufficient to prove

the return of the November shower. Especially noticeable
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facts were—(1) the almost perfect conformity to the radiant of

brighter meteors
; (2) the uDiformity in the number of the un-

conformable meteors.
" On the morning of Nov. 15th, 1870, it was cloudy and ram-

'^lipon the chart sent by Prof. Kockwood are six tracks of

meteors observed by himself. The following are their apparent

places of beginning and ending,

2h 49m 308 142° +40i° 135° +51°+40i° 135°

+13i 1261

+30. 133i

Ulf
13614 4 20 14H 1361 -10*

4 9 30 150i — 2i 150^ -14^

The fourth of these paths was close to the radiant and would,

if carried back, cut the line joining y and b Leonis three-sevenths

of the way from gamma,
3. At 'Burlington, New Jersey, November 14, 1870.—Mr.

B. V. Marsh observed meteors as follows : from 0^ 30"" a. m. to

0*^ 45"' A. M., looking south from a window, 3 conformable. In

the open air, attention directed principally toward the south,

sky perfectly clear

:

From 1" 30™ to 2*^ 0"^ 4 1 5

11 2 13

Towards 3 o'clock clouds began to interfere materially, and

at daylight the whole sky was covered. About half the num-

ber were equal to stars of 1st magnitude and several had trams,

but there was no one that was worthy of special remark.

Mr. John G. Gummere from 1^ to 3 o'clock, saw 9 conforma-

ble and 2 non-conformable
; total 11.

Prof Kirkwood reports a cloudy sky at Burlington, Ind.

Probably Prof Eockwood and Mr. "Marsh had a less sharply

marked criterion of conformability than that employed by us

in New Haven. As the result of all our numbers, we may say

that the number of Leonids visible on the morning of the 14to

of November, was probably about equal to, perhaps exceeding,

that of the sporadic meteors. In view of the disturbing ettect

of moonlight this comparison is more valuable than any com-

parison with the absolute numbers counted in clear nights.
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IV. The mode of representing the position of double images.

It is well known that if two objects, as a finger of each hand,

be placed one beyond the other in the median line of sight,

when the eyes are' fixed upon the nearer object the farther ob-

ject is seen double, the images being homonymous, i. e. on the

same side as the eyes to which they belong : and when the eyes

are fixed upon the farther object the nearer object is seen

doubled, the images being in this case heteronymous, i. e, opposite

the eyes to which they belong. These familiar facts are usually

represented graphically as follows : Let R and L, figs. 1 and 2,

represent the right and left eye, and A and B the two objects.

Now when the eyes are directed upon A, tig. 1, then the light

from B will impress the temporal halves of both retinae and B
will be seen by the right eye at h and by the left eye at h'

(heteronymous) ; but if the eyes be directed upon B fig. 2, A
will impress the nasal sides of the two retinae, and be seen as

homonymous images at a and a'. (In all cases in this paper ob-

jects seen single are represented by capitals, right eye images by
plain italics, and left eye images by dashed italics). It will be

observed that in both cases the doubled images are referred to

a plane passing through the point of sight at right angles to

the visual plane. For convenience I will call this the plane of

sight. Now every one who has ever tried the experiment knows
that the double images are not thus referred in natural vision,

but on the contrarv are seen at their real distance, though not

in their real position. The figures therefore though they truly

represent the parallactic position of the double images do not

represent truly their apparent distance. If on the other hand
we attempt in our figures to refer the images to their proper

distances, observing the law of direction, then they unite and

form one; which °is equally incorrect. It is evident there-

fore that these figures cannot represent truly the visual results.

The falseness of this mode of representation becomes much
more conspicuous, if instead of two points or small objects, we
substitute a line or rod. In this case the absurdity of project-

ing the images on the plane of sight is so evident that it is never

attempted. The universal mode of representing the visual result

of a rod placed in the median line of sight is shown m the ac-

companviuff figures. Fig. 3 represents the actual position ot

the rod AB in the median line of sight, fig. 4, the visual result

when the eyes are directed upon A, and fig. 5 the visual result

* For the preceding articles on this subject, see II, ilviii, 68, 153.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. I, No. 1.- Jan., 1871.



with the visual line of the opposite eye, and therefore makes an

angle with its own visual line equal to the visual angle. But

this is not trae. Fig. 3 shows that it ought to make but half

that angle. If these figures therefore represent truly the posi-

tion of the images, as indeed they do, then they do not repre-

sent truly the visual or apparent positions of the visual lines.

The truth is, in natural vision the visual lines are shifted as well

as the images of all objects not situated at the point of sight,

and to the same degree, so that their positions relative to the

visual line are perfectly maintained in the visual result.

Figures constructed on the usual plan give correctly the

position and distance of objects seen single, but fail to represent

truly the place of double images. They are well adapted to

express binocular combinations of similar objects or similar

figures on the plane of sight, as in my previous experiments;
and to some extent also in the stereoscope, but are unadapted
to express the results of binocular vision of natural objects.

I propose therefore a new, and I am convinced, far truer mode
of representing the results of binocular vision, applicable to all

cases. I am satisfied that if this mode; had alw;i\.s been used

much confusion would have been avoiil.d. Souk- pieliminary
explanation will be required to make tlic luetluxl dcur.

If a single object, as a finger, be placed tx-lore tlu> eves in the

median line of sight and the eyes be directed tu a distant point,

the object will be seen double, the heteronvmous images being

separated by a space exactly equal to th'e interocular space.

Now, the nose is no exception to this law ; the nose is always
seen double and bounding the cmnmon field of view on either

side. Again if two similar objects or figures be placed before

the eyes in the plane of sight and separated by a space equal

to the interocular distance, and the eyes be directed as before

to a distant point, both objects will be doubled, but two of the

doubled images, viz: the right eye image of the right object

and the left eye image of the left object, will combine to form
a single hijiocular image in the middle, while the right eve image
of the left object will be seen to the left and the left eye image
of the right object will be seen to the right. Thus there will

be three images seen ; the middle one binocular, the right one

belonging to the left eye alone and the left one belonging to the

nght eye alone. Now, the eyes tfiemselves are no exception to this

law. In binocular vision the eves themselves seem to double;
*^o of them combining to form a binocular eye in the middh
which looks out between the two noses, while the other two are

on either side bevond the noses. Each eye seems to itself to

occupy the central position while it sees (or would see if the
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nose was not in the way) its fellow on the other side of the

nose. In other words, in binocular vision when the eyes are

fixed upon a distant object the whole field of view, including the

parts of the face, is shifted by the right eye one half the inter-

ocular space to the left, and by the left eye the same distance to

the right, without altering the relative position of parts. By
this shifting it is evident that the two eyes with tneir visual

lines are brought in perfect coincidence, so that identical points

in the two eyes are perfectly united.

The outline of the field of view varies somewhat with the

prominence of the nose, brows and cheek bones, but its general

form is much the same in all persons. I give in the accom-
panying figure (fig. 6) a rude outline of the field of view in my
own case, nn rr being the field of the right eye, and n'n'll the

field of the left eye, and the irregular space nn n'n' being the

common field of binocular vision bounded by tlie outline of the

nose nn as seen by the right eye, and n'n' as seen by the left eye.

The circle E represents the position of the combined eyes in

the center of the common field, I and r' the position of the two
eyes as seen each by the other or rather as they seem each to the

other. A vertical projection is shown
.j

in fig. 7. E being the combined eyes

a and n' the nose as seen by the righ

and left eyes respectively on cither sid(

of the common field, and I r' eacli eye a

seen by the other. It will 1

that I have represented the eye on the extreme right by r' instead

of r, and on the extreme hfi by / instead of V. The reason is

that these, like the two noses, are only heteronymous ma^es seen

by the two eyes respectively from their central position. As an

<*rgan of vision the two eyes occupy the central position only,

but as an object each from this central position sees its fellow on

the other side of the nose right and left. This vertical projection

I shall use in all my diagrams representing double images. By
its use, however, we may represent equally well the position of

objects or images seen' single at the point of sight. By this

method the visual results of even the most complicated figures,

not only may be represented truly and with ease. l)ut iruiy be

worked out a priori with the utmost certainty. The great im-

portance of this a priori help will be appreciated by all who
have made experiments in binocular vision, and who therefore

know how easy it is to overlook, or rather how diflficnlt it is

often to perceive, many of our visual impressions.

As we have alreadv" stated, while we gaze at a distant horizon

any object in the median line ivhatever he its distance is seen

double, the space between the imaires being exactly equal to the

mterocular si)aec. Evidentlv then the median line of sight
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I will DOW give a few very simple experiments and the visual

results, represented in tlie manner already indicated. Let a

smooth white plane about twenty inches long and of any con-

venient width, be prepared bv pasting white paper on a smooth

flat board, (fig. 12). Mark two points E and S with a space

between them exactly equal to the interocular space. In the

middle between the two points notch the end of the board so

as to fit over the bridge of the nose. From the notch n draw

the line nA in the position of the median line of sight when
the notch is fitted on the nose, and on this line place pins at A
and B. If now, the plane be fitted on the nose and held in a

horizontal position a little hehw the visual plane, so that both

the pins and the line can be distinctly seen, and the eyes be di-

rected upon a distant object ; then, as already stated the median

line will be seen as two parallel lines separated by a space equal

to the interocular space. If in addition to the median line the

position of the visual lines be represented by dotted lines, then

fig. 13 will represent the actual relation of parts, and fig. U
the visual result. It will be observed by comparing the visual

result with the drawing, that the parts of the face, the whole

plane and all the objects and lines on the plane are shifted by

the right eve one half the interocular distance to the left, and by

the left eye the same distance to the riglit ; the two visual lines

of the drawing are combined in the result to form a true median
binocular visual line EV, while the median line of the drawing
is doubled, forming heteronymous images, which in the result

occupy the position of the visual lines of the drawing. Besides

these three lines, there are seen two other dotted lines Iv and r'v'.

These are not visual lines proper, i. e. lines along which vision

takes place, but they are the visible representatives of the visual

lines of each eye seen as objecis by the other eye.
Next, having removed the dotted lines in the previous experi-

ment, let the eyes be directed upon the pin A, and dotted lines

be again drawn in the ^direction of the visual lines as in fig. 15-

The visual result is shown in fig. 16. By comparing this visual

result with the actual drawing it will be seen that the whole
triangle L A R, is turned upon A as a fixed point a half inter-

ocular distance to the left bv the right eve, and to the right by
the left eye.

Next, having again erased the dotted lines of the previous
experiment, and substituted df)tted lines crossing at B as in

fig 17; let the plane be auain adjusted to the nose and the eves

du-ected upon the pin B. The visual result is shown in fig. 18-

In this visual result the whole drawino- ((i<v. 17) is apparently
rotated about the ]H)int of sight B in opposite directions by
the two eyes, through a distance represented bv the ande ?iBB
or nBL -half the visual angle. As (^bj.M-ts (^ii the nearer and
the farther side of the point^B must move in opposite directions,



the double images beyond B must be homonymous. In this

experiment (as also in a less degree in the last), since the eyes

are converged, the distance between the points L and B. on the

plane^ must be a little less than the interocular distance.

In both the above cases the visual result is the drawing
rotated about the point jof sight in opposite directions through
one-half the visual angle ; and for convenience I have spoken of

3 eyes as accomplishing this rotation. But this is not strictly

true. The fields of view of both eyes are habitually and nor-

mally shifted one-half interocular space right and left heterony-

mously, when the eye is in a passive state. Under these con-

ditions the visual results of figs. 15 and 17 would be figs. 19

and 20. But in converging the eyes upon A or upon B, the

median lines 7i h a, n'h'a' turning upon n and n' as fixed points

approach each other, meet and cross at the point of sight so as

to form the result already given in figs. 16 and 18.

Lastly—if without using the plane, three objects A, B and
C, be placed in the median line of sight, and the eyes be fixed

upon the middle one B (fig. 21), then by the usvxil mode of

representation the position of the double images of A and C
will be a'a, c c' ; the lines ,here representing of course not

visible lines but only lines of direction. But if using the

plane we draw a visible line in the direction of the median line,

the eyes upon B, the falseness of the former mode of represen-

tation becomes at once evident. The visual result of this

experiment is shown in fig. 23. Every line of this somewhat
complex figure can be distinctly seen. By comparing the two

modes of representation (figs. 21 and 23), it will be seen that the

parallactic position of the double images, or their position

when referred to the plane of B, is the same (the dots represent

these positions in fig. 23), but only the second mode (fig. 23)

represents trulv their apparent distance.

Thus there are two apparent movements of the visual fields

accomplished by the eye (or the mind) in binocular vision : 1st,

in a passive state, a shifling of each field one-half interocular

space to the opposite side, so as to bring the two visual Imes

together to form a true median visual line ; this movement is

involuntary and habitual : 2d, in ocular convergence a rotation of

each field m a direction opposite to the motion of the eye, on a

line passing through the eye normal to the visual plane ;
this

takes place in every voluntary act of sight In all other move-

ments of the eyes, as when we look from side to side or up-

ward or downward, objects seem stationary, and we are con-

scious of the movement of the visual lines over them ;
but

when the optic axes move toward each other as in convergence,
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all objects or images in the tields oi view seem to move while

the visual lines seem stationarv. As the \ isual line of the

right eye moves to the left all the iniaLies in its field seem to

move to the right, and as the visual line ot the left eve moves

to the right all its images move to tlie left. Thus as the visual

these objects move forward, and sueeessively take jiositioii

directly infrmit] so that under all eireunistanees the t\v.. visual

lines combine to form a median visual line passintz- throu^di the

C"nt of sight and onward to InliHitv. In ease the imai^vs thus

>ught together are sinular, as in uiv [irevious exi»efiiuents.

they combine, and are seen single at the point of sight :
hut

otherwise they maintain their relative distances. This is espe-

cially true when we look at continuous lines on a plane parallel

to the visual plane, as in the experiments detailed above. The
fields rotate toward each other and images come together on

the median visual line, but maintain their relative distances

from the observer.

I might multiply experiments of this kind without number,

but I wish now to show into what singular confusion some of

the most careful observers have fallen by adoj.ting tlie usual

mode of representation. I will give first an exjteriinent of

Clapar^de which, according to him, is only a eontii-niation of

what had been previously observed in the last century Ity

Robert Smith, again in 1818 by Yieth, and again in 1838 by

Wheatstone. It is therefore well fortified by great names. I

translate :*—" Take a compass widely opened (fig. 24), apply its

head to the root of the nose, holding the branches m tlie plane

of vision. The screen S is so disposed that the left eye L sees

only the branch a, and the right eye R only the brandi L If

now we press the branches until the points are lirouLdii on the

optic axes, (the point of sight being at A) as indieate<l in the

figure (fig. 24); we will perceive a closed rnu</K>^^ betw.-en the

images ss s's' of the screen (fig. 25), and this .-mnpass stretches

itself even to the point of view A.'" Now 1 hav.^ re|.eatedly

tried this experiment and I find the visual result eutirelv differ-

ent. This result is shown bv my mode ot representation in fig.

26. It is two half compasses' united at the point and ,ep,,raied at

the head, hy the whole comn\on field of vkv. It cannot be other-

wise, since we must see two noses bounding the common field

of view on each side, and the head of the compass resting on

the nose must be similarly doubled and the images smiilarly

separated. As to length, the compass may be imagined of mxy

extent short of the point of sight A. If the compass is placed

^actly in the plane of vision, the experiment succeeds equally

* Bib. Univ. Archives des Scien.. 11. Tome .3. p. 254.
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well without the screen, for in that case only the right branci

tan be seen by the right eye, (the left branch being covered by

it), and the left branch by the left eye. If the compass be

placed a little below the plane of vision, so that both branclies

may be seen by each eye, or better if it be laid on the plane

before described as in fig. 27, then the visual result will be

represented by fig. 28.

The error in the interpretation of this very simple experi-

ment, is due to the difficulty which most persons, even good

observers, experience in separating what they know from what

they see. In this experiment we know that the nose is in tbe

middle between the eyes ; we know also that the head of tbe

and we see that the two points of the

^
;e see a closed

compass stretching from the nose to this point. But this i

compass are together, therefore we

only different from what we really see when our visual impres-

sions are properly analysed, but is contrary to the first principles

of binocular vision. The head of the compass impresses the

extreme temporal limits of the retinae of the two eyes, and

must therefore not only be seen double, but the double images

are separated by the whole coiamon field of view. It seems almost

incredible that images so widely separated should be imagined

single.

Again : m Guy's Hospital reports is found an elaborate series

of papers on the " Physiology of Vision," by Joseph Townes,

extending through 8 vols., viz: 3d ser., viii and xv inclusive

Mr. Townes' experiments are performed with great care, many of

them with the apparatus, and in the manner, already described.

He has also in most cases truly described and truly drawn his

visual impressions, as far as he has distinctly perceived them. But

on account of the faulty mode of representation he seems to

have neglected one half of the visual impressions which he

ought to have perceived. His papers also show misconception
on some fundamental points in binocular vision which I cannot

now notice. I wish now only to compare his visual results

with my own, and thus to show the superiority of my mode oi

representation. Among his many figures I will select only

two, as the principles involved are precisely the same in all.

In the accompanying figure (fig. 29) I reproduce his drawing

fig. 1. PI. I, only changing the lettering so as to bring it mto

accord with the previous figures of this paper. The visual re-

sult which he obtains when this drawing is viewed on the plane

already described, the point of sight being at A, is given in fig-

30. In this result V is the combined visual lines vr and vh "

IS the median line B of the drawing, as seen by the right eye,

and b the same line as seen by the left eye, but the right eye

image of v I and the left eye image of v r are entirely overlooked.
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The result which I obtain is given, represented by my method,

In fig. 32, I reproduce one of his more complex drawings,

viz
: fig. 1 of his PI. II, lettering of course as before. The

visual result which he obtains bv viewing this figure with the

l)oint of sight at A is given in fig. 33, where A n is the combined
hues AR and A L of the drawing, bcde. The corresponding
lines of the cbawing, as seen by the right eve alone, and t' g'

h'

<

corresponding lines of the drawing as seen bv the left eve alone.

My result is given in fig. 34. By careful comparison of these

two results, remembering that capitals represent combined im-

ages, small italics right-eye images, and dashed italics left-eye

images, the nature of their differences will be readily under-

stood. Mr. Townes in his result makes the right eve shift to

the lefl o7ily the right portion, and the left shift to the 'right ml^j

the left portion, of the drawing. My result shows the w}iO^

drawing shifted by the right eye to the left and the left eye to

the right. Mr. Townes has neglected entirely the left eye im-

ages of bcde, and the right eye images oi/g h i. Every one of

his visual results of figures drawn on the plane described, ex-

cept a few in which he used a median septum, are faulty in the

same way, and may be reconstructed on the same principle, with

the utmost certainty, even before performing the experiment.
Oakland, Cal., Sept 27, 1870

Art. IX

—

Brief Oontrihiiions to Zoology from the Museum oj

Yale College. No. JX.~Notice of a Fossil Insectfrom the Car-

boniferous formation of Indiana; by SIDNEY I. Smith.

figu

Mus

Paolia vetusta, gen. et sp. nov.
The fossil insect wing, represented in the accompanying
^re, was sent for examination and description, from the

useum of Hanover CoUege, Indiana, by Prof E. Thompson
Nelson. It occurred in the " gi-it " quarry near Paoli, Orange
county, Indiana, and was discovered by the workmen while
sawing the stone into small pieces for whetstones. The fossil

is remarkably perfect, nearly the entire wing being beautifully
preserved, and of peculiar interest for showing the complete
wmg-skeleton of an insect so ancient as the coal period. It ^
apparently the anterior wing of the left side, and measures
ii-54 m. m length and about -85 in. in breadth, the posterior
margin being slightly cut away by the saw.

ti,-'^^"^
*^® anterior border, the space between the second and

ttiird nervures is bent abruptly downward in the specimen, so

as to be somewhat foreshortened as seen in the figure. This
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the sixth nervure is wanting in the specimen, but undoubtedly

divides at its origin. The outer branch forks a short distance

from the margin, and the outer of these branchlets, and proba-

bly the inner also, again fork very near the margin. The inner

l)raiK-h forks about the middle of its course, both these siv.

"All the interspaces are tilled by a riiiely reticulated aii^:

.K-Heate net-work ot iniuute nervures, but there are no stn. _

tioin the seeoud iiervure to the anterior margin, which are stronger

than the general net-work, but still seem to be a part of it.

This wing dilfers so much in neuration from any famiiyof

recent insects, that it is difficult to point out any near affinity

with living forms, although it shows some points of resemblance

to several families of Neuroptera, and especially to the Epheme-

rids. To Hemeristia and Iliamia, described and figured by Prof.

Dana* and Mr. Scudder,f from the Carboniferous formation at

Mazon creek in Illinois, it shows more resemblance, but still

differa more from either of these genera, which are considered

distinct famihes by Mr. Scudder, than they do from each other.

From the forms described bv Mr. Scudder in the third volume

of the Geological Survey of Illinois, it is even more widelv

separated.

To the species described from the European Carboniferous,

it seems to be still more closely allied. Prof Hagen, to whom
a tracing of the specimen was sent, is of the opinion that it ^vill

be found to belong to the same genus as the Victyoneura lihelh-

hides of Goldenberg.:|: Prof Hagen, also, regards the remark-

able Eugereon Bockingi Dohrn,§ which has attracted so much

attention, as the same genus, and perhaps the same species, i^-"

D. UheUnhides. In both Dictyoneura and Eugereon, as figareil.

the wings liave considerable resemblance to the specimen IVoin

Indiana, but in neither of them are the nervures so numerously
in-iuiched toward the posterior border of the wing, and in /-«•

'I'-r.on the spaces between the three first nervures ^lext the an-

terior border are connected by straight cross-nervures. There

are also important difierences in the branching of the mam
nervures, Eegarding these differences as at least of genenc

value, I propose to institute a new genus for the species froni

Paoli, and call it Paolia vetusta.

* This Journal, voL xixvii, pp. 34, 35, figs. 1, 2, 1864.
t This Journal, vol. il, p. 268, 1865, and Memoira Best See Nat. Hist, vol. l

tographicis von Bunker und Meyer, Band iv, 185
§ Euvreron Bockingi. eine neue Insectenform e

ontographica von Bunker, Band liii, 1866, pi. 41
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These impressions and recollections would often give durations

more than double, in some instances, of the like in other instan-

ces. Taking, however, the most trustworthy, and allowing to

the others a weight proportioned to their value, under the cir-

cumstances, the first shock was found to have continued througli

about nine seconds, the second through about eleven seconds,

and the interval about five,—^making, altogether, twenty-six

seconds. The time of each double vibration—that is both to

and fro—was concluded to approximate to a second and one-

third,—although, so far as mere numbers were concerned, the

' approved not more than one second,re generally i

The precise of day will be referred to far-

tner on. it is remarkable that motions which were not even

noticed, ordinarily, by persons in basement stories or in tne

streets, should have produced in most of those who felt them

nausea or dizziness or other affections, according to the temper-

ament of the individual.

A careful comparison of the various newspaper paragraphs

which have come to hand—nearly forty in number—makes it

clear that the general phenomena were everywhere the same.

Every where there were two shocks experienced of a few seconds

each, and a brief interval. These are about as variously stated

in duration by the newspapers as the same were stated by Qu-

ferent observers at New Haven :—thus, at Troy 15 to 20 seconds ,

in all, at Montpelier 30, at Cleveland 15 to 30, the prevalent

authoritv being for the latter, at Boston 18 to 30, at Brunswick,

Me., 30"to 40, at Cincinnati 30 and less, at Hartford 20 to m,

at Cornell University, Ithaca, three shocks of 15 seconds each--

the three being too exceptional among the mass to be credited,

and having but one other parallel, that is, Brooklyn. At Har-

vard College Observatory the duration of tremor was from 8 to

15 seconds by the estimate of different observers,—two shocks

with a continuous tremor between, and the component oscilla-

tions 40 in a minute according to observer W. A. Rogers. At

East Saginaw, Mich., the first shock is described as 10 seconds,

then an equal interval, then a second shock of 10 seconds. A
very few of the statements are so abnormal, one or two in their

brevity (one or two seconds) and about as many in their length

(two or three minutes), that no weight can be accorded to them-

On the whole, the entire duration—^26 seconds—at New Haven,

is confirmed as having been about the duration in all other

places observed—^a uniformity probable in itself In one io'

stance the oscillations are spoken of as four or five in a second,

and as being like tlie motions of a boat,—also in one other (at

Keene) they are described as having been vertical.

Respecting the relative amount of disturbance at different

places, the sensations experienced by individuals would be but
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a fallacious test, because so much influenced by temperament,

as well as by situations and positions. Persons sitting, for ex-

ample, were far more sensitive than persons standing. Again,

while operatives in upper rooms often rushed down—as here at

New Haven—in a panic, persons standing or walking iu the im-

mediate vicinity beloWj did not even peivcivc tlic plicn-unmMn.

The same remark applies to the reported swaying ol w;tll> and

buildings ten inches to a foot, wide 1 1 is no il<>nlil exnggmited

in amount. But a vague conclusion may he (leri\e(l in>rn

specific occurrences, such as the displacement of olijects. the

cracking of window panes or of ceilings, inul the lallmg of

chimneys, as well as from the degree of puhlie noliee which

the event excited. All that, in the present instance, can he ration-

ally deduced from such indications would seem to he that the

amount of disturbance at New York, at Clevehanh ;it .Mih

waukee and Detroit was about the same as at New 11 a \ en :

that it was greater at Boston, at Brunswick, at Montreal and at

Quebec ; that it was less at Cincinnati, at Chicago, and at Du-

buque, and was but just distinctly perceptible at Richmond. Va.

In other woi-ds, the movement was more remarkable m the East

and North, and less in the West and particularly m the South.

It is also believed that no like occurrence comparable in the

aggregate with this one has been experienced in New England

during the present century, nor since November 18, 17o»—
supposing the newspaper quotation, relative to that event, made

by a Boston correspondent, from "a book published m 1/86

to be correct and authentic.

It only remains to compare the times noted at the various

places concerning which our information is sufficiently authentic.

At this place there were two among the observers who separately

noted the time by reference to standard time-pieces. By each

the same time of beginning was given, within a few seconds ;—
that is, IV 19"^ 46*. The average of three other observa*'-""

Z 3 could not be ascertained except c

day after, proved to be very nearly the same, iiie same

elusion was farther confirmed, with sufficient exactness, by

the average of three clocks which had stopped, as observed upon

their dials. Prof. C. Smallwood of Montreal Observ y has obhg-

mgly furnished observations of local time in the Canadas which

are entitled to confidence, viz., at Quebec, Montreal and Owens

Sound, and also at St. Johns, N. B. These will be found m
their place in the table below. The time at Boston, taken by

Mr. Farmer with care, is communicated by Prof. Newton to-

gether with most of the newspaper notices herein referred to.

That at Harvard College Observatory has been obligingly lur-

uished to the writer by Assistant Arthur Searle, together with

the other facts herein stated as observed at that locahty. Ihe

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Sekies, Vot. I, No. 1.-Jan., 1871,
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time at Cleveland, Ohio, is the average of three clocks that were

stopped, and is confirmed essentially bj Col. Whittlesey, but

without an actual reference of either to a standard time-keeper.

From these combined the following table is composed ; of which

column 1 gives the place of observation ; column 2, the lati-

tude ; column 3, the diiference of local time from New Haven
corresponding to the longitude ; column 4, gives the respective

local times corresponding to ll*" 19*" 46*—the beginning at New
Haven; column 5, is an empirical scale of progress proportion-

ed to the differences of longitude and the presumed differences

of absolute time at St Johns and Chicago ; column 6, gives

the observed times of the earthquake ; column 7 is compara-

tive of the two preceding, and shows the presumed error of

observation, whether too late or too early at each of the places

respectively. It would obviously only obscure the discussion

to take account in the table, of times which do not purport

in the notices themselves to be near approximations, or which

are adopted from the railroad time-pieces without supplying

the proper correction, or which are found by comparison with

the mass of observations to be grossly in error. To one or

the other of these categories belong the notices from Brunswick
and Portland, Me., Burlington, Vt, Warrensburg, Saratoga,

Cooperstown, Cornell University, and Auburn, N. Y., Scranton

and Titusville, Pa. The notice from Cincinnati, Ohio, is re-

tained on account of the extreme position.

1-
~1~

H. 5.
] 6. 7.

if'« «^-
^«"t&r ^^ir-'-

St. Johns, N. Bruns. Z^ + 2Y"34 n |- 2% 11 45' "5
1\W T 5-earlj.

Bangor, Me. 44 48 + 16 34
Lewiston. Me. 11 29 33 ;

27 late.

Boston, Mass. 11 '27 14 1 25i- 1 ^learlf.

Harv. Coll. Oba'y. 42 23 11 26 14;:

L

27*"^Quebec, L.C. 43 49
Providence, R. I. 11 25 53|n 25 15 I 45 do.

Norwich, Conn. 11 22 50U1 22 25 1 2 25 early.

Moatpelier, Vt 44 17 11 21 4I1I 20 48 1 3 12 late.

Hartford, Conn. 11 20 45ln 20 soil 4 do.

New Haven, Conn. 11 19 Sh 19 36 1 1 m+
srAtiT. 42 4I

-2 38
n 16 31!

I ^?e8riy-

1 16 + da

Hudson, N. T. 2 29 do.

Schenectady, N. Y. U 15 54 1 15
New York. 35 do!

-20 58 10 58 4f 13 da

TownZl^'.Q.'

CllvelanXwiia
^'

41 3( -35 10
10 47 44

{Sl?1'l 3 44f 2 25eady.

Cincinnati, Ohio. 39 ( 10 33 40I1O 37 81
42 01-58 38 IS 2? '2ilO 25 23il ) 25 0_23_da_
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tn all observed times of the end^ if expressly so given,

l^-six seconds has been deducted for the begiiini)ig, as above.

Wherever no mention is made of the period in the shock to

which the observation applies, the times stated in the notices

respectively have been inserted in the table without change, as

being the presumed time of the beginning.

An inspection of this table discloses no considerable north-

and-south movement. A nearly east-and-west progress is that

which appears most consistent with the aggregate of times. In-

deed it presents itself as the only one at all consistent with a

uniform and regular progress. Nor is there discovered in the

table any decisive indication of a change of direction as between
the east and the west of the AUeghanies ; but the various ac-

counts, so far as they go, indicate the very reverse. Thus the

direction of N.E and S.W., noted at Brunswick, was accurately

N. 10° E. at Harvard Observatory, while it was N.N.E. at New
Haven, and almost identically the latter also at Chicago. But
at Cleveland and Detroit it is described as E. and W., and at

Burlington, Vt, N. and S. One account from Boston makes it,

incorrectly, N.W. and 8.E., and another from Hartford the same
at the latter place.

The best approximate result appears to be that the earth-

quake made progress from about E. 6° N. to about W. 6° S., at

the rate of one hundred and sixty miles a minute, being six

minutes and a half from St Johns to Chicago ; while snrjyris-

ingly, the ordinary direction of the subordiiiate undulation was
about N. by E. But there was not absolute regularity of rate

in any single direction. The times at Cambridge, at Albany
and at New Haven compared together, disclose appreciable devi-

ations from the general regimen of the table ; and the same is

probably true with respect to the Cleveland observation. Un-
fortunately the latter was not checked by comparison with a

standard time-piece,—neither, as is probable, was the Owen's

Sound observation. That at Cincinnati does not purport to be

more than a loose approximation.
It appears by observations of Prof. Hough at Dudley Observ-

atory, obligingly furnished me by him, that the principal shock
was observed at 11'* IS"", being a few seconds in duration, but

that a tremor continued for at least a minute. No doubt there

exist, at various localities not heard from, many observ^ations

recorded or distinctly remembered. It is desirable yet to have
them communicated to this place, or to some one elsewhere, by
whom they will be made available.

In fact while this article is in press, I am furnished through
the favor of H. Paton, Esq., of the Montreal Telegraph Co. at

Quebec, with the following important statements by Mr. Eobert

MeCord, the operator who made inquiries immediately after
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the cessation of the earthquake at that office, and received re-

plies from Montreal. His condensed statements are :
" All per-

ceptible motion was over here by the time I had finished tele-

graphing to Montreal

—

do you feel earthquake. It would take

about eight seconds to telegraph the words used. The operator's

immediate reply was

—

no. About fifteen seconds after, he said—here it is. The gentleman at Montreal afterward explained

that, although he said no, he did experience a slight movement
at the time, but was not aware that it was caused by an earth-

quake. He telegraphed

—

here it is—on the instant that the

shock became sensibly evident. He cannot say how long the

vibration lasted after that period, accurately, but is of opinion it

continued for nine or ten seconds. The following further par-

ticulars be may of interest. The shock passed over this district
|

from a northerly direction,—a rumbling sound accompanied the ;

shock, resembling that produced by ponderous machinery-
noise and motion increased steadily for some seconds, and grad-

ually passed away. Buildings were violently shaken. Our

office being in the upper part of a high brick building, the trem-

bling was powerfully felt^the clock in the office was stopped

by it at 11 : 25, but am not certain if the time by it previous to

the shock was correct. Some observers say the shock was first

felt here a few seconds before 11 -.24, and lasted forty seconds

—others state fifty or sixty seconds. I am of opinion it lasted

sixty seconds. No two opinions agree as to the commencement
and duration."

"At Bay St. Paul and Les Eboulements—places about ninety

or one hundred miles northeast of Quebec—the ground opened
in several places, and water was thrown up. Slight elevations

of land in some places were produced. The countrv in the

vicmity of St. Paul's Bay is of volcanic formation, and slight

shocks are of frequent occurrence. A gentleman from that vi-

cinity informs me that they had twenty or thirty slight shocks

within the past two weeks. The shock on the 20th, here, did

not appear to have an undulating, upheaving motion, but to

partake of a tremulous nature."
" The operator at Richmond, a place ninety miles southwest

of here, says the shock was just passing away there at the

period when I made the inquiry of Montreal."
Mr. McCord does not refer to specific authority for the con-

vulsive effects at Bale St Paul and Les Eboulements, some 55

to 62 miles in a direct line from Quebec; but they are in gene-

ral conformity to what has long been known to British geologists

respecting the volcanic character of the region specified. They,

m fact, recall and confirm the representations made at page 236,

vol. XXX of this Journal, 1836, in a paper by Capt. B. H. Bon-

nycastle, R En. In that region, very probably, lay the initial
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pot of the disturbance. The subject, in this view of it, merits

inore extended investigation, and it is hoped that the state-

Qcnt here brought out will induce new communications relative

the facts.

The interpretation of Mr. McCord's interesting statements

elative to the telegraphic communication, seems to be as fol-

ows : He occupied the last eight seconds of the motion at Que-

)ef with a question put to Montreal That question, together
•1 tlie answer "no," I find by careful trial at the American

1 _iapli office, require not less than eighteen seconds fo]

less than forty-two seconds between the end of the message and

c)f the tremors at Quebec, and the end of the same at Montreal,

ninety-six miles distant in longitude, and one hundred and fifty-

nine m a Kne K 51° E., and which in the table above had been

and still remains credited with the empirical interv-al of thirty-

nine seconds,—showing a near accordance between these and
the other facts, and 137 miles per minute of east-and-west pro-

Again, the Montreal "no" was given just as the tremors there

began, and after—say six seconds after—the end of the shock

at Quebec ; that is to say, the beginning traversed from city to

city in some six seconds more than the duration of the shock.

Consequently the latter, in consistency with the above, must
have continued about thirty-six seconds, in place of the twenty-

six seconds ascertained at'New Haven. Still again, the shock

at Montreal began with the "no," which may have occupied

four seconds. Then there were fifteen seconds of interv-al
;

then eight of reply ; then nine to ten of estimated continuance
;

in all thirty-six or thirty-seven seconds for the duration of the

shock. The principal movement at Montreal did not come till

at least fifteen seconds after the beginning ; and the testimony

of the Eichmond operator shows that the violence of the shock

there had passed, while the tremors at Quebec were still in

faint continuance. Finally, it will be observed that the time

of occurrence stated by Mr. McCord and others—although not

confirmed by his comparison with any standard time-piece—
tends to represent the actual occurrence at Quebec to have been

before the empirical time of column 5 in the table, instead of

1"' 16* later, as shown in column 7.
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Art. XI.—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of
Tale College. No. X.

—

Descripthns of some imperfectly known
and new Ascidians from New England ; by A. E. Yeerill.

Molgula Manhattensis Verrill. Figure 1,

Natural History of Kevv York,

, ^, „ .nvertebrata of Massachusetts, 'M
ecL, p. 2j, isiu, (.copied from Dekay).

Body somewliat oval, subglobular, or slightly cordate, iisuallj

somewhat compressed laterally ; when crowded often slightly

adhering together laterally ani more or less deformed ;
usually

adhering to eel-grass {Zostera) and various sea-weeds, or to the

^
under side of stones, by the left side, or obliquely

#*v,
'

/^ ^y *^® ^^S'^1 portioa The surface including the

^r\ /' y tubes is generally thickly covered with fragments

\ V / of eel-grass, broken shells, particles of sand, and

various kinds of debris so as to entirely conceal

the surface and disguise the form ; sometimes,
however, in sandy regions the surface is nearly

destitute of such covering. The integument is

firm and thick, and w^hen clean it is translucent

and roughened throughout with minute, gi'an-

ule-like papillae, which are larger and more crowded on the

upper part and around the base of the tubes, where they
often form small, rough, unequal verrucae. The tubes originate
on the upper side, a little apart, the distance between usually
about equal to the diameter of the anal tube ;* they are both
rather long and diverge by curving outward from the base.

Ihe anal tube is smaller and somewhat longer than the branch-
ial usual y about equal in length to half the diameter of the

body, and tapers to the end, which is rounded and has a small

square aperture, its sides, near the end and often below, are

usually roughened by irregular, uneven papillre. The branchial
tube is shorter and stouter, widest at base, truncate at the end,

with SIX, small, obtuse, rounded papillae surrounding the orifice;

outside of these there are six, short, triangular lobes ; below
these there is often an irregular circle of about six to twelve
rougher papilla, alternately larger and smaller, and sometimes
other more irregular ones below, between the sulcations; these
are, however, sometimes wanting, as in the specimen figured.
In contraction the tubes form low, rough verruca, the anal

otten lour-lobed, both covered with rough, irregular papillse.
i lie inner tunic, which is closely adherent to the outer, is

smooth, pellucid, light greenish, the dark intestine and a reddish
organ below it showing through.
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the branchial orifice is sometimes surrounded

of dull reddish brown, the six lobes have each a spot of dark

brown, with smaller ones between. The anal orifice is greenish

Diameter of the largest specimens seen, about 1 inch.

New York Harbor,—Dekay ; Fire I., Long Island, abundant

on eel-grass,—S. I. Smith; New Haven Harbor, on eel-grass,

abundant,—A. E. Yerrill ; near New Haven Light on sea-weed,

and at Savin Eock, under stones at low-water mark,—A. E.

Verrill.

Molgula pannosa Verrill, sp. nov. Figure 2.

Body subglobular, or a little elongated, somewhat compressed

laterally, entirely covered, except the ends of the tubes,

firm and thick covering, composed of frag

meuts of shells, echini, zoophytes, worm
tubes, foraminifera, grains of sand, pieces

of sea-weed, and other debris,

face of the integument, when the foreign

matter is removed, is densely covered with

small granule-like papillae, which give rise

to very abundant, long, fine fibrous pro-

cesses, by which the foreign matters are en-

tangled
; the basal portion of the tubes is

covered with similar processes, though less numerous, which

decrease toward the end, leaving the terminal portion nearly

smooth. The tubes, which arise close together, are short, con-

ical, a little divergent. The anal tube is a little longer than

the branchial, swollen at base, tapering, and rounded at the end,

which has a very small square aperture. The branchial tube

is about the same in size, but a little shorter, subcylmdncal,

scarcely tapering, with six, small, prominent, acute lobes or

papillae ; alternating with these are six much smaller ones, in

contraction the tubes can be wholly withdrawn, and then the

body looks like a more or less irregular ball of dirt.

In life the color of the clean inte,gument is a dull, dark, gray-

ish green ; the tubes lighter, or dull olive-green.

A large specimen, when expanded, was 1 inch m length
;

-75

broad
; -50 thick.

, ^^ i .

Eastport, Me., 10 to 50 fathoms, muddy and shelly bottoms,

-Expeditions of 1868 and 1870 ; off Head Harbor, Campo
Bello L, 80 fathoms, muddy,—Expedition of 1868.*

I Geo. A. Jackson; that c
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Molgula retortiformis Yerrill, sp. nov. Figure 3.

Body subglobular or more or less oval, generally higher than

broad and a little compressed laterally, destitute of a distinct

disk, though generally adhering.
"* ""'

.,
' thick and firm,

but ti

gethe:

zoophytes, ascidians, fragments of

shells, etc., which form a coarse,

ugh, and rather loosely adherent

ating, but this is usually incomplete

• thin and the surface more or less

exposed. When cleaned the surface

is roughened by small, scattered,

granule-like papillas, and irregular

rough processes, while in large specimens it is more or less

rudely wrinkled. The large tubes arise from the upper part, a

short distance apart, and are widely divergent and very_ unequal

The anal tube is much the longest, usually equalling in length

the diameter of the body, very large and swollen at the base,

curving outward and tapering to the end, which is blunt, witli

a small square aperture, its surface is often roughened with

irregular processes, and in partial contraction is often sulcated.

The branchial tube is nsually about one-fourth as long, much
smaller at base, curved outward, the aperture surrounded by

six, short, conical, acute papillse or tentacular lobes, its surface

below often rough with irregular verrucse. In contraction the

tubes form large, low and rough verrucas, or may be wholly

retracted and invaginated, together with a portion of the integu-

ment of the body around their bases.

When living the color is uniform light olive, or grayish green.

The larger specimens are often 1-50 inches in diameter; with

the anal tube nearly 2 inches long ; the branchial about -50. In

the collection there are specimens of all sizes from this down to

less than -25 of an inch in diameter.
The young have essentially the same characters as the adults,

but are smoother.
Eastport Harbor, South Bay, etc., from extreme low-water of

spring tides to 50 fathoms, on rocky and shelly bottoms, adher-

ing loosely by the sides, to other ascidians, zoophytes, shells,

etc., not abundant, though often met with,—Expeditions of

1864, '68, and 70 ; off Head Harbor, 80 to 120 fathoms,—
Exp. 1870.

Molgula liitoralis Verrill, sp. nov. Figure 4, a.

Body transversely oblong-oval, somewhat flattened laterally,

and attached obUquely by a part of one side (usually the right)
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to the under side of stones ; wlien young subglobular. Tntei^

ment firm and tough, but translucent, the tubes similar ti> i:

body ; the surface snioothish in young specimens, in okler on

slightly wrinkled, not fibrous, but somewhat
roughened with sparse granule-like papillae, ^. •

to which a thin, imperfect coating of foreign ^^_sl^
substances is sometimes attached ; in contrac- ^^ \
tion the surface is reticulated with wrinkles, \^^__^^
with more elevated interstices. Tubes short

and stout, arising from the uppei

separated by a distance about e(juj

ceeding their diameters,

i as lo

,ent,the f J \J}
le. The ^--^

anal tube is about twice as long as the branchial and usually

swollen in the middle, rounded at the end, with a simple square

orifice, which in full expansion often becomes roundish. The
branchial tube has about the same diameter, and is short, cylin-

drical, with six short conical papilliB around the orifice. In

contraction the tubes form low verrucse.

When living the color of the body is translucent, dull green-

ish or olive, between the tubes usually more or less feiTugi-

nous brown, or russet ; on the sides the viscera show through as

dull orange-colored and darker blotches.

One of the larger specimens was, while living, -45 of an inch

long ; height -35 ; length of branchial tube 10 ;
diameter 10

;

distance between bases of tubes '08.

Eastport, Me., under stones near low-water mark, not uncom-
mon,—Expeditions of 1868 and 1870.

In Binney's edition of Gould's Invertebrata of Massachu-

setts, there are three figures, reproduced from Mr. Burkhardt's

drawings, which Mr. Binney refers somewhat doubtfully to

Olandula molds Stimpson, neither of which can represent that

species. Of these. Fig. 317 (PL xxii) may, perhaps, represent

the present species, but the apertures show no details.

Molgula papulosa Verrill, sp. nov. Figure 4, h.

Body free, nearly globular, or transversely suboval, usually

slightly compressed laterally. Integument rather thin, translu-

cent, the surface, both of the tubes and body, entirely covered

by particles of sand, broken shells, foraminifera, etc., which

adhere firmly. When cleaned the whole surface is thickly

covered with prominent granule-like papillas and numerous
slender fibrous processes ; the granules are most conspicuous on

the tubes, where they usually have a rusty color. The tubes

are long, subequal, and their bases are separated by a space

usually greater than their diameters ; they are quite divergent,

both of them curving outward, the anal tube most abruptly.

The branchial tube is cylindrical, somewhat longer than the
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' of tlie body, the ori-

slender, conical, diver-

anal tube often bends suddenly outward,

tcipei-s siigmiy, auu nas a small square aperture, surrounded by
a circle of dull reddish brown. In contraction the tubes are

not retracted, but are usually shortened to about one-half their

lengtL In life the body, when cleaned, is pale grayish, with

an almost transparent integument, through which the convolu-

tions of the dark intestine are conspicuous.
The largest specimens are about 40 of an inch in diameter.

Eastport, at low-water mark under stones, and off the north-

ern side of Treat's Island, in 10 to 20 fathoms, shelly bottom,-
Expedition of 1870.

Molgula pikdaris Verrill, sp. nov. Figure 4, c.

Body unattached, globular, covered with a thin layer of mud,
and when the tubes are retracted, looking like a small soft ball.

Integument of the body, when cleaned, very thin, soft, nearly

transparent, thickly covered with minute granules, and minutely
fibrous, usually concealed by the adhering particles of mud aii(i

fine sand, but this can be easily removed. The tubes are naked,

smooth, nearly transparent, subconical, slender, nearly as long

as the diameter of the body, originating close together, and but

slightly divergent, both of them nearly straight ; they can be

wholly retracted and their bases are surrounded and connected
by a narrow, naked, oval or oblong band, which is usually con-

spicuous when the tubes are withdrawn
; in partial contraction,

the tubes are conical, subpellucid, reticulated with white lines.

The branchial tube is a little shorter than the anal, tlie aperture

surrounded by six, acute, conical papillse, and twelve, siniill,

dark brownish spots. Anal tube a little smaller, slightly longer,

a httle tapering, with a small square aperture, sarrounded by

four small lobes and four small, reddish brown eye-s])ots.
In life the body, when cleaned, is transparent grayish, the

dark intestine showing through very distinctly ;
tubes greenish

Diameter usually about -20 of an inch, seldom more than -25

Eastport Harbor, in 10 to 20 fathoms, muddy, common,-
Expeditions of 1864, '68, '70 ; South Bay, Lubec, in 6 fathoms,
soft mud, very abundant,—Exp. of 1868 ; Grand Menan, ofl

bwallow's Tail, 15 to 20 fathoms, soft mud,—Exp. of 1870.

_
Cynthia glutinans Mdller (Kroyer's Naturhistorisk Tidssknft,

IV, p. 94, 1842) seems to resemble this species in form and ap-

pearance, but if it belongs to Cynthia, or to Glandula where

Stimpson refers it, both apertures must be square. G. molhs

btimp. must be a closely allied species, if not identical.

(To be continued.)
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistry KSiD Physics.

1. Thermo-chemical investigatlom.—Under this title J, Tno.\

SKX in Copenhagen, has published a series of valuable reseaiclK?

the principal results of which, in the author's own lantriiaue, are a

follows:
--

(].) As a general law it appears that for all acids

a. When a molecule of sodic hydrate iu aqueous solution act

upon an acid the evolution of heat is very nearly proportional t.

the quantity of acid until this amounts to 1, ^, \ or j of a molt
cule, according as the acid is one-, two-, three , or tour-liasit>.

h. But when the quantity of acid exceeds tliat wliicli is iieco

sary to form the normal salt, a diftereiice between tlie acids i

exhibited, so that according to the constitution of the acid tli

heat* produced by its excess is either zero, jx.sitive or negative.

(2.) a. When a molecule of an acid iu aqueous solufuni act

upon sodic hydrate the evolution of heat iu a majority of cases i

' ... - ^^ g^^^ ^^^.j ^j^.

c hydra

, two-, three-, or four-basic. The deviations from this

approximately proportional to the quant
molecules of sodic hydrate according a

phich at first signt appears

upon closer consideration to correspond completely

law find an explanation in what is stated under heads 1-

b. But if the quantity of soda is increased above this, no ma-
terial change occurs in the heat-toning.

(3.) If the magnitude of the molecule is determined in some
other manner, the basicity of the acid, if indeed it has such, may
be certainly found by this method of investigation.

(4.) From this it distinctly appears that suTphyii-ic acid is mono-
basic and that its formula must be considered H . SH ; since the
second atom of hydrogen cannot in an aqueous solution be re-

placed by sodium, this result which at first sight appears
-^ • - -

' rupletely

3 hand it

perfectly explains the behavior of the acid, and on the other pre-

sents a material support to the theory of hydroxyl, as the great
analogy between sulphur and oxygen renders it extremely prob-
able that the formula of water must then be H.OH, and that
water is to be regarded as a mono-basic acid. It follows also that
the so-called neutral metallic sulphides, e. g., NagS, do not exist

in an aqueous solution, any more than the corresponding oxides

(Na2e),and that the so-called sulphydrates, Na. SH, Ba. 2SH,
and Mg. 2SH, are to be regarded as normal salts of the acid

soluble in water.

(5.) Since the mono-basic acids contain only one atom of hydro-
gen replaceable by sodium, the second molecule of sodic hydrate
must be without action upon the sodium salt, which is fully verified

by experiment. Since further the mono-basic acids form no acid

salts, an excess of acid must be without action upon the sodium

* In the original " Warmetonung," heat-toning.
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strictness the sec-

-.. ^-. a slight ^omVi^ of

the heat, generally an absorption of lieat, but this amounts to only

a couple of thousandths of the heat of neutralization. In the case

of fluohydric acid we find an exception, since the second molecule
of acid produces an absorption of two per cent of the heat of

neutralization. This fact and the existence of the acid fluoride of

sodium make it doubtful whether fluohydric acid belongs to the

mono-basic acids. The numbers for meta-phosphoric and hypo-
phosphorous acid also exhibit a slight toning of the heat (about

1 pr. ct.) for the second molecule of acid. But since the numbers
for the first acid cannot be sharply determined in consequence of

its great liability to change, and since the number for two mole-
cules of the second were accidentally determined by only one

experiment, I lay no stress on this deviation from the rule. In

the case of fluohydric acid, however, the deviation is fully i'^-

tablished.

(6.) The bibasic acids which contain two atoms of hydrogen re-

placeable by sodium may be divided into g

' ' '
"" the ^'-^ " ' ' • ' - "

hyd
The first group embraces the bibasic hydrogen acids—fluosilico-

hydric acid, SiFgHg, and chlorplatinhydrie acid, PtClfiHg; in

these there is no noteworthy difference in the quantity of heat
which the first and the second molecule of sodic hydrate produ-
ces

; they behave therefore like the monobasic hydrogen acids,

only the evolution of heat for one molecule of acid increases pro-

portionably to the quantity of soda, up to the second molecule of

sodic hydrate.
The second group includes sulphuric, seleriic, oxalic and tartaric

^^T- V"^
tbe neutralization of these acids the first molecule of

^^1, iSj*^^^^^
P^«<^«ces a less degree of heat than the seconi

Ine difterence amounts to 5 to 1800 units.*

The third group embraces sulphurous, selenious, carbonic and
bone acids. In the neutralization of these »cids the first molecule
ot sodic hydrate produces a greater degree of heat than the sec-

ond: the difference amounts to from 18 .. to 28
Sodic hyd Sulphurous acid. Selenious acid. Carbonic acid. Boric acid.

; acid, phosphorous acid and proba-

cnU^ r.^,
"- - - reaction of the normal salts of the

acids, ot the second group upon the corre8|)oiiding acids an absorp-
" """

8 is easily seen, while the normal salts of the
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acids of the third group produce in the corresponding reaction an
evohition of heat.

(7.) The tribasic acids exhibit differences similar to those of the
bibasic acids, citric acid belonging to the second group, arsenic

and orthophosphoric acid to the third. Thus we have

Sodic hydrate. Citric acid. Arsenic acid. Ortho-pli..sphoric acid.

1. Molecule, 124 .

.

150 .

.

148 .

.

2. Molecule, 126 . . 126 .

.

123 .

.

3. Molecule, 132 .

.

83 . . 69 . .

ITciire the second or third molecule of sodic hydnite evolves wifli

citric acid mor^, with arsenic and ortho-phosphorio aciil Ic^s In ;il

thai, the first molecule. The difference hi tin- evohition ol' licat

in the second and third molecule of .sodic hydrate is !.c'-i(ks vcrv
and phosphoric

_ ^ ,

• groups which I have esta1ilisli<<l in t}i<' cla.ss of
bibasic acids, and of which two are found als<i in the class of tri-

basic acids, have their probable origin in the different ((institution

of the acids. In fact in the case of a bibasic aci<l the [.o^itiun of
the two atoms of hydrogen replaceable by sodium ni.iy be con-

ceived in three different ways. Thus sulphuric acid may be ex-

pressed by the following three formulas

:

^O^JH' ^*^3JH ' ^^2"iOH-
The first formula might be most probable if the acid were a hy-

drogen acid ; the second is most probable for an acid wliose anhv-
drid exhibits a slight affinity for water; the third is the fonnuhi of
a bibasic hydroxylic acid. The constitution expressed by the first

formula probably corresponds to that of a bibasic hydrogen acid,

as for instance fluosilicohydric and chlorplatinhydric acid.

SiF.|g PtCl.|«.

Sulphurous, selenious, carbonic, chromic and boric acids proba-
hly correspond to the second formula. Of these the first four at

least easily and spontaneously split into anhydrid and water, so

that the hydrates (acids proper) of several can scarcely be pre-

pared at all. We have therefore for the rational formulas of these

acids, SO^ .

gH SeO^ .^ CJO^ . ^, &c.

This corresponds entirely with the behavior of the homologues of

carb(Jnic acid, like glycolic acid and the other members of the
lactic acid series, which are probably diatomic, but usually appear
monobasic, as the second atom cannot be easily replaced by so-

dium, but readily by alcoholic and acid radicals. To the third

formula correspond sulphuric, selenie, oxalic and tartaric acids,

the formulas of which according with the usual assumption, be-

come as follows

:

,^ OH ^ ^ on ^ ^ OH^2 -OH' ^^^3- OH' -^2^2 • OH'
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The analogy of the tribasic and bibasic acids leads for citric

acid to the formula, tJgH^e^ . 3011, while the 'formulas for the

three modifications of phosphoric acid would be the following

:

HPOg.^^, 2HPe3.jJ^, lire,,

by which the thermic difference between citric acid and the acids

of phosphorus and arsenic may be explained in harmony with the

prevalent chemical theories.

(9.) Silicic acid is given in the tables (accompanying this paper)

as a bibasic acid, but differs materially from the other acids of this

group, by being absolutely without any definite point of neutrali-

zation. The numbers of table II show, it is true, that the beat

which a molecule of the acid evolves with an increasing quantity

of soda, increases only very slightly when this exceeds two mole-

cules of sodic hydrate, and table I shows that the evolution of heat

increases approximately in proportion to the quantity of acid,

until this amounts to | molecule of silicic acid for one molecule of

sodic hydrate. But table II shows at the same time that the num-

bers by no means increase in proportion to the quantity of soda,

and table I also shows that the evolution of heat increases very ma-

terially for further additions of silicic acid. From what was shown

in Section IV (Pogg. Ann., Bd. 137, p. 203), it appears that the

maximum of heat which a molecule of sodic hydrate can evolve

with silicic acid, and which occurs only when the quantity of acid

is infinitely great, amounts to 134 . . while for ^ molecule of silica

it is only 26 .
.

; fiirther, that the maximum of heat which is

evolved by the action of a molecule of silica upon sodic hydrate,

and which also occurs when the quantity of sodic hydrate becomes

infinitely great, amounts to only 63 . . while two molecules of sodic

hydrate already evolve 52 . . .

(10.) The anomaly in the neutralization of silica has very prob-

ably its cause in the simultaneons action of water and silica upon

sodic hydrate, xiccording to what has been sai.l under 4, water is

dium saft. If now the sodium salt' is attac-kcd simultaneously by

the two acids (water and silica), the base divides itself between

the two acids in a ratio which depends upon the avidity of the

acids and their quantity, (see Sect. 1, Pogg. Ann., Bd. 138, p. 94)-

If now the avidity of the water for the base is very small in com-

parison with that of the acid, this decomposes an approximately

equivalent quantity of sodic hydrate, and the evolution of heat

becomes therefore approximately proportional to the quantity oi

acid, as is also approximately the case with all other acids. W? ,*^°

the contrary, the avidity of the water for the base is a quantity

which cannot be neglected in comparison with that of the acid,

the proportionality in the evolution of heat ceases, and then wl-ty in

1 holds
ited). The

good for partial decomposititfn, (see reier-

'•
of heat which takes place when a

of sodic silicate (and also various other saline solutions) is

vith water,
'

- - - - - -
--' ^

composition of the s

uted with water, has probably its cause partly in a partial <i

" ' i salt by the wat
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(11.) The quantities of heat evolved in the nactioTi of om- niole-

ile of sodic hydrate with one molecule of ;u-i<l-iiyilrato in .uiuc'-

is solution are very different. Fluohydric acid o-ives tli(> uieat-

,t amount of heat (163 . .); then comes sulpl.urous acid (I5l> . .),

ypophosphorous acid (152 . .), arsenic acid (lot) . .); the different

iiosphoric acids, phosphorous, selenious, selenic and sulphuric
.•i<ls give between 148 . . and 144 . . The evolution of heat is less

1 tliocases of the hydrogen acids of chlorine, bromine and iodine

lid nitric acid (i;37..) ; much less in the cases of boric and car-

onic acids (110. . to 111 ..) while sulphydric, silicic and cyaiihy-

ric acids give the smallest amounts of heat. If however \x e

tion of heat which a molecule of sodic hydrate
quantity of acid necessary to foini a uortiial

salt, the order of the series is somewhat different, but here alsc

flxiohydric acid occurs with the greatest quantity of heat (103 . .)

;

then follow sulphuric, selenic and hypoj)hosp]iorous acide (155 . . to

152..), then sulphurous, hyposulphuric, phosphorous and oxalic

acids (145 , . to 141 . .), and so we pass gradually down to sulphy-

dric, cyanhydric and silicic acids.
'" ' " lome of the acids which I have studied the heat of

1 had been deteiTnined already. The older investiga-

tions often show material differences from the numbers determined
by me. The determinations of Favre and Silbermann in particu-

lar differ greatly. The results of these investigators for chlor-,

brom- and iodhydric acids and for nitric and j.hosphoric achis are

from 10 to 12 per cent too high, for instance for the tiist four acids

151 . . to 152 . . instead of laV . . . The cause very pr(il)al>ly lies in

the inaccurate indications of the mercurial calorimeter employed
by them, and I doubt very much whether the experiments recently

made with the same apparatus possess a greater accuracy. I have
already found several material errors in the published 'results to

which I shall return hereafter. For the rest I refer, with reference

to the inaccuracy of the results obtained with mercury, to my
""mmunication in the Reports of the German Chemical Society at

teSrali^

Berlin, 1869,

11. Geology and Natueal History.

1. N'otes on the American Mastodon and other fossils; by Dr. J.

Leidy (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., Sept. 1870).—Dr. Leidy, after

brief notes on the specimens of Mastodon in Boston and Cam-
bridge, makes the following observations on some bones in the

Museum of Amherst College.
Prof. Shepard has recently collected together many interesting

fossil remains of vertebrates. Among these are a multitude of

specimens obtained by his son from St. Helena Island, and the

famous Ashley River deposits of South Carolina. Those from the
latter locality consist mainly of Zenglodons, Cetaceans and
Fishes, but also include remains of Mastodon, the Elephant, and of
Equus Major and B. fraternus. The St. Helena Island fossils

consist of bones, fragments of jaws and teeth of the Mastodon.
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Among them we
about ten inches

The same collection contained c. x„.g^ ^^,^. ^, ^.^^ ^x^^iix:aii

Elephant, of the coarse plated variety, from California. Some re-

mains of ]\Iastodon from the latter place struck me from their

peculiarity, and these Prof. Shepard was so kind as to loan to me

for examination and description.

One of the specimens, which lies on the table, is the fraa^ment of

a tusk from " Dry Creek," Stanislaus Co., California. It indicates

a species totally different from the American Mastodon, and in

its peculiarities exhibits a relationship wdth the Mastodon angm-

tidem of the middle tertiary period of Europe. The fragment is

six inches in length, is slightly curved in two directions, and in

transverse section is ovate with the anterior pole acute. Taepulp

cavity, opening half the diameter at the broken base of the speci-

men, extends about half its length to the end. The convex side

of the tusk possesses, as in Mastodon angustidens, a broad hand

of enamel, which reaches from the acute edge more than two-

thirds the depth of the surface. The enamel is somewhat rugose

and is two-thirds of a line thick. At one spot, toward the smaller

end of the fragment, it has bee ' ' ^

extent of about an inch and ;

specimen, from the acute edge, has been worn off to an extent

about equal to two-fifths of the surface. The broken ends of tin

fragment exhibit very conspicuously the beautiful arrangement o

'^- ".ssating curved lines so characteristic of the ivory in the tusfc

rthc

'T^

s 22 lines, the tran

1 of the tusk appears t

can Mastodon, nor is it pn.hahle that it In-lonixed to tlie pliocene

Mastodon mirijicus. May it i)rol.ab!y pertain to tlie hardly

known Mastodon ohscurus ? In the [uvsent uncertainty I voiild

look on the specimen as characteristic of a peculiar species allied

to the M. angustidens of Europe, For tlie name of the species 1

would propose that of Mastodon Shepardi, in honor of Prof. C l-

Shepard, whose name has so long been identified with the interests

of natural history.

The second specimen, exhibited to the members, consists of a

fragment of a lower jaw containing the last molar tooth, and was

discovered in Contra Costa county, California. No information

in regard to the age of the deposit, or the character of the loca i|y

m which the fossil was found, accompanies it. The bone is irwj|^'^'

and measures, below the position of the tooth, five and a^ n=»

inches in depth. Attached to the fossil there is a portion of so"

"-"" rock, part of the matrix in which it has been imbedded

tooth is perfect and well preserved. It has the same general

form and constitution as the corresponding tooth of the Amencan
15:
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" The Extinct Mammalian Fauna of Dakota and Nebraska, &c.'

of a tooth, the original of which is lost, from a miocene formation

of Maryland, to be viewed as pertaining to the same species. This

I had named Mastodon obscurus.

The crown of the tooth consists of four transverse divisions to-

gether with the merest trace of a heel. As in tlie cast of tlic

:\I:iryl:uid tooth, the inner lobes of the crown of tlio Ciiliforiiia

cconis. The outer lobes, likewise as in the .Marylaiul tootli, have

better developed oifsets fore and aft internally than in thi' lattn-.

giving rise to a greater degree of obstruction of the transvt r>c

valleys of the crown than in the American Mastodon. Tlie fourth

division of the crown is proportionately less well developed, in

the latter, but the tubercles are more equally <leveh>])e(l. Die

inner lobe is a single mammillary eminence not moie tliau halt'thc'

elevation of the outer lobe. In the Maryland tootli, tiie enrres

ponding lobe resembles the outer one, conssistin^ .)f a connate ]>air

of tubercles as well developed as in the outer lobe. Tlu- heel in

the California tooth, as in the Maryland tootli is tunned l)y a siiort

mammillary eminence occupying the angular space posteriorly of

the lobes of the fourth division of the crown. A l)asal ridge is

better developed externally in the California than in the Maryland

tooth.

Comparative measurements of the California tooth, with the

cast of the Maryland tooth, and one of the Mastodon Americanos
are as follows :

Depth of do. internally,
''

2 in! 2 lines. 2 in. 2 lines. 3 in. line-.

It is not improbable that the California tooth may have per-

tained to the same species as the fragment of tusk previously

noticed, and, perhaps these, together with the Maryland tooth,

and others previously referred to Mastodon obscurus, may likewise

belong to the same animal. The positive determination of this

question must be left for the discovery of additional material to

throw light on the relationship of the different specimens which
have been thus far presented to our notice.

2. On the cause of the Motion of Glaciers ; by J. Ceoll, of the

Geol. Survey of Scotland, (Phil. Mag., Sept., 1870).—Mr. CroU
closes his article on the cause of the motion of glaciers with the

following—ow the present state of the question, and on the alleged

limit to the thickness of a glacier.

* Partially estimated, as the specimen is imperfect at its fore part
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The present state of the question.—The condition which the per-

plexing question of the cause of the descent of uliuiers has noi

reached seems to be something like the following. The ice of a

glacier is not in a soft and plastic state, but is solid, hard, hrittle,

and unyielding. It nevertheless behaves in some respects in a

manner very like what a soft and plastic substance would do if

placed in similar circumstances, inasmuch as it accommodates

Itself to all the inequalities of the channel in which it moves,

The ice of the glacier, though hard and solid, moves with a dif-

ferential motion ; the particles of the ice are displaced over each

other, or, in other words, the ice shears as it descends. It had

been concluded that the mere weight of tlu- uiacier was sufficient

to shear the ice. Canon Moseley has iiiv(^>tiizaie(l tliis point, and

way that it is supposed to do, it wouhl require a force some thirty or

forty times as great as the weight ol the glacier. Consequently, for

the glacier to descend, a force in addition to that of gravitatiou is

required. What, then, is this force ? It is found that the rate at

which the glacier descends depends uY><.m the ainoiiut of heat irliiofi

it is receivmg. This shows that the motion of the glacier is in

some way or other dependent upon heat. Is heat, then, the force

' f? Theans ""
'

"

" ' '

.rily require(
,

other till we see whether or not heat will sutiice. In what way,

then, does heat aid gravitation in the descent of the glacier? In

what way does heat assist gravitation in ti
' ' " '

" '""'

There are two ways whereby we may coi

ice forward, or it may assist gravitation liy

sion of the particles, and tJiiis allowintr !

motion which it otherwis»' coiiM not |,i<,.

which has yet been made to explain \m<\\ \n

pushing the ice forward, has failed. 'I lie

expand the ice of the glacier niav Ik- n-an
that it does not act as a force impelling; tiir

we are thus obliged to turn our attfutinti t

viz., that heat assists gravitation to shear
pressure, but by diminishing tlie cohesive t

' > enable gravitation to ]>ush the one pas

,-?l.il!<MheMhe-

is this done? Does heat diminish the cohesion by acting as an

because it cannot expand the ice ofThe glacier ; and besides, y«fe

It to do this, it would destroy the solid and firm character ot w

ice, and the ice of the glacier would not then, as a mass, poss*^

the great amount of shearing-force which observation and expe"

ment show that it does. In short it is because the particles oi
^^^

ice are so firmly fixed together at the time that the glacier i8
_

scendmg, that we are obliged to call in the aid of some othertort^

m addition to the weight of the glacier to shear tlie ice. i^^'

does not cause displacement of the particles by making the i

soft and plastic
; for we know that the ice of the glacier is°o*»o^j,

and plastic, but hard and brittle. The shearing-force of the ice
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tlie moving glacier is found to be by at least from thivty to forty

times too great to permit of the ice being sluared l)y tlie 'mere force

of gravitation; how, then, is it that gravitation, without the direct

assistance of any other force, can manage to shear tlie ice ? Or
to put the question under another form : lieat does not reduce the
shearing force of the ice of a glacier to something like 1-;U9;3 U).

per square inch of surface, the unit required l>y Mr. MoseUy to

enable a glacier to shear by its weight; the' sheaiiiig-f uce of

the ice, notwithstanding all the heat "received, still remains at

about 75 lbs. ; how, then, can the glacier shear without any other

force than its own weight pushing it forward ? This is the tunda-

tery of glacier-motion. We are compelled in the present state' of

the problem to admit that glaciers do descend with a ditferential

motion without any other force than tbeir own weiglit pusliing

them forward ; and yet the shearing-force of the ice is actually

found to be thirty or forty times the maximum that wouhl i)e)init

of the glacier shearing by its weight only. The explanation of

this apparent paradox will remove all our difficulties in refiniire

to the cause of the descent of glaciers.

There seems to be but one explanation (and it is a very ol.\ ious

one), viz., that the motion of the glacier is moleculn: The ice

descends molecule by molecule. The ice of a glacier is in the hard
crystalline state, but it does not descend in this state. Gravitation

is a constantly acting force ; if a particle of the ice lose its shear-

ing-force, though but for the moment, it will descend by its weight
alone. But a particle of the ice will lose its shearing-force for a

moment if the particle loses its crystalline state for the moment.
The passage of heat through ice, whether by conduction or by
radiation, in all probability is a molecular process ; that is, the
form of energy termed heat is transmitted from molecule to mole-'

cule of the ice. A particle takes the energy
on the one side and hands it over to its neighls neighbor B on the opposite

side.^ But the particle must be in a different state at the moment
It is in possession of the energy from what it was before it received

it from A, and from what it will be after it has handed it over to

B. Before it became possessed of the energy, it was in the crys-

talline state—it was ice ; and after it loses possession of the energy
it will be ice ; but at the moment that it is in possession of the

passing energy is it in the crystalline or icy state ? If we assume
that it is not, but that in becoming possessed of the energy, it loses

its crystalline form and for the moment becomes water, all our

difficulties regarding the cause of the motion of glaciers are re-

moved.* We know that the ice of a glacier in the mass cannot
become possessed of energy in the form of heat without becom-
ing fluid

; may not the same thing hold true of the ice particle ?

The alleged limit to the thickness of a fflacier.—In his memoir,
" On the Mechanical Properties of Ice," published in the Philo-

sophical Magazine for January, 1870, Canon Moseley arrives at a

conclusion in regard to the crushing of ice to which I am unable,

without some qualifications, to agree. In his experiments ice was

» See Phil. Mag. for March 1869, p. 201.
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crushed under a pressure of 308*4 lbs. on the square inch, and he

concludes that if a glacier is over 710 feet in thickness the ice at

the under surface must be crashed by the incumbent weight

Professor Philips also made some experiments on the crushing of

ice, and he came to the conclusion that the height of a crashing

column of ice is between 1000 and 1500 feet, and concluded ma
that if a glacier were to exceed this in thickness the ice would lose

its solidity.* Whether the height of a crushing column of ice be

710, or 1000, or 1500 feet is of no consequence whatever as regards

ossible thickness of a glacier. No doubt a piece of ice solid-

pressure would be crushed to powder were it

placed under a glacier 1000 feet in thickness or so; but after

being crushed it would resolidify, and would then probably be

able to sustain a pressure of 2000 feet of ice. This follows as a

necessary consequence from the property of regelation. There is

as yet, so far as I am aware, no known limit to the amount of

pressure which ice may sustain. There probably is a limit ; but

what that limit is has not yet been determined. Canon Mosely

says that " there is no glacier alleged to have so great a depth as

710 feet." The Humboldt glacier in North Greenland, according

to Dr. Kane, has a depth of more than three times 710 feet. And

Dr. Hayes found in Baffin's Bay icebergs (which are just pieces

broken off the ends of glaciers) aground in about half a mile of

water. And on the antarctic continent we have reasons for be-

lieving that the ice is in some places over a mile in thickness.f

3. 071 Eozoon Canadense; by Prof. Wm. Kixg, S.C.D., and

Thos. H. Rownet, Ph.D., of the Queen's Univ. in Ireland, and the

Queen's College, Galway. 42 pp. Hvo, with three colored plates,

(Proc. R. Irish Acad, .Tnlv 12. IROO). Professors King and Row-

ney have here discusMd niicw tin nature of the so-called Eozoon,

'with many additional ipl.scrvarions. and ar<Tue for their former con-

clusion, that the Eo/oon is of ininiral origin alone. The closing

paragraph of the memoir, here cited, gives some idea of their view.

Finally, to subscribe to the organic origin of "Eozoon," the

chemist must become a believer in 5'Mr/si-aTchymy, and in (^'^^^'^

oceanic precipitations unknown in nature. The mineralogut must

assume certain obscure and insufficiently tested bodies to consist

of calcite : he must be inappreciative of the various allomorphs ot

serpentine, and of pseudomorphic phenomena ; and consider every

imbedded crystalline body—"tuberculated," or *' segmented"-
" cylindrically shaped," or with angles rounded off—to be there-

mams of an organism. The palaeontologist, besides slighting all he

knows of the circumstances of petrifaction, must accept as a " fo*^"

a production never found in rocks that ought to contain it.
Even

the zoologist must believe to be a ''nummuline foraminifer" what

18 structurally an Impossihilitas Naturae, in having a "canal sys-

tem
^^
and "skeleton" that often "nm wiW without either " cham-

bers or a "cell wall"; and in being seldom otherwise than wcon-

cetvably the result of pseudopodial tubulation.

* Paper on Glacial Striation read before the Geological Section of the British
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4. On Fossil Bemains of Mammals found i?i China, by Prof.
Owen, (Q. J. GeoL Soc, for Aug., 1870).—Prof. Owen describes
in this paper the following species : 1. Steyodon Sinensis Ow.,
from a tooth obtained " from marly beds in the vicinity of Shant^hai,
probably Tertiary," (belonging to the group of Elephants called
"transitional forms" by Owen in his Odontography, which Fal-
coner defined and named Stegodon) ; 2. -S. orientalis Ow., said to
be "from a cave near the city of CIning-tung-foo, Province of Szo-
chuen," and having a more recent aspect than the tooth of S. Si-

, from specimens supposed
u ; 4. Jinmoceros Sinensis Ow., probably
Tapii'us Sinensis Ow., id. ; 6. (Jhalicothe

Sinensis Ow., id. The specimens, excepting that of the S. Sim
were obtained by Mr. SAvinhoe from anothocaries in China:
Prof. Owen observed that
had thus come into his hands, he had seh
agreeing in chemical and other characters, and which -'might
justly be inferred to be of the same age, and to be derived from
the cave mentioned by Mr. Swinhoe."

5. Diamonds of South 4/WY'«.—According to Dr. John Shaw,

quartzite, micaceous sandstones, and clay schists, witli trap or

basalt and trap conglomerate. The diamonds ;ire lound in allnvial

gravel, and this gravel contains pebbles of (juarlzite, granite, day-
slate, garnet, tourmaline, spinel, agate, iron j)yrites, the wliole

waterworn and polished, and imbedded, at KlipdriCt, in a brownish
fatty clay. Diamonds have been found two hours distance from
Potchefstroom, and all down the Vaal to its junction with the

Orange river, and thence to ten hours distance below Hope Town, •

a range of at least 500 miles. Dr. Shaw is of the opinion that

the diamonds have come '' from some rock which may now have
vanished, but which existed formerly through the whole region."

The old diggers prefer for their washings the summits of the

Kopjes, where the gravel is of wide extent and is far above the

of the river. These summits are all basalt. In the

o ffravel is onen to view, it being covered with sand,

udation ;" and thus far the

or of carrying off the surface

sand for work below. " The present diamond digging of South
Africa is therefore only trifling in comparison to what it should
and will ultimately be."

6. PaUicatioas of the Geological Survey of India, under the

direction of Thomas Oldham, LL.D.—Published by order of His

Excellency, the Governor General of India, in Council.—These

publications now include six volumes of Memoirs in large octavo

;

a thick quarto volume with many plates, under the general title

Palaiontologica Indiea, on the Cretaceous Gasteropoda, l>y I
.
Stol-

icka; another, on the Cretaceous Cephalopoda, by H. F. Blanford
and P. Stolicka ; and parts of two others, on the Fossil Flora of
ttie Rajmahal Hills, Bencral, by T. Oldham and John Morris, and
on the Vertebrate FossUs from the Panchet Rocks, Bengal, by
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Survey also issuob " Records"' of the survey, consi'^tins^f ot short

papers, in largv^ 8vo, at intervals of about throe months. The

first number of the second volume (IH69) contains 24 clo-ely prin-

ted pages. Subscriptions for the year 4 sliiUiupcs sterling! Tlie

address for the publications of the sui-ve\ is Suporintoiident ot

(Toolocrical Survey of India, Hastings street," Calcutta. The present

year 1,^70. is tin- 15th of the survey.

7. (rtological .>iirve}/ of California ; Ornithology, vol. I. Ed-

ited by S. F. BviKD'from the manuscript and notes of J. G.

CooPKR. .392 iitigcs, royal 8\.>, with G«-2 cuts. 1870. (Soon to be

issued, and sold '-v Little.
"

'
'

""
le. r.n mix k Co.,lV)st(.n; uncolored, $10).-

ladva lue ot any similarworkouOmi-
shed \n this countrv, if n, )t in Europe, and

h to the sta teof California and the officer^

ey. The fir

Itbertofounc

st volume coi

1 in the regioi

itains <lescrii.tions

, north of Mexico

31ountab IS. Each ge.ms i^ illustrated by a

me of the species, and bv natural size

1, bill, and ibot, M-hicb\. ill render it m'TV

h genu>, ^^h ile nearly all the

bVf^l •uts'^of ihehead^ often of both

are nearly all orii,^] nal and Ime been

ior^'lM rtli
'

b/
•are and skill. The cuti? arc. m

I beauty to an)

anv w ork oi I'ornitlK.'b.try. :iud are far more

l.ii^/ldy colon ,oarse and inac-cu-

the> doul^th.s beb.nu, while the rapacious binU take a much in-

ferior position, next to the Kasoivs, instead of being })laced at the

head of the whole clas^, as is usuallv the case An edition ^Mtli

colored illustrations i. in course of preparation. .

^-
.

8. r;eo%/rY// r/j./r# o/' N^^e^en.—Sheets 31 to 35 inclusive Ji

the Geological chart of Sweden have recently been issued. >otn-

mg can exceed the beauty and perfection of coloring, or the

apparent exactness and fidlness of scientific details. As there l^

no department of art in whidi this country is more behind ban'

than that ot map colorin-, and none of Science so disgraceful;
us, as that of Geological Charts, we could wish that a copv oj

the chart might be in the hands, not only of all Geologists, h'^^

also, ol all meml>er^ of CJon-^n-.s and State le<nslatures. The onl}

commendable geological map ev(M- i>ublislKHf on this continent i^

the Canadian, and that was en.^rav<.!l :iti<1 i.rinted in Paris.
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des Mtrs—Besides the European chart,

!(. oi this Journal, Dtlesse has issued one
> t beautifully colored chdit, and illus-

\ hosrrtplm bi«Jins Hi<» eh iiti^t It is tjot

Hi AbrKO>OMY

Ma., of AstcroKh hetxceen Ifns nuJ A,
L KrKK^suOI), liloomington, Iiidi dm — V( (

c tot il niissof tht. ring oi mmoi j.liint-

r> 1 ^\M)s NupuintUKknt Wisluntrtcm G..% J^iintmir ()th( t,

IhTO—Tlic VstroiKHiiK il ()l)s( nations of tht voir 1>^(.7 it the
N iMl Oh>o\ itor\, toL,cthu with tlu computed positions of tlu

oh)tot& ol)su\t(l, fill ()\ii 400 (losch prnted quarto pacjes m tlu^

volume, uid tlu nittioiolotru \\ oWrvations about 5(> pacjes

To thcsi ri.sulr>, ot louuiu A\oik are idded four import mt re

ports is ipp<„,lucs

^pp 1 Ditfeuncc of Lon^ntude bctwetn Wi^hiiigton and Ila

Mna, b> Prof W liarkncss T s ^ Vpp I Obsc^^ Uions of
thetotiW(lip<;eof thcSunot \u<r 7th 1-00 \pp \ Po-itions
of tilt Fund imcntal Mai^ dedut cd from A^ I'^hinuton ob-( r\ itions

midt betvvcuitlu \tars 1^62 uid I'^OT indubn t
,
by Prof s New

£omb, r S N App 4 Citdogue of 151 stars m Puescpt, by
Prof A lUll, U S N

Prof Ilarkness guesfor the position of Morro Light, lat 23°
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9' 21"'0 North, Ion. O'' 21"' 13^-43 West, or 82° 21' 20"-4 W. of

Greenwich. The latest edition of the Admirality list of lights in

the West Indies, gives 82° 22' 12" for the longitude, nearly'a mile

The second appendix has been noticed in this Journal, (II, vol

xlix, p. 134).

We cannot too highly commend in the management of the Naval

Observatory, this practice of publishing memoirs prepared by the

Assistant Professors under the name of the authors. The personal

interest in the careful elaboration of the subjects which is thus

secured is of great value to science. This practice has been most

injuriously and unjustly departed from in more than one observa-

tory in times past.

lY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

\. Solar Eclipse of Dec. 22, 1870.—Congress having appro-

priated $29,000 to enable the Superintendent "of the Coast Survey

to observe the total eclipse of the sun, which will be visible on the

shores of the Mediterranean on the 22nd of Dec. next, Professor

Peirce has organized two parties, one which, under his own leaa.

will occupy several points in Sicily, while the other, under the

direction of Prof. Joseph Winlock, director of the Harvard ob-

servatory, will occupy points near the line of totality in Spain.

Prof. Peirce is accompanied by Messrs. C. A. Schott, J. H. Lane

and Chas. S. Peirce of the Coast Survey, ^Major H. L. Abbott and

Capt. O. H. Ernst of the U. S. Engineers, Prof J. C. Watson of

the University of Michigan, Dr. C. H. F. Peters of Hamilton Col-

lege Prof W. Eimbeck of St. Louis, and Messrs. II. G. Fitz and

D. C. Chapman of New York, the two latter having been pro-

vided with outfit and instructions for photographic observations

by Mr. Lewis M. Rutherfurd of New York.
Prof. Winlock's party consists of G. W. Dean, assistant in the

Coast Survey, Professors C. A. Young of Dartmouth College, t.

P. Pickering of the Mass. Inst, of Technology, S. P. Langley of

the Western University of Penn. at Alleghany, Islv. Alvan C.

^[m n°/,9^^^'^f%e, and Mr. O. H Willard, photographer ot

Philadelphia, together with four aids.
On the part of the U. S. Naval Observatory four observers lum

also been sent out, viz: Professors S. Newcomb, A. Hall, ^^

Harkness and J. R. Eastman. J. e- H-

Four parties have left England under the auspices of the British

Government, one to Cadiz in charge of Rev. S. J. Perry ;
one to

Gibraltar under Captain Noble; a third to Oran (Algiers) under 3ir;

Huggms
;
and a fourth to Sicily, under Mr. Lockyer. " i^^^'"'^,

ot Nov 24 states that "Professors Young, Pickering, NewconH'.
Peters, Watson, Harkness, and others are at present in London,

and are daily affording most valuable information to the Orga"i;-

ing Committee and the various observers " While the British

Government were hesitating with regard to sending expeditions tor

observations Prof. Peirce extende<r an invitation to the EngU*
> join his parties.
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ed by the Legislature of the Islands, and an appropriatic

S.iOOO made for procuring instruments and meeting theexpensi

the first year. Prof. W. D. Alexander of Oalm has been a].]

ted Surveyor General, and is making arrangements tor eomii

iiuj the work. He proposes to nu-asure a base line on tlie s:

isthmus between East and West Maui, wbu-Ii is six or seven i

wide, and to carry forward the survey as nearly as ])Ossil)le ;

the methods of the U. S. Coast Survey. Geological and IJotai

collections and observations will be made m connection witl

that an excellent position for the great central oDserv

continent is a few miles east of St. Louis, on the 0(

from Greenwich. American time reekoned from sucl

tory would differ from Greenwich time just si\ hours,

can longitudes from standard longitude from v4re*'nwi

degrees. It is believed that there are good location.

4. Telescopes.—Messrs. Alvan Clark t.'t_ Sons h.ave rei

ly two orders for telescopes of altout 25-ineh object^ uh

Mr. ]\IcCormick, and the other from the National Gov

5. Auroral Belt of Oct. 24-25«A.—An account of

ble crimson belt, in the great auroral display of Oct.

Prof. A. C. Twining, is ^deferred to the next number

OBITUARY.

Maithiessen.—The death of Dr.

afterward i

kindness of heart made him ready t„
^-a

Dr. Matthiessen's mind was peculiarly fitte<l for seientifac re-

search. The acuteness which leads to the perception of truth,

detects as well the sources of error and suggests the ^^rf^^Y
which they may be avoided. With the most persevermg industry

he had a fondness for experimental enquiry ; and as his mma
moved easily, he was capable of long continued exertion.

The work which first brought him into notice was a memoir

Properties of the Metals of alkalme
^

-
-

,ry at Heidelberg,

ithinm and mag.

nesium; to them Dr. :Matthiesson now added ^^'^!"^'^^".
j"|*j|^j^''|,J-

the conductincj powers of the metals and their alloys tor electricity,

will be learned with sorrow by those of (

knew him in Heidelberg, in the years of his

• - - d in London, the

upon the "Preparation and Properties oi tne ivieiais y\-^-«'"^-

Earths," made while vet a student in the laboratory at Ueidelbeig.

Prof. Bunsen had himself obtained the

.w.x. ... ...... He subsequently
^'^"''"T with

cnemical properties of the alloys of zinc vnih Di«n^"^^\ fV^ ^J
;'

lead; and an alloy of tin and gold which he had obtained in

crystalline form. Upon these subjects he debyered m l^^^-jj

lecture before the Chemical Society of London, which was repeated
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"before the Royal Society in the following year. He also investi-

gated the chemical constitution of the opium baseS and their pro-

ducts of decomposition, and made elaborate deteraiinations of the

expansion by heat of mercury and water. For his various re-

searches the Royal Society, of which he was early chosen a felloe,

awarded him in 1869, its gold medal.

In the fifteen years which comprise his scientific life Dr. Mat-

thiessen published at least tAventy-eight memoirs. That he was

able to accomplish so much was owing in great part to a judicious

economy of time, not the penuriousness "which refuses 'hours of

relaxation to days of labor, but to a right choice, of subjects

which would repay investigation, and of the most direct means

by whicli the investigation could be carried out. He had also the

facultv of availing himself of the poM^ers of others by associating

them with his work.
Vs"\\\\ remarkable aeuteness of mind, or shrewdness, Dr. Mat-

thiessen had a sincere and afiectionate disposition. Resolved

from the first to make his own way, he was always ready to help

on others. He was a kind, a firm, a generous friend
;
generous of

his thoughts, his means, and his influence. At the time of his

death, no man of his age in England stood in a higher position in

science ; nor was there one from whose future, jtidging from his

past, more might with reason have been expected.
"

d-

3Ir. Edward Hartley, Mining Engineer of the Geological Sur-

vey of Canada, died in Pictoii, Nova Scotia, on the loith of No-

vember last, aged twenty-three years. Mr. Hartley was the

eldest son of Mr. William M. 11 Ilartlcv of Xew York, and

grandson of Mr. Philos Blake of New Haveii. He early showed a

special aptitude for the study of the natural aii<l physical sciences,

and for mechanics. At the age of fifteen he became a student in the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. On leaving the school,

though still very young, he was at onc(»'charue(l with the examina-

vania, and subsequently with the erection cf machinery for work-

ing gold in North Caroliini. His abilities attracted the attention

of the officers of the Geological Survey of Canada under Sir ^^

E. Logan, and in July, 18G^^, he joined'the Survey as a oeologieal

assistant. The following year he was appointed )dining Engineer

to the Geological Survey. His duties from this time confined him

to the coal-fields of Nova Scotia, where in IsO.s he worked con-

jointly with SirW. E. Logan, and in 1860, ahme, completing a

careful and detailed Survey of the Pictou coal-basin, of whid' an

elaborate report by Sir William and another by himself
^^^^

printed and privately distributed before his deatli. It ^viU "^

published with a map in the forthcoming volume of the Goologi-

During 1870, Mr. Hartley was engaged with an a.^sistant in the

Survey of the Cumberland coal-basin In Nova Scot in, and of tie

Cape Breton collieries, and had nearlv completed Ins labors tbrthe

season when he died after an illness of hut six davs diinitioo,

brought on, probably, by labors beyond his physical strength.
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r W. Root, Prof, of CluMuistrv in IlanuHoii CulK'i

in the 30th year of hia nu'O. 'Oii ivtuniiotr to tli'i

tvio""!- of Analvtioa*] c'hjmistr/^"n ' nu'*S(-iK>ol *I!f '?

searches in luialvtic-il i'h( misi
1>y any torei-u author.

1. The storu of the llnrl

Mioral of only three coininon mineral?, Qwirtz, TA/y aiul Ln„e.

<-|ay is not a mineral; lime should be Umeatone; and g-an le

all the crystalline rocks have no place under such a dotinitiou.
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Again, "Oolite is a limestojio containing [should be, consisting of,

although the bad drawing given sustains the author] numerous,

small rounded [add concretionaxy] grains, resembling the roe of a

fish." He says that, " The coral aniiual thrives best in pure water.

about a hundred feet in depth," in place of the fact that reef-form-

ing corals thrive well at low-tide level and at all depths below dowi

to one hundred feet, while other coral animals occur at depths ex-

ceeding a thousand feet. The author attributes the " continually

vibrating to and Iro" of the continent, which finally culminated in

the folding of the rocks producing the Appalachians, to ''the tre-

mendous pressure of the two oceans during the Carboniferous age."

Bad hydrostatics, this. A drawing of an Ichthyosaurus represent*

him spouting like a Right Whale !

3. A Text BooJc of Elementary Chemistry, Theoretical and h-

organic; by George F. Barker, M.D., Professor of Physiological

Chemistry in Yale College, New Haven, Conn, vi and 342 }>p.

12mo. New Haven, 1870. (C. C. Chattield & Co.)—Prof. Barker

has produced a compact Elementary Text Book, the dimensions of

which adapt it to the use of schools, and which is the first in our

language wherein "Modern Chemistry" is presented systemati-

cally. The style of the work is concise and animated, the iUustn-

tions are fresh, the typography is good, and it cannot fiil ot a

hearty w^elcome among our teachers and learners.

4. The American A'aturalist, a pujmlar Illustrated Magazine oj
,

Natimd History. (Salem, Mass. $4.00 a year).—This monthly
,

Magazine of Naturalist History has won for itself a high place
|

among the Journals of the world. It knows how to populariK

science without degrading it. Many of its articles are by someot

the best zoologists of the country, and contain the results ol

original observation. The illustrations are always excellent.

A Monograph of N. A. Astacida;. by Dr. Hoimiinn A. Hagen; No. HI, of the

lUustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comp.irative ZooIorv of Harvard College-

(Published by order of the Legislature of Massachusetts) 112 pp. roy. svo, ^wi

11 plates. Cambridge, 1870. To be noticed in our next No ^ ,, ^,.
Students' Manual of Comparative Anatomy, and Guide to Dissection, by 0. nj

hers, Oil City, Pa. The fir.t nu..-

ovember. Price three dollars^a^g;
1 Publishers, Oil

pp. 8vo. Central City, 1870.
. Monograph of the ilcedinidai : or. Kmj
anau to the Zoological Society of Lonc

pleted which will soon be. Intending subscribers are respectfully
requesteu

send their names to the author, at "The Zool-gical Society of L-ndon,' H ^^
over Square, London, W. Also, uniform vvi:h the above, A Monograph of th.'i^l

l?v J*'
^^- S'^^nsorial Barbetsby C. H. T. .Marshall, F.Z.S., and G. F. L. Mar-C

t.A.h. To be completed in nine parts. Price 10s. 6d. each.
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) the Variation of the Magnetic Decli-

with the Aurora of October 14, 1870.
With remarhs on the physical connection between changes in

area of disturbed solar surface and magnetic perturbations ; by
Alfred M. Mayer, PLD.

The aurora of October 14th was first observed by me at 6i»

SO" p. M. as a ruddy glow in the N.N.E., reaching to about 40°

above the horizon. The magnetic observations were commenced
at eb B5^. In the following table the first column contains the
times of observation in Bethlehem mean time (long. E. Washing-
ton e-n 42^ lat N. 40° 36' 24"), while in the second are given the

declinations, + indicating a W. and — an E. movement of the
N. end of the magnet in reference to the line of mean declina-

tion of the day, taken as the mean of the maximum E. elonga-
tion at 8^ SO'^ and the maximum W. elongation at 13*" 17"".

This line of mean declination we will call 0°.

50 +1

56 +1,
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! determinations are here expressed graphically. The
^

ordinates above the

line indicate a W., and

those below, an E. post-

1 of the N. end of

,
i magnet referred to

I the line of mean decli-

nation of Oct. 14 Tlie

vertical line C show

J
the average daily range

I
(12'-85)asgivenbyttie

I mean of the range o

1 the five days before and

I
of the five days alter

1 the auroral display; b^^'

i
including in tie rne^

I the range of Oct i*

j The line D repre^f'
"

I the range (18''4'-'

I
Oct. 14. A is the

;

I
tion the magnet

(+9'-33)atPlj'

n Oct. 14, whilo_^^^—— the declination!-

e of greatest E, elongation) on the morning of0'
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It will be obsen-ed, on referring to the column of " Remarks "

in connection with the curve, that the motion of the needle

coincided in its maxima and minima with the greatest activity

of the aurora ; and the rapid and steady easterly motion, from
7h 57"' -5 to 8h 5'"

-5, of 42' -04, is remarkable. Viewed in the

declinometer it appeared exactly as though a distant disturbing

body was gradually receding from the magnet The flashing

up of brilliant streamers at the time of the beginning of this

easterly motion is also to be noticed.

The magnet used in these observations is a cylindric.'il l^ar 8

ins. long 04 in. in diameter, attached to a plane mirror 2 ins.

square, and suspended by 2 ft. of untwisted silk liboi-s. Tlio

scale is placed 3 meters from the mirror and with tlic t(^l(sro|K>

deflections of 10" can be read.

It is to be remarked that the auroral observations do urn

comport in accuracy with the observations of decliiiati. >u. I tax-

ing no assistance, I could only observe from a N. window
directly after having obtained the scale readings, therefore tluTc

* with the above observation, 1 will here piv
an account of a systematic work in which I nm engaged and

which furnishes a few facts related to the subj^^ct of tlii< i.a]uM-.

Every day about 11^ (if clear; if cloudy at the ncanst i.os>i-

ble time thereto) the mean penumbral diaiuerfr,* in seconds,

of every spot and tache on the sun is measured. Tliese diatn-

eters are then reduced to what they would be if viewed
normally. Each of these measures is then squared and their

sum gives a number which will vary with the umbral and

penumbral areas. These daily numbers are therefore directly

comparable quantities of the areas of solar disturbance; at

least so far as that disturbance is evinced in the formation of

spots. Similar measures are made on all the faculae I can

manage. Remarks are also recorded as to changes in spots and
faculae. In connection with the above measures the daily

range of magnetic declination is determined to 10".

The object of this work is to discover, if possible, a more
certainly based physical connection between the daily changes

of area of solar disturbance and the variation of daily range of

declination. It seems that if the ten-year cycle of solar spots

has a physical connection with the varying mean yearly range
of declination, that such a connection can be detected and satis-

factorily established—if not in the special cases of ordinary

daily variation of declination—at least in the cases of great mag-
netic disturbances or " storms " either accompanied or not by au-

roral displays. But, as a spot indicates—if not entirely, at
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least principally—an effect of an action which has done its work,

we must look more minutely to the changes in area of disturb-

ance. For, if the connection exist, it will show itself principally

during the periods of rapid increase or decrease in area of solar

disturbance and not when a maximum or minimum area has

been reached and remains constant.

These remarks are illustrated by measures on the penumbral

areas made before and after the auroral displays of the Uth

Oct. and of Oct. 24 and 25.

The declination range on Oct. 11, three days before the au-

rora, was 11' -23 and increased with the area of solar disturbance

to the 14th when it reached 18'-43 and the area-number on this

day equalled 17075; but on Oct. 15th, the day after the

aurora, the declination rsLUge had fallen to ll'-52 while the area-

number had reached 18875, showing an increase of 1800 from

noon of the 14th to noon of the 15th, during which interval the

aurora broke forth. On the 16th the range was ll'-52 and the

area-number 15795.

On Oct. 21, three days before the auroral display of Oct 24,

the declination range was only 3'*94 ; the area-number 13748.

On Oct. 22, decl. =12' "75 ; area-number =14732. On Oct. 23,

decl. =ll'-53 ; area-number =15991. On Oct. 24, the aurora {s&

I subsequently learned from the newspapers) was observed at

Cincinnati and Cleveland at 5 a. M. I observed myself the

great disturbance a few minutes before 8 a. M., when I began

my magnetic observations for obtaining the max. B. elongation.

At 11 A. M. the measure of solar disturbance gave 169^

and the observed declination range on that day equalled 44'79.

On Oct. 25, it reached 54' -63.* On Oct. 26, the declination range

equalled 14' -26 and the area-number had declined to 11959.

Here also we observe that the aurora appeared during the

period of increase in the penumbral surface. ,

These facts, brought forward as illustrations ofmy remarks ana

not as proof of the physical connection of disturbed solar area

and magnetic perturbation,—for that will require almost constant

coincidences,—show at once wherein lies the difficulty of sucn

a research ; a difiiculty which seems not to have been appre-

ciated by those who have given their energies more to a mathe-

matical than to a physical analysis of the connection o^ j-^^
phenomena; and that is, the frequent impossibility of fixiDo

the time at which such a change in area took place. It is very

evident, in the first example, that it took place between noo°

of the 14th and noon of the 16th, but whether it comcidea

with the auroral display and magnetic perturbation could only

have been determined by means of solar measurements,

only slightly deflected.
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photographs, taken at several stations differing greatly in longi-

tude. This shows the absolute necessity of several such stations

;

and that ftiture research in this direction cannot rely alone on

the work of the Kew Observatory. Also, the prevalence of

cloudy weather in England, especially during- the lall and

winter months, will add force to the above opinion.

Kapid changes in spot-area are well known to nl! students of

the solar surface. A good example occurred in the lar.uvst spot

in the S.W. quadrant of the sun dunni:- the tnne ot tlie

memorable eclipse of Aug. 7, 1869. ]\[easnreiueuts on two

photographs, taken at intervals of about two Inmis uaye a

closing up of the umbra of 2360 miles in a X.E. :uul S.W.

direction. (See my report on the eclipse in Get. No. oi the

Jour, of the Franklin Inst). The astronomer Wallaston says

:

—" Once I saw, with a 12-inch reflector, a spot Inu-st m pieces

while I was looking at it. I could not expect such an event,

and therefore cannot be certain of the exact particulars
;
but

the appearance, as it struck me at the time, was lik(> that ol a

piece of ice when dashed on a frozen pond, which breaks in

pieces, and slides on the surface in varicnis dira'tH.ns. I was

then a very young astronomer, but I think I may be sure ot

the fact."

Carrington, Hodgson and Brodie have oljserved brilliant

clouds appear in the neighborhood of spe>ts. and i)roL;ress with

a velocity of over 6,000" miles per minute: whih- Prot: C. A.

Young has recently made a most remarkable spectrosco]»ic

observation of two such brilliant clouds—together over 130,000

miles in breadth—which in ten minutes had contracted their

dmiensions to an enormous extent ; this however, judgmg from

analogy, was probably due to vertical motion.

The question now naturally presents itself:—In case this

phvsical connection between the disturbed solar area and the

terrestrial magnetic condition exist, in what does it consist.

What is the nature of this connection ? Is it owmg to an induc-

tive action of the sun? if so, the magnetic intensity of a body

depending greatly upon the condition of its surface, that induc-

tive action will vary with the character of its surface, li this

be the case then we should take into consideration the probable

condition of the hidden solar hemisphere, deduced from preced-

ing obsei-vations on it where it was visible combined with subse-

quent ones when it again appeared. But can we apply such

reasoning to a body covered with tumultuous gases heated to

an enormous temperature ? Does not the connection consist m
the action of the solar vibrations sent forth from the chiel

source of all energy ? The experiments of Mornchim, Mrs.

Somerville, Zantedeschi and others were once viewed as con-

clusively showing effects produced by these vibrations sufhcient,

not only to increase the magnetic intensity of natural and arti-
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ficial magnets, but also to give magnetism to steel needles pre-

viously devoid of that property ; but the more recent experi-

ments of Riess and Moser* cast such doubt over preceding

results that the subject has since received but little attention

It is also to be remarked that Faraday, when in Eome with Sir

H. Davy in May, 1814, spent several hours at the house of Mor-

richini, working with his apparatus and under his directions, but

could not succeed in magnetizing a needle. Morrichini attribu-

ted the failure to the misty state of the atmosphere.
With our present imperfect knowledge of the various foms

of energy existing in the solar emanation these questions can-

not be answered ; but the fact that they can be asked, and the

fundamental cosmical relations which will be revealed by their

solution, is sufficient to induce men of sicence again to attack

this problem,—though its solution baffled all the manipulatire

ingenuity and philosophical acumen of a Faradayf—the corre-

lation of the solar emanations and electricity and magnetism.

-Notes on Granitic Rochs ; by T. Sterry Hu>-T,

LL.D., F.E.S. First PART.t

Contexts of Sections.—§ 1-2, Definitions of granite and syenite
; §3,

of granitic and gneissic rocks; §4-5, Felsiteg and felsite-porpliyi
Gneisses and granites of New Englai - "^ " ^™«^ses and granites of New England; § 7, Granitic dyk(

of granitic veins; § 9-10, Elie de Beaumont on

granites and granitic emanations
; §11, Granitic distinguished from concretion-

ary veins; § 12, Von Cotta on granitic veins
; §13-14, The author's views oa

the concretionary origin of granitic veius
; § 15, The banded structure of gran-

§ 1. The name of granite is employed to designate a supposed

eruptive or exotic unstratified composite rock, granular, crystal-

line m texture, and consisting essentially of orthoclase-feldspar

and quartz, with an admixture of mica, and frequently of a

tnclmic feldspar, either oligoclase or albite. This is the defini-

tion of granite given by most writers on lithology, and applies

to a great portion of what are commonly called granitic rocks;

there are, however, crystalline gTanite-like aggregates in which

the mica is replaced by a dark colored hornblende or amphihoe,

and to such a compound rock many authors have given tlie

name of syenite, while to those in which mica and hornblende

co-exist, the name of syenitic granite is applied. It is observed
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that in certain of these hornblendic granites, the quartz becomes
less in amount than in ordinary granites, and finally disappears

altogether, giving rise to a rock composed of orthoclase and
hornblende only. To this binary aggregate von Cotta and
Zirkel would restrict the term syenite, which was already de-

fined by d'Omalius d'Halloy to be a crystalline aggregate of

hornblende and feldspar, by which orthoclase-feldspar may be
understood, since he describes varieties of syenite as passing

into diorite, a name by most modern lithologists restricted to a

compound of albite or some more basic triclinic feldspar with

hornblende. It is apparently by failing to appreciate the dis-

tinction between orthoclase and triclinic feldspar in this con-

nection, that Haughton has lately described under the name of

syenite rocks composed of crystalline labradorite and horn-

§ 2. Naumann, regarding orthoclase and quartz as the essen-

tial constituents of granite, designates those aggregates which
contain mica as mica-gi'anites, and thus distinguishes them
from hornblende-granites, in which the mica is replaced by
hornblende. These definitions seem the more desirable as the

name of granite is popularly applied both to the hornblendic

and the micaceous aggregates of orthoclase and quartz. There
are not wanting examples of well-defined rocks of this kind

in which both mica and hornblende are almost or altogether

wanting. Such rocks have been designated binary gi-anites, a

term which it will be well to retain. Chloritic and talcose

granites, into the composition of which chlorite and talc enter,

need only be mentioned in this connection. The name of

syenite, so often given to hornblendic granites, will, in accord-

ance with the views already expressed, be restricted to rocks

destitute of quartz. While the disappearance of this mineral

from hornblendic granites is held to give rise to a true syenite,

the same process with micaceous granites aflbrds a quartzless

rock, consisting of orthoclase and mica, for which we have no
name. Great masses of an eruptive rock, granite-like in struc-

ture, and consisting of crystalline orthoclase or sanidin, without

any quartz, occur in the province of Quebec. This rock con-

tains in some cases a small admixture of black mica, and in

others an "equally small proportion of black hornblende. The
latter variety might be described as syenite, but for the former
we have no distinctive name, and I have described both of these

bj the name of granitoid trachytes, a term which I adopted
the more willingly on account of the peculiar composition of

the feldspar, and also because compact and finely granular rocks

in the same region, having a similar chemical composition, pre-

sent all the characters of typical trachytes, and apparently grad-

uate into the granitoid rocks just noticed.* In all attempts to

* This Journal, II, ixxviii, 95. See also Zirkel, i
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define and classify compound rocks, it should be borne in mind

tbat tbej are not definite lithological species, but admixtures

of two or more mineralogical species, and can only be arbitra-

rily defined and limited.

§ 3. Having thus defined the mineral composition of granitic

rocks, we proceed to notice their structure. Gneiss has the same

mineral elements as granite, but is distinguished by the more

or less stratified and parallel arrangement of its constituents,

and lithologists are aware that in certain varieties of gneiss, this

structure is scarcely evident except on a large scale ; so that tk

distinction between gneiss and granite rests rather on geognos-

tical than on lithological grounds. To the lithologist, in fact,

the granitoid gneisses are simply more or less stratiform gran-

ites, while it belongs to the geologist to consider whether this

structure has resulted from a sedimentary deposition, or from

the flowing of a semi-fluid heterogeneous mass giving rise to a

stratiform arrangement.

§ 4. The rocks having the mineralogical composition of gran-

ites present a gradual passage from the coarse structure of or-

dinary micaceous, homblendic and binary granites to finely

granular and even impalpable mixtures of the constituent min-

erals, constituting the rocks known as felsite, eurite and petro-

silex. These rocks are ofi;en porphyritic from the presence of

and sometimes of crystals or grains ofcrystals of orthoclase, and sometimes of crystals or grains

quartz imbedded in the finely granular or impalpable pa

These felsites and felsite-porphyries are, in very many cases at

least, stratified or indigenous rocks, and they are sometimes

granitic gneisses. The resemblances in ultimate composition

between felsites, granites and granitic gneisses are so close that

it cannot be doubted that their diff'erences are only structural.

§ 5. Felsites and felsite-porphyries are well known in eastern

Massachusetts at Lynn, Saugus, Marblehead and Newburyport,

and may be traced from Machias and Eastport in Maine, along

the southern coast of New Brunswick to the head of the Bay

of Pundy, with great uniformity of type, though in every place

subject to considerable variations from a compact jasper-hke

rock to more or less coarsely granular varieties, all of which are

often porphyritic from feldspar crystals, and sometimes include

grains or crystals of quartz. The colors of these rocks are

generally some shade of red, varying from flesh-red to pun>le-

pale yellow, gray, greenish and even black varieties are how-

ever occasionally met with. These rocks are throughout tms

region distinctly stratified, and are closely associated with dio-

ritic, chloritic and epidotic strata. They apparently belong,

like these, to the great Hurouian system.
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§ 6. Many of the so-called granites of New England are true

gneisses, as for example, those quarried in Augusta, Hallowell,

Brunswick and many other places in Maine, which are indigen-

ous rocks interstratiiied with the micaceous and hornblendic

schists of the great White Mountain series. To this class also,

judging from lithological characters, belong the so-called granites

of Concord and Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire. Tliesc iiidigcn-

ous rocks are tenderer, less coherent, and generally finer grained

than the eruptive granites, of which we have examples in the

micaceous granite of Biddeford, Maine, and the hornblendic

granites of Marblehead and Stoneham, Mass., and Newport,

Rhode Island ; in all of which localities the contact of the erup-

tive mass with the enclosing rock is plainly seen ; as is also the

case farther eastward, on the St. Croix and St. John Rivers in

New Brunswick, and in the Cobequid Hills and elsewhere in

Nova Scotia. The hornblendic granites of Gloucester, Salem

and Quincy, Massachusetts, seem also, from their lithological

characters, to belong to the class of exotic or true eruptive

granites.* The farther discussion of the nature and origin of

these gneisses and granites is reserved for another occasion, and

we now proceed to notice the history of granitic veins.

§ 7. The eruptive granitic masses just noticed, not only in-

clude fragments of the adjacent rocks, especially near '^- i^"'^

very often send off dykes or veins into tl

The relation of these with the parent iroundii.Q

however generally obvious, and it may be seen that they do not

differ from it except in being often finer grained. These injected

or intruded veins are not to be confounded with a third class of

granitic aggregates, which I have elsewhere described as granitic

veinstones, or, to express their supposed mode of formation, en-

dogenous granites. They are to the gneisses and mica-schists,

in which they are generally enclosed, what calcite veins are to

stratified limestones ; and although long known, and objects of

interest from their mineral contents, have generally been con-

founded with intrusive granites.

§ 8. Scheerer, in his famous essay on granitic rocks, which

appeared in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of France m
1847, (vol. iv, p. 468), conceives the congealing granitic mass

to have been impregnated with "a juice," which was nothing

else than a highly heated aqueous solution of certain mineral

matters. This, under great pressure, oozed out, penetrating even

the stratified rocks in contact with the granite, filhng cavities

and fissures in the latter, and depositing therein crystals ot

quartz and of hornblende, the arrangement of which shows

them to have been of successive growth. Neither Scheerer,

* T. S. Hunt on the Geology of Eastern New England, this Journal for July,

^8t0, p. 88; also Notes on the Geology of the vicinity of Boston, Proc. Boston IS at
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nor Virlet d'Aout, who supported Ms views, however [ibid., iv,

p. 493) extended them, to feldspathic veins, though Daubree,

at an earlier date, had described certain granitic veins in Scan-

dinavia as having been formed by secretion rather than hy igne-

ous injection, as maintained by Durocher.

§9. EHe de Beaumont, starting from the hypothesis of a

cooling liquid globe, imagined " a bath of molten matter on

the surface of which the first granites crystallized." From

the ruins of these were formed the first sedimentary dejx.v -.

but directly beneath were other granitic masses, which 1 it-

fixed immediately afterward. "Some parts of these lu;

coagulated from the commencement of the cooling pror:-,

but not completely solidified, were then erupted through tue

sedimentary deposits " just mentioned. " In these jets of pasty

matter " were contained many of the rarer elements of the

granitic magma, which were thus concentrated in the outeraiost

portions of the granitic crust, and in the ramifications fomed

by these portions in the masses through which they were forced

by the eruptive agents. Those portions of the granitic masses,

and their ramifications, in which these rarer elements are con-

centrated, are distinguished from the rest of the masses alike

by their exterior position and their peculiar structure. They

are often coarse-grained and include the pegmatites, tourmaline-

granites, and veins carrying cassiterite and columbite, often

abounding in quartz. These mineral products are to be re-

garded as emanations from the granite, and are described as a

granitic aura, constituting what Humboldt has called the

penumbra of the granite. {Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, (2) iv, 12iy-

See particularly pages 1295, 1321 and 1323).
,

§ 10. While Fournet, Durocher and Riviere conceived the

granitic magma to have been purely anhydrous, and in a state

of simple igneous fusion, Elie de "Beaumont maintained witti

Poulett-Scrope and Scheerer that water had in all cases inter-

vened, and that a few hundredths of water might at low rea

heat have given rise to the condition of imperfect liquidity

which he imagined for the material of the injected granites.

The coarsely crystalline granitic veins were according to him

veins of injection, and he speaks of them as examples id

which " the phenomena essential to the formation of granw

had been manifested with the greatest intensity." ThegraQij'.

emanations, which are supposed to have furnished the m^*^^
^

of these veins, appear to be regarded by him as the result o

process of eliquation from the congealing granitic mass.

Beaumont is careful to distinguish between them and m
emanations which are dissolved in mineral waters or ^^^^^ ^
as volcanic vapors, (page 1324). To the agency of such wat

he ascribes the formation of concretionary veins, which are g
_^

rally characterized by their symmetrically banded struct
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He further adds that granites, as to their mode of formation,

offer a character intermediate between ordinary veins and vol-

canic and basic rocks. This is conceivable as regards granitic

veins, since these, according to him, although formed by injec-

tion, and not by concretion, result from a process of emanation

from the parent granixic mass, which may be described as a

kind of segregation.

I have thus endeavored to give, for the most part in his

own words, the views on the origin of granites enunciated by

the great French geologist in his classic essay on Volcanic

and Metalliferous Emanations, pubhshed m 1847. They be-

long to the history of our subject, and are remarkable as a

clear and complete expression of those modified plutonic views

which are probably held by a great number of enlightened

geologists at the present time. My reason for dissenting from

them, and the theories which I offer in their stead will be shown

in the sequel.

§ 11. Elie de Beaumont, while regarding the formation of

granitic veins as a process in which water intervened to give

fluidity to the magma, was careful to distinguish the process

from that of the production of concretionary veins from aqueous

solution, and supposed the fissures to have been filled by the

injection of a jet of pasty matter, derived from a consolidating

granitic mass. Daubree and Scheerer in describing the granitic

veins of Scandinavia, conceive the material filling them to have

been derived from the enclosing crystalhne strata instead of an

unstratified granitic nucleus, but do not, so far as I am aware,

compare their formation to that of concretionary veins. Their

publications on this subject, it should be said, are both anterior

to the essay of de Beaumont
§ 12. The notion that all granitic veins are the result ot

soQie process of injection, and not to be confounded with con-

cretionary veins, seems indeed to have been general up to the

present tune. Even von Cotta, while strongly maintaming

the aqueous and concretionary origin of metalliierous vems m
general, when describing those consisting of qaartz, mica,

feldspar, tourmaline, garnet and apatite, with cassitente, wol-

fram, etc., which occur at Zinnwald and at Johanngeorgenstadt,

is at a loss whether to regard these veins, from their granitic

character, as igneous-fluid injections or as concretionary lodes.

In support of the latter view he refers to their more or less

regular and symmetrically banded structure, and whfle recall-

ing the fact that mica and feldspar may both be foimed m the

humid way, considers the nature of these veins to be very prob-

lematical, and the question of their origin a difficult one.—(Oe
Deposits, Prime's translation, 1870, pages 110-124).

§13. I have for several years taught that granitic veins ot

the kind just referred to are concretionary and of aqueous ongm.
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In 1863 I described certain veins in tlie crystalline schists of the

Appalachian region of Canada, " where flesh-red orthoclase occuis

so intermingled with (jhlorite and white quartz as to show the

contemporaneous formation of the three . • —
clase generally predominates, often reposing upon or surrounded

by chlorite ; at other times it is imbedded in quartz, whici

covers the latter. Drusy cavities are also lined with small crys-

tals of the feldspar, and have been subsequently filled with

cleavable bitter-spar, sometimes associated with specular iron,

rutile and sulphuretted copper ores." A study of these veins

shows a transition from those " containing quartz and bitter-spar

with a little " • ^ ^ ^

ually predo
clase and quartz, sometimes including mica, and having t

characters of a coarse granite ; the occasional presence of s

phurets of copper and specular iron characterizing all of thj

alike. It is probable that these, and indeed a great proporti

of quartzo-feldspathic veins are of aqueous origin, and h
been deposited from solutions in fissures of the strata, precisf

elements. Among these are boron, phosphorus, fluorine, lithium,

rubidium, glucinum, zirconium, caesium, tin and columbium,

which characterize the mineral species apatite, tourmalin^

lepidolite, spodumene, beryl, zircon, allanite, cassiterite, colum-

bite, and many others."—

(

Geology of Canada, p. 476, also p. 644)

In this connection I referred to the occurrence of orthoclase

with quartz, calcite, zeolites, epidote and native copper in cer-

tain mineral veins of Lake Superior, so well described by Pro^

J. D. Whitney, (this Journal, II, xxviii, 16). The association&

according to him, show the contemporaneous crystalhzation oj

the copper, natrolite, calcite and feldspar, which last was foun'i

by analysis to be a pure potash-orthoclase.
§ 14. In 1864, this view was still farther insisted upon w

this Journal, (II, xxxvii, 252), where, in speaking of mineral

vemstones " which doubtless have been deposited from aqueoo- ,

solution," it is added, -"while their peculiar arrangement,
^^the predominance of quartz and non-silicated species generaU.^

serves to distinguish the contents of these veins from tho?e^

injected plutonic rocks, there are not wanting cases in ^ '"

the predominance of feldspar and mica gives rise to aggi' -

which have a certain resemblance to dykes of intrusive u'

From these, however, true veins are generally distingui*-'-

the presence of minerals containing boron, fluorine, phosp-
^

caesium, rubidium, lithium, glucinum, zirconium, tin. com_

bmm, etc. ; elements which are rare, or found only in min^^

quantities in the great mass of sediments, but are here accurn"

lated by deposition from waters, which have removed ^^
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from the sedimentary rocks and deposited them i

the Report of the Geological Survey of Canada
sequently in fissures.

In the Report of

I have, in dcpcribinir the veins of the \a\

rocks, insisted still

tween granitic dyk(

have proposed to eal

Art. XIV.— (9n Siredon Metamorphoses, etc. ; by E. D. CoPE.

phoses of Amblystoma, especially those of Mr. Tegetmcier,

indicate that some of the principal facts in the history oi the

subject have been overlooked by all of them.

In the first place, no one has seen any metamorphosis of

true Siredon, Siredon Mexicanus Sliaw (S. pisci/ormis, S. axolod

and S. macidatm Auctorura) which inhabits the lakes of Mexico,

and of which the Smithsonian collections contain numerous

specimens. Whether it undergoes a metamorphosis is entirely

unknown to naturalists, though I would express the belief that

it will be found to do so occasionally, under suitable circum-

stancea No Amblystomce have been brought from Mexico
south of Tamaulipas and Chihuahua, by any of the vanous

naturalists collecting lor the Smithsonian Institution.

In the next place, Prof Baird was aware of the metamor-

phoses of all the North American species of Siredon? many
years before the observation of it in th- .t--'^^- ^"^ '''"ntes,

although at first he named one of them ^ ' -^
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Thirdly, tlae important observation of Dumeril* established

the fact that the Siredons reproduced as such, and his account,

of the subsequent loss of larval characters by the offspring, is

the first of a positive character which we possess on that point

After this, in 1867,f the writer recorded the various stages

of metamorphosis in different structures, to be observed in

reproducing individuals of two species of Amhlystoma, ra:

A, tigrinum and A. mavortium. These embraced various Sire-

don characters of the dental, branchial, and dermal organs, and

served by Dumeril were those of A.
firmed by an examination of specimens sent to tne writer dt

Prof Dumeril,:}: a year afterward. At the same time the periods

of metamorphosis of eight other species of the genus were

stated, and the Mexican axolotl was regarded, as 2iXiAmhlystm%

whether undergoing metamorphosis or not, owing to the irregu-

larity of its occurrence in the most nearly allied species, i.

mavortium^ or fi-om its Siredon stage, S. lichenoides Baird.

In 1868 Prof Marsh of Yale College observed the metamor-

phosis of the A. mavortium^ confirming the conclusions of pre-

vious writers. Since that time the changes have been observed

by Dr. Tegetmeier and others.

The only point remaining to be determined, is whether SiK;

dons (i. e. Amblystoma Mexicanum) undergo a metamorphosis

or not. Among our numerous specimens I can find none tliat

exhibit any tendency toward the change.
I might add here that I have had for a time in a winter

fernery, a large New Jersey specimen of Amblystoma (igrinurii.

a foot in length. It is nocturnal in its habits, and remains

during the day in its burrow. This extends through the long

diameter of its prison, and has three outlets, which it keeps open.

From one of them, as evening approaches, it projects its head

and watches with attention what is transpiring in the room.

In the same case are specimens of the common Pkthodon

cinereus of both varieties. During this, as in former years, 1

observe that this species is nocturnal, and is a great climber.

They will climb the rachis of a most slender fern, or spear ot

grass, and lie in a coil on the end of a tall frond or other nar-

row support, which may be sufficient to bear their weighM^

a height of a foot or eighteen inches above the ground. " l^y

clunb a plate of glassVith great ease, by adhering closely ^

its smooth surface with their moist abdomen. When disturbea

on some high perch among the herbage, they leap away by '^

sudden unbending of the coiled body, in the manner of some

caterpillars.

, 1865, II, 348.

iedings Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad.,

a of Gen 1868, p. 4
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For several years I have suspected that a certain limestone

in southeastern Ohio should be classed with those of the Lower
Carboniferous limestones. The supposition was entirely con-

trary to the "traditions of the elders," and furthermore, the

limestone was above the principal range of conglomerate which

has been ever regarded as true Coal-measure conglomerate. In

the prosecution of the Ohio Geological Survey, in the 2d dis-

trict, entrusted to me, I find that the conglomerate referred to

is a Waverly conglomerate ; that it is separated from the base

of the productive Coal-measures by an upper Waverly sand-

stone group, rich in fossils, which I have called the Logan

sandstone group, and that resting upon this group is, in many
places, a limestone, called the Maxvilk limestone, whicli is a

true Lower Carboniferous limestone. This limestone is not a

continuous deposit but has only a local development here and

there, always resting, however, upon the fine-grained Logan
sandstone group. It was deposited in quiet basins along a

uniform horizon. Generally, there is an iron ore adhering to

the top of the limestone. There is no evidence that the local

deposits were once continuous and united and were subse-

quently separated by erosion. The stratigraphical position of

the limestone and the contained fossils led me to suspect that

we had in it an Ohio representative of the Chester Hmestone of

the Illinois Repoits. This opinion has been confirmed. Prof.

F. B. Meek, now engaged in the study of our Ohio fossils, has

sent me the following report in regard to the fossils of the Max-
ville limestone :

—

" List of species and genera.

1

.

Zaphrentis. A small undetermined curved conical species.

2. Scaphiocrinus decadactylus Hall ? Described from the Chester group.

3. Productus pileifarmis UcChesnej. Described from t" ~ "^

by Mr. Davidson to be the same as P. cava d'Ort „ .

4. Productus degans N. and P. Described from the Chester group, oome ui mo
specimens may be the form Prof. McChesney described from the same hori-

lame P. fasdculatus.

rom the Chester (Kaskaskia) group.

Tom the St Louis (Warsaw) group.

. Described from the Chester group.

^ ^terhaps two species.

10. Terebratula. An undetermiued, small oval species showing the fine punctures

11. Aviculopecten. Undetermined species.
. ^ „

12. Alhrisma. Undetermined fragments, apparently like A. antiqm SwaUow,

described from the Chester group.
j^- Naticopsis. A small iindetermiced species.
14. Strapardlus perspectivus Swallow, sp. Probably a more elevated form of 6.



In his letter Prof. Meek adds :
" From these fossils, it is

clearly evident that the limestone, from which they were ob-

tained, belongs, as you had supposed, to the horizon of the

Lower Carboniferous limestone series of the Western States

They also show that it does not belong to any of the inferior

members of that series.

Of the 18 or 20 species of fossils sent from this rock, about

one half are represented in the collection only by specimens

that are too imperfect for specific identification ; though none

of them, so far as their characters can be made out, appear to

be allied to known forms fi-om any horizon below the St. Louis

limestone.

Of the remaining species, five can be identified confidently

with Chester forms, and three others are either identical witli

Chester species, or most closely allied to forms of that age.

Hence we may safely say that eight of the species are Chests

types. Two, however, seem to be identical with species de-

scribed from the St. Louis limestone farther west
From these facts I can scarcely doubt that we have in these

local masses of limestone a representation of the Chester group

of the Lower Carboniferous limestone series ;
though it is pos-

sible that there may also be some representation of the St. Loins

limestone of the same series at some of the outcrops. * *

The discovery of these beds is, I believe, the first indication

we have had of the existence of any member of the Lo^er

Carboniferous liTnestone series of the West in Ohio. They also

seem to show that the old Carboniferous sea did not extend to

this region during the deposition of any but the later members

of the lower limestone series, although we know it had done so

previously, that is, during the older Waverly period."
The largest and best development of the Maxville limestone

is in Muskingum county, in the vicinity of Newtonville, wnere

it is from 15 to 20 feet thick. Although here within the geo-

graphical limits of the productive coal-measures, it is yeu

exposed m the deep valleys of Jonathan's creek and otner

tributaries of the Moxahala creek. It is also found in Pe"7;

Hocking, Vinton, Jackson and Scioto counties.
A single analysis of the stone showed it to be a double car-

bonate of lime and magnesia.
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Art. XVI.

—

Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Musexim q,

Yale College. No. XL Descriptions of some imperfectly know/

and new Ascidians from New England; by A. E. Verrill.

(Continued from page 56.)

Cynthia stellifera Verrill, sp. nov. Figures 5. 6.

Body depressed, oval or elliptical, attached by a broad, ex

panded base, with thin edges. Integument firm, tliick. an.

opaque, the surface uneven with irregular, imperfei-tly ri'ticu

lated wrinkles, between which the surface is somewhat raise 1

producing an irregularly tdfesellated appearance, most iiuispieu

ous above; the raised parts are minutely granuhms. A sonir

what elevated, rounded ridge passes from the lowest vm\ .-x *•

the top and between the tubes, connecting them tc.uvtlicr. 'I'li

tubes are quadrangular, low, truncate, nearly equnl n littl.' di

vergent, situated toward the larger end, o

little to one side, and separated by a s}.;..

greater than their diameters ; both li;.

milar apertures, cross-shaped in pai

xpansion, and surrounded by four lai

apillose lobes, between which there

lany smaller ones (fig. 6, h).

Color of the body, when living, ret

T purplish brown, often yellowish to^

in th<

openings purplish, with
ating streaks of flake-white ; the four

large lobes are brownish, with numerous small specks and

streaks of flake-white, which often predominate over the ground-

color.
-, 1 ir.

The largest specimens are about an inch in length, and hall

an inch in breadth.
, ^

At Xew Haven Lieht and Savin Rock, near the entrance of

New Haven Harbor, adhering to the under side of stones at low-

water mark,—A. E. Verrill.

Cynthia monoceros.

Ascidia monoceros Mo'.ler, Index Mollusc. Groenlandi* in Kroyer's Naturhiat.

Cyn^A^fSllitomato picka'rd, Invert, of Lab., in Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., i,

P- 277, 18G7
; Binney, op. dt, p. 19, PL xxiii, fig. 324, 1870.

An examination of Dr. Packard's original specimens shows

that they are identical with Holler's species. It ditiei-s widely
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from all others from the American coast in the elevated tuber-

cles of the surface and the prominent, conical summit, between

the tubes.

According to Moller the color is pale red, with red orifices.

It is an Arctic species, not yet observed south of Labrador.

and the Banks of Newfoundland. From the latter locality I

have seen many fine specimens, collected by T. M. Cof&n and

J. P. Haskell, some of them 3 inches high and -75 in diameter,

Cynthia carnea Verrill. Figures 7, 8, 9.

Ascidia carnea Agassiz, Proc. American Assoc, for Adv. Sci., ii, p. 159, 1850, (de-

scription insufficient) ; Binney in Gould's Invertebrata of Mass., 2ud ed., p. 2d,

PI. xxiv, figures 334, 335, 18t0, (young). .

f Oynthia gutta Stimpson, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., iv, p. 231, 1852, (young);

Cynthia placmta (pars) Packard, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., L p. 217,
186J;

When adult, this species is often two or three inches higb and

about an inch broad at the base, which is broadly adherent and

thin at the margin.

The body is elongated, subconical, cylindrical, or urn-shaped

and swollen above the middle (fig. 7), according to the state ot

expansion, and very changeable in foiTa. The integumeiit is

rough, thick, firm, opaque, and reticulated with deep wrmkles,

which are very conspicuous in contraction, but less numerous

at the base, the interstices are raised and thickly covered witt

small granules. The tubes are terminal, subequal, divergent,

enlarged at the bases, moderately elongated,' Capering to W
tips, with small square apertures. The anal tube is generaJjI

the most bent, and a little the longest. In contraction the boay

is low, conical, or hemispherical, with the surface coarse ana

rough, conspicuously reticulated and granulated ;
the tuoefc

form low, four-lobed vemicse, covered with rough graiiulou»

papillae ; the apertures are cross-shaped.

The color, when living and expanded, is dark reddish brow.

or orange-brown, darker below, the wrinkles lighter than tne

interstices and often salmon-colored ; the upper 7.

parts, especially the summit between the apertures, « ^
are deep salmon. The apertures are orange-red or / \^/
salmon-color within, and surrounded by a ring of / /

bright red. The ovaries were filled with deep red (

eggs and embryos, and discharged the active tad- V

pole-shaped larvae early in September.
|

"When younger the form is quite different (fig. 8), a^g^^^
and when contracted corresponds in part with j

Packard's C. placenta.* In expansion, however, the cem^^

By an examination of Dr. Packard's specimens I find that one of *^®^^j^tli

to a quite distinct species, having the surface minutely pnpillo^e and covere

closely adhering grains of sand.
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portion of the body rises up and becomes prominent, subconi-

cal, rounded at the summit, and terminated bj two prominent,

nearly equal tubes, which are large at the base and taper rapidly

to the square apertures. The base is broadly expanded, with

a thin extended margin, and adheres very ('l<^sely. so tliar it is

often impossible to detach it without rupturing tho inU\uunic!it.

The ovaries are filled with bright red eggs and ciiiItvos. ncarlv

the color of blood. The surface is wrinkled and rt'ticnlated

nearly as in the adult, except that it is not so rough ;
the margin

of the base is nearly smooth.

The color is similar to that of the adult, though usually

lighter ; the wrinkles are generally 8.

salmon-color and the raised interstices

dull reddish brown ; the upper part

between the tubes lighter, often sal-

mon-color ; the apertures bright red or

orange inside. - «..,,..
low an. 1 aaiicrcs

the form of a whitish margin around the slightly raised central

part, which is oval or elliptical, and rounded above, in exjian-

sion, with the two small apertures on slightly raised tubes, one

a Httle larger than the other. In contraction the body is nearly

flat, the apertures sessile. In this state the integument is

smooth at and near the margin, and only slightly roughened or

indistinctly reticulated in the central parts. At a little earlier

stage of growth it is entirely smooth.

The color is bright light red, deep pink-color, or blood-red,

the raised interstices, when apparent, are deeper red :
a bnght

pink or red line usually connects the two apertures, which are

bright red ; the thin margin of the base is whitish or light

flesh-color, and transparent The ovaries are filled, as in the

older ones, with blood-red eggs and embryos. In 9

this stage of growth it corresponds perfectly with ^^^^
A. carnea Agassiz, as' figured by Binney, and ^f^^^
probably with A. gutta Stimpson, though the ^JhM^
latter may possibly be the similar young of some ^^^^^
other species.

ascidians, and Modiola modiolus, more common, but not abun-

dant,—Expeditions of 1863, '64, '68, '70 ; South Bay, Lubec, 10
to 15 fathoms, shelly, not rare,—Exp. 1868, '70

;
off East Quoddy

Light, young on smooth stones in 80 fathoms, abundant,—
Exp. 1868 ; Off Head Harbor, Campo Bello L, in 100 to 120

fathoms, shelly,—Exp. 1870 ; Grand Menan, 15 to 20 fathoms,
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shelly,—Exp. 1870; Labrador, 10 to 40 fathoms —Packard

:

Massachusetts Bay,—L. Agassiz, W. Stimpson.
On the European coasts there are species that have similar

young, which have also received in several cases specific names.

Among these G. grossularia Van Ben., C. limacina Forbes and

Hanley, and the young of G. rustica as figured in the Zoologica

Danica (Tab. xv), may be mentioned, but I am not aware of

any European species corresponding to the adult state of this.

C. rustica seems, from the figures, to be the nearest allied spe-

cies, but has a contracted base, is more cylindrical or subgloh-

lar, the upper portion is more decidedly tuberculose, the aper-

tures are farther apart and less prominent, the inner tunic is

light red, yellowish below, and it is represented as attached to

seaweeds by root-like processes from the base. The young are

similar to those of G. carnea, but show no marginal expansion.

The original rmtica of Linn^ was an arctic species and perhaps

identical with this. I adopt the name, carnea, in preference to

the others, because it is more applicable, although when fiKt

given it was not accompanied by a recognizable description.

Gyntkia echinata.

Ascidia echinata Linn., Syst. Nat., ed. xii, p. 1081, I'lGT, (now Forbes and Hanley).'

Ascidia echinata Pabr., Fauna Groenl., p. 331, 1780; Ratlike, Zoologica Danica, iv,

p. 10, PI. cxxx, fig. i, 1806; Moller, Index Mollusc. Groen., in Kroyer-s Nat

Cynthia echinata Stimpson, Invert, of Grand Menan. p 20, 1 854 ; Binney, op. cit.

p. 18, PI. xxiii, fig. 326.

Body subglobular, attached by a small basal disk. Integu-

ment firm, opaque, more or less wrinkled, the interstices enclosed

by the wrinkles raised and lighter colored, the whole surface

covered with velvet-like, fine, soft fibers ; with numerous scat-

tered elevated tubercles, each bearing a stellate cluster of 6 to

9 radiating, yellowish bristles, or flexible spines. The tubes

are wide apart, terminal, small, subequal, a little elevated, botti

with small square apertures.
The color of the body, when freed from the foreign matters

which are entangled and held firmly by the spines and fibers,

is usually deep salmon, often more or less tinged with pink or

flesh-color, and sometimes of a delicate flesh-color throughout.

The apertures are red, often bright red with a lighter red rmg:

the tubes frequently have eight alternate light and deep red

longitudinal stripes, extending from the edge to the base of the

* Two or more ppecies have apparently been confounded under the name of

echinata, owing to the peculiar stellate bristles with which they are covered.
"^

Ascidia echinata of Forbes and Hanley (Brit. MoUusca, i, p. 35, PI. C, fig- *)> ""ij
rectly figured, is a true Ascidia, very different from the present species, but coye^

with similar, though more distant, stellate bristles. It may be called. "'"^^
'.,

priety, A. Forbesii. Tlie species described by Linnajus came from Iceland ana

probably the same as tliat here described.
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apertuies (Io\mi then >^kIl^

The largest specimens o\

mdiuuLici the tubch cib(.

lndMcTnn^Uo^^'^^te

be shghtlv pcduiicuhted Inlii_^
i

mi n

there are Lisa dl\ more or h - iiuni i a- i it

iri(gul II, mo^tl\ lobed iiid <li\il 1 i 'It

whuh oruiiicite clo^e to tht bi->e 1 nb - ul

( \hn Incd, Lirp^e ciiid])ioniintnt, tdum il n
"

t ._ Iha It bdbe, but divugeiit tlu bi ni i

cut, 1^ higest aud curves outwaid niou ( i

ibiuptU
, the an d i^ con>,iderabl) ^m y\V 'ml \

''wollonin the middle \
Whole "^uif ICC oi the test inmntch lough \ -^

ened or \ ch ct\, hkc the -km of i pt ich it is ,=s> ^^

verruca}, each of which be u^ a shoit tltxible

bristle or hair like pioce<=;=; thc-t mide i the muuxopj aie

found to give ofl mmute ^hiip bi tnclu >- dir< < tul loivs u.l md

irrcgulaiK placed con^idu ibh hi-H bii-tle- of the -urn
1

1

1

suiround the apertures In quitt \ ounJ -}>t < mun- thts( i i i-tit >

are larger and more conspicuous, being leadilv ^ ihI'Ij t >
IIk n i

ked eye, and the apertures appear ciliated with the l:ir_-rr .um'>.

Color generally yellowish white, moixMU- ]';-- tin.izn
I
<>>iuij

upper part and one side with peach-red :
f'rr.iu.Mitly y;

""
'j~^'

white throughout, or merely tinged with orauin^ m ecrtaiii p.ii >,

especially between the tubes. Not unlivquently the c-olor is

deep orange-red or peach-red over most of the surface, except ttie

lower part of the sides, which are flesh-color or salmon-color, and
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a band of light orange bordered with darker orange-red, whiA
passes from each tube down the sides to the base

; a similar band

or spot generally exists between the bases of the tubes. Tlie

apertures are salmon-color inside, often surrounded by a delicate

circle of red, or in the darker specimens with a pale orange circle.

The larger specimens from Eastport are often 3 inches high

in expansion, and 1 to 1-25 in diameter; diameter of the

branchial orifice "25
; of anal IS of an inch. From the Banks

of New Foundland I have seen specimens 8 inches in diameter,

Massachusetts Bay,—A. E. Verrill; Eastport and Grand

Manan, from near extreme low-water mark of spring tides,

under and among stones, to 50 fathoms, shelly and stony, com-

mon,—Expeditions of 1859, '63, '64, '68, 70 ; Off Head Harbor,

80 to 120 fathoms, gravelly and shelly bottoms, common,-
Exp. 1870

; Grand Menan,—Stimpson ; Str. Belle Isle, Labrador,

—Packard
; Banks of New Foundland,—C. Foster, T. M. Coffin;

Greenland,—Moller, Liitken
; Norway,—Kathke, Sars.

Cynthia pulchella, sp. nov.

Body subglobular, attached by a small base. Test firm,

opaque, smoothish, covered with minute, flatish, slightly raised,

scarcely granular elevations, visible with a lens. Tubes slightly

raised, terminal, not very near together ; apertures small, square.

nearly equal,

deep.

alcohol, purplish or grayish white, the apertures

Diameter 12 to -15 of an inch, probably young.
Eastport 10 to 20 fathoms, shelly,—Exp. of 1870.
The absence of rounded verruca and bristles on the test ^nll

readily distinguish this species from the last, which it otherwise

most resembles.

Ascidia cmnplana/a Fabr. Figure 11.
Ascidia camplanata 0. Fabricius, Fauna Groenlandica, p. 332, 1780; Gmelin, Syst

t Ascidia orbicularis MiiUer, Zool. Danica, ii, p. 53. Tab. 19, figs. 1, 2, 1788
Ascidta callosa Stimpson, Proc. Boston Soc. N'at. Hist., iv, p. 228. 1852; In^".

Grand Manan, p. 19, 1853 ; Binney, op. cit., p. 26, pi. xxiii, tig. 318, 1870.

Test thfbk but translucent, oval or elliptical, depressed, ad-

hering by the whole surface of the flattened left side ; upper side

slightly convex. In young specimens
less than an inch long, the form is
usually quite regular and the surface
smoothish, with slight irregular wrink-
les, more numerous around the tubes

;

in larger specimens the wrinkles become
deeper, more numerous, and the surface
correspondingly irregular and uneven,
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while the test becomes very thick and fleshy and covere

adhering worm tubes, bryozoa, hydroids, etc., and son

contains imbedded Modwtarioe. The tubes are botli

upper surface, low, sulcated, well separated, slightly <liv

Tbe branchial tube is largest and near one end, a liitlo

side of the middle, often curved slightly forward, the si.l.

eight strong sulcations, the intervening ridges rouizli aip

verrucose in large specimens; aperture with soxiu o

lobes; each of the angles with a minute ontu-e-ivJ im

Anal tube smaller, low, subcylindrical, >itiiateti larther

siJe. and about a third of the length iroui the auteriia- e

temally with six ribs and sulcations ; aperiure six-h^be

of the'angles with a minute orange eye-six )t.

Color of the younger specimens pak\ tnnislureni. -nn

yellowish gray, or light horn-color, the mantle and «l:trk n

distinctly visible through the test; larize s|K-ciniens :nv

^ireenish or olive-color, generally beeoinin,L^ more or le^

brown or russet. Mantle finely speckled with rai>e«l y.

^^oine of the larger specimens are 4 or o mehes Kmii:

broad ; ordinary ones 2 to 3 inches long, by 1 to l-.>l> bn

about -50 high; height of tubes '15 to -2') ot an meh ;
d

Eastport, Me., and Grand Menan, at low-wat.T marl-

stones, in pools between tides, and at all dr|.tlis to 12<i I

on stony bottoms, A^ery abundant—Ex|ieditinns ot 18

'63, "eV'eS, 70; Massachusetts Bay,—A. E. Verrill: >

ert, Me., common,—A. E. Verrill; Labra^ior.— A. S. P

Greenland,—Fabricius, Moller; Grand Banks.—T. M. (

The younger specimens of this species ai>pear to c<u-

perfectly with A. complanata of Fabricius.

aona tenella Verrill. Figures 12, 13.

insufficient); Binney, op. ciL, p. 24, pi. ixiv, fig. ii'l, !»*"•

Body elongated, attached by the base, soft, flac-

cid, varying much in shape in different states of

expansion. Tubes subcylindrical, terminal, ap-

proximate, a little elongated, the anal smaller and

usually divergent, in some states longer, but m
other cases shorter than the branchial. Test thm,

smooth, transparent; mantle with conspicuous

white lon,gitudinal lines and fine transverse ones,

.

the intestine and branchial sac showing through^

distinctly. At the base the test is often prolonged ^^to short

root-like processes for attachment. Branchial onhce with eigftt

rounded lobes and eight light orange eye-spots; from the angles
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between the eyes eight conspicuous white lines pass down the

sides. Anal orifice with six small lobes and si:)

eye-spots, like those of the branchial orifice.

Color transparent whitish, with flake- white

lines ; mantle transparent, with whitish dendri'

markings, not spotted, pale yellowish, deeper!

The larger specimens are 3 inches long and "75 i

in diameter, in expansion ; more frequently the

height is about 1-50, and the diameter about -35 of an inck

Eastport, and South Bay, Lubec, from low-water mark among

stones, -to 50 fathoms, stony and shelly bottoms, common —
Exp. of 1863, '64, '68, '70 ; off Head Harbor, 100 to 120 fath-

oms,—Exp. of 1868, '70
; Grand Menan,—Stimpson, and Exp.

of 1870; New Bedford, Mass.,—L. Agassiz.
This species is allied to C. intestinalis of Europe, and perhaps

even more so to C. fasckularis Hancock, from Ireland.

Ik March 1869, the sw
3Ct in the Procccdmjis ot

1. Since then 1 hue

during the past summci lu '

I 1 t ( m it dL[)tli <f 20

fathoms at Eastport Mum i Iimi, (In , m i^ 1 m i,
undi

tinguishablc fiom € oc n, i i*ul ioun J bv mc ni r^eJ

abundance at low -water maik ni Sdtm li uboi and al^o a

species of marine mite
With the hope oi awakening an interest among biolo^^i^^^/^

the subject of brine inhabiting msect-, and of iLcenin/ liit^^f

collections, esptci dh from the >« dt HU s md ^alt woiU of tH^

country, the following notc^' are publislied

In the collection

the halophilou^ 1 u \

a number of \ m
the latter \tv\ i' u
and Tipulde, al-

>
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closeh 11

Coleoptera,* one a Stcnns, and the otlier Biabrotica soror

all of which were probably drowned from haviiifr acci<lon

fallen into the lake. In the collection, however, txvo i

ac^uatic beetles occurred, one, Laccophdu- ^I'njw n^ L. r,, n I

cidan insect, and the other, Berosus puiai'i/^.s^nnn^ [j\-
, ,, i

bcr of the family llydrophilida^. Thoc |u<>l,,,l,|\ h\ . d u

brine not only in the adult, but also in the l:irv>il -i.iir.

iSalda interstitialis Say, iiho odQurred, and twootlirr :i.|

hemiptera: a new species of Hygrotrechus and Cnn\j. w
arejlescribed by Mr. Uhler farther on.

'" nypus, sp.—The larvse and pupiB of a specie^ <>1' 'r.ni

Lusorsubirenus), wereabun- i.

The body of the larva is

iidrical, prradually ta])ering

The head is long and nar-

widc, and one half as long i

segment. There are no rn-

:e or maxillaj ^
"

c in front of the het

, untoothed : it is s

die head, and is su

post,

Salem, Mass. The

,
the mouth. Tlu

,
., .

behind the middle of the head : the anten-.r ymv .nv tlu- mu, slier

and touch the hinder pair. A few hair- :ire MMrt, ro.l n\ er the

head. There arc no prothoracic or anal teet. t.nd no :n J bris-

tles, or appendages of any kind, not cvcmi the irw l.>n- luurs

observed in the Salem species. It is wiiite and -^o -d ;in inch
in ^length. Fig. 1, larva; 2, front and siil- view ot the iiuj-a.

The pupa is rather slender, with the abdomen .vlighth flat-

tened, and rather broad, being nearly as wide as the tliorax.

The wings and ends of the third pair of feet reach to the ])os-

terior edge of the second abdominal se,cruient. The antenna
are laid in between the win^^s and the second pair of feet, disap-

pearing under the middle ^\' the front edge of the wing. The
third jKur of feet are concealed bv the wines, the tips of the

tar.i (mly being in siLdit: thev are even with the end of the

wiuir.s. The second pair ot teet are entirely concealed, their

tips not appearing, while the first pair are entirely in sight, their

tips reaching nearly as far as those of the third i>air. On the

* The Coleoptera were obligingly determined by Dr. Horn.
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From just above the base of the 1

tion of the wings arises a pair of n
which are broad and

spines, probably locomotive,

lead, and in front of the inser-

»f meso-thoracic respiratory tubes,

their base, suddenly becoming
cylindrical and slender a little beyond their middle, and pro-

jecting slightly beyond the head. The mesothorax is tei^ally

full and roimded. The abdominal segments are very convex,

with the sutures deeply marked, the edges of the segments

bemg bevelled in toward the suture. The hinder edge of each

nng IS raised into an acute ridge, armed with a few short hairs.

The terminal segment is slender, no wider than long, and with

a small acute, terminal spine on each side. No respiratory

appendages. It is whitish, with a yellowish tinge, and is -15 of

an inch in length. No adult Tanapus occurred in the collection,

Siratiomys, sp. (Fig. 8 a, top view ; h, side view).—With the

young of Tanypus were associated several larvj© of this genua
They are long and slender, the body tapering alike toward

3. both ends. The head is chitinous, sub-conical,

and nearly as long as the prothoracic segment

On each side of the base of the head is a deep,

slightly curved sinus (closed anteriorly in older

specimens), thus forming a rather long tongue-

like lobe to the under side of the head. Above,

the head is divided by two deeply impressed

lines into three lobes extending nearly to the

posterior third of the head ; these lobes are

acutely pointed, the middle one being the long-

est, and embracing tlie clypeo-labral region.

On the side of the outer lobes and at the middle

of their length aj-e situated the two ocelli. The

antennae are minute, acute tubercles situated at

the ends of the outer lobes. The maxilli»('0

are two 2-jointed palpus-like appendages, with

long hairs at the extremity, and play with much

freedom up and down on' the under side of the

head, between the inner and outer lobes. Man-

dibles not distinguishable, llie mouth pai|

mu 1- 1

'^^® ^^^ inserted beyond the middle of the head.

ihe body is rather flattened and broadest just in front of the

middle
; the segments are quite convex, with the sutures well

marked. A pair of well marked stigmata on the prothoracic

nng; none behind. The body is horn colored, paler beneath.

with the integument densely punctured; the upper surface oi

the body is marbled with alternate light and dark streaks, m
the middle of the body fading out in the middle of each seg-

ment, but toward the end of the body disappearing toward

the sutures. On the side of each segment are four rows ol

minute dark dots, the upper row passing over the back at nearly
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the body. The anal segment is broad niMl Hat, S41UUV

tip, but a little rounded at the corners: it is neariy as 1.

the greatest width of the body. From a traiis\-oi-st' tor

slit (not seen from above) projects a group ot' about ton

ting respiratory filaments, white and linely cihatod to tli

the filaments being each a little over half as long as tin

segment. A little within the middle of this segment is a

long slit, with thickened chitinous edges. A few hairs of

ing length are scattered over the body. Length -80 of an

This is, so far as I am aware, the first instance of the <

rence of this genus in salt water.

Ephydra Californica, n. sp. (Fig. 4 ; a,

teiyal, 6, ventral, c, lateral view of the

])it])a.)—Several specimens of the larvae

of this species occurred, though the pupae

were far more numerous. Unfortunately

none of the adults were found, but as the

puparia are abundant and the flies ccnild

easily be reared from them, I venture to

name the species.

The larva closely agrees with that of the European K. npa-

ria Fallen, described by Loew, but has one laore ])air of ahdont-

inal legs, or tubercles. The body is white, lon.a and slender.

cylindrical, the sides of the segments bulging out, and each

abdominal ring has tlu-ee transverse, broad, flat tergal ridges:

the thoracic segments being smooth above. The anterior en<l

of the body, including the thoracic rings, tapers gradually,

being subcorneal and truncated abruptly. The three thoracic

segments are smooth, but minutely hairy on the anterior edge,

the hairs being similarly arranged on the abdominal segments

The head is very small; the mandibles exist in the form of

acute, curved, chitinous hooks, with a pair of papillifomi anten-

nae (?) behind ; and a pair of shorter tubercles (rudimentary

palpi ?) in front of them and just behind the mandibles.* The

upper side of the body and base of the respiratory tubes are

covered with very minute fine stiflf hairs, and there is a row of

them on the front edge of the prothoracic rings. On the front

edge and on the sternal side of the mesothoracic nng is a dark

chitinous,t transversely oblong area, with four clear pale dots,

arranged in a transverse row, the space in front being broken

up into chitinous spots ; in other specimens this band is much

narrower and less distinct. The integument on the tergal side

' These parts need to be studied in the living insect. Tliey are n
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of the hodj is a little tliickoned and chitinou.s Tlieic

eisrlit (Loovf mentions only se\en in K balinaria) ]un^ of 1

abdominal fleshy non-articulated leg>^, like the abdominal tit

le^-^ of lepidopterous lan^e, cndin^ m two cuniliiuariow

well (Mirvcd dark brown hook^, .1 oi m a low , on the tei

thcteimmalscouMnt
mam portion of tht ti

the bod\ 1^ thick 1

the terminal branelie-

portion ; tlie\ al-o .u i-

not by the subdui-iun

tion of the traclu\e w i'

in a minute nip])le lik^

from the end of ttic

length m alcohohe -p(

less retractile. Len^^tl

The puparium dilli

thellhnoissalt-woik-
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far as the puparia indicate, to the above species. The puparium

ofR Californica differs from that of ^. halophila, in being about

a third larger, and in having a large rounded tubercle on the

side of the 9th and 10th segments of the body ; while the

seventh pair of feet are as large as the sixth, being in K halo-

phila scarcely larger than the five basal pairs. The respiratory

tube is not half as long as the body in K halophila. The Mono

Lake specimens are -55 inch long, and the respiratory tube "21

Fphydra gracilis, n. sp.—These insects occur so abundantly

where they are found, and can be so easily reared, that I ven-

ture to name another form from Great Salt Lake, specime:

puparia of which have been communicated by Prof Yer-

rill, from the collection of Mr. Sereno Watson
;
and by S. A.

Brio-gs, Esq., of Chicago. It is much smaller and slenderer

than any of the preceding species, the smaller specimens being

•25 inch long, the largest '50 inch. The respiratory tube is

much longer than in any other species known to me, bemg m
several specimens as long as the body itself; the branches into

which it subdivides being over one-third as long as the base ot

the tube. The bodv is of the shape of R halophila, but is

much slenderer, while the feet are larger and more prominent.

Three specimens of heteropterous Hemiptera, from Clear

Lake, were submitted to Mr. P. E. Uhler, who has kindly given

me the following description of them.

iSalda interstitialis Say. Jour. Acad. Philad., iv, p. 324.

A single 9 specimen, from Clear Lake, California. If the

specimen was taken out of the water, it had occurred there by

accident These insects do not live in the water ; but afl'ect the

marshy ground sometimes adjacent to it The specimen is im-

mature, lacking the black color proper to the hemelytra and

wings; but having the clavus, except at its tip, the base of

the corium, and two or three streaks thereon black. The nerv-

ures of the membrane are simply brown.

Eygrotrechus robustus, n. sp.

One female of this genus (belonging to the family Hydrome-

tridiB) very much mutilated, alone serves us for the present

notice. In form it resembles R remigis Say, but the abdomen

is more uniformly robust towards the tip. The head is dark

brown, fuscous on the middle, sericeous pubescent on the sides

and beneath, with a pale arc on the impression at the base ot

the vertex. Antennae robust, brownish-ochreous, the second

joint just one-half as long as the basal one, the remaining ones

destroved. Eostrum brown, extending a verj^ little way behind

the anterior cox^. Eyes pale brown, large. Thorax robust,

pale brownish-testaceous, beneath brownish-ochreous, sericeous

;

the anterior lobe of pronotum blackish, divided m the middle
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by au oclire-yellow line, each side between the eyes adjacent to

them is an abruptly elevated, rufous tubercle ; the mesial can-

nate line feeble, becoming obliterated posteriorly ; humeri elon- ,

gate-tuberculate, quite prominciit : plcuni' darker than the p
s robust, brownisl

1 the abdomen, tli

jd dot adjoin-

hardly acute. Venter smooth, dark ochreous.

Length to tip of processes 17 millims. Breadth across hu-

meri 3 millims.

Corixa decolor, n, sp.*

Pale testaceous, dirty amber yellow above. Form of G. hiero-

glyphka Fieber, of Europe. Head large, cranium very convex,

prominent, carinate on the middle, the vertex acutelv produced

Face vcrv deeply, concavely excavated, the cavity Lroad oval

occupying the whole width betwiMMi the eves and extendini;

from near the nj)per edge of the eyes to the base of the civ-

pens, the middle of thc"excavatioird(>nsely clothed with silvery

hairs. Pronotnm narrower than the h^ad. rihno^t twice as

broad as long, the mi. MIc li-i- \\->'\A\ curiMiiIrd anteriorly: the

11,:,. and puhescence

thcefCKSofabrine-i^ ,

.rrsSby'i>5
ace, 1858, XV, p.^200 f

;,!iiaofi^^*^
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vliiti^whitish. Hemelytra pale yellowish, the costal a

the cross-nervule and a spot at tip brown ; clavus at base with

short, narrow brown lines running transversely from the outer

and inner margins, beyond the middle to tip the hues run com-

pletely across ; lines of the corium transverse, slender, slightly

waved, many of the intermediate ones entire ; membrane pale

brown, with short, vermiculate, white lines. Venter and meta-

sternum faintly dusky, the connexivum and genital segments

whitish.

Length 4^ millims. Breadth across the pronotum 1^ millims.

This species must be closely related to C. Burmeisterit Fieber,

of Europe. The shape of the palse and markings of the heme-

lytra of our species do not agree with Fieber's description.

The specimen described is a male, which appears not to be fully

mature. From Clear Lake.

Mabine Insects fbom deep water.

During his explorations at Eastport the past summer. Prof.

Verrill dredged at the depth of 20 fathoms in Eastport harbor a

larva of Chironomus oceanicus Pack. (Proc. Essex Inst, vol. vi,

p. 42). It does not differ from specimens found by me at low-

water mark in Salem harbor. It is evidently the same as the

supposed larva of Micralymma f, mentioned and rudely figured

in the American Naturalist, vol. ii, p. 278, found by me many
years ago at low-water mark in Casco Bay. It is of the same

size as the Salem specimens, being -25 inch in length.

Thalassarathna Verrillu n. sp. (Fig. 5 ; a, head and mandibles

and maxillary palpi ; c, under side ; d, anterior claw.— This

species diffei-s in important particulars from our best known

species, Hydrachna forraosa Dana and Whelpley (Amer Journ.

Sci, XXX, 354, 1836), found near New Haven, m .rosh water

Unionida. The body of that species is much longer, the
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maxillary palpi are stouter and the relative lengtli of to

joints \ery different; the cLiw^ are \er\ dilleivnt, the Msot
eacli claw bein^ large and of ec^ual si/e, and there is iio bnkh

baiophilons spec!

Hydrachna form.

studying a frchh-water mite elo^eh alh. a to // immn'^n \vliu

is described below,* I am led to coii-ui- t , -ill ^atu mite

as the type of a new genus, ThalassuKi' im / \ iiii iln lollo.\i3c

differential generic characters ; acoiiK.il h. a .li-tin. t liomtlio

rest of the body, maxillary palpi .") joini. A « u h ( inhiij.^ m aa

incurved spine, (the 5th joint) MhhI'm. - I i^.. Innuintr an

ensiformbeak nearly asloi'u .1- iIm \\\' ( im- oiu tht iii'p^r

hook minute, a single row ol hi - -'i • k iim.. i -i li ni tlieb»\er

hook, forming a brush. Otlu i u i-( ( iom i\ AU d tw ll\<hauini

The body IS globular, con\LX abox^, \\ilh tlu alnK-mtn rb

tuseh rounded behind; the skin being minutch huLMtecl. It

is blackidi when ah\c, with the liead and edge oi the biw

wdiitc. The head is minute, conical, subacute^ ixnnted m front

The maxillary palpi are o-jomted, a little more than twicer-

long a.- the head, an.] i". .u't <>ii. l.-mth ,- h-ii- a- the forelegi

entire palpu"'^; tli( Im utl: > Imii_ , r i- t u- k 1

1

u'

H

111) minute
^

arrf;j.!",i'/l Mi'i"" i'l',' ,i"n'u'
' uT i 'm /j! i.'.tjVh iin ''tL

e bod>. Hodv orange i
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long, bifid at the end, the upper fork being much the smaller,

especially on the anterior paii's, forming a small acute tubercle

;

in the middle of the under side of the claw (on all the feet) is

a brush of fine hairs of equal length, arranged in a single row.

On the penultimate joint of the anterior tarsi are five stout hairs

;

on the other tarsi three, the two proximal hairs being contigu-

ous. External female genitalia with two bivalve contiguous

plates, like those of B. formosa Dana and Whelpley, Length
•07 of an inch. The body of the young is whitish, longer,

more ovate than in the adult; the abdomen being a little

pointed behind.

With the exception of Philippi's Pontarachna punctulatum

(Wiegmann's Archiv, vol. vi, p. 191, 1840, PL iv, fig. 4, 6),

which was discovered by him in the bay of Naples (he does not

state at what depth, consequently I infer that it was in shallow

water), the species under consideration is the only one which, so

far as I am aware, has been found to be exclusively marine.

The genus Pontarachna is very different from Hydrachna and

Thalassarachna, and I should judge that it rather approaches

Atax. It differs from Thalassarachna in the shorter, unarmed
palpi, and in the apparent (Philippi does not mention or figure

them) absence of a mandibular beak. The palpi are half as

long as the fore legs.

The present species was dredged by Prof Yerrill in 20 fath-

oms, on Clark's Ledge, in Eastport Harbor. It wa^ found (four

or five specimens, young and adult), " on hydroids," &c. It

will be an interesting point to determine whether, like the other

species of the genus, it also lives in the earlier, or even in the

adult state among the gills of Lamellibranchs, and also whether
it lives between tide marks, thus agreeing with the distribution

of Chironomous oceamcu^. At any rate we have here an insect

and a mite breathing by tracheae, and extracting_ the oxygen
from the water at the great depth of 120 feet, and, in the case of

the dipterous larva, with no apparent variation from specimens

living at low-water mark. In this connection I might notice

the fact that we have on our New England and Labrador shores

several species of mites of the family Trombididse, which run

over seaweeds and live under stones between tide marks, and I

have observed similar species at Beaufort, N. C, and Key West,

Florida.

As regards the distribution of the species of brine insects,

several questions of interest arise. How are we to account for

the origin of the Ephydra halophila in such prodigious quan-

tities in the vats of the Equality Salt Works of Illmois, a local-

ity remote from salt lakes and the ocean shores? Are the brine

species of the Salt Lakes of Utah and California, remnants of

an oceanic fauna, and of the tertiary period, or are they of re-

Am. Jour. Sci.-TniRD Series, Vol. I, No 2.-Feb., 1871.
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cent and local origin ? Have these brine insects acquired their

singular tastes within a recent geological period (say the Quater-

nary), having lived at first as do their allied species, in foul

fresh water, or amid decaying matter in damp localities? Be-

fore these and other questions can be answered, we must have

analyses of the waters, and a review of the European literature

of the subject,* and larger collections of brine animals from our

own country.

Peabody Academy of Scieuce, Salem, Nov. 16, 1870.

Art. Xyni.

—

On the existence of the Nummulitic formation i:.

China ; by Baron von Richthofen. (From a letter to Prof.

J. D. Whitney, dated Su-Chan, China, Dec. 12th, 1868).

The subject of this letter is the discovery of the occurrence oj

the Nummulitic formation in China, a fact w^hich adds one more

to the short series of formations known, chiefly by the lahorsof

Mr. Pumpelly, to enter into the composition of this country.

Mr. Pumpelly cites, on the strength of a statement by Re?.

Mr. Edkins, the island of Si-Tung-ting in Tai-hu lake (a sheet

of water of about eight hundred square miles, sixty miles west

was naturally led tt

Devonian limestone. Inquiries which I made in Shanghai con

firmed the fact of the occurrence of fossils. There, too, the]

were considered as Devonian, and I was advised by a reall.^

skillful geologist, to study their mode of occurrence, as thi

would give me the clue for the structure of most portions o

* I am indebted to Mr. F. Walker of London for the following note on the habit

?L*^ ^""f'^^ 'P''^'"" "^ ^^^^y'i'-^ ^°d its allies. He writes under date of Pec

3 of Ephydra
-<:
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China, in particular to the mode of occurrence of the Devonian
limestone.

I consequently visited the place a few days ago, on a journey
overland from Ningpo to Ching-kiang. As no limestone of

more recent age than the Devonian was heretofore known in

China, I was much surprised to meet with nummulites ahuost

at first sight, and afterward T found the rock in places nearly

made up of them. The rock is well exposed to view by enor-

mous quarries, which appeared to have been worked 'lor an

unmensely long time. The weathered surface of those frag-

ments covering the more ancient waste-dumps shows the struc-

ture of the shells with remarkable distinctness, even the minute
pores being clearly recognizable with a glass, so that there can

not be the least doubt in regard to the true character of the

fossil. Several species of Nummulina appear to be represented,

as is indicated by the differences in shape of the cross-sections.

As Nummulites are characteristic only of one distinct part

of the Eocene period, the fact of their occurrence should be

sufficient evidence for the determination of the age of any
rocks in which they are met with. But I found myself now
in face of the strange fact, that it was partly on the strength of

its fossils that the limestone in question had heretofore been

considered as Devonian. I attempted therefore to collect its

fauna more fully. I found the roc^ in places full of fossils,

mostly bivalves and gasteropods, which have by no means a

Paleozoic appearance. They are in an excellent state of pres-

ervation, the shells being only bleached. But the limestone

is so hard and brittle that I destroyed nearly every specimen

which I tried to save
;
yet I succeeded in getting a few good

ones of bivalves. The forms of these fossils, as well as their

state of preservation, reminded me much of similar occurrences

in the Nummulitic limestone of Dalmatia. Besides gastero-

pods and bivalves, there occur corals and fragments of very

large encrinites. Some of the former which I collected can

probably be determined. But I failed to discover a single

brachiopod, which are almost the only fossils supposed to be

characteristic of the Devonian limestone of China. I presume
that indistinct fragments of bivalves, which are usually all that

can be obtained, have siven rise to the belief of the occur-

rence of brachiopods on"the Si-Tung-ting. Perhaps, too, real

brachiopods may have been derived fi-om other places in or

near Tai-hu lake, as it is quite possible that true Devonian lime-

stone may occur in the neighborhood.
The nummulitic limestone of Si-Tung-ting is very bitumm-

oiis. It is burnt in kilns and emits a remarkably strong smell.

Its thickness cannot be accurately determined, but it is certainly

not more than six hundred feet. ' Its beds are nearly horizuut: 1,
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and rest on ancient sandstones, the strata of which are inclined

at an angle of about twenty degrees. These sandstones are

supposed by Mr, Kingsmill to have a thickness of about ten

thousand feet

Before visiting Si-Tung-ting, I had observ^ed the occurrence of

limestone in the neighborhood of the sea coast, near Hang-cku

in the province of Che-Kiang, a place mentioned in Mr. Pum-

pelly's list of localities distinguished by the occurrence of use-

ful minerals. As it rests there quite unconformably on sand-

stone similar to that which underlies it at Tung-ting, and hi

a similar hthological character, I believe that I may safely refer

it to the same formation with that of Tung-ting. I shall hence

look out for its further distribution in China. The subject is

not without some practical interest, in a country where all lime-

stone was assumed to underlie the coal and iron-bearing forma-

In 1861, the easternmost place where the Nummulitic forma-

tion was known to occur was northern India. I succeeded in

that year in proving its existence so far east as Japan and tte

Philippines, a notice of which you may find in a paper pub-

lished in the Jahrbuch der deutschen geologischen Gresellschafl

of 1861 or 1862. I do not know whether the same formation

has since then been found in the regions intermediate between

those two countries and India. The occurrence in lake Tai-liQ .

is one of the connecting links, and it is now quite likely that

this interesting formation, occurring in places so far apart, is

among the most widely distributed in Eastern Asia ; and it i^

quite possible that one unbroken area of submergence may be

proved to have extended during the short existence of t!ie

genus Nummulina, from Spain to the Philippines and Japan.

I may add, as a sort of voucher for the correctness of mj

observation, that its communication places me into the dis-

agreeable position of taking opposite views from those of Hr.

KmgsmiU, a gentleman who has, besides his professional ac-

tivity as architect in Shanghai, worked of late years with ad-

^

mirable success in the geology of some parts of China, lie

informed me, some time before I visited Tuner-ting, that heW
sent a paper on the geology of that locality to the London

Geological Society, in the Journal of which it mav be pncted

by this tima The views which he informed me he had taken

therein are, that the limestone of Tung-ting is Devonian
^J

Subcarboniferous, and that the great sandstone formation, whict>

plays a very important part in the geology of Eastern CbiD|

preceded it in age. The relations observed at Si-Tung-ting
JJno longer justify this conclusion, after the discovery of tti«

nummuhtes, and the age of the sandstone (Tung-ting-gntJ
J'Mr. Kmgsmill) must therefore be considered as not yet sateJ)
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L Mr. Kingsmill has, however, succeeded in collect-

ing some remains of plants in the upper layers of the s ^ '

"

and it is to be hoped that they will suffice to determir

The state of the weather prevented me from hunting for the

locality where he found them.

Art. XIX.—lYote on. the Infusoria Flagellata and the Spoivji

aiiatae; by Prof. H. James-Clark, Kentucky Univcrsit

Lexington, Ky.

I send this note in hopes that it may be of interest to tlioi

readers of this Journal who have followed the recent discussit)i

upon spontaneous generation and the doctrine ot' evohition.

. eftbrt to clear up the chaos

is clearly, by rcfusiuu- to n
structure, to depress tlieso ereui

such a low level in grade, that they shall a]»i)ear but

above the lifeless protoplasm which some tliink has \k

almost manufactured in the laboratory of the chemist,

hypothetically developing " organi^able protoplasm" out

ferior types of organic substances," which in the process

under " the mutual influences" of its metamorphic form

rates still more sensitive organic matter, until it finally
' "

y of vital " " ..:--•-.: :..

self able "deductively to bridge the interval" between the

so-called "nascent life" and the unmistakable vitalism of the

slimy Ehizopod (see Herbert Spencer, Appleton's Journal, Aug.

7th 1869, p. 598.)
My own researches have constantly tended m the opposite

direction. In spite of the apparent physical simplicity_ of even

the lowest of the Protozoa (Amoeba and the like), their habits

and the phenomena attendant upon their mode of locomotion,

their determinate prehensile acts, so wonderfully like conscious-

ness of an end to be accomplished, and their undeniably spe-

cialized digestive functions, all lead to the conclusion, which

with me is a fact, that they possess a degree of dilTerentiation

in esse as marked as that which we recognize as potential m the

earliest stage of the vertebrate embryo. In the former, the

organization is present, but not circumscribed into regions
;
in

the latter it is also present uncircumscribed, but it is to be

eventually differentiated. The Sponges, with their supposed

slimy, protoplasm-like simplicity, have been m former years

the hunting ground of the developmentalists, but of late, that
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group has been slipping out from under the feet of those phi-

losophers.

Carter first detected the true criterion of their animality,

though erring as to their classificatory relationship. It was my

good fortune to prove their close alliance with the FhgeUato,

in a memoir (Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. i, pt. iii, Sept

1867, On the Sprnigioe Ciliatoe. as Infusoria Flagellata), publislied

some few years ago. I described certain monad-like infusoria

which possessed a single fiagellum surrounded by a projecting

membranous collar. Some forms were appended to branching

stems {Codosiga) and others were ensheathed in a funnel-shaped

or urnaeform tube {Salpingceca). The monadiform body of these

I showed to be identical with the ciliate bodies of one of the

iSpongice Ciliatm {Leuwsolenia), and homologised the branching

stem and the ensheathing tubes of tbe former with the gelatin-

ous mass of the latter, into which its monads were imbeddal,

The connection seemed not even a step wide, so clear and

unmistakable was the relationship. That there should ever he

discovered a form which would lie so intermediate between

these as to make me hesitate whether it belonged to the one or

the other, I did not even hope for ; but it has come unexpect-

edly. In Schultzes Archiv. fiir Mikroskopische Anatomic, [M.

VI, 4, 1870), Cienkowsky describes, under the name Phahn-

steriinn, a genus which consists of monad-like bodies with a

flagellum and a projecting collar like those of Codosiga, Salpin-

gceca and Leucosolenia. Of the two species which he illustrates,

one {P. consocvUum) has monads enveloped in a broad funnel-

shaped, slimy sheath, and these sheaths are closely packed side

by side, radiatingly, so as to form a shield-like or a hemisphen-

cal mass. This comes nearest to the Salpinga-ca. The other

species (P. intestinuin) possesses similar moii'nls. but tliov are

imbedded basally in a gelatinous, int.-sf iuidirm muss of slraie

{Schlemi) "with their vibrating lashes exlmdin-- in every direc-

tion " about the cylindrical colony. Oriuijiwliv eacli monad i^

endowed with a separate slime-sheath ; but eventually these all

are fused together into one common mass. Beyond this, to

make a true Sponge we need but the presence of spicule, and

open mterspaces in the slimy mass, between the monads, leading

to one common cavity. Introvert the layer of monads and ye

produce the desired effect without doingSdolence to their rela-

tive positions. It is a mere matter of proportions, just as the

inverted cyathiform rose-hip is none the less an ovariferous

disc than the globular receptacle of the strawberry.
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It would be difficult to find in the history of science a charac-

ter more simple, more noble, or more symmetrical in all its parts

than that of Thomas Graham, and he will always be re-

membered as one of the most eminent of those great students

of nature, who have rendered our Saxon race illustrious. He

was bom of Scotch parents in Glasgow m the year I8O0, and m
that city, where he received his education, all his early life was

passed/ In 1837 he went to London as Professor of Chemistry

in the newly established London University now called Uni-

versity College, and he occupied this chair until the year 18o5,

when he succeeded Sir John Herschel as Master of the Koyal

Mint, a post which he held to the close of his life. His death,

on the 16th of September last, at the age of sixty, though oc-

casioned by a severe cold, was really the wearing out ot a con-

stitution enfeebled in youth by excessive labor, voluntarily un-

dertaken and courageously borne, that he might devote his hte

to scientific study. As with all earnest students, that life was

uneventful, if judged by ordinary standards ; and the records

of his discoveries form the only materials for his biography.

Although one of the most successful mvestigatore of I'hysicai

Science, the late Master of the Mint had not that felicity of lan-

guacre or that copiousness of illustration, which added so much

to the popular reputation of his distinguished contemporary,

Faraday; but his influence on the progress of science was not

less marked or less important Both of these eminent men

were for a long period of years best known to the Enghsh pub-

lic as teachers of Chemistry, but their investigations were

chiefly limited to physical problems; yet, although both culti-

vated the border ground between Chemistry and Physics, they

followed wholly different lines of research. Whfle l_araday was

so successfully developing the principles of electrical action,

Graham with equal succesl was investigating the laws of molec-

ular motion. Each followed with wonderful constancy, as well

as skill, a sinde line of study from first to last, and to this con-

centration of power their great discoveries are largely due.

One of the eariiest and most important of Graham s ij^^estiga-

tions, and the one which gave the direction to l^^^,subsequent

course of study, was that on the diftusion of gases. It had already

been recognized that impenetrability in its ordinary sense is not

as was formeriy supposed, a universal quality of matter. Dalton

had not only recognized that aeriform bodies exhibit a positive

tendency to mix, or to penetrate through each other, even m op-

.* Prom the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol.
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position to tlie force of gravity, but had made this quality ofgases
the subject of experimental investigation. He infeiTed, as the

result of his inquiry, " that different gases afford no resistance

to each other
; but that one gas spreads or expands into the

space occupied by another gas, as it would rush into a vacuum;
at least, that the resistance which the particles of one gas offer

to those of another is of a very imperfect kind, to be compared
to the resistance which stones in the channel of a stream oppose
to the flow of running water." But although this theory of

Dalton was essentially correct and involved the whole truth,

yet it was supported by no sufficient evidence, and he failed to

perceive the simple law which underlies this whole class of phe-

nomena.
Graham, " on entering on this inquiry, found that gases dif-

fuse into the atmosphere with different degrees of ease and
rapidity." This was first observed by allowing each gas to dif-

fuse from a bottle into the air through a narrow tube in opposi-

tion to the solicitation of gravity. Afterwards an observation
ol Doeberemer on the escape of hydrogen gas by a fissure or

crack in a glass receiver caused him to vary the conditions of

f;^.^P?"°^*^^^S' f^^
led to the invention of the well known

Diffusion Tube." In this simple apparatus a thin septum of

plaster of Paris is used to separate the diffusing gases, which,
while It arrests in a great measure all direct currents between
the two media, does not interfere with the molecular motion.
Much later, (xraham found in prepared graphite a material far

better adapted to this purpose than the plaster, and he used sep-

ta of this mineral to confirm his early results, in answer to cer-

tain lU-considered criticisms in Bunsen's work on Gasometrj.
Ihese septa he was in the habit of calling his "atomic filters.'

iiy means of the diffusion tube Graham was able to measure
accurately the relative times of diffusion of different gases, and
ue found that equal volumes of any two gases interpenetrate each

other m times which are inversely proportional to tlie square roots of
(h^r respective densities, and this fundamental law was the great-

est discovery of our late foreign associate. It is now univer-
sally recognised as one of the few great cardinal principles
which form the basis of physical science.

'-
? shown, on the princij

should rush into a vacuum with velocities corresponding to the

numbers which have been found to express their diifusion

.

™J '
.^^

n' ? ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ experiments on what he calls the

/wusion of gases, Graham confinned by trial this deduction
ot theory. Iq these experiments a measured volume of the gas

was allowed to find its way into the vacuous jar through a mi-

nute aperture in a thin metallic plate, and he carefully distin-

guished between this class of phenomena and the flowing of

gases tlirough capillary tubes into a vacuum, in which case,
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however short the tube, the effects of fVictu)n ii

While, however, it thus appears that the re^ult^ ol Cirahain s

investigation were in strict accordance with Daltou'b tlio()r\, it

must also be evident that Graham wiis the first to observe' the

exact numerical relation which obtains in this class of phenom-

ena, and that all-important circumstance entitles linn to be re-

garded as the discoverer of the law of DitluMon 1'1u'L.n\,

however, as first enunciated, was purely empirical. <uid (ml mi

himself says that something more must be a^sunud tli.m tli.a

gases are vacua to each other, in order to explain .ill tlu plu-

nomena observed; and according to his oriLiiiMl \h a tl - -^ p

of the process

xpressing the final result Such has
]

Like other great men, Graham built 1

the progress of physical science dunnu tli* 1 i-t t'\. ii^ \

years, two principles have become nioie a'pl u <>i( , m,-i^ i i 'U-.

until at last they have completely rc\oluti(Mii -< liii pi .'"-
|

i\^

of Chemistry. In the first place it li.is app* nni th ii i * '>-t .)1

chemical as "well as of physical facts are o>oi dm. 'tu I li\ iiu .i-

sumption that all substances in the state of tias lia\ < tlu - mic

molecular volume, or, in other words contain the - !..< u .mi'i

of molecules in a given space ; and m the second ["'ai'
,

'
^'

"

become evident that the phenomena of beat .lu -.'.[''. th'

manifestations of molecular motion. According to tin- \itu,

the temperature of a body is the vis vita of its luolec aU- .
<md,

since all molecules at a given temperature ha\e tlu' .-aiue iis

viva, it follows that the molecules must nun e with \ elocities

which are inversely proportional to the square roots ol tlie

molecular weights. Moreover, since the molecu'ar \ ulnmes are

equal, aiwi the molecular weights therefore proportion.d to the

densities of the aeriform bodies in which the molecules ire the

active units, it also follows that the velocities of the molecules

in anv two gases are inversely proportional to the square roots

of their respective densities.'^ Thus the simple numerical rela-

tions first observed in the phenomena of diffusion are the direct

result of molecular motion, and it is now seen that Grahams

empirical law is included under the fundamental laws ol motion.

His investigation has become the basis of the new science ot

molecular mechanics, and his measurements of the rates ol Uit-

fusion prove to be the measures of molecular \ clooties

From the study of diffusion, Graham passed 1)\ a natural

transition to the investigation of a class of phenomm.,. wln^h,

although closely allied to the first as to the etiects pi;>' ""''i»

differ wholly in their essential nature. Here also he followed

in the footsteps of Dalton. This distinguished chemist had

noticed that a bubble of air separated by a film of water from
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and tied, if suspended in an atmosphere of the same material^

becomes in time greatly distended by the insinuation of this

gas through its substance. This effect cannot be the result of

simple diffusion ; for it is to be remembered that the thinnest
film of water, or of any liquid, is absolutely impermeable to a

gas as such
;
and, moreover, only the carbonic anhydride passes

tiirough the film, very httle or none of the air escaping outward
The result depends, first, upon the solution of the carbonic an-

hydride by the water on one surface of the film ; secondly, on

the evaporation into the air, from the other surface, of the ga^

thus absorbed. Similar experiments were made by Drs. Mitch-
ell and Faust, and others, in which gases passed through a lihn

of india-rubber, entering into a partial combination with the

material on one surface, and escaping from it on the other.
Graham not only considerably extended our knowledge of

this class of phenomena, but also gave us a satisfactory explan-
ation of the mode in which these remarkable results are pro-

duced. He recognized in these cases the action of a feeble

chemical force insufficient to produce a definite compound, but
still capable of determining a more or less perfect union, as in

tne case of simple solution. He also distinguished the influence
ot mass m causing the formation or decomposition of such weak
chemical compounds. The conditions of the phenomena under
consideration are simply these :—

First. A material for the septum capable of forming a feeble

chemical union with the gas to be transferred.
feewndly. An excess of the gas on one side of the film and

a deficiency on the other.
Thirdly. Such a temperature that the unstable compound

may torm at the surface, where the aeriform constituent is pres-

ent in large mass, while it decomposes at the opposite surface,
where the quantity is less abundant.
One of the most remarkable results of Graham's study of this

peculiar mode of transfer of aeriform matter through the very
substance of solid bodies was an ingenious method of separating
the oxygen ft-om the atmosphere. The apparatus consisted
simply ot a bag of india-rubber, kept distended by an interior
framework, while it was exhausted by a Sprengel pump. Under
these circumstances the selective affinity of the c.aoutchouc de-

tei-mmes such a difference in the rate of transfer of the two
constituents of the atmosphere that the amount of oxygen m
the transpired air rises to fortv per cent, and by repeating the

f^^IT.w^lv P^^f oxygen may be obtained. It was at ^fhoped that this naethod might find a valuable application in the
arts, but m this Graham was disappointed

; for the same result
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has since been eifected by purely chemical methods, Avliieh are

both cheaper and more rapid.

These experiments on india-rubber naturally led to the

study of similar effects produced with metallic septa, which, al-

though to some extent previously (^li?erved in jnissniu' tinses

through heated metallic tubes, had hceu only iui}>ertect!y uimUt-

stood. Thus, when a stream of hyrli-(^-on or carhonu- oxi.h' is

passed through a red-hot iron tube, a no mconsiderablc j.ortu")n

of the gas escapes through the walls. The same is true to a

still greater degree w^hen hydrogen is passed through a red-hot

tube of platinum, and Graham showed that through the walls

of a tube of palladium hydrogen gas passes, under the same

conditions, almost as rapidly as water through a sieve. More-

over, our distinguished associate proved that this rapid Tnmsier

of gas through these dense metallic septa was .bu-. as m tho^

case of the india-rubber, to an actual chemical c(nnbinati(>n ot

its material with the metal, formed at the snrtacc. wliciv the gas

is in excess, and as rapidly decomposed on the .'ipc-iti' i:u;o

of the septum. He not only recogniz(Ml as bchmoniL^ \n this

class of phenomena the very great absovi'tion ot hydntticn !\v

platinum plate and sponge in the familiar cx})eriincnt id the

Doebereiner lamp, but also showed that this gas is, m some

cases at least, a definite constituent of meteoric iron,—a fact ot

great interest from its bearing on the meteoric theory.

We are thus led to Graham's last important discovery, which

was the justification of the theory we have been considering,

and the crowning of this long line of investigation. As may be

anticipated from what has been said, the most marked example

of that order of chemical compounds, to which the metallic

transpiration of aeriform matter we have been considering is

due, is the compound of palladium with hydrogen. Ijraham

showed that when a plate of this metal is made the negative

pole in the electrolysis of water, it absorbs neariy one thousand

times its volume Jf hydrogen gas,-a quantity approximately

equivalent to one atom of hydrogen to each atom of palla-

dium. He further showed that the metal thus becomes so pro-

foundly altered as to indicate that the product of this union is

a definite compound. Not only is the volume of the metal

increased, but its tenacity and conducting power for electricity

are diminished, and it acquires a slight susceptibility to magnet-

ism, which the pure metal does not possess. The chenaical

qualities of this product are also remarkable. It precipitates

mercury from a solution of its chloride, and m general acts as

a strong reducing agent Exposed to the action of cblorine.

bromine, or iodine, the hydrogen leaves the palladium and en-

ters into direct union with these elements. Moreover, although

the compound is readily decomposed by heat, the gas cannot be

expelled from the metal by simple mechamcal means.
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These facts recall the i

between the qualities of an alloy and 1 __, ^„

metals, and suggest the inference made by Grraham, that palla-

dium charged with hydrogen is a compound of the same class,

—a conclusion which harmonizes with the theory long held by
many chemists, that hydrogen gas is tlie vapor of a very vola-
tile metal. This element, however, when combined with palla-

diura, IS in a peculiarly active state, which sustains somewhat
the same relation to the familiar gas that ozone bears to ordinary
oxygen. Hence Graham distinguished this condition of hydro-
gen by the term "Hydrogenium.'' Shortly before his death a

medal was struck at the Eoyal Mint from the hydrogen palla-

dium alloy m honor of its discovery ; but although this discov-
ery attracted public attention chiefly on account of the singular
chemical relations of hydrogen, which it brought so prominently
to notice, it will be remembered in the history of science rather
as the beautiful termination of a life-long investigation, of which
the medal was the appropriate seal.

Simultaneously with the experiments on gases, whose results
we have endeavored to present in the preceding pac^es, Graham
earned forward a parallel line of investigation of an allied class
of phenomena, which may be regarded as the manifestations of

molecular motion m liquid bodies. The phenomena of diffusion
reappear m liquids, and Graham carefully observed the times in

which equal weights of various salts dissolved in water diffused
Irom an open-mouth bottle into a large volume of pure water,m which tbe bottle was immersed. He was not, however, able
to correlate the results of tliuse expcrinicut^ bv such a simple
aw a^ that whix^h obtains wirl. gas.s.^ It apt.^nvd, nevertheless,
that the rate of ditfusion.liin'is vcrv -n- t v for the different
soluble salts, having some relation to the dlnnu'd comp-ition
of tlie salt which he was unable to disccner.' But he found it

possible to divide the salts into groups of equi-diffusive sub-
stances, and he showed that the rates of diffusion of the several
groiips bear to one another simple numerical ratios
More important results were obtained from the study of a

Class ot phenomena corresponding to the transpiration of gases
through india-rubber or metallic septa. These phenomena, as

manitested m the transfer of liquids and of salts in solution

frJnn! fl .
^^^'''' a similar membrane, had previously been

irequently studied under the names of exosmose and end^smose,
put to Lrraham we owe the first satisfactory explanation. Asm me case of gases, he referred these effects to the influence of
cJiemical force, combination taking place on one surface of the
membrane, and the compound breaking up on the other, the
difference depending, as in the previous" instance, on the influ-
ence 01 mass. He also swept away the arbitrary distinctions
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made by previous experimenters, showed that this whole chtss

of phenomena are essentially similar, and called this manifesta-

tion of power simply "osmose."

While studying osmotic action, Graham was led to one of Ins

most important generalizations,—the recognition of the crystal-

line and amorphous states as fundamental distinctions in chem-

istry. Bodies in the first state he calls crystalloids: those in

the last state, colloids (resembling glue). That there is a dif-

ference in structure between crystalloids, like sugar or telds].ar.

and colloids, like barley candy or glass, has of coiirse always

been evident to the most superticial observer : but Graham was

the first to recognize in these external ditferences two funda-

mentally distinct conditions of matter not peculiar to certain

substances, but underlying all chemical ditferences, and ajipcar-

ing to a greater or less degree in every substance. He showed

that the power of diffusion through liquids depends very much

on these fundamental differences of condition,—sugar, one of

the least diffusible of the crystalloids, diffusing fourteen times

more rapidly than caromel, the corrcsjionding colloid He also

showed that, in accordance with the general chemical rule, while

colloids readily combine with crystalloids, bodies lu the same

condition manifest little or no tendency to chemical union.

Hence in osmose, where the membranes employed are invariably

colloidal, the osmotic action is confined almost entirely to crys-

talloids, since they alone are capable of entering into that com-

bination with the material of the septum on which the whole

action depends. r i ^
On the above principles Graham based a simple method ot

separating crystalloids fi-om colloids, which he called "dialvsis/

and which was a most valuable addition to the means of chem-

ical analysis. A shallow tray, prepared by stretching parchment

paper (an insoluble colloid) ovei
"

^ -
i-

- --
* --

apparatus required. The solu

into this tray, which is then floated on pure water, whose volume

should be eight or ten times greater than that of the solution.

Under these conditions the crystalloids will diffuse through the

porous septum into the water, leaving the colloids on the tray,

and in the course of a few days a more or less complete sejiara-

tion of the two classes of bodies will have taken place. In this

way arsenious acid and similar crystalloids may be s^eparated

from the colloidal materials with which, in the case of poison-

ing, they are usually found mixed in the animal juices or

tissues.
" .,.11

, ^„,_ practical applications, the method

the hands of Graham yielded the most startling

8," developing an almost entirely new class of bodies as the

(lal forms of our most familiar substances, and justifying
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the conclusion that the colloidal as well as the crystalline con-

dition is an almost universal attribute of matter. Thus, he was

able to obtain solutions in water of the colloidal states of alu-

minic, ferric, chromic, stannic, metastannic, titannic, molybdic,

tungstic, and silicic hydrates, all of which gelatinize under defi-

nite conditions like a solution of glue. The wonderful nature

of these facts can be thoroughly appreciated only by those

familiar with the subject, but all may understand the surprise

with which the chemist saw such hard, insoluble bodies as flint

dissolved abundantly in water and converted into soft jellies.

These facts are, without doubt, the most important contrik-

tions of Dr. Graham to pure chemistry.
In this sketch of the scientific career of our late Associate,

we have followed the logical, rather than the chronological,

order of events, hoping thus to render the relations of tlie
'"" — • -

-

\Y\^\i\%. It :

" -

harmony which his completed life presents was the result, not

of a preconceived plan but of a constant devotion to truth, and

a child-like faith, which unhesitatingly pressed forward when-

ever nature pointed out the way.
Although the mvestigations of the phenomena connected

with the molecular motion in gases and liquids were by far the

most important of Dr. Graham's labors, he also contributed to

chemistry many researches which cannot be included under

this head. Of these, which we may regard as his detached

efforts, the most important was his investigation of the hydrates

and other salts of phosphorus. It is true that the interpretation

he gave of the results has been materially modified by the

modern chemical philosophv, yet the facts which he estabhshed
form an important part of" the basis on which that philosophy
rests. Indeed, it seems as if he almost anticipated the later

doctrines of types and polybasic acids, and in none of his work
did he show more discriminating observation or acute reason-

ing. A subsequent investigation on the condition of water m
several crystalline salts and in the hydrates of sulphuric acid is

equally remarkable. Lastly, Graham also made interesting ob-

servations on the combination of alcohol with salts, on the

process of etherification, on the slow oxidation of phosphorous,
and on the spontaneous inflammability of phosphuretted hydro-

gen. It would not, however, be appropriate in this place to do

more than enumerate the subjects of these less hnportant
studies

; and we have only aimed in this sketch to give a gene-

ral view of the character of the field which this eminent student

of nature chiefly cultivated, and to sliow how abundant was the

harvest of truth which we owe to his faithful toil.
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Graham was not a vokiminous writer. Ilis seieiitifK' paiKTs
were all very brief, but compreheusive, aiul his "Klmunts of
Chemistry" was his only large work. This was uii aihnirahlo

exposition of chemical physics, as well as ot ])\ii\' (.hcmi.-irv.

and gave a more philosophical account of the theory of the uah
vanic battery than had previously appeared. Our late ass«i-

tion of the value of his labors. His uuiabershi}) was sou,i^ht ly

almost all the chief scientific societies of the world, and he on
joyed to a high degree the confidence and esteem oi' hi- asso-

ciates. Indeed, he was singularly elevated abo\e the I'ony
jealousies and belittling quarrels, which so often mar thr l>eauiy

of a student's life, while the great loveliness and kind Hi us- of

his nature closely endeared him to his friends. He was no\ oi-

married, keeping house with a sister at No. 4 (iordou S.^iarr.

where he dispensed a liberal hospitality, which has heon cnj. .vod

bymany of our scientific countrjmienVho have visited Lon'ion

during the last twenty years.

In concluding, we must not forget to inentioii that most ymia!
trait of Graham's character, his sympatliy with yonn,u nion.

which gave him great influence as a teacher in the Colhrv wifli

which he was long associated. There are many now i-roniinent

in the scientific world who have found in his cneourugement
the stronarest inc(

In studying the radula of a species of Acmaa (probably

A. Borneensis Eve), obtained by Prof. A. S. Bickmore at Am-
boyna, I noticed, on placing the structure under a power of

100 diameters, that certain of the muscular fibei-s which adhered
to it, when torn from the buccal mass, had a different appear-

ance from the others. On increasing the power to some 800
diameters, it was at once evident that the different aspect of

these fasciculi was caused by fine, but clearly defined, trans-

verse striation. Suspecting that it was an optical delusion,

caused by a very regular arrangement of the nuclei of the

fibres, I subjected the muscle to various teste and to still higher

magnifying powers. I also introduced under the same glass,

some of the voluntary dorsal muscles of a small crustacean.

nparison. The structure of the ulti

appeared to be similar. These seemed t-

homogeneous tube or cylindrical band of
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witli nuclei interspersed at irregular intervals. In neither was

there any appearance of separation into transverse disks, as is

seen in the striated muscles of vertebrates. That the striated

appearance was not due to contraction and folding of the

muscle, was evident upon taking a side view of one of the

fibers, when the striae on each side, as well as the intervening

elevations, were seen to correspond exactly to each other.

The only perceptible differences between the muscles of the

crustacean and the striated muscles of the mollusk, appeared

to be that the latter were much more finely striate ;
the stris

being six to eight times as numerous as in the former, in the

same space. No difference between the striated and non-

striated muscles of the Acmoea could be observed, except in

the fact of the striation. In both the nuclei were irregularly

distributed. The appearance of the striated fibre reminded

one of a string of rhombic heads, which bore no relation to the

position of the true nuclei. The striated fibers appeared, after

a careful dissection of the parts in a number of specimens, to

be the retractors of the radula
; they were longer and in nar-

rower bands than the non-striated fibers and comparatively

much fewer in number. The striation was most evident towara

the middle of the fibers and became evanescent toward their

Lebert and Eobin (Miiller's Arch. f. Anat. and Phys., 1846, p.

126) state that the primitive muscular fasciculi of invertebrates

often have the nuclei and intervening clear spaces " arranged

in such regular order that they might, at the first glance, be

mistaken for transversely striated muscular fibers. The latter,

however, are actually found in one acephalous mollusk, Pectew,

(and probably in Lima also), and some annelids," and are con-

stantly present in the voluntary muscles of Crustacea and h;

secta. In the further researches of M. Lebert (Annales Sci.

Nat., t. xiii, 1850, p. 161), he observes that there is nothiiig

extraordinary in the discovery of transversely striated muscular

fiber in Polyzoa {Eschara) by Milne Edwards, and in J.cfonw

by Erdl, since " the further we have pursued the study of the

comparative histology of muscular fiber, the more convinced

we have become that transversely striated muscular fiber is to be

found in a large number of animals of very inferior organiza-

tion, without regard to their more or less advanced position m

the animal kingdom."
Striated muscular fiber has lately been shown to exist in the

" tail" or appendix of Appendicularia by Moss (Trans, hin-

Soc, vol. xxvii, p. 300). It was already known to exist m

Salpa, (Eschricht, ov. Salperne), in the articulated brachiopoda,

(Hancock, Tr. Roy. Soc, 1857, p. 805), and in Pecten, (Lebert,

Annales Sci. Nat 1850, Srd ser., t xiii, p. 166 ;
and Wagner,
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mine whether tliis phenoniction is oonstiint tliroughout the
genus, or whether it does or does not occur among allied

genera.

Art. XXIL—xYofe to Article I, on the Quaternary of the Xew
Haven Region ; by J. D. Dana.

As my statement in regard to tlio cs.<ential indrpciMlciKc ..f

the Connecticut valley glacier, and others, in the (ihn i;il .im m.iv
be misunderstood, I would draw attcntifjn totlie mc;inni;j ..i iliV

words "under the Continental glacier" iji tlie notc^ m jml;.' 2.-

in whicU it is implied that such glaciers are l>ut ihr mlmor
portions of the great Continental glacier. I hoM ihai, uhilr tin

veiy large valleys of the land, like th.w.>..t tin- {\.iiiirciiciii

and Hudson, had great influence in (h^icnuiniiiL: the .Inaction
of the movement in these valleys, csl)(^•i;lliv ihat :ilwiig thr ;ixi>

of each, the whole movement must have he'en more or less modi-
fied by the movement of the great northern ice-mjii^s ; and tliat

the counteracting influence of a vailev depended not onlv on
Its depth and extent, but also on its direction and slope. "The
smaller transverse valleys caused no modification of the general
glacier movement ; but large transverse valleys gave to the ice in
the middle of the channel their own course almost unmodified:
if not when the great ice-mass had its maximum thickness, at
least afterward w^hen it had become thinner and had lost some
of its motioi^

I may allude to one other example, as I believe it is, of a
partly independent glacier—that of the St Lawrence valley

;

for the scratclies on its rocks correspond mainly with its course,
the prevailing direction, according to Dr. Dawson, being north-
east. It should be said that these scratches are attributed by
i)r.^ Dawson to icebergs in the Glacial era, which are supposed

ithwestward up the valley, the land
^ ^ ' as to allow of

.__ that direction; and
that bouldei-s were transported up the valley is given
mce in favor of this view. But, as in the case of the
K. Scr.-THiRD Series, Vol I. No. a-FEB., 1871.
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Connecticut vallev, icebergs could not liave gathered up stones

in the bottom of the valley for transportation ; and, further, as

the era following the Glacial—the Chaniplain era—was an era

without question of submergence to a depth of at least oOO

feet along the St. Lawrence valley, there should Lave to
icebergs succeeding to the great St. Lawrence glacier and made

from it before its final melting ; and such icebergs may well

have been driven up the river, then a broad arm of the sea,

and thus have distributed southwestward the stones which had

been gathered below by the glacier in the Glacial era, besidesin gathered below by the glacier in the

omplishing all else that can rightly be aiattributed t

Art. XXIII —Auroral Belt of October 'lUh-2bih, 1870.

There was seen at Xew Haven on Monday and Tuesday evi

ings, October •24th and 25th last, and at other distant plae

in the United States, a belt of deep rose or crimson color fr(

east to west across the southern sky, whicli possessed very i

common, if not altogether novel characteristics,—among wti

the following may be instanced. First, its breadth was extrei:

times the ordinary breadth. S,ro/iJ, botli its c.lor and its eoni

tence were wholly mdike anythinu- seen at this phice before, so

eat masses irreuuhuly bounded an<l ilhiminated, and
J

•eseml)lint,' the ordinary red streamers deepened and ditrt

» hue. This eoh>r prevai!e<l imifor.nlv without intennixtaje

ny other; but the component massJs wouhl progre^sivelj

dthout disappearing, and a'-'ain recover T)ri<j;htness.
^'^""

iss of arches has ever been'"ii(^ticed to form with suddenness ,

cidity, and in motion southw!
h, after from twenty minutes t. .

disappear. - But in the present instance tlie bow' was permanent.

having, as here seen, the same situation, essentially, among the sta^

throughout Monday evening and night, and the like on Tuesdaj

evemng so far as the prevalent mists of that evening would aiw

observation. In parts of New Jersey, and south of Plulaae)pn»|

it appears to have kept nearly one place for forty-eight boa-

Fourth, these arches hitherto have occupied the position ot ^^

circles in the northern hemisphere ; but this occupied, here, a gr^'^

circle, at least from ten o'clock on Monday night to one o'clock

J^Tuesday morning,—and approximately, the same for t\ro uo^^

earlier in the evening. This position lay centrally in the cm
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ul after. At :

n"m'nl!l.yr>.*V.">bi

usM'd :.l.()ut 25° S. of tlK'

waviim- or riasliinu;, hut later there was considerable :u-tivity th:r

^^ay. Intween ten ami lialf past ten the arch seemed to cro>> th(

Jul.s.Mjuent letter 'm\- Mars! 'slates''; the ardi fnortli ed^irej wuul.

about w!'J)' x"'l',;a'E!'lT s'TuiVciU

^'t^\\"w' ^ia^^.V(I•!^Il'°^'!v! WlheTame aWl'ute tinu', ^^a^ "noa,

^ -i*! W.and at U^ in altitude, allowhij; five <le<rree> and a iial

southing from the great circle, for the reason just\tated, giving i
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c'oneomitant to a difference of bases or cliords of W^
\ briniij out a heijrht of .'589 miles vertical irilat.,r

' south of AVasluntrtoi). Tlii^ would ini])ly that tie

ut Washinixtoii, (•ulTiiiii:itcd more tliaii 19"' south of

at that place — a co])y of which i

from a trusted correspoudeut, n

distance was, in fact, but 9°;—
mate anouLir distances near the

i ZouUni e degrees. This \

breadth; which is called but 8°, when,'lVom its i

Washinf,-ton than to Burlinirton, or to \«w I

expected to subtend an angle of at least ic" or

from Washington referred to is the following :-

light; but a distinct feature consists of a band
color starting from a })()int only S° or 10° X. of

5= S. of the zenith and touching the liorizon ai

S. of East. The brea<lth of the band is about S\ i

strongly defined throughout.'^—The ])i-obal>ility veu

cordance with what has been suggested, that, in.stt

north edge passed south of the /(.'uith by as nmch ai

elusions are thus substantially contirme<l by the ol

to Ifichmoiid in N'irginia,—while it must, equally, h:i

liaiit not only in central Virginia but through the ('

vestigation will doul)tless bring to liglit the means (

The position of the belt on Tuesday evenin'sr. the

described in u letter from \V. C. Taylor, Ksq., of i'l

form, haviiiir an average of about 12°. The
the most di>tiiict ].ortion would be indicatec
Ahair, the tnii)ezium in the Dolphin, and 2°

eastern star in the siiuare of Pegasus." B
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SCTE>s TIFIC IN TLLI. Kx ! > ( L

I. CirLMli^TKY VM) Pll^Mc^

1. On the C/iloridfS of Sufp/mr-Ah i.m i m.l (.i i i'.>i j li i\e

l•|^^>^n^atod anew the c'hloii.k s <.t Milphu.. 1 lu . Moi ,1. n_{ 1 .

-ituritmo sulphur 'with 7-hlonm^ fli^nlhii^^ th( pn' 1 .. t \
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But lie has als„

majjjnesuim,

mcitod snip]

light, beeom,

.Uphur; and 3(1, in the (•..nvorsion of this variety into the ui.v

ble Ibnii. Tlie first of these determinations was not <lit]i'ii!t:

no !,n-am of sulphur, in dissolvhiir in carhon disuli)liide, al>^on^

2-S eahu-ies. Tlie second datum was derived i'roni the <)bsin;i

<mlt ; tlu

This trahsforniation thus modified, was ctVr

As a mean, it ap[>eared that at is •.-)', one ;

:ed sulphur in -CS^,'

t appears i

^ of a few hours, erystalline points api>wro:

whole heeomes ervst:
now determination grave au ahsorntion c

those masses, and the whole heeomes ervstalliiie in a te^^- ^veoK*. -

gram of sulphur ; showing tliat now the amorphous was <-onven-

into the erystalline sulphur. Moreovc>r, the aTnorj.luM.s mi
I''

'

when dissolved in €S, ean he ol>tained a..-ain oniv a^ ocV^\f^;^,

sulphur. Since, then, the chancre of the soluble anior[.lion>^ ^y,,^
into octahedral sulphur is att<'nded with an <(f>.v,ri'f(o» '^^ ;

calories, and the change from the insohil)le variety nito ^^

amorphous soluble form, is attended with an evolution ot
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•, it follows that no change of

l^erthe

<-t the work of the' tr.i

.— Bull Soc. C//., 11,

trAahle chroi(/es of c

i:r-ii tbuiKl that on ;

iiont.— />Vr. JJerL Cheui. ^'^.s^, ill, 1-J:S, I^Kl H"II. Sn,-. r/,., 1

dii, 220, 1S70. .J.pr (7i., 11, 11, 1:>U, Auix. 1>T<>. ... r. i:.

onglniT to the marsh-<;-as serk's, f'^H.,,^^, an.l r..iU:nimiu' tl^

itoms of carbon, f'sll,.",, arc thcorcticallv jM»^-ibh:

^f these only the second, prepared from amyl alc<)hol. ha^. uii

e<-eiitly, heen ohtained. Lwow, under the direction (>f Profess

{€(€Il3)3l)2-}-Zn(€H3J2L=(t;(€ll3"),)3+Znl2.
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The zinc mothyl was lulded l>v drops to tlio Imtvl iodido. j

the evolved gas washed with dilute IIC1. and collected in w

cooled alcohol. On dilutini^ tin; satiii-atcd alcoliol solution w

water, the new hvdrocarl)on was cvohcd n^ a ^a^. which, (

ducted into a woll-cooled iv(ci\ .t. «<., dcn>r.l t,.' a li.jui.l. 1

wa-^ treed from other hydrocarl»(Hi^ 1>\ 1 1( al mciit . lir-t with hrom

and then with sodium, Fit'tv liram- ol ti rt iary l)iilyl ioili'h'

:

l;3 grams zinc methyl, cave i-") grains <i;' )nirr ' II ,_,, alni'>>-t

theoretical quantitv.' The hvilrocai-ixm lliii- ul)taiMcd i^ :i co

as trimcthylc:

etc. Analysis

lated density

marsh-gas, m
metliyl. Borl

—Zeitschr. Choa., II, vi, 520, ;

5. On (in aroiiHitic ijhjroL—
glycol, or diatomic alcohol ol

similar body belonging to tlic ;

obtained. Such a body (iurvA
ducing. Startintr with tlic fa<t

asdi-methyl benzol \\.\\ ^ S

J

ing heat, with chlorine .xpcr-iii

ogous to ethvli(U'nc clih.rhi.' i

^.'M-f'-'- --^
responding to the liydrochlon,-

The cWoride in quest]..,, wa-.

The yield was very ^Inall, lioui
Fittig's discovery 'that the xvl<
per cent isoxylol, and lO per'c<
which alone the above chlorid
proved that the chloride thus
given aboveve, (xrunaux proposes the name tollylene. for

{^\^K
\

^:\"^^)' . The body €,II,
] ^^^^^^^

'ue chloride. By solution in chloroform and c
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hcatin.i; it in ;i (l<>so vessel to l'^^;^^**'!^^^'^}'

ncc(lles!"vhic'h, aCh;!- iHiritiTatiuu, ^^''•i-*'

["^''J'|'

thJlic'aohrby 'ovia:ition/" 'nic'''analo<iy <

ethylene i^lycol and its correspondino- aci

writing tliem as follows

:

(€ii.,eH j€emi ^ „ M'n

aftor washing with ether, hail a h;

7. C>w Me synthesis of arouiatic

chow having 'shown that sodium

brijken up into hy<lrogen and sodiii

salt of an aromatic sulpho-acKt, its ny«uogni ns.mu.

thegrouj) (i^O.jK)', while its carhoxyl grou{> ^^<'

IlSH,lv+ H(^^eeNa)= IlKSO ,+lIi rt4-

Equal quantities of dry sodium formate and ]>'>:

sulphite were intimately mixed and tiiscd t..r ^~(

dissolve(i in water, acidulated, and diMillcd, ihe

alkaline with soda, boiled with animal charcoal to

formate and ])0tassium suli)hoben:

together and then fused. The reii

and uniformly than in the former

timatelv mixed

.H. nu).-e easily

h>wer tempera-
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isopiithalic acid.— /A/'. Ji, rl. i'lu,,,. (,,..^ iii

S. On the co),stitHfi<m of Cfonp/ior.—X \

investigatofl the constitution of coniiMun <;i

the substance has lont; been known an.l li;iv

inod rei)eatC'dlv, lias tn'\cr yet l)cc'n -ali-fac

•oiip, together with the groi

is W eyl hav suggested. To test tliis (luestioii, camphoric acid

ivas distilled with soda-lime, in the expec-tation, that, were two

Jarboxyl groups present, (i'O.,)., wouhl be removed, leavinn the

lydrocarbon €j,II,g. Owiiiir, however, to the h)W temperature
It which camphoric acid breaks up into the volatile anhydride
m<l water, no liydrocarbon ua« obtained. The observation ot

ia<'t which Alcy.

that ail known u'

of campholie acid as f

secomlfact above frivon
a homologue of Ijen/.ol,'

form a main chain, tht
chains. 31
must take i

tion of hvd
shows that zz£^:
not united to the sam(

fonnula of camphoric .

/ i-«»'iV
" '
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one of the threa io\\o^vmo^ forn.ulas :-
€OH .1U>H)

<'\H.
. kn.

h\ U'l-r

The• first of til.ese formulas make, caint-}
thi.; vie\v, tlio.idi {.roposcd Ion- a-o l.y

hel(1 since Tolle.

of 1

S00(

:lie cliaractcr

>iul fui-mula,

istie ju^.i.(..Ties'or:uiaM(li

of:ilcolml. Tin sis 'ivmlVivV h'm •'•''•
'•I I'u'^

Z?i
Us, wlio fouii..Itl.at wliiiolx.nu.u!. ul.irl

i.lhv.li-atrs caun.lmr u a^
tlUM u. Moreovi' .•,.M\,v.rtn.at./..a,n,hn,-

V €€31-1, ^^£^^\\, \ V-t\,i

COOH
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9. J Text-hook of Elementar>/ C/>emlstr>j, Thp<u
organic; by Geo. F. Harkkk; M.T). — iW'. liai

treatise has already l)eeti briefly noticed in tliis .1.

senptive inoro;anic chemistry. Kacl' cliiii.trr tr

series of question^ always valuable but ])articnlar
inj;,' the student thoroucrhly acquainted with the
tlu'oretical portion of the work, which is whollv
the most advanced thought in the science. To tin

clatnre we take sortie excei)tions. Such tcr.ns a^ i><
Qftl-hn,, pho^plxite, ite ,thoutrh employed bv m \\w
at th. prestnt du, lu, to sl^ the k ist, of doubt
propiittT, xnd W( grtitlv piefer th( (oiuspo
forms pota6Sic cJdouitt cflctc p/io^p/i tie, lU

^

self oc( iMonally cmplo\ s th( id)C(ti\( torn - in

V isunihi ^^o

IT Gk)IOu

1 A Reph, to y, T)air, aif^u,>,> on th. Iha hwpoo
divinon of fJu Innelid, hx InwvinS Moksi Iti
number oi this Jounnl contiined i bn« f ib^t.irt ni i

uu „oi expt(t tlie coiuurroice of ( <,

•t Hhm.ed, for I ucdhd the m mu
Kholocrist of Fncrhnd, Mr Sowtrbx,
'It bv Thomson thxt th( Ciiriptds'^
5 quistion, the C onchoh)srists, so f ir i

nle iiiy impirtnl rc\itH would h i\

'^incc republished iiorn thi-< Journal in the
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bi-I.)l...«l Inph.,phulV-

the J^rachiopod;., tlioir ab-ciire in the Mollnsca,

however, Clurk'V (lefiiiition of'tlie 31<)iiu>e:i \\ I

charaeters ot t!io branch a^ tlu-ii uThhM>t(.o.l, ^

couTM' the Tunicata, I>olyzoa an<l 15rachi<,po<hi.

those Vernu-s iV whiT,%i\"- ^ho -k' 'is 'rna,l<- \'m

rior p(»rtioii of the body has been called a <'andal

being without bristles, tn some, the thoracic riiiofs, lev

have a wide flarina: membrane running continuously
side (Pro??//«.)

We leave others to jud^e of his conclusions re-

character of thesetas as aNo hi- start I ir.- h..n.ol„^.^

<lmicle of IJmjuU,^ mtnI the >y].]iMnal tul-e- of a clam
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peduncle, then'fore tliey are by no i

oftliel)ody, forbids ;i

ges run the entire lei

bly alliu-hed by n.u>eles to a bi^Ml^e ^hell. In 1'iu. .;;;;e =>
he vhould have added tbat worms are aNo in\ariably attached to

a bn-alve or multivalve shell, whether il be the >cu ta of SUrm%fh,
the oval plates of Lepidonutus, or the liardone.l

otheis.
i integun.ontf of

He lays great stress on the presence of bri>tles in Chiton, as if

that group were the very embodiiuent of the Mo lluscan type, but

with the same impartiality he neglects to mention its embrvolucry,

so remarkably articulate as shown by Loven, its d orsal vessel, the

double and forward oi)ening of the .nidnct^, the amis temiid,
and other features m) remarkably ai-ticnlate a- to
ville to recognize their affinities with the annc
3Iilne-Ivhvards to call them a Satellite uroup, and

lids to nmrapl

to;-au.eJerthe.
to liken them, in their ditl-erent Ma.n-. t'o " Nopod >, tiny irilobiies,

Onisci and Aphrodita."
In mentioning ray anatomical .Irauing of \ ari( ,u. HrachiopoJs,

he says, '' some of them taken from life'' he shoidd have saiJ.

"most of them taken from life.""

In concludinix his paper he relcr. to drauin<- in ,nv collection

hlv^-an'H^tiXrrrr r^

wonn,'' ;• and appear. Iron, them, to

^^iSfilHl^V^^
nill' unlln^

'

u on!;" ' ''The'dku^ing

iR/iL!^/i™'^^^>'^J'^ ''ariuht'tnlmvi'

who ever made them a ^ru.K. i'iiu ll\ '' i'l '*hi.'! '!!m!lm.on'!"«^tb
the exception of Chiton, he .nntiin . him-J! m. and ,.nly point.

by .dl.*''\!'w'-'inVc"'i!cu('kart,

niiHMit natiirali-t> of Europe,

2. On A'ozoo?/ Caaadense bv TVof '\v\'."" KiNr' S (^ I)., and

Tno,. II K,nvxKV, PI,.I)., „f •the-QuoeuMi,!;-. h, IrJl.,;.!. ..»! *
Queen's College, (lalway 42 pp s\o uith three colored platt'S

XProc. Roy. Irish Acad., Julv, 12Vl80!n.-'rhe follouing ><>rple-

mentary note to the paper "noticed on page 0^ wa^ read Feb.,

Within the last fortnight we haye been successful m finding

eozoonal" structures under conditions which unmistakably estab-

lish their origin.



it rn:iy be c'()nten<le(l, l.y those from wh-.m vvt- <lim r on uu-

"eozoonal" rot'k. IJut, apart from its I'atal agreement with

*
^l

Quarterly Jotirnal of Geological Society.'' vol. xxii. p. 20'.'

. f See Dawson in '-Quarterly Journal of Geological S-.cictv." vol. xai. 1'

figs. 3. 4, 5; Carpenter, ibid, PI. VIII, fig. 5, a, b, r, and PI. JX. 11^'. 5. a, I

Rupert Jones, " Popular Science Review," vol. iv, PL XV. tigs. 6 7. >t.

t See Carpenter, "Quarterly Journal of Geological Society.'' vol. ixi. PL% 3. PI. IX. fifr. :5; Jones, '• PopuJar Scionce Review." %ul. iv, PL XV, fig
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\n possehsing the nc

lias, in till' fiiNt pli '0. coMM itt'.l tho crvstaK of iii.ilfxcolite into tl'i

" stoloiibf ueU the cry^tiils were (li\ hlc.l by cle.n at,a', and eiM,lu

1o ^iieh im extent that, in the state of the "caii.il ^iv-toni, ' the

became reduced to mere skeletons.* KespectiiiLr tin htadod diai

acter of the branching forms, we are strongly iiu lined to ljelie\

that It has resulted from the cleavage which" tratisvei^ely cut- tin

])risms: obviously the erosion would be deepest where it Tvi

present.

In no instance ha\e we detected any traces of the "nummulin
layer" on the grains- a deficiency we attribute to their componcn
niiiieial, coccolite, not assuming the fine asbestiform ^triidnr

which so emhiently distinguisheb serpentine in its chan^t iiit

chrysotiJe. There is often, however, a thin whitish granular coa

in\estino; the grains, sometimes so com))act as to remain aftcn the

ha\i' been accidentally detached from the matiix.
Another specimen, vvhich is from Amity, Xew York, uJiiM-t^o

a similar calcareous matrix, holding spinel, chondi.Mlit^ , scixmii.
a micacoous mineral, and malacolite One ot tin . i -t iK "i M'in<

^loiuus and -canal sjstcn,"^ IV ,li-pl i\..l ill tiu Vk i -]• ""t"

feo that the description u( h,i\^ r,\n, ,,} th i-i would ln^t t'^
''^

repeated if we described tlio^c Tuxh-i c-onMdi ration .
.iinUureit

necessary to represent the latter our representations would l>e

clohi^ fac sl/nlles of the figures -dieady refiTred to vdiich D.nvson.

Carpenter, and Rupert Jones,' Inue published in their rcspectne

All the calcite of the specimen equally shows the same -eo70-

onul structures
; an<l that they have originated from the wa^o ot

crystals of malacolite. One example consists of a prismatic or

^^*J^^^'^'ybehjpothetically.sup,jested th,,t, in the final stage the en ''t d-
^^^^^

23 magnesia Tv" 7^«""»tTarf)onTacr'to'haracted"afth?^ "o'^^^'^^-'^^i

omSu^eift omfmlneral'^^
^^'"^ Mho.c acid and m t^"* ^^'''^'

'•^''^^^^.JpU aSr
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longitudinally-cleaved mass of this mineral, having at one end t

cleavage prisms diverging, losing their edges, and slightly brano

all :ilong Wt that ^lHvi^uu. w.uiia l.r f.

and more completdv tl.r truth ..t our ,

certainly not prc'inuvd tn nu rt ^^iTl. :i li.r;

in-initsc'hink.imacaNitustNiacal.xa.,
tiill features of this rtpute.l or-auisui : :

s..MHg evidences indisputably tostifyingt:otlu-

flu' Akor and Amity specimens 8ho^\

pc.tcd, as intimated liere and there in tl le i.r

ort, a nfighborin<? locality. In the latter, -oiut- of tlu- -inictuns

arc ty[)icaUy.exhibited: ti^; fibers oft

confused ly arranged,
In the fo the sei-pei itinc, of a pal

larly frac

intersp:i(es of'}XQP!-a?clireous'sk(

dies of , lis, also LH-ou

forms (•' s aud'tul luli'"): tlu' "I

developea, in

We hiv •efullv'tes te7't^ii^'"uu'l

c-hemical\-eac1 .olarized liu-ht

any.vidence of'l^.e"''c^uial SN^tmi-
ot being composcl of a substance id

* ' Quar rorly J eological Society.
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HtCM-ry Hunt ; as probably some mistake may have 1)eeii made in

our spooimens. We must, liowever, in this case too, eomplain of

the very meajxiv 'luA unsatisfactory account given of tlie "anal?

and tubuli"' in tlie otherwise more detailed notice of the Cht'liii!,-

ford ''Eozoon,'' published in the Am. Journ. of Sci., p. 77, of Jan-

uary last. No evidence whatever is offered tt) show by wliat pro-

cess the chemical nature of these parts was determiucd;—wlietkr

"cah-areous skeleton" was based on an examination by pohiri/ >!

light; or whether they do not consist of some soluble silica, or .i

a mixture of a carbonate and a silicate such as would bo quite „>

readily acted upon liy weak acid as their imbedding sul)>t.iik'i',

especially if it be dolomite. We wish to call parlimlar attontion

to the last point, as brief mention ha^ already been niiulc of a

specimeu of elaBolite (a translucent variety, from ]>re\ig). \^lu<'K

^liirhtlv coherent

skeletons of fragments, or of crystals— resi>ectivelv of serpen

or some other silicate—which rc-main after their waste had f

arrested through changed conditions. Moreover, it testifies to

having succeeded in fornung from eheolite, by
solvent, conii<j:m-ations approximating to tin'

k Wfentific ExpnlHion to the Rock,, MoHnto;>,s.--'^\^^' "^l
College seicntili*- party, in charge of Professor <). C. MAI2^^,^^nH

left New Haven in June last for the Rocky Mounti.ins, rctunW t^

this city on the 18th of December. The i.art\, which Ava^ ^-^^-^

i,..*
of tU
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1 \ > 1)1 a.ka, to explore tho PI 1

\(r Ueie rich oolleotion^ <

^ olU'iro. The more important -( lentiti^ it-iiil> ^Mll -^oon be pub-
lished.

4 Moyiogrnph of the Xorth .lnor,<.n, [.f,n .>/„ ; by Dr. H.
V IK..EX. No Til of the IlhiMi.iti.lCaTalooiR of the Museum

•jf Conipai ati\ e Zobb)fry. Cinibrititre, 1 ^VO —Our American craw-
rtsh lia\e been much neglected, n"\er ha\ing be( n Mibjected to

ii*' an ace urate' and \ er\ \a'u ible nionoirraph. The in\e-ti<j:ation

of the eonstancv of tlie '-ptcdh chai'u ter- and the m \ual pi i uhai-

ities are hisrhlC intoie-^ling and form the most nnjMMtant teatim
of tile '\^ork. In i%tmh<(r'n, vhuh imliidt^ all t'n -pn le- t i>t of
the Rocky Mts., the autlior has font.d th it the first ab b.nnn d legs

1" some speeie!? of IchelnU imH fiddiosomn. In this same g(.nus

two forms of males are described,—ordinary fnlly de\ eloped in-

* This Journal, II, vol 1, p 292. Sept 1870



While the second form ..f males w
(Jauiharus of which any number of

was found in none of the species of .

covery of dimorphism in the males
Prof. Agassiz. It is mentioned that

ence in the Crustacea of two form
unique," and a short account of ai

and in insects is given. Anion- th.

the occurrence of sterile fcMiKil.s in

states that he has "found similar t

gular abdomen in some other genci-;

rence of dimorphic sterile females

Theo

Brachyura than this would imply. Delia
species of P

ch more common among

figures such forms in several species of Portunids, and the v

has noticed them in Neptnnm, Ac/teloUs, EpUobocera, and Pinno^

theres. In all these cases the abdominal appendages are more or

less rudimentary and not well adapted for the attachment of eggs.

Thirty-two species of (Jamharus and six of Astacns are de-

scribed, and eleven species, all Cambari are
of the species is followed by an extended
graphical distribution. The author rema.

new. The description

account of their geo-

•ks on the absence of

crawfish in central and eastem New Kn-lMi. <| un<l the eastern Fj
tion of British America, and does not seem
their occurrence in the St. Johns and Ari^osl
The eleven plates contain figures of the Hrstabdon'unallegBof

th<- species, from the

^h^^<wii^'\;n!i'i,!::;;H,;;n;'::;';''^^ lllgurlsoftheei^ire

animals of eight species

5. PreUmlnar./ A\y>or,' on fl„ <'rustnr,a Mned in t/ie'k
Stream in the Straits nf ll,,ri<l<, ],v I F nrlVi-rTViES At^siet-

U. a Coast Survey. Pa.m I Dmrlnmn,
'

r (Hiv I)r "VViil-

LIAM Stimpsox. 'n.ili^.tin of tlu. M'u^.uin >

';;'r;,n.p.xo<,i.:voi.ii,

Dr. Stimpson giv.-s a full' li^t of tin- lirachvura collected by tne

Coast Survey dre<lging expeditions of 1 H07-H-9. H 1 species, repre-,

senting 47 genera, are mentioned, and 52 of the species and 19 o

the genera are described as new. More than half the species ^
long to the ]\Iaioidea, while the Ocypodoidea are represented dJ

only two species, both of them belonging to the CarcinoplacW*

Only a small proportion of the species are from great depths, a"

the number of new forms seems lar<xely due to the thorougH ^

ploration of the shallower waters. But 15 si)ecie8 are recorded a^

coming from below 100 fathoms, and of these 11 are MaioKma'-

the other 4 are Cancroids-a Pihimnvs, 2 species of Bathyne>^^^

(a new genus allied to Portunus) and a si)ecies of AeheloiU.

•Reports on the Natu
Yale C jllege, there are ap
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,' that the floccuk'iit opn

regjird to tlie Tertiary 5[amnialiau fife of thi- ('ontimnt.

On the Sweet Water river, eii?liteen mih- we^t ..f DrviT? (ii.te,

^^iler than'^S:
*^'' bones arJ m:^tly

^^^-^^^^^ t^^j:;r^u^7'^

^!'^v'o;);)i^^'«£^.il i^r^leieHhellfrnm tl^i^'^^^vL
''"^^

From Fort Bridger there is a molar <.f appaiviitly :i siimll -iieclos

l^accooii, named Xotharctus tenebrosu<.
8. Fossil Mammals from Oregon ; J. Leipy, (ib.).-The speci-

mens were from Rev. thos. Condon of Dalles City, Oregon. Dr.
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Lfidy ob'^erves that the groator number of speeimeiT^ belong to a

species of Oreodon larger than any before deseiibed, and as large

as M( njt'orho'i'us proprms., with whieli s[)ecies it iiiaj be ifleiiticiil

ia\\ ^ of <).
( 'idhertsohi, At/riochoirux imfitjui'.-^, Lrj)to,„er}p' B-husk

'AnofutlHriun, Brtinli, The above are iVc.tii " the Hiii-bottom of

le John Day river." From \WuV^

'theriwn larg.-r

Crefa-coHs an<{ T,rtairy lleptiha and r<,-.lie><.-

of M>,.fndou .../.v>V.... .-nKl lupous. ,
.'

the Niobrara beds and whiehiu eh
The Mollu^k. of the bed^. a.rordin- t

ieally, and some generieallv, from al

from the West. Prof. C'..)..' in \ir
rt-he^ savs that there is grcar'nn.b.il.i
than .Miocene, and nothin-t..('nntli.t

Am!^can\l,;[^'r,;!r^W^

i^!V,nrJnT!'^^^''^••
'^" "" ^^'''^^'^''"^ ^'"''^

'"'"tit''"
^^'^
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height of o\or ono Inuuln <1 fi ( t Tlu ir i- nt oiu of the
cd at the end ot i ]mH Uso i.u li. . n, tin <V n si t m
a<l, p.od.uea I lit ol thr.u _m. t, < { I..,,.^ ni.i .^ I a-i ..n

li, ti^.M , Jt-., 1. ... , t , I..

pnncijui'-

2 r7r/s9,ms li
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in the formation of the existing species, which species Mo]iltliir\-

werc reofarded by Linniuus as uiichaiii^eable since tlieir first appiar-

fortnas in hoc ^loho jtrodixit Inlinitiun 1mi>,"" etc., and so this axiom

holds its pUice'in the Ratio Operis of tlu' ^arne volume to which,at

the close, this hypothesis of the (liversiticatii)n of species is ap-

pended. I^ut we can hardly suppose that a ]>hilosnpher like

ural causes, and then imagine that existent natural causes had

ceased to operate ; and he would certainly have seen that the con-

tinued crossing of the species of a genus would soon have resulted

in the total obscuration of species. If he thought at all of liamo-

nizing his practical definition with his suggested hypothoM?, lif

probably regarded S])ecies as havinir onlv a relative btability, so

as to be' essentially unchanged for any period within hutnan ken.

whatever their origin or ])rot;re?-s in tlie lonir run.

To throw some light upon^Linn:eus's einnu-iation, which appears

so obscure, of an essential medulhirij snhsf'Oicr^ invested with an

accessory cortical suh'^tmice in :dl ])latits, Von .Mohl makes a long

extract from the dissertation of I.iiuueus upon (4encriitio Am-

bigena, published in the Gth vol. of the Ain.enitates Acadoinicffr

a curious speculation which would take some time to explain, one

to which Linnauis elsewhere refers, c-ptciallv in explaining the

nature of the blossom, and in uhicb d<.iil»tlcs-. a- Mold supposes,

is to be found the key to th- und. r^andin- of his derivative

hypothesis. A- *'

13. Monograph of the R(w tin r,i!a.r , ,,fth< Don,)., ion of('"f«'^-

r of th(tri^r^1h(. pn.ili;,,. r.f tin- ^rrA i^ oinittt.

diHicult for |.<,p„lar appn-lH-iiMon thoU'.!. it i

ough. PulsatJlla is kept as a genus,' but not Atr
^o would seem to stand or fall together, and Ifejxff

Atremofie. Of the latter genus, the name J.

£'""'''

admission of Thalictra
Lawson shows that he has not foUowed up the history ui---

species, nor noted that in the ^klanual its noithein limit
^-^^'J

be S. Virginia. lie should substitute the name T. n/""-^"'/',"
^^

and see, for authoritv, PJ.,„ta. WrlahtUnor^ ii. p. N ^^''''/r;,

r almost twenty ye

Parry's collection. The first and la-t of tli

light also upon the notabji' pecnliurit \ rnei

leal distribution oi Ihlphinhon ,xalt'<itnn>

Canadian, is likely to inhabit only the mo
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U. (Ttrsted on character,-^ furnished by the styles in Cupullfen^
"/ .J>uihm<Je't-, etc.~h\ the CoiH'nhauon Videnskaheliye M,',ld,l-

>;• :i A.;v yt-ars a,<j:o Prof. (Er>ted very tally worke.l out aii<l -li-

uv.<l the liigh systematic importam-e of tlu' form of tlie ^t \ U >

a" Mi^mas in (^wrous ai.d tl.CMXh.-r CupuUfenr. To the xun,-
iMir.ition, fortho year I860, he ha.s e<»ntrihuti-(l a brief artiel. -n

gested.

III. MlSCK

ul of the Geolo-rjcal .Survey of

lupshiro, and Prof. J. IL HuNTiNcno.v have been the means
li>hin<r, has for its observers Prof. lIuntin<rtoa. Mr. S. A.

f (iec^rsetown, Ma^s., and Serireant Theodore Smith. The

and occasionally joins the observer!



Miscellaneous Inlelligen

Gon. ^ryer ordered the lavin- of
iiiit . so tluit aL daily statenu.nt of

ishin-ton and to the rest oC:h
by the ohse.•vers is the .lep.-t .

insoifs self-registering anemometer, .-iti.l :iii aiieniosocpc. Three

daily telegraphic' rej.orts are sent ..ut, t\v.. 1.. tin- Uiircaii of Tele-

Press, Boston. The part V <2:ive their tiiiH' uiul hilx-r withoutre-

muneration^ The exi,ens('s, aj^art in.in tim.,- ..f the a-ont of the

ssun.f,! l,v Pn,f. Hitcl.cook.hel^ureau of Telecrranis, lur

depeiv(ling on tiie
1
.ul.lic f

])eeen t,th:i t two h
them 1

^onV

[hmuirh
• of kee

the :

a'watel

etield a

'^niiHwn' exJ, ;h;ti<w

1870, t])ere w served
tion <- r halos Th.. phe„o
thuu'd till ne.-iirlv noon, th
but th e commo,; h:

rise, tl lere wa;> seerI the h'lK)n eaeh'

' thrc.ugh th

)f the .

Witll til

of ea( •h of t llov- ;i

the s. in. All tlw' •«• phe,

brisiv \.\V. breeze For tlie •

toaletiei-fromProf M. [.. v\
-3. Tfcol Wat<.soft}n L,

raphi/ ,nvl Arrh'-olorn, of />

(Kead before the An.'er Geo..-i
this interesting Memoir. Mr S
the river Maranon or tlie Tci
form the Amazon > sli,,„l,i h(
Amazon. He observes tliat tl

several hundreds of mile-; v
Urubamba or Vileamavo ri-ii

Corami>si(,ri of I8r,s \nu\,.'l^\



that the Maraiion both in length an<l vohime
the Ucayali, and it therefore " haves the hitter t<

dispute the title of Rio Madre del Aniazonas." T
naviiTjible from the junction of the two rivers, tlie

(t. Bisciror, tlie uuthoi
and of various researches
ember last, ut Bonn.

at St. P:iu!, -Mill
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Bros.)—Although it is over a year since tlii- \v<

it deserves mention here. Mr W'nlLici'- cxi)]!)!-

taken for the purpose of colK-ctin- v,HTi;ii, ns in

His work orives much interest iii-j: inlorm.itioii on

peoi)]c he \ isited, hut is chieily itriportant tosrit

A hiic tliu sciiKii-

whicli e\l,il,it uitli uun.l. ifi'l
\' 'pr-- •UHl artistic- cff'ct,tk

li
.

t
•ha.r'cthei.ag^

onaeroH;c:;;;;a'';:n,?':!;i;;;,ll;.;!;:;::''' itiniener^ltLeb"^^
ih well suited to its puriM,., '

' '

'

4. TheJloh Ro> .. tl.' ./,>nl.n. v./. . />, / .N'',.^^'-^'^j^

MArGH..:G.,K. 4G4 pp 1 •'...-. u it hm i..
York, 18^0. (Harper .tlln.tl.cr^i Tl'il--

travelbyamanofreMu.n. ainl .-nllur. :n''i^r^^^^
that is i?ood and beautiful, i. n.>t uiU.oul ^

^-^iJ^ni^s
mountains, treats\>fihc.\'ireM.i7atn1l!!;li!'
^ile, and <rives the tir-t •ic.w.uTit i.nl.li.l.e

!;;',f the crocodile of the

<l(,f the head-fl-ater.
01

the Jordan [2, ., 4 J/re ;^i';;n dh Ftli^ h publications.]

ae^Siir^r-^'^^^jfrM
'th t

'^•J'*-y^
^'ifS^g*^

logical coutnbutions by Clarence Ki...- .;»« , ,. Itu
an iiocompanyin^r Atlas of 14 cioredl,,,,,...,.,! \ui >

^F^ii£?i^^-
ment Printing Office.) 1S70. '

Report on the Geolo,ncal Survov of .1.- .r^r- „f lou-. .n,d,.
totbe*.tie4

General A

Corps; C. A. WHira' Stole cJilo'^^straiL Hr.' jVun,'!
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A P P E X I) I X

.

tiallj' provided for.

^^hile crossing the tropics, I \\a- mucli iiii])i-c--i'<l l-v i\w Imni-

nosity of the Inickground of the lu •,x^ en-. l>y m'^.\M. Tiu^ nfT'-.nled

a light not inferior to that of tlu^ skN nheii ihe mnon i^ \\X her

quarter,—reducing the apparent brilliaiuv of llie >^iars, and often

rendering it difficult to recognize the .uUline of prominent constel-

lations. T have an indistinct renienihrance of readiuir some similar

remark, in Humboldt's personal narrative, I think; but of course
r have here no mean^ of refreshin«r my memory. This briLditness

les- tirst attracted my at tern

equator. The lenticular outline of the

isilde in the west after sunset on the-e

neral brightness of the 'skj' was (piite as

that of the zodiacal light it'-elf.

[1 Cordoba on the night of Septeml^er 8,

icctinir a site for the Observatory. The
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Provincial Govonimont unaurtook to i.iinlmM. and ])r(

Observatory a pioc-e of land 2.j0 varas (JIG-n ) scjuaro,

four days the position was olioscn and the iirrliinin:iry

taken for tiio acquisitioi» of the ground. At present 'l

tions, botli for the buildinn;s and tlie piers of the in^tri

eshcntiallv completed, and there is no doubt in my osvi

the mason work for the whole building will be c-oinpl

close of Novera



hy >h-M- Ilarii^ :

out, tliMt ll'u' !MnU'ri:.K \v.x\v ai

TliOMuall portal

obtaiiiod, I suppos
ni° 2t' to" Pcutli 1

TlKMiu-t-/..rol.>^i

sttvp l>;uiks until it reaches the ba>iii m ^'

This is usually dry, in fact I have never >t

I am residing* within 50 yards of it, and ci

I5ut during, and immediately atler, one <

hecomes the channel of a torrent, and ha;

built by the Jesuits iu ItiTl,
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would be subject to severe inunflatioris. Tndeod a flood f

Canada did destroy a large part of the town in lG-i;3. T
lii)e of the barranca is intersected by ravines similar in (

to thii

outlin

select a fitting place for the observatory, where the grounds could

be unbroken by these gullies, and care will be needM to ]>rcv

the descent to a lower le\el of mncdi of the soil which lias 1)

given us.

The wind is very rarely from the eat^t, nnd I urn infomi'il t

it has never been known to be due west ; ;> circumstance douiitl

attributable in great part to the bariicr prc'-cntcd hy the miijii

snow being not infrequent, 'although ice drH'^ not forni. Kvcii i

while roses, cactuses, cassias and White lilic- are in full bloom,

young peaclies of half their full si/c, and tlic grapes well form

—the mornings are uucomfortaldy cliilly, and no one tl:iiik?

wearing other clothes than woolen', ^'et' before the sun is an b

never commit such an indiscretion. The astronomer, whose

pos\ire is by night, tiiuls bim^idf for ()nc(> at a vantage in tlu' ^

.'}:;?;;;;:;":;;.;

or iuuuediately after a rain, neither acti\e t'VerciM' nor evpoMiivf

We are sutFering no small eniliai-i-a-srii<-nt iVom the noiKivn\:u

of our books and instrunn'nts iVoni ( ierniany. TIh- >[eridi:in ^jir-

cle, clocks, chronometer, j)hot..met < r etc., \\*i re all on hoard ^hip

at Hamburg, when the war was dedan-l, and up to the h^t aU-

vices, although the blocka<U' of the Kllje had been raisod, ii'>
^'-'

sel for the Kiver La Plata had ventured to leave port. N^':«'>|

another month pass without tlu'ir arrival it wonld be a serious

drawback to us. Meantime there is i.lentv of ^vork to bo doiu' '"

superintending the buihlimr, u„d makim'- thV nunu'rous prelimma'-}

calculations for places of' standard stsfrs, tables of reduction, ou.

Should the meridian-circle be lon<r delayed, the time might bcj^^j^^

employed in making such a UrancTmetrv for the southern sky as

absence of a photometer will allow,--on the same plan as Arg^ -"^

.,r cordial ^^^%
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Postscript.—"inhn- iy:^,.f D-.Jr , 'l-l...i.

Through the kindness ol Vnn.-l. i.. i ln..;A!:i.. A^sisi-ut in Charge,

the observations on the Eclipse n\;ule in Sirily. Otiiir cxtnui^
follow from letters published in ilic Xi'w \'(>ik (l;.ily j>;i})iis.

From letter of (jr&neYi\\ E. Annoi- fn I'rnf. J. /•;. 'll!hj<ir<i^ </it>'i

ing. In Sicily we had hard luck, but got ?;onic good obMTv.itioiis,

notwithstanding. The expedition was divided into tivc i.;utic>.

At Catania were the photographers, with .Mr. t^cliott and I'rof.

Lane. Clouds prevented observations of tlic corona. At a villa in

the environs of the town, were Prof. P. and hi.^ nvo sons and .Mrs.

P. ; they had good luck, the clouds openiiig ju^-t so that tlu y could

observe the corona. They got good sketclu s ami gooil pularis>o]ic

observations. At Mo?ite liossi (3000 fed altiuid.) I rof. l\i. rs

failed from clouds. At Carlentiui (on contact iin.' .M)uih ol Tata-

nia). Prof. Watson got very valuable obser\ atiotiti on the coiona.

On Etna (8400 feet altitude) Gen. Abbot failed trom clouds. So

two-fifths of our party succeeded, and in combination with similar

partial observations of the English, «fec. parties, we have settled

that the corona is, in part at least, solar. The light is strongly

polarized in radial planes. The spectroscope tidied except a partial

observation by the English, which goes to confirm last year's oi)

servations in America.
From a letter from Prof. Vmncv., dated at Cata>n'i. ]k'\ ±1

.

1870, andpuhUshed in the Boston Advertiser.—Ildj-p"sf j<mr—
Well, the eclipse is over, and, wonderful to relate, all the success

seems to have been reserved for our party. Mr. has got admi-

rable results with his polariscope; and have ma<le valu-

able sketches of the corona, and all the large party asseiiibjed at

the villa were delighted with the whole phenomenon, to winch t h

e

epithet of magnifique was applied on all sides. And you would

like to know how it was that there was so great success with u^,

and not with the others. Well, it was thus : early m the morn-

ing all was bright and fair, but as the day advanced clouds began

to appear, which increased greatly with the cold, arismg from tlie

diminished action of the sun upon the earth. These clouds kept

growing with a rising wind till nearly at the middle of the eclipse,

the sun was hidden behind a thick, black screen, and all hopes ot

further view of it deserted us. But just previously to the instant

of total obscuration there was a break in the clouds, which was

the more remarkable because it was rainmg and hadmg at the

time. This break did not extend a thousand feet from the place

where we observed. But it gave us a superb view ot the corona

and the whole totality, and enabled us to establish \ery itnportant

conclusions. It must be said, however, that there was just enough

haze to deprive us of what I am disposed to call the false corona,

and which I consider to be a part of our own atmosphere. But

the true solar corona is clearly proved to be a solar atmosphere ex-

tending about eight feighty?] thousand miles above the ordmarily

visible surface of' the^un. There were three different sources of

proof ot this conclusion. The work is done successfully.

Ohservations by Prof. Hark^xess and others, {^.\. lime^ Jan.

24.)-Prof. Harkness, who was in Sicily, and Mr. Burton, at Agosta.
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state that in their spectroscopic observations, the ordinary spec-

trum of the chromosphere and hydrogen flames was seen, and

outside of the part of the spectrum due to the chromosphere, there

was a clear green line. As to the nature of the green line they

have only the fact that the lines were not those of hydrogen, or of

iron, or of any known terrestrial substance.
It is further stated that the corona, according to an observer

retiected light ; and it is polarized in such a way as to prove that

it is not atmospheric ; and hence, it is added, it may be considered

as a solar appendage reflecting in an eclipse the light of the ob-

scured sun. Prof. Watson asserts that he has seen a part of the

corona float away " like a vail," which suggests that its matter is

constantly dispersing.

Observations of Prof. C. A. Young, Jerez, Spain, (Tribune,

Jan. 25th).—The sun was obscured until totality, and just then a

small rift in the heavy clouds opened the sun to view, and gave an

opportunity for excellent observations. One good photograph of

the corona was obtained. Prof Young writes as follows :

Om- spectroscopic results completely coniirm those of last year,

except that the two faint lines, which 1 saw between U and E last

year and suspected to be corona lines as well as 1474, were not

seen at all this time ; 1474 was traced by Prof. Winlock to a dis-

tance of nearly 20' from the sun's limb. I traced it 16' on the

West, 12' on the North, 14' on the East, and about 10' on the

South. The principal chromosphere lines were also visible in the

corona to a distance of 3' or 4'. Prof. Winlock and myself both

agree in attributing this to the reflection of the haze around the

sun. I am more confident as to this, because last year, in a clear

atmosphere, the C line was certainly sharply terminated at the up-

per limit of the chromosphere or prominences under observation,

le most interesting spectroscopic observation of the eclipse

to me to be the ascertaining at the base of the chromo-

nd, of course, in immediate contact with the photosphere,

a layer in whose spectrum the dark lines of the ordinary
solar spectrum are all reversed. Just previous to totality, 1 had

carefully adjusted the slit tangential to the sun's limb at the point

where the second contact would take place, and was watching the

gradual brightening of 1474 and the magnesium lines. As the

crescent grew narrower, I noticed a fading out, so to speak, of aU

the dark hues in the field of view, but was not at all prepared for the

beautiful phenomenon which presented itself when the moon fin-

ally covered the whole photosphere. Then the whole field was

at once filled with brilliant lines, which suddenly flashed into

brightness and then gradually faded away until, in less than two

seconds, nothing remained but the lines I had been watching.
The sUt was very close, and the definition perfect. , .

,

Of course I cannot positively assert that all the bright lines held

exactly the same position that had been occupied by dark ones

previously, but I feel very sure of it, as I particularly noticed sev-

eral groups, and the whole arrangement and relative intensity

struck me as perfectly familiar.
This observation is a confirmation of Seech i's continuous spec-

truui at the edge of the sun, and I think tends to make tenable tbe

original theory of Kirchoff" as to the constitution of the sun and

the origm of the dark lines in the ordinary solar spectrum.

appears
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by Citains of the Pacific Shpe; by Clarence Kikg, U. S. Geologist

Western explorers have usually confined their labors to the
fi'^T-e accessible altitudes ; indeed it is only within the last ten

'
;st have be

. .__ elevations
the absence of glaciers. Wide areas of mountains whose aver-
age altitude and configuration are equivalent to the glacier-

bearing mountains of Switzerland have been found to be
covered here and there by deep fields of perpetual snow, simi-
lar m character to the neve of the Alps. The whole topogra-
phy of the loftier Cordillera within the United States has been
modified by glaciers now extinct: vast moraines flank the
higher gorges; accumulations of gravels and sands, erratics,

roches montonnees, and the finest possible instances of polished
rock abound wherever a considerable :

^
-' '" '''^''''

— J thousand feet It is almost startling to observe the
ireshness of these indications. Travel where one will in the
^igh Sierras or in the more elevated regions of the Eocky Moun-
^uis, he seems to be treading the pathway of a glacier of
yesterday. A future study will, without doubt, clear up the
entire chronological relations of the ice occupation of these
^nges. The studies of Professor Whitney and his corps in
^ne heights of the Sierra Nevada have developed a series of
extinct glaciers equaling in all respects the former grandeur of
t^e Alpine system: yet with the exception of one or two
rudimentary masses of ice, nothing is left in the Sierras but
^- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol I, No. a-MABCH, 1871.
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the fields of perpetual neve snow. Very remarkable in deptt

and area as these are, they are not sufficiently extended, nor is

there enough winter accumulation of snow, to start a glacier

movement. Singularly too, the heights of Colorado prove to

be even less snowy than the Sierras. The neve masses are less,

and they waste much more during the dry season. The Wind

Eiver, Wahsatch and Uintah ranges have been examined by the

writer, and although the extent of lofty peaks is very great, they

are even less snowy than the heights of the Laramie range

in Colorado. A comparison of the average annual tempera-

tures of the Cordillera north of latitude 36° clearly shows that

the climate is not too warm for the existence of glacier masses,

and that the small precipitation of snow is due chiefly to the

lack of moisture in the air. This entire region is swept by an

almost invariable west wind, whose lower strata have been

deprived of their moisture by the warm ascending currents of

the valleys, and, although the peaks of the mountains are lifted

into this wind, the actual amount of moisture is too small to

create a great piling up of neve. Accordingly the summit re-

gion is characterized by the absence of glaciers and a tendency

of the entire flora to ascend into higher altitudes than at corres-

ponding Alpine stations. A single point lifted k) a great height'

is not sufficient to form a great condenser. A widely elevated

region is necessary for the creation of great local storm systems

;

the two parts of the Cordillera, therefore, where we should most

naturally look for glaciers are the Mount Whitney region m

the Sierras of California, and the high group west of Denver.

Professor Whitney, in his description of the former, calls partic-

ular attention to their absence. The writer was one of those

who made the exploration of this region, and was as much im-

pressed as any one with this remarkable lack. ^ „ .

In early September, 1870, with a small detachment of 'tDe

U. S. Geological Exploration of the 40th Parallel,'' acting

under the orders of Maj. Gen. Humphreys, I visited Monni

Shasta in northern California, for the purpose of maf^g

'

detailed survey of the lava svstems which flow eastward trom

that peak, and connect themselves with the basalt regions

«

the Nevada Desert. On Ser^tember 11th. we climbed to t"the Nevada Desert. On September 11th, we climbed to t

top of the lesser Shasta, a conical secondary crater j^t^/ Pf.

from the main mass of the mountain on its northwest side.

The party consisted of Mr. S. F. Emmons, Mr. F. A. OJ^r^;

Mr A. B. Clark, and Mr. Sisson, the well-known mountamee

and guide of the region, and the writer. We carried our po.

;

ical and topographical instruments, our fur beds, and pro^'^:/

for four days. In the afternoon at about half past one o cIock
_

reached the rim of the cone, and looked down into a ae^r^

gorge lying between the secondary crater and the mam ma-
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Shasta, and saw directly beneath us a fine glacier, which staiio.l

us, and curving around the circular base of our cone. Its em ii^

length in view was not less than three miles, its width opposite

our station about four thousand feet, the surface here and tljcre

terribly broken in " cascades," and presenting all the charac-

teristic features of similar glaciers elsewhere. The region .)f

the terminal moraine was more extended than is usual in the

Alps. The piles of rubbish superimposed upon the end of

the ice indicated a much greater thickness of the glacier in

former days. After finishing our observations upon tlie ^-ide

crater, and spending a night upon the sharp edge of its rim, on
the following morning we climbed over the divide to the main
cone, and up to the extreme summit of Shasta, a point 14,440
feet above the sea level. From the crest I walked out to tlie

northern edge of a prominent spur, and looked down u])on the

system of three considerable glaciers, the largest about four and
a half miles in length, and two to three miles wide. On tlie

next day we descended upon the south side of the cone, follow-

ing the ordinary track by which earlier parties have made the

chmb. From the moment we left the summit we encountered
less and less snow, and at no part of the journey were able to

see a glacier. An east-and-west line divides the mountain into

glacier-bearing and non-glacier-bearing halves. The ascent was
formerly always made upon the south side where, as stated,

there are no glaciers, and this is why able scientific observers

like Professor Whitney and his party should have scaled the

mountain without discovering their existence.

Before and after the ascent of Mount Shasta, a week was given
to an examination of the southern half of the volcano. Since
the earliest settlement of Strawberry and Shasta valleys, there

has never been such a complete denudation. From June to

November, the snow masses were less than they have ever been
seen before. This favored very greatly our geological observa-

tions, and gave us an excellent opportunity to study the relics

of the former great neve. We explored one after another all

the canons which, approximatelv following the radius of the

cone, are carved to a greater or less depth into the lava-flows.

From the secondary '^cone around to the eastern side of the

Daain mass are only occasional fields of snow and ice—bodies
of a thousand or two feet long, usuallv quite narrow and lying

on the more shaded sides of the ravines. In nature and texture
tliey are quite similar to the true glacier ice, possessing m all

cases planes of stratification which indicate the pressure of the

lormerly overlying masses. There is little doubt that all the

scattered snowfields that, in the months of August and Septem-
^>er, dapple the southern slopes, are the relics of glaciers. They
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are found in the region of the ancient neve, but extending down-

ward into what was formerly the zone of movement.
Upon reaching the eastern side we found in a deep canon a

considerable glacier, having its origin in a broad neve which

reaches to the very summit of the peak. The entire angle of this

glacier can be hardly less than 28°. It is one series of cascades,

the whole front of the ice being crevassed in the most interest-

ing manner. Near the lower end, divided by a boss of lava, it

forks mto two distinct bodies, one ending in an abrupt rounded

face no less than nine hundred feet in height. Below this the

other branch extends down the canon for a mile and a half,

covered throughout almost this entire length with loads of

stones which are constantly falling in showers from the canon

walls on either side. Indeed for a full mile the ice is onlj

visible in occasional spots where cavities have been melted into

Its body and loads of stones have fallen in. From an archway
under the end a considerable stream flows out, milky, hke the

water of the Swiss glacier streams, with suspended sand. Fol-

lowing around the eastern base of Shasta, we made our camps

near the upper region of vegetation, where the forest and per-

petual snow touch each other. A third glacier of somewhat
greater extent than the one just described, was found upon the

northeast slope of the mountain, and upon the north slope, one

of much greater dimensions. The exploration of this latter

proved of very great interest in more ways than one. Eeceiv
mg the snows of the entire north slope of the cone, it falls in a

great field, covering the slope of the mountain for a breadth ot

about three or four miles, reaching down the canons between

lour and five miles, its lower edge dividing into a number ot

lesser ice-streams which occupy the beds of the canons. This

mass IS sufaciently large to partake of the convexity of tlie

cone, and, judging from the depth of the canons upon the south

and southeast slopes of the mountain, the thickness cannot be

less than from eighteen to twenty-five hundred feet. It ^

crevassed m a series of immense chasms, some of them two

thousand feet long by thirty and even fifty feet wide. In o"^

or two places the whole surface is broken with concentric STS-

terns of fissures, and these are invaded by a set of radial breaks

which shatter the ice into a confusion of immense blocks-

bnow bridges similar to those in the Swiss glaciers are the onlT

means of crossing these chasms, and lend a spice of danger o

the whole examination. The region of the terminal morain
Js quite unlike that of the Alps, I larger portion of the glaci

Itself bemg covered by loads of angul^ debris. The whole

north face of the mountain is one great body of ice, interrupte^

by a few sharp lava ridges which project above its general
lere^

The veins of blue ice, the planes of stratification, were distinctly
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observed, but neither mi
ent. Numerous stream;
the ice, but thej happen
present quite wide.
One of the most interesting of all the features of the country

Wiis, however, the clearly defined moraines of the ancient and
more widely extended glacier system. Nearly the whoh^ topop-
raphy of the lower part of the cone is modified bv the <K>].osi-

tion of glacial material. At an elevation of about cipht thou-
sand feet upon the southern or snowless side of the iii.)iiiit:tin.

is a great plateau-like terrace, about twenty-five hiiii.htMl ,.r

three thousand feet wide, extending around ..ne hall of the
cone and composed wholly of moraine material Beside.- ih.'-.

.

long, straight, or slightly curved medial luoi-aines jut Ironi t!ie

mountain in all directions, not unfrequentlv (h^seeuilin-- iutn tin-

valley for several miles. Our party spent'riix weeks in elimbiim
all over the cone, studying the systems of la " ^

^

^^3 sheets of material as '

canons of the snowless parts of the
detailed examination of tl

posed upon

the glaciers, and a complete survey of
— -, —V. .^uv,, valleys about its base. A large nun}ber o'i alti-

tudes were determined, and the material gotten by my assistant,
Mr. F. A. Clark, for a topographical map of the mountai]i and
glaciers, on a scale of two inches to the mile, and with grade
curves of two hundred feet vertical intervals. When this map
IS completed, and the accurate form and dimensions of the gla-
ciers determined, it is my pui-pose to present a carefal account

Mr. A. D. Wilson. The system .

istmg and extinct glaciers of Hood, were worked out in the
same manner as I have done for Shasta, and the results will
torm a part of our Eeport.

.-L-ater, Mr. S. F. Emmons, accompanied also by Mr. Wilson,
with very great difficulty pushed through the forest to Mt.
Gamier, and laid the foundation of a similar survey of that cone.
tils descriptions of the peak and its glaciers will form a most
interesting chapter of our work upon the volcanoes.

1 he following letters addressed to me by Mr. Emmons and
-»lr. Hague contain an account of their glacier discoveries.

To Clarence King, U. S. Geologist:—
The glaciers of Mt Tachoma, or Rainier as it is more com-

monly called, form the principal sources of four important
nvers of Washington Territory, viz: the Cowlitz, which flows
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into the Columbia, and the Nisqually, Puyallup and White

rivers which empty into Puget Sound. In accordance with

your instructions, Mr. A. D. Wilson and I visited this mountain

m the early part of October, 1870, and carried the work of mak-

ing its complete survey, both geological and topographical as

far as the lateness of the season and the means at our disposal

would permit. As the topographical work has not yet been

plotted, the iigures given in my notes are merely estimates, and

liable to subsequent correction. I herewith transmit an ab-

stract from my notes upon the glaciers, embracing those of

rather more than half the slopes of the mountain, those on the

eastern side, from the extreme southern to the extreme northern

point.

The summit of Tachoma is formed by three peaks, a south-

ern, an eastern, and a northwestern : of these the eastern is the

highest; those on the south and northwest, being apparently

a few hundred feet lower, are distant about a mile and a halt

to two miles from this, and separated by deep valleys. The

eastern peak, which would seem to have formed originally the

middle of the mountain mass, is a crater about a quarter of a

mile m diameter of very perfect circular form. Its sides are

bare for about 60 feet from the rim, below which they are

covered by a nkS having a slope of from 28° to 31°. This

neve extending from the shoulders of the southwestern peak to

those of the northern, a width of several miles, descends to a

vertical distance of about 2000 feet below the crater rim, an im-

mense sheet of white granular ice, having the general form oi

the mountain surface, and broken only by long transverse

crevasses, one of those observed being from one to two mUes m
length: it is then divided up by the several jutting rock-mass^
or shoulder of the mountain into the Nisqually, Cowlitz an^

W hite River glaciers, falling in distinct ice cascades for abo^

rfUUO leet at very steep angles, which sometimes approach tue

perpendicular. From the foot of these cascades flow the glacie'^

proper, at a more gentle angle, growing narrower and sinking

deeper mto the mountain as they descend. From the interven-

ing spurs, which slope even more gradually, they receive nianj

tributary glaciers, while some of these secondary glaciers form

independent streams, which only join the mam river manj

rlt ^i^'^
^^'^ ^«d «f ttie glaciers.

The Nisqually, the narrowest of the three main glacieij

above mentioned, has the most sinuous course, varying
"J

airection from southwest to south, while its lower extremity ^

.

somewhat west of south of the main peak : it receives most Ji

tll:l i"^^
^""^ *^^ «P^r to the east, and has a comparaJ^J

^Jregular slope m its whole length below the cascades
There

are some indications of dirt-bands on its surface, when ^e>'
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from a considerable elevation. Toward its lower end it is

very much broken up by transverse and longitudinal crevasses

:

this is due to the fact, that it has here cut through the more

yielding strata of volcanic rock, and come upon an underlying

and unconformable mass of syenite. The ice front at its base

is about 500 feet in height, and the walls of lava which bound

its sides, rise from 1000 to 1500 feet above the surface of the

ice, generally in sheer precipices.

The bed of the Cowlitz glacier is generally parallel to that of

the Nisqually, though its curves are less marked : the ice cas-

cades in which each originates, fall on either side of a black

cliff of bedded lava and breccia scarcely a thousand ieet in hor-

izontal thickness, while the mouths of the ghu-iers. if 1 inay be

allowed the expression, are about three miles apart. From the

jutting edge of this cliff hang enormous icicles frmu 75 to 100

feet in length. The slope of this glacier is less rt^ulai-. being

broken by subordinate ice cascades. Like the Nisqually its

lower extremity stretches out as it were into the forest, the

slopes on either side, where not too steep, being covered with

the mountain fir {Picea nobilis) for several hundred feet above

the level of the ice, while the Pinus Jlexilis grows at least 2000

feet higher than the mouth of the glacier.

The general course of this glacier is south, but at its extremity

it bends to the eastward, apparently deflected from its course

by a cliff of older felsitic rock, more resisting than the lava.

The consequence of this deflection is a predominance ot lon-

gitudinal over transverse crevasses at this point, and an un-

usually large moraine at its western side, which rises several

hundred feet above the surface of the glaciers, and partakes of

the character of both lateral and terminal moraines
:
the mam

medial moraine of the glacier joins this near its lower end.

This medial moraine proceeds from the cliff which bounds the

ice cascade source of the glacier on the north, and bnngs down
a dark porous lava which is only found high up on the mount-

am near the crater. The position of the medial moraine on the

glacier would indicate that at least half its mass came from the

spur on the east, which is probably the case.

This spur, comprehending the whole mass between the Low-

litz and White River glaciers, has the shape of a triangle whose

apex is formed by a huge pinnacle of rock, which as its bedding

indicates, once formed part of the crust of ^be mountain but

now stands isolated, a jagged peak rising about 3000 feet above

tbe glaciers at its foot, so steep that neither ice nor snow rest

^Pon it One of the tributaries to the Cowlitz glacier trom

pis spur brings down with it a second medial moraine, wbicu

IS traceable to the mouth of the glacier, though m general tbese

tributary glaciers bring no medial moraines.
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On the eastern slopes of this spur between the two above
named glaciers, spread secondary glaciers, frequently of great

width, but owing to the limited height of their initial points, of

inconsiderable length. These end generally in perpendicular
cliifs overhanging the rocky amphitheaters at the heads of the

smaller streams which flow eastward into the Cowhtz. Look-
ing up from the bottom of one of these amphitheaters one sees

a semi-circular wall of nearly 2000 feet of sheer rock, sur-

mounted by about 500 feet of ice, from under which small

streams of water issue, falling in silvery cascades on to the

green bottom below.
A ridge of high jagged peaks connects this spur with the

mam range of the Cascade Mts. in the east, and forms the wa-

ter-shed between the White and Cowlitz rivers. From the

connecting saddle one can look northward across the brink of

SIX glaciers, which all contribute to the White river; of these

the first four come from the triangular spur already mentioned
and are of comparatively little extent. The first two are, how-

ever, interesting from the vein structure which they exhibit

:

they both originate in an irregularly oblong basin, having the

shape somewhat of an inclined ellipse, turning on its longer

diameter, the outlets of the glacier being opposite the foci

been from a high point the veins form concentric lines generally

parallel to the sides of the basin
; the ends of those towards the

center gradually bend round, until they join together in the

11 ,1^ ^o^^^ ^' ^n<^ finally just above the outlets form two

small ellipses. They thus constantly preserve a direction at

right angles to that of the pressure exerted, downward by the

movement of the ice mass, and upward by the resistance to

tins movement of the rock mass between the two outlets.
ihe mam White Eiver glacier, the grandest of the whole,

pours straight down from the rim of the crater in a northeast-

erly direction, and pushes its extremity farther out into the

valley than any of the others. Its greatest width on the steep

Slope of the mountain must be four or five miles, narrowing
toward Its extremity to about a mile and a half; its length can

be scarcely less than ten miles. The great eroding power o

glacial ice is stnkingly illustrated in this glacier, which seem

tL^^^ ?* ^"l"^^
^^<^ carried away on the northeastern sideoi

the mountain, frilly a third of its mass. The thickness of rock

De!kr^lf\'^T" ^7 *^^ ^^"« on either side, and the i^lated

peak at the head of the triangular spur in which the beddmgot
he successive flows of lava^ forming the original

mountain

tTmat'J T"^ '^^f^'
and conformable, may 1)6 rough y.e^

oTtff .^^TT^^* ^^^r a n^ile. Of the thickness of the i

may probably be reckoned in thousands of feet.
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It has two principal medial moraines, which, where crossed by
us, formed little mountain ridges having peaks nearly 100 feet

high. The sources of these moraines are clifls on the steeper

mountain slope, which seem mere black specks in the great

white field above : between these are great cascades, and below
immense transverse crevasses, which we had no time or means to

visit. The surface water flows in rills and brooks, on the

lower portion of the glacier, and moulins are of frequent occur-

rence. We visited one double moulin where two brooks poured
mto two circular wells, each about ten feet in diameter, joined to-

gether at the surface but separated below : we could not ap-

proach near enough the edge to see the bottom of either, but,
'

' thrown in sent back no sound, judged they must be

very deep,

Thisglaci

and sends (

r forks near the foot of the steeper mountam slope,

r a branch to the northward, which forms a large

stream flowing down to join the main stream fifteen or twenty

miles below. Looking down on this from a high overhanging
peak, we could see, as it were, under our feet, a little lake of

deep blue water, about an eighth of a mile in diameter, stand-

ing in the brown gravel-covered ice of the end of the glacier.

On the back of the rocky spur, which divides these two glaciers,

a secondary glacier has scooped out a basin-shaped bed, and
sends down an ice stream, having all the characteristics of a

true glacier, but its ice disappears several miles above the

mouths of the large glaciers on either sida Were nothing

known of the movement of glaciers, an instance like this would
seem to afibrd sufiicient evidence that such movement exists,

and that gravity is the main motive power. From our northern

and southern points we could trace the beds of several large

glaciers to the west of us, whose upper and lower portions only

were visible, the main body of the ice lying hidden by the

high intervening spurs.
Ten large glaciers observed by us, and at least half as many

more hidden by the mountain from our view, proceedmg thus

from an isolated peak, form a most remarkable system, and one

worthy of a careful and detailed study.

Respectfully yours, S, F. Emmons,
^ -^ -^ Assistant Geologist.

Clarexce Kixg, Esq,, U, S. Geologist:

.
'S'lV—During the past summer, under your instructions, I vis-

ited Mount Hood, in the Cascade range of Oregon, accompa-

nied by Mr. A. D. Wilson, Topographer of the survey, for the

purpose of examinino- the geological and lithological character

of the extinct volcano, and also for preparing an accurate topo-

Aical map of the mountain and its vicinity, as far north as

Columbia river.t^l
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_
The study of the

^ , ^

ridges, was replete with important facts, ' ^__ ..

mg upon the nature and laws that governed the volcanic oi

flows; but among the most interesting discoveries incident to

the tnp was the finding of existing glaciers upon the southern
slope of the mountain.
The summit of Mount Hood exposes upon the east, north,

and northwest sides a bold, precipitous, jagged mass of rock,

which forms the outer wall of the old crater, encircling it for

three-fifths of the circumference. The remaining portion of

the wall is wanting, the other two-fifths presenting a compara-

slope down to the timber-covered ridges helow.
!r is nearly one-half a mile wide from east to west

elye
rhe:

The wall upon the inner side rises above the s^..,. „
ing the basin some 450 feet, while upon the outer side it falls

off abruptly for 2,000 feet. This rim of the crater is very nar-

row
;
m many places the crest is not more than two feet wide.

iliree distinct glaciers have their origin in this basin, each

the source of a stream of considerable size; the glaciers of the

^^f'^e Sandy, and the Little Sandy rivers.
1 he White river glacier heads on the eastern side of the cra-

ter, and extends in a southeasterly direction. It is nearly a

quarter of a mile wide at the head, and about two miles long,

extending 500 feet below the line of timber-growth upon the

sides of the mountain.
Near the top of the crater a broad transverse crevasse cuts en-

tirely across the glacier. Freshly fallen snow overhangs in pro-

jecting banks, the perpendicular walls of ice, making it exceed-

ingly dangerous to approach. At one point only, the fissure

may be crossed bv an ice bridge. Further down the slope of

the glacier transve ^ crevasses are of frequent occurrence, r

ng nearly parallel with each other; most of them l
,

ever, quite narrow. One broad chasm presented clean, sharply

cut vertical sides, for neariy 200 feet in depth, of clear deep

oiue ice. Marginal crevasses, ice caves and caverns occur;

many of the latter are very beautiful and afford fine opportu-

glacTal ice
^^^^ ""^ ^^' laminated and veined structure of

wwP'°'^°^i^^ *^ phenomena attendant upon glaciers else-

mor^?n
""^^ be observed here. The terminal and later^

Wl T ^^^^ °^^^^^d ^^d extensive. Medial moraine^.

GWill '
"" "^^^ ^PP^^^' b««a^«e tte glacier has no tributanes

teSc.^''''''^''^'
^^^'^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^ hoxxUem are quite cbarac-

While i^fX °^ .^"^^7 river is separated from that of the

theio!lT'i,Ll^^g^ ^^r« ridge, standing boldly up fo^
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descends to the southwest. It is fed by the snow and ico of a

somewhat larger area of country, and is consideral)ly hn^ader

than the glacier of White river. In length they are isbout

equal.

An immense amount of glacial debris must be anmially car-

ried down the stream, whose waters are heavily charizfil with

fine light gray trachytic sand, brought down from abow liy tins

moving mass of ice. The character of the rock, a brittU'. por-

ous trachyte, is such, that under the wearing action ot the li la-

cier it would be easily eroded and ground to fine powder. The
very extensive accumulations of sand-banks, which are con-

stantlv forming at the mouth of the stream, where it empties

into the Columbia river, bear ample evidence of the fact.

The Little Sandy river, a tributarv of the main stream, with

whitih it unites, a few miles below the base of the mountain,

has its source in the third glacier, which is formed on the west-

em flank of the peak, separated from the Sandy by a high wall,

a somewhat broken irregular ridge of trachyte, which extends

along the southwest slope of the mountain.
The upper portion or the neve of the glacier is inclined at

quite a high angle, and is considerablv fissured by broad deep

crevasses. It has cut into the sides ^f the mountain a deep,

narrow gorge with bare precipitous clifis. The glacier and the

valley of the Little Sandy are both quite narrow.

One of the most marked geological and topographical features

of Mount Hood and the vicinitv is its very extensive system of

extinct glaciers, which everywhere gouged out immense trough-

shaped valleys, cutting down deeply into the eariier tracbytic

lava flows of the old volcano. The entire network of valleys

were all connected with two main glaciers; that of Hood river

on the north, and the Sandy on the south. The ancient W hite

nver glacier was undoubtedly very large; but, as far as my
observations have yet extended, had no tributaries.

Kespectfully yours, ^ , .

.

Aknold Hague, Assistant Geologut

I propose, if my plans receive the sanction of my chief,

General Humphreys, to include Mt. Baker, Mt. St Helens and

Mt. Adams and probably San Francisco Mountain, in this senes

of monographic surveys ; if so, at the close of next summer we
shall be in possession of a complete series of maps and studies

of all the great isolated volcanic cones of the Western Umted
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Art. XXY.— Contributions from the Laboratory of the Lawrence
Scientific School Ho. IS.—On some rocks and other dredgings
from the Gulf Stream ; hy S. P. Sharples, S.B.

Some time ago Mr. Pourtales gave me for analysis some spe-

cimens of bone, rock, and ooze obtained from the bed of the

Co-ult btream between Florida and Cuba, while dredging under
the du-ection of the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast Sinvey.

ihe bone was a piece of the rib of the Manatee. For com-
parison with this Mr. Pourtales obtained a piece of the same
bone from the skeleton in the Museum of the Boston Natural
Mistorj Society. He also furnished me with a number of

spmmens of coral from the adjacent shores.

*i, \ v Pf
"sptonc acid was determined in every case, except

that oi the fresh bone, by means of ammonic molybdata In

tne tresh bone it was determined by Eose's method with mer-
cury. Before treatment with the molybdate the specimen wasm every case submitted to the action' of the blast lamp for fif-

teen or twenty minutes in a platinum crucible ; by this means

peS
^^^^ organic matter and carbonic dioxide was ex-

The first analysis was that of the bone ; it was dark colored
and almost destitute of organic matter, but still showed distinct

traces ol fibrous structure. Its density was much greater than
iresi bone and it had become very hard. It was fromtte

™gj^g «f May 9, 1868, in 106 fathoms. By the side of it is

placed the analysis of the recent bone, which is also calculated
as tree from organic matter.

^-J^k), 1^60
''''' '!''

J.^^'Og, 26-47 4-52 7-21
S1O2, .3^
Ha 0-4- organic, 2-67 36'69

r^ 9R7 9£m 100-00

roft L^^^?^"^
specimen examined was a hard dark colored

in 100 ?^i,
dredging of May 15, 1868, off Sand Key, Flonda,

1w lathoms. It was nearly free from organic matter,

tained ^Z 'P^^^"^^^ ^^s similar to No. 2? except that it con-

shell a^H ^T^^«,
matter and was intermixed with broken

tion Ttl'^^'i'
^°^. ^PP^^^^d to be of a more recent form

"

-g in 116 f"t\om?
'''' ^''^^""^ °' ^^^ ^^^' ^^'^' ''^' ^

'

seem'in^l J'^f i5
l^^^^^'^^ck made up of fragments of corals and

seemingly held together by calcic carbolate; it was nearly
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white, contained but little organic matter and only a mere trace

of iron ; it was from the third dredging, May 1, 1868, in 183
fathoms. The mud in external characteristics resembles the

Atlantic ooze, but differed from that examined by Messrs.
Forbes and Hunter in being almost destitute of silica and ferric

oxide. The silica consists almost wholly of sponge spicules.

Fe^Og, 14-'77 20-23 -31

MgC03, 10-56 12-39 4-26

HgO+organic, 1-46 5-89 8-15

100-33 100-67 100-28 100-04

The corals were examined mainly with reference to the
amount of phosphoric acid that they contained. Silliman's
analyses, made in 1846, were as good, perhaps, as the state of
the science allowed at that time. He seems though to have
overlooked one fact in his experiments that Berzelius long ago
pomted out, that tri-calcic phosphate is soluble to a considerable
extent in neutral or alkaline solutions containing organic mat-
ter. In order to confirm this fact I took a solution containing
about -01 pr. ct of glue and added to it some sodic phosphate
and then calcic chloride in considerable excess and afterward
calcic hydrate to decided alkaline reaction. The filtrate from
the precipitate formed was evaporated to dryness and then
tested with magnesium wire after Bunsen's method for phos-
phorus

; it gave a strong reaction.

.
1 also took about 100 grams of Madrepora palmata, treated it

in the same way as Silliman did his specimens, with the excep-
tion that it was put into the acid in a single piece, thereby
avoiding any contamination fi-om the mortar. The precipitate
contamed a large amount of organic matter, but on testing it for

phosphoric acid, it was found to be almost fi-ee from it, while
the coral treated in fresh state gave a strong reaction.

CaCos Ca,P,08 H,0

No.
1, OcuHnaarbus(nda,N. Car.,

^^
2, Manicina areolata, Florida,

^^
3, MiUepora alcicornis, "

^^
4, Madrepora palmata,

" -' "i^aHcia agaHcites,
', radians.

8, Terebratula shells,
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My experiments failed to show more than the slighest traces

of fluorine and I could only find silica in one or two instances

and then in mere traces. There were also traces of iron and

magnesia.

The above analyses are interesting from several points of

view. In the case of the bone we have first a replacement of

tri-calcic phosphate by calcic carbonate. The total percentage

of lime having diminished, while iron, which was present only

in traces in the original bone, exists in considerable quantity.

In regard to the replacement of the phosphate by carbonate

one or two explanations may be offered. Calcic phosphate, as

shown above, is soluble to a considerable extent in solutions of

organic matter. This will account for the removal of part of

that salt. Then again during the decomposition of the gelatine

of the bone ammonic carbonate would be formed in consid-

erable quantities. The cartilage of bone containing about 18

per cent of nitrogen which would be equivalent to about 123

per cent of ammonic carbonate, alkaline carbonates decompose

calcic phosphate more or less completely ; they also precipitate

calcic sulphate from solution ; forming in both cases calcic

carbonate. We should therefore have ammonic sulphate and

phosphate going into solution while calcic carbonate would be

deposited.

We have now remaining only the oxide of iron to be

accounted for ; the silica being mostly in the insoluble state

may be regarded as adventitious. It is a difficult matter m

absence of any data concerning the amount of iron in the vva-

ters or bottom of the Gulf Stream or Gulf of Mexico to do any

thing more than offer a possible explanation of the presence oi

so large a quantity of this element. Yeiy few of the analyses

of sea water give more than a trace of iron. The waters of tne

open ocean are almost entirely free from it. But those ot in-

closed seas, such as the Black and Mediterranean, contain a con-

siderable amount. It is also contained in river water, it being

absent m but few of the analyses of such water that have been

given.
''

Now we have in the case of the Gulf of Mexico a sea that is

tor all practical purposes surrounded by land, and we haveab"

large nvers carrying down in all probability great quantities
^iron. Ihis coming in contact with decomposing organic x^^^

vdl be converted at first into carbonate and deposited; it^

w .^.^l^^^ly changed into sesquioxide. This is achang

OTids
'^ ^^"^^^^^^^ is slowly going on at the bottom of nio^

o\I^^ f^^^'''
^^- 2, of rock gives an instance when tbi3

change has gone further, and tl.e phosphoric acid has become

much reduced in amount, both l)y he sLlvcut action of the or-
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ganic matter and amnionic carbonate and the further deposit of

iron, increasing the weight and thus diminishing the percent-

ages of the other components,

Eock No. 3 is evidently composed in part of a rock like No.

2, ilerived from bone and in part of fragments of shells and

corals ; these fragments, being almost destitute of pliosphoric

acid, aid in reducing the percentage.
_
The iron seems to be the

cementing material to a great extent in this case.

No. 4 is more recent and consists almost entirely of decayed

shells and corals. The magnesia in Nos. 2 and 8 is evidently

derived from the sea water, it having replaced part of the lime.

These specimens were selected from among a great number
as being typical of the different deposits met with in the dredg-

ing. These deposits may have a very near relationship to the

bone beds of South Carolina In the first place I think they

show that tendency of calcic phosphate is not toward con-

centration, but in every case we find the more recent the bone

or other material, the more abundant the phosphoric acid.

Now in the case of the bone beds we have, leaving out the

silica, a substance of almost the same composition as bone with

the addition of a considerable amount of iron ; or, in other

words, a composition nearly approaching that of No. 2, with the

exception that there is less carbonate of lime.

The much larger amount of sand is accounted for by the na-

ture of the surrounding coasts ; in the case of the Gulf, the

shores are mostly of coral, while in South Carolina they are

siliceous. We also have the bones of land and fresh water

animals mixed in with these deposits in such a good state of

preservation that they can be recognized, and occasionally we
find the imprint of shells from the beds below which may have

been exposed at some points. ^^ ^^ ,

There is another characteristic described by C. U. Shepard,

Jr.,* which applies equally well to the deposits from the Gul£

He says the surfiice of the nodules is glazed over and pitted

with numerous small holes ; this would answer very well tor

a description of rock No. 2. . ,

Prof. C. U. Shepard's, Sr.f theory of the concentration ot

calcic phosphate in a mineral by the gradual removal of calcic

carbonate by solution in carbonic acid does not seem tenable in

view of the fact that calcic phosphate is also soluble m carbonic

acid. The large amount of alkaline carbonates that would also

be formed during such a process must also decompose to a con-

siderable extent the calcic phosphate.
Cambridge, Dec. 1, 1870.

* Tiiis Journal, H, vol. xlviL f This
Journal, II, vol. ilvii, p. 338.



R. Bunsen—Calorimetric Investigm

Aet. XXYL—Cahnmeirk Investigations ; by R BUJTSEN *

1. The Ice Calorimeter.

The calorimetric methods hitherto in use are attended vitb

the disadvantage that proportionately large quantities of tlie

calorimetric fluid, as well as of the substance under investiga-

tion, must be employed, in order that the loss of heat which

unavoidably attends the measurements may be so reduced that

all corrections therefor may be small in comparison witn the

amount of heat to be measured. In the determination ot

specific heat, especially when the more exact of the methods

previously in use are employed, satisfactory resuhs can hardly

be anticipated when the amount of material used in the expen-

ments is less than from 10 to 40 grams. The preparation ot

the rarer substances, in a state of absolute purity, in such qi^-

titles often presents almost unsurmountable difficulties, and n

is perhaps only on this account conceivable that we are no

acquainted with the specific heats even of all the element

which have been isolated in a state of purity, although tlie&e

determinations are of fundamental importance for the establisfi-

ment of the atomic weights. . i

The instrument described in the following pages is/^sign^

to aid in overcoming this disadvantage. It is based on ttt

principle of measuring the amount of ice melted by the «of
^J^;

nicated heat by means of the diminution in volume which tub

ice undergoes on melting.
The instrument, fig. 1, which was made at the glass blo^ver^

lamp, consists of an inner glass vessel, a, having the form oi a

ordinary test tube and melted into the cylindrical glass case •

From this case b issues the glass tube c, to whose upper e

^
tremity the iron head-piece d is cemented. The inner ves^el

is filled fi-om « to /., tlie outer case b from p to A, with pre

^
ously boiled water; the remainder of the case b together ^^^

the tube c, is filled up to the height y with previously bou*^^

mercury. In order to arrange the apparatus for use, 3;
cjhn

^
of ice enclosing the entire vessel a is produced in the case

^
the whole apparatus is then surrounded with snow m am
vessel, and the calibrated scale tube s, which has been cement^

into the cork with fine sealing-wax, is screwed down throng

the mercury of the head-piece d very tight into the opening

the tube c, whereby the scale tube fills itself with mercury. ^
order that the pressing in of the stopper may be unattenatj^

with danger for the rather fragile apparatus, the instrument

18 JoHraal, with permission of the author, from PogfffV
und Chemie, Bd. CXLI, S. 1, by Dr. G. B. Moobe, "
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fastened on a heavy iron stand by means of a vice, whose jaws

surround tightly the lower part of the iron head-piece d.

The amount of heat which a body evolves in cooling from a

given temperature to 0° C, is determined by dropping it into

the water in the vessel a and thereupon closing the vessel at 6

with a cork, to prevent any circulation of air. If the problem

be the relative measurements of quantities of heat, as in tk

determination of specific heats, then the standard of comparison

is directly afforded by the number of scale-divisions wMcli

the mercury thread has passed on its retreat. If the readings

are rendered in an absolute measure, as for instance, in grams of

melted ice, or in units of heat, as the unit in the following pr""^

(always that quantity of heat being understood which onegr;
•

water at 0^ C. absorbs in order to raise its temperature to 1

then It is only necessary to multiply the readings on the
;

with a constant which results from the following consicleran

A mercury thread measured in the scale tube, which has the

temperature f and occupies T divisions of the tube after being

corrected by the calibration table, weighs g grams. Let further

the specific gravity of mercury at 0° 0. be S,, its coefficient ot

expansion «, then is the volume v of a corrected division on tk

scale, measured in cubic centimeters,

and therefore

V =L 0-00007Y33 c.c. (1)

If the specific gravity of ice at 0° C. be denoted by S„ the spe-

cific gravity of water at the same temperature by S,, the weiga

ot melted ice expressed in grams, which corresponds to tue

volume V, that is, to one scale division with^, then is

With regard to the specific gravity of
vations The following comparison sh<
among themselves. For S,
^omson found 0-920 '

Pittcker and )

^e have many ob?er-

how little they ar^

Dufour,
Dufour,
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W ith so slight ail agreement between tli.se (lilVnviiT ol~^

CI'-, it ajipearecl to me indispensable to dctenninc. with giv
'

: 1 titude than lias hitherto been possible, tin- \ uiiu' .>i S, luv. -

- y t>M- the calculation of the constant/). 1 emiilove.l for tiii,-

" »c the following method, in which the smuves oi' error
. -Ii have made the previous deteniiinatioiis uncertain iia\i'

:i entirely avoided : Fig. 6 is a thick walled F-.^hapeW tuhe,

"' <iit1icultlj fusible glass, which has been drawn diit at a to a

tluek walled point. This is filled with mercurv to A A. aiiu

h"th limbs are well boiled out, as is done with haroin.t.r-.

'['he })oint a is provided with a small rubber tuh.' thivii.Ll

whieh, by means of alternate warming and cooling ol thr ;;'• "

tile limb a h, distilled water, free from air, is allowed to .

above the mercury by 6. If this water be boiled idi- hail

h'Hir and the rubber tube c be kept under the surface ot wa
wliieh has likewise been kept in continual ebullition in a h- a;,-

:-;las.s, the space ab will, as soon as the boiling by h is diseontii;-

ue«l. till itself completely with perfectly airless water. The
rubber tube c is now closed under water by means ot a small

glass stopper and the point by a melted off, which may be easily

and safely done with the ordinary non-luminous gas flame, with-

out the aid of the blowpipe, when the part of the tube wliere it

begins to naiTow out into the point is so strongly heated that it

IS filled with steam instead of water. If the' apparatus has
been weighed before filling with water, and after the filling be

weighed again together with the drv point, the weight of the

^yater contained in the instrument will be obtained. The open
limb is now completely filled with boiled-out mercury and
especially, in order to prevent the adhesion of air bubbles to

tlie glass walls, through a long capillary glass tube. If the

apparatus be exposed in the open air to "a temperature below

f C, an ice tube, corresponding to the glass tube, will be
formed which at last closes in different places, and still contains

\yuter suiTounded with ice. By the freezing of these last por-

tions of water the ice alreadv formed is exposed to a very high

pressure, which mav very considerablv alter its specific gravity,

niay in fact even burst the glass tube eighty-atmosphere strong,

fn order to remove this disadvantage and permit the ice forma-
tion to take place, during its entire duration, under the same
pressure, it is simplv necessary to sink the whole instrument in

sawdust and to expose only the upper part by a to air of a tem-

perature below 0° C, after you have previously, in order to pre-

vent the effects of abnormal lowering of the freezing point

lUber-schruelzung), produced an ice mass by a, which is

allowed to dwindle by melting to a small granule. The freez-

jng then goes on very regularly from a downward to I and can
oe very con\-eniently reo-ulated bv letting the limb containing



the water project, according to requirement, more and more

above the sawdust. The ice cylinder shows on its basis a veiy

regular hemispherical cavity, which progresses unaltered until

its edges touch the mercury by 5, and the last portions of water

have been frozen from above downward. After the formation

of ice is at an end, the instrument is still exposed some time to

a temperature below 0° C. in order to freeze the last traces of

water which exist by h between the mercury and the glass walk
The ice cylinder thus formed is perfectly free from air bubbles,

and equals in clearness and transparency the finest crystal glass.

The piece of apparatus designated in the figure with the letter

B is now combined, by means of the cork e forcibly pressed in,

with the open limb of the apparatus A in such a manner that

not a trace of air is included between the cork and mercury,

whereby the displaced mercury flows through the capillary tube

/ into the glass vessel, which is filled with mercury to g. The

capillary tube is cemented with the finest sealing-wax into the

smooth and perfectly poreless cork. To cement the cork like-

wise on the wider tube in which it sits, would be wholly super-

fluous, as a displacement is as little to be feared as an elastic

eftect afterward, as I have convinced myself by direct expen-

ment. The instrument thus arranged is placed in a room hav-

ing the greatest possible constancy of temperature, and is siu-

rounded on all sides with a thick envelope of snow which ha?.

at a temperature above 0° C, become completely coherent with-

out at the same time becoming saturated with water. When,
after 6 to 12 hours, the entire instrument has attained 0°C..

the mercury vessel is removed from the cork h, weighed with

the mercury it contains, and, after any mercury which may still

adhere to the capillary tube, has been carefully removed,

returned to its place. The apparatus is then removed from its

envelope of snow, the ice it contains is melted by radiation

from a non-luminous gas flame brought in its neighborhood,
and It IS permitted to attain as before in an envelope of snow,

the temperature of 0° C. The mercury vessel is now removed
and reweighed. The loss in weight, compared with the fif

t

weighing IS the weight of the mercury, whose volume calcula-

ted tor C. expresses the diminution in volume which the ice

cylmder at 0° C. has suff-ered in melting to water at the same

temperature. ^

Let G„ be the weight of the water frozen,
,

^5 the weight of mercury which entered the instrument

during the melting of the ice
b„ the specific gravity of water at 0° C,
g, the specific gravity of mercury at 0° C,
be the specific gravity of ice at 0° C

,
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, . O. ^u> G^u,
then IS

S^
"^

S^
"^

S^

and therefore

:

^"^" = S,

On account of the great accuracy which the method ju^t

described permits, it appeared to me superfluous to iimke moi^'

than three experiments. In the first of these the wattM- IVoz.'

between — 3°C. and — 5°C., in the second between — TC. aiil

-3° a, in the third between 0° C. and -2° C. The lolh.wiiig

weights, reduced to vacuo, were obtained

:

G«, = 141580 grams.

1st expt. G„ = 17-4400 "

2d " G, = 17-4624 "

3d " G^ = 17-4757 "

If we make further

S^ = 0-99988 Sj = 13-59600,

then the resulting specific gravity of ice S« will be

:

1st experiment, 0-91682

2d " 0-91673

3d " 0-91667

Mean of three expts., 0-91674

We have therefore for the terms occurring in equation (2),

the values

:

V --= 0-00007733 S, = 0-91674 S„ = 0-99988

and thence

p = 0-00085257.

The weight of melted ice e which corresponds to T corrected

divisions on the scale is therefore

:

e - 0-00085257 T (3).

Let the latent heat of melting, for water, be I, then will one

scale division correspond to « Z of the previously defined units

of heat For the amount of heat w, expressed m umts of heat,

^nich is indicated by T scale divisions, we have therelore,

or, if the value 80-025, hereafter to be determined, be substi-

tuted for Z,

w = 0-068227 T (4).
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As the ice cylinder wliich surrounds the vessel a weighs

forty to fifty grams, and it is necessary, on the average, to melt

by each experiment only about 0-35 grams of ice, wMcli cor-

responds to rather more than four hundred scale divisions, it is

possible to make with the same ice cylinder as many as 100 dif-

ferent calorimetric determinations and to use the apparatus, ar-

ranged once for all, for weeks at a time, when care has been

taken that the snow which surrounds the
and evening renewed by refilling.

The ice cylinder may be easily prod....^ ..^ - .

which is rendered intelligible by fig. 2 : A is a sheet
containing alcohol, B an empty" one, both of which are cooieu

to about -20° C. in a freezing mixture of salt and snow. C

represents the inner vessel a fig. 1, around which the ice cylin-

der is to be produced. If suction be applied to the tube a, the

cooled alcohol of the vessel A will be carried through the ves-

sel C into the vessel B ; if suction be then applied in the oppo-

site direction by means of the tube h, the alcohol will return

through the vessel C into the vessel A. By alternate suction

at a and h, the vessel C may be kept to the height a as long

as desired at a temperature of -10° C. to -16" C, by means ot

continually renewed cooled alcohol, and the required ice envel-

^P® ^}\ be produced in the water mass surrounding the vessel

which IS denoted in fig. 1 by h. I have given this ice-pro-

ducmg apparatus the form, fig. 3. The two semi-cylindrical tn

vessels a and 5, which communicate with one another and with

the tube a by means of tubes above and below, correspond to

the single vessel A fig. 2, the precisely similar tin vessels oppo-

site these, the outer one of which is denoted by c, correspond

to the vessel B in fig. 2. These two vessels, each consisting ot

two concentric chambere, together with the tube a, possess, a^

may be seen, a veiy large cooling surface, and are sunk in one

and the same freezing mixture. The arrangement of the sys-

tem of tubes, fig. 3, by means of which the circulation of tbe

cooled alcohol is efi'ected, is rendered easy of comprehension,
from the fact that the corresponding rubber tubes are designated

by the same letters as in fig. 2. The alternate suction to am
fro of the alcohol is regulated by the alternating cock H, whicb

communicates with the water air-pump by means of the nibb

tube IV. When this cock is in the one position the rabber tube

?commumcates with the suction tube m;, the tube i?
however

with the atmosphere
; in the other position the order is reversed

nJ^''^^''
^^^ ^ communicates with the rubber tubei),

and

7 with the outer air. By means of this contrivance, the pr*>

duction of the ice cylinder becomes a very simple operation

1 he coolmg apparatus with its attached rubber tubes is pl^c^
m the freezing mixture, p and q are connected with the alter-

nating cock H, w mth the water air-pump, the rubber stoppe-^
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with its tubes m and n is sunk bj C in tlic inner v.'ssrl of ila'

instrument, and finally the tubes m and // arc phuod on tlhM'or-

nsjHiudino- glass tubes of the cooling ai»]Kir;itus. If now. aftt^r

nnL-coXl!emri^d^ltmia^^^^

diu-mgXC c'viimior. ^^'The 'iornuition'ol^lu. lathT in thr ap-

sonts not uninteresting peculiarities. Tlu' tiiiiiicratun' ol ihf

l»>'rf(>cilv airless water in the outer vessel />, lig. 1. sink> i^radu-

ally, without freezing taking place, until far below o (\. winh

the vessel covers itself externally with an ice crust irom thr

precipitated moisture of the atmosphere; even strong agitation

is insufficient to put a stop to this abnormal fluidity. Wlieii

the temperature has finally sunk very low, a sudden lormatn.n

takes place, which propagates itself in a few seconds

the water mass from ;<

ntrary unfrozen. Now
beirms, under continued cooling, the first formation of the ice

cylinder, which is allowed to increase until its walls have

attained a thickness of about 6 to 10°^'". That part of the ver\-

re-ularlv formed ice crust which lies below /^ appears perfeetlv

:niio]|,lious, clear and transparent as the purest crystal glass ;

tlie poi-tion above n reaching to A appears turbid and of a tex-

ture not dissimilar to the confused coarse-fibrous, after the

mstrument has stood several days ready for use at 0^ C. m the

^now this coarse-fibrous texture changes entirely. The ice

mass between A and // consists now of small rounded transpa-

rent grains of spherical habitus; if, after long use, the instru-

nuMit be exposed to the temperature of the room, the individual

'Spheres melt off on their surfaces, detach themselves thereby

ii'oni the adjacent mass, and rise in the fluid ; they then appear

at times connected with one another like the cells of yeast

[To be continued.]

Art. XXVIL— Oji the Porcelain rock of China; by Baron VON

RiCHTHOFEN.—From a letter to Prof. J. D. Whitney, dated

Shanghai, Nov. 17, 1869.

I HAVE recently made a verv pleasant trip of six weeks, going

^ip the Yang-tse to Kinkiang, then into Poyang lake. 1 visited

some places" on its eastern affluents, among them the famous

King-te-chin, where the Chinese have made nearly all their

porcelain for almost three thousand years. I examined the

places from which thev take the material, crossed over into
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An-hwei and Che-Kiang, and descended the Tsien-tang river

to Hang-chan, whence I returned to Shanghai. This is proba-

bly one of the prettiest countries in China. The hills are over-

grown with that prolific vegetation of Azaleas, Ehododendrons.
Weigeha and numberless other kinds of low shrubbery wliich,

on account of their beautiful flowers, justify the appellation of

the "Flowery Kingdom," at least for this portion of China.
Its geology is rather monotonous, but by no means devoid of

mterest Hardly anything is to be seen of the limestones other-

wise so prevalent in China. On the eastern slope, sandstones

occupy the field almost exclusively. They are folded up to

high mountain ranges. Next to them in bulk are porphyries

(both quartzose porphyry and porphyrite). The greater portion

of the sandstones was certainly, the rest probably, deposited

m and after the period of the eruption of the porphyric rocks.

I cannot undertake to make an estimate of their stupendous

aggregate thickness. Yet, they are surpassed in this respect

by a formation on which they are superposed in the neighbor-

hood of the watershed. It consists of clayslates, with sand-

stones occasionally imbedded
; the whole formation stands on

edge and preserves a W.S.W. to E.N. E. strike with remarkable

regularity, the strata dipping at angles of 70 to 80 degrees

alternately N.N.W and S.S.E. During a ioumey of about one

hundred and thirty miles, going from S.S.W. to N.N.E., or at

an angle of about 45 degrees with the strike of the rocks, 1

traversed no other formation but those same slates, standing on

edge. This was on the western slope of the range. I have to

record the unexpected fact, that the material from which the

procelam of King-te-chin is made is taken from certain strata

intercalated between these slates, and occurring at several places.

separated from each other laterally, that is, at angles with the

strike of the rocks. It is a rock of the hardness of feldspar

(inferior kinds a 3 hard), and of a green color, whi
It m some measure the appearance of iade, to which the Chinese.

too, compare it. This rock is reduced, by stamping, to a white

powder, of which the finest portion is ingeniouslv and repeat^

edly separated. This is then moulded into smairbricks. Th

Chinese distinguish chiefly two kinds of this material.
Bithe

ol them IS sold in King-te-chin in the shape of bricks, and
^eimer is a white earth, they off"er no visible differences, l^^'^j

Zl Ta ^*
I^'?^"^^^ P^^^^^'^' in the manner described, by pojit^^

ca?es Z'"'^'
^^^ ^Y "^P^^t^f t^^e r««k is nearly alike

m^oth

W ;-vT """"f
^^ *^^'^ t^<^' kinds of material, the place K^

ng (''high ridge,") was in ancient times in high repute ; ^
Ti^LZ ^^Y ^*' P'^^^i^^ «i°ce centuries, the Chinese stiU

designate by the name "Kao-ling." the kind of earth wh^^

p£^ T^ ^'T^ ^^^^ *^^^^' but is now prepared m otb^^

places, ihe application of the name, by Berzelius, to por
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celain ear^ was made on the erroneous suppo?itic

white earth which he received from a member of

embassies (I think, Lord Amherst) occurred natur

state. The second kind of material bears the nanu
(" white clay "). I have quite a cargo of both, and t

from which either is prepared. Their examination

oratory may be a subject of s

-'"'" "

The locality (Loping) is the first in China which has bccninc ol

practical value to foreign enterprise; it supplies tho i:iv:it(r

portion of the coal used by the American steamers on the

Yaiig-tse. I found not a single fossil plant ; but certain hiyei-s

of hmestone which overlie the coal carry an abundance of

fossil shells, almost exclusively Brachiopods, in an excellent

state of preservation. Though I could collect only on the

waste-dumps at the pits, I gathered a large number both of

specimens and species. As for beauty, the collection ranks

first among all I have made in China. The fauna difters Ironi

those which I found formerly associated with the coal-nu;tsiir(\<

in the northern provinces ; but as I have no paleontolo.uist to

consult with, nor even paleontological books, I do not under-

take to say what relation in age it bears to those other coal-

riekls. Productus prevails in number. But the former leading

iossil, P. semireiiculatus, is here represented only by a few and

^inall, though very distinct, specimens. Its place is occupied

I'v other Producti with spirous shells, of which there are several

^^pecies
; some of them of the shape of P. horridus, but costate.

Spmters are very scarce. There is one Cyrtia, several Odhis,

etc. But the most curious fossil is one which can only be a

^iphonotreta. The natural shell has the shape of a night cap,

with an opercule on the top, but no area, and is dotted with

what appear to be the basal parts of spines ; the folds are irreg-

^ilar. The dorsal shell is smooth. Both shells are of a homey
substance. Orinoids. Orthoceras, small PorcelUas, corals and

sponges make up the list of the prevailing fossils. tit
I believe that the comparison of the various faunas which

have collected in different coal-fields will afford muclj oi mtrn-t.

No two of them are alike, yet all bear a certain resenil .Uuuc in

a few leading types. I have not yet found anv locahty tliat

afforded an opportunity for collecting fossils at difl^erent geolo-

gical levels. But every new observation supports my former

conclusion, that in the vast extent of China the depositions

of coal-beds continued during an extraordinarily long per

which it shifted repeatedly to diflferent portions

country. I have some reason for believing that this

commenced even before the Carboniferous epoch, and,

culminating in this, continued on beyond its end

the
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^16. It is in the series of micaceous schists with interstrati-

lied gneisses (§ 6) which I have elsewhere provisionally desig-

nated the Terranovan series,* that I have seen concretionary

granitic veins in the greatest abundance and on the gTandest

scale. This stratified system, which is well seen in the Wbite

Mountains, appears to extend southward to Long Island Sound

and northeastward beyond the limits of Maine. It is in tni^^

state that I have particularly studied the granitic veinstones ot

this system, whose history may be illustrated by a few e--^^'"-

pies from notes taken ,

^ - -^ - ^ -.i. .i.. .

near the

t

and hornblendic, passing into micaichis. ww . -^ - ^^ ,

mto well-marked gneiss on the other, and dipping to the b.

^

angles of from 15° to 40°. Very similar beds are found in if
adjoming town of Topsham, and in both places they include

numerous endogenous granitic veins The course of these i-

generally N.W., or at right angles to 'the strike, thougli

sionally for short distances with the strike, and inters;:

between the beds; the veins vary in breadth from a few
to sixty feet, and even more. They generally consist in -

part of orthoclase and quartz, with some mica and touriu^
^

and offer in the associations and grouping of these mi"*'';;;

many peculiarities, which are met with not only in difl«v!>;

veins but in different parts of the same vein. In some ca^e.-

colorless vitreous quartz predominates greatly, and encloses ci.^

tals of milk-white orthoclase, often modified, and from one

several inches in diameter. At other times pure vitreo^

quartz forms one or both walls or the center of the vein, or eu*

^1 arranged in bands parallel with the ^ide.^ of the vein, aj^

sometin
-.. -Au
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iirt ot tins mimril \\\\\\ pi n / i imii_ tin jxdilnr

It of \\liat IS calkd f,i 4 111 _i mitt i t 1m i)Ksintiiij i

1 mitoul inixtuH of the two uum i iN with httle oi n >

til with sin xll (i\stxl- of deep red ganiet Piisin- t

umdmciH dso nut with m thtst \eins and inoit

u\l m I c\(n (hi\sobLi\l Tn the rock c\ittnu on \\n

lu-icgramed fiiible

imntitiesof white o

,
tt( atALoun Ml

inic iceous p^f i^.^

Westhrooknnnu
U lundl.i oithod

With m the granitic \einb of t

noticed elsewhere The hn
appeu-sto be included in tht
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stone, like that of Lewiston, occurs with the mica-scliists on the

Maine Central Eailroad, near Danville Junction, and beds of a

purer crystalline hmestone were formerly quarried in the south-

east part of Brunswick, where they are interstratified with thin-

bedded dark hornblendic and micaceous gneiss, dipping S.E. at

a high angle.

§ 19. At Danville Junction strata of hornblendic and mica-

ceous gneiss, passing into mica-schists, dip N.E. at moderate

angles, and include huge veins of endogenous granite. Two of

these appear in the hill just south of the railroad station, appar-

ently ininning with the strike of the beds. They are seen to

rest upon the mica-schist, and in one of them a 'mass of this

rock, three feet in width, is enclosed like a tongue in the gran-

ite, which has a transverse breadth of about seventy-five feet.

Notwithstanding the apparent intercalation of these granitic

masses the proof of their foreign origin is evident in a trans-

verse fracture and slight vertical dislocation of the mica-schists

around the broken edges of which the gi-anite is seen to wrap.

The endogenous character of this granite is well shown br its

banded structure; belts of white quartz some inches wide alter-

nate with others of coarsely cleavable orthoclase, while other

portions hold black tourmalines and garnets of considerable size.

The evidence of disturbance of the strata in connection

with these endogenous granites is seen on a large scale at the

falls of the Sunday Eiver in Ketchum. These mica-schists and

gneisses, similar to those already noticed, enclose great masses oi

endogenous granite, which are seen to be transverse to t le

strata. On one side of such a mass more than sixty feet wide.

the schistose strata are twisted from their regular N."E. strike to

the N.W., and so enclosed in the granite as to appear as if mter-,

stratified with it for short distances. The banded structure oi

the transverse granite veins is here very marked. Some por-

tions present cleavage-planes of orthoclase six inches in diame-

ter; other parts, which are less coarse, abound in mica, bim^

lar banded granite veins abound in the adjoining towns o

Newry and North Bethel, and sometimes present layers o

quartz six inches or more in thickness, besides large crystals o

mica, and more rarely apatite. These veins are often irreguJ-^

in shape and bulging at intervals, and they sometimes run p^

tially across the beds, which seem to have been distended a'^

disturbed, a fact which was also observed in the tbin-bedd^l

schists m contact with some of the veins in Brunswick, and ^

notrceTi/8 2r
*° ^^^ ^^Pansive force of crystallization,

^

iJf^^\^^^
^"""^^^'^y ^^'^^^^7 described at Danville offers

^n

instructive example of a phenomenon often met with in

^region now under consideration, where granitic masses,
resist
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mtruMve rock. One of tlle^t \un-iu ii~->i '1' i i i- i i ^i'

eter of about an inch aiidci hall iml
i

i' n - nudti n m

la\erof \ellowish erystalhnc hl.Uji'i i "nt < i I mtli <>'

nich m thickne'-s, which mchulc- h>iu piiu- ol a ik hn \

mica The^e penetrate the centnl poition ct th^ < m ^\ iii< i

a bioadh ciTbtaUine bluish orthoclase eiu lf)-ni<: -nnll p<u,i. i

i^h and less coaKselv crv^tdlline tehlhpii with ir- h(oiiiimii\ m

mica, had e\ idently lined the walls of tin \ * in w ml' tin . u
ter vet remained open, and had moreo\(i ui til b l^i' ^ ' -i" '

lateral branch. The same conditions aic -u n m tlu liUni.^ <

other veins in this vicinity, which aic oiti m inu( h 1 lun in

present upon their walls bands of an im h .>i r > <-! th^ \
.

.^>^'

ish feldspar with mica.
The successive filling of a graiutu mm — ' 1 i "^ < " '

shown in a spe3imen from Sherbrookt >,o\ i ^( <>ii i ^ ln' '

owe to the kindness of Prof. H. y Hiiid 1 i< \ w. x
<

•

^een to be transverse to the adherent i\m _m i
1

ihk - 'i
~

has a breadth of nearly four inches about t ^ >> I'm - -i ^\
j

"
'^

symmetrical, and is included betw e( n t\\ o 1
1 \ * i -

i
>< 1

1

-. n h i

to the walls, consisting of a finegiaintd luixtuit <>1 ^\ll u U >

spar and quartz, each about one fourth oi m nu h tlii' k u

marked by subordinate zones, more oi les^ quailzo^t \\ itli]

these two"'bands is a coarser aggiegite, consisting of two ii.h

spars, with some quartz and muscovite, plates of which ai

crystals of pink orthoclase penetrate an irregular la%er

smoky quartz varying from one eighth to one half in inch

diameter. This fills the center of the symmetrical ])ortion

^he vein, on one side of which is the mica schi.t. while the oth
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is bounded by a band of more tlian lialf an inch of fine-grained

granite with yellowish-green mica, presenting larger crystals of

feldspar near the outer margin, wdiere it is succeeded bv a ]:iT.r

of pure smoky vitreous quartz of about the same tl'ii/.

'

whose outer surface, against the wall, shows irregular In

nodular masses, the depressions between which are occuj

a finely granular micaceous aggregate unlike anv other
\

.

the vein in texture. This description may be read in e>;....

tion with the remarks in § 27.

Dana has described and figured a similar granitic vein; bandd

with quartz, observed by him at Valparaiso in Chili, (Manual of

Geology, 1862, p. 713),*' and has moreover maintained that such

granitic veins, like ordinary metalliferous lodes, are clearly con-

cretionary in their- origin, and have been filled by slow and sue-

(osits from aqueous solutions. His testimony to tbe

1 1 have advocated in this paper had been overlooked

by me, or it would have been noticed in § 12.

§ 22. The numerous granitic veins so w^ell known to mii

ogists in the mica-schists and gneisses of New Hampshir
sachusetts and Connecticut, including among other i

localities, Grafton, Acworth, Royalston.'^Norwich, Goshen.

'

terfield, Middletown and JLi(M:'itii. soeiu from descriptions an

from their mineral constiturnt.- t-. \;v '-wiWiw to those of ^h^^-

already mentioned. With the cxcMtioi, (,[ Hova Iston however

these localities are as yet onlv known tn me I'roni specimon«iiw

descriptions. It is notewortliy that at this last the finelv->:>

tallized beryls are directly imbedded in vitreous quartz.

;

same is the case with the blue and green tourmalines of

'

A remarkable example of a vein of this character O'-

Buckfield, Maine, described to me by Prof Brush, wlir.

isolated crystals of white orthoclase, nearly colorless nri-

and brown tourmaline occur in a vein of vitreous <in:tr"

Paris and at Hebron, Maine, tourmalines arc found per^
'

crystals of quartz. The flattened tounnalines and ,-

found m muscovite at several localities in New Engbn:^

well known to collectors, and a curious example of enci>-

has been observed by Prof. Brush at Hebron, where cry^ta--

"''i'oo^l^
^""^ encased in lepidolite.

. , ,,.

.M3. The following list Includes the principal rninera. -i

cies found in these oranitic veins in New England: apjt;^;

amblygonite, triphylline, autunite, vttroccrite, orthoclase,
ulw^;

oligocase, spodumene, iolite, muscovite, l)iotite, \^V^^.
cookeite, chlorite, chlorophyliite, garnet. epid<>te, tomW ;

beryl, zircon, quartz chrysoberyl uitotnolitc cassitente.
rut.'

brookite, uraninite columbite rivrochlorc sciieelite and bii=f!^'^'

tite. As I am not'aw.nr^ ti,.f' JlJo.lf. I.m^ hitl,<>rto boon me"-
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tioned as a confctituent of these veiii>.

occurs ill one dt Albany, Maine. To tli

\>\\ W ci'lded the raic hpecics nopliehne

I h.ue long been known m bouldc

IcPolitc ^\ltil white orthoclase aiu

'ti( vein twenty feet in breadth,

( -t part of Litchfield, Maine.

ol this region. The> are aKa n

f' - small fi^puies m which ih

I -I 1\ crystalline orlhoch^se, '?niok\

on Examples of this aie seen n

d Xew Rrun-^wicls and Mt Ln
_uvn feld^nir of Cm^c Ann M i-

l'lteandlepl(h>^lchnc^^^th/lI(.>n

which are partially lilled b\ ia<iiatin2f pii-iu'^ oi black touima

hne. accompanied"' with quaitz and albitc cn^tals and more

rarely small octahedron"^ oi purple fluonne The enclo-irig gran

itc i-. composed of deep red orthoclase, A\itii -mall iioitum- ot

a white triclinic feldspar, smoky quaitz and black mica Ihe

conditions seen at this place recall thedt-ciiption ol the t mon.

locality of feldspars, etc , at Fariolo near Ba^uio m iS.ntlKrn

Italy. The rock, described as a granite lescmbles m a spici

men ])efore me, some ot the mtru^'ue gianites of ^c^^ Bmns
^ick, and contains a pink and a white feldspar, ^Mth a little

black mica. It includes ^ ein^ of giaphic granite, and abo si)he

roidal masses, which difter m texture fiom the ma^s oi tlieiock

and present geodes of considerable size, hned vxith line huge

red and white crystals of orthoclase, accompanied tn albite epi

dote, quartz, fluorine and a greenish mica (or chlorite) all ot

which, according to Fournet are ^o mingled and interlocked as

to show that they are of contemporaneous 0112111 1 o the-e ai e

to be added, as occurring in the geodes prehnite ealcite In a

hte and specular iron. The oithoc lase cr\ -tak often ha\ e a( h t
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ing to their opposite faces crystalline plates of albite, whicli are

larger than the planes to which they are attached. The cm
tals of orthoclase moreover frequently present hollowed-out or

hopper-shaped faces, which Fournet happily describes as result-

ing from the forming of the frame-work or skeleton of the crys-

tals, when the material was not sufficient for their completina

A process analogous to this is often seen in crystallization,

whether from fusion, solution or vaporous condensation, gi\'iDg

rise in some cases to external depressions and in others to inter-

nal cavities in the resulting crystals. Fournet ascribes the for-

mation of the geodes of the granite of Fariolo to a process oi

shrinking and a subsequent segregation filling the resulting cav-

ities, in which he is forced to recognize the intervention of

water, though by no means admitting the aqueous origin of

veins, since he holds even those of quartz to have been formed

bv igneous injection. {Oeologie Lyonnaise, *278).

§ 26. When we consider the cause which has produced the

fissures in the mica-schists and gneisses of New England, whicj

hold the granitic veins already described, it is to be remarked

that their comparative abundance, their shortness and their

irregularity distinguish them from the fissures which are Un
with eruptive rocks. Exarni )les of tlie Litter may be seen near

Danville, Maine, where (lyk(«s of Hne-graincd dolerite are pos-

terior to the endogenous '-runitic veins here occurring m the

mica-schist. These dykes may b(^ supi)osed to be dependent

upon movements m the earth s crust openmg f^eep u=--,

which connected with some softened rock far below. ihroiV

such openings were extravasated the exotic rocks, whether gran^

ites or dolerites,—more or less homogeneous mixtures, o

widely different in composition from the encasing rocks, i

endogenous veins, on the contrary, are distinguished not o

by their more or less heterogeneous and often banded strucnuj

but by the fact that their principal constituents are the mine

species most common in the adjacent strata. -^
§ 27. Volger has attributed the formation of the of|^. J

containing concretionary veins to the force of crystall^^t;^^;;

which is shown to be very great in the congelation ot^<
^

and the crystallizing of salts in cavities and fissures.
^^^^^^_

process once commenced in an opening in a rock ^^^}r\ a^h
ceived, be sufficient to make still wider the fissure, wbicti "

.^^

be fed by fresh solutions passing bv capillarity
^^^"^f^^^.

pores of the rock. If this process were to become conce^
^

ted around several points, the intermediate space mig"^
,|.^

opened that free crvstullization .'ould <io on, resnltm? "

production of ^i^vAv> in v.mih thn- rni'i'inMl.

Fournet, on the other hand ^ui!-<i-<"-;t^ that coiitriU'tion
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geodes now filled or partially filled with crystalline minerals at

Fariolo, and we may readily suppose that a process of contrae-

tion attendant upon the crystalline aggregation of the material >

of sedimentary strata, would give rise to rifts or fissures there! i

The lesions thus produced in the solid rocks become more .

less completely repaired, if we may so speak, by an eflfusion >

mineral matter from the walls, and thus are generated geoW-

irregular masses and many veins. That the process imagiii'

by Volger may in some cases intervene, and may act sul-

quently to the one just imagined, is highly probable, thou_

we are disposed to assign it but a secondary place in the ji

duction of vein-fissures. It offers however the most plausil

explanation of the distortion of the thin-bedded strata aliH-io ,

noticed in connection with some of the concretionary gi-aniti.

veins of Maine, which seem by a process of growth to liavc

bent outward the adjacent beds. The vertical trant^verse \cins

are, in many cases at least, unsymmetrical, as if they had giowii

from one side, while the distortion of the beds, sometimes at-

tended by irregular concretions in the banded veinstone, appear-

at the opposite wall. The notion that the vein-fissures opened
as crystalhzation advanced has been defended by Griiner.

§ 28. It is not here the place to discuss how iar the greater

and deeper fissures of the earth are dependent upon the con-

traction of sediments, as just explained, or upon the wider

spread movements of the earth's crust, though even of these it

may be said that they are more or less directly the results of a

process of contraction. It should however be noted that while

some fissures of this kind are filled with dykes of erupted

rocks (§26), others hold concretionary veins, which are to be

distinguished from the class of veins just described, inasmuch
as the openings in which they were deposited evidently com-

municated with the surface of the earth. Examples of these

are seen in the lead and zinc-bearing veins with calcite and bary-

tine, which traverse vertically the Carboniferous limestone m
England, and enclose in their central portions material of lias-

sic age, abounding in the remains of a marine and a fi-esh-water

fauna, which shows these veins to have been deposited m fis-

sures communicating with the surface-waters of the liassic

period. For a description of these veins by Mr. Charles Moore,
see the Report of the British Association, for 1869, and this

Journal, II, 1, 365. Similar evidence is afibrded by the exist-

ence of rounded pebbles imbedded in veins, as obser\'ed m
Bohemia, and also in Cornwall, where numerous pebbles both of

slate and quartz were found at a depth of six hundred feet m a

{ode, cemented by tinstone and sulphuret of copper. (Lyell,

student's Elements of Geology, p. 593). Not less instructive m
this connection are the observations of Mr. J. A. Phillips, on the
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silicious veinstones now in process of formation in open ::

in Nevada. (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag. (4), xxxvi, 821, 422, a:.

Jour., II, xlvii, 138). We cannot doubt that the ancient, likt
-

modern veins, have been channels for the discharge of subtcr

ranean mineral waters, and it would seem that while the dep»>

sition of the incrusting materials on the walls of the fissure b

in part due to cooling, and in part perhaps to the infiltraticr..

some cases, of precipitants from lateral sources, it is cli; ''

'

be ascribed to the reduction of solvent power consequeir

the diminution of pressure as the waters rise nearer to t^

face. This conclusion, deducible from the researches ol
-

on the relation of pressure to solubility, I have pointed

the Geological Magazine for February, 1868, p. 57. ^

this Journal, II, 1, 27.

§29. There is evidently a distinction to be drawn l>-'

veins which have been open channels and the segregated i:

and geodes formed in cavities which appear to have been i \ i

,

where limited by the enclosing rock. In the former case, a t;|-

circulation of the mineral solution would prevail, while m tlie

latter there could be no renewal of it except by percolation or

diffusion through the r6ck. A comparison between the coiitt
•

^

of geodes and fissure-veins, whether in granitic rocks or lu

iferous limestones, will however show that these differei

not sensibly affect the mineral constitution of the depos :

§ 30. The range of conditions under which the same u

species may be formed is apparently very great. Sorby,
^ ,

his investigations of the fluid-cavities of crystals, conau;
-

^^
' . ^ . ^ land feW"

3 granitic veins of Cornwall, must have crystallized

peratures from 200° to 340° Centigrade, and under great
pj^

sure, conditions which we can hardly suppose to have presw^

over the production of the crystallized quartz found iQ*^®,

tered tertiaries of the Paris basin, or the auriferous congionj^^

rates of California. In like manner beryl, though a com

mineral of the tin-bearing granite veins, like those stjoieu .

Sorby, occurs at the famous emerald mine of Muso m ^^^
,.

nada, in veins in a black bituminous limestone, holding
^^,,^

nites, and of Neocomian age, its accompaniments being c^^^.

quartz and carbonate of lanthanum (parisite). Small crj^
^

of emerald are disseminated through this argillaceous^
^^

what magnesian limestone, which contains moreover a

^^^
amount of glucina in a condition soluble in acid& i^^'lpxi
deCh. et Phys., liii, 1-26, and Foumet, Geol. Lymnaise, 4^^
1 31. To these we may add the production of vanous

^^^
ted crystallized silicates, including apophyllite, harmotom

^^^

chabazite, during the historic period in the masonry ofj^e
f

Roman baths at Plombi^res and Luxeuil, and by the actio
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waters at temperatures of from 46° to 70° CentinniM-

t-'iice of apophyllite, natrolite and stilbite in tin- l;:i

tiarv limestones of Auvergne; apophyllite iiicru^- _

wood, and chabazite crystals lining shells in a recent .i.i" -• iu

Iceland. The association of such hydrated silicates with < ui i i o-

clase, as already noticed (§ 13) and as described by S( iirm r.

where natrolite and orthoclase envelop each other. sIiowihl^

their contemporaneous formation, with many otlicr l;i(t< oi'

u

similar kind, lead to the conjecture that ortliiM-hisr. like l.rrvl

and quartz, and perhaps some other constituents of -.ininitu'

veins, may have crystallized in many ca.^^es ;it tempn-atuns uuK'h

lower than those determined by Sorby, and that the eon.liti.'ns

of their production include a considerable range of temj^era-

ture, a conclusion which is, however, probably true to some
extent, of zeolites also.

It is proposed to continue the subject of granitic veins, and
in a third part of this paper to give some facts in the history of

i of Laurentian rocks.

[To be continued.]

Art. XXIX.—O^ the Geology of the Eastern Uintah Mountains;

by Professor O. C. Marsh, of Yale College.

One of the Expeditions in the Kocky Mountain region, made
by the Yale College Scientific party during the past season, had
for its special object the study of the vertebrate remains of the

Tertiary deposits known to exist in the Green Eiver Valley, but
never carefully examined. During this investigation, while

endeavoring to reach the junction of the Grreen and White
Rivers, in Utah, the party passed along the base of the Eastern
Uintah Mountains, as well as over portions of the range ; and
as nearly all of tbis region was entirely unexplored, it is desira-

ble to note its more important geological features.

The route pursued by our party on this expedition was from
Fort Bridger, in Wyoming, southeast by way of Henry's Fork
to the Green River; thence down the eastern side of tne river
to the great bend near the mouth of the Vermilion. Then
crossing to the western side, and passing over the eastern spurs
and foothills of the Uintah Mountains, we proceeded southward
to the mouth of the White River. After continuing up this

stream for about twenty miles, we returned directly to the Green
River, then proceeded to Fort Uintah, and from there struck

BprtWard over the Uintah range to Henry's Fork, and back to

-t'ort Bridger by our former route. As the country traversed is

entirely impassable for wac^ons, and it was only with considera
t>ie difficulty that a way for ourr our pack-animals could be found,
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our geological observations were necessarily confined mainly to

the immediate route pursued, and even then, in the limited time

at our command, could not be systematically conducted. Tk
region passed over, however, proved to be one of the most

interesting fields for geological research yet discovered in this

country, and hence the results obtained, although fi-agmentaiy,

will add something to the previous knowledge of Eocky Mom-

Fort Bridger, in Wyoming, from which the Yale party started

on their expedition in September last, is situated at the northern

base of the Uintah Mountains, about 7000 feet above the sea

The surrounding plain is part of a great basin of denudation,

washed out of light-colored clays and soft sandstones of Tertiary

age, the deposits in one of the great fresh-water lakes, that re-

placed the Cretaceous sea from which the mass of the Kocky

Mountains emerged. Eemnants of the strata removed may
^

seen at various points around ; some in the shape of flat, isolated

buttes, and others forming benches, resting horizontally against

the sides of the mountains. These fragments serve to show the

great original thickness of this lake deposit, which cannot, ap-

parently, have been less than 1500 feet, and may have been mncH

greater. A few miles to the southeast, these soft strata have

still further escaped denudation, and are weathered out into

fantastic, conical forms, resembling those of the "Mauvaisfe

Terres " formation of Nebraska and Dakota. These blufls^are

known in this region as the " Grizzly Buttes," and through them

lay our route to the Green Eiver. •

A careful examination of this " Bad Land " district soon m

dicated that a fossil, vertebrate fauna of peculiar interest v^

here entombed; one apparently older and quite distin^'* T
that preserved in the great Miocene lake-basin east oithem^
Mountains, which we had recently explored. In the latter ur

posit, the remains of ruminating mammals were especiaiij
,

merous, while the entire absence of fishes, and of rep{f^^''Lea
the exception of a single species of tortoise, was a well mar

feature. Here, however, reptilian life had evidently been au

dant, and was represented by all its principal forms. ^J^ ^^
lans, tortoises, lizards, serpents, and fishes had swarmed i".^

waters of this tropical lake; while Tapiroid maramals,

many smaller quadrupeds, had lived near its borders. I^-
remains had long been weathering out of the

" G^J^^^m^
which offered so inviting a field, that we devoted a ioM^,

^

their exploration, and were rewarded by the discovei^^
large number of extinct vertebrates new to science,

^^i^^

be described by the writer at an early day. , ^„, the

-Proceeding eastward along Cottonwood Creek, and o>
^^

dmde to Henry's Fork, we found the same Tertiary
deposit
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eitlier side, still nearly horizontal, and in places beautifully

variegated by layers of light green clays, alternating with others

of various shades of brown. In addition to the numerous ver-

tebrate remains, a few fresh-water mollusca were observed, espe-

cially on Henry's Fork, the more common being Planorhis spec-

iabifis Meek, abundant in some of the harder layers, and Helix

altispira Meek. Farther down the stream, and about fifteen

miles from its mouth, several seams of lignite were noticed on the

right bank. In the intervening shale were some tliin hiyors ot

black hornstone, and others containing great nuinln rs ot shells,

principally Unios and Melanias. One of \\\v lattfr was ai'i'ar-

ently identical with the species describetl by Pn. lessor Hall in

Fremont's Report (page 308), as Cerithium iexerum, which, how-
ever, with its associate fossils, is clearly a fresh -water typa
A few feet under the lignite, were layers of shale full of Cypris,

with here and there cycloidal fish-scales and coprolites.

A few miles below, a red sandstone dipping slightly to the

N.W. makes its appearance on the left bank, beneath the light-

colored Tertiary deposits, and farther down, curves upward into

a sharp ridge, of highly inclined strata, through wliich the

stream has obliquely cut its way. On the southern side, these

beds fonn a wall of sandstone, nearly perpendicular, resem-

bling stronglv the famous " Teufels Mauer"' in the Hartz. This

ridge, one of the typical foot-hills of the Uintah range, makes
a sigmoid curve along the base of the mountains, from which
its strata dip away at various angles. The different colored

sandstones which compose it are evidently of Mesozoic age,

and probably Cretaceous, as they have below them, farther

down the stream, calcareous beds containing undoubted Jurassic

fossila These are in turn underlaid by sandstones, which are

probably Triassic, and these again by well marked Carboniferous

strata, near the junction of Henry's Fork with the Green River.

At this point the Green River leaves the great Tertiary busm
which it drains for 200 miles or more, and cuts through the

eastern Uintah Mountains by a succession of narrow canons,

with walls of older rocks, whose exact age can be determined

only by a systematic study. In continuing our course down
the east side of the river, we passed over several high ndges,

composed mainly of hard reddish sandstones and quartzites,

J^ore or less metamorphosed, and apparently without fossila

The general inclination of these beds, which are of great thick-

ness, was to the N.E., or away from the Uintah mountain nu-

cleus, but the dip varied greatly at different points. Ripple-

niarks and oblique lamination showed them to be shallow water

•deposits, and a subsequent examination of apparently a portion

01 the same series on the western side of the river, rendered it

probable that a part of them at least are of Silurian age.
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On reacliing " Brown's Hole," a narrow valley about thirty

miles in length, through which the river flows, a series of more

recent beds was met with, that are well developed to the south-

ward, where they have played an important part in shaping the

present topography of the country. These strata, which are

several hundred feet in thickness, lie nearly horizontal, and are

mainly composed of conglomerates, and very soft, white, friaWe

sandstones, which at some localities pass into thinly laminated,

calcareous shales. At one point on the right bank of the river,

a thin seam of lignite was observed in the white sandstone, and

about ten miles below, in a high bluif on the opposite side, some

of the calcareous layers had all the physical characters of white

chalk, although apparently without the same organic structure.

As no fossils were detected in these beds, except some obscure

remains of plants, their exact age is a matter of some doubt.

That they are Tertiary, however, is rendered probable by the

fact that, farther down the river, they are seen to rest uncon-

formably on the upturned edges of Cretaceous rocks.

Finding it impossible to proceed with our pack-animals down

the river on the east side, we crossed just above the mouth oi

the Vermilion, and proceeded in a southwesterly course, by a

difficult pass, over the eastern extension of the Uintahs. iQ as-

cending the mountains from the river we first found a great de-

velopment of red and purple ffrits and sandstones, apparently

the same as those seen on the eastern side above, but here dip-

ping about 15° to the S.W. Above these strata, and pertiap*

ten miles to the south, we passed over a series of ^"giit rei.

thickly bedded sandstones, having the same general inclinatw

and at least 1000 feet in thickness. In these beds, also, no ^^
sils were detected during the hasty examination we were oW^^^

to make. Resting conformably on this sandstone, was a oe^

gray, siliceous limestone, at least 100 feet in thickness, ^d^^

formed the summits of several of the smaller elevations betw

the main Uintah range and the Green River, and by its aen
^.,,

tion had strewn the region to the southward with its ^vaten^

fragments. This rock, fortunately, contained a few fo?^''^

most characteristic of which were specimens of Producm-

ifer cameratns Morton, Athyris suhtUita Hall, Hemlpronn'-

SW5 M. and H., a species of Zaphrentis, apparently^- ^^^^ ,

Hall, with fragments of Fenestella and PhUlipsm. These reu
^

.^

cleariy mdicate the Carboniferous age of the limestone, ^^
-

directly, throw considerable light on the strata beneatD i^-

Continuing our journey southward, for fifteen miles or;^

across an elevated plutoau wp cum- snd<lenlv to the overnj .

mg edge of a oroat Ir,.!,, n-i.irl, .lloi^l.-d a ino.^t stnk'iDg i'

,

tration of the va^t •m'lonnt of .•rn'.ion to wliidi this region ^

been subjected sine- the raouiit'uns 'ittaiucd their present eie '
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tion. From the base of the Uintahs, as far south as the eye

could reach, the soft beds of the more recent formations had

been washed away to a depth of one or two thousand feet, leav-

ing at the bottom of the great depression the liare, upturned

edges of the variegated Mesozoic strata on wliich th(>v luul

rested. The flanks of the adjacent mountains uvn- -ashed by

deep canons leading into the basin, showing rhe <o\\we horn.

which the denuding agent came. Our course hiy through this

.-in, and descending with great difficulty by an obsmiv Indian

. we passed on, through dry canons and over steep iut< r\ rn-

ridges to Brush Creek, a small stream which ii..\\ hdps tc

>i ni tiiis region into the Green Eiver. The rim ot tlii< givnt

-•u.-iu where we descended was composed of nearlv Imnzonhii

heds of conglomerate, underlaid by light colored elavs and .sn: .

of red and yellow sandstones and shales, whirli dip to tlio - :

away from the mountains, but in places have been nine!: eui-\ >

.

i

and folded. The upper, horizontal beds. ai>iKUvntly Tei-tiary

deposits, were evidently identical with tliose ob<erv«'d on the

Green Eiver at "Brown's Hole;" and that valley, as well as this

lower basm, owes its present size, if not its origin, to the readi-

ness with which these strata are eroded.

Near Brush Creek, and about six miles from Green River, a

seam of bituminous coal was discovered in the side of a drv

which cuts through a high ridge of sandstones and

This seam was about a foot in thickness, and mdic-hlfi
tions of others were seen at various points m the basin. The

strata containing the coal where first seen dip about 60 to the

north, and form part of a denuded anticlinal. The weathering

of the thickly bedded sandstone above the coal had developed

liuge concretionary masses, some of them fifteen feet m diam-

eter, which projected from the clifi", or had fallen into the ravine

below. As the age of the coal deposits of the Rocky Mountain

region has of late been much discussed, a careful examination

was made of the series of strata containing the present bed. ana

their Cretaceous age established beyond a doubt. In a stratum

of yellow calcareous shale which overlies the coal series con-

formably, a thin layer was found full of Ostrea congesta Conrad,

a typical Cretaceous fossil ; and just above, a new and yerv in-

teresting crinoid, allied apparently to the Marsupites of the i^.ng-

Hsh Chalk. In the shales directly below the coal bed, eycloidal

tish scales and coprolites were abundant: and lower do\\n. re-

mams of Turtles of Cretaceous types, and teeth of a A^'n*'saui i.in

reptile, resembling those of Megalosaurns, were also diseo\eiei .

After passing out of the deeper y-^- -^ *^^- '--'" '^" <^'^^

way southward, and proceeding aboi

stream, which on the Government maps i
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we crossed a second great depression leading into tlie Green

River Yalley.
_
This had been washed out, to a depth of 300

feet or more, in a series of nearly horizontal strata, composed

of red shales, sandstones, and conglomerates. In some of the

beds there were layers of ash-colored clays, and in these a few

mammalian and tortoise bones were found, which indicated

clearly the Tertiary age of the deposit. The same beds were

seen the next day, near one of the branches of the North Uintah

River, dipping about 5° to the N.W., and having beneath them

a series of chocolate and ash-colored clays, which, rising gradu-

ally, attain a great development farther to the S.E., and form

the remarkable Tertiary bluffs along the the Green and White

Rivers, which it was our special object to investigate.

Crossing the Green River a few miles above the mouth of the

Uintab, we passed eastward to the White River, over an elevated

plateau, which was washed out along its sides into the true

"Mauvaises Terres" form of conical buttes, beautifully vane-

gated with alternating chocolate, green, and ash-colored layer?.

An examination of these deposits soon showed that they con-

tained many vertebrate fossils, which were weathering out of the

cliffs on every side. Farther up the White River, these remains

were more numerous, and large collections were o^t^^,"f
'/^'

cludmg many species of Tertiary mammals, reptiles, and iishfc.

some of which were undescribed. Tortoises were especially

abundant, and at one locality no less than eleven of them ver«

seen from one point of view. These various remains proved to d

almost all identical with those we had found north of the Uin-

tah Mountains, near Fort Bridger, and hence indicated plainly

the synchronism of the two deposits. The great difference m eie

vation, however, and the character of the intervening regio"'

render it more than probable that they belong to distinct ia^^

basins, connected in the same system of drainage, fo ^b

^

guish this ancient lake-reo-ion from the Green River lertia

basin north of the mountains, the former may appropriately

called the Uintah basin. The stream which connected tbe ^
_

however, did not flow through the present Green River Vai^^^^^

although the tongue of Tertiarv strata extending up

"Brown's Hole" would seem to point to that depression i"

probable inlet from the north. , ^,,ntT

^ After exploring the region near the White River
^^""^H^

nd finding the variegated Teri;iary clays re^

^^^
-J — .V.I oaiiiasMmes ana gnts oi a lower norizou, w^ -— „|^gr
and proceeded by a nearly N.W. course across the ^^^^^\x^
to Fort Uintak Here we procured an Indian guide, wno

lis neariy N.E. over the mountains by an extremely,
dim

route. On +V.^a \^. n.... ] „„„„ on pvtensive sei.

of shales and sandstoi

journey we first passed
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wl.ich predominates in nearly all the strata of the Uintah Mont)-

tiiiiis. These beds are evidently of Mesozoic a<]fe. an<l iiidiiu'

2iV to 45° to the southward. At one or two points, lar.Lre masses

of white compact gypsum were noticed in the sandstones. Tlie

oldest rocks observed were hard gray and purple sandstones and

quartzites, extending to the bottom of the degpest canons, and

apparently forming the central mass of the Uintah range, in

place of the granitic nucleus, which gives to the eastern Hocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevadas their most marked diaiacter.

While descending the northern slope of the mountain^ t< >\vaid

the great Tertiary basin of the Green Eiver, which htv in the

distance, 2000 feet below us, we passed over a high li.lsiv. tioin

the summit of which appeared one of the most stnlxin.! and

instructive views of geological structure to be seen in any

country. Sweeping in gentle curves around the has'' '-t the

mountains, from near where we stood, many miles to tli. north-

ward, was a descending series of concentric, wave-like ri.lg's,

formed of the upturned edges of different colored strata, which

dipped successively away from the Uintahs ; those nearest to

us, 40° or more, those at a distance, seemingly but little,—alto-

gether a scene never to be forgotten. Apparently we had be-

fore us a geological series from the Palaeozoic to the Tertiary,

but to study it step by step, as we strongly wished, our limited

time forbade, and reluctantly we hurried on our journey. Our
Indian guide led us across a very deep mountain gorge, called

by the hunters of this region " Sheep Creek Canon," through

which a small stream flows eastward into the Green River. The
sides of this gorge, where we crossed it, about ten mdes above

its mouth, are composed of light colored shales, and yellowish,

friable sandstones, highly inclined, and towering into precipitous

chffs, some of them nearly 1000 feet in height
In ascending the northern bank, through a narrow and almost

impassable side ravine, we passed over a bed of light gray

limestone, about thirty feet in thickness, which rested conform-

ably on the sandstones below, and was inclined to the N.VV. at

an angle of 25°. This limestone contained an abundance ol

^V-il-^ of characteristic types, that at once established its Juras-

^"f :ige. Among the most interesting of these were two species

01 Trigonia, one of Camptmectes, a Volselh, a small Osirea, a

^eritella, resembling K Nebrascensis M. and H., an Act^-onina

and a amntfem,—nearly all undescribed,—with specimens ol

Pentacnnus asteriscus M. and H. The right humerus of a small

Crocodilian was found in the same stratum. Resting immedi-

ately on this fossiliferous limestone, was a series of red and gray

shales, with intercalated sandstone layers, perhaps m all lou

feet in thickness. In the red beds, white gypsum was abundant,

^ the form of fibrous seams, and especiaUy m mterstratitiea
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layers, several of whicli were one or two feet, and one nearly

six feet, in thickness,—a deposit of mucli scientific interest,

particularly in view of its bearings on the origin of gypsum.

Next above this series came a bed of yellow sandstone, about

35 feet thick ; then 100 feet or more of red and gray shales ; and

over all, near the head of the caiion, at least 40 feet of yellow

and gray sandstone. In the upper part of these beds, Betemnites

densus M. and H., and a small species of jRhynchonella were abun-

dant. The whole series is undoubtedly Jurassic, and probably

the best development of the formation yet found in this country.

From this point, we proceeded directly to Henry's Fork, and

thence westward, up the stream. Ee-examining on our way

the "Mauvaises Terres" deposits, we found additional evidence

of their early Tertiary age, the lowest beds of the series being

evidently Eocene, and resting on the Cretaceous, unconformably

Continuing our journey along our previous route, we arrived

safely, after an absence of six weeks, at Fort Bridger.

To Major R S. LaMotte, in command of this Post, and his

associate officers, including Lieut. W. N. Wann, who had charge

of our escort, our best thanks are returned for valuable ass^t-

ance, and many kind attentions. Our gi-ateful acknowledg-

ments are likewise due to Hon. W. A. Carter, and Dr. J. V. A.

Carter, residents at the Fort, for important information in regard

to the surrounding country, and generous hospitaHties.

Tale CoUege, January 20th, 1871.

Art. XXX.—On the System of the Batrachia Anura of the Brit-

ish Museum Catalogue; by E. D. CoPE.

Until 1858 the Batrachia Anura was a group of animals to

which but little attention had been turned, and for wbicti n

detailed system based on any general investigations, had Deeu

proposed. It was, therefore, a considerable addition to kno^

edge when the catalogue of the British Museum appeareaj"

that year, and nearly doubled the number of species airea j

known, and arranged them in a system which went into ^

detail of structure. This detail was, however, almost entire
}^

with reference to external characters. This fact is sulbcien

excite question as to the coincidence of the system adopi

-

with that of nature, and a full examination into the gen^

anatomy of the order, has answered such question uniavor ;

to It m a very decided manner.* But as authors who ha^^^

sequently written do not seem to be at all aware of the^denien

01 this system, it is proposed here to point out some ol tne^^_^^

1865, and Jour. Acad. Nat £i!' p£l'^" 1866-67."^
'**
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In the first place the order Anura is divided into three sub-

orders, the Aglossa without tongue, the Opisthoglossa with

tongue free behind, and the Proteroglossa, with the tongue tree

in front. The first group is natural liaving been already

established by Wagler and Lumeril : while the value ..f the

character used to distinguish between tlic two last is in-t ni(-)re

than generic at most Several genera possess the [H-cnlim-ity of

the "Proteroglossa," which in this system are i>laee<l among the

Opisthoglossa, while the general affinities of the genus llhmo-

plirynus, the only one of this supposed suborder, arc clearly

sliown by its structure to be those of the family Bufonidoe or the

toads, on a very slight examination.

The division of Aglossa is supposed by our author to be rej

esented by two series, Haplosiphona and Diplosiphona, the fin

including the previously known representatives of the onlo

the last, the genus Myohairachus Schlegel. Now this last,
_

proved by examination of the type specimen at Leyden m 1808,

is a dried example of Chelydohatrachus Gouldii ; ^Xi Australian

Bufonid, with the tongue shrunken away by drymg.*

if we now turn to his primary division Opistlwgbssa, its

principal groups are based on one of the most subordinate char-

acters in the order, viz : the Oxydaciyla and Phtydadyla, on

the presence and absence of the digital dilatations on the ends

of the last phalanges; in other words, tree and terrestrial

frogs. As all subsequent writers have repudiated these groups,

I will pass them with the remark, that the author's reasons for

estabUshing them,—that the characters are so important m the

life history of the species—are abundantly sufficient for suspect-

ing their Value.

The further subdivision of these groups is based on a variety

of characters, some of importance, having been introduced by

Muller and Gray, and others newly introduced of very little

value. The manner in which they are used is remarkable, and

contrary to what would be expected from an examination ot

the relations of other animals. That is, the characters are

treated as of equal importance in all cases, producing a kind oi

dichotomous system, each group being equal and similar to

others, and presenting none of that successional relation which

^e know so well characterizes nature's groups. Ihe unta-

yorable impression is strengthened by a further examination

^nto the structure, and the system is ^und to be little better

than if it had been based, dictionaiy-fashion, on the first letters

of their names. , ^ ^

If we mix thoroughly Gunther's groups of tree-frogs and

not tree-frogs, as the subdividing characters used by him are the

same in each, a criticism of the latter will cover both.

* Thi« error is perhaps not due to the author of the catalogue, as he has seeu no
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The presence and absence of maxilliarv teeth is an important

character, much more so than the conditions of the digital

dilatations,—though the esteem in which I formerly held it has

been much diminished by the discovery of the genera Cobste-

thus Cope and Eupemphix Steindachner. Their presence or

absence, together with the perfection or imperfection of the ear,

as to tympanum, ves'tibule and eustachian tubes gives our au-

thor occasion for dividing each of his series dichotomously into

four groups—or three, in the case of the tree-frogs, since the

diagnosis of one of them has no answering gi-oup in nature.

But the presence or absence of the different parts of tk au-

ditory apparatus is a character of far less importance than is

here assigned to it. The two nearly allied genera Scaphiopus

and Pelobates are separated into two different primary divisions

by it, the last to be associated with the Bomhinator and the fist

with Alyt^ and Helwporus, two genera quite remote in affini-

ties, as well as from the most widely separated regions of the

earth. Thus Heliopwus is Australian, Alytes European, and&
phiopus American, and each has sundry allies in its own countrv

with which it should be arranged. Other most remotely alhed

genera are associated because of agreement in the structure ot

the ear. Thus Discoglossm is placed in the gi'oup Banrm

though It represents the family of all others in the MraclM

anura, the most remote from the Kanid», and which include,

beyond a shadow of doubt the genus Bmnhinator which buii-

ther makes not only the type of a different family, but of a dis-

tinct primary series, his 'Bombinatorina. Many other instances

of the same want of appreciation of natural affinities mignt oe

adduced here, but I pass to the toothless or Bufonoid senes.

Here we find Phryniscid genera separated from their true allien

the Engystomidae, while the latter are placed with much r
•

moter relatives the Bufonid*, merely because a lesser grade o

imperfection of the auditory organs characterizes them.

To come to the characters used to distinguish the tamiiK.

the same window-pane arrangement prevails. Those emploj

are the presence or absence of parotoid glands, of palma^io",

the toes, and of dilated or non-dilated sacral diapophysis. |"

latter character, noted by Bibron and Gray, is of family va^u ,

and the only one of the above to be so estimated. The palma^i ^^

01 the toes is only a generic feature, hardly that in some w* :•

As this is now agreed to by all good herpetologists, i «i^
,^

no further notice. The presence or absence of parotoid g;^;
IS quiet as worthless in this connection. Thus ScyUyp^

[l
l^sm has or has not an immense "parotoid " covering the u^

and back indifferently, as both Steindachner and myseU
;

Observed independently. Alytes and Bomhinator, two -buu

genera of Discoglossid* little known to our author, but

,

closely aUied, have, the one a small parotoid, the other i-
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separated collections of crypts over the dorsal region, and are

hence placed in different families by Giinther. ISchismaderma

of South Africa is a true Bufo without parotoids, and Paludi-

cola another member of the true Bufonidae differs from Bufo

in this respect, as Bombinator does from Alytes. Calamita, a

genus of Hylidae from the Australian region embraces two

species, C. cyanea Daud. and C. dolichopsis Cope. Tlie first of

these has a large glandular mass on the scapular nn.l even

cranial regions (and as such the type of a pei.'uli;i! ;;: .

Gunther, his Pelodryadidae) while the second lia> l

enlargements whatever
;
yet Gunther (Zoological \l

states that they are mere varieties of one species.

To go over all the families in detail, would be uiim'(es.-«arv.

as published works have already corrected them. SulUce it to

say, that of the fifteen into which the non-tree-frogs are divided,

but eight appear by their names to represent natural families,

though in character not one of them has a good foundation,

^e into which the tree-frogs are divided, but twu coin-

extent with modern families, and none in eliai;u tris.

One of the latter embraces but one genus, and is calkd ilu' ////-

lapksiidce, though as Peters has shown by autopsy, the I/ijia-

plesia of Boie is a Bufonid, probably a true Bufo. The uuuiber

of families and subfamilies which might have been constructed

on such bases as the above, on genera discovered since the

publication of this catalogue, would be considerable, but natu-

rahsts have, with one exception* not availed themselves of the

privilege.

If we examine the genera of this system the extent of the

work of reformation already marked out, becomes more appar-

ent Thus in his Ranidse, of thirteen genera, but five belong

with Rana, and one of these, Heteroglossa, would be a Polype-

datid according to Giinther's system. Another, Stenorhynchus

nataknsis Smith, was subsequently redescribed as the type of a

new genus and species {Phrynobatrachus Kataknsis) by the direc-

tor, although genericallv undistinguishable from another genus

of the same author, Dicroglossus. The CystignatfiidxB con!;^

nothing but members of that family, or rather relations ot '

tignathus, but is a mere fragment compared with the c.-:

that really belong to it. The greater part of all the remai.

families of tooth-bearing series belong to it, whether tret- ir ^

or not. The genus Pltctromantis Peters, with small digital en-

largements on the finoers only, should be placed here, as it is

very near to, if at all distinct from the type genus Cysi>gnatfius.

The great extent of this family is paraUeled by other Neotropi-

cal forms, as the FcyrmicarvdcE, the Tyramiid^s, Characmidcx,

Chromididce,, etc.

* Miyart, Proc. ZooL Soa London. 1869, 280. The writer in one or two inatan-
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As to the "DiscoglossidaB," fragments of four families are

represented by its five genera, one of which immediately fol-

lows, viz: the Asterophrydidce. In the " BrachycephaMs

"

there are placed three genera, Pseudophryne, a true Bufoni'

and scarcely distinguishable from the genus Epidalea Ci'i

which embraces the old Bufo calamita of Europe ;
second, B.

chycephalus, which is near Phryniscns and belongs to the Pi.:

niscidse ; and third, Hemisus, which is nearer by mucli
'

Migystoma, but probably forms the type of a distinct sub-

It is not necessary to examine the genera further, but I turn

to the species, where it is proper to express more favorable

views. Thus science owes to Dr. Gunther a debt of gratitude

for the collections, in his British Museum catalogues, of con-

venient diagnoses of species, with references to many works

and authors not accessible to all. His books thus become

manuals, and indispensable as the last compilation of an ex-

tensive and scattered literature. But it is not only as a com-

piler that his works are valuable. His usual conscientious-

ness in attempting the accurate discrimination of species is

most praiseworthy, though we cannot help thinking that 1^

estimate of the value of species is sometimes a little iiij^rfered

with by national and personal predjudices. English, Frenct,

and American authors fare the worst at his hands, and we

freely admit that in the latter case his criticisms are otten

deserved, so far as they relate to some of the naturalists ot

a generation or two ago. These will, however, compare favor-

ably with those who commenced the work in Europe, as

Klein, Merrem, Laurenti, Shaw, etc. His countrymen do

not, however, escape, and Wagler comes in for the p^ai^e o

having described, after the much and unjustly criticised wo

of Spix, " a badly-figured specimen of Ceratojphrys ornata

a new genus, Hemiphractus. Now Hemiphractus is one ol

most remarkable and distinct genera of Arciferous f^^^l^
South America, the type of a peculiar family, and Spix s Up

represents the type species very well. Prof Peters nrst

stored the genus. ,
otA serious drawback to the merits of the species worK,^

^^^

only of this, but of Dr. Giinther s ichthyological works, ^
^^

tendency to ignore species.f This view approaches ^^os

pressed by Prof Schlegel in the field of ornithology- J^^^
distinct species are continually united, and even good

g^^^
are not unfrequently found involved in the undigestea

^^

This probably results from the verv poor opportunities

stud.ying the Reptilia and Fishes enjoyed by the author, e^ y

* One of the Cystignathida;.
«ide as ^

+ 1 do not aUude to his "doubtful-species" which he puts to one.

bnefly described, often very justly.
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in an alcoholic condition ; for the European
the most poorly provid
American, one of the

unknown to Dr. Giinther, for it is unfortunate i'or American
students that his works in respect to our fauna are of less value

than in any other department It must, however, be added,

that some of the older American authors in this field have been

quite as bad in another direction, and in respect to furnisliing

well contrasted specific diagnoses, exceedinglv dcrt'lict. This

has been especially apparent in those who induluv in the ex-

ecrable practice of publishing preliminarv lU'^criptions tn "se-

cure priority." This, unless reduced to a svstein ni niialytic

keys, is nothing but a hindrance to scieiu'c. and n-ults in

warning all students off the ground but the writer, an ^'i jtrt

which it is safe to presume, he generally lias in \ irw.

The system then, presented by the Catalo-uf ..t' the Batrachia

Salientia (Anura), is a phenomenon in the history of our sci-

ence, and is to my mind one of the least successful of the

attempts of shin-zoology to interpret nature. That I intended

my remark made on a former occasion,* that it was a " complete

and practically useful system," in a euphemistic, if not a pick-

wickian sense, would, I should think, be sufficiently obvious to

any who should compare my system with it But it is neither

euphemistic nor pickwickian for subsequent authors to follow

me in abolishing nearly all its leading features and in newly

defining all the groups, and then to declare that they adopt

Giinther- s system with a few modifications introduced by me.

In accordance with Giinther's system, he was compelled to

conclude that the Anura do not display any of the remarkable

have shown to be most erroneous, and that the Anura of all

groups, represent the wonderful faunal relations of geographical

areas in the strongest light,—in a way not less distinct than any

known order of animals or plants.
. .

,
As opposed to these valuable results, we have the position,

""' " ^ • - classification" should "repose "" "-" ""-

ternal and readily ascertainable characters," and that it ^s " well

to turn to such other (characters) as can easily be observed ;t all

which we suppose will only interfere with the progress of

knowledge where sincerely believed and held.

* On Primary divisions of Batrachia Salientia, Nat. Hist. Rev 1865.

. t Mivart, Proc. Z. S. London. 1869. 281-2. Tliis author makes ^some cunoua

roups 1 a point

relation indTcates^forrSactlr^rrert^' fixed grade o

(apecifie) and some highest, a
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By way of introduction to these notes, I may state that the

reader will find some account of the curious and interesting

animals to which the paper relates, with figures of cbaracteri:^tlc

examples, in vol. iv, new series, of the Canadian Naturalist.

418 ; and that several species found in the Gulf of St. Law

r

have been catalogued by Principal Dawson, in the same Jour

vol. V, page 188 et seq. The following tables give, how* v

the only approach to a complete view of the species and tu. :.

distribution hitherto attempted.
Many of the deeper samples were small quantities of mud

brought up in sounding, by Capt. Orlebar, E.N., of the Coast

Survey, and by him kindly presented to Dr. Dawson.
The specimens from Labrador were obtained from material

dredged by the officers of the Geological Survey ; those from

Prince Edward Island were from a specimen secured by C.

Eobb, Esq.
; and those from the Bank of Newfoundland were

obtained from the late Sheriff Dickson, of Kingston.
.

The somewhat extensive series from Gaspe Bay was obtaraed

during a dredging expedition in the summer of 1869. ^i^J

mud was sampled when brought up by the dredge, and reservft.

for examination, the depth being ascertained as careftiHj

-

possible. Several very rich and interesting samples are

from the dredgings of Mr. J. F, Whiteaves, F.G.S., m ^'

and Its vicinity. Mr. Whiteaves has also gone over tlr-

tenal with care, and has detected some additional species.

The means were unfortunately not at hand for ascertai--

the temperature at the bottom. But, though there is reason ^-^

believe that the water at Gaspe Bay is somewhat warmer tnau

the Gulf of St Lawrence in general, the mud as it cameov

the boat's side felt icy cold to the hand, showing even wr

what a great effect the iceberg-laden Arctic current ^^fj:,
bottom temperature. The number of species tabulated

^^'

not m every instance be taken as a criterion of the relative rK^,

ness of the localities, as much often depends on the amoun
_

material at disposal. This is especially the case when comr
mir Hredgings with soundings. .

-fera

general aspect of the Gulf of St Lawrence FpraroiD^
^^

hem, and in many places closely resembles the taun^^^

the (rreenland coast and the Hunde Islands, as given m rar

& Jones' Memoir.* The Gulf, at least so far as its
Foraminit^^

are concerned, evidently belongs to the Arctic province,
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limits of which skirt the Banks of Newfoundland and pass from
tlience southward to Cape Breton.
The refrigeration of its waters depends on the Arctic current,

which, entering the Straits of Belle Isle, floods the whole bottom
of the Gulf with water almost at the temperature of the Arctic
seas. To these conditions the series of collections from Gas]>i'

otfers somewhat an exception, and is of a slightly more southern
character, both as regards the species represented and the devel-
opment which they attain. This difference depends on purely
local causes, which, while slightly changing the character, give
opportunities for a very abundant development of Foraminifei;!,
more especially of the arenaceous forms. Gaspe Bay in no ]>; rt

exceeds 50 fathoms in depth ; is about 20 miles m extreme
length, well land-locked, and disturbed by no other current than
that caused by the ebb and flow of the tide. The depth is not
so great as to allow of the incursion of the cold and deep layei-

to any great extent, and the proximity of land and the shelter
thus afforded tend stdl further to modify its temperature.
The bottom, in most of the deeper parts, is composed of fine

sand and mud, and this it is which favors the very large devel-
opment of arenaceous forms.

Past the mouth of Gaspe Bay sweeps the very strong tidal
CLirrent of the St. Lawrence, and immediately we pass the shelter
ot Ship Head and come within its influence, the changes in the
i^orammifera become strikingly apparent The bottom consist-
ing for the most part of clean gravel or coarse sand, most of the
arenaceous forms disappear at once, and instead of the abun-
dance of Nonioninas and Miliolas previously found, a very large
proportion consist of PlancyrhuUna lobattda, which can hold its
own, attached to seaweeds and polyzoans. Polystomella Ardica
also becomes somewhat prominent, while the Lagenid® and
*'™lenid8e appear in abundance.

VVhat few sandy forms do occur are depauperated and com-
posed of very coarse particles. The Foraminifera as a whole

r^^I?J.are very abundant, and in some samples dredged by
^r- Whiteaves almost equal in quantity those in the deeper
Atlantic soundings.
In the estuary of the St. Lawrence itself, Bulimina pyrula be-

G^r .V°"^®w^at common form. Among forms which in the

H f^ J
Lawrence may be mentioned as specially characteris-

aL- I
^P ^^^^^^ are Nodosaria {Glandulina) l^vigata, GhU-

^pna bulloides, very small ; Bulimina, principally B. squamosa,
aiso small; Uvigerinapygmma, CassiduUna.
^rom depths greater than 100 fathoms all the Foramimfera

eeri
^? small and delicate ; and Lagenidae, Bulimmida, Globi-

p.!^^°^oides, together with a few depauperated Nonioninse,
institute the greater part of the fauna. From these depths
•^- -^ODH. Sci.-TflXBn Series, Vol. I, No. 3.-Mabch. 1871.
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also come many Diatoms, mostly Coscinodiscus, and Sponge

spicules. Polystomella striatopunctata is almost everywhere

prevalent, though it nowhere attains to any very great size, and

below about 30 fathoms, becomes small and generally rare, and

continues increasing in rarity till it almost disappears at 300

fathoms. In some localities, at about 30 fathoms, P. Arctim is

abundant, and greatly surpasses in size the ordinary Folysto-

raellce occurring along with it The remaining P. striatopunc-

tatce also at this depth often show a remarkable proneness to

run into modifications resembling one or other of the numeroiif

species and varieties into which the genus is subdivided, but as

the transition series are complete, it is very difficult to place

the bulk of the specimens satisfactorily under them. It ba?

been thought better in the table to include as many as are easiiv

seen to be modified strialojmnctatcB under that name, ^omo-

niiia Labradorica, though not so universally distributed as the

above, is a very characteristic species in the Gulf It seems to

be best developed and in largest numbers, at about 30 fathoms.

It thins off both in numbers and size as we go into shallower

water, and decreases much in size, though not so perceptibl}

and below

^_^^^^^^^^^ c^.^^^.,^^ V.1 x,^...v.xcv^ ... .... „„tuarine parts

of the Gulf, which strongly contrasts with their abundance m

Gaspe Bay, and also on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, ana

One specimen of a curious sandy form of OyrnuspirafoUc^

was obtained at a depth of 18 fathoms at Gaspe.

Biloculina ringens scarcely occurs above 30 fathoms. .

At Murray Bay, which is only about 60 miles below the point

where, at least, the surface of the St. Lawrence becomes perma

nently fresh, the Foraminifera become very scarce and po

Polysiomelh. striatopunctata is the most common, but it -

become very small. Noniomna Labradorica, I^^'^ola tanant

sis and Trochammina inflata also occur, but all much reciuc

in size, and scarce relatively to the amount of material examineo.

On passing from the Gulf to the east of Kewfoundlana, o
.^

the south of Cape Breton, a change from the Gulf ^aun<*

^
immediately detected. Polystomella striatopunctata, ^^^^^

^^,

common, becomes rare. Nonionina Lahradori^a to a ^^,.^^
tent ceases to appear, and Uvigerina pygmcea and Cassias

become more frequent
, /n^c 1

The arenaceous HippocrepinaA^g. ^^^ ^^i^'^Z'^^and 3) are most plentiful at depths less than 20 iatfio

^
Lituola scorpiurus (fig. 4) goes down to the greatest <iep

.^.

Gasp^ Bay, and is yet abundant at 10 fathoms, while ii^^^j

mense Ehabdopleura aiyysscyrum (fig. 6) appears only a^
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20 fathoms, and continues from that point increasing in num-
ber and size to the depth of 50 fathoms, which is the greatest
1 ., • ^ , ^ . , . . ,

'ad.
Id tend, with

other facts, to show that these organisms, together with most

other marine animals of low organization, do not depend, to any

great extent, on the depth or intensity of daylight, but almost

entirely on the temperature of the water, as Dr. Carpenter main-

tains in his account of his recent deep-sea dredging, so that thev

would not giye very satisfactory evidence of the conditions ot

deposits of Post-pliocene or other beds, unless other facts were

at disposal to show the depth, when the Foraminifera woulJ

give valuable assistance with regard to the climatic conditions

at that depth. The quality of bottom has, however, much to do

with the general fades of the Foraminifera, as with other ani-

mals. For, as shown above, calm water, with a bottom com-

posed of fine sand and sediment, is particularly favorable to the

arenaceous forms, though, even under these conditions, they do

not thrive in the very cold, deep water (such as tliat below 100

fathoms) in the open Grulf A stronL^ current at once causes all

sandy forms to disappear, mostly, no doubt, from want of the

necessary 1
ine materials

:

preponderance of Trw^a..,
The arenaceous forms, with t'lic (xcc],tii)ii of those which are

tubular, constitute a series i)ar;illcl to tlic cnlcai-eoits forms, and

the members of which graduate into one another. It seems not

improbable that the individuals of the same species may assume

either appearance. It does not appear, however, that the same

individual can present both forms at successive periods. Un

the other hand, the sandy forms may really constitute a distinct

group parallel to the others. Sketches of some interesting

iorrns are given which do not appear to be precisely similar to

described species. These have been kindly examined \>J
^'

-Parker, of London, who regards the Lituola? represented in ngs.

1 and 3 as new species, to which he assigns the names Z. /««^"^
and L cassis. The form represented in fig. 2 he regards as tiie

type of a new genus, to which, from the horseshoe-shaped
tonn

of the aperture, he gives the name Rippocrepina, naming tpe

species K indivisa.
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form circular or elliptical groups, of from five to sixteen or

more, surrounding circular or elliptical cloacal openings. Tk
'' marginal tubes " are numerous in all parts of the common

tissue, tlie enlarged ends appearing as oval or pyriform spots

lighter than the ground color. The branchial openings are

ing is usually considerably more distant from the brancMal than

in figure 15, and its tube much larger and more divergent

The outer end or branchial side of the body usually projects

considerably beyond the branchial opening, as in figure lb.

The form of the stomach also differs, and in preserved speci-

mens it is difficult to determine its normal form. Its surface i?

finely corrugated or iiTegularly ribbed, with a glandular struc-

ture, which is finely granulated. . ,

The colors of the specimens were not very carefully examined

during life, but the common tissue is gi-eenish-gray and tue

animals purplish, with a lighter central spot. When presen-ea

m alcohol the tunic is finely speckled with deep purple, toe

stomach and ovaries are light yellow. The branchial sac na^

eight or nine transverse purple vessels, and six or more longi-

tudinal ones that are of the same size and color, with smaller_

nearly uncolored ones between (figs. 16, 18). The stigmata ar

narrow eUiptical or oblong (fig. 17). Seen externally the branch-

ial orifice is surrounded by a white spot, and another light sp-

IS situated at the anal opening near the inner end. The ©'

gmal tubes are dull yellow with the enlarged ends often opaq

white.
g

Brooklyn, Long I.,—D. C. Eaton ; Charlestown, Mass.,—J-

Sanborn
; Salem,—E. S. Morse. , „,?.,

This species appears to be more nearly allied to B. poW.
of Northern Europe than to B. Schhsseri, but is

apparen^l

quite different from both.

Figure 18.-Another individual, seen from the left side, and enlarged 10
^^^

t rs: a, anal tube; e, atf.mach; L ventral duct of the brauchial sac; 0,
leii

lintlv developed ; the branchial i

t spot surrounded by a faint cir

Some of the [.urpie pigment d



Chemistry and Physics.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the synthesis of indigo i^we.—The beautiful discovery of

till' artificial production of alizarin is now followed l>y that of

iiiditro blue. The path to this discovery was opened b^ liaeyer,

who by the action of a new reducing agent suiceedtd m forming

the first derivative of indigo free from oxyg^ n

—

imlfJ, and snl)st

-

quently in preparing this artificially. Tlie same rhimist also i. .la-

ced isatin to indigo blue, giving thereby fiutlur (.nc-onriiLrciiu nt to

the hope of artificially forming indigo blur itself. \\\ \\\v A\\ ilis-

tillution of equal molecules of calcic acetate and bcn/.oaU', Ktinutr-

liiiU' and Engler obtained acetophenon, the nirtliyl-ki-tcmc of l.cn-

zoic acid, CgHgO. Nitric^ acid converts this into two i<o„Hric

low syrupy compound with the same empiriral fornnila. As the

t'uipirioal 'formula shows, two molecules of this body l.y losing 2

cuk- of indigo blue.

2€8H7N03—2H2e-2e=€, JIi .XsO,.
By using a mixture of zinc-dust and soda-lime at a higli tempera-

ture, both these changes occurred, the heat serving to remove the

water. Afterward it was found that the water n

expelled by a carefully regiilated heat. When small

the mixture are heated over a good Bunsen's lamp, v.

tubes, a dark sublimate is fornied on the colder parts of tlic tube,

which on heating gives the characteristic violet vapors ot mdigo
blue. The sublimate also gave with lime and ferrous sulphate a

solution of indigo-white, wdiich again by oxidation gave the char-

acteristic purple film. The artificial production of mdigo-blue,

although in extremely small quantity, is thus rendered certain.

The authors give for the structural formula of indigo-blue the tol-

lowing scheme: N-^eH, -€0-€H

?o that it represents the azo-derivative of a peculiar ketone, hav-

ing the formula

:

, €eH5-€0-€H
|

^€gH5-€0-€II, )

but not yet prepared. In view of the facility with which azo-

compoundsare converted into hydrazo-compounds, mdigo-whitc

ities of

i the formula

:

j
NH~€,H,-Ce-€H

I

(NH-€eH,-€0-€H. f

The constitutions of the other bodies belonging to the mdigo



(
N—-GgH^-CO—€(eil)

)

;
NH—€«H,—€H=€H

)

i NH—€JI^—€H=€(OH) ^

I XH—Cel-I,—€Hr=-t^(OH) \

Oxindol.

^1 ^ ^ ^ ' ^^ ^ L Dioxindol.
( NH—^eH^—€(eH)=€(OH) )

The method given above for the artificial formation of wA\i(^

blue does not of course hold out any prospects of success in nril;.-

cing the natural by the artificial product, but is certainly
'

regarded as one of the highest triumphs of synthetic clienus

Berichte der Deutsohen Chem. GeseUschaft, 3^" JoJirgcmg,]-

(Nov. 28th, 1870). V'

2. On the products of the distillation of coal tar havi/r:

boiling points.—Ataong the products of the distillation <

tar having higher boiling points than anthracene, Grabe an i

bermann found chrysen "Cj gllj 3. Grabe has continued tlu

tigation, and has discovered a new hydrocarbon, having the

ula€jgHj„, to which he has given the name of Pyreii-

hydrocarbon may be isolated by combining it with pieri;

with which it forms a red crystalline mass, having the t.

^t gII
, o+^^eH.CNe^) 3OH. Ammonia unites with the :u ,

sets free the pyren in the foi-m of colorless leaves which
j

i

;

resemble anthracen, are soluble in al<u)hol, benzol, ether and W'-

phide of carbon. It melts at 142° V. and distills at a higher tei|^^

perature than anthracen. Nit ric acid rcudilv converts PF^f"
''

nitro compounds. A mixture of potassic chromate and sulpnui

acid converts it into pyrene-chinon. Bromine o-ives two dern--

tives, €
1 gH , I Jr^ .Bx^ and €

^ gH , Br 3 . Pyrene-chinon is ;>

" '
1 is reduced by zinc powder to pyrene, ^vhich

s ph "

[fon
3*" Jahrg

.3. On a new^reaction for CJdoroform.—A. W. Ibf
^^J^'j,given a very elegant process by which one part ot ehloiotor

5000-6000 parts of alcohol may be detected with certainty.

liquid to.be tested is poured into a mixture of aniline ^nth aii ai^^^

hohc solution of caustic soda. When chloroform is
P^^^''"-J„ ,,t

gentle heating a violent rear^tion takes place, with ^voi"
^^j

the characteristic powerful odor of the isonitril. I^'ff "
ther

iodoform give the same reaction n^ w<'ll as chloral, l>nt it>

known substances.- Z?mV././e r/.r Ih.Urhen Chem. ^^^^^'^^
./

'

f" Jahrgang, p. 769. , ^'.^
4. On the ho,>,okHfues of Naphthalin.—rirric, aud 1^ ...^

have succeeded in re,,lacin/ari atom of hydrogen m "^rj bv
by an atom of methyl or ethyl, by a process f^in^p^^^,,^^

„.tion of

which ethyl benzol was formed, that is to say, by the actio

foi-mula.—i?ey*c/i.te der Deutschen
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son River beds, is covered to the north, not solely by the Niagara

limestone, as has been supposed, but to a large extent by tht

Lower Helderberg, and mainly the water-lime beds; andpasang

eastward from this area, the surface rocks are in succession, tk

Oriskany sandstone, Corniferous limestone, Hamilton group, the

Huron Shale or Genesee and Portage, the Waverly group bow

proved to be Subcarboniferous, and the Coal Measures, the last

mentioned covering nearly all of the eastern third of the state.

There is also, on the Lake shore, the Erie Shale, several hundred

feet thick, corresponding to the Chemung, a rock hitherto con-

founded with the Huron Shale.
The Huron Shale, as first found by Mr. Hertzer, contains

fossil remains offishes and wood inside of large concretions; and

one of the fishes, called the Binichthys Ilertzeri by Newbeiry,

had a head three feet long by two broad, with the jaws over two

feet in length and five inches deep ; the two jaws met in front to

form one great triangular tooth which interlocked with two id the

upper jaw seven inches long and more than three wide.
.

The discovery of the Subcarboniferous limestone in patches m

the state is announced by Prof. Andrews, of the Survey, at pag«

91 of this volume. The report of Prof. Andrews, which ejeit-

where shows careful research, relates to the eastern or Carbonii-

erous portion of the State, and contains special descriptions ottM

rocks and iron ore beds, with sections, lists of fos«Us, observatioM

on economical products, etc. - ...

Among the most interesting results obtained are those ol

J

chemist. Prof. Wormley, who has proved that the sulphur in "

coal is not all or mainly in the state of sulphid of iron, but m

of an organic sulphur compound. ,,.5.

We cite the following from Prof. Andrews' Report, on pagei

-

"All the authorities on the subject of coal have hitherto suppo^

the sulphur to be chemically combined with iron in the orm

"

bisulphide of iron {Fe82). Prof Dana, in his recent worfc on

eralogy, expresses a doubt in regard to this in the foUowingp

graph, page 756

:

, be

' Sulphur is present in nearly all coals. It is sapp<>^%^^
usually combined with iron, and when the coal affords a re

on burning, there is reason for believing this true. p»-^ ,

j^;

mentions a coal from New Zealand which gave a pe^^^'^J^ sho*"
ash, although containing from 2 to 3 p. c. of sulphur, a i»

^^^^^t

mg that It is present not as a sulphide of iron, but as a co ^
ot an organic compound. The discoveiy by Church oy/.

f jring

a coTistituent of other organic com,>ou,Hls'is quite poss'ble.
f^

By an examination of Prof AVormley's table of ^''^}^''^^^o^a\i

Lost Run coal, it will be seen that in no case i^^^ere ir
,^ 21.

in the coal to take up in combination all the sulphur. ^
^^j{^

the sulphur is 1-01 per cent. Adopting for the combma"" .^
bisulphide of iron the proportion given by chemists,
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•884 per cent of iron, whereas Pro£ W
cent. This 0-09 per cent of iron w^

r cent of sulphur to make the usual

consequently 0*908 j^er cent of suli)liu

in combination with iron.

:ed illustration of the dispropor

"iffi

sliington county. The coal is a whitf asli coal, and the

lalyzed had been in the cabinet of Marutta coll,-:, lor

j-ears, and showed none of the usual tcwU ut v to ili>iii-

1, in crystallizing, breaks the coal bv its i'.\]iaii>ioii. I he

as found by Prof. Worniley to coiitnin only o-:;;.(. per

ron, but 3-330 per cent of sulphur. Then' shouM have

0'455 per cent of sulphur, if the sulphur wi'if liniiiril to

de of iron."

Andrews observes, on p. 13;), that ,70/'/ has ha h t<iken

from the Drift at several points in Licking Co.. aii.l that in the

summer of 1868, gold dust was gathered to the value of seventeen

dollars.

Prof Orton was occupied with Southwestern Ohio, which he is

evidently studying with much care. Some observations of his in

this region on a peat bed beneath the drift, a discovery of the

survey, are published on page 54 of vol. 1, of this Journal for

18V0. A large number of analyses of limestones and other rocks

of this part of the state by Dr. Wormley are given on pages 151

to 153. They show that the Niagara limestone is a true magnesian

limestone, containing 40 to 50 per cent of carbonate of magnesia.

2. Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa; by Charles A.

^^'hite, M. D. : Geological Coi-ps, C. A. White, State Geologist

;

<J. H. St. John, Assistant; Rush Emery, Chemist. \ ol. I, 361 pp.

large 8vo, with maps, sections and views. Des Moines, 1870.—
The geological survey of Iowa was first undertaken by Professors

James Hall and J D Whitney, who published their valuable

Report, a large octavo volume, in 1858. In 1866 the survey was

resumed, under the order of the State, by Prot White, but was

unfortunately cut short again by the Legislature before the work
^as half done, yet not before important results were obtained as

sbown in the volume just now issued. It is the first of the two

volumes of which the Report is to consist. This first volume is a

<^lear and succinct account of the physical geographer and geol-

ogy of the State, with details respecting several of its counties.

After a general view of the Iowa rocks, it treats m its first part, of

the surface features, including its elevation, drainage system, lakes,

<^averns, &c. ; the Drift and other Quaternary deposits; the soils,

Fauies and forest-regions; its climate (a chapter, prepared by Mr.
T. S. Panin). In it? second part, it takes up the geology, speak-

ing of the several rocks in order of age, giving their characters,

characteristic fossils, distribution, etc. Part third, is occupied by
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iss of tho Lower Mlu
Primordial) ; Tppor
1 (ITainilton group) S

rnor of the Stato. Tlie Mibcarboniforoius rocks, which
irth westward across the Stato, eonsist of four subdivisi

mo that are recomiized by VVorthen in Illinois; 1, the

ok group, the lowest and widest in extent, reaching

ird; .i, the Keokuiriimestone (in which the Warsaw li

ograpbW

and the work in its typogr.iphx as wcW a^ its ^cienci i-> :»''

'

State, made up of layers of paper colored and lettercil

for popular illustration, and one that nia\ be of gn.it -^

public lectures on the science. It is particulailv ail.

regions of nearly horizontal rocks.
The se-ond volume of the lieport is to be devoted to

geology, litholocrv, mineralogy, and chemistry, and will 1'^

paine<l hy a geolooical chart of the State. The Choraid

will be by Prof. P:merv, who. Dr. White observes, *' has p
Ins duties with a zeal and conscientiousness worthy ol ai'

3 Iteportofthe Geoloqical Exploration of the Fort
i'

-

(tlld, made undtr the rUrc'tion of Mai Gen. J. ^^- ^'\
Chief of Enrfineer.^ h,, riareiJ hlnq, V. >S. Genloc}U^;

Mmnnj lnrh,.<f,,j; i.y .] ^^u.^ I). I[\'.,i I irith Gevlo(J[>'^^\
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1 f:'u-ts, whk-h have l>eL'n i-

\\ to say tliat the <iescTii>tl

I'nited KStates. This book sliouhl be >tu.hfa by

^ted in the development of our western nuniug re|

ess wouhl do a great service to the oountrj it

i-ize a popidar edition to be published tor general di

King announces that his report will be cumplet^

^cs, Vol.1, Systematic Geology; ^ol II, Descr

; Vol III, Mining Industry; \o\. I\ ,
Zoologv ai

-'; Vol. V. l^otany. The ^.^mle renort to.ms No. 18 of the

il papei-i

mv. ine wiioit; il-j/wil ^.,.^^ ^
f the Engineer Department, L . ^:>. Army.
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4. The Literature of Kent's Cavern, near Torquay, Devomhm

—Besides the five Reports of the Committee for exploring Kent's

Cavern, published by the J^ritish Association in the volumes for

the years 1865 to 1870 inclusive (the first one of which was repub-

lished in vol. xliii of this Journal, 18G7), various important publi-

cations have been made by Mr. Wm. Pengelly, F.K.S., &c.,inthe

Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the

of Science, etc., which have also been reprinted in pamphle

These include the following : The Literature of Kent's C

prior to 1859, 54 pp. 8vo, 1868.— Condition of some of th

found in Kent's^
~ ^ — "'^- '"''—'

Kent's Cavern, I , ,

Enery's Manuscript, 310 pp. 8vo, 1869.-

rence of Hippopotamus major and Machairodus latidens tnKM*

Cavern, 25 pp. 8vo, 1869.—Mr. Pengelly was on the British Assfr

elation Committee, and served as its Reporter. He has also puth

lished, in the same Transactions, On the Antiquity ofMm tnm

South-west of England, 34 pp. 8vo, \mi.— On the Introdv^tionoj

Cavern Accumulations, 12 pp. mo.— On the Literature ojm

Caverns near Yealmpton, South Demm, 26 pp., 1870 ;
and otner

papers on the Geology of Devonshire. -r.

5. Atlas der KrystaUformen des .Mineralreiehes ;
jon^-

Albrecut Schkauk orstcn (/ustos dc-s K. K. Hof-Mineralien»

nets, Wien, etc. 4t(., II Licfcruntr.— Dr. Scliraufof Vienna is o

of the best crystall.V^raph.rs .>f th. age, as well as an exceO^^

physicist. He hus conunencHd \n this Atlas a large and beaut*

work on the crystalline l(.r,„s of minerals, having just published

the second part out of the twenty of which it is to consist.

order in which the mineral species are taken up is alpbao^^
^^^

The Second part, just now issued, contains plates 1
1
to ^«J,

j^

trating the species from Anglesite to Apatite inclusive, ana
^^^

plate is occupied with sixteen figures drawn and engrave
_

great exactness. Under anglesite there are 76 figures; under^^^

hydrite, 16 ; under apatite, 36 ; and so on. The
^^^l^^" -^„^^Jn\

tallographic descriptions of the several figures, and the ^'^^^^^
j,^

dimensions and angles, but without tables of the
J^^'^i?^ gphVuit

tween the various planes. Many of the figures are by ^ "

.j^j^^itv.

himself; and in all cases references are given to the a
^,^^^jj

The work would be a very valuable companion to any
^^ ^^.

ogical cabinet or library. It is printed in a style wort y

Vienna press. ... f ^or^l

6. Synopsis of the Extinct Batrachia and ^«Pfff^"^..
^tb

America; bv Edward D. Cope. Part HL VV-^^p}?.S^s&'
two large plates.—This third part continues Prot. ^T .g^ It

valuable work on our fossU Batrachians, Reptiles and ^ir
.^,

is devoted mainly to the birds, and describes at length
^^^^^^,,?,

Sula loxostyla Cope, from the Miocene of Calvert *^°'' ^ged s^

and Meleagris svperbm Cope, (on a following pag,^'. f^^^^L «/^«'

•

having been first announced by O. C. Marsh as f^'^ =^8 al=^^

from the Post-pliocene of Monmouth Co., N. J. « <'^°'
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:. Tfie Phosphate Hocks of Sn>,t/>

' I I><relopiiient ; \)j Ynxsiis S. Iloi.

S. C. 88 pp. 8vo. Charles^ton, 1870.

—

intonded as a popular exhibition of the r

in phosphatic deposits, and of some of

mining them. The anthor advocates the

Theil: Bit Insel Elba; von Prof. G. 'vom Kath. in I'.n

591-732, from the Zeitschr. d. deutschen uoi.l. <;<s., 1 '-

two plates.—Like all of Prof, von Rath's i^apers this v.

thorough treatise, both geologically and niineralogical

plates contain figures of rare forms of the species Quart
clase, Beryl, Tourmaline, Petalite (Castor), Sphene, and
besides a map of the Island of Elba.

Lophiotherium sylvaticum.—Dr. Leidy has
of fossil mammr of the lower ja

1^. Auchenia Californica.—Several bones obtained by 1

J.
Whitney, and labeled " under Table mountain near Sha^ na

Tuolumne Co., California," have been referred by Dr. Leidy to

new and large extinct species of Lama and named as above.—/'/.

11. Protohippus o/ieu/y.—Dr. Leidy observes that the gen

n

Hippidion of Owen, instituted in his paper on the Fossil Equine

from Central South America (Phil. Trans. 1869), is essentially thu

established bv him in 1858 under the name Protohippm.—Id.
1-2. Fossil Reptiles ofthe Gretaeeons of Kansas.—Vrol. <^'opeha

'•'•osnized among specimens received recently from Kansas^/^
"•"<'nir*is platynrxts Cope, Polycotylus latipinnis Cope, Liodo
}.r<,rW,er Cope, and three new Liodons, which he names L. icferictu

I. Mudgei, and L. dyspelor. The last was allied to

7"'**^/' ^^^ '^^'^^ ^^^y ^"^^ larger.—/f/. /or ^^^-.^-^

of Austria,

the tkle, Uebersichts-Kart'e des Vorkommens der Production

pnd Circulation des mineralischen Brennstoffes in der Oesten-eich-

ischen Monarchie im Jahre 1868.
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14. Rhodode7idre(e Asm Orientalis: a paper by Maximo
cently issued (1870) as the 9th fasciculus of the IGtli voluii

Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St Pott

illustrated by 4 plates, imp. 4to. In the commeueeiiunt

elaborate and very interesting article, Maximowicz txphi

the name Bododendrem is preferred to Rhodorem because' tl

lihodora is a mere quasi-abnormal form of a section of PJ

dron, taking this genus, as he does, in the most eiilarux

Also that the characters of scaly and not scaly binls is i

pk'tely available, as was thought, for dividing the groups i

Iribes as Ivlotzscli proposed. We have been aceustnnu

tliis character in a subordinate way, Avhen it is very \

aware that both modes occur in some genera, sucli as Vm
The main distinction between his PhyUodocei^ and his /

drendreoe is that of the seed, with a close testa in the form

form in the latter. Among the genera of the former 1

Rhodothauinus, founded on Rhododendron C/tamartsti

point which most nearly concerns us is that, notwithstam

Californian species which Ave regard as uniting tliem, 3Iax

keeps up both Bryanthus and Phyllodoce, the former of

original plant only, the corolla of which he newly dts.

"ad basin 4-partita, horizontaliter patens." He also red:

genus for Steller, and states that Pallas had done so bet

that Gmelin had copied name and character verhathu fron

entioning him s

the question under all the light now thrown upon it.

^ roposed is likely to be maintauial

Zoiseleitria \s kept up,—although t^^
P^'^^'^^.^y';';,,Vv

Linnaean Azalea,—and with sufficient :

think that th

le name Zoi
origmal Linnaean Azalea,—and with sufficient reasons oi n

and convenience, which ought here to overbear the rule
;

to

impracticable at this day to dissociate th( ^ '""
^''"

shrubs which every one knows under that

distinctness of our eastern 31. globularis Iro

^^^
non\-wQ^tQvn M. ferruginea (but the characters seem to us in^

^^^

cient and evanescent), finds a better distinction for the col
^^^^

Japanese species in its pentandrous flowers, and has three m
apparently well-marked Japanese species. . ^ .,^

Tsusiophyllum, of a single Japanese species, is an interM^^j

new genus between Menziesia and Rhododendron, listing

by its narrow tubular corolla, tiimerous pistil, and longitudm'* .

dehiscent anthers.
_ . Ay^ier

Rhododendron, the great genus of the group, is dispose

eight sections. Four of these are of the terminal-flowered
.^e^^^^_

all but the last of which make the innovations from separate
^^ ^^^^^

1. Osmothamnus, DeCandoUe's genus, to which R. ^^^^^^'j i
and the two Alpenrosen, with some related species, are a*l^ ".^iv

Eurhododrendron, comprising the typical species, under w
^^^^

divisions. 3. Azalea with annual leaves, answeiing, wito
-^^^^

exceptions, to that genus as admitted by UeCandolle. A o » g
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otlierwi^i' all Chiiio-Japanese, bd

1,,. .

-t;th

I'look., ami' u.K- ,.r t ^^ o <

•i-onlholcurr si<U.. tlu-

new ,>lant

int.d fron

LX)/-v"'»','.'ti'Li','iI

ontainiuu a kV^

•lu^y:

of l-:h<«,„n(,s tiK" "cliur;

ken for our /. crhtata,
pny^i.l.un, and a M=

uVorl'of'a

a Tno.(e,
mdshurian

new Iris uhid,
'n, ANhich hanllN

and a Japan, ^c

. Ff<>ra'tv.s-//v//;o..s-As-.—The fifth ^(dumeofth i^ *rrea( Coloiiian
•I, li\ Mr. r..niham,aW,.ieclbvF. .MiiUer, i>vued'towanrthe
?of 1 .asjustb.rnreceh.;i It com])i-is(- the last orders
Vonoppfaln

, from M,/oporme<> to PUditaaln e.', the Lahiatm
s: tlu^

'

larn-iSt familx:au(lthe J^>e,W.. from;''hytolaccactch to
' liittcr l.eino- of course l)v far the
•OMpying almost half of the presen t volume of .>H4

tu'ctiou with this we maV note the

a Phytograplua^
\i.lur

(Md
Ferdinand de MuUer's

SZTdbourne, 1867-186«,) coi laraeters of new
,.l ijrei '>Ta, revisions of various < roups etc, illustrated by
n- 1.1ates of some of the more intcreslinir plants ; the
!umo mainly devoted to Mo>iopet<il<p and to Protuu-to'

^v'r
uh anee of the correspoi,.li„.,por. ion of the Flora

»'\v soon boast of a noble and unrivalled conipleted I'lora.

^^'l'^^'S^BeH^^'''r''"-^
P- Go3 to K. ^^T^*" A("adem\ of Science^ for August la»t, from

count of ft
'^^' ^^ occupied by I*rof. IJraun with a detailed ac-

^^vAi^J % S^"era, upon whicli he has previously published the

med up in l"^^*^
investigations. Plis present account is sum-

^'^'^nan^ fnii ''^I'
''^^ ^"^

^<-T to the species of both genera (in

^^" ^v^onlnV/ " ^y^t'-^^^-'^tic arrangement and revision, with
to o.r of^1^^; ^^^"tiit, etc. The species of Marsilie now amount
^•i-i.h h •

^ ^^^ ^^orth American; and of Pllular>ce to 5, of

^^^Dlv n? '^ «^^ very little known; in the United States, cer-
- --Arkansas, probably in Georgia. a. »,.
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III. ASTKONOMT.

lipse trom JSature^ the excellent scientitc weekly i

al direction of the astronomer, Mr. Lockyer, and published

t scientific weekly under

eaitonai direction oi the astronomer, Mr. JLockyer, and pi

by MacMiUan & Co. London, and 63 Bleecker St., New Y
Mediterranean Eclipse, 1870; by J. Norman Lockyer.—Cloud

in Sicily, cloud in Spain, cloud in Africa. Such at first sight might

seem to be the only result of all the observations made on the

eclipsed sun of 1870.

But, after all, has the oracle been silent ? I think not. Dare

we, however, say that the great problem of the Corona, that one

among the many still outstanding difficulties which the eclipse

was invoked to settle, is settled ? This, perhaps, would be saying

too much, but still, I think, a step in advance has been made. The

oracle has spoken darkly, perhaps, but it has spoken.
Let me endeavor to put the question as it stood a few weeks ago

as briefly as possible.

Beginning the story some few years back we find the corona, a

halo of white light around the moon, with a height sometimes rep-

resented as equal to the moon's diameter, sometimes more, some

times less, with a border d discretion,—so much did the drawing>

vary—regarded as the solar atmosphere.
Some thought the red prominences to be mountains, other ob-

servers called them clouds.
. .

The polariscope was brought up with a view of detemiining

whether the corona shone by reflected light or not. The result of

this new method of observation was doubtful.
In the Indian eclipse of 1868 M. Janssen, by means of the spec-

troscope, still another aid, determined that the prominences were

masses of hydrogen gas, but there was no final word about the

corona. Major Tennant observed that its spectrum was contuiuous.

Later in the same year Dr. Frankland and myself approximateiv

determined the pressure of the prominence gases by means of a ne

method and laboratory experiments, and at once stated ourconvu-

tion that the extensive corona, which had been depicted and rep-

resented by Kirchhofi" and others to be the solar atmosphere, m^
be something else. This was our idea. I cannot quote our.^/'^*;''

for I am writing in Venice and have no copies of our paper with m •

_
In the American eclipse of 1869 the problem was advanced c

siderably, perhaps even more considerably than we can yet toroj

an Idea of, writing as we must still do doubtfully. I do notJ^
to the drawings, for they varied considerably, but to the oX>m

tion that the light of the outer corona, like that of the prommen^e^

gave a bnght-line spectrum. But as at least some ofthe ooser

gave positions doubtfully, "near C" and "near E," I thought tna^

the explanation was still possible which regarded the corona a.

^
terrestrial origin ; that is, which assumed it to be an appearance

to the presence of light in our own atmosphere. The proWem

one of such difiiculty that there seemed a possibility that, t'T^,
^j

unexplained cause, some of the solar light might be difliised ana
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out of its course, and then mixing up wdth the light of the chro-
mosphere, give us a sort of continuous spectrum, with the hydro-
iren bright lines superposed upon it ; in other words, that as the
• v.. perceives a bright, irregular region or glare around the un-

' I'X'tl sun, an effect due to our atmosphere, so also the eye might
ni' a bright, irregular region or glare around the uneclipsed
"'sphere durimj eclipses, due also to our atmosphere.

' 'n' word here about the CUiromosphere, the name I have given
I in- bright-line-giving region outside the photosphere. It has

1"!il: been clear that the spectroscopic method of observing it when
ti"' sun is not eclipsed is not totally effective; that is to say, that
Hf only see a percentage of it—perhaps only a relatively small
i't ivt'iitage~but the glowing prominences, that is, those in which
"

'

', I'"
t

•
ii], lue of the rapid motion of ejection from the s

CO at all angles from the line of sight, afford

[)robably a layer of cooler hydrogen suscep-
d visible above the ordinary level. Now as

'i:^i

high, it is not unreasonable t

. -^
-...u t.nr umuinospnere may even extend to that distance, or

^\^'H a little beyond it.

llenoe it was that in the Instructions to Observers, drawn up by
^"ot. ^>tokes, and myself, and approved bv the organizing com-
°^'

' t!,?'"
?^^ 1870 eclipse, it is stated that—

iPAL OBJECT to be obtained is to determine whether
o differentiate the outer lavers of irregular outline
^n-s (of the corona) from a 'stratum, say some 5' or

High round the sun, which mav possibly be the limit of the
aseous envelopes above the photosphere."
ihe spec:troscopic observers, therefore, were enjoined—

• io determine the actual height of the chromosphere as seen
ith an eclipsed sun; that is, when the atmosphei
enect of which is doubtless only partially got ..^ .—

fisMii-Lockyer method, is removed. If the method were totally
i^<, the C line, the line of high temperature, should hardly

."'
,1"

height
: but there can be little doubt that the method ia

:;'lly effective, so the increase in height should be carefully

f' uiid^tl'
,*^^^*^!""^^"? ^^ ^here exists cooler hydrogen above and

A, 1 XI
Vividly incandescent layers and prominences."

Andthepolarisers— ^ ^

L detached and selected part of the corona about

,f«7i"ggotsofar,
1 attack, namely, tf

i.n„
^ ^y*^ oljservations, the spectros^copic method, underc

polari 'n?"'^*^"'''''''
"^%lit have been by far the most doubtful, tlie

Po^nscope method coming next.

^^' U<rht !!f
'^^*^ *^ ^^^ spectroscopic observations, ifwe assume that

^l^e obsp
-^^'^^ ^^ received l>y and from our own atmosphere,

ervations would be easily translated. A pure contmuous
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spoetrum would reveal to us solid or liquid matter in the circum-

solar regions; a spectrum continuous or not containing \)n^\\

lines would give us gases or vapors ; the ordinary solar spectrum,

with \t< iliirk lines, would indicate matter inca])able of radiation

:;. ,1:1. 1 th'.'refoi-e cool, refieeting to us ordinary sunlight. It is

1' <! (Ml slm 'lio'ht" Ii'IVsent usk^ own ; an'rVtilTmor "'po V

maze of ditHculties wliicli \w(h\ not be discussed here.

The sy>trm of skt'tciiing introduced for this eclipse is at onoe

present time, 'have l>een con vei-sations with some of the Amcru;in

members of the Sicilian expedition, a brief telegram
^'Y^ry^

oommunication to the n.iUu S\w^ of"^the 2ud instant. an^Un in;

spection of some drawin^rs'inade ])v the officers ot 11. M. M'^ f,
AciKoale. At Catania "wo saw a portion of the corona for i

seconds through a cloud, and that wa^ all : an<l the d:iy '^^^'^^^^^^

ed, it became my duty to procwd to Malta in II. M-'^- ^'"'''^,
^^'^y

Of detailed

h.' fact that t

. unmistakald



is 1 tliiiik to l)e the key-noto of iill the ohserviitioiis with

ly \vh:if lia<l heeii ])redicted.

0!! the host favored

MUX'S, iiichidiiig the whok; ouiUiie of the coroiui and even some
t!ie protuherances. He also, as I am informed, saw the rayed
'''Oil of the corona most developed ahove the j)rotuheraneea, the

" '
' '

-
- - visihle, thouiyh not so strongly

IS in the ease of Prof. W'at son's fi ruwiiTo-, in eonsei

xvorable atmospheric eai idi I am thaiikful

,Ied^h. \

e ])hotoi;raphs, which I 1ki yet -evn. liie

i must mention Prof. Peii , the Ik
es, Avlio ol)serve<l Uvo mi north ufCataaia.
the .Afarohese Sanoluliailo. lieve that 1 u" als

,
hut of this I am not abs.olii telv ce le dis

that the outer eoron.a LT the promiiieni'i

mgMiedid not seethe pi u.s liimsel f. A
'uiv^oV tliis ]K.rti<.

.ynild In dithcnUlonn, u; : for "":a tl

ft, apal.h. ot ;oloi-iii

ti'S'*',-'.!''''r''':;'5^^



two drawings were made, one by Capt. Brandreth, and the otiu r

l.y Dr. Macdonald, F.R.S., in which the variation is so stroii-

that one would feel inclined to acquit the atmosphere of any

participation in the matter, and to relegate the whole outer ini-

iia to subjectivity alone, did not Mr. Brother's admirable pli

graphs show both phenomena, as I am told they do. Dr. \

donald saw eight rays arranged with perfect symmetry; I

Ikandreth saw only two elliptical hoops crossing each otlu i

right angles.

Capt. Cochran, of the Caledonia, besides the ring, saw a o-nr

plicated stellate figure, the rays of nearly equal length, while .Mr.

Dexter, at sea between Catania and Syracuse, saw, besides tlu

ring, only one ray of inordinate length.

So much for the drawings. I think that if the records of tor-

tner eclipses be now examined, especially Mr. Carringtou s dia«-

ing of the eclipse of 1851, and compared with the others taken

at the same time, additional evidence will be gathered in tavor ot

the compound nature of the corona, which on the eviileiice nov

before me, I consider the great teaching of the present eelip^e.

Our experience in Sicily seems to be similar to that of the |.i»:iii-

ish observers, for Mr. Perry writes that, "some observed n\o

curved rays," while the rapid degradation of light oceurr^a jU

one-fifth of a solar diameter, but, so far as I know, no one m ^ki

was favored with a view of the dark intervals which were observe

There is a strange and most interesting discordance ^<^tw^5"

some of the spectroscopic observations made in Sicdy and ^.p.
•

At Agosta, where the totality was well visible for ten seeo '^.

Mr. JBurton detected a green line near E, with a taiigeimai^>^^^

(distance from moon not stated). This line, which was al^o h
^^

by the Italian observers, is doubtless the one recorded la^^ >t'^^

by the American astronomers, but in Spain Mr. Perry
^J'^^'^''

"^

bright lines at C near D, h (or E) and F were observed 8 ^^
from the sun. At Syracuse, Prof. Harkness, whose *'^|j^^^^J'.

^„',a

moved into the various positions by Capt. Tupman, R-^^-/-"^*'
/ '^j.,,,,!

the green line in all parts of the corona, so far as about l
^'^^^

the sun, and at one point thought he detected two green inj
^j

^^^

refrangible than it ; but at several places he saw a ^^^^P •,.

drogen spectrum (iiicliiding C) which he attributed to pron
^_^

prominence near the s5lit. 3lore proofs of the terrestrial r^^^^

[ think, taken in connection ^^'^
^

>ui identlcull;/ the ^'""''/^'^^^^Qy, ii

this portion of the cc

fact that the dork mo
would appear that tl

Spain, and here and tluTC T
trum with its line m^ar'^E,'

accept asestablishe.l bey<,„,

l!iSEii;:,i:':;;n7';Sthe prominent spectn

Abbiiy, oliaervmg at .^e

one passage in Mr. 1',

a mispnnt, as I suspe \'\ tfier

IS recorded. It runs , -Mr.



MM.Ttroscope of 2 prisms of 45° belonging to Prof. Youiiii, s;nv

''liuht lilies, C, D, F; and aften^'ards F, and a line rathor ii

•'liuht than F on the less refrangible side of B, C m.t noti

til. 11." Now, if b (not B) was intended here we have sub-iiK

ili-ixnt dydrogen mixed with the green-line-giving-substai
\\liirli may probably be a new element with a vapor density

ise of known elcmen

^ment),

i Sub-incandescent

>i'egoing table excludes naturalh
A-hich give bright lines in the solar's
il)le in the spectrum of the chroin'

"I'll' storms the chromospheric layers are thrown up in the oniir
ot ^"ipor density, and because all the heavier \a|K)rs arc at .>r U-
'ow the level of the photosphere itself
U ith regard to the question of polarization, the ])arlic- in Su-ily

<»btuined evidence that the corona was radiallv pi'lariztd. thouLih

Jifferentlv. Mr Kavnard' it Vill
forth of Catania, obtained'i.ientical
lanzution. Ht-m-e the solar corona,
not only radiates, but reflects solar 1

:l'f^<-trum (Vcunir, Biirtoi;, and others) ;
u'hich line, if it he idei

;l^>ththe auroral line 'as stated by (lould, may possibly

^9 w^° the higher regions of our own atmosphere.
(^•) Outside this stratum the rays, &c., are for the most part d
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partly to our own atmosphere, partly to our eyes, for their -liiipf

varies; they are seen hy some at rest, by others in motion, inni

(3.) The white lig-ht of the (•hrom<)Si)here above the proniiiU'iuiN

shown bv tiie i)olari^c'opic observation^ ( Uanyard, Teirce, Jr., La^ldl

(4.) The rosy tiiii^e of the corona proper, that is of tlie vmm

taininjr R^rlit wliich corner from botli the hitzher and lower strnu

of the chroino^pliere (Peiree, Sen., ^Inclear, Abbav.)
2. Appe,id;,' U, the WoshhH/toH ()h,rrrat;<»,s''of 1SG8.-T1k'

SupeHnten<lentofther.S. Xax'al Observatory. Commodore Sandv

imt m^ap^!mpria?i^!n'h:rb. .,> nil.-' tur"llM'ir 7u!>ii^'atiou in liiH

thou^jri, themanuMTipl i^na.l^ t,,,-, h. p. inter.

'TprZL!ryo^!:^t]'hr^^^^^ letter iron, Vvo^^
Youno-, of Dartmouti. ColK-e, an abstract of which i< pul)li;J|;J

ber!'*i^L addi-eLJd 'Oil'was'm.t' slaved bM 111 Tribune from' ^^l>Kll

It was cited) to Dr. Henry ^lorton, I'residcnt of the Mesens U-.

iioh.^icalJnstitute.iroboken.

repeatedly SMbj(.ct< d x^irim.^ .nuiio;.'- f-r J ^'-
''=^"V'"'

!i\j. tli

sion of atmospheric germs into the tubes.
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For this purpose four tuLes of hard Boliemiaii olas^ woro pro-
pared, :ui(l about halt-filled with a liquid ooTisistincj of

C:irh()iiate of aTiimoiiia, lo grains
Phosphate (,f soda,.-.. 5 grains.

N'l; ( ;nv -vva- i.ikrn. {o^-xdudc Vw'm^ irornis from those iii*rrodionts,
niiiiic,. \y'\u<x ])laccd. for the do-truotiou of thoir vitality, upon
tin

J
i.;li t('!ii],('r.run' to Avhic-li thoy wore afterwards ^ubjeeted.

;'Vl,Ms( ,1 f„i fnur hour- to a temperature \ arviiiu- from \o5" to 100' C.
Ill

1 PapiiiV ilisivvtrr. Alter 1)(MM^ allowi'd to eool, the di^rostcr

'''\ "V-xv'l .mmI tl... (uV.. iuimedi .te!\ pluime.l, _tu;oof them into

-'

't uV,ired_ M.lutV,!! oV'!'arl)o!i(>'aeid in ^I'lter.' 'V\n .e

_^
. ^

^

; .
=".N iMl>]e to tlie eye, are knoun ...metinTe^Ve.ist,

immediately fatal to Nitalitx. I hoped to moot

miu-h( l.e ra'ised, in the e\eut ..f livint: origan-

nil-, found in the tu'R-, that Uu-uerms of sueh

^.^^^fHj cylinders containing the immersed tubes were now m.iin-

|^'!'t ditfusod daylight, land somedmo^ to slinliglit, for a period

'h'
f'> till' bottom^"' On 'the 24th of iCec mber la-^t n^ooftliO

!a'ni„V-''''' ''^'''"''f^'^
^'^'' ^'i-^-'t^'^t ^"''''''^'^- '''''•'"'"

Tl-emrite^^^

j^-- ^-]n-..ialK was the tioee.ilent solimuit m ttie tunes su.,-

ie t* 1
'? ^•^^'•^^<urinspe<-tion. So far as theoptienl appoarance^ pre-

tiMi i,y the sediment -o thev may be ai)propriately de>eiii)eii in

''^' '^^nii, which T)r Haslian applic-.l to the matter found bv lum
"^ ^ solution of like con.position and similarly treated (see Mncre,
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)). "A number of little figure-of-oi<:ht par-

nuencea Dy ourreiits. The portions of the ])ellic]c were m:ul. uj.

oi laru-e, irregular, jiikI hiizhly refractive protein-lookiiisr ii.inicK-

imbedded in a transparent jofly-like material The partirhb wiri

most varied in size an<l shape/beinc^ often varioublv Ih-uiu-IumI :i;ki

knol)bed. There were also seen several very delirate, pi'ii; t'v

rated off, and they were treated with h(,t e,

acid, the teniperatun. of the sli<le beiuir n
There was no blaekening, and the rounded
remained as entirely unaltered as the -la.
some of the lar-er s'plieroidal l)()dies were e

41st Con<nvs^ .^'O ; i,|,^.s\,,

rrintingOffiee).—ThiVi:,.,M,rt
ditions()f31ininc.I„(l,islr\ n-i!i
the States and Territories „f "i h
suit of a vast amount of i(i<lici

nii>sioner, Mr. Kuymond. iJ.si

etc.. and 'general re^i'w.'ol''!!.?.
tlu- r. S.'Minin- Law- Alin.-r,-

the S.mdMi.-l
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inches, in March. The greatest am
as 10-466 inches, on March 21st.

which fell in one

BaUy Journal of Rain at HUo, Hawaii^ f om August I 1846, to July .11, 1847.

p^:r&^ Nov^

"""•So "^00 ~360
Mag^

^50
-mST

025 "^65 -^

i
-149' s •24(

•155 •720

•015 •055
6 -155

7 -244 •024

I

-.039 ;015 •152 3175 3-98(

10 -399 -2^;
r7oo

•10( 195

I :i ijjo •02(

•080
S? no

•050

2^080 ^•730

•040

Vll

•8.).5 l;290 •500

•065

•810 130
19' -022 -290 •005 •830 525

•415
21 400^ -168 2-0(;7 2^91() 1-205 10-4?6 325

2^420 1-315

•228 590
145 •050

-_ J-n -100 T^
3 •565

t •100

1-125

•020

825 i|o
•095 36a 020 •070

-^ '1^ S5 •10?
1-4H5 •050

1-505

•8?S

'•io •US •040

•135 150
•085

•030 025

:«^1^ 25^52 IF93J ^5 9^ssrie 1T865 5^2^ 9^919

^A short course in Astronomy and the use of Globes; by
ttEXRY KiBDLE, A.M., Superintendent of Schools, New lork,
Author of a " New Manual of the Elements of Astronomy."' New
^ork, 1871. (Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.)—This little book,
01 190 pages, beautifully printed and illustrated, contains, m con-

«8e language, an outline of the elements of Astronomy, so jire

sented as to make it a good text book for schools, especially in the

'iands of teachers capable of supplementing its condensed state-

nients and explanations with suitable oral instruction. It appears
to be accurate as to facts, clear in expression as its brevity per-

onts, and conformed, in the main, to the latest and best authorities
on the matters of whir-l, it fr^nfa'

Willie Chauyenet, LL.D., Ex-Chancellor of Washington

J;mver8ity, St. Louis, died in St. Paul, 3Iinnesota, 13 Dec, 18,0,

f
a httle more than fifty years of age. He had long been m poor

^e^^lth, and on this account resigned his connection with the Lm-
^^'^'ty in 1869. After traveling in the South without the restora-
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tioa hoped for, he returned to St. Louis in June,

:

hist iu paralysis of the oerebelhim. He was bur
ChanooUor Chauveuet was horn in Miiford, in i

sylvania, and removed at an earlv a<re with liis

delphia. His lather, AVillium M. Cliauvc net

Trofessor Uaehe in taking nieleorologieal observations ai

position of instruetor in niathematies'^at tlie U. S. Naval A-
in Philadelphia. Shortly after, wlien it was proposed to i"

Naval Academy at Annapolis, the measure found a wan;.
cate in the youiig Professor, and when the institution w:i-

hshed in I84o, he was made one of the Board of Direino,-,

fessor of Astronomy and .Matlieniaties, and Director of the O^

atory. For the nevt Ihurtcen vears he was acknowlediroJ a

chief agrnt in buildinu- up the Aradeniv.

, ^

In 1^59 he wa> elreu.l [;n)fe^M.r <>f_ Astronomy and Matlu

offiTCd ti^ p!SJsso.-siliI)'of XanIn.M''hii(!M^ !ind Alltionm'

1 ale College, where the chair oi' Mathematics had al^o bft

his ilisposal a few years before, lie acce].te<l the profes^orsli

St. Louis, and began his work there in the autiunn oi 1^.')9. 'J

years later, on tlie death of his chis^tnate. Chancellor Iloyt.

office of Chancellor of the University was also given liim.

In addition to his professional labors, Chancellor (liaa\ •

the author of several scientiiic works of recooni/e.l imr;
first was a text-book, entitled "Binomial Tlieorem an.:

nthms." (Philad., 1843. 92 pp. 8vo). The standard cli.ii.

his second work—" A Treatise on Plane and Spherical Tri.

etry," (Philad., 250 pp. Svo),— is attested l>y the fact that i:-

were greater in 1869, nineteen years after 'its first issue.!

any previous year, lu 1 863 he published a " .Manual of >[

and J ractical Astronomy," (2 vols. 8vo, pp. 708, 0.;2, V\\\\^"

original and exhaustive character of which has been no:,

the late Professor Bond in this Journal, 2d series, vol. -xx^

159 378. His last work, on Elementary Geometry, writtei.

his decline in health, was noticed in tlie last volume of tins .'

Professor Chauvenet also furnished valuable contribat,

this Journal, to Gould's Astronomical Journal, to the Pro-
of the A^jierican Association etc Pie was a collaborate

preparation of the American 'Ephemeris and Nautical A :

lor which he furnished tables for correcting lunar dist;r.

method of finding the error and rate of a chronometer b}

altitudes, etc,

|Ie married, 30 Dec, 1st:, Miss Catharine Ilenipb', of Pi.:



:^£^y<^'m€?^^^M ^^>^^>^^^^^^^^^

h>\*>**^
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Art. XXXIIL—iVbiice of the discovery ofa Cave in Eastern Penn-

sylvania^ containing remains of Post-PUocene Fossils, includiwj

those ofMastodon, Ta-pir, Megahnyx, Myhdon, etc.; by Charles
M. Wheatley.

The remains herein described were recently discovered in

what was at one time a cave, in the limestone quarries at Port

Kennedy, Upper Merion township, Montgomery county, Pa.,

owned by John Kennedy, Esq., to whom I am indebted for the

possession of the remains, and who has afforded me eveiy facil-

ity for exploration and investigation.
The cave is in the Auroral Limestone of Rogers, regarded as

the equivalent of the Black River and Chazy Limestones and

Calciferous Sand Rock of New York, at its junction with the

Mesozoic Red Sandstone and near a belt of the Primal senes ot

Rogers, (fig. 1.) Caves of more or less extent have often been

met with in these quarries ; but most of them have been

entirely worked away in getting out the stone for lime, and, as

tar as ascertained, none of them communicated with the surface,

or containprl nnrr organic remains, ,,

rer, in cutting through the floor of a small

rhole of the walls of which cave had beencave, nearly the ^

removed for lime,
brought to me bv

irkmen found a tooth.

Dr. Quick of PhcenixviUe, as a tooth ot tne

fiastoclon. In company with him I immediately visited the

ocality, and found one end of the cave remaining, and havmg
tbe form i^ a transverse section exhibited in figure 2. ine

^<ith at the top is about twenty feet; below, it gradually

expands to thirtf feet; and then there is a rapid contraction

A^. Joru. Sci.-TinuD Series, Vol. I, No. 4.-Aprix, 1871.
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downward, until, at a depth of about forty feet (B), it is ten fe

wide. The whole of the space above this level is filled wil

the debris of the adjoining Mesozoic red shale, with occasion

angular fragments of Auroral limestone, without any trace

organic remains. Where the cave narrows to ten feet (B) tl

floor is composed entirely of a black clay 18 inches thick, fill*

with leaves, stems, and seed-vessels of Post-tertiary plants. Scat-

tered all througli this mass of vegetable remains, and also m a

red tough clay underneath, for six to eight inches in depth, are

found the fossils noticed in this paper.
,

The Mastodon is M. Americanus of Cuvier. One ot tac

teeth measures sixteen inches in circumference; the enaraei i^

white or cream-colored, and well preserved. The tusk \^
^^^

uncovered for three or four feet in length, and was from fi^ e ^|'

six inches in diameter, but crumbled into fragments on being

moved. The large bones are light cream color, much decom-

posed, but some of the articulations are very distinct.

In addition to the Mastodon and Tapir, Prof. E. D. Cope ana

myself have determined Sloths of the genera Megalonyx, am

Mylodon, a large Artiodactyle, an Equine animal, and a lar

bear, the full size of the grizzly, besides other species mentiom^

beyond. This bear is entirely distinct in character from e^j

ing species of North America and the northern regions oi i

^

old world, as well as from the cave bear of Europe. It ^^^
y

described bv Leidv from a single molar from South Uroiiu-

and if of the true- genus Ursus, as is probable, will stanu

Ursm pristinus Leidv. ii„,it

The bones of Megalonyx are some of them in an exceii^

state of preservation
; the claws and other bones of the teei

4^^^

cially are exceedingly perfect. Several canine and ^oiar ^

of Megalonyx, 1^ bj If inches, with the cement and cru

perfect, have been found.
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Of Mjlodon both bones with claws and teeth have been dis-

covered
;
also teeth and bones of a large Tapirns, the teeth of

which retain their white highly-polished enamel The bones of
both Mylodon and Tapirus are daxk-colored, and the bone-cells
usually filled with iron pyrites.

There are rodents of the existing genera Hesperomys, Fiber,

Sciurvs, Lepus, &c. The reptiles are serpents, tortoises and
batrachians of several species. A number of Coleoptera are

fortunately preserved, several of them Carahidce. Several spe-

cies of birds occur, including a turkey, snipe, «&c.

The remains of Mylodon, Ursus and Tapirus have been
mostly obtained from the tough red clay directly under the

plant bed, but the remains of rodents, snakes, tortoises, birds,

plants and insects, are entirely confined to the plani^ bed.

ther the bones or teett
sharp and well defined.

rolled or water-^ but all i

As far , investigations have progressed, the (

now afforded us the following species :—
Mastodon Americanus Cuv., 1 : Mylodon, 1 ; Megalonyx, ? 2;

lapirus,
1 ; Equus, ] ; an undetermined ruminant ; an undetennmed

carmvore
; Ursus pristinus, and another undetermined species, 2

;

^undetermined Bat; Lepus, 1 ; Arvicola, 1 ; Sciurus, 1 ;
Fiber 1

;

^esperomys,
1 ; ? undetermined rodents, 2; Coluber, 2 ;

Jropido-
^«tus,

1 ; Crotalus, 1 ; Cistudo, 2: Rana, 1 ; ? Turkey, 1 ;
Smpe, 1

;

makinor in all, 27
ertebrates, 27; Coleoptera, 10; Plants, 10; total, 47 species.

'™"
" "

^ February, 1871.



E. W. Hilgard— Geology of the Delia,

[Read before the American Association at its last meeting in Troy.]

In previous papers* read before this Association, I have com-

municated the results obtained during two successive geological

expeditions to Louisiana, so far as the more ancient formations

are concerned. It is the object of the present communication

to present and discuss the phenomena of that portion of the

territory explored by me, lying within what is usually con-

sidered the alluvial area proper, or Delta, of the Mississippi

river. Most of these observations were made in 1867, during

the first of these excursions referred to, under the auspices of

the Smithsonian Institution; their publication having been

delayed in consequence of want of time, on my part, to carry

out the large amount of chemical and microscopic work in-

volved in the discussion, which is even yet far from being as

full as would be desirable. I hope, however, to be enabled.

hereafter, to continue the investigation of the subject, both in

the field and in the laboratory.f

I. The Upper Delta Plain.

I recall to mind the fact that, as we descend the Mississippi.

the older strata successively sink from view. A few miles

below Vicksburg we lose sight of the older Tertiary. Thence

down to the latitude of Tunica Bend, La., we find the rocks ot

the Grand Gulf (Tertiary) age, possessing but a very famt soutn-

ward dip. Next, the oldest representative of the Quaternary

epoch, viz., the stratified Drift or Orange Sand, disappea^

beneath the water's edge near Port; Hudson ; while the swamp,

lagoon and fluviatile beds, which have given ii^toriety to
^ _

latter localitv, are seen above high water level not much tartner

south than the city of Baton Eouge. „ , g

The gradual descent and successive disappearance ^i.^^^^^

strata is not, however, altogether a phenomenon of dip, i

• This Joura:.l, II, vol. ilvii. Jan. 1869 ; Ibid., xlviii, Not. 1869. ^^
t Fof material assistance in the investigations embraced m ™ »

pap^ •

g^^.

especially indebted to the officers of the Delta Survey in charge of the
^^ ^^

vey schooner Varina—Messrs. F. P. Webber and Henry L. Mannden, wr t^^^

of observations and specimens furnished ; to Capt. Day, in commana oi ^^
Tes-el, then moored at the Head of the Pi.sses, for a boat's crew fr^^^^ell
assistance in the examination of the mudlumps; to Mr. Moultop of thej

indebtedto D? Co^el, p'esw'ent of_th^ N^.
^^Aca^^

I, as well a« other men-bers of that body. Other
1 m their proper places.
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usual sense, but in a great measure the result of
deposition ; while the surface slope of the Port Hudson deposits
is manifestly in a great degree due to denudation, and in part,

n(> doubt, to deposition on a sloping bottom. At Port Hudson
as well as elsewhere, where extensive profiles can be seen, the
tL'l)o.sits of that era exhibit the basin shape ; both on the large
and. sometimes, on the small scale. In this as well as in their

HtUological and paleontological features, thev greatly resemble
deposits now forming over large areas ; and where the two are
in juxtaposition, it is often difficult, sometimes impossible, to
draw the line between them, since qualitatively their process of
formation has been manifestly the same. Both above and
below Port Hudson, and down as far as Fort St Philip, the
apparently alluvial river banks frequently exhibit at low water
edge, solid blue clays, with cypress stumps and twigs imbedded
therein, scarcely distinguishable from some materials occurring
at Port Hudson, Cote Blanche, and other localities of the Port
Hxulson age

; and as neither can be expected to contain any but
living organisms, it is, thus far, from general considerations
alone, that we can hope to deduce their real age. It might
seem, at first sight, that the distinction is practically of little

moment; but when it is considered that the Port Hudson
deposits are separated in time from those of the present era, by
''large portion of the " Champlain" period of depression, p/i/s

the entire " Terrace " period of elevation, it becomes obvious
that the distinction is one of no little theoretical, and some
practical, interest For while the Port Hudson strata yield to
the augur almost invariably a considerable rise of artesian
water, no such result can usually be looked for in either river
or delta deposits.

I think that a retrospective view of the geological history of
the lower Mississippi Vallev and Gulf Coast, as developed by
niy observations in the States of Mississippi and Louisiana, will

serve to show the probability that by far the greater portion of
What now constitutes the alluvial plain of the lower Mississippi
IS covered by the river deposits to a comparatively insignificant
.<teptji only

; excepting where the ever shifting river channel
"self has caused an unusual depth by excavation and subse-

quent filling up.
I have shown that toward the close of the Drift period, the

pace of the present Mississippi was occupied by what, but for

"\^*'ipendous proportions, might be termed a torrent of fresh

water, having, even as far south as the present coast line, a
velocity s^fficig^^ to transport pebbles of five to six ounces
^eight, from localities not nearer than Tennessee and northern
Arkansas

; together with the smaller ones derived, doubtless,
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from tlie same sources as tlie drift boulders of Missouri and

Illinois*

In the bored wells of Calcasieu, these pebbles have been

found as much as 450 feet below tide level ; the inevitable

inference being (provided the sea level remained constant), tliat.

since the time of their transportation, the coast has suflPered a

depi-ession to at least that extent—in matter of fact, probably,

fully twice that amountf The thickness of the drift stratiiin

is about one hundred feet, the materials growing finer toward

the top; indicating, therefore, a diminished Velocit}- of tlie

depositing current.

Overlying this sand and pebble drift, we find, as at Port

Hudson, alternating strata of more or less lignitiferous clay

and sand, 350 feet thick ; a 130-foot clay bed lying on top.

In its uppermost portion, this bed recalls to mind at once the

variously colored clays of the Cote Blanche profile, with their

calcareous cohcretions; but here, according to the concurrent

testimony of the inhabitants and the microscope, wianne shells

take the place of the fresh-water fauna observed at the tormer

locality. The sands which, on the whole, predominate in the

lower portion, are readily distinguished under the microscope

from those of the drift, by the predominant sharpness of t he

grains, and the occurrence of particles of lignitized wood:

but I have not thus far succeeded in finding in them any other

organisms. They resemble strikingly the materials obtained at

corresponding depths in the bored 'wells in the city of ^ew

Orleans.

Few deep wells exist near the coast, in the inter^^al between

that city and the Calcasieu bores. In the only one of whicli i

possess definite data, viz., at Salt Point on Bayou Sale, a bea

of marine shells was found after passing through the first cia}

bed, at 60 feet.

,n, May, 1866; and Nor. 1«66'

. 1869; Ibid. Nov.. 1869.

,- 9 Prof. Newberry's interesting paper on "The Surface (
.

t ' no deposits, corresponding to the drift of the northern and wes

?t south of the Ohio river." (Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, N. York, u, ^^^

This Journal, II, Nov., 1869, p. 335.



and the Mudlumps of the Mississippi

'ill' rise, alter penetrating tlie iipi)erniost el.'iv Knl : whicli

- liillv also contains cypress stumj)s, and fonn- tip- '-Miu

.tiotn
• of the Gulf coast. Sometimes, tliou.u-h imiv.'^ . ,ir

- ol marine shells, of living species, apjx-ar in the \n->U m

uii a moderate distance from the general cki-i lipr: -,. th;r

t • ureat body of the formation underlying the ^\\u..\u\ i>:ii-.^h.-

" Ka>^t Louisiana, the Attakapas and Cal<-a-u u piMirK-. ;i- \\r!i

."I I fluviatile deposits, with, probably, nuuiv nn t'lNt ..r i-iu-

.>i-> of ;i more or less brackish or marine cIkh-.k tn-.

' 'hiiroftiie Gulf coast, the' Alississipj^i ^u\\v^ milu' iirr. ,;

" ^ in so far, as that its strata have here, ]>robably. thi ir hiiiii

- «lute elevation,* and farthest extension nort'hwnnl. Th.'

uvumstaiice is the natural consequence of the < \i-triici

lepressioii whicli, at least since the opening of the ('ivt;i-

^ Period, has determined the outline of the formation- .-o'lth-

l ot Cairo—aii embaynicnt which, \uth cxwy -iii cm .Idil

i"'i'i 'U ol deposition, became less concave, nntil at the (•'>>-( n'

'I'li'iiiLi- the perio<I of slow depression which ^•halM<r^ fi/cij tin

- led ; ami' when upon the reversal of the movement of

•lice, the waters of the continent began to be discharged

- ! what is now the lower Mississippi valley, the erosion

- to huve been checked evcrvwhere. save perliap? in the

";""^'h:imid, hy the tough cypress swamp cla> which n..'

IunJl^ the immediate substratum of the lower littoral belt, a'

extends f u- into the waters of the Gulf
It IS merediblc that the deposition whieh oedirnd .iloii-

whole Gulf coast from Indianola to Mobile. --houM i.ot 1.:.

taken place also in the main axis of the depn-non whi.-n.

tlje trend of the formations shows, had in a great mea-un- i

_^iled up. Yet, inasmuch as this was the deci)est pu ti< .n oi

'^r'^',\*
^* **^ ^^ expected that here, if anvwhere, marine 'Icj"-

s'wuld extend far inland. We shall not, therefore, be >myi-y-^ -

^o ^»<l that, as Pourtales has proven from the soundings made
"jnder the direction of Gen. Ilumphrevs, the Mississippi river

n<'\\.s on marine beds, at New Orleans and Bonnet Carre, it

^'ould rather be remarkable if such beds should not appear
even much higher up the river, since even in the comparatively

at \tiStT '"^''' ^'"^^' ^' ^^^^'' ^''"'"^ ^°^
^edfthaTal Pon^HudsoQ
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with in

It is, doubtless, owing to the formation of these swamp depos-

its, and their subsequent resistance to denudation during and

since the Terrace epoch of elevation, that the main body of the

truly alluvial delta is thrown so far beyond the general coast

line,t out into the Gulf. It is the shallow '

' blue clay bottom;'

so well known to navigators on the Grulf coast, which forces the

great river to advance its mouths so rapidly toward deep watrr.

by the accumulation of its own deposits ;
and the borings m-A^

at New Orleans have shown how slight is the thickness, even at

such an advanced point, of the river deposits proper, overlying

the older formation.

I owe to the active interest taken in this subject by Gen. A.

A. Humphreys, XJ. S. A., an opportunity of examining, not

only the specimens collected during the boring of the artesian

well at New Orieans by a committee of the New Orleans Acad-

emy of Sciences (so far as they were preserved from destruc-

tion during the war) ; but also those obtained in the soundings

made by the delta survey under his charge, upon which a verv

able and minute report of a microscopic examination had previ-

ously been made by Mr. L. F. Pourtales. Upon the strength

of the data furnished by the latter, as well as by the profile con-

structed by the committee of the Academy (reproduced m the

"Report on the Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi

river"). Gen. Humphreys concluded that at Bonnet Carre and

New Orleans, the river "flows on an ancient sea bottom, whicU

he conjectured to be of Tertiaiy age. Sir Charies Lyell hav-

ing questioned the correctness of this view. Gen. Humphreys

obtained from the N. 0. Academy as complete a suite of speci-

mens of the borings as could be collected, and referred them to

me for examination. The first results of this investigation are

given, in substance, in the first volume of Lyells Princip es oi

Geology, 10th edition, p. 459 ; they were based substantia i}

upon the determination of the visible shells (mollusks) co^^

tained in several of the specimens, embracing, fortunately, mos

of the important horizons mentioned in the profile. 1 Ji^J

since gone over the whole ground, in the microscopic examin

tion of all the available specimens, with a view to determining

their (marine or fresh water) character, and the admissibilit^^"^

the supposition that they might belong to the delta iorma

My detailed report of this examination will, I P^^^f' !!

published before long.:}: Unfortunately, most of the specim*^

* Miss. Rep., 1860, p. 156. . .a^<,7.csA

t Drawn, say from the mouth of Pearl river to Belle
outpost of the Port Hudson deposits on the Louisiana cc

near the city of New Orleans.

X In Rep. of the U. S. Engineer Dept., for 1870.

^llne^villp.^^^
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representing the important clay s tr it I (of 34 32^ 30 uhI lo'

feet respectively), were missing ; but i^ imud^ tlit u-t 1 m
number, I found almost all derivtd from a lower lc\(.] tli m ^1

/eef, either characterized by marmt oigimzitions (bhclN ( orals

or foraminifera), or of such a chai icter Jb, b> then obMou'^con

aection with the others, to put them m the =?imc categor\

although devoid of fossils. I cannot omit to mention m this

connection, the extraordinar}^ scdrcit\ of nnnno <nLnni«m» i"

some of the specimens brought up m soundm. iii >» tn I /

the bars of the Mississippi passeb , the in pi ^ nr

even after concentration by washmg lii\iii_ t n'l It m
to light anything but minute fiagmtnt- o> ^\lHHl i i

other vegetable fibers, and remnants of Muuuli 1

specunens had, it is true, been obt imed during i pt iiml . i _

water; and others, collected at correspondinix point- i

different season, showed abundance of foraminiftr m I i n

;ible shells. But in view of these facts, il j- .pi i

telligible how in an estuarian formatioi

,

of the continental waters, many portions mav \\\\^ Knuim I

destitute of any vestige of marine life, thousrh perli ip-^ .K po iti 1

in strongly brackish water ; while am shckening in tiu i tt ot

depression would promptly cause a prtdoimu uicl of tlu t . -h

over the salt water, a stagnation, and coii-( ^\\\^ ut (K ji )-itinii of

cIbjs; which would be nearly or quitt fm fi.nn \<-tiL. - of

marine hfe. Such is the case in some of tlu I. \\ l1 u -,). cmi( ii>

from this bore, which I have had the oppoitun t\ oi . \ nnin

jng; but others I have found to (Oiitiin iv>t onh t v imiii'iua

but abundance of shells. In th( ( 1 u <>(.( niiiiig it the tru tt^^^t

depthreached—680 feet—Mr. Point ik- 1 jHTt. m ihun ' ince

of foraminifera.

The specimens from the sev€ial bcd> contamul iltogcthe

about 50 species of mollusks, of \\hich 40 wcie m sucli a eon

dition as to be determinable with cert iint^ Ot the-e, 36 ^^ ere

species now living in the Gulf, and 4 were ncu
The latter (belonging to the geneia Cardum, ihra .Semele

and Tapes) I submitted to Mr. Coniad foi deteimm ition md
description. He remarks that whik the\ (one of them e-pe

ciallv) seem to be rather of Mioc( ne tvpe and not kniwn to be

now living in the Gulf of Mexico ^et our kno^^ ledge of tlie

^=^una of the latter is so imperfect thu. far, that it cannot b. i^

^^^rted that the species are not now inhabitants of the Gult

,. fvi^"^^^« ^lie distribution of the species, there is no mate-
ria difference from the highest to the lowest level, the leading

2^ predominant species being everywhere about the same and

coinciding in a marked manner with the fauna collected by
'^^self on the beach of Ship Island in the MLssissippi Sound;
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Mau.K-Belle I^l.^ Coto Bla

^ -Nfr. J. B. Kiiioht. of that ritx.

. 1). •al .lo.t rv.-rywIuM-«- iiiarlcol l>v a

}\\X^V\\ whiC'lViV strn.-l-' •it"(LMitii^' val

lxM>w>.:..; toot, that o>ini.,.^ri!,h.

••ht r

'<li<onvn-iwliu-lixsasma(K" 1.x ^

criiaontal' well li>r water, ou his

i-iaerahle excitement, a^ it \xi\.^ tlr

^arressfully compete with tliiit of

*T] lis Juamal, II, Jaa, 1869, p. 8S; ibid, Nov.,
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it is ira]:)ossiblc to toll the cliaracter of the water or the

h at which it will be found, before trviIl^^ At two ])laces

lit about l.oOO feet, I obtained, in ""one, at the ilenth of

H't, a free supply of clear water strongly impregnated with

111 the other, no such water could be found at the depth

ttention having been called to the subject, a "find "' of ot
iu'\t reported from the parish of Latoiir(>lH^ -ml to n.,

<i pie>.-uieot b) |H)mi<]s to the inch. lha\t
w'l. th.M or iu>' thi. oeeurrencc of gas i;. m
i!""d to lue b\ {\A Thi'Dodeaux, of Thi

llant, on the 'lower Xafourche. Sofi'r.'i

n .>! this source of gas has come to nn k

^ regards then, the u[)per delta pl.iin. t'.

.t that, like the Calcasieu an<l Attak..]..

flaid bv the detrita| dei)o-it^ of the -t..'

ii iiK li nia\ f iirh, n prior )\ be .supposed < o

thr S.iMi'H on ,,iu> hand, and the MissisMp'
ut mi.hAa\ beTwce.i, the Cretaceous rid^c.

[)t outliers irora Lake Bistcneau to Clue*,-

\ has caused these same deiKvsits to a])peai

o^'crl\ing swamp, lagoon and cstuarian >

Hudson age. will varv both in thickiu-
me or fresll-^^ater) character of their maten.
V ith the coutormation (relative to the ocean) .» ^.'

^

vJm.1i ihevwere deposited. _And _ the alluMal d.

• foniMUon, l)ut ajmcMr to be little greater
ne.ir Xew Oil.Mn.. than it is -sometimes lo

siderabl

strongly mineral to be desirable for <

e waters obtained in the Orange Sand on tli

ays remarkably pure, and when struck hiv
^

deposits ciinnot fail lo po>ses^ :i pi^r"'"^'

Kirkiman's bore, on the We^t Fork ot Ca'

the Port Hudson .strata would, of eour-e. i

[To be continued]



. Sharpies on someforms of Vie Gaha nic Batle.

\\ .
— rontrihuthns to Physirs in

->. XrAoo/.-No. 1. ByS. P. Shai:'n.i-'V.i

On some forms of tfw G.ilr,n,:r /

making some experiiiK'ht. ;,^ : •

; .:ice in the ordinary bichromate battery. ;iih1 would he

.\ renewed.
s occasion to use a battery, a few days after, 1 tried

\Ture with such satisfactory results tliat it seemed desi-

riille that the subject should be more fully investigated. The
electro-motive force and internal resistance of the battery were
therefore determined.
The apparatus used was one of Poggendorffs rheostats, which

^as furnished with sixteen meters of German silver wire, the
Instance of this being but little affected by changes of tempera-

^^^\ ^J means of clamps, any number of centimeters of wire
could be introduced into the circuit When the needle of the

galvanometer was deflected to forty or fifty degrees a change of
one centimeter in the length of the resistance could be readd^'
^^D- The galvanometer was an ordinary one in which the cod
^as replaced by a broad, thick, copper band, passing once
^und and close to the needle, which was suspended by a fila-

ment of silk and so adjusted that it was at the zero of the scale

^nen it came to rest in the meridian.
An order to determine the internal resistance, I made use of

wo elements of the same construction, which could be thrown
jnto the circuit either singly, or side by side. I found when all

my connections were bright, that there was no appreciable dif-

ference between the two elements, that is, either element when
connwjted with the galvanometer would deflect it the same
'inmberofdegreea

^ ^ ^^
l&e zincs were about four inches high, and two and a halt

^'^^J,?tenial diameter, with a slit in one side. The porous

^^ hlled the internal space almost entirely. The carbons
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used were those manufactured by Chester of New York for

ordinary medical batteries and had a section of about a square

inch. The exciting liquid was a mixture of sulpharic acid with

nine times its volume of water ; this was found to be without

action on the zincs when the battery was not running. The

zincs were kept well amalgamated.
The electro-motive force was determined by Wheatstone's

method,* as follows : One of the cells was thrown into the cir-

cuit; the rheostat was then adjusted until the needle stou;

4S)° ; the resistance was then decreased, until the needle i-

oO ; the length of wire removed was noted. The second cii

then placed by the side of the first and the resistance inci-

until the needle again stood at 50°, and the added leiiL'

wire noted. While both cells were connected the needle

brought agam to 40 , by „ ^

length was also noted; it should correspond exactly t^

first length. One of the cells was then removed and the r

ance again adjusted; the wire removed should exactly e4U|^.

the second length noted above. The second cell was now sub-

stituted for the first, and if the needle still remained at a

constant point, the measure was considered satisfiictory n

there was any discrepancy in the measurements, or if the needle

stood at a difi-erent point with one cell, from what it did with

the other, the connections were all examined and the measure-

ments repeated. It was rarely found necessary to make more

than one trial . >

The formulas used were those given by Wheatstone (loc. cit).

as follows : For electro-motive force - ,^,- = -y— ^^ which

the electro-motive force of a standard battery, and e the leiigt!|

of wire necessary to reduce the needle of the^ galvanometei

from one given point to another given point B'= the elec

motive force of the battery to be determined, and / the leng^"

of wire which was required to be removed to change the neeai

from one of the given points to the other. . ,
-^.j^

For the internal resistance of the battery, B=2/, m
formula E= the internal resistance, and 1= the length oi

which must be added when a second cell is Placed by tne-

to bring the needle to the same point where it stood wben i

one cell was in circuit After making one series of measuremei
^j

the needle was brought to 40°, and allowed to remain ai^^^

point for twelve hours if the battery remained constant lo

length of time ; the measurements were then repeated, anot^^

pared with those of a Bunsen cell made under the same c
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The first measurements, made in March, 1870, ^vere merely
to determine tlie electro-motive force. In tlie rest of tlie experi-

: ( ills, made in December, 1870, and Jan. 1871, the internal

<'s were also determined.

''./mment. For purposes of com]):iri-()ii. . \)-aw<
""- rdl

1 up, using the same zinc and iK)n>ii- ( 1.).. ;i'i.i tln'snne

_: liquid, but substituting for the <.'ar1i<)ii a ii.>li.>u (\,iii-

"pper open at one side and using a -,it..r;n<"i -i'Iii;l,.ii ol'

,11 ;• sulphate as the absorbing liquid. The moan ot >ix (-(^m-

I'unsou?; ot tliis with a Bunsen's cell gave 169 tor th(> oU^'tro-

; lotive force of the latter, that of Daniclhs being lOO. Latimer
• "lurk" gives the number 175.

Kr. Xo. 2. The porous cell was lilk^l witli a situral.-/i -..bi-

.!iM sulphuric acids, diluted with^our tinu- 'tL,.ir \ul,M.irof

":ti''r. This gave a constant batterv w(>rkin,u without .-i\ing

"tr add fumes until the exciting Hquid was rxhau^lcl. Its

electro-motive force was the same as that of the or^linarv Bun-
sen cell.

Ex. No. 3. The porous cell was filled with coarse fragments
of potassic bichromate, and then saturated with nitric acid.

The electro-motive force was the same as in the last experiment,
hilt the battery was not quiet so constant, and thei-e was a gi-eat

^vaste of bichromate, there being much more than was rcquii^ite

to saturate the nitric acid.
^x. No. 4. The cell was filled as in the last experiment, only

the liquid used was a mixture of equal parts, nitric and sul-

phuric acids. The electro-motive force was the same, but
trouble was experienced from the formation of crystals of chro-

mic alum which encrusted the carbons and porous cells and
stMin.P,!

tlie working of the battery.
A". 5. The absorbing liquid was a saturated solution of

l»ichromate in hydi-ochloric acid. The electro-motive

this battery rapidly declined; starting with the same

^ Bunsen's, in the course of 2i hours it ran down to two-

'"HMs of that force ; its internal resistance at the start was 1-7

tiiHt of Bunsen's ; at the end of 2i hours it was 3-6. It gave
on chlorine during the whole time it was in action.

Ex. No. 6. The absorbing liquid was a saturated solution ot

potassic bichromate in nitric acid. It gave the same electro-

motive power as the ordinary Bunsen cell, but the internal

resistance was about 2-3 as much. The battery was sensibly

constant for twelve hours.

.

Ex. No. 7. Ex. No. 1 was .„^
circumstances. The saturated solution

t experiment, was mixed with
the last

^0. 7. Ex.Yo7i was repeated under shghtly different

of bichromate, used m
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sulphuric acid, and enough water added to take up the precipi-

tated chromic acid. This formed the most satisfactory battery

tried ; it was perfectly constant during twelve hours. The in-

ternal resistance was only about 1^ times that of an ordinary

Bunsen's cell of the same construction, and not the slightest

odor could be perceived in the room. The electro-motive force

was the same as that of the Bunsen cell.

Ex. No. 8. Having seen in the American Chemist* a notice

of a new battery by Prof. Bunsen, mentioned in an address hy

Prof. Roscoe, before the Chemical Section of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, I made a trial of it

This battery consisted of two metals, platinum and 2dnc, with a

single fluid, namely, a solution of chromic acid in dilute sul-

phuric acid ; I tried it in a small cell in which equal surfaces of

zinc and carbon were opposed to each other. The electro-mo-

tive force was twice that of a Daniell's cell, or 1-2 that of a

Bunsen's
; but it was not very steady, and the chromic acid

acted strongly on the zinc.

Ex. No. 9. Dr. Gibbs suggested to me to try a solution of

chromic acid in nitric acid in the porous cell, using sulphuric

acid in contact with the zinc. The electro-motive force was the

same as in the last experiment, and the internal resistance was

the same as in the Bunsen cell. The battery was perfectly con-

stant. Two cells very slowlv decomposed pure water and gave

vivid flashes of light when the connections were made.

Ex. No. 10 was undertaken to determine the effect of re-

placing the bichromate by manganic oxide. The porous ceu

was filled around the carbon with manganic oxide; nitric acia

was then poured on it until it was completely saturated, l^b

gave verv poor results ; the electro-motive force was about r*

times that of a Daniell's cell. The battery was not veiy steaay

and after running some time began to give off fumes of nitrous

Ex. No. 11. Joulef gives an experiment with a battery in

which platinum in nitric acid is used as the negative, and zin

in caustic potassa as the positive electrode, and gives the eiej

tro-motive power as equal to 241 Daniell's. I repeated tnee^.^

periment, using a solution containing \ of its weight of P^^-
hydrate in the outer cell, and a saturated solution of ctirou

in nitric acid in the inner cell. I found the electro-motive ton
_

at first about 2-35 that of Daniell's cell, the internal resisiau

being that of a Bunsen's cell. It was rather unsteady at n

-

and then began to gradually decline. No odor was percepu
'

.
Several experiments were tried, with the hope of obtaining

single fluid battery with the following results.
^^^e

Ex. No. 12. A strong solution of caustic po*^^^-
the cell

saturnted with ferricyanide of potassium and used m
^^^

* Vol. i, p. -.'09.
f Phil. Mag , vo'. xiiv. p.

H^.
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employed in experiment No. 8. This gave a feeble current and
the carbon was rapidly polarized.

Ex. No. 13. As solutions of sulphurous acid and acid sul-

phites dissolve zinc without evolution of hydrogen, forming
hyposulphites, it was thought that these might be used as the
exciting liquids. They gave a very feeble current and the car-

bon was soon polarized ; the sulphite of zinc formed also adhered
to the zinc and prevented further action.

Ex. No. 14. Iodide of potassium saturated with iodine was
tried

; this also gave a feeble current and the carbon soon be-

came polarized.

Ex. No. 15. A cell of the Maynooth battery was fitted up
and a saturated solution of potassic bichromate in nitric acid used
as the absorbing liquid ; the battery was not very constant, and
the iron was soon attacked ; no fumes, however, were given off

The electro-motive power was about -55 of a Darnell's cell

The result of these experiments seem to show that the bat-
tery used in experiment No. 7 is the best for ordinary use,

since it costs but little, if any more, than the Bunsen battery
charged with nitric acid alone, and is entirely free from fumes
iintil exhausted. If the following directions are observed in

preparing the fluids, it cannot fail, I think, to give satisfaction.

.

To prepare the exciting liquid, sulphuric acid of 1-84 sp. gr.

IS mixed with nine times its volume of water and allowed to

stand until the precipitated lead has all settled. The clear acid
IS then decanted and is fit for use. This plan of preparing the
acid has been in use in this laboratory for some years and
gives very good results, local action being almost entirely pre-

vented by the removal of the lead.
lo prepare the absorbing fluid, ordinary commercial nitric

acid is saturated with potassic bichromate ; this should be done
m a warm room, as it takes up much more when warm than

Jhen cold. The solution thus prepared is mixed with one-
hird of its volume of sulphuric acid and enough water added
re-dissolve the chromic acid precipitated.
>wo objects are gained by adding the sulphuric acid. The

inixture is less expensive than if pure nitric acid is used and
^ne internal resistance is decreased. If the internal and exter-

^r ^®^l3 are properiy proportioned this battery will run until

^^e excitmg fluid is exhausted, without giving ofi-any fumes of
nitrous acid. If crude chromic acid could be obtained at a

suniciently low rate. No. 9 would be a very powerfiil and con-

cement battery for many purposes.
, ^,% thanks are due to Dr. Wolcott Gibbs for many valuable

J^Sfftions made during the progress of this investigation and

I
^be use of the apparatus employed.

Cambridge, Jan. 17, I87i.
• JoDK. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. I, No 4.-April, 1871.
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Although tlie geological survey of the Eepublic of Santa

Domingo has now been in progress about two years, nothing

has been made public of our results, and I had not intended to

publish anything until its completion. But circumstances now

transpiring render it advisable that I should put on record at

least a sketch of the principal conclusions arrived at.

The Eepublic is of a very irregular triangular shape, nearly

twice as long east and west as from north' to south. The total

area is about 20,000 square miles. Eunning nearly through the

middle, with a direction a little south of east, is a high chain

of mountains, some peaks reaching a height of 9,000 feet.

This range falls to the eastward, forming ultimately a chain of

hills which runs parallel with the southern border of Samana

bay. In some places it is hardly ten miles wide, in others (near

the middle) it reaches a width of nearly forty miles, includmg

its greater spurs. South of this range, bordering the coast, is a

tract, partly of rolling hills, partly of plains, which, especially

in the large peninsula at the eastern end, constituting the

Province of Saybo, are broad grassy prairies, cut up by hnes ot

trees, filling depressions and bordering water courses.

Parallel with this great range and bordering the north coast

is another mountain chain, neither so broad nor so high as the

first. This extends from Manzanilla bay, almost on the Haytien

frontier, to the extreme end of Samana peninsula. It is cu^

through, near the head of Samana bay, by a narrow bel o

marsh land, through which runs a salt water creek, thereby

making Samana really, an island. This range has a few peat^^

risuag to 2,500 or 3,000 feet and is nowhere much over reu

miles wide. Between the two mountain chains lies a long vaue

having an average width of ten or fifteen miles, in some plac^^

much wider, in others, encroached on by the foot-hiUs oi
.

mountains on its south. The valley is divided near its m]^^

by a water-shed, but 500 feet above the sea. The Yaqui anu

Yuna rivers, rising in the higher hills south, run t^rouglitm^

valley, the former emptying into Manzanilla bay on the -

.

the latter into Samana bay on the east. On the south £

the island :

^ ^^ ^ - -- ^..^ the

mountain southward. The principal of these are the m^x^
Ozama, Jaina, Nigua, Nizao, Ocoa and Neyba, the lasx ^

^led the Yaqui of the south, rising in the same peai^

em namesate.
^ Viaracter-

g thus described the leading topographical ^"^^
^^^

concisely as possible, we can more easuy v
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the geological features which are intimately connected with

The great central chain of mountains consists of an immense
cone of syenite and syenitic rocks, evidently of later date than
the metamorphic strata that flank it. This mass is probably,
in some places, as much as fifteen or twenty miles wide, though
its southern and southwestern borders have not yet been ex-
plored, lying as they do in the Province of Azua, to which
our labors have not yet extended. In this Eepublic it makes
its appearance on the borders of Hayti, about fifteen miles
south of Manzanilla bay, and from here makes all of the higher
range of central mountains, to a point just about due north-
west of Sta. Domingo City, or in other words, the center of the
Republic

; there its northern boundary suddenly bends south,
becoming the eastern, the mass making a tongue eighteen to

twenty miles wide, running a little east of south, to a point
about twenty miles from the coast and nearly north of Bani.
From analogical reasoning, based on the character of its north-
ern margin and the peculiarities of the topography, it is almost
safe to predict, that north of Banica and San Juan, or in other
words in the mountains of the north-west, it will not have a
much greater width than the strip above Bani. This mass of
crystalline rocks has pushed up, tilted, folded, and in some
places sent complicated net works of dikes into the overlying
strata. Some of the dikes extend miles from the parent mass,
and are of all sizes from 100 feet and upward, down to a thread.

The lithological characters of the syenites are not so variable
a« might be anticipated over so wide an area (say 20 by 100
mfies). The rock is usually a light gray, moderately fine-

grained mixture of the ordinary constituents, quartz, feldspar
and hornblende, in nearly equal proportions, though sometimes
ine latter mineral makes up almost the entire mass, in the shape
01 large crystals, and more rarely it is almost entirely absent,
and still more rarely a little mica occurs. No gneiss has been
obseired, but two or three localities of mica slate have been
tound, and one or two erratic pebbles have been discovered
composed of quartz and feldspar only.

. .

Uverlying the syenite, and as stated above, uptilted by it is

a tieavy deposit, several thousand feet thick, of conglomerates,
jaspery and magnesian slates, with a httle lunestone. These
are almost invariably metamorphosed to such an extent as to

j;ave entirely destroyed their original character, and often, even
jeir stratification. In the country west of Bani, both about

r/^wer Ocoa and farther north, the shales are so little altered
^at they can be recognized as fissile clay shales, in a few ca^es

f^^ nse to salt springs, but in no case fossiliferous. I was

Z?iT^ enough, at one locality on the Nigua, 1« discover a
««iall locality in the Hmestone, almost unaltered and with a few
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fossils, usually poorly preserved. I succeeded in obtaining a

little Ammonite, a Trigonia, a Pterocardia shell, besides a few

less cbaracteristic genera, and wbat may prove to heaBacuUie!;

thus fixing the secondary and possibly the Cretaceous age of

the oldest stratified rocks on the island.

These rocks form a border to the crystalline cone, and ex-

tend to the eastern end of the island forming its "back-

bone." On the borders of the syenite, it is often cut by veins

of auriferous quartz, and elsewhere it contams unimportant

I of San Cristobel, twenty miles west of

deposits ot copper, ana m one locality,

In the neighborhood of San Cristot.., ^

Sta. Domingo, and extending as far west as we have explored,

are small isolated basins of the next formation. This obtams

its greatest development on the north side, but is said also to

fill a depression extending to Port au Prince. I refer to the

Tertiary rocks, which play an important part in the geology of

the Island. They lie unconformably on the edges and flanks

of the secondary deposits, fill all of the great northern valley

of the Citao, and constitute the northern chain. In the northern

foot-hills of the central chain, these rocks come in as a thm edge,

gradually thickening as we descend into the valley, and eventu-

ally acquire a thickness of perhaps 1,500 or 2,000 feet. They

consist of conglomerates, sandstones, gray, blue, brown and

white shales, argillaceous and pure limestones, the rocks being

enumerated in an ascending series from the conglomerates

upward Fossils are found throughout the series, thougn

usually rare except in the blue and brown shales where they

are sometimes very abundant, and in an extraordinarily beauU-

ful state of preservation. There have been enough lossns

found in all the beds, from base to top, to settle the (juestaon,

that no line of demarcation of age can be drawn in the senes. ifl«

species have not been sufficiently studied, by me, to enable me

to express a positive opinion as to the part of the Tertiary group

to which they belong. Messrs. Geo. Sowerby (Qii»";/°";

GeoL Soc, London, 1849, p. 44), and J. Carrick Moore, («oc. t'

and Quart. Jour., 1853, p. 129), consider them, for good reasou

given, to be Miocene, in which opinion I am inclined toconcu ,

while Mr. T. A. Conrad, whose acquaintance with the Amenco^

Tertiaries is greater than that of any other person, says ;

are Oligocene.
^ j-^irhed

In the valley of the Cibao these beds are but little chsturo '

at most being but slightly undulated; but in the northern

range of mou'ntains they are in some places highty up^^dj

one locality being vertical, but were much folded, i"
^^

mines reported to exist in Sta. Domingo are merely tne i}^

lignite in the shales of this group. . , n^art
It is proper here to call attention to an article in

fl\^^.
Jour. G^l. Soc. 1853, p. 116, et seq. by a Mr. T. S. Heneken, m
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trated by a map and several sections. I do so because the
above description is totally at variance with the article quo-
ted, and these examinations were made with a fall knowledge
of the statements of Mr. Heneken. I make this explanation,
not from any feeling of antagonism, and may mention that the
author died several years ago on this island ; but a regard for

truth requires me to state that the descriptions there given of
the geology of the Cibao are, at least, very extraordinary.
Among other things, he has taken a part of the Tertiary sand-
stones, erected them into an older formation, and states, incor-

rectly, that it underlies unconformably the blue fossiliferous

shales. Another important inaccuracy is his assertion that the
north range, at Mt. Maraso, is an anticlinal of older rocks (see

north of the summit of the mountains. The errors arose with-
out doubt from the inexperience of the observer.

Bordering almost the entire coast, from Manzanilla bay,
around the eastern end of the island to the north of the Nizao
nver, on the south side, is a deposit of horizontal limestone of
very modem origin, in places full of living corals and very
imperfect casts of living species of mollusca, but more usually,
where not hardened by the weather, a white or cream-colored
friable limestone, the result of the breaking down or decompo-
sition of coral. It rarely makes bluffs on the coast of more
than 20 or 30 feet in height, but has been penetrated by wells
between 150 and 200 feet deep without passing through it

" -" ^ -ariable width of from a few hundred yards

>City,

J wide^it illustrates beautifully the phe-
nomenon of change in lithological character of the same beds,
ioward Its margins in this vicinity near what was at that epoch
ttie mouth of the Jaina river, a few pebbles begin to appear, un-
naistakably attributable to the hills of the upper Jaina. Pro-
ceedmg northward, or toward the former coast, these pebbles
oecome more numerous and the lime less pure, until eventually
tne same stratum can be traced into a common shore gravel,

evidently the product of the river, and without a perceptible
^^ceof lime. Further; in going east from the neighborhood
01 the Jaina, but along the ancient coast, the pebbles agam dis-

appear and the shore margin of the deposit becomes, as might
oe anticipated, sand

; while farther out the limestone belt con-
nues m the position of the former reef
iNo volcanic rocks have been encountered in the course of our

ffelons except in the mountains north of Bani, where we

^Is of fetd^^^
dike of black porphyiy with large white crys-



"Whe^ in London, last spring, Prof. Huxlej was kind enough

to show me some remarkably beautiful slices of coal mounted

by his assistant, Mr. Newton, and showing with great distinct-

ness multitudes of spo]'e-cases and spores, some of them very

well preserved. He farther stated to me his belief that sueli

material had been largely or mainly instrumental in the pro-

duction of Coal. At the time I declined to accept this conclu-

sion, on the ground that the specimens probably represented

layers of coal exceptionally rich in spore-cases ; and that even

in these specimens a large quantity of matter was present which

long experience in the examination of coals enabled me to recog-

nize as cortical or epidermal matter, which I had previously

shown by my examination of the coals of Nova Scotia to be

the principal ingredient in ordinary coal. I promised, how-

ever, on my return to Canada, to look over my series of pre-

parations of coal, with a view to the occurrence of spore-cases,

and also to make trial of the somewhat improved method ot

preparation employed by Mr. Newton. On my return I ga^^

the results of my examination to Prof Huxley, in a letter which

quoted in the brilliant exposition of his obsen^ations

and conclusions in the Contemporary review for November,

and wliich will probably give a tone to the representations ot

popular writers on this subject for some time. While, however,

admitting the great interest and importance of Prof Hux e}^^

obsei-vations, and prepared to contribute some additional lilusj

trations of the occurrence of spore-cases in coal, I think it v.e

to direct attention anew to the actual composition of the su

-

stance, as proved by its mode of occurrence, and illustrated
\^

my own extensive series of observations on the coals ot ^o^-

Scotia and Cape Breton, including the series of eighty-one sean
^

exposed at the South Joggins, the whole of which I have e^a

ined in situ and under the microscope. . |

The occurrence of bodies supposed to be spore-cases m c c •

is, as Prof Huxley states, no new discovery; but
^^ ^'^^^^^.

these may be said to be the first organisms recognized t)} ^

microscopic observer of coal—that is, if all the clear spots

annular bodies seen in slices of coal are really spore-ca
^j

They were noticed by Morris as early as 1836, and thev ji^^

been observed and described long before by Fleming^ m ^^

land. Goeppert mentioned and figured them in his 1rem

Coal" in 1848. Balfour described them in 1869 as occurnn^^^

Scottish coals, and Quekett figured them in his account o
^

* In the quotation the word "cubical" has been substituted for 'cortical-
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Torbane Hill mineral in the same year. In 1855 the latter

microscopist showed me in London slices exhibiting round
bodies of this kind, very similar to those now described by
Huxley ; but at that time I regarded them as concretionary,

though Prof Quekett was disposed to consider them organic.

Mr. Carruthers has summed up most of these facts in his ac-

count of his genus Flemingites in the Geological Magazine for

October, 1865. The subject has also attracted the attention of

microscopists in connection with the Tasmanite, or " white coal
'

of Tasmania, which is composed in great part of the spore case-

of ferns.

I suppose that the oldest spore-cases known are those descri-

bed by Hooker from the Ludlow formation of the Upper Siki-

rian
; but these, if really spore-cases, are diiferent in structure

from those ordinarily found in the coal-formation, more espe-

cially in the great thickness of their walls, and I am not aware
that they have anywhere been found in considerable quantities.

The oldest bed of spore-cases known to me, is that at Kettle

Point, Lake Huron. It is a bed of brown bituminous shale,

burning with much flame, and under a lens is seen to be studded
with flattened disc-like bodies scarcely more than a hundredth
of an inch in diameter, which under the microscope are found to

J 2
be spore-cases, shghtly papil-

late externally, and with a

point of attachment on one

side and a sHt more or less

elongated and gaping on the

other, figs. 1, 2, 3. I have

proposed for these bodies the

name Sporangites Huronensis.

When slices of the rock are

made, its substance is seen to

be filled with these bodies.

which, viewed as transparent

objects, appear yellow like

amber, and show little struc-

ture, except that the walls caii.

in some cases, be distinguished

from the internal cavity, and

may be seen to inclose patches of flocculent or granular

flatter. In the shale containing them there are also va-*—
'''*""*

--

- translucent granules which may be the

tbe latti

spore.s.
"" "—— - •

The bed at Kettle Point is stated in the report of the Geologi-

cal burvey to be 12 to 14 feet in thickness ; but to what degree

either in its thickness or horizontal extent it retains the charac-

ters above described, I do not know. It belongs to the Upper
devonian, being supposed to be a representative of the Genesee
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slates of New York. It contains stems of Calamites imrnatus

and of a Lepidodendron, obscurely preserved, but apparently of

the type of L. Veltheimianum, and possibly the same with L
primcBVum of Eogers. The spore-cases are not improbably those

of this plant, or of the species L. Gaspianum, which belongs

to the same horizon, though not found at this locality. The

occurrence of this bed is a remarkable evidence of the abund-

ance of Lycopodiaceous trees, whose spores must have driftel

in immense quantities in the winds, to form such a bed. I'

to be observed, however, that this is not a bed of coal, 1 •

bituminous shale of brown color, and with pale streak.

doubt accumulated in water, and even marine, since it con:

Spirophyton* and shells of Lingida. In this it agi-ees witl

Australian Tasmanite, which, though composed in great :

of spore-cases of Ferns, is, as I am informed by Mr. Sehvyt.

aqueous deposit, containing marine shells.

There is, however, one bed of true coal known in the L>y'

nian of Eastern America, that of Tar Point, Gaspe, and it .^

curious to observe that this is not composed of spore-cases, but

of successive thin layers of rhizomata and stems of Psihphyton,

with occasional fragments of Lepidodendron and Cydostigma.

Eounded disks, which may be spore-cases, occur in it, but very

rarely. In the bituminous shales associated with this coal, the

microscope shows amber-colored flakes of irregular form, out

these are easily ascertained to be portions of the epidermis ot

Psilophyton, or of the chitinous crusts of crustaceans which

abound in these beds.

Ascending to the Lower Carboniferous (sub-carboniferous),

there are great quantities of rounded spore-cases of the size ot

mustard seeds {Sporangites glabra of my papers) in the rocks o

Horton Bluff and Lower Horton, Nova Scotia. They are some-

times globular, and filled with pyrite of a granular texture

which perhaps represents the original cellular structure or tn^

microspores. In other cases they are flattened and constitute

thin carbonaceous layers. They are almost without doubt tne

spore-cases of Lepidodendron corrugafum, which abounds va

same beds, and constitutes in one place a forest of erect stump-

I described them in a paper on the Lower Carboniferous ^

Nova Scotia in the Proceedings of the Geological Societ} o

London for 1858, though not then aware of their true nativr •

which was, however, recognized by Dr. Hooker in some spet

mens which I had sent to London. . . ^^
In my paper on the conditions of accumulation ot ^

'

(Proceedings of Geological Society of London, May, l»^^j,

proposed the name Sporangites for 'these bodies, in consequenc

of the difficulty of referi-ing them certainly to any gene^



forms. Carrutliers had in Oct. 1865, described a cone contain-
ing rounded spore-cases of not dissimilar type, under the name
Fhningites. In the paper above referred to, I stated that out
"t oiu-htv-one coals of the South Joggins Section examined by

I rooognized these bodies and other fruits or Sporangia, in

-'xteen; and of these only four had the rounded Lyco-
'ous spore-cases similar to those of Flemingites. These

.
' following :

—

Coal group 12, of Division IV, has a bed of coal one foot

)f which some layers are almost wholly composed of
jittfi papillata.

Coal group 13, Div. IV, has in some layers great quantities

\ •rangites glabra, especially in the shalv part of the coal.

(3.) In Coal group 14, Div. IV, a shaly parting contains Ln-cat

numbere of similar Sporangites.

(4.) In Coal group 15a, Div. IV, the shaly roof al).>uua< in

sporangites, but I did not observe them in the coal itsrll'.

In addition to these cases, all of which curious! v fin >ul:1i n-cur
in one part of the section, and among the smnll.r coiil,-. 1 have
noted the occurrence of clear amber spots in several of thr <-oni-

pact coals, but I did not regard these as certainly oi-anic. >u^| meet-

ing them to be rather concretionary or segivoativo structui-os.

The great coal beds of Pictou are, in so far as my obser\ation
has extended, remarkably free from indications of spore-cases,
and consist principally of cortical and ligneous tissues with
layers of finely comminuted vegetable matttr. A lawr of
cannel, however, from a bed near
^ewGlasg(
tened amber-colored dis'cs, which
mav be of this character. In those
of Cap ~
ca^e-hl _^_„ _^ __^
abundant; but the7e ^alTl have
Jess extensively examined than
those of the mainland of Nova
Scotia. Of American coals, the
J^chest m spore-cases, that I have

^^V\^^
^ specimen from Ohio,

nich contains many large spore-

^. and vast numbers of more ,

^inute globular bodies apparently
'

macrospores. It quite equals in this respect some of the English
-oats referred to by Huxley, (fig. 4). I have also a specimen of

jnthracite from Pennsylvania, fuU of spore-cases, some of them
^taming their round form and filled with granular matter which

y represent the spores.
it 13 not improbable that sporangites or bodies resembling

"lem, may be found in most coals: but the facts above stated
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indicate that their occurrence is accidental rather than essential

to coal accumulation, and that thej are more hkely to liave

been abundant in shales and cannel coals, deposited in ponds or

in shallow waters in the vicinity of Lycopodiaceoiis forests,

than in the swampy or peaty deposits which constitute the

ordinary coals. It is to be observed, however, 'that the conspic-

uous appearance which these bodies and also the strips and

fragments of epidermal tissue, which resemble them in texture,

present in slices of coal, may incline an observer, not having

large experience in the examination of coals, to overrate their

importance, and this I think has been done by most microscop-

ists, especially those who have confined their attention to slices

prepared by the lapidary. One must also bear in mind the

danger arising from mistaking concretionary accumulations of

bituminous matter for sporangia In sections of the bitumin-

ous shales accompanying the Devonian coal above mentioned,

there are many rounded yellow spots, which on examination

prove to be the spaces in the epidermis of Psilophyton through

which the vessels passing to the leaves were emitted. To these

considerations I would add the following, condensed from my

paper above referred to, in which the whole question of the

origin of coal is fully discussed.*
The mineral charcoal or "mother coal" is obviously

/_ tissue and fibers of bark ; the structure of the varieties

vhich and the plants to which it probably belongs, I havt

discussed in the paper above mentioned.
(2.) The coarser layers of coal show under the microscope a

confused mass of fragments of vegetable matter belongmg to

various descriptions of plants, and including, but not usually

largely, sporangites.

(3.) The more brilliant layers of the coal are seen, when sep-

arated by thin laminse of clay, to have on their surfaces m
markings of Sigillarise and other trees, of which they endentiT

represent flattened specimens, or rather the bark of such speci-

mens. Under the microscope, when their structures are pre-

served, these layers show cortical tissues more abundantly tn

(4.) Some thin layers of coal consist mainly of flattened layers

of leaves of Cordaites or Pychnophyllum. .,, -^

(5.) The Stigmaria underclays and the stumps of bigi^^J
^^m the coal roofs equally testify to the accumulation ot coa

.

iccessive foreSs. more especially, of Sigillan^;

There is on the other hand no necessary connection ^y^^, ^^^

gite beds with Stigmarian soils. Such beds are n^ore li^e

be accumulated in water, and consequently to constitute

minous shales and cannels.

* See also Acadian Geology, 2d edit., pp. 138, 461, 493.
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(6.) Lepidodendron and its allies, to wliicli the fpoi-e-easos in

question appear to belong, are evidently much less imj^ortant

to coal accumulation than Sigillaria, which cannot be affirmed to

have produced spore-cases similar to those in question, even

though the observation of Groldenberg as to their fruit can be

relied on ; the accuracy of which, however, I am inclined to

On the whole then, while giving due credit to Prof Huxley
and those who have preceded him in this matter, for directing

attention to this curious and no doubt important constituent of

mineral fuel, and admitting that I may possibly have given too

little attention to it, I must maintain that Sporangite boils are

exceptional among coals, and that conical imd voody matters

are the most abundant ingredients in all the onlinarv kinds;

and to this I cannot think that the coals of England constitute

an exception.

It is to be observed, in conclusion, that the spoi'c-cases of

plants, in their indestructibility and richly carbonaceous char-

iicter, only partake of qualities common to most suberous and

epidermal matters, as I have explained in the publications al-

ready referred to. Such epidermal and cortical substances are

extremely rich in carbon and hydrogen ; in this resembling bi-

tuminous coal. They are also very little liable to decay, and
they resist more than other vegetable matters aqueous infiltra-

tion; properties whicb have caused them to remain unchanged
and to resist the penetration of mineral substances more than

other vegetable tissues. These qualities are well seen m the

bark of our American white birch. It is no wonder that mate-

rials of this kind should constitute considerable portions of such

vegetable accumulations as the beds of coal, and that when
'resent in large proportion they should aflPord richly bituminous

^ds. All this agrees with the fact, apparent on examination

0^ the common coal, that the greater number of its purest layers

consist of the flattened bark of Sigillarite and similar trees, just

as any single flattened trunk imbedded in shale becomes a layer

of pure coal. It also agrees with the fact that other layers of

coal, and also the cannels and earthy bitumens appear, under

the microscope, to consist of finely comminuted particles, pnnci-

Pally of epidei-mal tissues, not only from the fi-uits and spore-

cases of plants, but also from their leaves and stems. The same

considerations impress us iust as much as the abundance of

spore-cases, with the immense amount of the vegetable matter

^aich has perisbed during the accumulation of coal, m com-

parison with that which has been preserved.
.

I
am indebted to Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, for the following very

valuable information, which at once places in a clear and pre-

cise light the chemical relations of epidermal tissue and spores

pres(

beds
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with coal. Dr. Hunt says—" The outer bark of the Cork tree

and the cuticle of many if not all other plants consists of a

highly carbonaceous matter, to which the name of svherin has

been given. The spores of Lycopodium also approach to this

substance in composition, as will be seen by the following, one

of two analyses by Duconi,* along with which I give the theo-

retical composition of pure cellulose or woody fiber, according

to Payen and Mitscherlich, and an analysis of the suberin of

Cork, from Quercus suber, from which the ash and 2-5 per cent

of cellulose have been deducted, f

Cellulose. Cork. Lycopodium.

Carbon, 44-44 65-73 64-80

Hydrogen, 6-17 8-33 8-TS

iNitrogen, 1-50 6-18

Oxygen, 49-39 24-44 20-29

100-00 100-00 100-00

This difference is not less striking when we reduce the above

centesimal analyses to correspond with the formula of cellulose.

Ca^HggOgd and represent Cork and Lycopodium as contain-

ing 24 equivalents of carbon. For comparison I give the com-

position of specimens of Peat, Brown Coal, Lignite, and Bitu-

minous Coal.:!:

Cellulose, C24 H20 O20

Cork, C24 Hi8t^^ OetV
Lycopodium, Czi HioA ^^'^
Peat, (Vaux), C34 HmtV <^io

Brown Coal, (Schrother), C24 IlMfV O^oA
Lignite, (Vaux), C24 HiiA OeA
Bituminous Coal, (Regnault), C24 Hio Ogx^ir

It will be seen from this comparison that, in ultimate compo-

sition, Cork and Lycopodium are nearer to Lignite than to

woody fiber ; and may be converted into coal with far less loss

of carbon and hydrogen than the latter. They in fact approacU

closer in composition to resins and fats than to wood, and more-

over like those substances repel water, with which they are not

easily moistened, and thus are able to resist those
^

atmospheric

influences which effect the decay of woody tissue."

I would add to this only one further consideration, i'^^

nitrogen present in the Lvcopodium spores no doubt belong

to the protoplasm containe"d in them, a substance which won

soon perish by decay ; and subtracting this, the cell-walls ot tu

spores and the walls of the spore-cases would be most s^}"^"'

material for the production of bituminous coal. But this sui

ableness they share with the epidermal tissue of the scales

Liebig and Kopp, Jahresbuch, 1847-48. f Gmelin, Handbook, iv, 1^ •

; Canadian I^faturalist, vi, 253.
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strobiles, and of the stems and leaves of Ferns and l.vc.j

,

and above all with the thick corky envelope of thr st.in^

Sigillariae and similar trees, which as I have elsewluTi' >lu.\'.

from its condition in the prostrate and erect trunks (oiit;ii:

in the beds associated with coal, must have been liighlv ca.

naceous and extremely enduring and impermeable to \\u:

In short, if instead of "spore-cases," we read "epidermal :

sues in general, including spore-cases," all that Hnxlev i:-
affirmed will be strictly and literally true, and in accordance
with the chemical composition, microscopical charactei-s and
mode of occurrence of coal. It will also be in accordance with
the following statement, which I may be pardoned for quoting
from my paper on the Structures in Coal, published in 1859.

" A single trunk of Sigillaria in an erect forest, presents an
epitome of a coal-seam. Its roots represent the Stigmaria under-
day

; its bark the compact coal ; its woody axis, the mineral
charcoal

; its fallen leaves (and fruits), with remains of herba-
ceous plants growing in its shade, mixed with a little earthy
matter, the layers of coarse coal. The condition of the dura-
ble outer bark of erect trees concurs ^vith the chemical theory
of coal, in showing the especial suitableness of this kind of tis-

sue for the production of the purer compact coals. It is also

probable that the comparative impenneability of the bark to

mineral infiltration, is of importance in this respect, enabling
tins material to remain unaffected by causes which have filled

rs consisting of herbaceous materials

y pyrites and other mineral substances."

mose layers consisting of herbaceous materials and decayed
wood, with pyrites and o'

"

'
' '

Art. XXXVIII. — On a method offixing^ photographing and

by Alfred M. Mayer,^hibiting the Magnetic Spectra

The figures produced in iron-filings, when these are set in

laomentary vibration on a surface placed over a magnet, have
received considerable attention from natural philosophers. The
geometrical discussion of these spectra made by Lambert,
^oget and others, have developed their symmetrical properties,
and thereby have evolved the law of that action which ema-
nates from the magnet. De Haldat has used them as a means

^J
.exploring the distribution and intensity of the effect

^ Juxtaposed magnets variously arranged- But, above all,

mnll^^^*^^^® structures in Coal. Joum. Geol. Soc, xr, 626. Conditions of Accu-

f Sw."
^^*^5 i^- ^^"' 95. Acadian Geology. 197. 464. _ . , ,

• h«
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have the researches of Faraday and W. Thomson on " tlie :

netic field '' and on " the lines of magnetic force " given to t

spectra— even when merely regarded as conventional syml"

an importance which has been fully shown; especially

Faraday, who was guided by their consideration to some v:

his most important discoveries. They have thus risen to so

high a theoretical importance that a method which will fix

them without danger of distortion, photographically reproduce

them and readily serve to exhibit them to the largest audi-

ences, will, I imagine, be acceptable to both investigators ami

The only process of fixing these spectra, known to me, is

that practiced by De Haldat and Faraday, which, however, :~

but an application to the magnetic spectra of the method

viously invented by Savart for preserving the Chladni ti^

of vibrating plates. In this
^ ' ~^"

the usual manner either on g]

upon them a sheet of paper coated with mucilage, to which im

filings adhere. In this operation of the transfer many particles

are deranged from their positions and the figures are yet more

distorted by the shrinkage of the wet paper, and are there-

fore not fit to serve in measures of precision; while the im-

pressions cannot be exhibited with much more facility than

the originals.

My process is as follows : a clean plate of thin glass is coatea

with a firm film of shellac, by flowing over it a solution of tin?

substance in alcohol,* in the same manner as a photograpmc

plate is coated with collodion. After the plate has remained a

day or two in a dry atmosphere, it is placed over the magnet.

or magnets, with its ends resting on slips of wood, so that the

under surface of the plate just touches the magnet Fine no.

-

filings, produced by *' draw-filing" Norway iron, wlueii

been repeatedly annealed, are now sifted uniformly ov-

film of lac by means of a fine sieve. The spectrum is tlu:;

duced on vibrating the plate, by letting fall vertically uj»

at different points, a light piece of copper wire. The ph^j^
^

now cautiously lifted vertically off the magnet and placed ^^

the end of a cylinder of pasteboard, which serves as a suppo"

in bringing it quite close to the under surface of a cast-iio

plate (1 ft. diam. ^ in. thick), which has been heated ojer

large Bunsen-flame. Thus the shellac is uniformly heated anu

the iron-filings, absorbing the radiation, sink into the soften

film and are "fixed." e

I generally allow the heat to act until the metalUc lustre o

the filings has disappeared, by sinking into the shellac, ana

* Tlie shellac dissolved in strong alcohol is allowed to stand a week or mo
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joars quite transparent. This degree of action is ner..

Mtni photographic prints are to be made from the pluir

.I'll they are to be used as lantern slides I do not can,
:.ting so far. After the plate has cooled, it is allowed i-

1 may be removed.
-!;(U-t experience will give the proper stnipjtli o| ^h.llac

'1! to obtain a film so thick as just t" l» sufii, „ i-j tn /,,..',/ tJ,v

'7\ ;iiid the requisite amount of heat to lii-mlv criiicnt tin •.
.

v.. Hi. Hit iiijiirintr the transparency of the lilm.

The i.lates <'au now serve (1) for the most arruraie inr;,- .;

ui'oii tlK' inagnetic-field; (2) for a photograj-lnc iH-suiw. -ah:

:iit' printing-frame will produce the lines in whitf niion a .!,.r

1. giving most beautiful and distinct ';iiijn\s>ion> ;'' \'.\^^<\\

~ required to exhibit these figures lo an au<li(ii((. the

.•re provided with glass covers, kept Imni toiulung the

ra by intervening sHps of card-boanl. and thrrc n-ult

.-''les, m every way fit for giving a line exhiMtion, whrii i!''

miages are projected upon a screen. I liave thus <.l.tai!;.-:

images, clear and sharp, of over 12 feet in dianietii-.f

By this process many plates have been proiluceil : sho>'.

.

tlie action of single magnets of various fe^rnis, and ot juxt; .

sed bars ; as well as the effects of electric currents led l-y v,

through holes drilled in the plates. Those exhihiting

inductive action of magnets on bars of soft iron and iW ii
•

action of magnets and electric currents are peculiarly int. ix -:

^ng- An approximate representation of the resultant line- ^-i

the terrestrial magnetic action has been obtained by magneti-
zing eqnahly tempered steel discs of fi'om 2 ins. to 3 ins., and
even more, in diameter. The magnetic axis or axes of these

discs are j)rec?efermmec? by making them the continuations of
the axes of very powerful electro-magnets, terminated with
cones of soft iron with slightly rounded apices. The arcs

01 the great circles, including the terrestrial magnetic poles,

h«^^^ng been calculated, the axes of the electro-magnets are

ned to that angle, while the steel disc is held close to

f poles. On passing the current the disc is magnetized
«uu we have an approximate representation of a section of
tne earth's magnetic effect These results when viewed as

Photographic prints, or, as exhibited by the lantern, are so

t^eautilul and instructive as to appear to me to warrant this

HrJ^**^*P^c prints from a seriea of eight of these plates I have presented to

BJ^aM College; American Academy of Sciences; r^--=~'^
«-=-"^'^'' '^^'^'

sitv p
^ollege; Stevens Institute of Technology,

Bali o'
.-^erican Philosophical Society; Franklm In

^.Smithsonian Institution; Chicago /"^ •• '
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somewliat formal description of the process of tlieir produc-

December, 1870.

Since sending the above to press I have subjected plates,

coated with " sensitized " collodion to the action of the magnetic

field. I had hopes of thus obtaining a physical impress on tk

plate which would appear on flowing the " developer." Sensi-

tized films on glass and on iron plates were placed over and

between the poles of an electro-magnet with cores 1-7 in. in di-

ameter. Some plates were developed after removal from the

mag-net, others while under the magnetic action,—with and

without the light having acted upon them—but no trace of ef-

fect has been detected,

I had also imagined that the magnet's action should have

placed the afl&nities in a more unstable condition, so that the

film would rise in sensitiveness after exposure in the magnetic

field ; but this, also, I could not detect ; nevertheless, I have

not given up the supposition that some action will be evolved

when more appropriate films, far higher magnetic action and

more delicate measures of actinic effect are used.

February 13, 1871.

During the visit of the
^

Pacific Coast, in October last, £

tion, including the writer, whiL ^.. ^—- •-j
, , v. ,

Cisco to the " Geysers," took occasion to examine a locan .
,

'

few miles from the route, where a number of fossil trunKb

Aet. XyL-KlX.- Notice of a Fossil Forest in Hie Tertiary of

California; by Professor 0. C. Marsh, of Yale College.

Yale College Scientific party to the

ist, several members of the expec i-

while on their way from ^an m^'^

)k occasion to examine a locality

'

..... ...... .... .V,..., where a number of fossil trunks ot

trees had recently been discovered. This point proved to oe

^

much scientific interest, and, since it has received as yet app
^

ently little or no attention from geologists, it may be we

note the more important results of our investigation.

The locality is situated on a high rocky ^^f^J^^^^oi
county, California, about five miles southwest of

^^;^%"'2r^„nt

Springs, and perhaps ten miles south of the summit oim

St. Helena. The existence at this place of several pexx

^^

trunks of trees was first made public by Charies n. v^
^^^^^

Esq., of San Francisco, who visited the spot m July la^^^

^^^
soon after, gave a short account of the discovery m ^ ^^^

Francisco Bulletin. Our party was especially i»^^^^^^„„^in2

Denison for information on the subject, and for accomp .
.^|^

us to the locality during our first visit The ndge on w^^^

the fossil trees were found belongs to the Coast ^^f u,,,.

and fonns the divide between the Napa and Santa «osd
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It is about 2000 feet in height, and is mainly composed of meta-
morphic rocl^s of Cretaceous age,* which are in places, as we
ascertained, overlaid, unconformablj, by later Tertiary strata,

consisting of light-colored, coarse sandstones, and beds of strati-

fied volcanic ashes. This ridge had long been covered with a

dense growth of "chaparral," but just before our visit a destruc-
tive fire had swept over a portion of it, rendering it compara-
tively easy to examine a large tract of country which appar-
ently had never been explored.
A careful examination of the locality where the first prostrate

trunks had been discovered soon made it evident that those
now on the surface had all been weathered out of the volcnnic
tufa and sandstones, which form the summit of this part of the
mountain ridge. Several large sihcified trees were, indeed,
subsequently found in the vicinity, projecting from the side of
a steep bluff, which had partially escaped denudation. Extend-
ing our explorations among the mountains for several miles
around, we were rewarded by the discovery of many additional
fossil trunks at various points, showing conclusively that this

Tertiary deposit contained the remains of an extensive forest
of very large trees, which had apparently been overthrown and
entombed by some volcanic irruption. Portions of nearly one
hundred distinct trees, scattered over a tract three or four miles
lu extent, were found by our party, and the information we
received from hunters and others, familiar with the surrounding
country, renders it more than probable that the same beds, con-
tainmg similar masses of silicified wood, extend over a much
greater area.

The fossil trees washing out of this volcanic tufa wei-e mostly
01 great size, and appeared to be closely related to some of the
oiodern forest trees of the Pacific coast, especially the gigantic

'conifers. One of the prostrate trunks examined during our ex-

plorations was only partially exposed above the surface, dipjjing

"^th the strata about 10° to the northward. Its accessible

portion, evidently but a small part of the original tree, meas-

Jired sixty-three feet in length, and, although denuded of its

oark and very much weathered, was over seven feet in diameter
^ear its smaller end. On a high summit about a quarter of a

^ue west of this point, two other large trunks were found, one
about five feet in diameter, lying east and west, with thirty feet

01 us length above the surface. The other rested directly on
^is, dipping with the strata to the north. The exposed frag-

ments of this trunk indicated that the tree when standmg could
^ot have been less than twelve feet in diameter. These two

ZTa ^^ apparently fallen not far from where they were im-
oedded, as the bark was well preserved, both on the mam trunks
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and on the small branches, numerous fragments of which were

lying near. Many other trees were found, nearly or quite equal

to these in size ; and all those examined indicated a very hxp-

general growth for the original forest.

All the trees discovered were prostrate, and mo>t of
-'

after their petrifaction, had been broken transversely iiii

eral sections, apparently by the disturbance of the eii'

strata. A majority of the trunks had a general north i\w\ -

direction, probably due to the course of the current t!i:i'

ered them with volcanic material, or perhaps indieaiiug- \u -

cases the position in which they had fallen. Several ^

trunks had portions of their roots still attached, and soiu-

evidently much decayed internally and worm eaten helot-

entombment. All the fossil wood observed wa.-^ sil

probably by means of hot alkaline waters containing si

solution, a natural result of volcanic action, espeeially

occurring in connection with water, as was evidently tin

in the present instance.

The trees closely examined appeared to be all conifers, and

in their external characters, especially in the bark, mode ot

branching, and general habit of growth, most nearly resemKe

the modern redwoods, still flourishing in the same region, i

>'"

M. C. White, of New Haven, an authority in such matter-^,

moreover, kindly made a microscopical examination ot .-'

the best preserved specimens collected at this locality
'

writer, and finds no essential difference between the stru^

of the fossil M^ood, and that of existing conifers of the gen -^

Sequoia, to which the redwoods belong.

The beds enclosing the silicified wood appear to contain no

other fossils, excepting here and there small fragments ^r ^'^^'^'^'

coal, and hence their exact age is somewhat doubtful. As ^
^'

'

rest unconformably on distorted and metamorphic Creta.

strata, they are apparently as recent as Tertiary, and will

ably prove to be Pliocene. The origin of the volcanic nia

which covered the forest cannot, perhaps, be definitely a-

tained, without a careful examination of the surrounding regi*';-

It is not improbable, however, that it came from Mount bt n^

ena, the nearest volcanic peak, across the now inter\^ening deprtj

sion. Our party discovered on the western side of the -^^^^ . ,

ley, along the base of the ridge, patches of a deposit ol strain^

tufa and gravel, which was evidently indentical with that to

taining the fossil trees on the summit This would seem

imply that the upper portion of the valley had once been

with these peculiar beds, and, through their denudation,

graduaUy attained its present proportions. However tnai

be, the volcanic deposit and its contents is certainly otgte^,

interest, even in this land of geological wonders, ana ^
^^^

worthy of a more systematic exploration than we were a

give it in the limited time at our command.
Yale CoUege, New Haven, February 10th, 1871.



the Determinatimi of the AJkalie.^

Carbonate of Lime and Sal-am i

JMITH, of Louisville, Ky.

•if r. )ll()\ving description of a method
i.iniig the alkalies, I aim to give the mini

.- analyses have given me the exjx'rieiK

1 im convinced that analytical chemists,

notions, will not resort to any other ki

l>c a better method it is yet to be discn

't' boracic, hydrofluoric and phosi)horic

11 no way interferes witli the process.

in acids, I prefer this nu'ihod. in co

..Uei;^partof 1852, and the 'details\voiv

•J.'* Since then I have eui[iloyfil thr j*

d reds of times, with the most accurate r- sii

points were not completed satisfactorily nnt il

the first notice of the method ; these h:i\c hu
and I now know of nothing further that is le ^

.inepurix)se of this article is to give all the imi^roveiiM'nts.

^vith a minute detail of the manipulations, and of the iiivnni-

tions neeessarv, all of which are simple and easily excnited In

tie two articles on the subject of alkali detenuiu.iion in min-T-

als published in 1853, the whole subject was revieu-ed, and it is

needless to return to it now. I then considered the processes

Y caustic baryta and its salts, and by hydrofluoric acid, and
also detailed some experiments on the' separation of the .hti'er-

ent alkalies from each other, and on the microscopic examina-

Jion of the same, etc. It was proved that, after the caustic al-

kalies, the most powerful agent to attack silicates at a high tem-

perature is caustic lime, a fact not new to chemists. But tor

tne purpose of arri\dng conveniently by this method at a qnan-

t:t.,tire determination of the alkalies in silicates, certain methods of

:
'lation, and facts with regard to quantity of material,

'ii-e, etc. had to be discovered ; and in them resides the

^ of my process—converting the most difficult parts of

'iysis of a silicate into the easiest.
^

.

-''^ methods of analysis by caustic baryta and by means ot

> carbonate, are now no longer used, for various reasons tullv

Jtailed by Rose in his Analytical Chemistry'- The meth-xl

^'11 extensively employed is that with hydrofluonc acid, pro-

* Si'ortiy after my first publication in this country, M. St Claire I>eville made
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posed by Berzeliiis ; and when used with the necessary precau-

tions, it has seemed to decompose all silicates ; still, according to

Eose, there are siliceous compounds that cannot he completely

decomposed by hydrofluoric acid.*

Dismissing all criticism, I at once proceed to the method

which is the subject of this article, viz : the Decomposition of

Silicates by ignition with Carbonate of Lime and Sal-ammoniac.

A mixture of carbonate of lime and sal-ammoniac is used in

the decomposition simply for the purpose of bringing the caus-

tic lime to act, in a most thorough manner, upon the silicates at

red heatf
Pure carbonate of lime.—The first requisite is pure carbonate

of lime. This is made in my laboratory, as follows : Take as

good marble (calcite) as can be conveniently found, and dissolve it

in hydrochloric acid (it is not necessary that the acid be perfectly

pure), add an excess of the marble and warm the solution ;
to

it add lime water or some milk of lime made from pure hme,

until the solution is alkaline to test-paper ; the hme is added

to precipitate any magnesia, ^phosphate of lime, &c., that may

have existed in the marble. Filter this solution and precipitate

with carbonate of ammonia, after heating to at least 160° F.|

The carbonate of lime thus precipitated is to be thrown on a

filter and well washed with distilled water. Thus prepared,

the carbonate of lime is a dense powder and perfectly pure, or

if it contain any impurity, it will be a trace of carbonate of ba-

ryta or strontia, which in no way interferes with its use.

Sal-ammoniac—l^o obtain this reagent in the most convenient

form, take some fragments of clean sublimed sal-ammomac, dis-

solve them in water with a gentle heat, filter, evaporate the

filtrate over a steam bath or a sand bath, or by means of any

other convenient gentle heat, and as the crystals deposit them-

selves, stir the solution to keep them small ; when half or two-

thirds of the sal-ammoniac is deposited, pour off the liquid with-

out waiting for it to cool, throw on a cotton filter, and dry the

tals at the temperature of the atmosphere. In this way,

immoniac is obtained that can be easily pulverized.

Vessel f<yr the decomposition.—The ordinary platinum cruciDie

1 be used for this purpose, and for many years was employea
d>

The process used by Deville, in fusing with carbonate of lime, is in ^^ ^
ter than that by hydrofluoric acid, and one that I should use in preteren

Chloride of calcium at a red heat will dissolve more or less
'^"^j^'^g^precipi-

id carbonate of Ume as dense^as possible. If the carbonate of ammoma^

ed to the cold solution, the precipitate, at first gelatinous, will .ultimately
^^^

r.?"^.'l™.«Ifi--
-^ _setele readily

;
the «ame is truejf the

fixt^^^dense ^

^:
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cessfully accomplished, and for ;

proved form of crucible. The c

cate, is of the following form and
slightly conical crucible with rounded bottom and cover (^eitlier

with or without the central wire by which to hold it) ; length
!'") mm. ; diameter of opening 22 ram. ; diameter of smaller
I'U'I just at the turn of the bottom 16 mm. ; weight about 35
io 40 grams. These are now made by Messrs! Johnson, Mattley
•^ Co., Hatton Garden, London, to whom I have furnislier] all

the necessaiy directions. This shape is given it in onl.T tliat

the portion of the crucible containing the niixtiir.' mav l>c liraicd

strongly, while the upper portion is below a wA heat.

Manner of heating the crucible.—The ordinary enuiKI*'. it'

- !. may be heated in the manner commonly "eni{)l<)yr(l ior

:iision of silicates. If the new form of crucible, however,
^ iiployed, then the upper partis grasped by a convenient

'illic clamp in a slightly inclined position, and a moderate
--u;t from the table blow-pipe made to play upon it for about
25 or 30 minutes. But as gas is to be found in every well-

mounted laboratory, Bunsen burners of all dimensions are

Tised, and when properly applied, can be made to give all gra-

dations of heat ; a simple, cheap, and convenient furnace, with a

properly arranged draught, can be made to accomplish all fusions
of silicates without the aid of any manual labor, and I there-

fore employ such an apparatus. (A description of it is given at

the close of this article.)

Method of analysis.—We have now the pure carbonate of lime,

granular sal-ammoniac and the proper crucible. The silicate

should be well pulverized in an agate mortar;* and half a

gram or one gram" of it is taken. The former amount is most
commonly used, it being sufficient and best manipulated in the

crucible; a gram, however, may be conveniently employed,
f he weighed mineral is placed in a large agate mortar, or better
in a glazed porcelain mortar, of half to one pint capacity ;

an
equal quantity of the granular sal-ammoniac is weighed out
\a centigram, more or less is of no consequence), and put
into the mortar with the mineral, and the two are rubbed to-

gether intimately. After this, add eight parts of the carbon-

oUn inch, and obtained excellent results. Notwithstanding this, thorough tntura-
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ate of lime in three or four portions, and mix intimately after

each addition ; empty the contents of the mortar completely

upon a piece of glazed paper, that ought always to be under

the mortar, and introduce into the crucible. The crucible is

now tapped gently upon the table and the contents settled

The crucible is then clasped by a metallic clamp in an inclin-

ed position, or it is placed in the upper part of the support re-

ferred to in the latter part of this article, leaving outside about

three-fourths of an inch or one inch. By means Of a snuill

Bunsen burner the heat is brought to bear just above the tci;

of the mixture and gradually carried toward the lower part.

until the sal-ammoniac is completely decomposed, which tak^ -

about five minutes ; heat is then appilied in the manner sii-:l:

ed, either with the blast, or with the burner referi-ed to, ac-

hy its own draught, and the whole kept up to bright red h

for from 40 to 60 minutes. It is well to avoid toointen-

heat.

The crucible is now allowed to cool, when the contents wu

be found to be more or less agglomerated in the form of a seim-

fused mass. A glass rod or blunt steel point will most com-

monly detach the mass, which is then dropped into a platinum

or porcelain capsule of about 150 centimeters capacity and ^^

or 80 centimeters, and distilled water added. After some time

the mass will slack and crumble in the manner of hme; still

better, this may be hastened by bringing the contents of the cap-

sule to the boiling point, either over a lamp or water-bath ;

at

the same time, water is put into the crucible to slack out any

small particles that may adhere to it, and subsequently tiii.^

is added to that in the capsule, washing off the cover of the cru-

cible also.

After the mass is completely slacked, the analysis may M

proceeded with ; as a general thing, I prefer to allow the diges-

tion to continue six or eight hours, though this is not necessarv.

If the contents of the crucible are not easily detached, «w

not use very much force as the crucible may be injured by i

but fill the 'crucible to about two-thirds its capacity with water

bring it almost to the boiling point, and lay it in ^^^ capj^^i

with the upper portion resting on the edge, the lime ^ih siaj

in the crucible, and then may be washed thoroughly into

dish ; also, as before, the cover is to be washed off.
^^We have now by this treatment with water, the excess <

lime slacked into a hydrate, and some of the lime comDiiK

with the silica and other ingredients of the silicate in an imp

pable form. In solution, there is an excess of chlonde ore.

cium formed in the operation, and all the alkalies ongina -

contained in the mineral, as chlorides. All that now remai ^
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lone is to filter and separate the lime as ( i

- is left but the chloridcb of the dlkdu- i

I us follows: Throw the contuitb of tht (
,

the best size of which for the quaiitit> abo\t
' Id 3.^ inches in diameter; ^^ \bh well, to do win i i (

200 centimeters of water the wa&hmg is c\n it I

The contents of the filter (except in tho-^t i

' IK nmt of the mineral is voi\ smdl md th( n i i

: ! tlio estimation of the other conbtitutnt-) i < i n i

it I'v desired to heat again to see if an\ til ii ti'i i n i i n

Tlie filtrate contains in solution all the ill i i'

••nil. together with some cMoride of ciknim n I n ti '

to this solution, after it has been thiown nit > i
[

1 i n m i

,

ct'laiu capsule, is added a solution of puu ( i! n i I um
uia (an amount equal to about one anil lull in - |

f'l). This precipitates all the lime a^ cith )n it it i- n i '

ever, filtered immediately, butisevapoi it 1 \ i \\ it< i 1

to about 40 centimeters, and tothib i^addi ' i_ n hi
bonateof ammonia, and a few drops ot ( in-ti ni i i

precipitate the little lime that is redi^soKc 11 \ I . i ti. i t

sal-ammoniac on the carbonate of lime li t i )ii i m ill I

(2 m.) which is readily and thoroughly ^\ i-htd ^Mth 1 nt lit

\vater, and the filtrate allowed to run "into a -in dl beaku i

tins tiitrate are all the alkahes as chloride- and a little m1 at

iiJi'uiac. Add a drop of carbonate of ammonia to make ^u:

tiiat no lime is present. Evaporate o\ er a water bath m a tau
platinum dish, in' which the alkalies are to be wiiglul tl

capsLde used is about 60 centimeters capacity an I d^ nii_ tl

evaporation is never filled to more than two thirds it^ i q u if

After the filtrate has been evaporated to drvnes- tin 1 ott i

01 the dish is dried, and on a pioper -upport lu it. 1 ^u
geutly by a Bnnsen flame, to diuc otf the iittk m1 immonia^
^t IS well to cover the capsule with i piece o( thin pi VLUiuin 1

prevent any possible loss by the '^piitmg of the - It ^ttcr t:

sal-ammoniac has been driven oil b^ gradudh uitn i n;f tl:

Jeat, the temperature of the dish is brought up to a
]

)int a litt

How redness, the cover being ofi (The co\er c in oe c h in<

jrom any sal-ammoniac that ma\ ha\e condensed uj). n it

heatmg it over the lamp.) The capsule is again (omu 1
i

Y^^ sufficiently cooled, and before becoming ta\l\ < 1

Piaced on the balance and weighed This weisht .nc>
ehlondes, the amount of alkahes contained in the mineral

V the chloride of lithia be prc-ent, it is necessau to wt

^P%, for this salt being very deliquescent take, moistu

It not unfrequently happens tliat the chloride- at the end (

tile analysis are more or less colored with a .mall amount of ca
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bon arising from certain constituents in carbonate of ammonia;

tl\e quantity is usually very minute and in no way affects the

tv:curacy of the analysis. In selecting pure carbonate of am-

in mia for analytical purposes, it is well to take !

are not colored by tlie action of light.

It only remains now to separate the alkalies by the known

methods. Under this head I have made several observations,

that at some future time may be published as soon as the re-

salts are sufficiently definite.

A special arrangement Jor heating the crucible by gas.—The

support and burner, where gas is to be had, are simple in their

character and have been contrived after a great variety of ex-

dth gas furnaces. The figure here given illustrates

nd, burner, crucible, &c., and is about one-sixth the nat-

h is the stand with its rod g ; c? is a brass clamp with two

holes at right angle to each other having two binding screws; it

slides on the rod g; the second

hole is for a round arm attached

to b, the binding screw e fixing

it in any position. 5 is a plate

of cast iron five to six mm. thick

ten to eleven cm. long, and four

and one half cm. broad, having a

hole in its center large enough to

admit the crucible to witbm about

15 mm. of the cover, without bind-

ing, a is the crucible already re-

fen-ed to which is made to mcline

a few degrees downward hy turn-

ing the plate of iron that supports

it c is a chimney of sheet iron,

long, ten cm.

; high, the width at the bottom be-

• about 4 cm. at one end, anj

about three cm. at the other end.

It is made with the sides straight for about four cm., t*ien >

clines toward the top so as to leave the width of the op^^^"^';

the top about one cm. A piece is cut out of the fron^/'^J^^

chhnney of the width of the diameter of the hole m the i

^^^^

support, and about four cm. in length, being semi-circular ai

top, fitting over the platinum crucible. Just above this pan
^

the chimney is riveted a piece of sheet iron in the » oi

^

liattened hook n which holds the chimney in place hy ^ ^_

'the top of the crucible support ; it serves as a
p^.^

>thec jible against the cooling of the currents ^

n T. E. .TenkiQS & (
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Ms the burner which has been described in an article on flame-

heat in this Journal, II, vol. 1, p. 341. The upper open-

ing of it is a slit from 1| to 2 mm. in width, and from 3^
Til 44- cm. long, and when used is brought within about two
...'I'the lowest point of the crucible, the end of the flame

playing around the lower end of the crucible ; the gas en-

he lower part of tbe burner by two small holes of one-
- X iron til of an inch, furnishing at one inch pressure about b^
cubic feet of gas per hour; the precaution must be observed
already referred to, in heating the crucible at first gently above
the mixture. It is surprising to see the effect produced by this

simple burner as here used ; 8 grams of precipitated carbonate of

lime can be decomposed to within two or three per cent in one
hour, and when mixed with silica or a silicate, in a very much
shorter space of time ; although in my analysis I employ owq
hour as it requires no attention after the operation is once start-

ed. This form of furnace and crucible is found to be conven-

ient for other operations.

Although the details here given are long, the time occu-

pied in the analysis is short, and the necessary precautions are

of a simple character, so much so, that results obtained by stu-

dents in beginning chemical analysis have been found by me
far more reliable and less variable on the alkalies of the sili-

cates than on any of the other constituents. Good alkah deter-

minations can be made in three hours or less from the com-

mencement of the operation, hastening the evaporation by
more direct application of the heat, which of course requires

more close watching
.

It is a common practice of mine, when a silicate presents

Itself of which there are no physical means of ascertaining its

nature, to make at once an alkali determination, which not

infrequently indicates immediately what it is if it be a known
suicate containing an alkali ; and if an unknown compound,
the analysis made is one step in

Art. XLl.~On the Great Sun-spot of June, 1843 ;
by Professor

Daniel Kirkwood, Bloomington, Indiana.

One of the largest and most remarkable spots ever seen on

Jhe sun's disc appeared in June, 1843, and continued visible to

tte naked eye for 7 or 8 days. The diameter of this spot was,

according to Schwabe, 74,000 miles; so that its area was many
times greater than that of the earth's surface. Now, it has been

•observed during a number of sun-spot cycles that the larger

^Pots are generally found at or near the epoch of the greatest
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numbers. The year 1843 was, however, a minimum epoch of

the eleven-year cycle. It would seem, therefore, that the

formation of this extraordinary spot was an anomaly, and that

its origin ought not to be looked for in the general cause of the

spots of Schwabe's cycle.

As having a possible bearing on the question under consider-

ation let us refer to a phenomenon observed at the same

moment, on the first of September, 1859, by Mr. Carringtnn.

at Redhill, and Mr. Hodgson, at Highgate. "Mr. Carriri':;^'-'

had directed his telescope to the sun, and was engagdl h

serving his spots, when suddenly two intensely lum

bodies burst into view, on its surface. They mo'ved -i

side through a space of about thirty-five thousand inih-.

increasing in brightness, then fading away. In five minute-

had vanished. * * * It is a remarkable circumstance, tii;

:

observations at Kew show that on the very day, and at tb<'

hour and minute of this unexpected and curious phenoin*

.

a moderate but marked magnetic disturbance took place : ..-

a storm, or great disturbance of the magnetic element, occiirre'i

four hours after midnight, extending to the southern hemi-

The opinion has been expressed by more than one astronomer

that this phenomenon was produced by the fall of meteono

matter upon the sun's surface. Now, the fact may be wortbr

of note that the comet of 1843, which had the least penhelion

distance of any on record, actually grazed the solar atmosphere

about three months before the appearance of the great sun-spot

of the same year. The comet's least distance from the sun w'a-^

about 65,000 miles. Had it approached but little nearer, the

resistance of the atmosphere would probably have brought itj

entire mass to the solar surface. Even at its actual distance it

must have produced considerable atmospheric disturbance.

But the recent discovery that a number of comets are associatea

with meteoric matter, traveling in nearly the same orbns.

suggests the inquiry whether an enormous meteonte ^ollowm^

in the comet's train, and having a somewhat less pe"^^^,^^^^

distance, may not have been precipitated upon the sun, t ji»

producing the great disturbance observed so shortly alter

comet's perihelion passage.



Art. XLII.— Cahrimetric Iiwestigatioyis ; by R BuNSEN.*

The Ice Calorimeter.

Ix order first to become better acquainted with the|'lu'ii<>!in'ii;i

attending the formation of ice, although only in so Ihr as tlu'v

couie under consideration in using the instrument, the calori-

meter, containing a cylinder of ice and carefully surrounded

with snow, was kept long under observation. It stood, as in all

the following experiments, in a large earthenware decanting

jar, through whose lower orifice the water droj^ping from the

melted snow could coiitinuall;y- flow off, so tliat a contact l)e-

tween the lower part of the instrument and tlic water thu.s

formed was not to be feared. The instrunu'iit soon sMrnHinds

itself with a coherent mass of semisolid snow (tinicisi. II.

after twelve or fifteen hours, a considerable cavitv has !>.
.

:

formed on the walls of the jar bv the external meltinc- ,,r t

mass, this cavity is then increased by sniootliin,!: otV the lo,,..

coherent substance with a spatula-shaped stick, the porn -:
-

thus scraped off being stuffed into the vaeent spaces under r*

calorimeter, and the snow lost by meltin.u' replaced with iVesh.

The fii-st experiments were made with freshlv thllen snow, which

liad been collected from a clean substratum of the same sub-

stance, and (jarefully shielded from every contammation aris-

ing from the soil. Of this snow, one hundred weight was pre-

served in a clean wooden chest, as a stock for the refilhngs

diinng the experiments. With such a stock the calormieter

niay by filfing up twice daily, be kept for weeks m continual

use without the necessity of renewing the ice-cylmder.

Throughout the entire duration of the observations, which

occupied five days, the inner vessel enclosed in the lee-eyhnder

was kept closed "with a rubber stopper, and the wliole m>tru-

J^ent, with the exception of the scale, surrounded on all .-kIcs

with melting snow. The temperature of the room in which the

obser;^ations were made varied between 0°-5 C. and 6 • C. 1 he

observations are presented in the following table 1. Column i,

contains the time of the observations in hours. Column il

gives the readings of the calorimeter scale for these times
;

the

observed values are characterized by a star, the others have

oeen calculated from these by interpolation. Up to the tliirt\ -

fi^t hour the mercury which lelt the graduated tube was

je'gbed; and the weight thus found transformed uito scale-

d^Tisions according to equation (1). Column IH has been cab

^^lated with the aid of equation (3), and gives the weight of
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pressed in grams, which has been formed in the

from the beginning of the period in question.

I.
1

11. III. I. 11. :n.
i!

.. II. in.

~r 0-0
~^~

2739.3 2-3358 89 2810-5 2.3961

1 2-33^53 83

I 1-6211 44 2U1-3 23371
84 28128 2-3981

2-3990

4 2741-8* 2-3376

5 46 2816-1 2-4009

6 2296-5
^

1-9579 47 2-.Soi

7 2-0702

2-0832 2747-2*
89
90 2819;5^

2-4029

2-0961 2-3427
2-4061

2-I22J 2749-4^ 2-3441

2504-2 * 94
2-3460 282(5-4

2553-0 55 2-3471 2827-6* 2-410"

2-3495 2830-2

2626-2

2760-2

2675-0 2-2806 -3551
2^1^102

2-3:^22 62 27669
22 2724-8 2-360H 2837-6 2-4193

2-^248 65 2773-5 2-3591 106 2839-0 2'l204

2839-7

i li
2-3265

2-3282 i
2780-9 2-.3709

ii Isti-s

2J31-8
2;3291

3? 72 2?%-?* 2-1593 n3
2843-2 *

32 2844-6 *

2844-6
:•-,- -

2-3329 2844 6 *
::;::-.

278n-8 2844-6
^

??

iiS
78

28013*

2805-2*
2-3899

\i 2844-6* ^ii:

2-3350 2 3934
40 2739-3 81 2809-4* —
The table shows that about two grams of the water contains

in the calorimeter, froze at the temperature of "^^^''^^^
^^ra-

during the first seven hours, that this freezing at .^^^
.*'^J^ ^o

tnre of melting snow continued 114 hours in dinimishin„_^^^

and that after this long time a period began, in which tlie

did not freeze further at the temperature of melting^.
^^.^^

The disproportionately !
' '

"'""

of the ^

•

which the cylinder c

lately great formation of ice at tn^
^^'^f^j^ture

It aros'e evidently from the' low tem^era;^^^^

r of ice, formed at -15° C. to -20° C, ongw
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possessed, as the following consideration shows. Let it be
assumed that the amount of ice g, formed during the first seven
hours originated in the loss of heat which the water sufiered in

order to warm the ice-cylinder from -^° to 0°C., then will the

mean temperature, which the ice-cylinder must have had in

order to produce the above named weight of ice, result from

the equation f =--|^, wherein I signifies the heat of melting

for water, s^ the specific heat of ice,. and Gr the weight of the

ice-cylinder cooled to t°. In this equation only G is unknown.
After the termination of the series of experiments in table 1,

in order to determine G, the open end of the scale tube was
dipped into a weighed glass vessel full of mercury, and, after

the ice cylinder had melted and the instmment had been
brought again to 0° C, the loss in weight Gi of the mercury
vessel was ascertained. The desired weight of the ice-cylinder is

Gr = -^, wherein Sg signifies the specific gravity of mercury as

0"C.,|3 the weight of melted ice corresponding to one division
''" the scale (e* ' ~~ " ' "

, ,. .

•

.--[uation 1). 1^^ v^iuc^ ^

the preceding equation are

:

^=80-03 5,=13-596 5,,=048
q= 2-13 grm. Gi=61-227 grm. p =0-0008526 grm.
v= 0-00007733 cubic centimeter.

By the substitution of these values in the equation there

results, as the weight of the ice cylinder used in the observa-

^oQs Q^ 49-65 grm.
and for its temperature ^= - 6° "95 C.

The ice cylinder, which had been produced at

01 at least —15° C, needed therefore to have po
time the instrument was placed in the snow, a temperatu<
only, in order to have produced by its warming to 0° C. the for-

mation of ice observed during the first seven hours. As from
the determination of specific heat communicated beyond, it

"lay be concluded that a period of seven hours is far more than

sufficient to equalize a difference of temperature of 7° C. m the

instrument, it is necessary to ascribe the ice formation which
IS visible in the table and which lasted more than 100 hours,
to another cause than the one under consideration. Without
entering further into the question whether this cause is to be
sought for in the air contained in the snow water, as C. Schultz*

^sumes, or whether the passage of the snow to the ^^emi-solid

state (firneis), plays therein a part, it may suffice m the first

Piace, to give prominence only to those influences determinmg

* Pogg. Annalen, cxxiTii, 253.
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a lowering of the melting point of ice, whicli are particularly

deservino- of attention in the employment of the ice-calorimeter,

If the pnre snow which surrounds the instrument be saturated

with as much boiled-out or distilled water of 0° C, previously

shaken with air, as it can retain after the excess has been

allowed to drain off, there ensues, at least during the first

twelve hours, during which alone the observations were earned

on, no freezing but such a melting of the ice in the interior of

the instrument that it would, under these circumstances, be

entirely unserviceable for observation. On the other hand the

slightest impuritv of the snow determines such a large contmual

deposition of ice on the ice cylinder, that the mercury thread

often advances in one minute several divisions on the scale.

Snow which has absorbed even traces of salts from the soil, or

of animal, or vegetable impurities from the street pavement,

shows this lowering of the melting point m the most strikmg

manner. Eiver ice of such purity that the water obtamed from

it by meltino-, showed with barium chloride and silver solu-

tion only after a long time, a scarcely perceptible turbid-

ness produced in the instrument during three days two

grams of ice. Afler these observations it is self-apparent tbat

only the purest snow can be used in the experiments, it is

also advantageous to work in an apartment whose temperature

is not too high above 0°C., and not to begin the obseru-

tions, until the formation of ice on the ice-cylmder does w^

exceed a few scale divisions in the hour. Above_ all, however,

care must be taken that, before the instrument is allowea w

take, in the snow, a constant temperature, a small layer oi

water has been formed by melting between the glass wails ana

the adjacent ice-cylinder, in order that unequal tension ana

consequent elastic after-effect may be avoided.

The accuracy of the observations depends, no^J^'®^;. •

li

essentially upon the. care which has been taken m tbe
^f^f

^^^

arrangement of the instrument, that all the air absorbea uv

mercury and water be removed. This is to be attamed m t^^

following manner : the instrument, filled to the half ^itji do^

out water, is fastened with the mouth turned downward on_

>holder, the mouth of the tube c, fag.
which ii

not yet provided with an iron casing, is sunk m »>"--

kept in constant ebullition in a beaker-glass, and the

the instrument which reaches to fi kept boiling untu

evaporated to i If now the lamp used to heat the app .,

be removed, the latter will fill itself with airless jater.
^^

allowed to cool and is then, after it has been placed W'f^^
in the drawing, filled to the height (i with so «iu«^ '

;i 'h

boiled-out mercury, that the mercury level m t^®,
' ^,^^ter

stands about equally high with that in the tube c. i^
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is now for the most part removed with a pipette from the tube
c, the tube is freed from all moisture by means of a current of
diy air produced by the water air-pump, and only then is the
iron head-piece d cemented on with the finest sealing wax, in
such a manner, that the tube c projects inside to some distance
above the bottom, in order that later, the stopper bearing the
scale may rest in the mouth of the glass tube c and not in the
iron casing. The last filling with boiled mercury to the level

;- is performed by the aid of a capillary glass tube, in order
to avoid all air bubbles on the sides of the tube.

In order to place the mercury thread in each experiment on
one of the first divisions of the scale, it suffices to press the
cork of the graduated tube, with a rotary movement, somewhat
deeper into the mercury tube c, fig. 1. If the thread has there-
by exceeded the commencement of the scale, there is a small
brass weight, fastened on a thread and previously warmed by
contact with the hand or tongue, sunk into the fluid a, fig. 1.

If the weight of the brass weight be g gTams, its temperature
U Its specific heat s^, the latent heat of melting for water /, and
the weight of melted ice, obtained by equation (2), which cor-

responds to an oscillation of one scale division, denoted by
P, then the oscOlation produced by the brass weight g is equal

to ^~ scale divisions. If we let

L grm, 5 scale divisions. I 0*6 grm. 30 scale divisions.

By dipping in one of these brass weights, previously warmed
uncier the tongue, the mercury thread can be made to retreat to
tlie desired extent. The oscillations corresponding to the Httle

J^eights, which were only warmed to 37° C, are well adapted
^give an idea of the extraordinary deUcacy of the instrument.

^*^^^, Increase of temperature which 04 grams of brass at

07 C. would produce by immersion in the mass of water in the

^strument, amounting to about 20 grams would displace the
mercury thread of a centigrade thermometer only 0° "07, that
^i the just described calorimeter, however, twenty scale divi-

^?ns, each of which was, in the instrument employed, one
»»iUimeter in length.

tuf ri^tion to the readings on the scale, it is still to be observed

\^^^. before such observation of the scale tube, which is best to

.

e made with the telescope, the former must, particularly when
's very narrow, be gently agitated by repeated rapping until
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the capillary resistance is overcome, and tlie mercury thread

does not retreat by further rapping.

Table 1 shows already that the mercury thread of the instru-

ment is generally not perfectly stationary. The displacement,

which, in a positive as in a negative sense may amount to 1 to

3 divisions in the hour, is, as the observer may easily perceive

by the employment of the calorimeter, nearly proportional to

the time. The slight error thus introduced may be eliminated

in the following manner : As soon as it is seen that the instru-

ment has become sufficiently stationary, the height of the

mercury thread is noted from 30 to 30 minutes. If the dis-

placement of the latter amounts in m minutes to Tq scale divi-

sions, then the displacement to be ascribed to foreign influ-

ences is for one minute >.

The hour Mo and the height of the mercury thread Qo are

now observed at the moment, when the substance to be mvesti-

gated is allowed to fall from the heating vessel / fig. 4, (see

page 173) into the calorimeter vessel a, fig. 1, and both obsem-

tions are repeated one hour later, whereby further Mi and (ji

result ; finally the movement of the mercury thread independeut

of the heat to be measured, is once more determined, as in the

beginning of the experiment—

.

The mean displacement of the mercury thread, independent

of the experiment, amounts therefore in one minute to

and throughout the entire duration of the experiment to

(M,-M„)i(-^ + ^)
scale divisions. This value is to be added to the oscillation o

the mercury thread Qo-Qi observed during the experiment a.

a correction, and especially, with the negative sign pren^ei

when the displacement independent of the experiment toc^^

place in the way of ice melting, with the positive sign m
|

opposite case. For the oscillation T, corresponding to tbe qu '

tit^y of heat to be measured, the equation

T=(Qo-QO+ (M -Mo) i(^ + -^)

is therefore obtained, wherein it is hardly necessary to mention-

that, for the direct readings, their values according to

table of calibrations are to be substituted.



L. Respighi on the Solar Protuberances.

Art. XLIIL—Oji the Solar Protuberances ; Abstract of a Note read

by Prof. L. Kespighi, before the Accademia de' Nuovi Linctt]

Dec 4, 1870.* With a plate.

This note is founded upon spectroscopic observations of tlio

border and protuberances of the sun regularly made by Proi:

Respighi, at the Campidoglio observatory in Eome, from On.
1869, to Nov., 1870. The author deduces some important fa.

relative to the forms, size, development, and transfonnatioii

the protuberances; to their duration, and the manner of tin r

distribution over the solar disk ; and to their connection wirn
the other solar phenomena, namely, the spots and the faculse.

Among the surprisingly various and singular forms of tiic

protuberances, he finds those that have the appearance of gaseo);s

masses issuing from the sun's surface to be so marked and con-

stant, that it is necessary to conclude that they are really pro-

duced by gaseous eruptions from within the body of the sun,

taking place with more or less energy, and on a varying scale

of grandeur.

Not being able to explain the various modes according to

which the erupted masses are ramified and diifased, by refer-

ring them to the simple velocity of eruption combined with the

action of gravitation, and with the natural expansion of the jets,

or by the resistance of the solar atmosphere, or on the supposi-

tion of powerful currents in the latter, he finds it necessary to

admit the concurrence of other forces acting within the erupted

masses, and between these and the body of the sun.

In regard to the dimensions of the protuberances, spectro-

scopic obsei-vations show that they may vary between the most
remote limits, from jets which are very small and low, to those

of enormous section and of immense altitude. Among the

protuberances sketched by Prof Eespighi, which exceed 4,000,

there are more than 700 not less than 1' high, that is, more than

three times the diameter of the earth in altitude, and among
these some not less than 6', that is, more than 20 times the

earth's diameter in height ,

lo these immense altitudes of the protuberances, correspond,

^ery often, expansions or ramifications in a horizontal direc-

tion, which are truly astounding, and in which the hydrogen dif-

ti^ses iteelf in vast volumes, or stretches out in branches

^ore or less subtile and of enormous length.
Prof Respighi observes that the loftiest protuberances

Observed by him show, besides the i5 the spectral line C, which i:

s Journal, by Prof. AETUi
lass., from Secchi's BuU. 1
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The development of the protuberances is ordinarily announ-

ced by bright points or patches standing out upon the chromo-

bX fori

) considerable elevations, and then fall back in para-

s upon the sun, or diffuse themselves in masses of

varymg and sometimes very singular conformation, and subject

to more or less rapid transformations. Prof. Eespighi has been

able now and then to be a witness of the development, in the

neighborhood of the spots, of enormous protuberances, produ-

ced by the eruption of groups of very slender and brilliant jets,

which in a short time spread into great cloudy masses, either

settling down upon the surface of the sun, or gradually vanish-

ing at a great height above it. An example of this kind ot

eruption is given in the plate, in the figure of the protuberance

No. 14, obser^^ed October 29, 1870.

Respecting the duration of the spots, it is found that win e

some of them are developed in the space of a few minutes, and,

after undergoing rapid transformations, in a few minutes thin

out and disappear, others remain visible for a long toie, some-

times retaining in their forms some characteristic traits, inose

which are the most variable and evanescent, are produced m

the neighborhood of the spots. Outside the zone of spots, up

to about 70" in latitude, the protuberances commonly remain

visible for many days, so that it is possible to follow by ttien

the rotation of the sun ; and it has been possible, m the couije

of the observations, to observe the passage of some o

protuberances from one border of the sun to the other, an

also their return to the first border, after having "^^^^.^^^

plete revolution. The time of the sun's rotation as ciea _
by means of the protuberances agrees very^ closely witn

,

obtained by observation of '
'

- ^^ ""+

shows that the retardation

spots distant from the equatoi

proper motion of the spots themselves. ^g
In regard to the distribution of the Protuberances upon

solar surface. Prof Respighi finds the results deducea
^^^

the eariier observations confirmed, namely, that m ttie
^^^

polar regions, within a distance of 20° from the poie^,

* This i3 doubtleaa the line observed by Mr. I'Ofkyer Oct 20
J868^^^ ^^

uces agrees very cioseij^ ""
"v\r,\

'

the spots near the equator ;
wti cu

of this rotation observed m
JJ^

ator, is an appearance due to



ally; though notwithstanding this, the surface
these regions cannot be in a condition of perfect calm ; for

the appearance of small jets, and the irregularity and varia-
bility of the chromosphere, show that even in those regions
there is a state of continuous eruption, though on a very-

small scale.

Considering the whole body of observations made, it appears
that the northern hemisphere is perceptibly more character-
ized by great protuberances and gigantic eruptions than the
southern, and that in the former large protuberances are on
rare occasions seen at distances less than 20° from the pole,

a thing which never happens in the southern hemisphere. In
the vicinity of the equator, protuberances of great size occur
less frequently than in higher latitudes.

As to the connection of the protuberances with the faculae,

It is found that the latter are commonly accompanied by protu-
berances of considerable size, though without being confounded
with them in the same phenomenon. Thus it would appear to
be proved that the faculae are special modifications of the photo-
sphere in the neighborhood of powerful eruptions.
The following results have been deduced from a great num-

ber of observations made upon the border of the sun's disk, in
the region of the spots :-

1. In the neighborhood of the spots the chromosphere [straUy

rosato) is rather low, quite regular and intensely bright.

2. Upon the exact locality of a spot, or rather over its nu-
cleus, the chromosphere is generally very low and sometimes
totally wanting. ^

^ ^ ^
^

3. At the nucleus, either there are no eruptions or they are

confined to jets of gn ' '

4. The nuclei of tl

sess very feeble 1

Y;
Along the borders of the spots, jets are thrown up of extra-

ordmary intensity and violence and of very definite configuration.

6. The jets adjoining the spots consist not solely of hydro-
gen, but also of other substances, as is shown by their respec-

tive bright lines in the spectrum. ^ ^
.,
'-Among these bright lines which are commonly found a

tne base or in the lower portions of the j

the red, one between C and B, distant from G ^Vo of

7" 'pa^e C—B
; the other is between B and a, distant from a

Tso of the space B—a. These lines do not correspond with

tboseof any substance yet known. They are also not mfre-

quently seen quite bright in the highest parts of the jets.

8- Now and then the eruptions in the vicinity of the spots

^^e gigantic proportions, and are probably the cause of the



rapid changes of form and position which are observed in the

spots themselves.

9. There are often seen, in the neighborhood of the spots, jets

curved backward upon the solar disk in forms which are sensi-

bly parabolic.

10. The immense jets and erupted masses near the spots ex-

pand and vanish away more rapidly than in any other region.

11. On the area of the spots neither the photosphere nor

the edge of the sun's disk shows any perceptible irregularity,

that is, neither any perceptible prominence nor depression.*

From these results obtained by spectroscopic observations of

the border of the sun and of the protuberances. Prof. Eespighi

is led to certain conclusions relative to the physical constitu-

tion of the sun, among which the following may be mentioned.

In the first place, the photosphere would appear to be the sur-

face of an incandescent liquid mass or stratum, of suitable speci-

fic gravity, by the weight of which various gases, and especiaJJY

hydrogen, are confined and compressed in the interior of the

sun, lit an elevated temperature, under an enormous tension, ana

with a density diff-ering but little from that of the superincum-

bent liquid stratum.! ,

These gaseous masses in the interior of the sun, not yet hav-

ing been brought to a condition of stable equilibrium, migM in

some portions be less condensed, and hence from hjrdrostati

t^rPQ«nrP wnnlrl rioA fnwarri tbp snrffl.ne with STCat veloClty, UnOl,
pressure would rise toward the surface with great velocity,

overcoming by their enormous expansive force the resi.^^-

.

of the liquid statum, they would burst through it with a ve-

locity greater or less according to the depth from which tie

emerged, and the degree of tension in which they ongim^^^

were, and would thus develop those jets or eruptions wnici

constitute the protuberances.
, ^ -^

The masses thus erupted, then, would not be detemm^

in their movement solely by their initial velocity and tne
_

tion of gravitation, but would generally be subjected to

operation of other forces which would concur in their eieva^o ,

their diffusion, and their ramification into t^^se extraoroiu^^

forms which the protuberances present. According to J^

pothesis, the hydrogen issuing from the body of the
^Jf "^ ^^

serve as aliment to the chromosphere, repairing thus tn^ K

losses of the latter, by its not improbable combination ynm

substances of the photosphere ;
and it does not ^VV^^^\-^.^^.

Kespighi absurd to suppose that this immense stratum o
.

descent hydrogen, that is, the chromosphere, may be the pi

pal source of the heat radiated from the sun.

* See foot note on next page. ,. ^ „f the B".^*'

t See the article of Prof. Zf.llner, trannlated from the Proceedmgj^^
philosopW-

and thoroughly
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In regard to the spots, spectroscopic observations appear to

show that they are neither cavities nor clouds, but are merely
superficial modifications,* that is, partial obscurations of the

photosphere, produced probably, by scoria or scum floating

upon it. On the contrary, regard being had to the well defined

forms of the jets neighboring the spots, to their extraordinary

subtilty, and to their enormous energy, the supposition does not

appear to the author irrational, that the nuclei of the spots con-

sist of portions slightly projecting from the photosphere, of solid

masses or islands floating upon the liquid stratum which en-

velops the body of the sun. The immense chains of jets or

protuberances, w^hich rise ordinarily in the region of the spots,

might be the cause of those great transformations which are ob-

sen-ed in the latter, and determine, by their resistance in the

superficial strata, currents in a direction opposite to that of the

solar rotation, from which would result the proper motion of the

spots themselves. The limits of an article forbid entering into

the arguments by which Prof Eespighi endeavoi-s to justify these

conclusions, hypotheses, in great part at least, already advanced
bj others, but without that impress of plausibility and proba-

bility which they gain from the results of the spectroscopic ob-

servations discussed in this note.
The note is accompanied by fourplatea Three of these rep-

resent 1-iO profiles of the sun, and the fourth contains sketches
of some of the more remarkable protuberances obsei-ved by the

author, and is the one accompanying this articla

Ont figures, the protu

ped together. The observa-

tions were uU'made in 1870, and severally at the following times:

^0. 1, Aug. 12, 11''; 2, Feb. 26, 10" 40'"; 3, Jan. 4, l'' 15'^; 4,

^ct 7, 2" uO'" ; 5, Sept. 5, 1"; 6, July 23, 10'' ; 7, Jan. 17, 3" 45™;

ll
^ox. 12, 10" 20'^'; 9, Nov. 25, 9" 45™; 10, Jan. 24, 12" 40">; 11,

Oct. 25, 10" 40"^; 12, Dec. 2, 1"; 13, Aug. 26, 6" 15"' ; 14, Oct. 29,

l2h.3o»';
15^ Oct. 2 9" 46'"- 16 Nov. 24, 3" 48"' ; 17, March 11,

J' 4f ; 18, July 'so, 9" 16-'; 19, Aug. 24, 12"; 20, July 1,2" 25"';

21, Oct. 28, 1" 24'" ; 22, April 18, 10" Y"' ; 23, Aug. 23, 10".

tie ShorT?'°'' '' '""'^'"^^ ^* '^'"''''' "''^*'r%lSra't™snodS

'^"ot generSry"!'^ bwrAhr^e'^pLtrbralnnd tlTeTu'rrounding
T^","' ""tWof

tiesameT
''''''^' ^^'' ^"^ ''' ^"*' '"'''''' a photograph

«f
" *J^^'^P^^Ig^f J^ced^n a

>ot appeared funnel-sh .ped, the central portion being
^|^^^f j'.-^J^j'jj'

that thereis sometimes decided evidence of a dow-nward motion,

Pubi;:;T P"^*^°" «f ^ ^P«t- I" the remarkable article, P^^/^^^Jl bl'rvera

S?ee d"
^^^^ ^^"" ^^''^'•' ^''^- ^^^^' ^'''^- ^"^'°'' ''^''

h ding^p^rt^
T^e 4t\T"hlh the'uJSIJ'LI LlTa'ceTtiXart^^^^^^^^

1«

^"«. Stewart, Lcewy), partly by indirect (



Yerrill on Ascidiansfrom New England.

Art. XLIV.—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of

Yak College. No. Xlll.—Descriptions of new and imperfectly

Jcnoivn Ascidiansfrom New England] by A. E. Veeeill.

Family, Polyclinid^.

I glabrum Verrill, sp. nov. Figures 20 to 22.

When young (fig. 20) this species forms small, clavate, or tur-

binate, translucent masses, attached by a narrow base, and con-

taining only a few animals arranged somewhat irregularly around

20. 21. a single cloacal opening. Thesur-

i^^ *^^^^t^ face is smooth and glabrous, witli-W ^^^^^^ out adhering sand ; the texture isW ^^^^^m^^ rather firm, but so transparent as to

r^f?F ^^T^^^^^ distinctly show the animals, which-==
^^.^ elongated and comparatively

large, standing nearly vertically, with the ovaries extending

nearly to the base of the mass. The intestines, filled with pellets

of foecal matter, appear as conspicuous, dark, obhque spots.

Larger specimens (fig. 21) become "5 to 1 inch or more broad

and have a large attachment and expanding sides, with a more

22. or less irregular, smooth upper surface, whicli

> is usually slightly convex. Several cloacal

openings are irregularly placed on the upper

'

surface, and numerous individuals are irreg-

ularly scattered throughout the mass, though

often forming rather indistinct circular groups

around the apertures. The surface is glabrous

and the tissues translucent, as in the younger

specimens. ^ , .

The animals, when mature, are mostly aboui

•20 ofan inch long, and about "05 in diameter,

but many are '25 of an inch long and wj
•07 in diameter. The thorax is longer ana

broader than the abdomen, and m specimen

taken about the middle of August the cloacai

chamber was distended by three to five la «

. eggs, with the tadpole-shaped embryos ne^^

developed, while the post-abdomen was q

slender and the ovaries shrunken. ^Vf']^'^
earlier (fig. 22) had the post-abdomen much thicker

^^^
^ '

'irge ovaries, in the upper part^of whicn
,

stages of growtl

the upper part of which we

vth, while the cloacal
chamber
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\ abdomen
taken together, but often exceeds it. The stomach (e, fig. 22) is

short and broad, with numerous longitudinal, glandular ridges.

The intestine is large, and usually contains from 7 to 10, large,

blackish foecal pellets.

The branchial orifice (6, fig. 22) is surrounded by six, small,

tapering papillae. The anal orifice is somewhat bilabiate, the

lower lobe being stout and broad, the upper longer and tapering.

The color of the masses during life, is pale, translucent, bluish

white ; the branchiae are light yellow ; the stomach dark orange

;

ovaries yellowish white; the eggs containing embryos bright

orange-yellow.

Eastport Harbor and Grand Menan, low-water under stones,

to 60 fathoms, stony and shelly bottoms, attached to stones,

shells, ascidians, etc., common,—Exp. of 1861, '63, '64, '68, 70.

Amouroucium pallidum Verrill, sp. nov.

Masses sessile, hemispherical or subglobular, usually attached

by a large base. Surface generally evenly rounded, sometimes

irregular in large specimens, smoothish, but thinly covered with

minute, firmly adherent particles of fine sand, which are im-

bedded in the surface of the common tissue and scattered

throughout its substance. The texture i;

latiuous than in the preceding species. The cloacal openings

' and irregularly placed, except in small speci-

mens, which usually have but one large central opening. The
animals are much smaller and more numerous than m the pre-

ceding species, often forming somewhat circular groups of six

or eight individuals around the cloacal openings ;
outside of the

circular groups they are usually irregularly scattered, but some-

times form linear series of eight or ten, and in young specimep
with but one central opening they often form a larger outer cir

cle, which is near the margin, more or less irregular, and com-

posed of numerous individuals. Except in their much smaller

size, the animals resemble those of the preceding species, though

they are perhaps a little shorter and thicker in proportion ihe

post-abdomen, in all the numerous examples examined, was

small, thick, obtuse, and decidedlv shorter than the abdomen
and thorax taken together; it contains few ovules m two series,

and often terminnff^c in twr. aL

m di

often terminates in two slender papilla,
ibe larger specimens of this species are -50 to -76 ot s

diameter, but many are mjch smalle

^^»; tne largest one examined was 15 long by '00 oi a

1 diameter.
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The color of the masses, in 1

or bluish white, with yellowish ^

Eastport and Grrand Menan, with the last,—Expeditions of

1868 and 70.

Amouroucmm pellucidum Verrill.

Alcyonidium ? pdlucidum Leidy, Journal PWl. Acad. Nat. Sciences, 2nd ser., toL

iii, p. 142, PI. X, fig. 25, 1855.

"Polypidom translucent white, attached by narrow fascicu-

lated bases, which are extended in a procumbent manner and

then expand into wedge-shaped masses, upon the free, flat sur-

faces of which the polyps are clustered. Polyps with briglit

orange colored tentaculse.

Attached to rocks, mytill, sponges, etc., at Point Judith

(E. L); abundant.
The masses of A. pellucidum from the white, fasciculated

points of attachment t,o the broad free surfaces are up to an inch

in thickness. Although I presei-\^ed a number of specimens in

fresh sea-water for some days, I could not induce the polyiVN

if they were such, to protrude from their cells, and I only \vd

the opportunity of examining them in their retracted conditi*'n

as represented "in figure 24, plate x."

The figure referred to very well represents the thorax aud

abdomen of a species oi Amouroucium, allied to A. glabrum\.,

except that the longitudinal ribs of the stomach were mistaken

for the retracted tentacles of a Bryozoan, and figured as such.

The post-abdomen is not shown, and was undoubtedly accident-

ally broken off in dissecting it out.

The cloacal cavity, or atrium, is represented as distended bj

four large eggs, containing well advanced embryos ;
the bran-

chial sac has a broad dorsal and 12 transverse ducts ;
the int^es-

tine is like that of A. glahrum, and contained dark fcecal pellets,

the branchial opening has six rounded papillae ;
the anal has an

elongated lobe ab<)v(> it.
"

rr

Two specimens, dredo'cd at Wood's Hole, Mass. by Prot. ii-

E. Webster, appear to' be identical with this species. IH^J^

form low, soft, broadlv expanded and flat topped masses, up t

2 inches in diameter, and -50 to 75 thick, attached by tne

middle of the lower surface and proliferous around the edge

the base, which is surrounded by young colonies, composea

but few individuals arranged around a central onnce -

covered externally with adhering sand. These young colonu|^

are elongated, expanding to the truncate upper end, and a^c

very_ obliquely, the outer ones remaining free, except at oa^^

gelatinous, translucent, with but little adhering
increases toward the margin, and on the c
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nearly covers the surface. The individual zooids are very nu-

merous on the upper side, mostly arranged in rather irregular,

elongated, elliptical or oi)long systems, composed of many
individuals of various sizes. The adult individuals are rather

slender and elongated ; the slender post-abdomen equalling or

exceeding m length the rest of the body, but not more than half

the diameter of the thorax and slightly constricted at base. In

young individuals, not half grown, the post-abdomen forms

nearly half the whole length, and is very slender. The branchial

aperture has six, short, round papillse ; the anal is situated a

short distance from the end of the body, and has short incon-

spicuous lower lobes, with an elongated, pointed lobe above.

The branchial sac is oblong, with numerous longitudinal and
transverse vessels and a broad ventral duct The stomach is

about as broad as long, subglobular, with the ends truncated

and the surface covered with numerous, interrupted, longitudinal,

glandular ridges. • The post-abdomen is nearly filled by the

large, elongated ovary, which extends nearly to the ])osteri()r

end on the dorsal or atrial side, and contains numerous closely

packed ovules of comparatively large size, and the cons])icuous

male organs, extending through the whole length on the ventral

or branchial side, in the form of a slightly convoluted, dark

colored duct. The posterior end terminates in a small, obtuse

papilla. The atrium, or cloacal cavity, contains eggs in which
the embryos are well developed, and in some cases the free,

tadpole-shaped larvse. The tunic is speckled with numerous,

minute, purplish-brown pigment cells.

.
One of the larger adult individuals measured -30 of an mch

in length ; thorax -08 ; abdomen -06
;
post-abdomen "16

;
diameter

of thorax -031 to -035; of abdomen about the same; of post-

abdomen -015 to -020.

Amouroucmm stellatum Yerrill, sp. nov.

This species forms large, erect, crest-like plates or fronds at-

tached at the lower edge to stones and pebbles by short root-like

extensions; the outer and upper edges are subacute or rounded,

divided into two broad, rounded lobes above. The frond is

2-5 mches high, and about the same in breadth, the thickness

varying from -20 to -35 of an inch. The tissue is firm and car-

Wage-like externally, softer within ; surflice smooth and gla-

brous, without adhering sand. The zooids are aiTanged m
nearly circular and pretty regular stellate groups, usually con-

fining from six to fifteen individuals, arranged around a central

sub-circular orifice : in contraction the position of each individ-

ual is indicated by an oval spot, more transparent than the

common tissue, with a small flake-white spot around the bran-

chial orifice.
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The individual zooids are elongated and slender ; the post-

abdomen more slender, usually considerably exceeding in

length the rest of the body, and but slightly constricted at

base ; the thorax and abdomen are shorter and stouter than in

the preceding species ; branchial sac with about 12 transverse

vessels; stomach oblong-oval, with numerous longitudinal

glandular folds ; intestine large. Branchial orifice with six

short lobes ; anal orifice terminal or nearly so, close to the bran-

chial, with an acute upper lobe.

Color, in alcohol, milky white, subtranslucent ; zooids yel-

lowish. One of the larger zooids measured -31 of an inch in

length ; the thorax -085
; the abdomen -062

; the post-abdomen

•165
; diameter of thorax '045

; of post-abdomen -025.

Wood's Hole, Mass.,—Prof H. E. Webster.
This species is easily distinguished from all the preceding bj

its large, upright fronds, circular systems, and the regular stellate

arrangement of the zooids, and by its firmer texture and smooth

surface.

MacrocUnum, gen. nov.

Allied to Aplidium, forming thick, fleshy masses, of various

forms ; without cloacal openings or common ducts, each indi-

vidual having its own branchial and anal orifices, side by side.

Systems scattered, usually rather indistinct. Animals elongated,

slender; post-abdomen narrow, much longer than the abdomen

and thorax taken together, filled with voluminous ovaries,

placed on each side of the median duct ; eggs small and very

numerous ; stomach deeply lobed ; intestine long, often convo-

luted
; anal orifice terminal or subterminal, near the branchial,

subcircular or somewhat bilabiate, the upper side with a rather

prominent lobe ; branchial with six rounded lobes or short pa-

pillae. Type, M. crater. „ ,

Savigny included in his genus Aplidmm two "tribes, eacti

containing several species, but differing considerably m struc-

ture. In the first tribe, to which the name, ApUdum, should oe

restricted, the post-abdomen i

short and rounded and tbe

ovaries are clustered and coD-

I

tain few large ovules;
thean'U

^ orifice is on the side of

J
thorax and distant from

JJ
branchial. The seco^<i^*"S

appears to correspond neaxiy

with our genus, MacrocUnum, the post-abdomen being

long, with the (
•

'^ ^
i

. .._.wth.

considerable <'

enus, MacrocUnum, the post-abdomen wiug
,^

he ovaries arranged along each side ;
hvd t

_ ,^

3 diversity in the arrangement of the anal onnct;..

... ......... :„„.i,rnn^h the middle,
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con-ectly figured. The species are J/ effusum from the Gulf of
Suez, M. gibbulosum and M. caliculaium from Europe. M. nutans
(Johns., sp.) from England, appears to be another species.

Macroclinum crater Verrill, sp. nov. Figures 28 to 25.

This species forms large, thick, gelatinous, but firm masses,
which have a circular outline, with the upper surface deeply con-
cave or cup-shaped. The surface is covered with a thin layer of
closely adhering grains of fine sand, which are also diffused

24 throughout the mass. The
» branchial and anal orifices are

\
quite small, close together, and
scarcely visible.in the contract- *

ed state. Animals rather large,

and pretty uniformly scattered

through the mass, but in some
parts forming large, irregu-

lar, somewhat circular groups.

The thorax and abdomen are

1 length ; the branchial sac has about

it) transverse vessels, with numerous finer lon-

gitudinal ones ; the branchial orifice has six

small papillse ; the anal is terminal and slightly

bilabiate, with the lobe above it broad and

usually recui-ved at the tip. The stomach, m
most of the examples examined, was empty

and badly contracted; it appears to be deeply

lobed. The post-abdomen is very long and

connected to the abdomen by a somewhat nar-

rower, short pedicel. A conspicuous median

duct extends the whole length, with the vol-

nnimnn^ ovnries on each side. The ovulcs

The common mass is 1*75 inches i

V\ eter, and 1 high; the largest indinduals are

X:^.. . , -50 to -66 of an inch long, and -06 to "07 m di-

^^
ameter, at the thorax. . ,

^.
Color in alcohol translucent yellowish white; the animals

liglit yellow.

Banks of Newfoundland,—T. M. Cofiin.

Figure 24._One of the individual animals, extracted «°d ;nla'-ged^t diameters

;

«. anal orifice; ft, branchial; c, branchial ?ac; e, stomach; /'
"'^^f;",^^^^^ ;.ovary;

q^ egg in process of development in the cloacal chamber or atnum, 5,

Jp/^C"r^rop^oL side, Showing the th^r., «nd abdomen of

Tm^l individual, enlarged 10 diamete " " "
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Witb the last species Mr. Coffin otbained another, which is

not well enough preserved to ^dmit of accurate determination.

It may be a species of Amouroucium, or another Macroclumni.

It forms broad incrustations, 2 or 3 inches across and about -25

thick in the center. The marginal portion is thin and covered

with adherent grains of sand ; the central part is smooth and

glabrous, slightly convex. The zociids are about -30 long,

with a long post-abdomen, which is not pedicellate, resembling

that of A. glahrum.

Prof. Agassiz has claimed that the structure of the Ama-

zonian valley is very simple ; that, from one end to the other,

there was laid down in the fresh water lake formed by the dam-

ming up of the mouth of the valley, by a glacial moraine, beds

of sands, clays and sandstones, filling the valley to the height of

several hundred feet above the present level of the river ;
that,

fi-om the bursting of the barrier and the draining of the lake,

the uppermost bods were dcundod down, and swept off from

over a very great par: of the \ aUoy, leaving only isolated out-

lines as a series of taMr-toppcd liills or serras, like those of Al-

meirim, Paraiiquara, Vdhu Pohrc
; that the lake, reduced to a

lower level, then threw down over the denuded portion, a sheet

of clav, the river iinally cutting its charmel through this clav

and the underlying sand, &c. He did not claim to have Ibiui'l

grooved or striated surfaces in the Amazonas, and the oni}

instance of supposed erratics he gives is that of the dionte

found on the flanks of the serras of Erere. Prof Agassiz gave as

a type of the table-topped hills the serra just mentioned. Last

summer, in making an examination of the lower part ol the

Amazonian valley, I visited Erere and spent a month m its vi-

cinity going over the ground on foot in every direction, and m

the most detailed wav. , , .^i

The serra does not belong to the system of table-topped Jius

of which Parauquara and Velha Pobre are examples. Ihese

last and the range of highlands on the south of the Amazomaa

valley are composed of soft materials ;
they are perfectly m ou

top and descend on all sides by a steep even slope; moreo\e.

the strata composing them are horizontally disposed.
^ .^

Erere is a short, narrow, irregular lidge about 800 lee

height, several hundred feet lower than the table-topped
niu^.

the top being anything but horizontal. The strata composing

are principally a heavy-bedded coarse white sandstone exa

lugly hard, with bands of indurated feldspathic clay ^^
^
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beds dip to the southeastward (approximately), with an angle

in some places of 15 or 20°.

On the northern side of the sen-a and extending close up to

shaly sandstones, shales, and cherty heds, quite horizontal. mkI

not participating in the disturbance which the strata ol the

serra have suffered. These beds contain trilobites of the geini-

Dalmanites^ with species of Spirifer, Orthisina, Chonetesf, D/.^C'iui,

Lingula^ Leptoccelia, Tentaculites, &c. Specimens of these have

been submitted to Prof Hall who writes me that they indicate

a horizon equivalent to the Upper Helderberg. The conclusion

seems inevitable that the serra is pre-Devonian in age. The
Devonian rocks of the plain are broken through by a perfect net

work of dikes of trap now decomposed. The end of a curious

low ridge that runs off at right angles from the sen-a consists

of a large mass of trap. This has given rise to a great num-
ber of boulders of decomposition which lie on the surface or are

buried in decomposed rock. They have been carried down
the beds of torrents but they are nowhere erratics. To speak

broadly, I did not see either at Erere or in any part of the

Amazonas, anything that would suggest glacial action. So far

as the province of Para is concerned, the clays, sands, &c. form-

ing the lower lands are far from being uniformly distributed,

and are very puzzling to study. The arrangement of the mate-

rials varies in different regions, and many of the deposits are local

In part, the lower lands are formed from the wearing down ot

the great sheet of clays, &c., of which the Almeyrin
relics, in part they are of brackish or fresh \-^- ^^

1 when

tmct epochs. Superficially examined they appear

versally distributed, but it is very far from being the e^^o^. ^^ ~
impossible to recognize beds of clay in the Amazonian valley

simply from lithological characteristics. It is suflacient to say

that variegated clays of exactly the same appearance and struc-

ture, because formed of materials reworked or drawn from the

same source, occur in the Devonian, Carboniferous, Tertiary and

in half a dozen successive formations of recent tiinea

.

I Have referred the beds of the table-topped hills to the ler-

tiary. Some of the clays and sandstones of the lower Amazo-

nas may also be later Tertiary ; but many are undoubtedly recent

ttiey are full of leaves of modern specie& Near bantarem i

found a bed of recent fresh water mussels, Owtafecw, Uyarea^,

l^nios, &c., whose upper limit was at least fifty, feet above the

level of the highest Amazonian floods. This is m exact accord

;yith the facts I have given elsewhere-being on the late n e ot

tbe Brazilian coast, a rise which extended itself into the inte-

'^or.
. Before this rise the land stood much lower than at present

:
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the island of Marajo did not exist, and the Amazonas formed an

estuary opening widely to the sea. Not only were the lower plains

of Para flooded, but immense tracts of the province of Ama-

zonas were covered with water. How far this salt water pene-

trated I do not know, but the shells of Pebas show that at one

time its influence may have extended far up toward the Andes,

At the time of the growth of the Santarem shells the water

may have been brackish. With the gradual rise of the conti-

nent, not of the Andes alone, the fresh waters drove down the

salt, the narrow river bed with its numerous channels was hol-

lowed out of the emerging bottom, the sea began to attack and

cut away the coast lands, and the present estuary condition of

the mouths of the great river was brought about. I have not

yet told half the story of the history of the Amazonian valley.

It is by no means a simple one, and there are more episodes in

it than we have hitherto dreamed. The Amazonas is a world,

and no one man need hope to exhaust its wonders.

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. T., Feb. 23d, 1871.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On some Zecture-experiments.—{\.) To show the reciprocal

combustion of the elements of water, Julius Thomsex proceeds

as follows : two narrow tubes of platinum, a centimeter long hy a

millimeter in diameter, formed by rolling up a piece of foil, are

melted into the ends of two narrow glass tubes, and serve tor tne

jets. These glass tubes pass through a rubber cork, distant trom

each other about a centimeter. One of them communicates ^ntn

an oxygen gas-holder, the other with one containing ^J^^^^f^
The cocks of both are opened, the hydrogen is ignited and tne

stopper with its tubes, is introduced into a wide glass tube lu

15 centuneters long, slightly constricted at its lower end, a
_^

narrow opening above. The hydrogen now ouru* u

the oxygen, the platinum jets protecting the tubes. It
^^^,

oxygen be gradually shut off, a point will be soon reached w

the amount present will be insufficient for the combustion of the

hydrogen ; the flame expands, and apparently disappears, du

an instant re-appears upon the oxygen tube, the oxygen ^^^ °
^^g

ing in hydrogen. On admitting more oxygen theflame P

over again to the hydrogen tube as at the' first. This exchange

may be repeated as often as is desired without extingaismng^.^j^

flame and without danger, if the oxygen be let on and cut on

sufficient slowness. ^ rruom-

(2.) To show that oxygen may bum with a smoky flame, i^

sen uses the vapor either of turpentine or of benzol Some i^ a.

is heated to boiling in a long-necked flask closed with a stopp
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through which passes a central tube ;

and also a small lateral one, bent to one siae. me A'apor is ignited

at the mouth of the large tube, and a small tube recurved at its

lower end, through which a stream of oxygen is passing, is immedi-

ately inserted, the opening being closed by a cork which slides upon
the small tube. The flame of the benzol vapor is thus extinguished

and the oxygen burns in the vapor in the flask, with a smoky flame.

The excess of vapor passes ofi" through the small lateral tube.

(3.) The processes of oxidation and reduction and the conse-

quent changes in weight, Thomsen shows thus: cupric oxide is

mixed with gum-water to a stifi" paste and formed into cylinders,

flattened on their sides, about a centimeter in diameter and 3

centimeters long. These are then dried, ignited, and reduced by
hydrogen at the lowest temperature possible. A cylinder of

metallic copper is thus obtained, very porous but sufticiently co-

herent to retain its fonn. These are wound with platinum wire,

the two ends of whicb are melted into glass tubes by which they

are handled. Two small tubulated glass bells are filled, the one

with hydrogen, mouth downward, the other with oxygen, mouth
upward, by displacement, the gases being allowed to flow slowly

into them during the experiment. One of the copper cylinders is

warmed to expel moisture, and immersed in the oxygen; it is

raised at once to ignition and remains so until completely oxidized.

It is then plunged into the bell-ja,r of hydrogen ; it again begins

to glow, the water formed runs down the side of the bell, and the

cylinder is reduced to copper again. These combustions, the one

in oxygen, the other in hydrogen, both evolving much light and

heat, are very striking ; and as the increase in weight of the cylin-

der by oxidation is almost a gram, it may be shown on an ordinary

balance.—^67". Berl. Chem. Ges., iii, 930, Dec. 18V0. g. f. b.

2. On 03oneaw£?^w«020we.—ExGLERandNASSE have mvesti-

gated the production of antozone by the method of Meissner (this

Journal, II, xxxvii, 325, xxxviii, 18, 1, 213). They used an ozon-

izing tube 85 centimeters long, containing 28 wires enclosed m
glass, and a coil sufficiently powerful to render the entire bundle

of electrodes luminous in the dark. If the ozomzed oxygen be

passed through a U-tube 30 centimeters long and one centimeter

in diameter, containing zinc-sodium in fragments, the ozone odor

disappears completely. If the same tube be placed between the

potassium iodide solution and the water over which the cloud

appears, the formation of the cloud is not interfered with
;
thus

showing that it is only the ozone and not the antozone which is

destroyed by the zinc-sodium. Since Meissner. concedes that the

ozone must be removed to detect the antozone, it follows that

fre the antozone formed in the electrizing tube, the gas issuing

from it after passing through the zinc-sodium tube and thus being

deprived of ozone, Ihould, on bubbHng through water, Foduee ^

cloud; but this the authors find not to be the case. Moreover^

hey show that if the stream of oxygen issuing from the potas-

sium iodide solution be passed through a tube 1-3 meters ion„.
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filled with fused calcium chloride, tlic antozone disappears; while

ozone passed through such a tube is uuatieited. But it the gas

from the ozonizing tube be passed dircrtly thi-ough this calcium

chloride tube, then through potassium iodide solution and then

through water, the cloud appeais with fiill strength. Engler and

Nasse hence infer that the antozone is formed when the ozone is

destroyed in presence of water ; and only then. Whence they

conclude with v. Babo and Weltzien, that antozone is only hydro-

gen peroxide. In support of this view they give the followiDg

experiments: (1.) The stream of electrized oxygen, deozomzed by

a solution of potassium iodide, was passed through a spiral tube

1-5 meters long, and found to give the mist on passing through

water. This spiral was then heated in a zinc chloride bath; as

the temperature rose, the mist formed became less and less, disap-

pearing completely at 170°, and returning again as the tube cooled.

(2.) The stream of deozonized oxygen was passed through a ^non

tube containing fragments of potassium hydrate, and then througn

four narrow tubes 60 centimeters long filled with gkss-fragments

but its mist-forming power was hardly weakened ; when these tuD^

were cooled to -20°, however, no mist appeared o^
PJ^'''|

"

through water ; and when two narrower and empty tut)es

used, and the stream of gas continued for 24 hours, water conden^eu

in them whic-li eave th? rcnctions of hv^——'ula In eon-

available for the
of

technical

the refraction and dispersion of light * or P«»T<'«f particD"

metallochromy, the new colors of percobaltic bydwce ^ (ion

larlyto be noted, on account of the facility ^^
^^f

^
e W^^

and their permanence. (4.) All of these compounds • |tate

only with a weak current. If it be too strong, ^ll\^^^^i}^

^Sn Z-H^h^llf I'^T^nt '.'iv

V

'"MHdv irevSvS>^^J

talUc ptn-hv>Trat^^—,/. ///. CI, . II, ii, ii'S ''^'- '''''""
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4. .1 Lahrratory '.

turn to (^nalltatlm ^

Instruction given in the Laborafories of the Royal Colloffe of
Chemistry. With 90 engravings. By W>r. G. Valentin, F.C.S
MO, pp. xii, 380. London, 1871. (John Churchill k Sons/. On,
of the chief difficulties, which beset the chemical instnictor :it the
]irtsfnt day, is that of satisfactorily combining didnctic wiih
practical instruction

; of teaching by text-book recitation on tie
one hand, and at the same time, of instructing by laboratory
experimentation on the other. While it is unquestionablV
true that Chemistry cannot be properly learned solely bv coiii-

mitting a volume to memory, it is equally true that' it cannot
be mastered by working solely with apparatus, lioth the in-

tellectual and the manual discipline are necessary. In the book
uthor, fully recognizing these two phages o1" tic

^cmlinervH^m'on to be proved by experiment ;

I individual and alone Nor on the other hand,
;o be memorized and recited from, parrot-like,

author's endeavour," he says in his preface, " to c

o theoretical considerations as was absolutely i

II the laws which govern chemical changes, and

';r,
) parts. Part First consists of "

' Analysis proper. In the first part, i

Qualitative Chemical Analvsis." Part, Second is a course of Quali-

ident begins by
'nts with hydro-

gen and continues with oxygen, sulphur, chlorine, etc., and their
compounds, the theoi-etical knowledge being gradually worked
m as It is required. In the second part the usual division of the
bases and acids into groups is followed, the whole being well
arranged. Frankland's notation, wherein every chemical com-

nd is formulated upon the type of the highest equivalence of

througho;
'ts domin .

^

combining powerVe7er7mole7ure7.o ^.. •>., ->---

taced type, thus, NO^ Ago, SO^Zno", B^aOg, etc. Graphic for-
mulas are also freely employed. At the end of each chapter in
both parts, are questions for examination, which are remarkably
Jll and thorough. The reactions in all cases are given, and all

\ tacts which help the student to a complete knowledge of the
substance under examination are fully stated. Frequent examina-
tions are recommended, and these are to be conducted like recita-
lons. Copious tables in the appendix contain a condensed state-

o/?i
^^^ analytical processes, of the solubilities of salts, and

W ?^^*"^ system of weights and measiires.
>v e hg,pg rarely seen a better book to teach from than this. In

1^8
plan and the mode of carrying it out, its clearness, thorough-

;^' ^f'curacy and attention to detail, it is, in our view, one of the
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best works of its kind in the English language. The wood-cuts

are excellent and the style of the book is mechanically unexcep-

tionable. ^- F- B.

5. A Series of Chemical Problems for use in Colleges and

Schools. Adajyted for the Preparation of Students for the Gor-

ernment Science and Society of Arts Examinations; by T. 1.,

Thobpe, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in Anderson's Universiry.

Glasgow, with a Preface by Professor Roscoe, B.A., PhD. F.R>.

67 pp. I6mo. London, 1870. (MacMillan ; Manchester, Jami>

Gait & Co.)—This little volume contains an excellent collection of

practical problems, such as every chemist has to deal with,

founded upon the modern nomenclature and notation, with simple

formulae for their solution, and systematically and very clearlv

arranged. The best and most recent determinations are employet

as data, and an appendix contains a number of very usctu!

auxiliary tables of physical and chemical constants, loganthm^.

&c. The exercises relatin^^ to specific heat, latent beat, caloritio

power, and calorific intensity are especially fresh and valuabe.

The volume is well calculated to serve both as an aid to the

student, and as a practical reference book. a. w. w.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. California Geological Survey.—^xev since the fii-st inaugu-

ration of this great work (in 1860), we have from time to time

given our readers accounts of its progress, reporting t^^"
-""if^oi

attention to lue mgn auiiity aiiu exc-tiiitut t
^ , ,, .,

labors were carried on, and expressing our hearty desire tor lu

continuance, and completion upon the scale on which it was begun.

Only two months ago (above, p. 70), its last published report a\.i^

noticed in this Journal-the first volume of Ornithology, conta n-

ing the land birds of the western side of the continent. Mi

then, the edition of the same with colored figures has appeare^'^^'^^j.

fully justifies the expectations entertained of it.
^^'^.^ggie

giving highly colored illustrations in the text itself, on the s.
_^

page with the letter-press, is quite new, and its success, wni*.^

complete, will be likely to make an era in the history of ifsti
^^^

works on natural science. The admirable quality of the m
used, and the skill of the colorist, have united to produce a

which must satisfy the most critical taste. .

+ije

The second volume of Ornithology, which will contain
^^

water-birds of the whole country, is in process of pr^pa
.j.^.

The volume of Conchology, which Dr. Carpenter undertakes, ib

^^^

wise begun ; and Prof. Brewer of Yale, formerly assistant^o^^^^

survey, is rapidly working up the botanical i^^atenal tor p

tion, aided by Prof. Gray, and by others specially q^^Jified/^f^ted

work. The abundant collection of mammalian fossils is cou

to Dr. Leidy for treatment. The fossil botany is underta^

Prof. Lesquereux. The volumes already issued contain a
^^^^^

tions and figures of the invertebrate fossils by Mr. r-
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n-uUs of the survey m special departments. Meantime, the field-
uuik, and the elaboration of the geological and topo-rnphioal
data collected, are going on rapidly under his direction.
The necessity of preparing maps for the accurate dtliiu-itioii of

the geology of a vast state of almost unknown geo.Mnphv lia.
led to an expansion of the topographical work far excecdinu- what
was anticipated, and constituting a step of very great iiniinrtaiice
in the history of American geography. Accurate detail,,! m-Au^
from actual surveys, of extensive inland regions, inclu.liu- uran.l
mountam features, had not been produced before in the c.iintrv
at least on anything like the same scale. Nor has the Lim, ti<iai
activity of the survey in this direction been limited to falifoniia •

the survey of the 40th Parallel is to be accounted one of its fruits'
the two heads of the latter, Messrs. King and Ganlner haviii<r
iH'LMin their Western work in California under Prof. Whitney, and
undertaken their survey in continuation and completion of his

'

( )f
the maps of the California survey, there have appeared liitherto
hose of the Yosemite valley and of the High Sierra in its vicinity
(m the Yosemite Guide Book), and that of the region adjacent to
the Bay of San Francisco, the last on a scale of two miles to the
mch

;
a much larger map, including about 60,000 square miles of

the central part of the State (occupied by more than nine-tenths
oMts population), is far advanced, one of its four sheets (the
- \v

.

comer) being already engraved, and a second (the S.E. one,
eontaming the highest part of the SieiTa) in the engravers' hands,
inis 18 on a scale of six miles to the inch ; it will be issued in
upiicate, as geological and as a topographical map. Another, of

ntP 1 i^
^*^^'' ^* ^^^^^^^^ miles to the inch, is finished, and is

Llv tl
'^""''^ ^' ^ preliminary geological map, and to accom-

P ny tiie second volume of geology, of which the printing mAW be
»e un next summer. Among the regions which have been re-

chan
/^''^^^^^g particular attention is that of the ancient river-

fnr «T ' °^ *^^ western slopes of the Sierra, which a party has

whichTf fr^
^^"^"^ ^r,g2.ge^ in exploring and mapping, and on

Tanf f^ ^^P"""^ ^^ ^««» to ^e made
;

also, the White and Inyo

an/fk •
^o'lntains, east of the Sierra and of Owen's valley

;

V^^ vicmity of Clear Lake, in the northern coast ranges.

this s

^^^^^^ express too strongly our sense of the importance of

as wpl^^^^^i-
^^^ ^^ ^*^ value to the people of the whole country

its t

^^ ^^^ ^^^*^ which it particularly concerns. That, after

viaorT^?^^^^ suspension (1868-70), it was taken up again and

Criifn?-^
pushed, is highly creditable to the enlightenment of the

falter r'?i.^^^P^^' ^°^ '* ^^ "^^ **^ ^^ believed that they will again

honor fl
siipport of a work which is bringing them so much

for tL f°"^^®"t *^e world, and helping to lay a sure foundation

State
^^"^^^ successful development of the resources of the

Vol Tv''^''??'''*^
^^'^"^y of lUinois: A. H. Worthen, Director.

THEN- ; 7^^f^^^y ^'^^ -Paleontology. Geology, by A. H. Woe-

««/h A i''^^f<:"its H. M. Bannister, Fkaxk H. Bradley
• A. Green: Paleontology, Section 1, Descriptions of
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Vertebrates, hj J. S. Newbery and A. H. Worthen; Section 2
Description of Plants, by Leo Lesquereux. 508 pp. royal 8vo'
with 31 plates.—Much has been done in this country in the way of
Geological Surveys. Yet only two States east of the Rocky
Mountains have carried forward such surveys to anything ap-
proaching a worthy completion. These two States are Xew York
and Ilhnois. Fortunately they supplement one another, so that
a geologist, by possessing the reports of the two, when they are
finished, i^ill have quite a good account of the rocks and fossils of
the whole range of the Paleozoic formations of the country. New
lork carries forward the subject to the Coal fomation, while
Ilhnois gives much that is new from the earlier limestones, and
continues the geology through the Carboniferous period, in which
part of the series the State is particularly rich.*
The fourth volume just issued is, like its predecessors, a hand-

some volume, and full of valuable material. Most of the counties
here reported on are within the coal basin ; and the reports are

full of local details of Coal-measure sections—highly important to

the local student and to capitalists interested in coal and iron, hut
including few matters of general
that the coal tonnage of these counties is
mately as follows :—Adams county, 830 millions of tons ; Brown,
400 millions; Schuyler, about 1750 millions; Fulton, 7000 mill-

ions; Morgan, .SOOO millions; Cass and Menard, 4000 millions;
iazewell, McLean, \jn^:u\ and .Mason, 30,000 millions; Grundy,
900 millions

;
Will, m iMillions ; Kankakee, 40 millions; Vermillion,

4000 millions
; Kd.,^.-, (Wioo milliunH

; Champaign andFord, 10,000

i^InX'
I the<

Loess; the Drift, ^
swamp muck

; the shallow artesian weUsoFtlTegraverof Iroquois
county; the ancient channel [probably of a glacier] now filled

with Drift, which runs south from the southern extremity of Lake
Michigan

;
the outlines, level and drainage of "Lake Kankakee;"

and the old outflow of Lake Michigan by the valley of the Des-
piaines and Ilhnois rivers. It is to be regretted that a map pro-

posed lor the purpose of showing details on these latter points
could not be published with the volume, « for the lack of means
to defray the expense of engraving," even though "the most
essential parts of it will be transferred " to the large map of the

entire State, now in course of preparation. Detfile are given,

touching the unconformability of the Coal measures with the

SeSUurian
'"''"' ^""^ ""^ *^^ Devonian (or Subcarboniferous) TVith

ml^rT^ ""^ *^® '''^^^ S*^'«8 *»a^e l^ad surveys in progess; but, in general, in

short Uen "Y^^^fP'^t^^tof those interested in the work, 'they ta'«
J«^^

j'
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The equi\:ilon<7 of tlic differont coals of the Illinois and Wabash
valley^ heems to Ue still in question; and we shall look with great

inten'st for the thorougli di-cnis&ion of this subject which Prof
Worth?!! vvUl doubtless <rivo before elosintr hi. work

Tlie second j.art of this vohime is ucenpied ^^ith .h-scriptio,,^

i'nterJ^Hno- f?,n..ra!vTles('ribed''!uid ti'oured^'^l'rof '\v! aho\."t!'.

Mr L'-sqin-n u\, a}'u>r describing many new Co.i'-pl.nit^, :nid

.iddinLi,- liiUcli to i)ui- kiK)u ledge of previously-deM-niH d sp.cji-,

can Ooal-Hora, which we^sliiill notice more fulir liereancr.

printer. AVe learn that \\n\fi/th volume will contain plates ol'tlu

1- -tructniv," bv S[r. V. \\. Meek,
tries K. Worthei. (son of theDirecto

lrcolo(/!c<il Rooms i'f Spring, IJ,

he ;22d of Tebruary, (after the Hh

s aii(f Collections was burne<l. The tire took in

IjoiniTig, anil, " in fl\ e nunutes after the alarni w;

»yho was sleeping "that night in the office,
_
s

'las luufh force.
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4. Report of the Geological Survey of Iowa, under Pr

1 A. White, Vol. II, 444 pp. 8vo.—The first volume of t

eport is noticed on page 21*7. The second volume contains aw

St. John, and reports on northwestern, and the middle region of

northern, loM^a, and on the Coal counties, by Professor White,

occupying nearly 1 00 pages. Prof. White next treats of the eco-

nomical products of the State, exclusive of coal. Then follows

the valuable chemical report of Prof. Rush Emery, containing

analyses of rocks, coals, peats, etc. Those of coals are numerous;

value of the coals,they have special reference to the economic!
and give the amount of moisture, volatile combustible, fixed car-

"
)ares the analyses with those of

1 that the amount of moisture is

Prof. Emery compares the analyses ^

"
1 obs( '

'

perhaps a little in favor of the Iowa coals; the amount of ash is

almost the same ; that of fixed carbon is largely in favor of

Illinois
; while that of the total combustible matter is in favor of

Iowa. The volume closes with a table of altitudes, and a catalogue

of birds. The volume contains also a colored geological map of

the State by Prof. White.
5. Historical notes of the Earthquakes of JVeto Unglimd, 1638

— 1869; by William T. Brigham, A.M., A.A.S. 28 pp. 4to.

From tlio memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History,

give a list of all I Ik; wtdl authenticated earthquakes that have

occurred in Xew England, with such notes as could be gathered

from tlie records of tiie time. The number catalogued as having

been felt over Xew Enc-land since 168H eighteen years after tne

landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth bay, is 227. Besides these.

four earlier ones are mentioned from the ti-aditions of the Indian^.

These were distributed through the months as follows:

Oct., 19; Nov., 29; Dec, 22 ; Jan., 20; Feb., -iG ;
Mar., 22.-1^

April, 9; May, 1.3; June, 14; July, 13; Aug., 15; Sept., 10--
'^

No month given, , . . v

A considerable number'of "these 'earthquakes were felt over a

i

New England, some of them also over Canada, and a few had wki

limits. Many of them were comparatively local in their ran£

Three such local regions are deduced by ^sIt. Brigham from
^^.

catalogue. These are— 1. A region in Canada, somewhat e V^

cal in form, with the city of Montreal as its western focus.
J-

^^

region around the mouth of Merrimack river, in New H'^"^P;V.

and Massachusetts and extending to Boston. 3. A veg^n^^ff^
than either of these, around Vew Haven Lyme and East Haddam^

The author mak. s some sn-.a.stions with" n --nrd to the oriil'n ^^

th.- earthqu'ikcs nmnos , t"> 1
',

i .• subiect in full at an

,ft,.n been prepai^^^'^
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cano," he would have found them in the trap region of Connecti-
cut. In reply to this we would state that no region of igneous
rocks, volcanic or otherwise, was ever studied with more care or
with a more exact determination of the facts, than that of Con-
necticut by Percival. We have followed him over and among the
various trap ridges of the Connecticut valley, and know positively
tluU the trap eruptions were in all cases, eruptions through fissures,
as Percival states, and not by volcanoes. We deprecate this
throwuig doubt over the accurate observations of others, by one
who acknowledges tliat he knows nothing about the facts.

'Hiore are l}eds of scoriform rock in the Connecticut valley
amo'.ig the stratified beds in the vicinity of the trap. They occur
near New Haven, A remarkable locality exists in Durham, on
the Air-luie railroad, under a bridge just east of Reed's Gap
(a o:ap in the trap hills). At this place, the layer seems to be
made up of large masses of scoria, some of them from four to six
niches in diameter. But on a careful examination by the writer, the
rock proved to be nothing but a scoriform sandstone, particles of
quartz, feldspar and othe^r ingredients of the :Mesozoic sandstone
being visible throughout the scoria masses, and manifestlv eon-
stitutuig them. It is obviously a bed, like others at New fraven,
Ihnaigh^which steam penetrated freely during the trap eruption.

->Ii'. Brigham also suggests that the formation of trap dikes
may now be going on, from time to time, at various depths below
the surface; and ""that the high temperature thev bring in con-
tact with the cold rock, through which they break,' or info whose

earthquakes." But there is not an observed fact that authorizes
^s to believe that any eruption of trap has taken place in New
iingland since the Mesozoic era. Moreover, earthquakes are not
produced by the escape of igneous rock. An earthquake is the jai-

from sudden fracture or displacement; it matters nothincr whether

I?"^«^*^
ejections follow or not. The breaking of the rock begins

the tremor" if not already initiated. The earthquakes of Xew
^^iigland may have resulted from a slight yielding to tension
"the rocks somewhere beneath the region shaken, a tension that
may i)e a consequence of former upheavals or subsidences of the
region, or of unappreciated movements that are now in progress

;

1'!" Pt>ssibly of contraction or expansion below due to subterranean
^bange of temperature

; and some of the more local may come from

exit
*^ gravity in rocks beneath, if openings or cavities there

6. I'^eUndnary notice of a new species of Trimereila, from

tiTV ^7 ^' ^- ^^J^EK. (Communicated by the author).—Among
^^e fossils obtained by the Geological Survey of Ohio (now in

hr^l^f
'''''^'''' *^® direction of Prof Newberry), and handed me

r study, there are from the Niagara group some large casts of a

^^^'-ella, which I had thought might be a variety of T. graudh
On comparing them recently with Mr. Billings's typical

of that species, I have found them quite different and

nrnnnrtSonnllv much broader shelk,

ved beyond
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acknowledged, I think, by any one who has ever reduced and dis-

cussed observations of this kind, for example, those of Mars made

in 1 862. I am confident that it is only by such action, and by

careful, thoughtful and deliberate preparation, that the American

observers can obtain results comparaltle in accuracy with those

that will be obtained by the German expeditions. I venture,

therefore, to suggest the following plan of operation.

Let the National Academy and the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, at their next meetings, invite the

attendance of the Directors of all the astronomical observatories

in the country, and of all who are engaged in astronomical pursuits,

theoretical or practical. Let these astronomers discuss and decide

upon the stations to be occupied and the methods of observing the

transit. They should appoint committees who should have charge

of procuring instruments, selecting the observers and making prep-

arations for paying the expense of the expeditions. Besides the

scientific advantages to be gained, the hearty cooperation of our

astronomers, in the solution of such a problem, will bring about

mutual acquaintance and recognition of each other's abilities.

The first meeting of the commission convoked by Chancellor

Bismarck for considering the approaching transit of Venus ^ras

held at Berlin, Oct. 25th, 1869. This commission consists ot

Plansen, president, and of Argelander, Paschen, Bruhns, 1 orster,

Auwers and Winnecke ; all experienced astronomers except ^>i.

P.schcn, appointed for his knowledge of photography. After-

ward the commission invited to join in its deliberations Dove oi

Ix'rlin, on account of his knowledge of meteorology,

Zollner of Leipsic for his knowledge of spectroscopr
-

tions, and Otto Struve, Director of the Fulkowa Observu.y

The early action of the German government and its wisdmn

putting the matter into the hands of
'

'
-.-«.,-..v.o7

.

• b erv-i-

) follow the methods proposed by the

delibera

ndmaynot^^sl;

astronomers, but

prompt, deliberate, and concerted action, it ««

ould obtain good results. ,, v^m-m;
2. 071 a Meteor seen at Konisha, Minn.; by Thos. M. ^ oi>

^>om a letter to Prof. Henry, Secretary of the Smithsoman in^

on, and communicated by him).-I have the honor to re||^orU^'^.

xploded over this place at 2-20 p.m. on -a

aerolite seemed to come from the north of east, and vrher'

bed a point about four degrees north of west f .f'M^j^ed
lat.45°10 long. 94° 10', and at an elevation of about 38 ^^^^%^^^y^
with a detonation like the combined roar of a park of a

^^^^^^^^
the concussion was so great as to shake houses. I "'^^'^

, t^^rvers

four different points on a base line, 42 miles long, and oo^^
^,^^

at these points were not able to notice any divergence i

^^^
general direction of N. 86° W., consequently the f'^^tan

have been great to the point at which the aerolite expode^^;
^^^^

n. Fall of Meteoric Stones at Concord,
^/'*<>---T^^^'^''" 'blished

fall of fragments of a meteorite in Guernsey Co., Ohio, are puu
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ated for this Journal by Prof. He
An extraordinary phenomenon occurred on Tuesday, May 1,

about noon, which has been noticed in many counties in Eastern
Ohio. This occurrence, although it may be incredible to some,
was certainly noticed by many in different localities about the
same time. In this city the explosion, or noise, was distinctly
heard. At New Concord, 16 miles east, a gentleman, who was out
in his field, heard a loud crash, similar to sharp thunder; a succes-
sion of such crashes lasted for about half a minute and then died
away, hke the sound of a receding train of cars. On looking up, he
observed an object descending with great rapidity, and oii mark-

) ibs.7oneTf'4ol
It, all within the circumference of a few miles.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

neeeyit hao, il displ<,ys m the I n,ted .States —\u ^o\ 50,

S (Juh, T870) A\t hue truen the date «; upon which Vmoras
rcjoittd b\ It le i-t one of th( obsei\(is ot the Sniitli^onnn

^ "-^t- obscr\ itions show a remarkable pre\aUnce of auioi is

<»"riiig thcbc two yeais, md it is anticipated that the number will
soon b«o:in gr tdu illy to diminish i- i

^ On the Col>r >f th Lake of Genu a and the Vediterra, e m
va— iji Tynd ill's txpenmcnts with bottles ol witer fiom the
-^ke of G.iHw and the Mediterriium sta placed m the con
rjrtnt b(^n^ ,j^ ^j, cUctru limp '•eim t) pro%c that the dttp

b uy olor is due to the c fUct of minute fon ign p irticle. sus, ended
"It witti, inttictptin md scitttung in cxtt^s the shorter

thf
^^*"^ ^^^ ^)luen(_ss of the light transmitted through a column of

J ^ater, he concludes that part of the coloi must be due to a

Jr "molecular absolution of the less refrangible elements accom-
panying the blue
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tastened on a heavy iron stand by means of a vice, wliose jaws

surround tightly the lower pai't oi' the iron head-piece d.

The amount of heat vvhicli a body evolves in cooling from a

given temperature to 0° C, is determined by dropping it into

the water in the vessel a and thereupon closing the vessel at ri

with a cork, to prevent any circulation of air. If the problem

be the relative measurements of quantities of heat, as in the

( I ctenni nation of specific heats, then the standai-d of (•oin[)ajis(»u

is directly afforded by the number of scale-divisions which

tlie mercury thread has passed o!i its retreat. If tiie i'eadiiig>

lav rendered in an absolute measure, as Ibr instance, in grams of

melted ice, or in units of heat, as the unit in tin; following pages,

(always that quantity of heat being understood which one gram ol

water at 0'^ C. absorbs in order to raise its temperature to 1° C),

then it is only necessary to multiply the readings on the scale

with a constant which results from the following consideration.

A mercury thread measured in the scale tube, which has the

temperature "t° and occupies T divisions of the tube after being

corrected by the calibration table, weighs g grams. Let further

the specific gravity of mercury at 0° C. be S,, its coefficient of

expansion a, then is the volunie u of a corrected division on the

~ s/r •

For the instrument which I used, the values were

:

g= 0-5326 a= 0-0001815 ? = 9° C.

S,= 13-596 T = .507-4

and therefore

V = 0-00007733 c.c. (1)

If the specific gravity of ice at 0° C. be denoted by S„ thespe^

cific gravity of water at the same temperature by S;^, the weigh

of melted ice expressed in grams, which corresponds to tne

volume V, that is, to one scale division with p, then is

^ P

With regard to the specific oravit v of u-o w- iui\ e many obser

vations. The following comparisoii shows how little they agre«

among themselves. For S,

Thomson found 0-920 PlUeker and I Q.920
Heinrich, 0-905 Geissler, f

Osan, 0-927 Kopp, *^^^^^.x.]
Rover and D,iTnn« n-oso Y^Jn^u 0-922 (ma^^
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Art. XLY1.—071 the Solar Corona; by Prof. C. A. Yoltxg.
of Dartmouth College.

Although we have not yet official reports from the difi'en
•

parties who observed the solar echpse of last December, ii

perhaps not necessary to wait for them in order to form an k'v
of the state in which the problem of the sun's corona nv..

From what has already appeared in the scientific and news
journals, it is clear that while little new matter has been added
to the stock of scientific knowledge, and while some questions
are left in a more puzzling condition than ever, yet certain of the
conclusions arrived at in 1869, but received with a good deal of
feser\'e in certain quarters, have been fully confirmed and
placed beyond further reasonable doubt.

.
J-he polariscopic observations are less accordant and conclu-

sive than might be wished ; undoubtedly because at all the sta-

tions they were more or less interfered with and complicated hy
the presence of clouds or haze.

t>n the whole, however, they seem to show pretty definitely

that a portion of the coronal hght is polarized in radial plaues.
^.iia IS therefore derived, not self-originated—ahnost certainly

simple reflected sunlight— though, of course, the polariscope
tioes not inform us whether the reflecting particles are near the
siin, or the moon, or in our own atmosphere.

Very perplexing also is the fact that the faint continuous
spectrum, which must be in part produced by this polarized

component of the corona's light, shows no discoverable traces of
tile dark lines of the ordinary sunlight-spectrum. Probably
^- JoDR. Sgc-Thibd Sekies, Vol. I, No. 5.-Mat, 1871,
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thej exist but are in some way masked so that they are not

easily detected.

But if we grant that the poLariscope has demonstrated the

derivative character of one fraction of the coronal radiance, it

is far more certain that the spectroscope has proved some of the

matter of the corona, if not all, to be self-luminous ; for ita

spectrum is characterized by a bright line. This line hotli

in 1869 and 1870 was identified with a bright line of tlie

chromosphere-spectrum which coincides exactly with a dark

Fraunhofer line at 1474 of Kirchhoflf's scale—(wave length

5316 according to Angstrom). Perhaps I may be allowed to

step a little out of my way to add, that while it is customaiy to

speak of this line simply as "a bright line near E," as if its

exact position were somewhat doubtful, there is no occasion for

the slightest reserve in the matter. The coincidence of the

bright C line of the protuberance-spectrum with the dark C is no

more accurately ascertained.

In the eclipse of last December, just before the beginning of

the totality, the cross wires of my spectroscope were set care-

fully upon this line, already plainly bright in the spectrum of

the chromosphere ; and as soon as the sun was covered, I traced

it out into the corona more than 16' from the sun's limb. With

the full dispersive power of 13 prisms, I have never been able

to find the least want of correspondence between this line as

seen in the chromosphere and its dark analogue, except occasion-

ally such as was evidently due to the motion of the luminous

matter, producing slight changes of refrangibility, sometimes

in one direction and sometimes in the other.

So far as I can learn, this line was verified last December by

all the spectroscopic observers who saw anything at all, with the

single exception of Lieut. Brown of Lord 'Lindsay's part;^.

Two other faint lines which I saw in 1869 between tins and

D, and doubtfully* reported as corona-lines (see this Journal

for Nov. 1869, p. 376), were not seen by any one on this occa-

sion, unless perhaps one of them by Father Denza in Sicily-

In a letter from Father Secchi which appeared in the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten for Feb. 21, 1871, he writes, " Mem coi-

legue le P. P. Denza directeur de Vobservatoire de Mancalien,
obserm

avec un spectroscope, quefavais convenahlement dispose, deux J'fl'i^

brillantes dans le courmne, une pres de VEde Fraunhofer, <««f'J

au milieu entre le vert et lejaune.'' Very possibly this latter ra^^

" half way between the yellow and the green" may be one o

the two.

Considered as a demonstration of self-luminosity,
however,

one bright line is just as conclusive as many.

lines in several
me annoyance during the past year at seei g ^ ^^

put upon the same footing as 1474. 1 ^^^
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Nor can there be any doubt as to the location of the self-

lumiuous matter. It cannot be in our own atmosphere, for no
possible reason can be assigned why the particular molecules
of air, that happen to lie near the lines which join the eye of xhe
observer with the edge of the moon, should become luminous
rather than others in a different portion of the sky.

Nor can it be at the moon ; otherwise of coui-se it would
always be visible around her disc, since there is nothing in the
mere accident of her being on the line of syzygies wJiicli coidd
account for the phenomenon. I may add in passing, tliat I have
often and carefully examined the neighborhood of the ukjou's
limb, half hoping that some possible rare atmosphere of our
satellite might reveal itself at some time by a faint auroral spec-

trum
; thus far, however, without success.

Accordingly it is now universally, I think I may say, ac-

knowledged that one important element of the corona consists

"I a. solar envelope of glowing gas, reaching to a considerable

elevation. Mr. Lockyer, who is still disposed to assign to the
solar element of the corona a lower relative importance than
most other astromomers, concedes a thickness of from six to ten

minutes. (See an article by him in Nature for Feb. 23d.)

For this envelope the name of '' hmosphere'' has been pro-

posed by a member of the Royal Astronomical Society at one
of its recent meetings, and it seems to be a very suitable term
and well worthy of adoption. It has been objected to on the

ground that " chromosphere'' covers the whole bright-hne region

around the sun ; but when the latter name was first proposed,
there was evidently no idea that above the envelope of hydro-
gen there lay another from 20 to 100 times as extensive, and it

would certainly be very convenient to restrict it to the lower
red hydrogen stratum of the solar atmosphere, and retam the

new term to designate this more elevated mass of gaseous matter.

.
How extensive then is this leucosphere? Perhaps the ques-

tion can hardly be answered definitely as yet; but it seems
likely that it will be found to be at least from 8' to 10' thick on
the average, with occasional prolongations of double that ex-

tent; not impossibly it may turn out to have no upper Imiit

whatever, but to extend outward indefinitely into space.

Were it not for the interference of our atmosphere, the matter

could be settled very summarily, at least as to a minor limit, by
t^e record of the spectroscopic observations. Prof Winlock

observed the green line at a distance of more than 20 from the

s^, and others nearly as far. But there can be no doubt that

^ad the spectroscope, during the eclipse, been directed upon any

reflecting surface illuminated by the corona light, the same

^een line would have appeared in its spectrum The question ol

course, at once arises, whether the presence of tjis hne at such

a distance from the sun was not due to atmospheric reflection,
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especially as the sky was full of haze and light cirrus clouds at

all, or nearly all, the stations of observation.

It is certainly difficult to say that such might not have been

the case to some extent, for the hydrogen lines were seen at an

elevation of 4' to 5', far above any possible hydrogen, and

faintly even on the disc of the moon itself—evidently by just

such an atmospheric reflection.

There is, however, an important difference between the behav-

ior of the hydrogen lines, and that of 1474 At the edge of

the chromosphere there was a sudden and very great falling off

in the brightness of the former, while no such boundary was

observed for the latter ; the line grew regularly and continu-

ously more faint as the distance from the sun increased, until it

srniply faded out, no abrupt alteration of its brilliancy being

anywhere noticed. (I now speak of my own observations; but

so far as I have learned, the experience of others was the

In 1869 the difference between the hydrogen lines and 1474

was still more marked. The former could hardly be traced at

all beyond the actual limit of the chromosphere, the air being

so clear that there was very little atmospheric effect.

But there is another way of approaching the subject. The

spectroscopes used by our party at Jerez were of two dmerent

classes, and by a combination of their results we may obtain an

indication of considerable value.
^

,,

In the instruments employed by Prof. Winlock and myself,

and I presume by the greater number of the eclipse obsemrs,

the spectroscope is attached to the eye-end of a telescope wfiose

object-glass throws upon the slit a distinct image of the boay

to be examined. Such an instrument may be called an analyz-

ing spectroscope, since it deals with ele-

mentary portions of the luminous area under
investigation. Thus, if the figure represent

the image of the corona, chromosphere and
moon formed by the object-glass of the tele-

scope, then if the slit be placed as at S, the

spectrum seen will be produced solely by
light from those elements of the luminous
area whose foci fall within its jaws. The spec-

trum will be divided longitudinally into two r.

g
portions, of which the one derived from the ^PP^^

portion oi

will show only the lines due to the leucosphere, while the o

will exhibit the chromosphere lines plus those of the leucosp^re.

(Of course it must be remembered that while the ^W°°^^.
does not extend above the limit of the chromosphere, the co

_^

nal matter does reach down to the surface of the sun, an

the chromosphere is mingled with the hydrogen ;
indeed, ex y
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during eclipses, it i ^

that the 1474 line ^

troscopes.)

If now we assume the chromosphere and leucosphere each to
be of uniform brightness throughout (a supposition not strictly

true but allowable for our present purpose), then by putting a
for the angular area of the chromosphere, x for that of the leu-

cosphere, i for the intensity of the bright 1474 line as seen in
an ** analyzing" spectroscope, and ni for the intensity of the
bright C line observed with the same instrument, we shall have

*a:=[1474],

where [1474] represents the total quantity of " 1474 light" com-
ing from the whole leucosphere. Similarly

n.i.a.= \G\ where [C] represents in the same manner the
total " C light" from the chromosphere.

He.ee ....J^
Now, as nearly as I can estimate, the ratio between the briglit-

ness of the C and 1474 lines is about the same as that between
a star of the first magnitude and one of the fifth or si.xth.

That is to say, the C line is between twenty-five and one hun-
dred times as bright as 1474 ; so that in our equations we may
write n=:50 as a fair approximation, and we shall have

[14742
^ [C]

In order to find x in terms of a it only remains to find the
ratio of [1474] to [C]. For this purpose we must employ a

spectroscope so arranged that its slit
' '

'"^

Jj,!*:^^
coming indiscriminately from

i when a spectroscope

x-=ma^

ward the source of light. Thus used it mav be called an inte-

grating instrument, since it sums up in each bright line of its

spectrum, the whole quantity of each kind of light reaching tlie

sht from the whole luminous area included within its field.

.
An instrument of this sort was employed by Prof Pickering

in 1869, and with results of considerable importance.

Accordingly, two of the gentlemen of our party were er|U]p-

Ped in the saiie manner and one of them, Mr. Pye, by my
request, noted the brightness of the lines on an ai;bitrary

scale from ten down, with the following result: [CJ O'o, [D J

5'*^' [1474] 10, and [F] 3. Probably the squares of these num-
bers would more nearly express the true ratio of the inten-

sities, since we seem instinctively to estimate one light as
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11474]

[C]
Imve^,^ = Uk =^^^^^^y: and]

to our last written equation we get a;— 09*4 a.

Similarly, from Da, (7i=20), I find ^=^64•5a; and from F,

(71=10) a:=lll-la.

The last value is evidently too large, the discrepancy prob-

ably arising from the fact that Mr. Pye's instrument having a

prism of the extra dense and very yellow flint-glass considerably

reduced the intensity of the F line by absorption.

Thus far, we have neglected the inequahties of shading and

" ' ' ' both chromosphere and leucospher~ '^

crease m Dniiiancy pretty regularly from the limb of the sim,

and since the upper limit of the former is much the more defi-

nite, it is evident that the introduction of these considerations

would increase the computed ratio. We may, I think, then

safely assume that the angular area of the leucosphere is athast 70

times as great as the area of that portion of the chromospbere

and prominences which was exposed to view during the totabty.

I fear it is not possible to estimate this area with much certainty.

but think it could hardly have been equivalent to anytiiing less

than a ring of 9" or 10'' wide surrounding the sun. If so, we

find the leucosphere to be equivalent to a ring of about 10 m
width, and considering the irregularity of its outline, some oi

the angular prolongations would be likely to attain twice tbat

l\am, of course, aware that the numerical data of this calcu-

lation are very uncertain, being mere estimates, not measure-

ments
; but the principle is correct, and the results are not

sensibly affected by any ordinary amount of atmospheric influ-

ence, since the different colored rays would not have the rafto

of their brilliancies much disturbed under any reasonably lair

conditions.

The result agrees very well also with the photographs, draw-

ings, and estimates of skilled observers.

As for the hng rays, both bright and dark, which are often^

and perhaps usually, seen crossing the leucosphere and reachuii

far beyond, the question whether they are also solar appenclagt^

appears to be very different and far more doubtful. .

^

In the first place, I doubt if they are always present -

any rate, in 1869, in a most exceptionally clear atmosptij;!^^'

I saw nothing of them at Burlington, Iowa, and believe r,^^

am not absolutely certain) that none of our party did
;

^

some observers in Kentucky saw them well, and at Sioux t
.

they were especially conspicuous, as is evident from t^^ remarK

able, and I have no doubt, accurate picture given by Mr.

man in the Eclipse Report of the Naval Observatory.
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In December, so far as I have heard, every one saw them. I
have no hesitation in affirming that the corona as it appeared to
ine then was a very different phenomenon from what I saw
the year before, and far more complex.*
The photographs also taken by Lord Lindsay's and the Ameri-

can parties in Spain, appear to differ essentially from each other,
and f]-om those taken by Mr. Brothers, in Sicily ; and that in
sncli a way as to saggest^at least, that this more extensive radi-
aiK'c is of a far less permanent character than the leucosphere,
ami |)ossibly of a different origin.

Should it turn out to be visible only where the sky is hazy, it

might then be regarded as an effect of our own atmosphere pro-
(Inced, of course, not by the ordinary photospheric sunlight
(which, as has been abundantly shown, by many writers, cannot
during totality, illuminate the air near the moon's place), but
hv the light from the prominences and the lower regions of the
leucosphere.

If, on the contrarjr, as seems to be the case, this radiance is

often seen under unexceptionable atmospheric conditions, we
appear to be shut up to one of two theories ; either on the one
hand that of Prof Norton and Mr. Proctor, whose views re-

garding these rays are nearly identical, and represent them to
be streams of matter, similar to cometary substance or auroralf
beams, driven off by some solar repulsion; or on the other
hand that of Oudemans, who considers them to be purely optical
eitects produced in cosmical dust between us and the moon, b^-
the sunlight streaming across the uneven and ragged edge of
our satellite.

With reference to the former theory, it is probably sufficient

* ^tr. Lockyer, in " Nature" for Feb. 23d, quotes from a letter of miue written a

considerably modified* s"Ifce''?henfanTthS^fs tme^Tsomt extenMhougri thiJk

that the whole phenomenon" (i. e., the Corona as Isaioit in 1S69) ' is purely solar."

called ' Auroral Theory of the Corona," it is proper for me to state, that I make

BJ^^'' ^*^^^°o^ered%s I supposed), the identity of the bright line m the corona

E^.'^.^^'ithalineinthat of the aurora, and announced my behef in the sub-

to at-
^^'^^ °^ *^ ^^o plienomena, I considered myself as simply subscnbmg

a view already current, and bringmg a new argument to its i^upport.

t^l^ '

Norton

las held and published a \

i of the European astronon

air oristronomy which :
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to refer to Mr. Proctor's recent work on tlie sun, and to a paper

which Professor Norton has published in a late number of this

Journal, wherein his views are fully explained. According to

this view, the leucosphere and the rays are alike solar appen-

dages, and of identical origin and material.

The theory of Oudemans is stated in a letter to " Nature,"

contained in the number for Nov. 10, 1870.

With good weather, it would seem possible to decide be-

tween these two hypotheses at the next eclipse,

A series of corona photographs taken as rapidly as possibk

on the plan pursued by Mr. Brothers (who has shown tliat an

exposure of from 8 to 10 seconds is sufl&cient to produce a fine

picture) would probably indicate whether the dark streaks are

really related to mountains on the edge of the moon or not.

It 'is probable also, as Prof. Pickering has suggested, that im-

portant information may be obtained by observing them with a

spectroscope of high dispersive power and widely opened slit.

using the 1474 line just as the C line is used in examining the

The telescope, to which the spectroscope employed for the

purpose is attached, should be of wide angular aperture, so as

to give abundant hght, but of very short focus, forming an

image of the sun not much more than | of an inch in diameter,

in order that the rays may be so little magnified that their out-

line, if they are really of leucospheric origui and give the green

monochromatic light, may be readily observed through the sJit

There remains still unsettled another interesting series of

questions concerning the nature of the substance composing tlie

leucosphere, and the relation of this envelope to the sun:

whether it be a true atmosphere, or a mere cloud of transient

particles—a meteor-flock, as Mr. Proctor imagines.

Apart from the diflficulty of supposing such a multitudinous

and continual supply of meteoric matter as this theory wouia

require, and neglecting all consideration of the peculiar toiin

assumed by this envelope, which seems to be deepest precisei^^

over those solar latitudes where the spots and prominences aie

most numerous, and even to be governed in the minutiae ot i^

outline by the position of its prominences, I find w^hat seems .

me an almost insuperable objection to it in the powerful wim =

and cyclones which prevail in the region above the cliromo

sphere at elevations of from 50,000 to 100,000 miles.

These winds, by which the tops of the solar Aames ai

^vl^irled and driven, present, so far as obsei-^-ations n<^^^."

every characteristic of true aerial currents in a continuous lu

dium
; and the whole appearance and behavior of the solar F

tuberances, except at the moment of eruption, is that ol clou

floating in an air.
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But if we then consider the leucosphere as a true solar at-

mosphere, how can we reconcile its enormous extent with the
known smallness of the pressure at its base, determined by the
experiments of Lockyer, Frankland, and Wullner? In either
of two ways ; first, and perhaps on the whole most probably,
this atmosphere may consist of some new kind of matter whose
density is far below that of even hydrogen ; or it may be com-
posed of matter whose specific gravity {not density) is diminish-
ed, annihilated, or even rendered negative by some such solar

repulsion as appears to be operative in the formation of a com-
et s tail.

There is no doubt that the hne which characterizes its spec-
trum coincides with one of the lines of the Iron spectrum witli-

iu the limits of any present means of obsei-vation : and so close
a coincidence can hardly be accidental. And yet in the spec-
trum of iron, this line is only a faint and unimportant one

—

one of the last to make its appearance under the stimulus of
the electric spark, and so little comparable in intensity with
many others in its immediate neighborhood, that Mr. Huggins
failed to map it on his spectral chart.

It is certainly difficult to understand how, if this line be really
of the same origin as its fellows, it should remain the sole sund-
vor of changes which have been able to exterminate from the

spectrum all its more conspicuous associates ; and accordingly,
from this point of view, it becomes natural to suppose, as I sug-

gested in 1869, that when the line appears in the spectrum of
iron it may be due not to the iron itself, but to some associated

substance (possibly standing in relation to the pecuhar magnetic

properties of this remarkable metal)—some occluded gas, wliieh

can also exist free in a state of inconceivable tenuity, as we have
It m the leucosphere, and probably also in the streamers of the

aurora, and in the tails of comets*—a near relative, so far as

gravity is concerned, to the luminiferous ether and to the Ur-
stoff of German speculators.

The view of Mr. Lockyer agrees with this in supposmg the

leucosphere to consist of some new form of matter.

On the other hand, it is to be noted that alterations of pres-

sure and temperature do produce in known spectra great

changes, somewhat such as would be required in order to reduce
fl.o „„„-.-..

, . .. , ., jjne. (But I do
iot kn(

^piicatea s

3W of any
pectrum or ir

case where onroftheimimportant lines is the

^st to disappear.
)

llobablethaMwrSo^hL^^SurbeS^vedin the spectrum of the

to^'Scide

somewhat

't bright comet oflFered t(
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Furthermore, those other lines of iron, which are often seen in

the chromosphere spectrum, are nearly all of about the same
order of prominence as 1474. The more conspicuous iron lines

seldom if ever appear reversed, while in the case of other sub-

stances their strongest spectral lines are always the first to turn

hright.

If then we admit a sufficient repulsive force, it seems still

possible to suppose that the leucosphere may consist of iron in

the state of vapor and fog ; and the well known wide diffusion

of this metal in meteoric matter makes it comprehensible how
its lines should occur in the spectrum of our own terrestrial

aurora, and in any other places where they may be found.

Possibly future researches in the laboratory may throw clearer

light upon the subject.

It is hardly necessary to add that our own terrestrial atmos-

phere, when char, appears to me to play only a very subordi-

nate part in the phenomenon. Some influence it must, of course,

have
; but remembering how much the inner portion of the

coronal ring exceeds in brilliance the outer, it would seem

that the illumination of the lunar disc must give us an exag-

gerated measure of the true atmospheric effect. This illumina-

tion makes the edge of the moon only enough brighter than the

center to give it the appearance of a"' globe, but of almost inky

blackness.

With the subjective element, the case is very different. In

untrained observers especially, it may be so influential that

two intelligent persons standing side by side will describe and

even sketch upon paper appearances most grotesquely different

from each other and from the truth.
Even skilled observers are greatly affected by the strangeness

and pecuhar nature of the phenomenon, and the excitement ol

Art. XLVIL— Cm the supposed Leqs of the TrUohite, Asaphn^

I>latycephahis ; by James D. Dana.

At the request of Mr. E. Billings of Montreal, I have re^

cently examined the srecimen of Asaphus ])Iati/cephalus
i-'^^'

longing to the Canadian Geological Museum, which has beeii

supposed to show remains of legs. Mr. Billings, while he
i|J^

suspected the organs to be legs so far as to publish on the si

ject,* has done s"o with reserve, saying, in his paper, "thatth

first and all-important point to be decided, is whether or no

..:.?„£?.«l.S-i ^- IH P.- ^'^^ 1870. with a plate giving a full-sized -jj"'
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the forms exhibited on its under side, were truly what thej
appeared to be, locomotive organs." On account of his doubts,
the specimen was submitted by him durinir the past year to the
Geological Society of London ; and for the same reason, not-
withstanding the corroboration there received, he oilVrJ'd to
place the specimen in my hands for examination and report.

Besides giving the specimen an examination mvsell'. I have
submitted it also to Mr. A. E. Verrill, Prof, of Zoology in Yale
College, who is well versed in the invertebrates, and "to Mr. S.
I. Smith, assistant in the same department, and excellent in
crustaceology and entomology. We have separately and to-
gether considered the character of the specimen, and\vhile we
have reached the same conclusion, we are to be regarded as in-
dependent judges. Our opinion has been subniitted to Mr.
Bilhngs, and by his request it is here published.
The conclusion to which we have come is that the organs are

not legs, but the semi-calcified arches in the membrane of the
ventral surface to which the foliaceous appendages, or legs, were
attached. Just such arches exist in the ventral surface of the
abdomen of the Macrura, and to them the abdominal appenda-
ges are articulated.

This conclusion is sustained by the observation that in one
part of the venter three consecutive parallel arches are dis-
tinctly connected by the inteiwening outer membrane of the
venter, showing that the arches were plainly in the membrane,
as only a calcified portion of it, and were not members moving
tree above it. This being the fact, it seems to set at rest the
question as to the legs. We would add, however, that there is
good reason for believing the supposed legs to have been such
arches in their continuing of nearly uniform width almost or
quite to the lateral margin of the animal; and in the additional
lact, that, although curving forward in their course toward the
margin, the successive arches are about equidistant or parallel,
a regularity of position not to be looked for in free-moving legs.

e curve in these arches, although it implies a forward ventral
extension on either side of the leg-bearing segments of the body,
tioes not appear to afford any good reason for doubting the
aoove conclusion. It is probable that the two prominences on
each arch nearest the median line of the body, which are rather
larJved, were points of muscular attachment for the foliaceous

api^^ndage it supported.

^

>v ith the exception of these arches, the under surface of the
enter must have been delicately membranous, like that of the

Jtxlomen of a lobster or other macruran. Unless theunder s-
j . fleshy, trdobites could not have rolled

^
o a ball

; and the fact that this particular species of Asaphus

fii^
^^ rolled may be owing to the unusual size or

""uness, and also the position, of these slender arches.
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Art. ^J^Ylll.—Description of some new Fossil Serpmts, from

the Tertiary Deposits of Wyoming; by Professor 0. C. Marsh,

of Yale College.

Among the Eeptilian fossils discovered by the Yale College

party, during their explorations last summer in the Grreen Eiver

Tertiary basin, west of the Eocky Mountains, were the remains

of several species of Serpents, which are of peculiar interest, as

they are the first extinct Ophidians found in the interior of the

continent, and, with the exception of three species from the

Eocene marl of New Jereey,* the only fossil representatives of

this order yet detected in this country.

These remains, which are now in the Peabody Museum of

Yale College,

of them more
acteristic parts well preserved. Nearly all the specimens (

tained evidently belonged to constricting serpents, closely re-

lated to the modem Boas of South America, although consid-

erably smaller, and generically tlistinct. A few of the specimens

indicate snakes of moderate size, with apparently quite different

In comparing the larger series of these fossil vertebrae, espe-

cially those from near the middle of the trunk, with the coites-

ponding vertebras of the living species of Boa, a strong resem-

blance will be noticed in the more important characters, especially

in the transversely elliptical outline of the articular cup and ball;

in the obtuse lateral elevation extending from the diapophyses

to the articular ball ; and in the elongated median ridge on the

inferior surface of the centrum. The differences between them,

however, are important, and indicate clearly that the fossil

specimens represent a separate genus, for which the name

Boavus\ is proposed, in allusion to the not improbable relation-

ship of the two types. In the extinct genus, the articular ball

and cup are more neariy vertical, and their outline forms a more

full transverse ellipse. The neural arch is proportionally more

elevated, and has on either side a low ridge, extending backwara

from the articular face of the zygosphene, and expanding over

the zygantral cavities. The latter are more deeply excavatea

than in Boa. The neural spine is shorter, its antero-posterior

extent, in the specimens in which it is preserved, being greater

than its height. The diapophyses are convex throughout, w^r^

those of^a are more or less concave on the lower part of the r

articular .face. The lateral elevation, extending from the dia-

pophyses to the articular ball, is, in Boavus, situated lower on
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the centrum, and is less rounded. The hjpapophysial ridge,

also, is sharper, and extends nearer to the inferior edge of the
articular ball.

From the vertebra? of Dinophis Marsh, which genus includes
the only fossil Ophidians hitherto found in this country, as well
as from those of the nearly allied Pakeophis of Owen, the speci-
mens of Boavus here described are widely separated, especially
by their greatly inferior size ; by the shorter neural spine ; bj
the broader zygosphene, which exceeds in transverse diameter
the articular cup, as in most modem serpents ; by the elevation

,

extending backward from the zygosphene ; by the more expan-
ded diapophyses

; and by the well developed lateral and inferior

median ridges on the centrum. The vertebrae of Boavus, how-
ever, resemble those of Palceophis and Dinophis, and differ from
those of Boa, Crotalus, and many other modem serpents, in hav-
ing the sides of the neural canal extended forward nearly to the
edge of the articular cup.

Boavus occidentalism sp. nov.

This species is established on eight vertebrae, nearly all from
the middle dorsal region. They evidently represent several
individuals, as they differ considerably in size, and were found
at three separate localities. They indicate constricting serpents
between six and eight feet in length. The neural arch in this
species is elevated and massive. The neural spine is short, and
tnangular at its base, which rests on the posterior three-fourths
of the arch. The zygosphene is convex above, slightly ex-
cavated in front, and without a median tubercle. The neural
canal has a distinct median epapophysis on its floor, and sharp
lateral ridges, which give it a sub-trifoliate outlme. The dia-

pophyses are auriform, and project below the inferior margin of
the cup. The h3rpapophysis is a sharp ridge, beginning at the
margin of the cup, and ending, just before reaching the ball, in
an obtuse projection.

I he principal dimensions of one of the largest vertebrae of
this species are as follows:—

Length of centrum from edge of cup to convexity of ball, 4-50 lines.

i^ransverse diameter of cup, --- ---- 2-80 "
Verticaldiameter of cup,.": - — 2-50 «
ransverse diameter of zygosphene at base, 3-50 "
istance from top of zygosphene to lower margin of cup, 5- "

^ertical diameteV of ball, 2-45 «
vvidth of neural canalin front,--.. - l''^^

"

*leight of neural canal in front, - MO «

.

The various specimens representing this species were found
in September last by H. B. Sargent, A. H. Ewing, and the
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writer, at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming Territory.

The geological horizon is probably Eocene.*

i species, which was nearly the same in length as the pre-

ceding, although apparently much more slender

all from the dorsal reg"

nay readily be clistmguis

from the corresponding vertebrae of B. occidentalis, by the

vertebrae, all from the dorsal region, and representing

more individuals. They may readily be distinguished

portionally more elongated centrum ; by the i

inclined cup; by the more expanded anterior zygapophyses

;

by the diapophyses, which do not extend below the inferior

surface of the centrum ; and by the hypapophysial ridge, which

is more obtuse, and in its anterior portion expands rapidly until

it disappears in the margin of the cup.

The largest vertebra of this series has the following dimen-

Length of centrum from edge of cup to convexity of ball, 4-25 lines.

Transverse diameter of cup, 2'50 "

Vertical diameter of cup, 2"40 "

Vertical diameter of ball, 2-35 "

Width of neural canal in front, 1''75 "

The specimens on which this species is based were discovered

by the writer, near Eort Bridger, in the same formation as the

remains above described.

Boavus brevis, sp. nov.

The serpents representing this species were considerably

smaller than those described above, and evidently much shorter

in proportion to their bulk, being probably not more thaii four

or five feet in length. The only remains obtained consist ot

three dorsal vertebrae, all in good preservation, and evidently

belonging to two different individuals. These vertebrae have

the centrum unusually short, its extent measured on the inferior

surface scarcely exceeding ' the transverse diameter of the

zygosphene. The neural arch is low, and bears on its posterior

two-thirds the neural spine, which is quite short, and truncatea

The zygosphene is less massive than in the preceding species, ana

has a slight median swelling on the anterior margin of its bas.

The dimensions of the most perfect of these vertebrae are as

follows :

—

Length of centrum from edge of cup to convexity of ball, 2-20 Unea.

Transverse diameter of cup, ^'^
«

Vertical diameter of cup, ^'^^
u

Transverse diameter of zygosphene at base, ^'f ,.

Distance from top of zygosphene to lower margin of cup, 2-80

Width of neural canal fn front, - - - - I'^J .
Height of neural canal in front,

*^"

* This Journal, III, vol. i, p. 192, March, 1871.
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The specimens here described were found by H. B. Sargent,
in the same fresh-water Tertiary deposits, and near the same
locahtj, as the two preceding species.

Lit!I aphis Sargenii^ gen. et sp. nov.

This species and genus are at present represented by three
trunk vertebrae, only one of which, however, is sufficiently
well preserved to show all its more important characters. The
specimens indicate a small serpent about four feet in lenath,
and probably, like the preceding species, allied to the constric-
tors. From the vertebras of Boavus, as well as from those of
the other fossil Ophidians discovered in this country, the pres-
ent specimens may be readily distinguished by the more com-
pressed centrum, and especially by the articular cup and ]>all,

which are circular in transverse outline, as in the Arican Myx,
and stand nearly at right angles to the axis of the centrum.
The anterior zygapophyses, also, are more extended outwnr i.

and their articular faces" have a greater aiitero-posterior exp,:
sion than in any of the described species. The diapoph\-
jiave their articular surfaces divided by a horizontal grou\. .

having a rounded tubercle above, and" a pointed projectiuk
below, as in the modern Ba^canion. There is no lateral ridge
extending from the diapophyses to the articular ball, as in Boa
and Boavus, the converging sides of the centrum being nearly
nat The hypapophysis is reduced to a wedge-shaped ridge,
extending the whole length of the centrum, and having its
sharp apex below the inferior margin of the cup. The floor
01 the neural canal has a prominent, obtuse median ridge
throughout its whole length, but no lateral ridges are apparent.

J- he principal measurements of the best preserved vertebra
are as follows

:

I^ength of centrum from edge of cup to convexity of ball, 2-80 lines.

Iranaverse diameter of cup, 1'35 "
Vertical diameter of cup,.". 1-35 "

X^.^Jical diameter of ball, 1-30 "
H idth of neural canal in front, --- '90 "
AJistance from end of anterior zygapophysis to hypa-

Pophysis, 3-00 «

distance between ends of the anterior zygapophyses, . 4-50 "

For the extinct genus manifestly indicated by the. fossils here

Jlescnbed, the name Lithophis* is proposed, and the species
they represent may appropriately be called Lithophis Sargenii,

after the discoverer, Mr. H. B. Sargent, of the Yale Scientific

party, who found the specimens in the Eocene "Mauvaises
J-erres" beds at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger.

* Atflof, stone, and 'O^if, serpent.
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Limnophis crassus, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the most interesting of tlie Ophidian fossils obtained

during our explorations in Wyoming was a single anterior

dorsal vertebra, very well preserved, and quite unlike any

hitherto described. It indicates a moderately sized constrict-

ing serpent, perhaps six feet in length, but evidently of a very

different type from thfe species already characterized. On com-

paring it with the corresponding vertebra? of Boavus and Litho-

phis, a striking difference is at once seen in the dimensions of

the articular cup, which considerably exceeds in width the

parallel diameter of the base of the zygosphene, a feature only

observed heretofore in a few fossil serpents from the Eocene,

and quite unknown in modem species. The cup and hall have

a subtriangular, ovate outline, the greatest transverse diameter

being above the center : they are also placed nearly at right

angles to the axis of the centrum. Another marked peculiarity

of this vertebra is the unusual posterior extension of the neu-

rapophyses, which project some distance beyond the articular

ball. Their nearly flat sides slope downward and outward like a

gable roof, without any indication of the angle so characteristic

of the vertebra of Palaeophis,* which in several other respects

the present specimen strongly resembles. The neural spine

is unfortunately not preserved, but it was evidently short,

and confined to the posterior two-thirds of the neural arch.

The anterior zygapophyses had only a moderate expansion.

The diapophyses have, for the attachment of the rib, a single,

rounded, and prominent tubercle, with its lower border above

the inferior margin of the cup, and with no indication of a

dependant process. There is also no ridge extending from the

diapophysis to the articular ball The hypapophysis consists

of a single, compressed, obtuse tubercle, which descends from

the middle of the centrum downward and slightl;^ forward

;

its base occupying rather more than half of the median hna
The more important dimensions of this vertebra are as

follows

:

Length of centrum from edge of cup to convexity of ball, 3-20 lines.

Transverse diameter of cup, 2-30
^^

Vertical diameter of cup, - 1'80 '^

Vertical diameter of ball',.. !*"!]]!'!"!] ^ I'VO

Distance from posterior summit of neurapophyses to
^

inferior margm of ball, 3*50

Length of hypapophsis below inferior margin of cup, . - "90

This interesting vertebra, although the only one of the kind

at present known, is so characteristic, and well preserved, an

diflers so widely from the corresponding remains of Ophidian^

T of London, 1850, p 57.
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lierto described, as to justify establishing for its reception a
'X genus, winch may be called Limiiophis* The specie^

,y
properly be named Limnophis crassus, in reference to tlie

)t)able proportions of the extinct serpent thus indicated,
e specnnen was discovered by Mr. A. H. Ewing, a membei- of

' \ ale party, in the Eocene fresh-water deposits, near Marsh's
rk, about fifteen miles from Fort Bridger, in Wyoming.
'ale College. New Haven, March 20th, 1871.

Art. XLIX.— Contributions to Chemistry from, the Laboratory of
>he Lawrence Scientific School No. U.~On the Estimation of
rhosphoric Acid; by Charles E. Munroe.

§ 1. Though the methods commonly in use for the quantita-
tive determination of phosphoric acid are capable in most cases

f givmg accurate results, yet it will, I think, hardly be claimed
tor them, that they render new methods m

-^
- - -

therefore undertaken the following investigation in the hope
ot adding something of value to our analvtical resources.

M_T attention was first called to the employment of ferric
enlonde with the addition of suflficient mercuric oxide to neu-
tralize the excess of acid. Free mercuric oxide was first added
uirectly, but, as_ a complete separation could not be effectedm this manner, it was found more advantageous to produce the
oxide in the solution itself. This was accomplished by first
adding mercuric chloride and then potassic or sodic hydrate.
As sodic hydratef can be obtained in commerce absolutely pure
J|if^ was employed. The precipitate, consisting of ferric phos-
pliate and ferric and mercuric oxides was then evaporated to
dryness in the manner recommended by Chatard,:}: filtered and
^vashed on the Bunsen pump.§ Unhappily the phosphoric
acid redissolved after evaporation to dryness and the process
was therefore abandoned Bunsen's delicate test with magne-
sium wire was used throughout the work, sometimes in connec-
tion with ammonic molybdate, for the detection of phosphoric

3 ofglass tubing one n
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I next studied the behavior of aluminic oxide toward phos-

phoric acid, and this time met with better success.

The following course was pureued. To the boihng phospliate

solution a weighed quantity of pure aluminic sulphate, pren-

ously dissolved, was added. A solution of mercuric chloride

was then added, and finally sodic hydrate until a precipitate of

mercuric oxide was obtained which remained undissolved. In

order to hasten the operation the precipitate was allowed to

settle and the supernatant liquid poured upon the filter. The

gelatinous precipitate was then evaporated to'complete dryness

as before mentioned, filtefred, ignited and weighed. The in-

crease of weight, over that of the aluminic oxide used, was

phosphoric oxide. It was found extremely difficult to burn the

filter. Care must be taken that for every gram of phosphoric

oxide at least two grams of aluminic oxide are added.

The percentage of aluminic oxide, in the sulphate used, was

determined bv ignition, ammonic carbonate being used to drive

off the last traces of sulphuric oxide. The following result-

were obtained

:

(1) -7320 grms. Al2(S04)3 . IfiH.O ffave -JSJO erms. AbOa = 17-89 p. c.

(2) -7100 « " ^«' •1270 " " =17-87 "

Mean 17t<8.

Anhydrous disodic phosphate was the first salt treated. Ij

order to work with greater rapidity a solution of known strength

was prepared of which 50 cm. a corresponded to '6195 grms. oi

phosphate. This gave the following results

:

(1) -619.5 grms. gave -3099 grms. P3O, = 50-02 p. c.

(2) -619.5 " " -3100 " " =50-03 "

(3) -6195 " " -3097 » « =50-01 '*

(4) -6195 " " -3097 " " =50-01 "

Mean 50-02. Theory 5000.

Ammonio-sodic phosphate (Na(NH4)HPo4,4H2 0) was next

analyzed. The amount of phosphoric oxide in the salt was

found by igniting it and weighing the sodic metaphosphate.

(1 ) 1 -4650 grms. gave -6172 grms. NaPO, = 29-32 p. c. P^Os

By the alumina process the following results were then ou-

tained.

(1

)

1-5405 grms. gave -4514 grms. P.Os = 29-30 p. c.

(2) 1-2610 " •' -3707 » " =29-39 "

(3) 11355 " « -3321 " " =29-29 "

Mean 29-33.

Calcic phosphate did not give good results by this V'^'^flZ
account of the difficulty of washing out the calcic suipa^^

formed. I succeeded no better with ammonio-magnesic p
^^

phate doubtless because some of the magnesia went down
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the alumina. These experiments are sufficient to show that
phosphoric acid may be determined with extreme precision in
the alkaline phosphates by the method above given, but the
method applies with advantage only to these salts. On the
other hand it must be remembered that many phosphates may
be decomposed by fusion with the alkaline carbonates and the
phosphoric acid then determined as above, so that in fact the
method applies in perhaps the greater number of cases which

§ 2. Rose's* method for the separation of phosphoric acid by
means of mercurous nitrate and subsequent estimation in the
form of pyrophosphate of magnesia has been mucli used. It

will, however, be acknowledged that it has some serious defects.

It is tedious, the many operations required increase tlie chances
of error, and the fusion of mercurous phosphate with the mixed
carbonates exerts, according to Eose, a sensible action upon tlie

platinum crucible. Nevertheless the perfect separation which
It gives is a strong recommendation of the method.

It appeared possible that a valuable modification of this pro-
cess might result from the addition of mercuric oxide in the
manner already employed in the alumina process above de-

The experiments were executed in the following manner.
To a boiling solution of the phosphate mercurous nitrate was
added in slight excess. This threw down a lemon-yellow
colored, crystalline precipitate of nitro-mercurous phosphate
which adhered to the sides of the beaker when touched by the
stirring rod. Mercuric nitrate was then added and finally sodic

Jiydrate until a slight precipitate of mercuric oxide was obtained
which remained undissolved. The mixture of the two salts

was found to be insoluble in both hot and cold water, and to

wash like sand.

.
The next step was to find a readier means of treating the

nitro-mercurous phosphate.
.

ft was first proposed to dissolve the washed and dried precip-

itate in chlorhydric acid and titrate with potassic permanganate
so as to oxidize the mercurous to the mercuric salt. This pro-

cess faded. The salt was then treated with sulphunc acid,

^he final reaction was perfectiv sharp, but the results were not

satisfactory.
f .. r

.
These results having proved that nothing was to be gained

tL -^ direction, I tried to remove the mercury b;^ decomposing
° nitro-mercurous phospha^

ammonio-magnesian solution. On examining the

* Traite de Chimie Analytique, ii, 708.
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sulphide it was found that some of the phosphoric acid was

always precipitated with it. Its presence was proved b}^ Bun-

sen's test with the magnesium wire. The salt was then dis-

solved in a solution of potassic cyanide and a current of sul-

phydric acid passed through, but with the same result as

before. Again it was thought that the phosphoric acid might

be precipitated directly from the cyanide solution by ammonio-

magnesic chloride, but experiment showed that the cyanide

contained so much cyanate and carbonate that, although the

solution was boiled and chlorhydric acid was added to it, accu-

rate results could not be obtained.

As the ignition of the nitro-mercurous phosphate with the

non volatile metallic oxides, in order to drive off the mercury,

promised well, this process was then tried in the following manner.

The dried salt was thoroughly mixed with a weighed quan-

tity of cupric oxide in a platinum crucible and the filter placed

on top. The whole was ignited, at first gently, then to low

redness, at the mouth of a muffle,* then cooled, a few drops of

nitric acid added to oxidize the cupric oxide reduced by the

filter, and then re-ignited. The ignition was continued until

the weight became constant. The increased weight was the

phosphoric oxide (P^ O J. After ignition the cupric oxide and

phosphate came out of the crucible in a beautiful coherent mass,

leaving it perfectly clean and unharmed.
Disodic Phosphate.~lX is quite difficult to obtain this salt

anhydrous. It becomes so between 30° and 40°, but, as it

fuses at 35°, it must be repulverized for analysis, and as it is

quite hygroscopic, it is liable to change during the operation.

A quantity dried over sulphuric acid was used, the phosphoric

oxide being determined by ignition.

(1) 1-1130 grras. gave -ioYG grms. Na^P^O^ = 2r98 'V^O,

(2) 1-2355 " " -5075 " " = 21-97 "

le process with cupric oxide gave the

(1) 1-0245 grms. gave -5124 grms. Y^O^ = 50-01 50-00

(2) 1-2198 " « -4716 " " = 38-66 21-9/

(3) -9200 " « -2018 " " = 21-93

(4) 1-2423 « " -2730 " " = 21-97

Number one was a specimen of anhydrous phosphate.

will be noticed that the second analysis is much too high.

* Justice is not done the muffle furnace. It gives an even, mellow heat w^^^

can be easily regulated, and for igniting precipitates it is unequaled. I "^^®
.-te.

spoken of the difficulty found in burning the filter with the alutninic P^" PJ^^^t
By placing it at the mouth of the muffle I was able to ignite it in the

"^"^'f^^gt
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this one the nitro-mercarous phospliate was placed in a mass in
the center of the crucible and completely covered with cupric
oxide. When the crucible was heated' the cupric phosphate
formed coated the outside of tbe pellet and prevented the further
escape of the mercurj. This proves the necessity of mixing
thoroughly.

Care should be taken that the mercurous nitrate used is not
basic. The salt used in this investigation was prepared in the
following way. Pure mercury was dissolved, by aid of gentle
heat, in pure nitric acid in a flat, open vessel. More mercury
was now added and the whole boiled until every trace of
nitrous acid was driven off. The solution was then'allowed to
crystalUze. To the solution formed from these crystals metallic
mercury is added to prevent the formation of mercuric nitrate.
By this method the salt is obtained perfectly free from mercuric
nitrate and the nitrites.

Ammonio-sodic phosphate.—As the ammonia present decom-
poses the mercurous nitrate, it is well to boil with a little

caustic soda until it is driven off. In the first analysis magne-
sic oxide was substituted for the cupric oxide, but in every
other respect the process was the same.

(1) 1-3500 grms. gave -3991 grms. P^O^ r= 29-56 29'36
'

(2) -9832 " " -2902 " " =29-51 "

(3) 1-0803 « " -3181 " " =29-44 «

Mean 29-50

Ammonio-magnesic phosphate.—The solution was freed from
ammonia as in the previous case. Bv iffnition the following re-

sults were obtained

(1) -5936 grms. gave -3664 grms, Mff-,P,0, = 43-00 pr. ct. PoO,
(•^) -61.35 " "- "4123 " " " ^= 42-99 " "

Sj the mercurous nitrate process I obtained the following

(1) 1-0785 gi-ms. gave '4627 grms. = 42-92 pr. ct. F^O^
(2) -9500 " " -4084 " =42-98 "

Mean 42 95

Calcic phosphate.—This salt was obtained by precipitating
calcic chloride with an excess of disodic phosphate. The pre-
cipitate was then carefully washed and dried. This was dis-
solved m as little nitric acid as possible. If the solution is too
acid the precipitate is not formed until sodic hydrate is added,
^ne nitro-mercurous phosphate was ignited with magnesic
oxide. By this means the following results were obtained:

(1) -6190 grms. gave -1606 grms. P^O^ = 25-94 pr.ct.

(2) -6765 " « -1755 " '* =25-96 "

Mean 25-95



Mr. Waldo Lincoln employed this process in making an

tialysis of bone earth, and permits me to cite his results. "The

itro-mercnrous phosphate was ignited with cupric oxide.

Wt. taken -5586 -4812 •'7025 -6969

" Si02 found -0009 -0007 '

" P2O5 " -2367 -1487 -2421 -2396

Per cent SiOg 0-16 0-16
" P0O5 42-37 34-48 34-46 34-38

Mean of P^O^ in three analyses, 34-44

The first analysis presents another instance of failure on
"'

'
' ' being properly mixed with the

Aluminic phosphate.—This was prepared by adding an excess

of disodic phosphate to a solution of potash alum. The precip-

itate thus obtained was carefully washed and dried. The phos-

phate was dissolved in the least possible quantity of nitric acid

and then treated as in the previous cases. An excess of nitric

acid must be carefully avoided. The precipitate was ignited

with cupric oxide.

determine the c 'iii|M.->ii

found with the <-il. p|,;-,

by simple ignition.

(1) -SCWI) -nus. g:i

(2) -8370 "

(Al203)2(P20,)-|-8ll20

or Al203-hAl2P208-l-8ll20

> be a basic aluminic phosphate.

P.,0.

2o,
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ferric was reduced to tlie ferrous salt by the addition of me-
tallic iron, by passing a stream of sulphydric acid through the

solution, and by the addition of sulphurous acid, but without

better results. The phosphate was dissolved in potassic cyanide

and the ammonio-magnesian solution added to precipitate the

phosphoric acid. I boped that potassic ferrocyanide would be
formed which would remain in solution and allow the phosphoric

acid to combine with the potassium. The experiment, however,

proved unsuccessful, and with these results the further investi-

gation of ferric phosphate was suspended.
Although the ignition with cupric oxide leaves nothing to

be desired in point of accuracy, and is a much quicker method
than any now in use, yet it was thought that some other agent

might be employed which would hasten the process still more.

Stannic oxide was tried for this purpose. To a weighed
quantity of pure tin* the nitro-mercurous phosphate was added,

then sufficient nitric acid, sp. gr. IITO, was poured upon tlic

mass to oxidize the tin completely. The whole was evaporated
to dryness on a radiator, ignited and weighed. The plan

seemed very promisino-, but the results, from some unknown
cause, were far from being satisilictory.

Another idea was to fuse the nitro-mercurous phospliate witii

some substance which had a low fusing point, so that tlie mcT-

cury might Ije volatilized, the phosphoric oxide ]-emanini,--.

Accordiuglv it was fused with free sulphur but some of tlie

phosphoric 'oxide was always volatilized. Potassic dichroraate

and plumbic chromate were both subjected to trial, but as the

results were very unsatisfoctory, further investigation in this

direction was ab:indoned.
These results prove couclu

the estimation of phosphoric
lerricf and uranic phosphatet

lue lea^t possible quantity of water and add an
causes tlie double chloride to crystallize out imi

recrystallization from acid solutions. Dry the s

equal weight of a mixture of one part of potassi,

foun?
'" "" P°'^^^^^^ ^""^'^^^^^ 0° ^'°°^^° ""

^""^

obtabed J.™P^^®' ''' *^ "^^''^ °^ ^^'^^
^^°ls«oh

precipitate witli th? anmoib-mngnesian^Solution
separation.

Otto's process of precipitating the phosphoric!
Pbate in the presence of tartaril acid was modifl<

phosphate was prepared by precipitating lernc
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3. On the X i Filtratio

Tlie sulphides of arsenic and antimony being quite easily

obtained have long been regarded as furnishing the readiest and
best means for the estimation of these two elements. A serious

objection has however arisen in the fact, that they must be de-

termined upon weiglied

filters, and that paper fil-

ters cannot be dried above

100° without danger of

loss. Hence a filter which

could be weighed easily

and withstand a high

temperature became a de-

sideratum.

Taylor* accomplislied

this with sand filters, ana

obtained some excellent

results. This method,

and careful

ipulation, reasons whieli

will probably prevent its

1 being generally used.

Under these circum-

ances the idea of using

cone made of very por-

ous earthenware, and as a substitute for the paper filter, pre-

sented itself to me, and has been carried out in the following

manner.

r grms. Mg,P207=36-l

lour. This method

With this i'ldditioi
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The cones* are made of very
liave an angle of about sixty de_^

following way

:

A section of a seamless rubber tube a, is stretched around the
mouth of a funnel h, preferably a Bunsen funnel, allowing a
portion of the tube to project above the top. This part will
immediately arrange itself at right angles to the top of the ftm-
nel

;
mto the circle thus formed the cone c, is put. It is then

connected with the Bunsen pump. When the cone is moistened
and the pressure applied, the rubber band forms an air-tight
jomt and the liquid runs through with great rapidity. Before
the cones are applied to quantitative work thev must be cai-o-

fully washed, first with concentrated chlorhydric acid, then with
(hstilled water, dried, and weighed. A small porcelain crucil)le
\yas always kept at the balance in which to w^eigh them. With
tills apparatus the following results have been obtained.
A sample of ordinary crystallized potassio-antimonylic

t:i Urate gave

(1) 1-1069 grms. gave -5570 grms. Sb3S3=35-94 pr. ct, Sb.

(2) 1-6985 " " -8550 " " "=35-96 " "

]\[ean 35-95.+

Mr. W. Lincoln also made an analysis of the same salt by
means of the cones, and kindly permits me to use his results.

(1) -4683 grms. gave -2388 grms. Sb,83=86-41 pr. ct. Sb.

(2) -8135 " <• -4144 " '" =36-38 " "

In all of these analyses Sb=120.
The Sb,S, was precipitated in the manner recommended by

Sharpies.;}: It is 1

-^
. - ^ .•_.. _:.„..i,i —....i ^...

this temperature converted

some time, a brisk current of sulphydri
tile liquid. The precipitate is then filtered upon
cone and the whole dried in an air bath at 300". '
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No formula has yet been found whicli agrees with either of

the percentages obtained. As the atomic weight of antiinmiv

is differently stated from 120 to 122, this is easily explaiur^-,
'

It is unfortunate that the atomic weight of antimonv i

so uncertain, but it is hoped that these results, agreeii^.

closely among themselves, will be accepted as proving the \.

of the process.

Arseiious Oxide.—This was the next substance analyzed. Th.'

sulphide was precipitated in the usual manner, but it was no-

ticed that by having the solution decidedly acid aud passing

through it a very rapid stream of sulpthydric acid, that the sid-

phide was obtained in a more granular condition.

The precipitate can be dried with impunity at 120".

140° the lemon-yellow sulphide commences to change t<

and at 180° is completely converted into the liver-red vaii'

AVith ordinary commercial arsenous oxide, the folio.

results were obtained.

(1) 1-7940 grras. gave 2-2260 grms. As2S3=:75-64 75-76 An

Mr. Lincoln obtained as the result of t

gi-ms. gave 1-1087 grms. 1

These results show that this process renders the estims

of antimony and arsenic one of the simplest and most accr

operations in qunntitative analysis.
The cones can be used repeatedly and can replace ];

niters in every case. They will undoubtedly be found to

great value in commercial work, for drying crystals and i

ing corrosive liquids. xVs they will stand sudden chauL

temperature without breaking, thev can be substituted :

vantage in many cases for crucibles.
In closing, I desire to return my sincere tlianks 1» my

teacher, Dr. Gibbs, who has furnished me with the inateri:

these investigations, and has aided me bv his counse.-

advice.



Glacial phenomena, etc.

TirK observations, upon which the followino^ remarks are
eiiu''l\- based, were made during the summers of 1869 and 1870
for the Ohio aeological Survey, and are here pubhshed, with
ponuission, in advance of the official report.

I. The Maumee occupies a broad shallow vallej with easy
>\^

'I us and without definite boundaries. It is the wcstwar. 1 i)r(>
-::-: ti.m of the trough occupied by Lake Erie, and includes

".n'v waters at least of the Wabash river as well as the
:isin of the Maumee. The highest point along the axis
:i!ley is at Fort Wayne, one hundred miles from Lake

lid is but 185 feet above the present level of that lake, so— uie descent cf the Maumee eastward is less than two feet
per uule; the sides of the valley rise with a slope near!v as
moderate to an altitude of 300 to 400 feet above the median
line. So nearly does it approximate to a plain that the conse-
quences of the earth's sphericity are not cancelled, and an
observer on onp sirl^ ia prevented from seeing the opposite by

ntervening land.

covered by a sheet of drift, that masks
ii^ minor irregularities and contributes to the general impression
Of a^plam. Where the drift has been freshly removed by the
|\asa (jf waves or currents, the surface of the underlying"rock
> Miown to be planed, striated, and ftirrowed by glacial action.
ii"' general bearing of the striae, subject to local deflection
''"111 details of contour, is parallel to that of the valley. At
-'maiisky City, and on Kelley's, Soufh Bass, and West Sister

f'^t^ ^s S. 80° W.; at Fremont and Genoa, east of Toledo,

^" - - o Y' ;
at various points in Lucas county, west of Toledo,

. ao ^^. ^^^^ ^^i^^g ^^^ Auglaize river near Defiance, S.W.
•

'"'I- <outh the bearing is still more southerly, being S. 35°

'-^^a, p., and S. 15° W. at Middlepoint near Van Wert.
iJiotion to which this system of striae is due was south-
i—lip the valley of the Maumee as it now lies,—and
'''opposite direction, is attested by some flint nodules

;
;

'"'led m limestones of the Waterlime Group on West Sister

nVr 1
'^? ^* Monclova near Toledo. By reason of their supe-

th' .J^^^'^^^^^S' t^iey w-ere able to resist, better than the limestone,

^nrf^'^"^^ « action, and they project boldly from the planed
;!;|f^'ces, protecting and maintaining each upon its west or lee

m, ^ ^^ain or ridge of undisturbed Hmestone.

Cl'iv f° Q^^^-'^^S ^rift is in chief part a blue clay—the Erie

beds f
William Logan—containing irregular, lenticular

01 sand and gravel, and abundant, but unequally dis-
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tribiited, glaciated boulders of all sizes up to a diam

twenty i'oet. It lias already been recognized bv Dr. Xrv .

as the sediment of a sea or 'ocean flanked by ghu-iors ami t.
-•

ing rock-laden icebergs; and every phase that has fallen wwm
my own observation has served to connnn the identilir;i;ion.

Its more elevated portions, which have been ewnipt i'lMin

lacustrine action, present a rolling surface with frequen:. uii-

draiuvMl hollows, occupied by lakelets or the deep swam|i.- il.at

have resulted from tiicir slo^v tilling; while at and below the

le^ el of 220 feet (above Lake Erie) ihis surface has hrni iv

modelled and levelled by the waves, currents and sedinui.
;'

Lak'c Erie.

Premising thus much of the gencjral character i>t' tlir

I will now ask the reader to notice, upon the a'-i'iiMij'

map, some peculiarities of the arranu-ement of the waUM''

North of the Maumee river, where the land sloi)cMo thy -

principal streams, the St. Joseph and TifHn rivers, cro- rre

system at right angles. Moreover, all the tributaries oi tliy >-

Joseph come from the northwest, while the country ea.-t oi'i: i>

drained by branches of the Tiffin, the divide between the w;>ier<

of the two streams running within five miles of the forn'or.

This feature is caused by a narrow step in the connirv— .i

natural embankment, that carries the St. Joseph across the lare

of the slope, as a mill-race is carried along the baidv of a stiram:

and that river may be said to result from theconflucnfeol east-

ward-flowing creeks that have found a barriei' in the rul.ne

which forms its eastern bank The slopes of this ridtic -n'

quite gentle and the height is moderate ; west of 15ryau. 'wli'-'re

it is crossed by a branch of the Lake Shore iiud MirlijLan

Southern Eailwaj^, it rises to an altitude of fifty feci.
^'''|"|^',f^^

the north line of Ohio it is barely distinguishable. Suj'erfici:!!'.^

it everywhere presents the same rolling gravelly clay a.-:
tue

surrounding country.

South of Fort Wayne the same phenomena are {)rc-^ontc'a :;5

the St. Marys river. The slope of the count iw i> t<>war.l ine

northeast, yet its course is to the northwest. Its trih'itano- art

from the south and west, while its right bank is drain-l ii}

branches of the Auglaize. Where the dividing ridge ha. d-ab

measured, it has an altitude of 35 to 50 feet ^
^^A con-elated feature of the two streams—the St. Mary.-

J ^^

St. Joseph—is that, forming the sides of a right auglo. tii^

unite at its apex, and the resultant river returns Avithm '

^^^^^-
^yu<^

The page of history recorded in these phenomena i?
^IJ^^^^

means ambiguous, the ridges, or, more propeidy, the i'|^^

which determines the courses of the St. Joseph and bt m-i ;
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titi :u
?tiniatelv with the confiLmration of the vallev, and

tow H !i,'^'''"^^^^"«f tl^e ice markings; its concavity is turned

UiT. ^ ^}^ '^^^«e o^ motion ; its greatest convexity is along the

^v-^fyeast resistance. The notch at Fort Wayne, through

wh n? ^ Maumee flows, was perhaps first cut by the river to

cleaned J
T^^tiring glacier gave rise, but has certainly been

^ 01 the subsequent deposit of clay by a later current,—



to be (le'scribed fartlier on. While it affords no section . i

moraine for examination, it yet confirms the general fact ^

existence, Lj demonstrating that the superficial ridge li;-

no nucleus of rock in situ. With the exception of tlie ^h.

no stream crosses the moraine from near Hudson. ]\[icl::_

.Fort Amanda, near Lima, Ohio, a distance of 83 jiiili's in :,

line and 120 miles on the line of the moraine. Beyond
points I have not traced it, but an inspection of the uki;

gests that it may be found along the upper waters of tlu'
"\

and Scioto rivers, as dotted in the accompanying chart,

would increase its leng-th and chord to 200 miles, and 12U w.

respectively.

The courses of the Tiffin and Auglaize riversare ^etermiaL';

by a more easterly, and so more recent, moraine of the same

system, but its form is less conspicuous, as this portion of the

valley has been greatly modified by lacustrine action. '\ iy

same agency has obliterated all superficial traces, if any exi-

South of the St. Marys river are other and numerous ni< r:

accompanied by glacial striee. Their character and C' >

have not yet been "studied
; but their presence carries the i....

back to an epoch of the cold period, when the margin of ;:

ice-field was farther south, and the glacier of the Maumee valley

was marged in the general mass. As the mantle of ice giw

shorter—and, in fiact, at every stage of its existence—its margin

must have been variously notched and lobed in conformity ^vitti

the contour of the country, the higher lands being first lam

bare by the encroaching secular summer. Early in the historv

of this encroachment the glacier of the Maumee valley consti-

tuted one of these lobes, and has recorded its form in the two

moraines that I have describecL

II. That Lake Erie formerly had an outlet past Fort Wayne.

Indiana, and down the Wabash valley, has for some years been

recognized by local obser\'ers ;* but, as there is reason to

believe that the fact is as yet unpublished, an account ot it

will not be without interest to the public. I was led to mate

an examination of this outlet by its relation to certain cotem-

poraneous beach lines that I had occasion to examine and trace

in Ohio.

The relation of the waters of the Great Lakes to t^^^ir shores

has undergone a series of changes since it was first estaDlisne ,

by the recession or drainage of the iceberg-bearing sea, at i

close of the Drift period. Some of these changes appear^

have been gradual and others comparatively sudden, while; the
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a is of rest are plainly marked bv the beach lines, of
a series is presented near the borders of each of the

.
-iithning their ancient limits. In Jhe Mauniee valley

: these periods of rest are distinctly recorded, the water
i'oing marked at 220, 195, 165 and" 90 to 65 feet, above
i-rie, along the line of the Air Line branch of the Lake
;<nd Michigan Southern Eaihvay, running west Jrom

'. Two of these beach lines have' been traceil for sonif
"across the country, and their courses are ni;iik<<l 011

->inpanving^ map. The lower of the two is liic ..i,c ;it

L Lake Erie then stretched sixty miles up the val'r\
-ite of the town of Defiance, covering all that (or-'
Mown as the Black Swamp. The upper b^ach i-

- of the series, and records a lake level at Adi-ian. T-

Rumbus Grove of 220 feet above the ]m->on\. ui L>lu ;.

i^hos. and of 205 feet at New Haven, six mih- ea:i u.
~A ayne. Toward the latter point the l)eaeh liiK s e^ >u\ eige,

- from the northeast and southeast; but. inslead t>r uni-
ii"'y become parallel, and are continued as the sides of a
^.ater-course, through which the Great Lake Lasiu then

^^^uiged its surplus waters. At New Haven tliis chaimel is
'iyt less than a mile and a half broad, and has an averaoe dciith
ot 20 feet, with sides and bottom of drift. For twentv-hve
miles this character continues, and there is no notable fall.
ihree miles above Huntington, Indiana, however, the drift l)ot-

^ f

'^ ^^Pjaced by a floor of Niagara limestone, and the descent
westward becomes comparatively quite rapid. At Huntington
tbe valley is contracted in width to one mile, and is walled,^ on
one side at least, by rock in situ. In the eastern portion of this
ancient nver bed the Maumee and its branches have cut chan-
nels titteen to twenty-five feet deep, without meeting the under-
^"ig limestone. Most of the inter^^al from Fort Wayne to
auntmgton is occupied by a marsh, over which meanders
^mie river, an insignificant stream whose only claim to the title

river seems to lie in the magnitude of the deserted channel
w nich It is sole occupant. At Huntington the Wabash river

merges from a narrow clefl of its own carving, and takes pos-
session of the broad trough to which it was once but a humble

^
Dutary. The limestone above Huntington is the rocky rim

noi f°^
^^V^ch determined the altitude of the overflow at this

\h
''^•^

1.^^
^''^ ^*^^* ^^o^^e *^^^ present level of Lake Erie.

^
ove It the stream must have resembled the Detroit, bearing

bot'f
^^ surface, but with enough current to excavate its soft

LiJ:f"^.''^«"iewhat deeply where the marsh and prairie of the

thp tJ-^^^^
^^'^ a^e spread ; below, it was more comparable to

Corn f^^^^ at Buffalo, where it rushes over the outcrop of the
niierous limestone. At Fort Wayne the St. Joseph and St
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Marys contribatecl tlieir waters. Their mouths were morr
fifty feet higher than now, and tlie flood-plains of graves

sand, which they then formed, now flank their valleys uc^ U'l-

races, and can be traced for fofty miles toward their sourco^

When, by the retiring of the lake, they were united, but slight

cause was needed to turn them eastward along the level bot-

tom of the deserted channel, and they have now cut their beds

so deeply in the drift, that the highest freshets do not connect

them with the Little river.

In addition to its general interest, the fact of- this ancient.

southwesterly lake-discharge is an important element in the

study of the nature of the changes, in virtue of which the

lakes have stood at so many different levels since the ice-

period. The idea suggested by Dr. Newberry (in a paper betbr:-

the Boston Society of Natural History in 1862), that they may

have been due to local, rather than continental, upheaval an I

depression, receives here strong confirmation. At the point

where Lake Michigan once found outlet southward through the

Desplaines river,* the rocky barrier is but four feet above the

present level of that Lake, and seventeen feet above Lake Erie.

A barrier of drift may have existed one hundred feet higher.

At the Wabash outlet the rocky rim is 170 feet above Lake

Erie, and was probably covered by fifty feet of drift. And at

Lewiston, where the Niagara commenced its work, the eleva-

tion of the rim is 88 feet higher than the present Lakaf
The order in which these channels were opened and deserteii.

is not yet known, but whatever sequence is supposed, it
'

equally evident that the changes that produced it must have

involved the tilting and warping of the land. At whatever

time the Wabash valley received the discharge, the barner>.

east and west, must have been relatively much higher than at

present. To restore now the old water level and current at

Fort Wayne, we would need, not merely to fill the gorge of the

Niagara, and renew the escarpment at Lewiston, but to con-

struct on that escarpment a retaining wall 170 feet high and

many miles in length ; and, after filling the valley of the Pes-

plaines to the height—one hundred feet—of the adjacent drilt

hills, another hundred feet would be needed to complete tlie

dam. Just what has been the warping of the basin to produce

tliis contortion of the rim, I am not prepared to say, but tne

American Lakes considered as chronometers of post-glacial time" (Trans. Chic^

Acad. ScL, vol ii, p. 14); and the additional data here given in regard to n «

kindly furnished me, by the siime gentleman, in a private letter. „ ^^ r, '^'^i

+ Xat. Hist, of Xew York, Geology of Fourth District. By James Hall, p. ^-
It is interesting to note, in passing, that the containing rock was m e^

^^-j^

because there alone was an underlying softer rock exposed.
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vhich have affected the valley of the lakes in post-gI:i-
e. The field for exploration is large, and the d°at;i

^-ivady accumulated inconsiderable, but we may hope the geo-
logical surveys now in progress in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan,
and ui Canada, will in a few years develop the whole subject.

^^'^. H.—Memorandum on the Amphipleura pellucida; by
J. J. WooDWAKD, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.

The attention of microscopists has frequently been directed
ot late years, to the Amphipleura pellucida or Navicula acus,
a.> a test object well suited to try the defining powers of the
erv best object glasses. The length of this diatom is stated

^' i'ntchard as ranging from ^^tb to 3Kth of an inch.

•riAif^'f^^®.
®^^'^ is given by the Micrographic Dictionary at

0044 of an mch. The striae, which are exceedingly difiicult,
^erehrst described by Messrs. Sollitt and Harrison, who esti-
timated them at from 120,000 to 130,000 to the inch. Their
stimate has been adopted by the Micrographic Dictionary and

tli I
"^^Jo^^y of modern writers who have referred to this

y, but so many difficulties beset the resolution that few mi-
croscopists appear to have attempted to verify the original
estimates. Indeed most observers would seem to have been

STI^*"^ in their efforts to resolve the Amphipleura even

i"^
*^^ '^est objectives and some have gone so far as to denv

"« existence of any striae upon the fmstules of this species.
'

spvp^?^^
microscopists who claim to have seen the stria,

^I^^!^}
^?^d seem to differ from the original estimates of

their fineness. Dr. Eoyston Pigott,

definition " in the Monthly Mi-

down ti"^^
"^-"^iuiu nave recently attracted much attention, sets

thp n+i^
\^ number at 150,000 to the inch. Dr. Carpenter, on

Re °i 5 ^^,^d' in the 4th edition of "The Microscope and its

MpJi! o'^f;.
expresses the opinion that even the estimates of

Mr T ki^ /? ''''^ Harrison are too high: and we are told by

thatM T V^^*^^^ Microscopical Journal, vol. iii, p. 104)

DhinU
^" ,^^l^nd has recently " succeeded in counting the Am-

i^^^ieura hues and finds them 100 in ^oVoth of an inch."

receivS"
^^^'^^^s ago two slides of Amphipleura pellucida were

andW 1
® ^^"^y Medical Museum Irom Messrs. Powell

Am Jo
' ^°^ ^ succeeded in obtaining excellent resolution

OCR. Sci,_Third Series, Vol. I, No. 6.—Mat, 1871.
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by the immersion ^-gth. of these makers. The frustules on

the two slides were found to measure from xTo'th to ji;;th

of an inch in length. Resolution could be satisfactorily effec-

ted and the strife counted on any of them. I took eight

successful negatives from medium size and small frustules,

and verified the counts made in the Microscope by counting

the striae on the glass negatives. I found the stri» on medium

sized frustules, say ^^ o^h of an inch in length, counted usuallv

from 90 to 93 striee" to the y^noth .of an inch; in that selected

for the two photographs which accompany this memorandum

the number was 91 to the y oV o^h of an inch. Larger frustules

exhibited rather coarser, smaller ones rather finer striae. On

the smallest frustules at my disposal, several of them only

yijth of an inch in length, I found no example in whicli the

number of strias exceeded 100 to the yoVoth of an inch. The

striae of these smallest and most difficult frustules do not then

rival in fineness the nineteenth band of the Nobert's plat

has been asserted by some; they compare rather with tm

teenth and seventeenth bands.
After making the photographs I extended my obsen;!

to a number of other slides of Amphipleura pellucida uku.-

ing two of the original specimens from Hull, kindly sent to the

Museum some time since by Mr. W. S. SuUivant, of Columbus.

Ohio, and the example in the First Century of Eulenstein. 1

found that different slides varied considerably in the ease with

which I could resolve them, chieflv as I think on account ot

the thickness of the glass covers, which in several instances did

not permit the best work of the immersion yV^^^-
P^A^ps,

however, the markings on some frustules may be shallower

than on othere whose striae count the same number to the

yoVo^h of an inch. In any event I have found, as yet, do

slides the covers of which permit the y^th to be apppro^^

mately adjusted, on which it was impossible to resolve t^

frustules, and no frustules the strise of w^hich exceeded IW w

the ToV flth of an inch. ,

The best resolution I was able to obtain by ordinary im
light was not very- satisfactory. I used therefore, d^^^^^,.

investigation, direct sunlight, rendered monochromatic by pa^

sage through the solution of ammonio-sulphate of copper-

parallel pencil of such light was concentrated by the achromaj^

condenser, which was suitably decentred to attain
^^^^^^J

.;,'.

The same illumination was employed in making the f^

graphs. I have since had the pleasure of exhibiting the re.

lution in quite as satisfactory a manner to several microscopic

by monochromatic light obtained from the electric lamp.

"War Department, Surgeon General's Office,

Army Medical Museum, Feb. 1, 1871.



Aet. JjTL—Memorandum on the Surirella gemma; bj J. J.

Woodward, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.

The Surirella gemma has been recommended b.y Hartnack
as a test for immersion objectives of bigb povvei-s.

'

I have not
gamed access to his original description, but find accounts of
his views, with figures, in the works of Drs. Carpenter and
l^rey. (<' The Microscope and its Eevelations," 4th edition, p.
182. "Das Mikroskop," 3d edition, p. 40.) Hartnack ob-
served fine longitudinal striae in addition to the fine
ones previously known to exist between the large
nbs

;
he supposed the true markings to have the form of elon-

gated hexagons.
Two handsome slides of this diatom were received at the

Army Medical Museum a few months since, from Bourgogne
ot Pans. A careful study of these by monochromatic sunlight
inchnes me to the opinion that Hartnack's interpretation is er-
roneous, and that the fine strise are in reality rows of minute
Jf^^isphencal bosses ; from which, as in the case of other di-
o+ xr .

arance of hexagons would readily result if the
- vvds uuserved by an objective of inferior defining power
I used, or if the illumination was unsuitable. This

memorandum is accompanied by two photographs exhibiting
^hat I saw

; one is magnified 1,034, the other 3,100 diameters.
ihe pnncipal frustule shown in these photographs is ^i^th of
an inch m length. (The mean length of S. gemma is stated
^J the Microscopic Dictionary at ^i^th of an inch.) The

the^ ^T^^^"^^
striae counted longitudinally at the rate of 72 to

1 /"/" ^^ ^^ ^^^^ Transversely these were resolved into

Qf^®^
appearances which counted laterally 84 to the ToVoth

finp i!^^ •
^^ *^® structure consists, as I suppose it does, of

^"e uemisptierical bosses, proiecting from the surface of the
J^ustuies, the fact that these bosses are set together more closely

aoi-
^J^^sverse direction than in the longitudinal would

^ount for the elongated form of the pseudo-hexagons when

deE*?!-^^^^^
^^ *^® photographs closely approach Hartnack's

^nption, but it is easy to observe that these are not the parts
^^ich are most nearly in focus.

deri T^^?
resolved this diatom by monochromatic light

^aZ^ ^^'^ *^e electric lamp. The appearances obtained

Z^
Identical with those above described.

wPKS,?"'-^^'^^ 5«?«^«»'« Office.
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LIU.

—

Calorimetric Investigations ; by E. BuNSEN*

2. The Determination of specific heat

The simplest way of obtaining tbe specific heat of a substance

is to determine once for all the amount of heat, expressed in

scale divisions, which one gram of water loses in cooling from

1° C. to 0° C, and to divide by the value W,c thus formed, the

quantity of heat "W, measured on the same scale, which one

gram of the substance loses for the same difference in tempera-

ture. If the weight of the substance is G, its temperature t,

the number of corrected divisions which the mercury thread of

the scale has advanced T, then the specific heat desired results

from the equation S =^ ^- , - - . - (6)

in which, for ^, the boiling point of water, corresponding to the

state of the barometer during the experiment, is to be taken.

In order to communicate to substances the constant tempera-

ture t, use is made of the apparatus, fig. 4 (p. 173), which is drawn

to a scale of } of its real size. The tin vessel A, which is provi-

ded with a water guage, contains as much water as is necessary

in order that, by means of the small gas lamp underneath, a con-

tinual jet of steam of 12 hours duration may be produced. IM
steam enters through the rubber tube o, and the outer glass vessel

B into the rubber tube h, which communicates with an ordmaiy

condenser. Within the vessel B, which is filled with contnu-

ally renewed steam, is the heating vessel / in the form_ ol an

ordinary thin -walled test-tube whose upper opening is not

widened out but somewhat narrowed and cut off sharply. ^-^

opening projects several millimeters above the rubber ^^P^^
closing the outer vessel B. When the body to be wanned nas

remained in the vessel/ which is surrounded on all sides ov

steam, about one hour, then the whole apparatus, through wnic

the steam still flows, is held by means of the cork ring n ;

the suu

closed mouth j9 is on the likewise closed mouth 6 (fig. 1) ^^ ^^
snow-surrounded calorimeter, the stoppers are rapidly rem^J '

while almost simultaneously, by tilting the heating appa^^ ^

B, the heated body is allowed to fall into the water a, Hg
^j

The time consumed in falling amounts to only a very sro

fraction of a second, so that the cooling during the same m .

be considered as vanishingly small. • j n

On the bottom of the inner vessel a, fig 1, is coBtainea^

small, perfectly moistened plug of loose cotton wool, ^^'^^'

* Translated for this Journal, with permission of the author, from Po^^jjjco.'

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Bd. cxli, by Dr. G. E. Moore, of ban J^t^"
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prevent its rising, is twisted around a coiled platinum wire.

This cotton answers a double purpose : in the first place it pre-

vents the glass vessel from being injured bj the falling in of
specifically lieavj bodies ; then in addition it aids in the removal
from the apparatus of the substances which have been used in
the experiment. To effect this, a properly bent wire is bored
into the cotton, which, with the substance resting upon it, is

drawn therewith to the mouth of the tube, the substance is re-

moved and the cotton without being taken out of the vessel is

returned by means of the wire to its former place,
The principal advantage, which, independent of its great del-

t just described possesses over all other cal-

that the entire heat which the heated
ijoily evolves is employed, without any loss, in the ice melting:
the weights of the substances which give up their heat to the 0° C.
cooled water of the vessel a, fig. 1, is so small compared with
the weight of this water, that the temperature can never rise to

* C. As the water has at this temperature its maximum den-
sity, the fluid which warms itself on the bottom of the vessel a
can never rise, and is protected from every loss of heat, not
employed in ice melting, by a high superincumbent water
column at 0° Q, whose conducting capacity for heat is vanish-
ingly smaU. This circumstance may be observed very beauti-
fully on the ice cylinder, when it has been used for 30 to 40
experiments. There is then to be found in the ice, quite far
down on the bottom, where the vessel a is rounded off, a hol-
ow space, melted out and filled with water, which possesses
tne very regular form of a small glass matrass, while the ice
cyhnder above this part appears throusrhout its whole extent
entirely unaltered.
The weight of the substance to be investigated need be, ac-

cordmg to the specific heat to be expected, no greater than O'S
pams, to at most 4 grams. If the substance is a fluid, or if it
i* subject to alteration by the access of air or water, it is, as in

'lr^^^^°
analysis, sealed in the lightest possible gla;

ubstanc(

^M of platinum wire, heavy enough to effect the in..^^.^.^^.

f
^oiild probably be still more convenient to employ in all

hp ? '\^'^^^' *^S^t^3^ closing platinum vessel. The amount of

in ^r^
the glass case and platinum spiral emit is mcluded

the D-1

^^^^^^^*j*^^ ^» the Jbllowing manner: Let the weight of

I
teat, mea

class of the ,
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= 215-6

= 100^-0 C.

= 4-5942 gra

"Wy was calculated by the same equation from the following

observations conducted on two kinds of glass, by which the

weight of glass employed in the experiment is denoted by G.

and the elements for the determination of T according to equa-

GIa^s«.MndI ..p?.rf-£"

?^re«l':fC;^,a»: .

- G
°?;^?r ',".'4M^i'»?'-Mc

M,-Mo
Movements on scale before' the ex-

periment, - - - - m'
r"

1 +0-OU
periment, ....

OsciUation on the scale, - Qo-Q. 159-1 28J;9_i«£l_-

For the first sort of glass, W;=2-7446

;

for the second W^=2-8616
W^=2-8777

Mean 2-8697

W„ is obtained from the two following experiments
of the equation

7-(W^(>tf+W,Gp)
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E.ptl. Expt. 2.

Weight of the water, - - G 0-8333 0-3333

Weight of the glass case, - Gg 0-2223 0-2223

Weight of the platinum load, Gp 0-5230

Temperature communicated, 99°-474C. 99°-474C.

Duration of the experiment, - M -M„ 76' 86'

Movements on the scale before the
experiment, -

Movements on the scale after the ..
expenment,

Observed divisions on the scale, Q„-Q, 573-9 568-1

Constants, W,=0-4692 ; W^=2-870

The ealculation gives: from experiment 1 : W^= 14-660

2:W«,=14-654
in the mean W«,= 14-657

For the explanation of the method already described, I ap-

pend the results of several determinations conducted on chemi-
cally pure substances, whose specific heat has been determined
with great accuracy by the previously customary method of

mixture. The elements of observation in these experiments
are to be found arranged in the following table 4, whose letter-

ing relates to equations (5) and (7).

Table 4.

Substance investigated,
j

Castsuver. Cast Zinc. -^sr „as.
^eigljt of the substance
Jeight of the glass case,

Movements on scale be-
fore the experiment,

tj'^'^/^^t^?^ scale after

^tiononthe'soale.

Gp

Mj-Mo

Qo^'-Qi

ioo°-ooc.

297-7 343-8

3-8575

99°-80C.

1-8675

99..80C. 1 00-00 c.

^om'^,^ . - W=l4-657

In the following table 5 are to be found the specific heats

computed from these values to^rether with the ones found by
^eguault by the method of mixture.
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Substances.
Icee.o..e.

Regnault.

a.h.

Water, - - -

Silver, - - • -

Zinc, - - - .

Antimony,
Cadmium, - - -

Sulphur, - - .

0-0559

0-0495

0-0648

0-1712

0-0570

0-0956

0-0567

-0-0011

-0-00-21

-0-0014

-0-0052

It will be seen that the values obtained with the ice calorime-
ter agree very closely with those obtained by Eegnault by
means of the method of mixture, but have always been found
somewhat smaller. Whether this constant deviation has its

origin in the difference in the methods employed can be the

less decided from these few experiments as they were conducted,
to be sure with the avoidance of all considerable sources of

eiTor, but without special care, while I was at the same time

occupied in other labors.

The following table 6, contains experiments made with seve-

ral pure elements wliose specific heats could not previously be

determined. The specific heats and atomic heats calculated

therefrom, are arranged together in table 7.

substance investigated. lacUum. indlun.. ^-^-^-
: CalciuM CaU-i,..

Weight Of the substance G 1-1514 1-1514 : 0-)s->'

We,Mort.e,Iasse.
Gg ^ 0-3287 0-6683 0-666O

load, - . 0-4239 0-4239 0-4239

1

cated, - - 99-78 C.

Duration of the experi-
1

106' 65'

Movements on the scale
before tlie experiment, -0-130 -0-063

Movements on the scale
mo

after the experiment,

Qo-Qx 100-2 276-8
!

280-2 277 3 296

Constants, - Wg=2-^45; Wp=0-4692; Y^=U-Q

In relation to the material employed in these experimeii'

and the results obtained therewith, the following is to be iv-

marked. The ruthenium was prepared from the perfectly

osraium-free so-called iron residues of the mint of St. Peters-

burg. For this purpose the gray powder was taken, whicfi



0-0611

0-1722

0-1686

Indium,

37-8

ation of this material witli barium
L of chlorine gas, and which gives by melt-

ing with potassic hydrate a copious yield of potassic ruthenate.
The oxide thrown down from this salt by fractional precipita-
tion with carbonic acid was converted into chloride with hydro-
chloric acid, the aqueous solution of this latter salt was precipi-
tated with hydrogen gas, and the metal, in the state of lustrous

hydrogen to remove eve.-'Mi
tni It' of oxide. It proved on examination to be entirely free
i!'<nii the other platinum metals. The specific heat found there-
ior accords, as might be expected, with the previously accepted
atomic weight.
The calcium was reduced by electrolysis from melted calcium

chloride. It formed small pale golden-yellow globules with a
Qigh metaUic luster, which take in the air, very rapidly, a gray-
ish tarnish. Before enclosing in the glass envelope, they were
shaved bright in an atmosphere of carbonic acid. Upon exam-
jnation, it proved to be almost entirely pure. From the atomic
neat thus found, it may be concluded that the previously accept-
ed atomic weight C«=20 is the correct one, and need not, as
lias become necessary with the atomic weights of the alkali
metals, be halved.

«-' nder allotropic tin is understood the singular modification
^liis metal, which appears to form from ordinary tin by long

"'1 very low temperature. The specimen investigated
"in the large mass, altered by the cold of an unusually
1 severe wanter, on which Fritzsche had observed this

'le allotropy, first described by him. The mass con-

' an aggregate of small undeterminate angular rods

"herent in one direction, which crumbled by even
-•^sure. This tin possesses, as I have convinced myself,

"gree of purity, ' '
' "^

"'^' "" ""

. . ^ -—3 metalliv. ou.xpiiivAa. -.^.. ^.^.

|onsists are not brittle but ductile like ordinary tm. The n
'^otropic metal investigated was obtained by re-melting the
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allotropic variety. BotTi modifications lead to nearly the same
specific results.

The indium employed showed itself to be entirely free from
tin, cadmium and iron. Oxidised by nitric acid and evaporated
with sulphuric acid, it left upon solution in alcohol, no trace of

plumbic sulphate. 1-0592 grams of the metal dissolved without
loss in nitric acid, gave after evaporation and ignition 1-2825

grams indie oxide. If the latter, according to the previous views,

be considered as consisting of equal atoms, there results from

this determination the value for the atom of indium, In=37-92,
which number agrees very closely with the one determined by

Winkler, In-37-81. This atomic weight, multiphed into the

obtained specific heat S^, gives, however, for the atomic heat of

indium the value, S^ In=2 13, which does not agree with the

The previously accepted hypothesis, that indie oxide is con-

stituted according to the formula InO, appears therefore no

longer tenable. If the atomic weight be accepted as once and

a half so great, In=56-7, then will the atomic heat be, S>=
3-23, nearly equal therefore to that of the other elements. The

atomic weight 56-7 removes the anomaly, that indie oxide which

was previously considered monacid, is, according to its entire

deportment, analogous to that class of trin-acid bases, which

forms no alums. For the previously accepted formulae, given

in column I of the following table 8, must therefore be sub-

stituted the ones in column II.

Black indions oxide, InO ? InO ?

Yellow indie oxide, InO IngOg
Gr«^en indious-indic oxide, 5lnO, IngO 2lnO, IngOj
Gray indous-indic oxide, 4lnO, In^O 3lnO, 210303
Hydrous indie oxide, InO,' HO In2O3,3H0
In.lic sulphate, InO, SO,, 3H0 In^O,, 3SO3, 9H0
Indie chloride, In€l In^eig

"^"chlorideT
'''''''

[ 2^4^1. 3ln€l, 2H0 2?fH,€l, lu,eU,2W

The ammonium-indic-chloride, prepared by E. G. Meyer, and

cited in this scheme, possesses, according to the new formula, an

analogous composition with ammonium rhodic chloride, wbicn

likewise contains 2 atoms of water. Whether or no the alterea

atomic weight finds comfirmation in an isomorphism m these

salts I have been unable to investigate ; I shall, however, return

to this subject in a research, to be published later, on rubidium-

During this winter, for such experiments very unftworaD
^I have been unable to make a trial of the instrument as to
j

L of the latent heats of melting.
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will only mention here that the latent heat of melti

results already, with an accuracy which leaves n

corresponds to —^ grams of melted ice. The constant W„,

determined from equation (8), gives the number of scale divi-

sions which correspond to one of the units of heat defined in

the beginning of this treatise. One scale division of the colori-

meter corresponds therefore to ^units of heat. If I denotes

the latent heat of melting for water, then will y^ give the

weight of ice, expressed
scale division. There

^^WJ^v ^''' according to equation (2), /= ^-^.
If the above found values

^5=0-00085257 W„=14-660 W„=M-654
be substituted in the equation, there is obtained for the latent

heat of melting of water 1 : 80-01

80-04

In the mean, 80-025

The value found by other observers by the method of mix-
ture is, according to Regnault, 79-4; Person, 80-0; Hess, 80-3.

The heat of combustion of gases may be determined by
means of the ice calorimeter with far greater accuracy than has
been possible with any of the methods previously at our dispo-

sal. From the heat of combustion of hydrogen it follows with
the aid of equation (4), that 10 cubic centimeters of this gas at

C. and 0'76 mercury pressure, would produce by their com-
bustion with oxygen an oscillation of 453 scale divisions on the

instrument employed in the experiments just described. It is

therefore sufficient to burn a very small quantity of gas, and
therefore one easily to be prepared in a state of purity, m the

calorimeter, and to observ-e the oscillation on the scale thereby

produced, in order to obtain directly the heat of combustion,

expressed in units of heat, without any of the corrections, m
part very uncertain, which were previously unavoidabla
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Art. jay.— On the Geology of the Delta, and the Mudlumps of
the Passes (f the Mississippi; by EuG. W. Hilgard.

A glance at the map shows that in descending the Mississippi

from New Orleans, we find a narrow strip of land only | to 3

miles wide, dividing the river from the waters of the Gulf: from
the head of Oyster Bay opposite Pointe a la Hache (about half

way between the city and the head of the Passes), clown to

the mouths. Such, at least, is the case on the left bank ;
on tl it-

right, the "neck" begins a few miles below Fort Jackson.

Down to the forts, the aspect of the " Coast" is generally pretty

much the same, where its original character has not been lost by

cultivation or encroachment of the river. Nearest the river,

and highest above water level, are the sandy "willow bat-

tures," where the willow, mingled with and occasionally re-

placed by the cottonwood, forms the predominant growth. Be-

yond lies a belt of woodland, timbered chiefly with hve-oak,

magnolia, and cottonwood, often deeply veiled with long-moss

;

this belt embraces the richest and most durable soils of the

''Lower Coast," and is mostly occupied by magnificent planta-

tions of sugar cane and orange orchards. Beyond these, loom

in the distance the sombre-hued, moss-curtained denizens ot

the^ cypress swamp, their tops forming a level platform sharply

defined against the horizon. Between the swamp and the wa-

ter's edge, seaward, there usually intervenes a zone of reeds,

with here and there a stunted cypress, bay, or candleberry busli,

where the salt water has but slight access.
Whde such is the general order of succession of these belts

of vegetation where they coexist, either or both of the two

middle ones may locally be absent. Such is always the case

where the "neck" is very narrow, as happens below the forts.

Thence to the mouths of the passes, the willow batture and the

reed mai-sh alone, with few exceptions, form the barrier be-

tween the river and the sea ; it is traversed by numerous smah

bayous, some of which are in great part the work of the duck-

hunters that supply the New Orleans market, and whose pur-

suit leads them to penetrate the marsli for the purpose of reach-

mg the favorite resorts of their game. These bayous increase

in frequency as we descend, and in approaching the mouths oj

the passes, the intervals between them become smaller, uutij

they gradually become sheets of water dividing islands ;

and

Imally, just inside the bar, we have the latter resolved into nu-

merous individual "mudlumps," dotting the surface of the sea,

on both sides of the main channel.
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Sir Charles Lyell remarks (Principles of Geology, 10th ed.,

p. 448), that the phenomenon of the mudlumps is without par-
allel, so far as known, in the delta of any other river. The
same remark might, I think, appply to two other peculiarities,

viz: the protrusion of the long neck of land into the Gulf;
and the fact that, after failing to send out any branch of impor-
tance for a hundred miles the great river suddenly divides at
one point into three widely divergent branches, the middle one
of which (the South Pass), forming the direct continuation of
the channel, is the smallest, and has long ceased to be navigable.
Evidently, a strong extraneous obstacle alone could turn aside
the powerful current, and permanently resist its erosive and un-
dermining action. And now, the channel which carries the
main current (the Southwest Pass), faithful to the old tradition,
IS rapidly pushing out into the Gulf its narrow bands, of reedy
marsh, without a branch of any consequence in ten miles from
the head of the Passes to the light-house.
A glance at the coast lines, as well as at the intricate ramifica-

tions characterizing the deltas of the Ehine, the Po, the Danube,
the Ganges, or the Hoaug-Ho ; or the broad inlets forming the
mouths of the rivers of South America, will show the unique-
ness of the Mississippi mouths ; the Nile and the Lena alone
exhibiting a general form at all analogous, yet very distinct in
detaa ^^For the islands off the Lena mouths are not "mud-
mmps ;" and the tongue of land separating Lake Menzaleh from
the Damietta branch of the Nile, is a mere sand-bar, exhibiting
no analogy save that of form, with the remarkable "necks" of
the Mississippi Passes.

.

It would be fair to infer, a priori,
'^

"y uie Mississippi mouths ; not only at the present time, but for
^any ages past

;
perhaps ever since the broad flood of the Terrace

^P^^ subsided into the present Mississippi.
ihe characteristic features of the mudlumps have successively

^een described and discussed by Sidell,* Forshey,t Chase,
Beauregard and Latimer4 Thomassyg and Lyell.|| Yet as the
Phenomena are nowhere described in their entirety, I will here,
as briefly as possible, recapitulate the important points.

tfe**^ ^^ ^^P*- Talcott, 1839, in Humphreys and Abbott's Report, App. A.
t MS. Report, 1850.

J,fW of the Board of Engineers J

gress Doc. 1852-53
^
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The mudlumps originate in upheavals of the bottom, in the

region lying between the extreme point of the mainland and
the crest of the bar, at the main outlets of the passes. They
all lie within a distance of from one to three miles from the
axis of the main current, and nowhere extend into the bays in-

tervening between the several active mouths. The pilots are
under the impression that they form more frequently in the
main channel than elsewhere ; but allowance must be made for

the natural infrequency of their observations outside ofthe latter

;

so that only the more obvious and remarkable changes of the
bottom, when occurring outside of their regular range, would
be likely to come under their notice. A priori^ it would seem
probable that inasmuch as the resistance to the upheaving force,

other things being equal, must be less in deep than in shallow
water, the lumps would rise more frequently and more rapidly
in the channel than elsewhere. On the other hand, the denu-
ding force of the river current must greatly diminish the chan-
ces of any such upheaved mass appearing above the surface, or
even becoming manifest by a diminution of depth, when pro-
gressing slowly. "Weighing these considerations against each
other, I think a balance remains in favor of the pilot's opinion ;

the more as concurrent testimony goes to show that whenever
the channel is changed, either by the accumulation of deposit or
the interference of a mudlump upheaval, the old channel is

promptly occupied by mudlumps throughout the abandoned
portion.

As regards the rapidity of the upheaval, it appears to vaiy
irom an almost secular rate, to that of several feet in 24 hours.
It has been rumored that lumps had been seen to rise visibly,
and burst open like a bubble, but I have been unable to trace
the statement to any reliable source, and it is discredited by the
pilota The most rapid rise of which I have obtained reliable

information was witnessed by Capt Andrews, of New Orieans.

4j states that a steamer having run aground about nightfall in-

side the bar, her bow being on a mudlump in about 2^ feet of

J^ater, he towed her off during the night, and in the morning
round the imprint of her bow 18 to 24 inches above water, in the
sott mud. Allowing for the possible maximum influence of
tides m favor of the difference observed, the minimum rate of

JJPheaval, according to these data, still amounts to one inch per
^our. Nor is this the only case in which a rapid shallowing of
tne water has been observed as a consequence of the grounding
01 large vessels. This has usually been ascribed to the accu-
mulation of deposit in the slack water so formed, and in many
distances this may have been the true cause. But this explana-

tion can hardly apply to the case detailed above, and it is rea-
sonable to suppose that the shock of a grounding vessel may
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in many cases prove " the hair that breaks the camel's back.

"

when acting upon a portion of bottom just about to peld to

the upheaving force, and therefore in a state of unstable equi-

librium. Future observations, however, will readily settle tiie

Of authentic observations illustrating ordinary rates of risiiiir,

I quote the following remarks of Mr. H. L. Marindin, U. 6.

Coast Survey, who in 1867, while engaged in the survey of the

mouths, at my request paid considerable attention to the phe-

nomena of the mudlumps, and made an interesting report to me

on the subject, dated June 20th, and accompanied by speei-

" Since the first examination of the mudlumps on Soiitl

Pass Bar, there have appeared numerous lumps in the vii

of the main channel, whose appearance cannot be attribiuc

other causes than the upheaval of the bottom by some unkii

agency ; since tidal observations made during the month of Apr; ..

May and part of June, show no material decrease in the height oi

water in the river, other than the daily ebb of the tide. In one

instance, also, on this bar, it has been ascertained from surveys

made at different times, that where in the month of April a

channel with fifteen feet of water existed, there is now a lump.

doubtless still forming, with only six feet of water on it at the

highest staga"
Making allowance for a possible accumulation of deposit, the

rate of rise cannot, in this instance, be estimated at less than two

feet per month
; which, so long as the lump remains under wa-

ter, seems to be no unusual amount. When, however, the sur-

face of the water is once reached, the rising becomes slower or

ceases altogether, owing probably to the greater weight acquired

by the "material upon its emergence. At least, I have failed to

find much above tide level, any material which did not bear

distinct evidence of its having been formed, not by river allu-

vion, but by the action of the regular mudsprings ; which, if not

now active upon all the lumps, have demonstrably been instru-

mental in forming the great majority of the masses now above

I do not know that any one has ever witnessed the first out-

burst of a mudspring on a newly risen lump ; but we find them

m all stages of progress, from the islet bearing its first tuit o

rushes, to the active cones glistening in the sunshine, and from

time to time, when an unusually large gas bubble rises, spatter-

ing the liquid mud (which usually flows in a quiet stream) au

over the slopes ; then the half-extinct cone, in whose crater a

little pool of salt water is at long intervals agitated bv a g^
bubble ; then the extinct and collapsed cone, surrounded by a

circular moat and Somma-like ring-wall ; next, the old lump
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agged outlines, whose disintegrated materials are rapidly yieid-

ng to the combined attack of rain, sunshine aad wave's, till

omething looking like a large stump of a tree is all that re-

nains of an island of several acres ; and finally the shoal, marked
n-'laiigerous rollers, whose surface, on a calm day, still exhibits
!i<> concentric markings corresponding to the several cones
•'-''•''. '"originally built up the island.

' -i-et being unable at the present time, to present a

-of the '
"''

1857.

Nascent Lumps.—As regards the first, it is probable that a
good many lumps never pass beyond that stage of develop-
ment, for the reason that, so soon as the resistance is materially
increased by the emergence of a portion above the surface of
the water, the upheaving force seeks a vent elsewhere.

Either the mud or gas-spring breaks out beneath the water,
;htI l)ecomes perceptible only by the more or less regular and
localized evolution of bubbles on the outskirts of th'e lumps

;

a very common phenomenon in the neighborhood, not only of
pew and active lumps, but also about extinct ones, which" are
m course of demolition bv the waves. On the extensive sand v
shoal off Stake Island, on the Southwest Pass, such subaqueoii-
gas-springs may be observed in great numbers.—Or it ni;,\

iiappen, that another portion of the bottom, now offering h-'
resistance than the mudlump, will, in its turn, give way bef )i'

He upheaving force, till the same degree of emersion is ob-
tained, or a vent is opened.

.

-I have been unable to ascertain how high any mudlumps can
rise bodily above the water without the appearance of a vent.
As much as three feet has been observed with certaintv; but
unless the fact that it is a new upheaval be historicallv known,
" must be extremely difficult to ascertain it, unless, by actual
access to the interior, it can be shown that its surface strata are
ow nver deposits, which can readily be distinguished from
^nose formed by mudlump vents. Yet these might, during the
« evatiou of the lump, have been removed by the current At
^ events, I have failed to find on the surface of any lump
°^^cli above tide-water, anything like true river alluvium ; the
^^ible material being either such as is now formed by active

from +1?^' (as on the lower slopes), that which obviously results
01 the disintegration of the former, being altogether devoid

"I structure.

bar^
^^ ^^^^ *^^^ lumps sometimes sink from view again after

e emergence. I know of no authentic example, but it
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seems likely enougli that upon the formation of a large vent else-

where, such a thing might happen ; especially if, as I think

probable, mudsprings and mud-cones form beneath, as well as

above the water.

Active Cone?.—In the second stage, that characterized bv tii-

formation of the active eruptive cones, mudlumps offer an as-

pect so strikingly like that of the mud volcanoes of Tuscan \

as to stagger the observer's geographical consciousness. !

most striking example of the kind existed, at the time oi

visit, off Pass a I'Outre, on the south (right) side of the cIki

The island* is about an acre in extent, and besides the ;

•

vents (of which there are seven), we perceive on the sout

portion the remnants of long extinct craters, in various d^ -

of advancement toward old age and degradation, and par

covered with vegetation.

The cones on the north or channel side, at a distance, jm-

a glistening surface, and those possessing a central vent

are very regularly and smoothly conical. Of these thcr.

four, the diameters of the bases ranging from eighteen t^

feet, and their elevation from one to two and a half feet a i-

the general level of the island; making the angle of tbe si<'p

from 5° to 8° only, instead of 25° to 35°, as given m the

published sketches." I have seen no undisturbed cone whose

slope exceeded about 12°. The slope is, of course, essentialh

a function of the thickness and character of the mud; which m

the present instance flows from the circular basin at the summit.

4 to 8 ins. in diameter, in a regular, creamy stream, interrupted

occasionally only by a gas bubble ;
which, if the mud be thicK.

spatters it about to some extent. The mud-stream vanes trom

3 to 4 gallons per minute in the largest (eastern) cone, to a pint

or two in the less active ones ;
sometimes, in running <lown tne

sides, it spreads over as much as I of the circumference, Dui

usually forms a stream 4 to 8 inches wide, serpentmg dowQ tQ^

slope between banks formed by its own solidification, as doe.

.

lava stream. As these banks grow in height by drying, on tue

edge of the crater, they srradually compel the mud to u-

higher before it can flow 'off; whereupon, after a while in^

column ovei-flows at another point of the circumference, wiit

the same play is then repeated. In the meantime, the prevlOll^

mudstream has an opportunity of consolidating, ^^^^^.^q.
or less, and undergoing a variety of chemical changes atpe

^

dent upon the character of the water and the duration oi
^^

exposure to the air, which manifest themselves m change

color and consistency; by these the individual strejms^

distinctly defined from one another. Each one forms, ot coiu-^-

* It was named Marindin's Lump by the crew of the U. S. Coaat Survey -

Varina, and I shaU aUude to it under that designation.
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ults. as max be supposed, a very pecnliaj'sir

1, unlike anything usually seen ontsidr oi'

li'S.-, i)crliaps in the somewhat annldLioii.- <.!

; less coarse
lie selvedges
ales. Where
:' confluent at their bases, the structure is of course

t* (1 in a manner readilj- imagined.
. 'Ills the gas evolved (vvhich is in all cases inflammable),

' l)r()])ortion its bulk bears to that of the mud simul-

y ejected (about ^^ to g'o at Marindin's Lump), at once
ly with the impression mostly entertained, 1ihat the gas

^ bring up the mud with them. The latter comes up
^trady flow, evidently the result of static pressure, and
li-omtime to time agitated by a gas bubble, larger or

''ii^-ller according as the mud is more or less consistent We
sometimes find, about extinct cones especially, lively gas
springs in which the proportion of gas is considerably greater,
tban happens in any active cone that has come under my
observation

; but in that case, it is almost always accompanied

""r^'M water, as though its source were above the stratum
which furnishes the mud. For, a glance at the river deposits

V^^iJig around the lumps, at once shows that they are totally

aiflerent from the fine, clayey material of which the cones are
rormed

; nor is it credible that the mere passage of a current
01 water and gas through such deposits, or in fact, any camolidated
^tenals, should produce such a perfect, creamy mixture as
tiiat ejected from these crater^
minct C(me5.—Good exai

rOutre. While at the latter place it

reach the craters without being hopelessly

s Thomassy'i
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bogo-ed, tliej can readily be reached almost dry shod at the

Northeast Pass. Here, also, the top layers were peeling off

in large concave " flakes," from the effect of sun-cracks and

drying ; such a surface again overflowed by mud would add

another singular feature to the structure of the cones, which

may also be noticed in many sections of ancient ones.

The vent of a large cone in this region (see Plate) formed a

basin about 8 inches diameter, containing a puddle of salt water

covered with an iridescent ferruginous pellicle, disturbed at long

intervals fey small gas bubbles. Evidently, the resistance in the

large cone, elevated about 10 feet above the water level, had

become too great for the ejection of mud ; in consequence

whereof, a lively little cone was glistening and bubbling at a

level several feet lower, near the foot of the old cone. But the

testimony of the pilots goes distinctly to show, that the active cones

become more lively, and dormant cones resume their activity, at high

stages of water in the river. At the time of my visit, the water

was at an unusually low stage.

Collapsed Cones.—The cones, especially the larger ones, appear

to be unable to survive for any great length of time the cessa-

tion of activity. The change that occurs seems to be, m all

cases, a sinking of the central portion, often to such an extent

that its place becomes occupied by a pool or lagoon, surrounded

by a circular rim whose strata incline away from the center at

angles invariably much steeper than is found in any recen

cones, from 20° to as much as 45°. Outside of this first mn

there mostly appears a series of concentric crevasses, sometimes

several feet in width and in depth ; and the annular segments

thus brought to a level by a subsidence, also exhibit tfie

singular feature of a steeper inclination of the lines ot deposi-

tion, than is found in any cones now forming. The seeming

anomaly of this fact caused me to observe the phenomen

closely ; but I have been unable to find an exception to tne

rule ; and I have been led to doubt whether in some case,

instead of true eruption cones, these collapsed areas ana tn«

surroundings may not be the remnants of the original up-

heaved "bubble." The objection to this interpretation is tn^

character of the material, which, excepting in a few ^^^^.

the Southwest Pass, is altogether unlike the present nv

deposits, both in structure and composition.

A most perfect exemplification of a large central la^^^

(100 feet by 75) surrounded by an elevated ^m and
s^^ter.

successive, concentric "moats," also in part fi^ed^
^^

i,.

occurs on one of the numerous mudlumps S.W. of St
^^^

Island, on the Southwest Pass (see Plate). The central pon

does not always, however, sink out of sight ;
sometimes a co

mound is still observable, as the center of the more or less cu-o
'
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concentric cic\ a^'-c^;, whicli a clo<30 inspection shows to exist on
almost ill lunip^ not too fir achaiiced towarcK decupitude
M'in\ island" cxlnljit '-c\eril such ouitcib and s\bteins ol

cn%a>>se>,, indicating, piobabh, the picvion-i existence of cont-

sometimes se^ eial hundred ftet in di imetei, ^ieat]\ excttdni^
the Ingest now in a •^titeof actuitv, both m dianietei and
cnLinil lieiffht

Dcp filiation and Disappparatice oj Lumps —The dncct action

I 'ill \\i\c- nna listed b\ itniospheric agenciCb, plO(hlce>^ hut

'i t. I. Ill a upon the Mchhng, but tough and coheient matenal
th ( Mie-. Tlie heaviest })ieikei> and loUcr- spend their

l"ic( Ui HI lo-iiustllu (In siioaK ^vlll(h lendei nnM of the

lui.ip^M) hlhcult of K((s. Theunwux v ill often be t(nipt

e<ll)N tlu du(ptu( lo k hhe aspcctof thiMn.t.nil to )nnip

I'ltntlie -hdlow V (tu and wade a>hoit hut i plunge knee
' 1 li > tli<

11 ])ncnt solid will ficquenth icw ad 1 is tement>

lu 1^ this mi--. A\hich sliows plamh tlie peculiai,

ng o\ci it pioduce but I

^ ^ -) with the poition that piojLcl- ibm
'iiuilv exposed to i unoun-hiuc and

'

^^ 1
'idh \\heie the matenal i- c1i\l\ tli<

iKd ^oon ptoducc a change in wh'ch tlx -ti

lI'^
1> dcontolooieij chaiacteis of tht oii^i

[(>till\ obhteiated A lam falling upon i fit

J'lttei (-1U,,, jf tosuell, then, upon cxpo-n
;^iH comiact into pusmitie cleavage foim-
t'^( ^pia\ Itself w 11 then cau-e the extiune -

int:>, md paitnlh fill up, the eiacks \i

consequent upon a thorough ^^ettmg b> , iri>-

will force them to open stdl moie, whdi ^^

mud follow each letuing ^m^c which pci

^P^ and left higii and ih\ in the ci ick- i

''l>elh, entiieh ioiei_n t^) tlu ninrl un.u niu<l

tliede-cuiItioii^^^iJui oi"t'lu i'ni-''ort'i in'i.
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passing tliroagh a variety of middle stages in which it strik-

ingly resembJes masses of trap or basalt, magnified into distant

mountains by the peculiar optical delusion prevaihng in the

region,* is finally reduced to what, at a distance, appeai-s to be

the stump of a tree. At last, some storm sweeps away this last

monument of the disappearing lump, and white-capped rollers

alone mark, thereafter, the higher points of the mud-shoal.

I have best observed these phenomena of disintegratin:
'

3n to perfection,

no mudlumps off South Pn-^-

G-raud Bayou ; a statement which may require to betaken with

a grain oi' allfiwaiice, but agrees with the general impression

thit the mouths discharging the largest amount of water, also

exhibit mudlump activity on the most extensive scale.

The Southwest Pass is the main outlet at the present time

:

the area inside the bar is thickly studded with mudlumps,

chiefly west of the channel ; and as before stated, lumps have

risen there repeatedly under the eves of the pilots and survey

parlies. Yet there is not there, at the present time, a single

aciire cone, so far as I am aware
; although salt v^ater and gas

s})rings are of frequent occurrence, both on and around the

islands. There is a marked difference between the river

de[v>sits as well as the mudlump materials of Passe a I'Outre

and Soutliwest Pass, the latter being decidedly more sandy.

and sand bars taking the place of the mud flats off the former.

Whether this circumstance (the natural result of the greater

swiftness of the current in Soutliwest Pass), is connected with

the absence of active cones, it may be too early to discuss.

Some very lively springs on a large mudlump off Stake Island

on that Pass, in which the gas emitted is about equal m bulK

to the water, rise in small basins excavated at the foot o a

large cone which must have been 15 to 18 ft. high ;
but tne

material they bring up is so very sandy that the water runs o

perfectly clear, f
Mudlumps in the Marshes.—1 have before remarked, that at

the present time, the upheaval of mudlumps on the passes, ana

subsequent silting up of the shallows between them (by n^^

deposit, as well as by the degradation of the lumps theniseius^

seems to be tlie normal mode of progression of the delta.
^^

more advanced portions of the narrow bands of shore n^
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forming along each one of tlie passes, are liistoricall}^ known to

consist of mudlump-chains ; and in the absence of any phausi-

ble presumption to the contrary, as well as of any parallel

example in other rivers, it is reasonable to surmise, that not

oii!\ the shores of the present passes, but also the neck, at least

In 'ill Pointe a la Hache down, owes it formation and peculiar

^^' have seen how rapidly and completely the joint action of

OS and atmospheric agencies accomplish the degradation

licd lumps to the common level of the tide ; and where

ire of the materials is such as to yield readily to these

vo influences, it would be unreasonable to look for

- of ancient lumps above that level. Such is the case,

i>^ mentioned, on Northeast Pass and its branches.*

.' sandier nature of the mudlump mass on Southwest

iables it to resist much longer, so that some of the larger

"i-c elevated islands there seem destined to retain, more

permanently, their present form. For the sanie reason,

-. the Southwest Pass furnishes the one prominent ex-

'T the existence of an active and characteristic mudlump,

level marsh on the right of the channel, about five miles

I'eunv the Head of the Passes, and seven above the mouth

ihght-house) ; distant 1^ miles from the river bank, and about

one mile fi'om the beach of West Bav. Double-headed Bayou,

or one of its channels, passes witlhin a few hundred yards

of this lump; which is so difficult of access that it has been
very rarely visited, though plainlv visible from the hurricane

deck of passing steamers, from which I have exammed it with

the telescope.

.
According to Thomassy,t the pilot Ben. Morgan, who has

visited it, describes it as being " a regular truncated cone, 20 to

2o feet high and 300 in circumference, spouting at inter^^als

horn its summit masses of clayey and sandy mud, which over-

flows all around." .
,

,

.From the Pass, it now appears as a slightly irregular, conical

Wl, which, juddng from the extent to which it projects above
^iie highest reeds, is about 18 to 20 feet high at most. On its

eastern side there is a second cone about half as high, with a very

regular slope not exceeding 30=, while that of the large one is

at least 45°. A whitish sheen which extends from the summit
of the larger cone toward the smaller one, I interpret as a

White salty efflorescence; but on the south slope of the smaller
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cone, the glittering of a flowing mudstream was unmistakable
Inasmuch as in Morgan's account of his visit the smaller cone
IS not mentioned, it is presumable that it has been formed siiuv.
by a lateral eruption ; the old cone havino-, perhaps ret.

the extreme limit of height to which mudlump force can -:

its materials.

The steep slopes of both the old and new cone are siigg(>-
as to the influence of sandiness on that feature, and the expi;::...

tjon of the steep inchnation of strata, observed chietlv pi.

Southwest Pass.

It is my impression that another cone exists in the mar.li
about two miles south of these. It is almost screened fn a-:

view by the reeds, but the telescope shows it to be distin
'

conical. It does not seem to have attracted notic«^ iKrot- ;

But if mudlump cones are scarce in the marshes, lUc ^

is not true with reference to the salt and gas sprinss, Avhici. ,

.

reported to be quite abundant by the hunters—the oulv n^'

whose occupation leads them to "thread the pathless waste" of

reedy marsh, otlierwise seldom visited, save by survejing par-

ties, and alligators. These springs are found on or around all

mudlumps, of whatever age : even on the shoals left behind by
aismtegrated lumps, where they i

altering ]>erceptiblv tlie character er in the immediate
neighbor h.->o.:l. The Southwest lighthouse was originally built

on a mii(llum|) separated from the mainland by a bavou ; this

IS now filled up, but salt springs still issue at several points in

the marsh near the foot of the tower. It is obvious that the

gradual accumulation of deposit is not likely to check lively

springs, possessing sufficient head to rise, hydrostatically, above

the level of the alluvium ; though in many cases they may lo^c

themselves in the sandy strata.

I have not had an opportunity of ascertaining whether or

'

salt springs are known to exist in the marshes near the F^^

and above. I fully expect to find, however, that they do ex

though, for obvious reasons, they will become less and :

--

abundant as we ascend the river. At New Orleans, as alreaev

stated, gas and salt water are reached, and brouodit to the sur-

face with considerable vehemence, by bores varvimr from 31 to

06 feet ;* and I have no difficulty in believing in'the correct-

ness of the impression made upon Col. Sidell, that the fouIv^'

tions of the New Orleans customhouse were located up-r^

mudlump. t That such obstinate resistance ixs that of the " H
of the Passes" to denudation can hardly be attributed to a ::^

of nver deposit, I have already intimated. A large mudkn:,
mass has, probably, first caused the deflection.

[To be continued.]

* See above, p. 245.
f Lyell's Principles of GeoL, 10th ed., p.

552.



G. M. Wetherill on Compound Ammonium Amalgams.

Art. LY.—On the existence of the {so-called) compound Ammo-
nium Amalgams; bj the late Charles M. AYethekill,
Ph.D., M.D.

The discoverer of methjlamine did not succeed in forming
a rninpound analogous to the ammonium amalgam, whether bj

action of methyl ammonium chlorid with potassium
iiL. or by the influence of the galvanic current. This
Client, with negative results of Wurtz, is quoted in nearly
:l.e descriptions of the compound ammoniums,
a series of experiments (this Journal, II, vol. xl, Sept.,

l^'lo) upon the formation and nature of the ammonium amal-
gam, by which it was demonstrated that this body is merely a
metallic froth, I succeeded in forming the so-called amalgam of
metliyl ammonium. This body was found to be of a nature

" 'ally similar to that of the ammonium amalgam. l)i;t of

"-cscence. The salt used was the metlivl aDunoniun; ox-
inch was compared in this reaction with the ammonium

. MM. Pfeil and LeflPman (this Journal, II, vol. xlii,

- :'.|,eated these experiments and confirmed the results, em-
t|''y!ng the tri-methyl ammonium chlorid. They also extended
tlie reaction with sodium amalgam to the chlorohydratcs of
amhne, coniine, morphine and quinine and to the^acetate of
rosaniline

; but without forming amalgams, hydrogen gas being
evolved copiously without swelling.

qift
^^^clolt (VI supplement, Annalen der CL u. Pharm., p.

^*o, " Ueber das ammonium amalgam ") states in a foot-note,
that he had repeated the expemnent with tri-methylamine
cjlorid and sodium amalgam, and found "that the turgescence
ot the mercury takes place only when the preparation contains
ammonmm chlorid; the pure compound gives no amalgam.
ims rendered necessary a repetition of mv experiment upon

be compound ammonium amalgam, as I had not mvself tested
^Qe salts employed with respect to their purity. The ilM'uicr

^experiments were performed with a pure methyl ammonium
oxalate, for which I am indebted to the kindness of U. C.ircy

h? 1^-' "^^^ gave me some prepared by his new mcthnd.

p. sle
^^^^ described by him in this Journal, vol. xAxin.

5 *]^e present experiments I prepared a fresh portion of the
einyi ammonium oxalate by Lea's process, viz : by the action

P acp^^r
^^'^^^ia upon methyl nitrate. The two liquids were

Z ./'^side m a stoppered bottle for ten days, by which time

oiL?
^^ ^ad disappeared. The distillate of this liquid over

evan
P^tassa was exactly neutralized by oxalic acid and

Porated to crystallization. After removing the ammonium
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oxalate, the motlier water was evaporated to dryness and boiled

with 95 per cent alcohol ; the hot filtrate on cooling jdelded

nacreous scales of methjl ammonium oxalate. The motlier

water of these crystals, by concentration, furnisho-l .in ud li-

tional quantity a little darker in color. By filtering the crv-t d.^

and washing them with 95 per cent alcohol l)y the aid <")l hw
Bunsen filter pump, they were completely freed ti-om the d, .\

mother water in which they formed. As the qn:>ntity oi ^.

my disposal was not more than a gram, fearing to red

.

by a recrystallization, I first tested the clfect oC \i x.jut'

the crystals upon sodium amalgam, and then con\rrtcd ,

tion of each cup to methyl ammonium oxalate in u liirii i

was determined. All which remained of the vxAuh- v.-

crystallized from a hot solution of alcohol and etlu r -.wA >

imented with, as in the former case. The er\ stals api c .

the naked eye to be prisms, but the microscope demons ,

them to be feathery needles polarizing light. They
very electric when warm, and possessed the ])roperty c/tLd.,.^

together when pressed by the finger. Thev viclded golder.-ytv

low crystalline scales or plates when com-cried into the Pi sal:

This salt is much more soluble than the corresponding aiiiiiiii-

nium salt, and crystallizes again from its solution in golden

yellow hexagonal and triangular scales, being part of the octa-

hedron and its replacements. The following are the results oi

the different analyses, from which it may be perceived that

the methyl ammonium oxalate is perfectly pure, and that, a^

stated by M. Carey Lea, the first crystallization of the oxalate

is pure.

I noted with respect to the Pt salt that some crystalhzatiou-^

furnished scales of a reddish tinge, but which gave the sanu'

percentage of platinum as the golden-yellow scales. The .-maU

quantity of substance at disposal for the analysis required very

careful weighing to J of a milligram.

Analysis of methylam. chloroplatinates Jrom raethylam. oxalates.

First cryst: darker oxalate, 'o-4155 0-172
f^f.

Repeat, 0-43975 0-18325 4
;bi

the last chloroplatin

Ditto recrystallized,
"

3 fror

iiloropl

ical per cen
r ammoniui

solved

These different specimens of methyl ammonium oxalate, dis-

Ived in water, gave similar results when shaken with soaiui
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To ascertain tliis fact, a portion of fluid sodium
of the <\zo of a pea was placed in a small test t.d)e

inm.), nnd the solntion of mnnioninn 1 oxalate added,

no: was ol)serve(l both witli iind withoiIt shaking, in the

witli warminj.. The same experirnerIt was })erf()nned

irn oxalate. The
swelled to Irom 8 to 1() times the original volume,

ciiry. In nil eases slinking the tube appeared tc

m order t() develop the swelling to its >te^ extent. In per-

salt to^the methyl auiinouium tube by the finger.

Ill the former experiments it was not deemed necessary to

form the compound ammonium amalgam by the aid of the

cattery
; in the present this result was attained in the following

manner, (^dde op. cit, Exp. 15).
A piece of filter paper was placed upon a glass plate, then

saturated with a strong solution of the recrystallized methyl am-
monium oxalate. A globule of mercury of the size of a small
pea was placed upon the paper with the negative pole of 20
cells Bunsen in contact with it ; the positive pole touching the

paper. The globule swelled slightlv, presented a butteiy ap-

pearance, attached itself to and amalgamated the blade of a pen-

knife which was in contact with the negative pole, and upon
being pressed under a glass plate showed innumerable gas bubbles

«« its substance, (in fact was a metallic froth) which emitted an
ammoniacal odor.
.It results from these experiments that the compound ammo-

n^as (at least that which I have examined) mav form the so-called

amalgam. I defer the bearing which this fact has upon the so-

called ammonium and hydrogenium amalgam to a paper of
some experiments which will shortly be published.
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CIS^TIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistey and Physics.

• the fact already remarked by other observers that the

lines in the spectrum of the aurora borealis do not coincide with

those of any known element, and has endeavored to give a rati

explanation oyfthe want of coincidence without assimiino- th.

eijce of unknown elements in the earth's atmosphere. If th-

in question are really of electrical nature and are product d 1

ignition of highly rarefied gases, the ignition must take pln'v

so low a temperature that it would be impossible to observe \\x

lines in Geissler's tubes. Hence Zollner thinks that the speetnuii

of the aurora does not correspond with any known spectrum of tlio

atmospheric gases, because it is a spectrum of a ditferent order

which cannot at present be produced artificially. If, at a given

temperature, Ai and Ei represent respectively the values of the

absorptive and emissive powers for the wave length i for the unit

of thickness and density, m and (t the thickness and density of the

luminous layer of gas, we have, according to Zollner, for the

brightness E of the part of the spectrum corresponding to i, tlie

expression E= [ 1— ( 1 — A A)
]
-—

.

T a given gas and given temperatu:
alue of the product m a. In a Geissler's tube t

'. the diameter of tlie narrow part of the

, and regard tliis as the unit of thickness m, and take as

unit of density the density of tlie (

temperature of 0° and pressure of I'""' of mercury, it now «c

ignite the air in the tube by an inductorium, then at a constant

temperature the spectrum would remain qualitatively and quanti-

tatively unchanged if the diameter of the narrow tube were

nicreased from 1""" to 1000"'"\ and if at the same time the pressure

on the gas were diminished to
i oVir"""-

Wiilhier found that in the case of nitrogen the spectrum became

sufficiently luminous for spectroscopic examination only Avhen the

pressure was diminished to 46'""\ while in the case of oxygen the

necessary diminution was to 28 to 30"^'". If we assume that ni

Wulln
thickness ana under a pn
to observe the atmosphei
this the thicknesses of the luminous layers whicli occur m n'^^

case of the aurora, which are of course far greater, and, at a Uv--

tance from the zenith, to be estimated in miles. If we take tne

thickness of such a layer as only 1 kilometer, then at the ku

temperature as in the last case, the density would have to he mv)

the one-millionth of that of the air enclosed in the tube, and tlier

fore exert a pressure of only 0-00005">"' at 0° C, in order that tn
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>lKrtrnm of the air in the tube should eompletolv correspond with

th;it of the aurora. The question then arises—is it permissible to

a-sunu' the existence of such low degrees of pressure in the regions

.>f our atmosphere in which the aurora is developed? If we sup-

tMSr the aurora to be at a height of ten geographical miles, the

tiiniierature of the atmosphere at the surface of the earth being 0°

and the barometric pressure 760""", the pressure w^ill be 0-078'""'

;

at a height of twenty miles, 0-00001'"'". A layer of ignited air

1 in thickness would therefore, at a height of ten miles, be
• 'luivalent to a pressure of 78""", and at a height of twenty miles,

to a pressure of O'Ol"^'" in a Geissler's tube, in ordir at \\\v same
U'!n|H'rature to give a spectrum as bright as that <>f the aurora.

I'lit as the thickness of the layer of ignited air must be reckoned
i'.v kilometers instead of meters, w^e should have, even at a height

'•i ten miles, so high a value for the equivalent pressure in a

<n'i>shT's tube— 78'" of mercury for a layer 1 kilonutcr in thiek-

iii'vs—that the most powerful induction apparatus could not over-

-'Hie the resistance of the air. From this it follows that the

luautity of particles of ignited air in a Geissler's tube is i)r()bably

fxtioniely small when compared with the actire quantity in the
<"i^' <'f the aurora. Since, however, the spectrum of a gas in such
a tul^e must have at least the brightness of the auroral spectrum
to admit of spectroscopic analysis, it follows that the emissive

power of the particles of gas ignited in the tul)e must lie much
greater than that of the ignited gaseous particles in the case of the

aurora. Such a difference can be produced only by diflerences m
temperature. If, therefore, the light of the aurora depen.ls on
Jgnited particles of our atmosphere, the temperature at which the
Ignition takes place must be much lower than that at which the
same gases can be ignited by electricity in Geissler's tubes,
from these considerations it appears that all the gas-spectra of
the different orders which we can artificially produce belong in

'the relatively greater

! quantities of ignited matter renders a greater
emissive power necessary, and this can be produced only by a
higher temperature. Conversely as in the case of the aurora,

("orona, zodiacal light, &c., a great number of active luminous
particles must be as^sumed to exist, it follows that the temperature
ot^^the ignited gases must be relatively low.—Fogg. Ann., cxli,

2. '"Synthesis of coniln.—By the action of an alcoholic solutioa

fjrnonia upon butyric aldehyd, at a temperature not exceeding

;"0 ^., ScHiFF obtained two bases, the formation of which may be
represented by the following equation :

Tetrabnt>?aldln. * »
t^ 3

g^8H,^,Ke=2€,H30+NH3-OH,
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obtained which possesses all the properties of coniin, the formation

of which may be represented by the equation :

Dibutyraldin. Coniin.

According to this synthesis, the structural formula of coniin

would be

:

€H-€H2-€H2-eH3
€H-€H3-€H2 -€H=NH

The author promises further details.

—

Berichte il r Ih-'^

chem. Gesdlschaft, Jahrgang iii, p. 946, \^

.

3. On the basicity ofuranic oxide, molijbdic, borJr n.nl i,

«c^c?s.—Schultz-Sellack has found that the normal sulpli;,

antimony and bismuth maybe easily prepared in an anin

state, by dissolving the oxide in moderately concentrai." i

phuric acid and evaporating. Both salts crystallize in iiiie ir.

they are respectively Sb2(S04)3 and BiglSOJa. On the -
hand, uranic oxide, molybdic, boric and nitrous acids form anal.-

gous compounds, the formulas of which are

:

(HNe)se4, (:N'0)2se4+se3
(HBOjgSe^+SOg.

The uranic and molybdic salts are crystalline ; the boric salt is

a thick fluid or glassy mass, which could not be obtained of con-

stant composition. The analogy between some of the above salts

and potassic dichromate is easily seen, when the formulas are

written (lre)2t^20„ (NO)2S2e7, (1160)^^20,. In a subsequent

paper the author describes several other compounds (

'

——-•- '•- ^ , . , . .,^ .. -1^.^,^^

, ._ obtaiueil

^ c-—a~a-7 "- - / sulphuric

crystallizes in prisms which" fuse at 168° C.'^

rium salts have respectively the formulas Aggtjg^: '^"'^ -Dar^a;^,.

The salts of arsenous and antimonous oxide, As2(i504)3-}-^^3
and &b2(Sej3+S03, or, as we should prefer to Avrite them,

As3e(S20^)2 and '^\>2^{^<i^^)2^ are both crystalline and easil}

decomposed by water.

—

Berichte der Deutsehen chem. GeseUscha/t.

iv Jahrgang, p. 12 and 114. ^^*- ^'•

4. Researches on Vanadium.—RoscoE has communicated to the

Royal Society a further instalment of his very valuable and inter-

esting researches on vanadium. Metallic vanadium absorbs hy-

drogen in quantities which vary according to the state of division

of the chloride from which the metal is prepared (YCl^) and ol

the metallic powder itself When the compound is exposed to dry

air it takes up oxygen, forming water and an oxide which hAS

nearly the formula VgO.
Vanadic oxytribromide, VOBrg, is formed by passing the vapor

of bromine over vanadic trioxide, VgOg, heated to redness. It ^



-^ nhich imiv be U-rnied nR'tavau;i.l:»tr.. pvrox .UKLhii..^ an-l

iMlato. 'So.lio ortliov:inaa:iTe ^ fnrnu-'l \n f.,sin- va.ui-

.Ni.le witli so.lic .•avl.oiinto, .Ihsnh i,,.: in uatrr ami |.ro-

2(Ve^Xa3) + 01I,= V2e7Xa,+2NaI10.
The orthoviXTuidatos aro mostly insoluble compounds. Pyro-

^^^'M'bite of sodium has the fonnula V,^ejXii4+ lBeiI„, ami \i

('n->tnllinp and easily soiul>le in water. When heated with car-

bonic dioxide it yields sodie earbonate and nK4a\aiiadate

:

V2e,Xa,+fM>,=-2Ve3Na+('-),Xa,.
The author deseribes various salts of \aiia>!i(' a<i.!. ami <H>iiits

out the fact that the order of stability is at onliiiarv tnni.eiMturt-,

(latos. wliieh irtiaetlv the* reverse orthe ord'cr in tl>e 'caM' of the

piio>phates.—./o^/m/f/'o/ Chem. Socitfi/, vol. ix, p. 2:!. w. .,.

0. 0)1 ft Tieic 2'tlatiman chloride.—Sidxkv A. Norton lias uiven

Mwliminary notice of a new chloride of platinum, diM•<.^..^Ml l)y

''"n in Prof. Kolbe's laboratorv. If one molecule of phitiuic chlo-

ride 1)0 mixed in acpu'ous solutioT. with two molecules of silver ni-

Jr:ue. the yellow compound of platinous chloride with silver chloride

7^"l2, AaCl, desc-ribed bv A. Cammeille (C. JJ., Ixiii, 55;]) is

thrown down. Tlie vellowish-red liquid above contains no mIvit
;

on evaporation, it evolves acid vapors abundantly, aiul when -uth-

ciently concentrated, deposits on standing over sulplmric a<'id,

^t^autiful largo well-formed red crystals, which appear to bo

")^>n<)chn,c in form. These crystals contain ouly platinum and
niorine—in the proportions of platinic chloride-and water i lu-y

jre distmguishable from the ordinary platinic chlonde by being

"on-deliquescent in the air—even slightly efflorescing m dry air—
^°tl by the fact that their aqueous solution is not precipitable by
jmtnomum chloride, until after long standing or on the application

^^beat. Korton suggests that this compound may be a hydrated

ST"^/^^ hydrochlorate, PtO^, 4HC1, aq. or a (Thlor-platmic

jxidehydrochlorate (PtCL)O 2HC1, aq. isomeric with the ordinary
'^yirated chloride. Investigations now in progress will settle the
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point for this as well as for other similar metallic compounds.—,/;

pr. Ch., II, ii, 469, Dec. 1870. u. f. b.

6. Synthesis of Oil o/ jRi^e.—GoEUP-BESAXEz and Gnnnt liavc

lately succeeded in forming oil of rue synthetically. Starting from

the fact first suggested by Hallwachs, and confirmed by Hail)orJt,

that this oil is a mixed ketone of the formula €0
\

since it is oxidized with difiiculty and yields capric acid, they dis-

tilled together equal molecules of pure dry calcium eaprate—pre-
pared from a Hungarian wine-fusel-oil—and calcium acetate. The

mixture melts, swells up, blackens, and evolves at first a fluid smell-

ing like acetone, but afterward an oil which solidifies in the neck

of the retort. By fractioning this distillate, three products were

obtained : one boiling below 200°
; another boiling between 210"^

and 245°
; and a solid body, eaprinon, boiling above 300°. The

second fraction was purified by conversion into the double salt of

ammonium sulphite, crystallizing from alcohol, and decomposing

by sodium carbonate ; a colorless, strongly refracting oil rose to

the surface, which when dried, distilled completely between '223°

and 224° and had at 17-5° C. a specific gravity of 0-8295. Com-

mercial oil of rue, treated in the same manner, afibrded a liquid

distilling between 224 and 225*50 and having at 18-7° C. a specific
• '

. - - - - ' ble sulphitegravity of 0-8281. Analysis of the ammonium double

prepared from both, and of the pure oil both artificial and natural,

gave the same result. Hence oil of rue consists essentially of

methyl-caprinol or nonyl-methyl ketone.—^er. Bed. Chem. Ges.,

iii, 518, June, 1870. g. f. b.

7. On the action of Chlorine upon Aldehyde. A netc Chloral

—With the intention of utilizing a waste product coming from

the manufacture of aldehyde and consisting of alcohol and al-

dehyde essentially, Keamer and Pin^tee undertook its treatment

with chlorine to see if it could not be converted into chloral. A

flask containing 100 grams was placed in a freezing mixture and

a slow stream of dry chlorine passed into it for 24 hours. The

mass became thick and nearly doubled in volume. Subjected to

distillation the greater portion passed over between 160° and 180 -

This was purified by agitation with sulphuric acid and redistiUtd-

It passed over between 163° and 165°, forming a colorless oilv

liquid, having a strong attraction for water, so that when mixed

with it, heat was evolved and the mixture solidified to a crjst.ii-

line mass. The same phenomena were noticed on mixing it ^iij

alcohol. Analysis gave numbers approaching closely both crotonj

chloral and butyl-chloral; the authors are inclined to consider t

the former, since Kekule has shown that by removing a m^lecu e

of water from two of aldehyde, crotonyl aldehyde results, w \^^^

case, the chlorine first replaces hydrogen in the aldehyde, foniiin=

chlorhydric acid, which acid acts to withdraw water and ^'^}^V^^^^

dense the unattacked aldehyde to crotonyl aldehyde, in
^V,^.^^ .

further replacements of hydrogen by chlorine occur. This n
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cliini'al hydrate is easily soluble in alcohol and crystallizes lln ic-

fr.Mii unchanged. Its vapors are very irritatinu- t(^ mncons sui-

tac.s, attacking the eyes energetically. It nu-lts at 78^. Trc ar-

nuiit with potassium hydrate did not decompose it as it d ' >

I'ltinion chloral, into allyl-chloroform and formic acid. A luav y
oily Hiiid of peculiar odor collected at the bottom of the vessel,

liaviiitr the formula CaHsClg. Upon oxidation with fuming nitric

ac'i 1, it is converted readily into trichlorcrotonic acidi^HgClaO^.
-Ikr. Berl Chem. Ges., iii, 883, May, 1870. (i. f. y.

.\ On the composition of the oil of the Palm-seed.—YuAm-oW is

ill! orange-colored fat obtained from a palm tree growing on 1 lie

West coast of Africa and called by botanists Avoira thii.-< (S\n.

hy<i!sc/umensis). The natives prepare it exclusively from the frui;-

pulp, tlie hard stone in the interior being by them thro\\ n away.

Within a few years, however, these nuts have been brought to !ai-

rope and there expressed, yielding a more or less white oil, aceord-

ing to the care exercised. The seeds yield from 35 to 45 per ct iit

the palm-nut differed from palm-oil, Oubemans subjccte<l it to in-

vestigation. One and a half kilograms was saponified with pota>lu

and the fatty acids were separated from the soap with dilute sul-

phuric acid. Afler cooling they were removed and washed wi'Ji

cold water. The larger part was distilled with water in a tinned-

c^'pper flask, the distillate (about 4 liters) carefidly collected an.l

examined. It consisted of a clear liquid smelling like a volatile

fatty acid (A) with a small quantity of a solid fatty acid (B) swim-
miiig upon it. The liquid was saturated with barium hydrate, by
^hich a small quantity of a difficultly soluble barium salt (i 1

separated. The liquid was filtered and evaporated to 50 cc. On
^oohng, about a centigram of a crystalline barium salt separate.^.

J^hich proved to be barium caprylate. The mother liquor affor.h 1

'»anum caproate. The barium salt (C) was added to ^^e fattv

»<-'id (B) also treated with barium hydrate, the whole boilc

repeatedly ^v^th water and the crystalline deposits collected and

|;?crystallized. On analysis they proved to be barium caprate.

^he caprylic, caproic, and capric acids thus obtained were not

more than i of one per cent of the fat. The residue in the copper
flask was dissolved in aqueous alcohol, cooled to crystallize the
tatty acids from oleic acid, the crystalline mass dissolved in alco-

«oi and fractionally precipitated with barium acetate In this

^aj, the fat of the palm-nut was shown to be composed of glyc^

endes of lauric, palmitic, stearic and oleic acids, with traces of

^"<^aprin, tricaprylin, and tricaproin (perhaps also trimyristm).

r^^'"/J^ati.vely, Oudeniana finds the triolein to be f^ont^^'^^^ per

1-7 and tri-laurin 41-3 per cent, c

Ch., II, ii, 393, Dec. 1870.

iiRD Series, Vol. I, No. 5.- Mat, 1
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II. Geology an^d Natueal History.

1. On the Mineralogy of Eozoon Ganad^nse.—Dr. Robei:t

Hoffmann of Prague has submitted to chemical and mhuralcui

cal investigation the Eozoon Canadense, found at Raspeiiau ii;

Bohemia, {Jour, filr prakt. Chemie, May, 1869). He describes tlx

Eozoon mass as having a superficial resemblance to that vi' ("ana 1;;,

appearing in waved or concentric bands, oval in form, or tl^i i

irregular acervuline aggregates. In the oval banded p r

the shell of the Eozoon, a nearly pure, finely granular calcite, *

separated fi-om the mineral representing the sarcodc, wlii

described by Hoffmann as a cast of the soft parts of the K •.

formed through infiltration of watery solution either dniiiiu -

growth or immediately after the death of the animal. It is v.
j

culiar silicate, tine-grained, grayish-white and soniewliat traiiMn

cent, the analysis of which is given below, (I). Associated witi.

this is a finely granular dolomite, destitute of any traces of ov-

ganic structure, which sometimes appears to have served a^ a

center or point of attachment to the growing Eozoon. In otlier

cases, however, broken fragments of older Eozoon liad served ;i-

nuclei, and become surrounded with a fresh growth. These lua-

terials, which constitute what Hoffinann has described as v::<

Eozoon reef, are associated with two other silicated minerals. '

of these, allied to fahlunite, has a specific gravity of i'-'^'

grayish-brown or greenish-black in color, dull, or with a som«

fatty luster, and nearly opaque. This substance, whose air

is given under II, forms nearly parallel streaks in the central j

:

of "the Eozoon reef, and moreover surrounds it, intersecting :n.i

wrapping around the Eozoon mass in multiplied layers, a Hne or

more in thickness, which are interlaminated with a light green

mineral, transparent, with a somewhat vitreous luster, and a

density of 2-56. It is a hydrous silicate (III), allied to picrosmine

and is more or less penetrated by magnesite.

Silica, 5;^-388 36-425 52-677

Alumina, 10-521 32-944 1-260

Ferrous oxide, 10-091 20-140 1-011

Magnesia, 11-127 30-414

Lime,
Potash, 2-721* 7-900

Soda, 2-094

Water, 7-092 11-865

100638 100-000 99-360

i band of Eozoon rocks at Raspenau lies
1^:^?.,schistose rocks beneath, and overlying beds of granuJ

some of them grayish white, and others blackish from an aam^^^

ture of carbonaceous matter. One of these gave to analysis .

of carbon, 2-332 of insoluble matter, and 4-708 of carbonate
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iicsia, the remainder beiiio- carbonate of limi

of the Eozoon shell is given under IV, that

r V, aiid that of the magnesite which pcnetr;

(phosph. traces) 1-260

: '>/,' (I Mineral Silicate injecting Paleozoic GrinoJds ; l.y T.

Xvw 15runsAvick, lately examined microscopically !>y Dr.

I- remains, including fragments of trilobitcs, i^asii r<'iKi.!s,

'! 'iitipods, and joints of small encrinal stems and plates; ihe

wiioie cemented by calcareous spar in a manner similar to many
"ru'anic limestones. He observed, however, tiiat tlie poio ('I'

the crinoidal remains were injected by a peculiar mineral, readily

'li^-tinguishable in thin transparent sections, or on surfaces wliich

hail been exposed to the action pf an acid, which dissolves the

carbonate of lime and places in relief the injecting mineral. The
minute structure thus revealed is precisely similar to that of

recent crinoids studied by Carpenter, and will soon be described

and figured by Dawson. Decalcified specimens exhibit a congeries

of carved, branching and anastomosing cylindrical rods of the re-

placing mineral, sometimes forming a complex network, which,

under the microscope, resemble the coralloidal forms of aragonite

known as/os/em, and present a frosted crvstalline surface. The
?ame mineral, as observed by Dr. Dawson, occasionally occupies

larger interstices among the fragments, and was evidently depos-

ited before the calcareous spar which cements the whole mass.

When this limestone is dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid,

the residue, washed bv decantation, equals from five to six per

oent of the weight of the mass, and is seen under a microscope to

<'onsi8t entirely of the casts composed of the mineral just noticed,

mixed with alwut one-fourth of coarse siliceous sand. This matter
IS pale gravish-green in color, but when calcined becomes of a

onght reddish-brown, without change of form. Heated in a dose
tnbe it gives ofi" water, and becomes much darker in color. It is

partially attacked bv strong hydrochloric acid, which takes up
jnuch protoxide of iron- but is readily and completely decomposed

^y hot concentrated sulphuric acid, leaving a skeleton of silica

^hich, by a dilute solution of soda, is readily separated from the

intermingled grains, more or less rounded, of colorless vitreous

quartz. The
- - , .

't in the way just'mentioned, yi(
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protoxide of iron -1593, magnesia -0360, potash -0140, soda -0042,

water -0584, insoluble quartz •3420=1-1869. This calculated for

100-00 parts of the silicate gives as follows; silica 38-93, alumina
28-88, protoxide of iron 18-86, magnesia 4-25, potash l-d9, soda
0-48, water 6-91. The analysis of another portion of -526 grams
by fusion with an alkaline carbonate gave, by calculation for the

silicate, 18-80 of protoxide of iron, and amounts of alumina and
combined silica closely agreeing with those found above. The
oxygen ratio for §i,_K, 5,3, is as 20-77 : 13-46 : 6-29 : 6*14, or nearly

as 3 : 2 : 1 : 1. This mineral approaches closely in composition

to joUyte, but differs from it in containing a portion of alkalies,

and but one half as much water. In these respects it agrees

closely with a silicate found by Robert Hoffmann with the Lau-

rentian Eozoon of Raspcnau, (Jour, filr prakt. Chem., May, 1869,

and this volume, page 378), This latter is compared by Hoff-

mann to fahlunite, to which species also jollyte is allied in phys-

ical characters as well as in composition (Dana's Mineralogy,

page 493.) Under the names of fahlunite, pinite, etc., is included
-

"class of hydrated silicates, which, from their imperfeo'

) admit that silicates found in the condition described
,

Hoffmann, and still more the present mineral, which injects the

pores of paleozoic crinoids, can *)e any other than original deposi-

tions, allied in the mode of their formation to the serpentine, py-

roxene and other minerals which fill the chambers and canals of

the Laurentian Eozoon, and to the glauconite which occurs in a

similar manner in Tertiary and recent shells. The limestone from

Woodstock, apart from the insoluble matters just described, is

very pure, yielding only 1 -80 p. c. of alumina and iron-oxide, and

magnesia equal to 1-35 p. c. of carbonate.
Montreal, March 10, 1871.

3. On native amorphous Mercuric Sulphide.—G. E. Mooeb has

recently examined a specimen of black mercury-ore collected lu

Lake county, California, by Professor Whitney. It occurs as a

coating on the sides of cracks and crevices in a peculiar quartzose

gangue, and is accompanied by crystallized and massive iron and

copper pyrites, and very minute cochineal-red crystals of cinnabar.

Its physical properties are thus given :—BJntirely without structure

or cleavage. Fracture semi-conchoidal to uneven, fracture-surtaees

brilliant. Very brittle when struck or bent, yet tough when cut.

Rubbed in an agate mortar the powder becomes a solid ma^S

taking a high polish and a metallic luster like graphite, toior

grayish-black. Luster metallic. Streak on porcelain pure blacK.

Cut surfaces brilliant. Hardness about 3 on Mohs's scale, sorn^

what greater than cinnabar, though difficult to estimate exaaiy

on account of its brittleness. Specific gravity 7-701 to 7 z",

somewhat different in different specimens on account of ®"i^^,

cinnabar. Before the blowpipe it behaves like cinnabar. ^^^
closed tube, it sublimes completely, with the exception of a tri

^
residue of quartz and iron oxide. The black sublimate yieias ^
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ng ponu
iiu,ilit:itive analysis showed mercuiy and sulpli;

titles of iron and silica. Quantitatively exaniii

lo\v<i:—Sulphur 13-82, mercury 85-79, iron

Wlu'iice its composition is

Hor^T, 98-92; FcS„ 0-83; Quartz, Q"l

lA].criniont8 to determine"tlie chemical cau^^e

ir„porti.s between this mineral an.l cinnabar,

M,.„rc concludes that the mineral in (|ne-tion i

'il nith the black amorphous iner( uric -nlpliir

lehenlte end Diaphortte.—Von Zcp
AViss. Wien, 1871), that Freic>.l(i

imilar composition (A<v,Pb,Sb,S.
He rciaius the orioinal name lor tii

U-7:i44; and sp. gr.=5-90.
5. On the Eocene beds of Utah; bv T. A. (\>m:\». (From the

author.)—I am indebted to I'rof. Cope for an opportuniix to ex.-im-

mc some Eocene fossil shells, collected at A-pen >tat:<.n, :in<l at

Quak^n^r Asp Ridge, ea^t of liear river, Utah, at an elevation ot

'dO') feet These fossils were taken from the rock in which they
were i!ubedde<l, ],y Lucius C. Ricksecker, engine(n- on the Tacihc

Kailroad. They arc imbedded in Indurated clay, and Mig.not the

P>'ob;ihility that thev lived in a li^er rather than a hiko, especially

'jH'i-e is a genus of Cyrenida^ ( Velnnth'" :\reek) a^ wlU as one of

'•>'lulte {Anisorh,nu-hm Conrad) which li^ ed apparently m com-

d :\Felanli(h.'. TlK->e fo^slN arc especially

tee of the liuht they cn^t on the condit ion o.

earliest Eocene period, Thi'^ o-roup inuneui:itel\

^^ the Cretaceous strata, and c(,rre-i)ondsM 1th the Lignite beds

l>a^e of the Paris Eocene and tho^e oi" ^lo^cnce dc5=cri'.c<i

ithenm, which is the first Mipiacrctaccoiis gnaij. oi >trata
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the lowest beds of the Eocene in Xorth America.

.f^raphy of the respective continents at that \iVY\o

bv the affinity of the fossils as regards their peculi
acters. Thus tlie j^^enus Lnxopleurun Meek orio-i

out \vith the ohler" Eocene fauna. This was als^

Vi'Joritina ?,reek, a [?enus closely allied to if not \

rate sect \on {C. Tngones). He
^
descril )es'te]i sp,

ba^in an( 1 Matheron .mk from 1 ^[(\<!}oh
is unknown in later Eo ata. '!v

Melaniida^ cannot !)e .

^'nam!^
she<t -tlESally

Lignite \ .edsofrrovenc I jWd'fn
This is the Tla..f {P>,)l,Hi;fer II) hmn^^r>ie
characteirized genus, v(

v.:^:
11 Thn-a

related t It is also limii

Eocene, and tv^s' pr^.:Zzalthough its nearest li •m is f
;/!•''/).''" 0-.

inhabits the Ped.-o T^,nmca riv(;r, Bah ia." /.o."

related c)n one side to Cfstcf/l.'I aTid .

which la arently became "e\tiiict"i

era, for iit i>^nnk,^wi^ll! Tertiary forma tions. and

The marine ecpiivak'nt 'of'this' lower Sn-e no' format ion
bly to be found in the <livision 13, of Mr. Gabb's Crelaccc
of Caiitoiuia.

The hydrogra])hy of this early Tertiary era ma\- he

from the foregoiTi<r statement to have been a river -X'^tt

gous to that of Hrazil at the i)resent time. The pri-i-nc

number.-, of estuarv shells forbids us to suppose thai t:

inhabited lakes rafhor than livers which ro^e in not ur

vated hills ^or mountains, except as isolated i>e:iks, ha

been develoi)ed at this period, when tlH> iiivat basin oi 1

submeroed, and the Mississippi valley and its ri\ers wen

The ele^ation of this vast reo-ion to anv 0(.nsidc-ai)!; i^'

place in tlie first sta-e of the Eocene era, :

"•Urs'^e^haat the great extent of such brackish water
glance at a similar rivor svstem 2,200 mikTyxTxCx^^
tlie rise of the Cretaceous 'formation, this c ondition of tl

was formed, and as no transition beds are kuo.-., th<.

now genera and species so ditierent from v

an unexplainerl phenomenon in the ocolooi

vhat had live.

cal history of

So far in Europe, Tbclieve, no auriu-ntic account has
lishcd of anv fos>iIiferous beds bitueuitb e lou-er Eoce.

Cretaceous strata, that would indicate a tru.sition perio
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iitir\ 0110(1. And so in Ut;ih, Idado and Wyoming, the i

Kii dnii.l, France, Spain, India, on the banks of tho Nilo an

South Ainoi-ioa, which |.roxos tliat the revoiutlo.i whirli c!o^o<

Cretaceous era wa^ co-extensive vdtli the glohe :.iul .h-ln.yo.

'

li.'V'M/Kr^s o;- ^w; ininois (Uolo<firnl Svrr. ;,^ Jh 1'. /

l\:uiia Keport in 1S58.

lie close of the descriptive part of tlio

LHves the list of the sp(>cios of plani;

iiMrii.ution, as the auth<.r ^t.-itr^. 1h<

1. vieVriVlh- :1s Hch collections.

"H.l in :,hiv<.r cotuav 1>v Air. IT. A. (^rcen [ot ttie >nrN

lit-h brar- on th.e horizonfal surface of it^ crystalline lanirl

\\-C-'ver thin tliev niav be cut. the outline and nervation of le:.^

'1 hranche. of terns -unl other veo-etables of the coal ;
aii.i t,i

"1^^-h'u-l/is trurknil anTlmrnrfre^ i<'a 'con.i.ound of tin

!; -hales, tin. leaves of ferns and other ])lMnis are M.niet.P

"•l/,!'>-es,rved in the form of evt.vinely thin ^^^y*;'';^, ^^^jj;'"^; ,''';;,,,

jvin- harlly '(Mion-Vi' td'sl'i'.nv 'tlicmltlines of
t^^^^j'^^^iJ;

^.
J^;' .|'^|;|

'I n'taiuin'-- c!)nsi,lei-'ibl!«^ eVist\citv
' " Tho shales, accord in c: to

• :^'aount ".rr ^e.-t•lblV nritti-r mixed in them, and the depth .t

''"•^' thev h:u(, ireen formed under water |?], are of a more or le^s

irk color- whitish or vellowish when of fresh water ongm, au'i

'^"^ few remains of plants ;
black and generally more homogcne-



^i\s —
' homtluii poMtion, their form and fei/t,\ mnu

rtolht niture md outline ot the bodies >\huh tlu\ (

nodiiks of Yizon Cietk rithoi seem to be the uoik (

la or Iiu,lln)a ooiu tnti itinoj mokculcs of iron uoiiii.

itcis, !<. nou h^l)I>^n^ in thi formitionoi bo* lu u ,m

ui dtpoMt^ m ^pnnojs or pools \\ho^( \\atcis coiit uii i
-.

non Lhis supposition xpptajs confinntd h\ the nur

nty 1" complete, and m , some ol th
The pinni oi k UlUb ot fdns trc xU
t^ntdprntion, then ixis oi i u his cy
cf the donj^Mted noduk, \\itlithe dm

li-tfc like the s(au\ lie seen n
Ky]>ns<„t u. Hu l.M.ig spocir

[We piopose to eontinue thib nonce in mother number]
7 Ihe Bone Cau nf n,st<n, P^nosyhanm (p y.) -Ko

:tt(isfi()u Air A\tii vrn ^ st it( that the ent is eonstanth
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^pax ?; not identified 3. The whole
} of them Edentates, 12 Rodents,

Ungulates, 4 Canm ores?, 2 Birds,

. Dr. G.Il.Horuha. r..uMim.(lth<"Batraoli

)iit'u'hns ki'vU/atiis, Pt. lonqipennis; Ihi. this <-Uit,uuis;

mitellarU, A. uilcnns; Fhnnceus unflqims; (\>j>ru^j>wic-

<fl>rn>iii^/ ibt/ii/ixs. He also obscr^ei5 that there are

n.s,/ \1 rt>'l)r>if>x uf Cf/riS oji the Island of Anguilla,

('l)r.iti> im-hulc a ciocodilian, two birds, one deer and
s 'riiroe of the rodents A\ere of gij^antic si/e, and in-

sides^ two species of Chinchilla already deM-rilnd (l.u

193) a third, btill lart;er, the Loj-omylm hiCutt, > ^ '|n

of tlie deer indieated a species little over hali tla- M/e

ichilla.

•t <»i the Fro'jnss of the S'nte Geolotjlcd Sjn-vty <f

01 pp. svo. Lansinu, 187l/ Tublished by autlioiity

1'.—The <^nr\ e\ of ^lichigan now in progress \\ as ordered

pove. The appropriation was to be di\ided equally be-

^^u•ve\f^ of the rpi)er and Lower Peninsula, and in thi^

rk has now I7een carried forward for two yearb. Tow ai d

. B. Brook
I ibr the eop])er re-ion, Profes'^or P.. Pui

hlet issued is onlv\i brief ^

lof sonieofitsVosults.

•ofes.()r'P.'PinnpeIl\

of the ri)per PennibUla to

IS I'rof. Wuichell has before

Portage and Chemung, and

^h the \aUe> .

betweeliLake
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He ud.ls, -It may easily belli;

.-, (Edit. Con-., dated Halila>

:\Ian-h 28. 1^71).—We have
r Carboniferous limestone froi

i.eautiful Aolmn^is a r.-priiit of the State Cabinet Keiu.rtfn;-

or rather it is frum a revised edition of it. It is the most t-x'.

and vahiai>le of the ^eries, and well deserved rej.rodnction in

terform. A m)tieeofit ai)pear( d in this Journal in vol. xh i.

Tt.-ontains Hall's admirable paper on the ( inipt.dit. s, iih.-'

on 2! exeellent plat('s ;\dso si^rshorU^^^^ 'sonu .

1'

latt.-rareoontrovcTsial, and have already been the subject <u

.nark in thi- Journal.
12. S,nn..r,,,ludm of Tlarhm.—J^Y. Cope observes (Proe. Th

Soc, Xo\. 1-), that tlie genus >Vwr(;c«?y/a/?As-, instituted on U

o-ian, ami betv/een the Salmonida"- and Amiidtv. The spines ;u

rays have bt>eti regarded l)y some authors a>, of the Cestrncio

genus Fti/chodus.
"

13. Geolo</>/ of OJih,.—We understand froin I'rof. Xewberr

the director 'of " the Geological Survey of Ohio, liuit anotb

Annual Keport is ready tbr the_ press. If the^ phm^ (|t^
^1'

not be bc>hi;,ll" ininoirii^ th "eliaracter of its*:^narKeport. ^ ,

14. Xofe Oil A^tiihus phitycpphalus^ by J. I). D.^.va.— '

''J'

^'

sing renuirk in mv ])aper on pau-e ;^21 will have to be ;m. t.' ''•
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(uiumdi on lfa7iHeJ3ri/ozo<(—In the fin

,.l suhol.lu Kolhkci'b ZuWhnft, Chpiuc

I points he coinplckU i<ri<-( ^ ^\ itl tlu \ c^

iL pohmorphism of the ^pu u s, thui i unl

f' ^'"'V'"
i^^ place i,it]us,fs.e.nn; ^-/'--/

^J''
I"

''t of KulH (l>iof 7ool Soc ,
1870 i/il, I h-1; *

•>»»

^-^^'jPposcdtohc con^rcncru with the ^.atodu.oi Vum^^.

^^h* l^^vounn,fu.tmukknounl.x Hon Wm T-omh thu

^^"wn on It his l,ttn picscntul by hnn to the Ro> a ^

^H tAc the following tacts from in abstract of this i
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in tho Ann. .ALair. Xat. Hist., TV, yii, •>22. The skeleton is of

tish to the last

uiither names a second Australian spe-

.Messf>.. A. llanoock itlul T. Attlioy liavc an article on the sul.jcot

tiiix l.re^ellt the eonelu^ioit "tluitl^diile' the^lsh^^ei•erk'('^t.!\
u;..nvst to L.pid,>s:re,., it is jm.bal.ly mon- <li.tinet in genu« Imn

eially the tbnuer (these two irenera f..r rea^ons'^tatecnn'in^ kept
separate), (hrat.dus, they o1>>,ery<-, - i. prohahlx a tn.e Cartila-

thi8

1«. CocrolithH.— Cocooliti,,,, e:,leare.)us (li>k-.hai.ea ..lu.-i-ii^.

reo-ar.lea by Iluxlev at firs! as a u.m-elluh.r plant (aV.;,.. a.^l .•.!:>.-

wanl the seeretion; of his lJath^l>iu. (analo.on^ to" .1.. .;;;,.„>

spieuhi of a ^pon.^e) havo heen m-entlv .vanmird h^ 11. J. C.irtor

(Ann. Mao. Nat. ilis,.. IV. ^ii, isi), an<l ibun.l to 'in. uhar rhoy

were first pronoun.c-l. t -u-t-r tin.ls th.m verv ai>un.l:n.l in >hal-

latedberl.s or bunks of'prob.blv an).vs cmainlvacro, „,(-xtont,Ipuhenzed

t^hcr'io! -i''

-^'^'"'"''""'' ''"'^ "^''^'-'^•Pd .several Vra.nnent. whose cHls.tn|t or

nted verv innch the appearance of the

S'rwlShL'^dvenrS-'bh/'"^^^^
ansparent' area and central granule, toge-

Lastly, considern.ir that \CZ.
zone berc. iind so \oracioiislv fed i

T^^z!t!^z:'z^also tiiat It is so nearly allied m com
cah,n-e„, tbat it chiefly forms the \led"' of tiic .Atlantic' ocean, and tiiiit it is

found f„s.ihzed in the chalK, I cannot belpinferrm..thatitisavo-table
organnni which contributes cbietlv to forn/the <.alcareous

^1^;.";';;^^,;;;^,;;;^;present dny m ni.uiv p-u-ts, and \\li

ones of th.- past, at all v., .-nts tbat of"the chalk'"

JIcMjamestw.,.,Kyl.s.l/,/./. .,h, u„:r,-V>!h,nx. from the .Ulai.nc

n(n'l/a!nrJA''/;^''.^^.'!tnrf
10^ Ulantic "^'!'*^"'

'^''^'.'j^^^j''./^' ^-i-

canTms^' ,rs'''n''l '*''.'^""i- .

?''^'

slstin*.r^(",f t\vo\V'„/.!v, V'ui
•'"

\

:-ans|),i rent, oni •

cY'--
o'''

>JJ^Yj)
the

otherluKl re<v.ivin/>'tli('r'.'"|.;n,*|•"'>nririlV\''n'aviiV^;n'.l onelo-

ing a .irranuhir proTnpIusniir .lis

ihe first is obtusd\ elliptieal'':i^^^^^^^^'^



yj^j^th in. thick ; the second is circular ai]

diameter. The latter is not found in the L:

Cocrospheres of Huxley are of two kinds,

fiiistnles of the above species, the two diftere

rinp: mixed in one coccosphere. CarteCarter regards the coc

species of JMobesia.'' li

. This,' Mr. Carter has not se<

lish food for the h)W('r animals

they do for those aloii-- its 1.,

X^w Haven, Feb., 1867 to Ms
nmcli delayed by a fire, by wt
1869. It is entirely occupied by the " Notes on the Hadiata in

the Museum of Yale College," by A. E. Yerrill. Under this head
there are nine distinct articles : Xo. 1, Descriptions of Xew Star-

fishes from New Zealand; No. 2, Notes on the Kciiinodcrnis of
Panama and west coast of America, with Descriptions ot new
Genera and Species ; No. 3, On the Geographical Distril.ution of

Echinoderms of the west coast of America, with a Com])arison of
the Tropical Echinoderm-Faunoe of the east and west coasts
of America ; No. 4, Notice of the Corals and Echinoderms col-

lected by Prof. C. F. Hartt at the Abrolhos Reefs, Province of
Bahia, Brazil, 1867 ; No. 5, Notice of a collection of Echinoderms
from La Paz, Lower Cal, with Description of a new Genus;

^0- 6, Review of the Corals and Polyps ol the west coast of
America (six plates)

; No. 7, On the Geographical Distribution of
the Polyps of the west coast of America ; No. 8, Additional Ob-
servations on Echinoderms, chiefly from the Pacific coast of
America; No. 9, On the Echino'derm-Fauna of the Gulf of

Uhfornia and Cape St. Lucas. All these articles, except the
three last, have been noticed in this Journal, from time to time,

when they have been published as separate pamphlets.
Xos. 6 and 7 have also been issued under one cover, formmg a

pamphlet of 193 pages, with six plates. The early parts of No. 6

were noticed in this Journal last year. In the portion descnbing
the Madreporaria several changes have been f

ciassiheation, of which the most important is tl;

new sub-order ( Ocw?wacg«) to include Sti/lasteridce Gray (emend ),

^jndinid^^ PocilliporidcB Gray, Stylophoridoi, f StylinM(x, As-

^2^mdm, Garyophyllidm. Several changes are made m the limits
ana characters of the families and genera : Madreporidce is made
(as hy Prof. J. D. Dana) to include both Madrepora and JTonti-y ; Astmngidoe is extended so as to include Cladocora^vd its

t^'fi^¥ (^ciryophyllidce of Edw. and Haime are divided into
two families, the second division, TurMnoUd(B, corresponding
nearly with Turbhiolinm E and H. ; Agaricidm Gray (emend.)

^ adopted instead of Lophoserid(M. The relations of PociUipora
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\n otIuM- workb,* that Pocillipora is a true Polyp, and not

all KM I to M'dUpora luid other Ilydroid corals, is again insisted

and thf relations of the rociUiporul^- to certain fossil ooi

amount" of cireM^n\^sUuat7o'n/^ Fro.n ^Fuvositid!p, as^i'

also in having pcrEirate walls, and doubtless ouglit to be sep.i

at least a*^ a distinct family, which ha'^, perhaps, closer nl

with Madreijoraceay] A number of now corals are also des

and, in the Addenda, some additional new Gorgonida.

In Xo. 7, lists are given of the species found in each of tl

nal ilivision^ of the west coast, with their range, etc , and 5'

cases special local li=;t'^ are added. In the Panamiaii F.hii

that zoological province. The platen are cliietly .lr\M{.. :

Gorgonacea, and two of them illustrate the S|

Feabody Ac<nh
., ., ^^ _ .,

I and Third Annmd Report^i of th> Truisk>.^ ';/

s.>0 and 1H70, Saleui, M..abody AC(i<ibm>/ or ^avnr^, for JS(>!t

leived March, 1^71.—Tliis report con

•asion of dedication of the Museum,

of a specimen of linssui palpvhrom Owen (V) taken lr<mi m^

st(una('h of a hake at Man^dicsler, Mass.,—a ^pecicb not betoa- re-

corded from our coast. Prof. E. D. Cope contribut(.>- a ('ataK\!:ue

of Batrachia and Reptilia obtained bv .1. A. .McXiel in Xican>-n;^.

and another of those obtained 1)y C. J. Maynard in Flonda: m

the former article he describes a new lizard and a new genn- aiui

.^,. ..^.^^^..^^z {Manculus remifer). Prof. A. S. P^*^'''?'''

gives a list of the Insects collected at Pebas, Ecuador, by 1 rot -

Orton, and describes a new species of Attacus [A. A}naz"i<"''-

Mr. S. I. Smith contributes a list of the Crustacea coUecterl i'} •'•

A. McNiel in Central America, and describes a number ol ii*^^^

species belonging to the genera, Zeptopodia, Ozms, ^^'"''
,j"

Gebia, Atya (2 sp.), Enatya (new genus), Leander, and
| Y','"jjj"

Several species in the collection appear to be identical with
^^t] 4

species. The omission of the precise dates of publication ot ttu'^

descriptive papers is inexcusable. The report is merely aai

* On the Affinities of the Tabulate Corals, in Proc. Amer. Assoc, for A v.

Science, 1867, p. 148 ; also Proc. Essex. Institute, vi, p. 90, 1869.
^^^ new

f Since the printinor of these remarks (April, 1870), a
''^^''-Y^j.^°a^^p„t under

genus of recent tabulated corals has been described bj Mr. W. fe- *-e
, ^^^

the name of Favositipora Deshayesii (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. v K^^^^

pi. 17, 18, Nov.. 1870). This remarkable form combines a 'complete
^^^

structure of the interior, like Favosites, with the ordinary structure oi -a

in other respects, thus fully confirming the views quoted above.
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ds of Species,

London, 1871. (Mac

' of the theory of " Natural 8t'lo(

puLiishcd. At the same time, tli^

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intell

nthradte Coal Tnide of PenHS>ilvanhi.~l
i:n, a well known engineer at Pottsvijle, Pa..

e Coal' Trade'of rennsVhania. It ein!)iace:

'lie Wyoming, and the Lykens \'alley, Sliamokin, etc. We tak(

•^:n 335
^ "J ' • ocmug. .. .,

. _.^.^

41,750 89,934 43,000 174,734

275,313 475,091 148,470 15,505 864,384

690,456 1,782,93(5 827,823 57,684 3,358,899
* 1,821,674 3,270,516 2,941,817 479,116 8,513,123

'--^ 3,172,916 3,853,016 7,825,128 998,839 15,849,899

The Schuylkill trade began in 1822, with the exportation oi

MSOtons; the Wyoming, now twice the largest, in 1829, witl;

',000 tons; the Lykens V^illey, etc., in 1839, mth 11,930 tons.

-. Carbonic acid in outside and indoor air.—According U
parainations made at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
'7 A. H. Pearson, under the direction of Prof. Storer, the aniouni

; the Cupola of the State House, 15(.s

f'^ii play 18, 1870), was -03139 per cent of vol

^-t.Hoston, near the Institute of Technology, out ot n xnai.- on
:'inerent days, -03798 to -04999, and on one day (Aprd 1), 03194

;

11 Clarendon Place, near Berkely st, -03371. ' According to the
same experimenter, the volume of carbonic acid m the air of a reci-

^ation room of the Institute, after recitation, [we omit the date],

^a^ found to be 08929 to -09762 p. c. ; in a small " weighmg room

7 *'''^ae, -13041 to -13205; in the Myrtle st. Grammar School,

/•'431 to -13659; in the Tremont St. id., '14335; the Richmond st.

W., -17781; in the Blossom st. id., -19037; in the Appletonst Pri-

mary bchool, -11092
; in the Cooper st. id., -19927; m Music Hall,

^remont st., -14045
; in the Public Library waiting room, on three

'Wterent days, each, -13666, -13747, l9352.Secotid A?m. Bep.
'**• *^^«<e Board of Health, 1871.
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3. Report of the Board of Health of the ('it;/ of Chko'.

1867, 1868, and 1869, a7id a Sanitanj history <f Chicati<>

183;^ to 1870. 332 pp. 8vo. Chicago. 1871.—The ottici-

the Board, are Samuel Hoard, President ; John II. TJauch. M.i-.

Sanitary Superintendent and Kegisti-ar of Vital Statistie> : Am-

brose Burnani, Health Officer; J. \V. Russell, Secretaiy. Tlie iv-

port is illustrated with diagrams and maps, and is an cxceeiliiijily

important contribution to the subject. The diagrams sliow tliiil

the period of highest mortality at Chicago during tlie years isc:.

1868 and 1869, was between the 20th of July and 1st of Scptfin-

ber ; and that the period of increase began late in June <u- \ oiv

early 1st of July.

4. Effect of the Eclipse on the Magnetic Needle ; hy I). 3IrLi.i.i:.

(Gaz. offic. del Regno d'ltalia).—On the 22d of Deceiiiber the iiia;:-

netic needle followed its usual course till the co '
'

'

eclipse,

declinat:

itraced its steps until it reached its mmuiuini

8'°, which was the instant of totality. Fmin

that moment the ascending motion toward the west began anew.

until the needle had regained the exact position it had oceupK i

when the eclipse began.

—

Athen.^ Feb. 18.

5. Establishment of Paul Mohr in Ohio for the sale <fJos^ih

ayxd minerals.—This establishment has been opened at laantam.

Clermont Co., Ohio. Mr. Mohr, of Vienna, is in commanicatimi

with various European houses, and states that he can furnish spt-

6. Corrosion of Leadpipes.—A paper on this subject, by ^^ n..

Ripley Nichols, is contained in the 2nd Ann. Rep. of the Mmjn

State Board of Health, 1871. ,

7. Chemical Society.—Vrol Fijanklakd has succeeded Tro..

Williamson as President of the Chemical Society.

Reliquim AquitaniccB, and an active member of the French Insti-

tute, died in the department of Gers, during the mvestment u

Paris. He was Professor of Paleontology at the Museum oj

Natural History, filling the place left vacant by the deatn m

d'Archiac. u ' ^e

BsrQUEKEL, the physicist, died in Normandy during the su,-

of Paris, at the age of eighty.
, c •

tv of
GuiLLAUME Lejeax, Secretary of the Geographical Socie

France and author of various Geographical papers, has recen .

Haidikger, of Vienna, the veteran mineralogist,
J^J''.^''* j*|.

rapher and physicist, and the most active promoter oi ^^^^ .

progress in Austria, died in the latter part of the month oi Ji.*

Catalogue of Minerals with their Formulae and Crystalline ^J"^*?""^guJ^ by

Thomas Egglestox, Prof. Min. and Met. 2nd ed., 42 pp. 8vo. New or ,
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Art. LYl^On Jupiter and its Satellites ; by Maria Mitchell,

Professor of Astronomy in Vassar College. (With a plate.)

The observations referred to in the following notes were

made at a time when the mechanism of the instrument m use

receiving improvements, and the records are therefore those

ye estimates and not of accurate measurements. They do

not, however, rest wholly on my own impressiona Separate

drawings and estimates were made in several cases by three oi

my students, Misses Abbot, Glover, and Mead, and my own

were checked by theirs. ^ -^ -o A\^
The characteristics of the phenomena seen on J^ter s oisc

in the FaU of 1870 and the Winter of 1870-71 differed from

those of the preceding year. The rosy tinge of tb^ equatorial

belt was less marked ; the dark spots on the same belt were less

decided, and the white spots more numerous, in ^^^ no^
Jan. 9, 1870, 1 use the expression » veiy rosy '' m describing the

upper edge of the broad belt ; words which I could ^otj^'^

regard to the color, at any time of observation since that data

The instrument used was the large Equatorial telescope, the

object-glass of which is 12^ inches in diameter.

.
The oval marking given in fig. 1 was seen JaiL

1»;
J°;!^V ;^

IS without doubt the sime seen by Prof. Mayer at ^n earlier data

It is at least a singular coiucidence, that a group of small

spots on the sun, arranging themselves m the same
^^^^f

"^^

eorded on Jan. 22. I LIrd on June 18, .l^^O, ^/^^^
tm^^^^^

tbe extreme northern edge of Saturn's nng; the mght being

remarkably good.
Am. Joxjb. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. I, No. 6.--Jdnk, 1871.
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Nov. 1, 1870.—Two shadows and one satellite were seen at

once on Jupiter's disc. The satellite, which was the first, was

faint, brown, and ill defined, when first seen ; near the center

of the planet, its shape was oval. A large spot could he seen

on the fourth satellite.

Nov. 10, 1870.—The narrow southern dark belt has a violet

tinge.

Nov. 16, 1870.—A short and broad violet marking was seen

near the northern border.

Nov. 28, 1870.—The broad equatorial belt could be seen out

to the following edge. There were three large white spots upon

it. The third satellite was warmer in tint than the other three.

Dec. 3.—The broad belt was seen again, quite out to the fol-

lowing limb. The first satellite was seen on the planet near

the preceding limb, of dazzling whiteness, resembling the polar

regions of Mars. White spots were noticed on the broad belt

The fourth satellite seemed to have a halo around it.

Dec. 10, 1870.—I began early to watch for the entrance of

the first satellite and its shadow. The planet was low and

the air full of tremor. I lost the satellite at once, when it en-

tered upon the planet, and did not see it until 8 p. M., when I

found it near the center of the disc. It seemed to be round and

was dusky in color. Only twelve minutes later, this round

figure had enlarged and become an irregular oval figure, stretch-

ing into the broad equatorial belt ; it was then very distinct.

As the shadow and satellite were thrown upon the planet

nearly at the same time, it is probable that they were seen to

gether, but there was no distinction of color. It seemed as

large as the third satellite plus about its third. The whole

shrunk suddenly, and then disappeared a few minutes after ^

P. M., and at 9^ 32'" P. M. the satellite reappeared, still on the

planet, round and very white. At 10^ 5™ the broad dark equa-

torial belt was seen out to the following edge. I have given

the changes of the first satellite in figs. 3 and 4. No inequality

of brightness could be detected in the bright belt along whicU

the course of the satellite lav.

Dec. 16, 1870.—The noticeable peculiarities are, the contm-

uance of the dark equatorial belt quite out to the limb ot tne

planet, both preceding and following, but more strongly jn tne

latter case, and the unequal brightness of the southern bngni

belt, presenting in a coarse way something of the appearance

of the sun's disc. The third satellite was brighter at the cente

than at the edges. -,

Jan. 7, 1871.—A very marked phenomenon is fepresen+'^'i
iii

figs. 5 and 6. A white oval spot was seen
ish spots at 6*' 57™. It was afterwards

preceded by two bro^

seen only by gimp
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until 1^ Se-n when it reappeared, but with a change of reLati\

position ; it was then between the brown spota The shado

of the second satellite, very black at first dimmed as it came 1

the center, and became elongated.

Jan. 13, 1871.—Two white spots seen near the northern ed^i

seemed to change in relative position in the course of hall :i

Jan. 16, 1871.—The passages of the first satellite and ol' tl

shadow were carefully watched. The satellite was seen thn n:-

nearly the whole transit; it was lost for about 20 minutes w iu

neiir'the center—at this time the shadow became idon.iiatn

A hirge white spot was seen above the most northern dark

belt.

Jan. 19, 1871.—Three large white spots were seen on the

dark equatorial belt. The third satellite was on the planet and

was smaller than any one of these spots.

In watching the changes of Jupiter's bright cloudy beU> •

of its dark bands, one is continually reminded of the chan-

in the sun's photosphera Although the variations are
<

marked on Jupiter than on the sun, yet it is true of both tli

drawings made at intervals of half an hour would show ditler-

ent relations of dark and light spots.

The changes in the satellites seem to me peculiar. I have

watched the first satellite a good deal, and while I have never

seen it enter upon, or leave the disc as other than a white circu-

lar object, either I have lost it at the center, or it has changed

in shape and color,—becoming elongated toward the polar re-

gions, and assuming a reddish-brown hua The impression

made upon the observer is that of the interposition ol some

medium through which it is seen dim and distorted.

: byPro-

^
Among the recent theories of the Physical Constitution of

the Sun, based on the later discoveries, astronomical and spec-

troscopic, that propounded a few years since by
f^-f^y^^^^

been most favorably received. It is an essential feature ot tuis

tbeory that the sun4 mass consists wholly, or in a great degree

of gases or vapors ; and that a process of interchange ot solar

matter betweeS the interior and the photosphere is m incessant

operation, in ascending and descending currents, by which tne

Comptes Rendus, vol. Ix, pp- 89 and 138.



; radiation is maintained. In a paper by J. Homer Lan^
le Theoretical Temperature of the Sun, Ac., publiaht^l i

Journal, July, 1869, it is elaborately argued, and art* .r

sviccessfully maintained, that the great rapidity of cin i

loii required by this theory cannot subsist conaistajllv w :;

• received laws ofgaseous circulation. Quite recently aiiotht

^>rv of the sun's physical constitution has been propoumltN
Professor F. Zdlfner of Leipzig; based mainly on the ».;

'Iished fact that the solar protuberances, cons|)i(Mious]v v.>i

II total eclipses, and obser\'able at all times with tin -.iti o

'.troscope, are most of them due to violent .niptKn- o

- - of incandew^nt hydrogen.* He remark? tliat 'it > m

•Journal of the Franklin InsI
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L To this remark the theory ai

;it "the nucleus of the solar s
! local cooling on a liquid mv

.1 loii.Unsation, which surroiin

• : :!i,^( islands of slag, offer?; i

1, 1 \\:i> l.t'tn already overthro.

l;ivr.* Tlie Other

sustainetl by any inherent prol

ther than that which it Ls fram**



tamly seems natural to expect that these cosmical bodies might
give us some insight into the nature of the forces in operation
at the sun's_ surface. It is assuredly too late to urge that the
transformations whicli thej undergo under the sun's influence
arc wholly involved in mystery ; for it has certainly been satis-

factorily established that a portion of the cometary matter be-

comes subject to a solar repulsion, and is urged away by this

force with a high velocity, and to great distances from the sun.

and that this repulsion augments in intensity as the comet
approaches the sun.* Now if such an energetic force of repul-

sion emanates from the sun, and operates on cometic matter at

all distances, both small and great, according to the law of in-

verse squares, there is assuredly a high probability that it may
play an important part on that vast arena, where solar forces

are obviously engaged in fierce contention. It maybe con-

jecture^ that the solar vapors are entirely difierent substances
from, and wholly unlike, in their physical state, the com-
etary vapors that appear to be so exceedingly subtil. Bnt it

IS certainly more philosophical to suppose that the same sul)-

stances, or substances possessed of the same general properties,

are present in all cosmical bodies, and the earth. Besides we

are not_ without direct evidence on this point. Huggins, by

examining the spectrum furnished by the Kght emitted from

the Comet II, 1868, detected the presence of the vapor of car-

bon in the brighter portions of the comet. " He has been able

to discriminate between the light of the nucleus of a comet and

that of its tail. The nucleus is self-luminous, and its substance

is in the form of ignited gas. The coma shines by reflected

light as clouds do."
II, as IS now conceded by £

made up of matter detached from the general mass of the comet.

l)y reason of a repulsive action exerted by the sun, it must ab<>

')e admitted that the matter expelled is not all urged away l\v

the >ame intensity of force, and with the same velocity ;
for we

Mnd that it is much more widely dispersed in the plane of tli^^

<'onietary orbit than is consistent with this supposition. For

example, I have shown, in my theoretical discussion of Donati s

Coniet,t that if we conceive "particles of matter to have been

oxjielled from this comet, with a certain small lateral velocity,

and urged away during a certain interval of time by a solar

r3i)ulsion bearing to the force of gravitation the ratio ot

-ersally, admitted by a

Journal, to establish by rigorous caicu-

1 of Donati's comet was developed by a force ot sow

ion—both varying accoraiut.
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1-213 to 1, they would, at the end of the interval, have been

found distributed over a narrow band coincident, at its forward

line, with the curved preceding side of the tail of the comet

;

and that the other portions of the tail must have been composed

of matter subject to various degrees of solar repulsion less

than this. In fact the definite conclusion was in this way

reached that the preceding half of the tail consisted of matter

repelled from the sun with a force varying between the limits

1-213 and 0, and that the following half was for the most part

composed of matter detached from the comet simply by reason

of a weakened gravitation toward the sun,—the intensity o

the force of gravitation along the following side of the tail

being 0-455. There would seem then to be no alternative but

to admit that the tail of Donati's comet was composed of different

substances, (or else of one substance in different physical states)

subject to a repulsive action from the sun of various degrees ot

intensity; and either prevailing over the sun's attraction ol

gravitation, or partiallv counteracting it, and so giving rise to

an effective repulsion "'for certain of these substances, and to

a diminished gravitation for others. The simplest theoretical

explanation that can be given of this state of things is to sup-

pose that the solar repulsion consists of a series of impulses propa-

gakd in waves through the ethei- of space, and taking effect upon

atoms of different sizes with varying intensity. It is obvious tnat

if this be true, the smaller the atom the more effective should

be the repulsion as compared with the gravitating force solicit-

ing the atom
; since the ratio of the two forces should be pro-

portional to the surface divided by the volume of the atom --

assuming that the mass is proportional to the volume or tnat

all atoms have the same density. We are thus incidentally led

to infer that the larger comets consist of a variety of substances,

hkethe earth. ^ . n

The question now arises what can be the origin of the force

of solar repulsion. There is another side of the diversihed

picture presented by cometary transformations under tlie su
.^

influence, which gives some intimations on this P^^^^JJ«^
only is a certain pfrtion of the cometary matter repelled by the

snn, but it is also repelled by the nucleus of the comet

see in large comets, a series of envelopes rise at '^^^^^'^^^^
tie nucleus, on the side turned toward the sun ff^JX ^^f/^
nearly uniform rate until they become dissipated by t^^ sun s

repulsion. Luminous jets also stream out at times from the

^e side of the nucleus. These phenomena, it cm n^^""
^^,

^loubted, are in some way the effect of the suns heat, ihe

simplest'and most probabfe conclusion is that the ejecting
^^^^^^^^

^tich is brought into play by the sun's heat is tlie direct repul

sive energy of the heat received by the comet We are thus
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led to infer that the repulsive action exerted hy the sun upm mat-

ter in the state of the cometary vapors, probably consists, either wholly

or partially, in repulsive impulses propagated in the heat waves

proceeding from the sun.

Let us now see whether any confirmation of these inferences,

and any additional light in the direction of our present iBquirv.

can be obtained on the substantial ground of Ten-estrial Ph\s-
ics. The definite question presented for consideration,' is

whether the results of observation or experiment afford any

indication of a direct repulsive action exerted by radiant heat

on the atoms of bodies. It is universally admitted that radiant

heat, when imbibed by a body, acts as a repulsive or separating

agency among its molecules. It is also conceived that the con-

duction of heat is by radiation from atom to atom. The most

natural inference from these facts is that the waves of radiant

heat, which pass from atom to atom, directly urge the atoms away
from each other by repulsive impulses. Instead, however, of

adopting this simple idea, physicists have generally been in-

clined to refer the expansion of bodies from heat to some

mode of motion of the atoms, originated by the heat received;

though no detailed satisfactory explanation has yet been given

of the manner in which such motions would directly originate

an expansion. Strangely enough this notion is even entertained

by physicists who regard heat as the only cause of the repulsion

subsisting among the molecules of bodies. It should here be

noted, that if the expansion of all bodies of matter fi-om heat

is to be ascribed to a direct impulsive, or repulsive action of heat

waves proceeding from one atom and falling upon the surroinid-

ing atoms, then this force takes effect at the greatest distances

by which the atoms are separated in the rarest gas under the

feeblest pressure; and we would thus be led to expect that

heated bodies in contact with each other might manifest signs

of repulsion.

In point of fact, many evidences of a heat repulsion subsist-

ing between particles of different bodies, in contact or in close

proximity, have been adduced by different experimentalists,

and writers on physics, some of which may be briefly men-

tioned.

1. " When pure silica, in an extreme state of division is

highly heated, the slightest motion then causes the particles of

the powder to slide over each other, and the surface of the

powder is thrown into undulations almost like those oi a

liquid."

2. A rise of temperature is attended with a decrease ot

capillary attraction. Also the frictional resistance to the flow

of water in pipes is diminished by heat.
"
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3. " The spheroidal state of liquids is a complicated result

of four distinct causes. The most influential is the repulsive

force which heat exerts between objects which are closel}' ap-

proximated to each other."*

4. The vibrations of heated metals, as shown in " Trevilyan's

Instrument," or "rocker," resting on a block of metal, are prob-

ably due to the direct repulsive force of heat, as maintained

) the sudden
pansion by heat of the body on which the rocker rests. Fara-

day's explanation of these curious phenomena is adopted by
Tpdall, who endeavors to overthrow Prof Forbes's theory.

His experiments serve to disclose the fallacy of certain fea-

tures of the theory, but do not dislodge the fundamental idea

that the phenomena are due. to a force of heat-repulsion. This
might be made apparent if we had space for a statement of
the general principles on which the explanation rests, and for a

detailed discussion of the results of the experiments.
Let us now consider if any sufficient evidence exists of a

general force of molecular repulsion in operation at all tempera-
tures,—beyond the sphere of sensible adhesion, or cohesion.

Y^
iieed, in fact, to look no farther for this than to the simple

fact that in the ordinary contact of bodies the interval of dis-

teuce between them, minute as it is, much exceeds the ranee of
toe attraction of cohesion, or adhesion ; for in such contact the

weight of the upper body is counteracted bv a repulsion be-

tween the molecules about the point of contact Dr. Kobison
iias shown in his System of Mechanical Philosophy, that if two
glasses, one slightly convex, the other flat, are placed on each
other and pressed by a force of 1000 pounds to the square inch,

they are still at the" distance from each other of the thickness
ot^ the top of a soap bubble just before it bursts, or at least

njsth of an inch. In effecting this contact there was no evi-

dence of any attraction existing at distances greater than that
at which the contact occurred. A similar remark maybe made
^"h regard to all cases of the apparent contact of homogene-
ous substances under a moderate pressure. It is only bv m-
cfeasing the pressure more or less, that the contiguous particles

can be brought within the range of their reciprocal attraction

Jt cohesion. When the particles are readily displaced among
flemselves under the direct action of a pressure, or blow, as m

rnLT^ Z^ ^^ft or malleable substances, a permanent union
pay be effected without difficulty between the surfaces: that

COT., f/'*^^
repulsion of some of the particles may be over-

r^T' i^'"'
attraction of cohesion brought into play at the

'^^ced distance, and an equilibrium established at the neutral

» MUler's Physics, p. 285.
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point between this attraction and the inner repulsion. This

occnrs in the welding of iron.

Other evidences of an effective repulsion in operation be-

tween the molecules of bodies in contact, or in close proximitv,

are cited in treatises on Physics ; although it is not always dis-

tinctly recognized that the sphere of its action lies entirely with-

out that of the effective molecular attraction. Now what is tLe

range of this effective repulsion between bodies. It obviously

extends only to a small distance. Cavendish's well-known ex-

periment has established that, when bodies are separated by con-

siderable distances they tend toward each other by the attrac-

tion of gravitation. But are we therefore to conclude that tlie

repulsive action, so energetic at the near approach of the mole-

cules, has vanished altogether when they are a considerable

distance apart Is it not more probable that this force is con-

fined to the surface molecules, and disappears at moderate

distances, in comparison with the attraction of gravitation

which is the result of the action of the entire masses on each

other, because it decreases according to the inverse squares of

the distance between the surfaces instead of the distance be-

tween the centers. I have elsewhere shoAvn* that the force ot

gravitation cannot be the attraction of cohesion operating at

considerable or great distances. It is a force suigeneris, entirely

distinct from the forces of molecular attraction and repulsion

in operation at minute distances, and determining the constitu-

tion of bodies and their mechanical properties ; and operates

in conjunction with, but independently of, these molecular

forces, f
In view of the concurrent testimony that we have now seen

is afforded by the two departments of Cometary, and Terrestnai

Physics, it will be admitted that, in attempting to gain a new

insight into the physical constitution of the sun, and the pro-

* Philosophical Magazine, vol. xx:
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cesses of change in operation on its surface, we are at least

entitled to assume the following as probable hypotheses.

1. That the sun exercises a repulsive action upon the mole-

cules of every gas or vapor that subsists at its surface, or is at

Miv time in any part of the region of space exterior to the sur-

i'aiv : that this force is the sum of all the heat impulses propa-

i:;U(.d in ethereal waves from all the gaseous molecules posited

alxne tlie solid or liquid body of the sun, and from the surface

iiioleciiles of this central mass, except in so far as these impul-

: intercepted in their passage ;
and that it is opposed

3 of gravitation, which is due to a virtual attractionforce of gravitation, i

•' r ii' sun's entire mass,—so that the effective force soliciting

- iM'ous molecule is the difference between these two

ttractive and repulsive, by which it is urged.

lat the force of solar repulsion, since it consists of im-

I'lvjpagated in ethereal waves, is comparatively more

in proportion as the atomic weight of the solar vapor

It being assumed that the quantity of matter in any
- proportional to its volume.

It in a hypothetical condition of equihbrium of the

tiuosphere the elastic force of each of its vaporous con-

>ntuents, at any depth, will consist in the intensity of the effec-

^ye heat impulses tending to urge its molecules outward ;
which

^W be counteracted by the weight of the superincumbent
portion of the atmosphere. Now, let us assume, for the moment,
that at some anterior epoch in the sun's history, all the Present

vaporous constituents of the sun's atmosphere were diffused

throughout a space exterior to the central body of the sun and

hraited by the spherical surface (A), at which the molecules of

tte vapor of greatest atomic weight are in equilibrium, under

tbe action of their own weio-ht and of the heat-repulsion urging

them upward. This h ypothetical state of things could not con-

tinue, since the atoms of each of the other solar vapors would
t>e urged upward by an effective force. If we conceive a small

quantity of each of them to escape from all points of tnis sur-

face, the rising vapors will ascend to greater lieigits nM^^^'P*
"

^on as their atomic weights are less, and tinally ^vhen me
^mlibrium is attai-ned, form a series of sphencnlenv opt ,

^^^0% detached from each other, and arranged in the '^" *

'

"^^

atomic weights ;—beo-inmpo- with the heavier nietaliic xa[ u>

^d terminating with the lighter (potassium, ^^^y"";^^^ \; !^^
'^^ permanent ^.x<e^rs,\\h livdro-en outermost. If "thu >mall

portions of each of the vapors were to rise fr^m t^ie surti. A^

7y would serve to augment the thickness of the ^n^ kn^es

^!«^ady formed : and the same would be true for e^cli suedes

>ve discharge. The iinal result would be the same if the di^

charge were continuous <lurin^ a cei-tain interval of tmie, as
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would naturally happen. After a certain amount of the solar

vapors have escaped, contiguous envelopes might interpenetrate

each other more or less. What it is especially important to

observe, is, that throughout the whole dej^th intercepted hetween

each envelope, and the outer limiting surface, A, of the vapor of

greatest atomic weight, every atom of the substance of which the

envelope is composed, that may chance to be present, is urf^ed up-

ward by a force of repulsion. If, as we must suppose, the rise

of the solar vapors from the surface, A, continues for an indefi-

nite time, the interpenetration of contiguous envelopes would

increase, and eventually a condition of equilibrium would be

attained ; if the sun's temperature remained the same. But if

this temperature were to increase, as it must down to a certain

epoch in the process of consolidation, the process above indi-

cated would be continually renewed. It is still more important

to observe, that if there were any cause in operation withdraw-

ing continually at short intervals a portion of one or more oi

these rising vapors, a statical equilibrium would not be reached

;

and it would be permanently true that/or every such vapor there

would be a region of repulsion, as above stated, extending from its

envelope down to the outer limit, A, of the vapor of greatest atovw

weight. Throughout this region the vapor would be perpetually

rising, taking the place of that which is withdrawn, and so

maintaining a dynamical equilibrium. The depth of tks region

would be the greatest for hydrogen, the outermost gas (unless

there is some solar vapor of less atomic weight than hydroefrtii.

Now it is easy to see that a certain physical_ cause tendui-

produce such results, must come into operation at some -

of the sun's process of consolidation. As conceived b}

the cooling going on at the outer surface must eventually ' _
the temperature there down to the point at which the vajA ^

having the highest affinity for oxygen will undergo comuu=

tion. The products of such combustion, being compounci m

cules, will have a greater weight in comparison with tue reu

sion to which they are exposed, than the simP^^ folecui^

before the combination took place, and hence they will dea
^^

more or less rapidly, into the depths of the pl^o^^^^P^^.*^
| ^f its

all appearance the sun is now passing through this
pe;';°^.,^^^^ia.

physical history, as supposed by Faye ;
and m the -_

tions" which give to the sola^ disc a mottled
appe^^anc^

(Herschel's "subsiding chemical precipitates, ) }^® P
^^ppgr

discern the products of the combustion occurring in

^^J^^ J ^^.

photosphere and determining its outer limit, m the a
^ ^ ^^^

scending. The continual upward flow from the depxu^.,

photosphere, of the hydrogen, oxygen, and the Ugliteyi^^;.^,,,

vapors, will bring about the necessary mtermixtuie o
-^.^^^^.|

with the other vapors. This must occur below tne
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outer limit of the hydrogen envelope ; and we know that as a
matter of fact, the chromosphere, composed chiefly of hydrogen,
extends above the photosphere.

If the products of the surface combustion were all to descend
indefinitely into the vaporous photosphere, without undergoing

;her visible effects would ensue. We
could only follow with the mind's eye the gradual growth of the
central nucleus of the sun, and recognize that we probably have
before us a picture of the process by which the materials of the
earth s ci*ust were fashioned and accumulated in the earlier ages
of its history. But the probability is that the descending
masses would eventually arrive at a depth where the higher
temperature would effect a dissociation of the combined ele-
ments (as Faye supposes). This must inevitably happen un-
less the tendency of the heat, that augments with the depth,
IS counteracted by the opposing tendency of the increasing gase-
ous pressure. By reason of these opposing tendencies it
may well happen that there may be a certain region of dis-
sociation of limited depth, above and below which decompo-
sition would not occur. But it is to be observed that it does
not loUow that all of the products of surface combustion as
jey pass through such a region would be decomposed ; since
t^e reduction of temperature attending eveiy instance of de-
composition tends to prevent decomposition of other surround-
ing masses in the act of descending.

-Lms sudden dissociation of large masses of combined
elements, though occurring at certain depths within the pho-
ospdere it will be seen may eventually play a conspicuous

iehi
1^^^^^^®" Unless the region of dissociation should

Deiow that of repulsion for the elements separated, these ele-
lents alter separation will be urged upward by the effective force

abov tf
°°' ^^°®i^^ rapidly, and emerge with a high velocity

ntto- \ .
respective envelopes. The ascensional velocities

TUp
"^ will be greater if large masses are suddenlv decomposed.,

vp L?^^^®^ ^^ liydrogen set free should attain to the greatest

J'^'^y-
and rise to the greatest height. They should rise, in

thp K
°^^^^®S' above the hydrogen envelope, or in other words,

l^^^J'^^^osphere. According to Lockyer, in the solar protu-

aoKi
?^®' ^^^ ascending hydrogen has in some cases, a velocity

St,'^oo''Lg" P" ^''""^' ™^ "^" *"
'
"^""^ "' ""'"

120 rJf'^^*^'^^ J^* ^^ hydrogen, having a projectile velocity of

if til? .5 P^^ '^^^nd» shoutd attain an altitude of 43,000 miles,
" "

ant for that altitude. Some

,ye ,
- _ ....^ .^ ,. height of 100,000 miles above

stancpf
^ Photosphere. Prof. Eespighi, has even noticed in-

ot an elevation of 160,000 miles. Such enormous
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heights imply either a greater initial velocity than 120 rnile,^

per second, or that the full energy of the solar attraction doe?

not take effect on the eruptive masses of hydrogen, in tlie re-

above the photosphere. From our theoretical point ot

we perceive that the latter supposition should be true

:

...-„„ the solar repulsion should be in operation above the

hydrogen envelope, or the chromosphere, diminishing the

gravitating tendency.
. .

The metallic vapors set free in the region of dissociation,

should rise to heights varying with their atomic weights

Some of them, especially the lighter ones (sodium, magne-

sium, calcium, kc), may acquire velocities suflacient to linri.^

them above the chromosphere. In fact the spectrosco]

detected besides hydrogen, magnesium, sodium, iron, an m

mium, in the solar protuberances. Lockyer states that

invariably found that in solar storms, the chromospheru-

are thrown up in the order of vapor density. He regaiv-

chromosphere as built up of the following layers, which are m

the order of vapor density in the case of known elements: a

new element giving the green coronal line in the spectroscope,

hydrogen, another new element, magnesium, sodium, banm

iron. He remarks that " all the heavier vapors are at or mm
the level of the photosphere itself"* ,,

The green coronal line was traced in the late eclipse by rioi^

Young and Winlock as far as 16' or 425,000 miles from tue

sun's limb. From our present theoretical stand-point, we na^^

rally infer, as Lockyer has already done from his observatio ^

that the element present in the solar corona which gives tms i '

is much lighter than hydrogen. We see also that an elemei

^

several times hghter than hydrogen might be subject to a st

.

repulsion that would predominate over the atti-action ot gra

tation at all distances, and urge the subtil vapor i^cl^linw

away from the sun. Since the same line is seen m the bgw

terrestrial auroras, we must conclude that the same substance

present in our upper atmosphere ;-either in a permanent upp^

layer, or derived^ from the sun (as I have elsewhere mamte

ed). We must infer also that it is magnetic, which apparem.^

cannot be the case unless it takes on the condition ot coiup
,

molecules. Such compound molecules might become disp^_
^^

in the upper atmosphere of the earth, or in t^e P^^^^l^eat

:

the sunf by electric discharges or sudden evolutions otn^^

and then the separate atoms repelled off, ^^.^^^^^^'^1110

ers of the corona and aurora, illuminated either by

* It is admitted by Ajigstrom, and Zollner, that the absence of ?g^5the^e
dications of oxygen and nitrogen in the sun, is no sufficient evi

gases are really wanting in the sun's atmosphere.
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light, or in the case of the corona in part also by reflected solar
light*

The probable origin of the sun's spots, and other questions of
solar physics that claim attention, must be left for future con-
sideration. I will only remark here, that it has long been ap-
parent that the diverse phenomena which occur at the sun's sur-
face are traceable, more or less directly, to the action of some
form of eruptive force. The present investigation seems to haveM to the discovery of the true nature and origin of this force : ami
at the same time to have revealed the process by which the sun\^ ra-
diation w maintained. The primary source of the solar heat Ijc-
mg, doubtless, as now generally believed, the process of con-
densation maintained by the force of gravitation.

It is worthy of remark, in conclusion, that as comets directed
our attention, at the outset, toward the sun, so the sun, in its
turn, leads us back again to our starting point ; since we see
tnat It we transfer to cometary bodies the physical structure
^e have recognized in the sun's upper photosphere, \

'
'

me energetic action of the force of hea. ..^.u.oxv^, .^. ........ y
ui which some of the curious transformations they undergo,

f
,7/it^erto been involved, seems to be in a great^degi'ee dis-

pelled. No one doubts that comets are chiefly composed of
very light vapors

; though some of the larger ones mav have a
solid nucleus. If, as intimated, certain observed cometary phe-
nomena indicate that these vapors, like the solar vapors, are ar-

S ' 1°^ ^ certain depth at least, in envelopes, which are
^Die to be greatly expanded, or even wholly expelled bv the
mcreasmg amount of heat received from the "sun, we have in

that^tl°
^ ^^ P%sical structure of comets, another indication

tn«ni,
^^ bodies were originally detached from the sun's pho-

^spaere, m addition to that furnished by certain features of the
cometary motions.t

* It is also conceivable that the subtil vapor streaming

K '^^^^^atioi^ lil^e the hydrogen, from s

7 be doubted
ons and deeomposi



K H. Edgerton <ya Naphtha gas.

Art. LVIII.—On ike Composition of Permanent Illuminating

Oas obtained from the decomposition of Petroleum Naphtha ; bv
""

With a prefatory note by B. Silliman.

resulting from tlie rec-

into a permanent gas,

suited for economical use as an illuminant, either by itself or

when mixed with poor gas, or atmospheric air as a diluent, is a

problem of no little importance ; especially in view of the enor-

mous volume of these light products, equal to at least one-eightli

part of the total production of crude petroleum. A process for

converting this volatile material into a permanent gas has been

devised, and is coming into notice under the name of " Band's

process," which is in fact founded upon an invention patented

some years since by Dr. L. D. Grale. In this process the vapor

of naphtha evolved in a distillating apparatus by a steam coil

is carried into an iron retort heated to redness where it is in great

part converted into permanent gases of very high illuminating

power. Small portions of the denser oils which escape destruc-

tive distillation are delivered by a syphon into a suitable recep-

tacle; while the gas, after cooling, is carried to the holder

and is fit for immediate use. It is so rich, however, in illu-

minants as to be unfit for use in common gas burners, and

hence is usually reduced by admixture with atmospheric air, ot

which it requires about an' equal volume to bring it to a stand-

ard of 25 candles by the photometer.
As this problem possesses considerable scientific i^^^''^!!'

aside from its economical importance, I have requested Mr. tl.

H. Edgerton, Superintendent of the Gas works at Fort Wavae,

^ • a well instructed and skillful gas chemist.

--.J for publication his analytical results upon 1

1 of the naphtlia gas, which are subjoined.

The " Memphis Gas " quoted in these analyses is the
g^

made at Memphis, Tennessee, by this method, that city oe g

thus lighted. By '' Fort Wayne N. Gas" Mr. Edgerton mea^

the naphtha gas made by himself at Fort Wayne. In a lew

Mr. Edgerton says he has calculated the gases which are no

absorbed by Nordhausen acid as methyl or marsh gas, and tne

absorbable gases as C4H4 + CgHg, although he adds, "^.^^l^g.
vinced these gases do not co-exist, but go to form an int

diate gas, of less simple relation of volumes." .
j^

The economical details of this interesting research are
^^

in a separate form elsewhere. It will be a source o^ S^^ff^me
faction should this method of utilizing light naphtha Decu

an established industry, since in this manner alone ^^^^^.^.
by consuming the raw material, to avoid those constantly
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ing disasters from the use of "dangerous kerosene," made dan-

gerous by the fraudulent addition of these volatile hydrocar-

bons, by reason of which many hundreds of lives are annually

sacrificed. b. s.

Constituents of Naphtha Gas redvaed to 100 volumes.

" Memphis Gas.''"'

Hydrocarbon illuminating gases - 25 "42

Marsh gas, 34-16

Methyl, - 3-29

Nitrogen, -32-24

Oxygen, -^4j89

100 00

''Fort Wayne Gas.'^

1st analysis. 2d analysis.

Ekyl (Olefiant gas), C.H,, 37'54 ) „ „. 38-28 ) gl
Ditetrvl (Butyltne), €>*! 18-27 \

^^ ^\ 1^53 \

Marsh gas, C2H. ^^'^^
U4-19

^^'^^
I 44-19

Methyl, (C2H3 C^Hg) 30-21 )
30-21 )

100-00 100-00

Condensation of Hydrocarbom absorbable by concentrated Sul-

phuric acid. In analysis of Memphis gas.

Gas employed, 41-47 of which 7-143 absorbable by SO

3

Less Nitrogen, 13-37 20-957 non-absorbable.

Combustible gas, 28*10

According to previous analysis, due non-absorbable gases.

^ ^ Due non-absorb. Vol. absorb. Due absorb. Per vol.

^arbonic acid, 22-80 7*143 19*40 ^-n^

Oxygen used, 52*136 21*50 3-010

Contraction,' 50-293 7-21 1-009

Fort Wayne Naphtha Gas.

<^as employed, 6*819, of which 56-81 pr. ct absorb. VoL 3*806.

p ^ .
Due non-absorb. Per vol. Due absorb. Per vol Totd.

Carbonic acid, 5-073 1*683 10*103 2*654 15 176

^xygenused, 9*081 3*013 15-604 4-100 ^4
000

Contraction, 7-023 2-339 9*129 2*398 16 152

Second trial—Qas employed, 7*000, of which

Non-absorbable. Absorbable.

q-noq npr vol 3*907 per vol.

Carbonic acid 6-208 ^683 10-260 2*626 15*468

^genu'd' till mi 16-204 4-147 25;525

Contraction, 7-210 2-339 9-381 2 401 lb oJi

A*- Jock. 8ci.—Thikd Series, Vol. I, No. 6.—Juhe, 1871.
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Historical Note on the Method of Least Square

the illuminatiTig power, compared with olefiant gas, is one-third

greater, or as 1 to 1-J, according to Mr. Lewis Thompson's rule.

The sp. gr. of hydrocarbons, found by an indirect method, was

1-271. The candle-power of the Fort Wayne gas would be,

therefore, according to the chemical standard 74-41 candles, or

6 to 6 times that of ordinary coal gas. The actual candle-power

by photometric test is much higher.

The analyses were all made (with one exception) with Prof.

•d contents of measurer, but a ver;^ small quantity of gas

Id be analyzed,—about \ c. c. when nitrogen was present To
e an idea of the experimental error on so small a quantity,

r analyses of air, by electrolytic H are added.

Air erap. (expanded vol.) 62'5 Air erap.

After H, 125-9 After H,
After explosion, 87-3 After explosion, 10-182

iC=12-87 perct. 0=20-59 iC= 1-445 7 perct. 0=21-023

3d 4th.

A..™p,„,ea.
30-088

7-547

14-790

After explosion, 21-028 10-496

iC=3-020 pel-ct. 0=20-368 iC=l-431 per ct. 0=18-969

Fort Wayne, Indiana, March 20, 1871. ===
Art. LIX.—^ Historical Note on the Method of Least Squares

;

by Cleveland Abbe, A.M.

,
It is well known that the " Method of Least Squares "al-

though first published iu printed form by LeGendre m IbUb,

iQ his "NouvellesMethodes," was first invented by Oauss as

early as 1795, and had for years been taught by him m ms

lectures to his students at Gottingen. It was, however, some

years before the Gaussian method came into general use and

especially were English scholars very slow to acquaint tiiem-

selves with its merits. I have, therefore, been much mterestea

in finding that, in 1808, Professor Robert Adram, at that time

in New Brunswick, N. J., published the ^^^etjiod of lea^t

Jiiaresinthe "Analyst," having been iiidfp^*^^5%^^J!
this invention by the study of a prize problem ottered some

months previously in that periodical
^.nfir^^l

^ As the editor of, and chief contributor to, the Mathemat cal

Correspondent, the Analyst, and the Mathematical Diaiy, and
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as Professor in Columbia College and in Pennsylvania Univ .

as well as by his correspondence, Dr. Adrain is well kuu
have contributed powerfully to the progress of Matbeuui;

studies in this his adopted country— (he was born andeducat^v.

in Dublin)—and his apparently independent demonstration ui

the method of least squares seems quite in accordance with the

originality shown in many other of the elegant solutions offered

by him to the different problems on which he busied himself.

A number of interesting and probably valuable mathematical

manuscripts still remain in the possession of his family at New-

Brunswick, New Jersey, which it is to be hoped may some day

see the light. At present I would offer toward the historv of

mathematics in America the following extracts from the Analyst

and other publications.

The problem " to correct the distances and bearings of a

survey, so as to deduce the most probable area of the enclosed

field,
'"* had been proposed by Professor Patterson in a previous

number of the Analyst, and after being a second time renewed

as a prize question, was at length in number IV, solved by a

course of special reasoning, by Dr. Bowditch, to whom Dr.

Adrain awarded the prize. Dr. Bowditch's results coincided

with what would have been deduced had the Gaussian method

been applied to this case. Immediately following Dr. Bowditch s

special solution, the editor adds his own solution of the more

general problem as follows: (The Analyst, pp. 93-95 inclusive).

" Research concerning the probabilities of the errors which happen

in making observations.^^

" The question which I propose to resolve is this ; supposing

AB to be the true value of any quantity of which the measure

by observation or experiment is AS, the error being BJ ;
what

is the expression of the probabilitv that the error Bb happens

in measuring AB?
^

Let AB, BC, &c., be several successive distances o± whicti

the values by measure are Ai, 5c, &c., the whole error being

Cc
; now supposing the measures Ah, be, to be given and also

the whole error Cc, we assume as a self-evident principle, that

the most probable distances AB, BC are proportional to the

measures A6, be ; and therefore the errors belonging to AB, i>^

are proportional to their lengths, or to their measured values

A6, he. If therefore we represent the values of AB, BC or ot

their measures A5, he by a, 5, the whole error Cc by C, and the

errors of the measures Ai, be by x, y, we must for the greatest

probability, have the equation |-=
f-

Let X and Y be simi-

lar functions of a, x, and of b, y, expressing the probabihti^

that the errors x, y happen in the distances a, b ;
and, by tne
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fundamental principle of the doctrine of chance, the prohahi'.-

that both these errors happen together will be expre.^sed b.v t.

product XY. If now we were to determine the values ol

and y from the equations x+y=^ and XY= maxiiuuni, \\

ought evidently to arrive at the equation -= ^ :
^^d since x

and y are rational functions of the simplest order possible of

«, h and E, we ought to arrive at the equation | =| witliout

tlie intervention of roots, in other words by simple equation? :

>r. which amounts to the same thing in effect, if there be several

forms of X and Y that will fulfill the required condition we

must choose the simplest possible, as having the greatest possi-

ble degree of probability.

"Let X', Y' be the logarithms of X and Y, to^ any base or

modulus; and when XY = maa;. its logarithm X' + Y -max.

and therefore X' + Y' = 0, which fluxional equation we may

express by X"i 4 Y'V = ; for as X' involves only the vanable

quantity x, its fluxion 1' will evidently involve only the flux-

i<>n of X- in like manner the fluxion of Y' may be expressed

^v Y'V; and from the equation ^"x ^Y"'j -0 viQ hd.-ve

X r = -Y"y : but since x + ^ = E we have also x + t/ = 0, and

'-": ~h}>J which dividing the equation tJ'x = -Y"y, we obtain

"Now this equation ought to be equivalent to - = y ;

and

this circumstance is effected in the simplest manner possible, by

assuming X" = ^, and Y" = ^; m being any fixed number

^^hich the question may require.

-Since, therefore, X'' == — we have X"i = X' = -^, and

taking the fluent, we have X' = a' + ^. The constant quan-

tity a' being either absolute, or some function of t^e distance o^

"We have discovered, therefore, that the loganthm of the

probability that the error x happens in the distance a is ex-

pressed by a' + '^= X' and consequently the probability it-

,
2a

'

f is X = e^' = /"'^ ^). Such is the formula by which

he probabihties of different errors may be compared, when

^he values of the detenninate quantities e, a ana m
^

P'-operly adjusted. If this probability of the error x be denoted
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by M, the ordinate of a curve to the abscissa x, we shall have

u = e "
, which is the general equation of the curve of

prohahility.

"When only the maximum of probability is required, we
have no need of the values of e, a' and m; it is proper, how-
ever, to observe that m must be negative. This is easily shown.
The probability that the errors x, y, z, etc., happen in the dis-

which is equal to e
^ 2a 26 2c /

^
^^^ ^^^^

quantity will evidently be a maximum or minimum as its index
or logarithm is a maximum or minimum ; that is, when

Now when x + y+z, etc., = E, we know that

-— +-T-H , etc., = mmmium, when —=^=-

and therefore -
] ^+^+-^, etc., \ = maximum.IV

When ^==1='
,
it is evident therefore that m ]

negative
; and as we may for the case of maxima use any value

of it we please, we may put m = -2, and the probability of x

in a is w = e^ «^. If we put |^ = -1 and a'=f, we have

" = e(^*~^') for the equation of the curve of probability ;
but if

we suppose /=^ = 0, the ordinates u will still be proportional to

their former vabies, and we shall have u = e"^' or w = — ,
which

is the simplest form of the equation expressing the nature ot

the curve of probability."

Immediately following the above general solution by Dj"-

Adrian there are given applications of this method to the fol-

lowing problems.
1. To find the most probable value of any quantity of winch

a number of di

2. To find a most probable position of a point in space.

3. To correct in the most probable manner the dead reckon

Qg at sea.

4. To correct the bearing and distances of a field survey.
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The article closes on p. 109 of tlie Analyst with the following

:

" I have applied the principles of this essav to the determin-

ation of the most probable value of the earth's ellipticity, &c.,

but want of room will not permit me to give the investigation

at this time."

The investigations here alluded to were, however, long after-

wards published, i. e., in 1817, in vol. i, new series, of the

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, and are

given in two papers (Nos. IV and XXVIII) of that volume.

The preceding note as w-ell as the dates written on the manu-

scripts (which are still preserved by the Hon. G. B. Adrian of

New Brunswick) show that these two investigations were com-

pleted in 1808.

The first of the papers here alluded to is entitled " Investiga-

tion of the figure of the earth and of the gravity in different

latitudes," from which as printed in the Phil. Trans., we make

the following extract

:

"Having in the year 1808 discovered a general method ol

resolving several useful problems by ascertaining the highest

degree of probability, when certainty cannot be found, I shall

here apply that method to the determining of the earth's elhp-

ticity, &c." The author's computation is based on the lengths

of the seconds pendulum as given by Laplace (Mec. Cel^ m),

and having stated the problem before him, he says: "This is

accomplished by a rule published by the writer in the Analyst,

m 1808." The resulting ellipticity (3K) he shows to chtter

from that deduced by Laplace (gi^j because of numerical errors

m the computation of the latter ; having corrected these he

deduces the ellipticity 3^-5 by Laplace's own method—show-
ing that the two methods conduce to nearly the same result.^^

The second of the articles in the Phil Trans., is entitled A
Research concernincr the Mean Diameter of the lliarth. in

this the author seeks the sphere which most nearly coincides m
various specified peculiarities withthe actual terrestrial spheroia

,

the diameter of this sphere he determines to be 7918-/ miies.

This numerical result is based upon some eariier computations,

the details of which are not given, but of which he savs

'Having detennined the most probLble axis of the terres rial

Jpheroid from the measurements of a degree of the meiuiu

bv a method which I discovered several years ago and pub-

[^shed in the Analyst, the resulting mean radms was found to

be 3959.69 English miles." ^ ,
, . ,,, ,„The mathematical works published by Dr.

^<^"^fJ'^^'^^ely to be met with, that it was necessary to make these long

extracts in order to establish the conclusion t^.^X indenen
^"^ved, i. e., that we must credit Dr. Adrian with the mdepen

?ent invention and application of the ^5?* f^'^^^^^" of the
^ process that has been invoked to aid the progress of the

exact sciences.

"Washington,
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Art. LX.— Contributions to Chemistry from the Laboratory of the

Lawrence Scientific School. No. 15.— On some 7iew Analytical

Methods ; \>j Thomas M. Chatard.

§ 1. On the Determination of Molybdic Acid as Plumbic Molybdate.

Great difficulty has always been experienced in determining

molybdenum by any of the methods generally in use. The
precipitation as mercurous molybdate, and the subsequent treat-

ment, are both tedious and unsatisfactory, and an accurate de-

termination as sulphide is almost impossible, the filtrate remain-

ing blue even after repeatedly passing sulphydric acid and

filtering.

The following method will, I hope, be found to give satisfac-

tion, both as to ease of working and accuracy of results.

Add to the boiling solution of the molybdate, plumbic acetate

in slight excess. Boil for a few minutes ; the precipitate, at

first milky, will become granular and will subside easily, leav-

ing a perfectly clear supernatant liquid. Care must be taken iii

boiling, as the thick milky fluid is very apt to boil over. A
ribbed filter is to be used and the precipitate is to be washed

with hot water. The washing proceeds with great ease and thor-

oughness, and not the slightest milkiness should be apparent in

the filtrate. The precipitate is dried at 100°. separated fi-om

: 46-60 " "

1.2221 " « » " 2-1811 " « =46-66 " "

1-2H71 " " " « 2-2999 " " =46-74 " "

Mean = 46-66.

The theoretical percentage of Mo in Na^MoO, is 46-60 if

Mo = m, this being the number given by the most recent

determinations.

The process seems therefore to give very good quantitative

results, and is both easy and expeditious. The precipitated

molybdate separates easily from the filter and can be heated to

low redness without decomposition.
Analogy would seem to offer a good method for tuugstic

acid and experimental analyses were made for this purpose,

but after repeated trials the process was finally abandoned, as

the precipitate came down so finely divided that it passea

through the filter. The precipitation seems, however, to be

complete, and I have hopes that with closer filter paper greater

success will be obtained. p

Attempts were made to determine arsenic as arsenate oi

lead but without good quantitative results. On the other banc
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I tried to determine lead as molybdate, tungstate, and arsenate,

but without success, as the presence of an excess of the precipi-

tant in such cases seems to exert an injurious effect, the filtrate

or washings speedily becoming cloudy.

It may not be out of place to mention some work upon
molybdenum undertaken some time ago, which, though unsuc-

cessful, is not without interest. Various methods were devised

of weighing the molybdenum as sulphide.

One way was to precipitate molybdic acid as mercurous

molybdate in the usual manner. The suspended molybdate

was boiled and sulphydric acid passed into the boihng liquid.

The mercurous molybdate was decomposed and mercurous

sulphide and molybdic sulphide were the results. The sulphides

were thrown upon a filter and washed with cold svilphydric

acid water, dried and ignited in a current of sulphydric acid,

but this process failed to give satisfactory results.

Again, sodic molybdate was heated with four parts of dry

sodic hyposulphite till all the free sulphur was driven off, leav-

ing, according to theory, Na^SO^ -f M0S3. The mass was then

digested with hot water, filtered and treated as before. When
any of the sulphur was left, it was found that some of the

molybdenum went into solution as sulphomolybdate of sodium.

Even after adopting every precaution, enough was still dissolved

to vitiate the analysis.

§ 2. On the Evaporation to dryness of Gelatinous Precipitates,

In a former paper* I called attention to the fact that many
gelatinous precipitates, when evaporated to dryness, became
vey granular and easy to filter. I gave some examples then

and have since tested several others.

.
i^tanic Acid.~R\xX\\e was fused with sodic disulphate, the

titanic acid precipitated bv ammonic hydrate and evaporated
to dryness. It became quite sandy and washed with great

fapidity and thoroughness. , . .

,

QliMina. —Pure glucina was dissolved in chlorhydnc acid,

precipitated by ammonic hydrate and evaporated to dryness.

I^ this case a-s glucina is soluble in ammoniacal salts it was

jecessary to ignite the dry mass to expel these. This was
done in the platinum dish in which the evaporation was earned

"^^ The residual glucina was sandy and washed with great

«f
e

; zirconic, niohic and tantalic acids when thus treated gave

^nlts which were all that could be desired.
Cenc, lanthanic and didymic oxalates when treated with sub

Pbunc acid, and ammonic hydrate added, gave also perfectly

satisfactory
results.

^
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In conclusion, there seems to be no doubt that almost any

gelatinous jDrecipitate can be successfally treated in this manner.

§ 3. Tests for Mtrous Acid.

During the course of some work on the nitrites of nickel and

cobalt, it was necessary to have an easy and accurate test for

nitrous acid. I therefore reviewed all the tests given for that

acid, comparing their relative degrees of delicacy, with tlie fol-

lowing results. For testing, a very dilute solution of Fischer's

salt, (Co,6N02 + 6(KNO,) + 2Aq), which contained 255V00

part by weight of nitrous acid, was employed.

Schdnbein's* test with a weak solution of indigo decolorized

by potassic sulphide failed to give accurate results. Besides

there are many substances which would have the same action

upon the decolorized indigo as the nitrous acid.

C D. Braun'sf test with cobaltous chloride and potassic cy-

anide gave no reaction with so dilute a solution, even when

several cubic centimeters were taken, the reaction only appear-

ing when a comparatively strong solution of the nitnte was

Hadow'sl reaction in which a nitrite when heated with potas-

sic ferrocyanide and mercuric chloride forms nitroprussic acid

which is detected by an alkaline sulphide, gave good result^

only when the nitrous acid was present in larger quantities, noi

being delicate enough to give a reaction with the standard solu-

tion of nitrite which I employed.
1 •

1 ti ni

A modification of this test suggested itself, m which tne^ lu

troprussic acid is thus produced. To the solution suspectea 01

containing the acid, potassic ferrocyanide and acetic acid a

added, and the whole boiled. The solution is allowed to com.

and ammonic sulphide added. If nitrous acid was
0|jp°f ^JJ^

present, the characteristic blue reaction will appear. ^^^•^;,

the test solution gave the reaction, but it failed with a smaiit

quantity. . „rnplv
The problem was finally solved by another reaction, namt-

the production of phenol from aniline by means dmton^

acid. Evaporate the test liquid nearly to dryness, then ru
^^

with a few drops of a strong solution of sulphate ol am^^J''^-
^^

nitrous acid is present the odor of phenol will immeaiate ;

suit. This test is remarkably delicate, 1 c. c. of the test soiu

giving a perfectly distinct reaction. Nor can nitrous m
^^^

founded with nitric acid, as this last produces no pUeno
,

^^

merely a yellow color, which of itself, as is well known,

value' as a test for that acid.

Jahresbericht, 1864, 699. t Ibid- 1865, 702.
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§ 4. On the Determination of small quantities of Manganese.

The delicacy of Crum's test for manganese is well known,
but it is believed that no attempt has hitherto been made to

employ it as a method of quantitative determination. The fol-

lowing work was, therefore, undertaken with that view.

A standard solution of ammonic oxalate was prepared, of

which 1 c. c. =0-0005467 grm. Mn. A sample of dolomite was

taken, and four portions were weighed out. These were dis-

solved in nitric acid, and a small quantity of plumbic peroxide

added to each. On boiling, the bright color of hypermanganic
acid appeared. The solutions were passed through small lilters

of asbestos with the aid of a Bunsen's pump, and the hyper-

manganic acid was determined by means of a standard solution

of ammonic oxalate with the following results

:

In a sample of limestone from White Horse, Chester, Co., Pa.

e analysis showed

Mean = 1 99 p. c. Mn.

But the method, though giving good results where the per-

centage of manganese is small, fails when any large amount of

that metal is present. Well dried manganous pyrophosphate
)vas treated with sulphuric acid, as nitric acid, though dissolv-

ing It, was found not to decompose it, little or no hypennan-
g^nic acid being formed when the plumbic peroxide was added.

With sulphuric acid, the red color of hypermanganic acid was

produced, but it was found that not even long boiling sufficed

wr total oxydation.
This was also the case with an alloy of iron and manganese,

^he longer it was boiled, the more hypei-manganic acid was

formed, but there seemed to be no definite limit No concord-

ant results having been reached, and a well marked end reac-

t'^- - such cases being hard to obtain, the method as applied

i given up.
to general analysis waogxv.x.^^,. . t, . i,

there seems to be, however, reason to maintain that when
^ne quantity of mano-anese is very small, the method will be

lonnd both easy and° accurate Perhaps by some modification
of the process, it may be made to apply also to the cases in

^nich large quantities of manganese are present.
In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness o

W. Gibbs for his careful supervision and many valuable
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When in 1861,* I first published my views on the petroleum

of the West, I expressed the opinion that the true source of it

was to be looked for in certain limestone formations which had

long been known to be oleiferous. I referred to the early ob-

servations of Eaton and Hall on the petroleum of the Niagara

'limestone, to numerous instances of the occurrence of this sub-

stance in the Trenton and Corniferous formations and, in

Gaspe, in limestones of Lower Helderberg age. Subsequently, in

this Journal for March, 1863, and in the Geology of Canada,

I insisted still further upon the oleiferous character of the

Corniferous limestone in southwestern Ontario, which appears

to be the source of the petroleum found in that region. I may

here be permitted to recapitulate some of my reasons for con-

cluding that petroleum is indigenous to these limestones, and for

rejecting the contrary opinion, held by some geologists, that its

occurrence in them is due to infiltration, and that its origin is

to be sought in an unexplained process of distillation from

pyroschists or so-called bituminous shales. These occur at

three distinct horizons in the New York system, and are known

as the Utica slate, immediately above the Trenton hmestone,

and the Marcellus and Genesee slates which lie above and

below the Hamilton shales ; the latter being separated from the

underlying Corniferous limestone by the Marcellus slate.

First, these various pyroschists do not, except in rare instances.

contain any petroleum or other form of bitumen. Their capa-

bility of yielding volatile liquid hydrocarbons or_ pyrogenou^

oils, allied in composition to petroleum, by what is known to

chemists as destructive distillation, at elevated temperatures, is

a property which they possess in common with wood, pea-

lignite, coal, and most substances of organic origin, and na^

led to their being called bituminous, although they are not m anj

proper sense bituminiferous. The distinction is one which wi

at once be obvious to all those who are familiar with chemistr}

.

and who know that pyroschists are argillaceous rocks co^^i^^'};

ing in a state of admixture a brownish insoluble and mtusiDit

hydrocarbonaceous matter, allied to lignite or to coaLf

Second, the pyroschists of these different formations do no •

so far as known, in any part of their geological distribution,

whether exposed at the surface or brought up by bonngs iro

« Montreal Gazette, March 1, and Can. Natumlist, July, 1861.
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depths of manv hundred feet, present any evidence of having
been submitted to the temperature required for the generation
of volatile hydrocarbons. On the contrary they still retain the
nroperty of yielding such products when exposed to a sufficient
heat, at the same time undergoing a charring process by which
their brown color is changed to black. In other words these
pvroschists have not yet undergone the process of destructive
distillation.

Third, the conditions which the oil occurs in the limestones,
are inconsistent with the notion that it has been introduced into
these rocks by distillation. The only probable or conceivable
source of heat, in the circumstances, being from beneath, the
process of distillation would naturally be one of ascension, the
more so as the pores of the underlying strata would be tilled
with water. Such being the case, the petroleum of the Upper
Jilunan and Lower Devonian limestones must have been
denved from the Utica slate beneath. This rock, however, is

unaltered, and moreover, the intermediate sandstones and shales
ot the Loraine, Medina and Clinton formations are destitute of
petroleum, which must, on this hypothesis, have passed through
all these strata to condense in the Niagara and the Comiferous
limestones. More than this, the Trenton Hmestone which, on
ijake Huron and elsewhere, has yielded considerable quantities
oi petroleum, has no pyroschists beneath it, but on Lake Huron
rests on ancient crystalline rocks, with the intervention only of
a sterile sandstone. The rock-formations holding petroleum
arp y^r.^ r.^1^

separated from each other by great thicknesses of
trata destitute of it, but the distribution of this sub-

rr^rS,
®*^^^ ^rther localized, as I many years since pointed

t9 X.
petroleum is in fact in many cases, confined to cer-

3f^^^ds or layers in the limestone, in which it fills the pores

^Q the cavities of fossil shells and corals, whHe other portions
^i the hmestone, both above, below, and in the prolonga-
tion 01 the same stratum, though equally porous, contain no
F^iroieum. Fj-qj^ ^^ ^-^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^ reasonable conclusion

ZT 1°^^ *^ be that the petroleum, or rather the materials
™m which it has been formed, existed in these limestone rocks
i^m the timp rsf +\.^;^ ^-„i. j7„_ -i^^^ rri,A „io™ ^uhioh 1

or in
peculiar *' transtonnaxion oi vegcwtuic i

j)Q_-T.^°^e cases of animal tissues analogous to these i

^«mon, has received additional support from the observations

recent
^^* '"^ ^^^* Virginia and Kentucky, and from the more

recent ones of Peckham.f

t IWd" ?^°h^^°^•^^' ^866, 240, and Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., x, 33, 187.
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The objections to this view of the origin and geological rela-

tions of petroleum have been for the most part founded on

incorrect notions of the geological structure of southwestern

Ontario, which has afforded me peculiar facilities for stuthing

the question. In this region, it has been maintained by Win-

chell that the source of the petroleum is to be sought in the

Devonian pjroschists. I however showed in 1866, as the re-

sult of careful studies of the various borings : first, fnat none

of the oil-wells were sunk in the Grenes^e slates, but along

denuded anticlinal s where these rocks have disappeared, and

where, except the thin layer of Marcellus slate sometimes met

with at the base of the Hamilton shales, no pyroschists are

found above the Trenton limestone. Second, that the resen^oirs

of petroleum in the wells sunk into the Hamilton shales

cent borings, only in the underlying Comiferous. Exam}
of this have been cited by me in wells in Enniskillen, Both-

well, Chatham and Thamesville, where petroleum has first been

found at depths of from thirty to one hundred and twenty feet

in the Comiferous limestone, in all of these places overlaid

by the Hamilton shales. It was also shown, that in two locali-

ties in this region, viz., at Tilsonburg and in Maidstone, where

the Comiferous is covered only by quaternary clays, petroleum

in considerable quantities has been obtained by sinking into

the limestone.* That the supplies of petroleum in such locali-

ties are less abundant than in parts where a mass of shales and

sandstones overlies the oil-bearing limestone is explained bj

the fact that both the pores and the fissures in the superior

strata serve to retain the oil, in a manner analogous to the

quaternary gravels in some parts of this region, which are the

sources of the so-called surface oil-wells. It is, therefore, no

surprising that examples of pyroschists impregnated with oil

should sometimes occur, but the evidence of the existence oi

indigenous petroleum, which is so clear in the vanous lime-

stones, is wanting in the case of the pyroschists ; although con-

cretions holding petroleum, have been observed in the Mar-

cellus and the Genesee slates of New York. There is, how-

ever, reason to believe, as I have elsewhere pointed out, tfla

much of the petroleum of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and the ^^^^^^

regions, is indigeneous to certain sandstone strata in the i>ev^

ian and Carboniferous rocks,f , a j.

At the meeting of the American Association for the a^

vancement of Science at Chicago, in August, 1868, m *
^

cussion which followed the reading of a paper ty myseu

the geology of Ontario,^ it was contended that, althougQ

* This Jour. IT, ilvi, 360; and Report Geol., Canada, 1866, pp. }^}i^^^-

f Ibid. 240. X This Jour. II, xlvi, d&o-
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various limestones wtich have been mentioned are truly oleifer-

ous, the quantity of petroleum whicli they contain is too incon-

siderable to account for the great supplies furnished by oil-pro-

ducing districts, hke that of Ontario for example. This opinion
being contrary to that which I had always entertained, I re-

solved to submit to examination the well-known oil-bearing

limestone of Chicago.
This limestone, the quarries of which are in the immediate

vicinity of the city, is so filled with petroleum that blocks of
it which have been used in buildings are discolored by the

exudations, which mingled with dust, form a tarry coating
upon the exposed surfaces. The thickness of the oil-bearing

beds, which are massive and horizontal, is, according to Pro£
Worthen, from thirty-five to forty feet, and they occupy a po-
sition about mid-way in the Niagara formation, which has in

ihis region a thickness of from 200 to 250 feet As exposed
m the quarry, the whole rock seems pretty uniformly saturated
with petroleum, which exudes from the natural joints and the

fractured surfaces, and covers small pools of water in the de-

pressions of the quarry. I selected numerous specimens of the
rocks from different points and at various levels, with a view
of getting an average sample, although it was evident that they
bad already lost a portion of their original content of petroleum.
After lying for more than a year in my laboratory they were
submitted to chemical examination. The rock, though porous
and discolored by petroleum, is, when freed from this substance,
a nearly white, granular, crystalline and very pure dolomite,
yielding 54-6 p. c. of carbonate of lime.

-1-wo separate portions, each made up of fragments obtained
by breaking up some pounds of the specimens above mentioned,
and supposed to represent an average of the rock exposed m
n7

a^any, were reduced to coarse powder in an iron mortar,

y these two portions, respectively, 100 and 138 grammes were
^^en, and were dissolved in warm dilute hydrochloric acid,

ihe tarry residue which remained in each case, was carefully

collected and treated with ether, in which it was readily solu-

te with the exception of a small residue. This, in one of the

^Ples, was found equal to 40 p. c, of which 13 was volati-

^ed by heat with the production of a combustible vapor hav-

3 a fatty odor; the remainder was silicious. The brown
etbenal solutions were evaporated, and the residuum, freed

^om water and dried at 100° C, weighed in the two expen-
^ents equal to 1-570 and 1-505 per cent of the rock, or a m^n

nri! A^'
^^ ^^ a viscid reddish-brown oil, which, though de-M °f

i*s niore volatile portions, stUl retained somewhat of

Be^^'^^ petroleum, which is so marked in the rock It8Wc gTavity, as determined by that of a mixture of alcohol
^^d water, in which the globules of the petroleum remained
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suspended, was "935 at 16° C. Estimating tlie density of the

somewhat porous dolomite at 2-600, we have the equation

•935 : 2-600 : : 1-537 : 4-26; so that the volume of the petro-

leum obtained equalled 4-26 per cent of the rock. This result

is evidently too low for two reasons ; first, because the rock had

already lost a part of its oil, while in the quarry and subse-

quently, before its examination : and secondly, because the more

volatile portions had been dissipated in the process of extrac-

tion just described.

In assuming 100*00 parts of the rock to hold 4-25 parts by

volume of petroleum, we are thus below the truth in the fol-

lowing calculations. A layer of this oleiferous dolomite one

mile (5280 feet) square, and one foot in thickness will contain

1,184,882 cubic feet of petroleum, equal to 8,850,069 gallons

" '"""
cubic inches, and to 221,247 barrels of forty gallons

lie geological condi-

a of the oil from such

ufT certain anticlinal

each. Taking the minimum thickness of thirty-five feet, as-

signed by Mr, Worthen to the oil-bearing rock at Chicago, we

shall have in each square mile of it 7,743,745 barrels, or in

round numbers seven and three quarter millions of barrels of

petroleum. The total produce of the great Pennsylvania oil-

region for the ten years from 1860 to 1870 is estimated at

twenty-eight millions of barrels of petroleum, or less than

would be contained in four square miles of the oil-bearing

limestone band of Chicago.

It is not here the place to insist upon the
,

tions which favor the liberation of a portio

rocks, and its accumulation in fissures alo

lines in the broken and uplifted strata, inese poiute i" "-

geological history of petroleum were shown by me in my ursj

publications already referred to, March and July, 1861, ana

independently, about the same time, by Prof E. B. Andrews

in this Journal for July, 1861.* ,

The proportion of petroleum in the rock of Chicago m&j ^

exceptionally large, but the oleiferous character of great tliicK-

ness of rock in other regions is well established, and it win

be seen from the above calculations that a very small propor_

tion of the oil thus distributed would, when accumulated along

lines of uplift in the strata, be more than adequate to the sup

ply of all the petroleum wells khown in the regions wtiere

these oil-bearing rocks are found. With such sources exis^

ing ready formed in the earth's crust, it seems to me, to say

least, unphilosophical to search elsewhere for the ongin u

petroleum, and to imagine it to be derived by some une

plained process from rocks which are destitute of the s

* This Journal II, ixiii, 85. See also papers on the subject by J^""
,^ ^

Prof. Evans, Ibid. II. xl. 33, 334; and one bj the author, H, xixv, H".

Report Geol. Survey of Canada, 1866, pp. 266-257.
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Art. LXII—On the Geology of the Delta, and the Mudlumps of

the Passes of the Mississippi; by EUG. W. HiLGAED.

[Continued from page 368.]

Origin of the Mudlumps.—The causes which give rise to the

formation of mudlumps have been to some extent discussed bj

Sidell, Thomassy, and Lyell {he. cit). The former is inchned to

ascribe the upheaval chiefly to the pressure of gas formed m the

decay of driftwood and the like, buried in the river deposits.

Thomassy resorts to the hypothesis of the existence of subterra-

neous channels communicating with the river, or with equally

hypothetical reservoirs of water, far above ;
while Lyell ascribes

the bulging of the bottom to the pressure of newly formed de-

posits upon a substratum of yielding mud, accompanied, and

aided incidentally only, by the evolution of marsh gas in the

decay of organic matter. I myself, having become aware of

the existence of a strong artesian water pressure m the littoral

formations of the Gulf, was inclined to ascribe the origin of the

upheaving force to that source ;
and my visit to the mouths had

for its object mainly, the comparison of the facts with each ot

the three admissible hypotheses, that of Thomassy being too

fanciful to be seriously entertained.
^ . ^

As already stated, I at once found that the evolution of gas

in the active vents was too insignificant to be considered as the

cause of the rising of the liquid mud, which so greatly exceeded

it in bulk, that the ascensional force of the bubbles, especially

m so wide a vent-tube, would be utterly inadequate to balance

the downward tendencv of so heavy a liquid. It might still be

alleged, in favor of the gas-hypothesis, that its pressure raigW

be exerted statically upon the surface of the mass of liqmd

mud covered by impervious strata; but it is obvious that m
such a case, the gc4 itself, necessarily accumulatmg at tne

%hest, and therefore weakU points, of
f^^

^'^V^^^^^^^^
niass, would be much more likely to break through by iteel^

promptly exhausting its force and quantity at any one point

No suc^ rushing outbreaks of gas have ever been recorded,

«ave in the case Sf blowing up ofa lump ^}\f''ZltZ:rZt^ Lyell remarks, this view rendei-s inexplicable the occurrence

of lumps exclusively about the mouths of the passea

The latter objectLn applies equally to the typothe^is
^^^^^^^^^^

artesian origin if mudliliSp force, unless upon the (ujrov^d

supposition that the excavation of the river
^^^^^/^l^^l

have rendered the outbreak of the artesian wa
. - ,

than elsewhere. But instead of excavat^nff, ^be ^^^^^ T^
for a long time past always thrown shallows in advance ot its

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. I, No 6.-June, ISrl.
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mouths ; and unless it were conclusively proven that the mat-

ters ^'ected hy the mvd-springs were such as could not originate

in the present delta formation, the artesian hypothesis must lose

all show of probability. An accurate investigation of the mat-

ters in question, solid, liquid, and gaseous, was therefore

indicated. A few specimens for this purpose were collected for

me by Mr. Marindin, in 1867 ; but the perusal of his report

accompanying them convinced me that a personal examination

in loco could alone insure a perfect certainty as to their signifi-

cance, and accordingly, in the autumn of the same year, 1

re-collected specimens from the same, as well as from other

localities. Very unfortunately, the arrangements for gas analy-

sis at my command were so imperfect that, while waiting for

their improvement, the gas specimens were so vitiated hy diflfu-

sion through corks and wax as to render them useless; and I

have been unable to replace them as yet, but hope to do so in

the near future.

Mudlump Gases.—ThQ examination of the water and mud

seemed, however, most likely to conduce to a solution ot the

problem, at any rate ; for after all, the only information which

could be furnished by gas analysis would be to indicate, by the

greater or less amount of carbonic acid present, whether the gas

originated from matter comparatively fresh and in its first stage

of decomposition, or had its source in materials far advanced

toward the stage of lignite or coals. The only perfectly rehabje

determination made was that of the carbonic acid contained in

the gas collected from the most easterly active cone on Marin-

din'sLump, Passeal'Outre, the rest of the determinations bang

somewhat vitiated, though doubtless very nearly correct* Ine

result was as follows

:

Gasfrom East Crater, Marindin's Lump, Passe d F Outre.

Carbonic acid, 9*41

Marsh gas, -- 86-20

Nitrogen, 4"39

100^
Oxygen was not present. . ,,

The percentage of carbonic acid in this gas is very unusually

large ; its composition is nearest to that of the gas from com-

mon swamps, where vegetable matter is in its first stages ot de-

cay. The proportion between marsh gas and nitrogen is near

the same as in the gas from the gas wells at New Orleans (see

p. 245) ; but there is three times as much carbonic acid presen

After the explosion in the eudiometer, some nitrate of mercury was obsei^ed on

its walls, in consequence of inadequate dilution of the gas. But tiie
^^'^J^^^
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in the mud-lump gas, in accordance with the presumable more
advanced stage of decay existing in the former locality.
Mudlump Spring Waters.~h\ taking specimens, common

quart bottles were filled by immersion in the craters them-
selves, and immediately sealed. The liquid mud thus obtained
would, after a while, separate into a lower stratum of pretty
solid mud, and an upper one of clear water, in varying propor-
^^^^: For analysis, the latter was carefally decanted, and the
turbid part rapidly filtered through a Bunsen's pressure filter,

and measured. 400 ccm. were then boiled to precipitate car-
bonates and silica, the filtrate re-diluted to the original bulk,
and from 50 to 100 ccm. used in the determination, in separate
portions, of chlorine, of lime and magnesia, and of sulphuric

lor an approximate determination of the solid residue, for the
sake of roughly controlling the final resulta*

f give below, in tabular form, the results of these analyses ;

presented in three different forms, for the sake of ready com-
panson with the composition of sea-water, from which they
seem to be derived by a series of reactions easily understood
iroin the nature and condition of the materials with which they
are associated.

I Water from the basin of a spring on a mudlump off Stake
^land. Southwest Pass. Evolves gas and water in about equal
proportions, no mud, but only fine sandy matter; and water
flows off clear over the rim of the basin, which is two feet above
tiae level, and at the foot of a large extinct cone with a lagoon,
surrounded by a high rim, in the center.

vV ater about I of the bulk ii^ bottle, the rest fine sand,
laste, very salty : color, slightly yellowish; turns brownish
turbid very quickly on exposure to air. Coll. Dec. 3, 1867.

-U. Water from a mudlump spring on Northeast Pass, col-

lected by H. L. Marindin, of U. S. Coast Survey schr. Yarina,
in February, 1867.
According to the recollection of one of the crew, this speci-

men was taken from the same cone as the following one (No.

Water clear, faintly yellowish, about i by bulk of the con-

sents ; the rest sandy mud. Turns turbid rapidly on exposure
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^K'<]j^a:.^"- tt^:^
^T|„r

Chloride of sodium,...

II

potassium, .

Sulphate of calcium,:.

0-00630

12-950

i:::
1-640

I/""'
B^of magnesium,

O-O030O 4-920 ,.a35 iTn 'iTso

''
'

°^ ' "mZuZ^m,
0-01120

12 450

0-003! 0086

Silica, 0-00130 2-130

Specific gravity,..

006100 l^^O 1^0 1^0IT 3.505U-000

III. Water from faintly active (

Northeast Pass ; from crater on ^

feet above sea-level. Collected Dec. 2, 1867.

Water very salty, about | of the whole mass; the rest, a

somewhat sandy mud ; color, slightly yellowish ;
turns turbid

rapidly on exposure to air. ,

The larger proportion of water in this specimen, as compared

with the preceding, doubtless results from the comparative in-

activity of the cone, as compared to that at the time of high

water in February. The same fact may account for some ot

the difference in composition. ^ „
IV. Water from East Crater on Marindin's Lump, Passe a

rOutre. See p. 362. Collected Dec. 2, 1867.
.

Forms about | of the bulk in the bottle, the rest is sott

clayey mud. Faintly brownish, clear ;
becomes brownish tur-

bid rapidly 1 exposure t

Water from West Crater on Marindm's Lump, Passe .

1 Outre; same date j t^
Water about \ of bulk in bottle, the rest clayey mud. JNo

very salty
; colorless, but turns turbid quickly on exposure i<

W Clear, with a little E

\7IL Water of the Gulf of Mexico, taken from suriace 30

lailes out, southeast from Southwest Pass, Dec. 18b/.

nallt
• ^^^'""^^ composition of sea-water, according to Keg

, The general results deducible from the above analyses may
oe thus stated;
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1. There is a general similarity of composition between the
waters of the mudlump springs, indicating their derivation from
a common source of supply. But springs on the same lump, as

Their density is generally inferior to that of sea-water, thouirli

at times approaching it closely.

2. There is an obvious approximation of the ratio between
the two chief bases—sodium and magnesium—to that existing

in sea-water
; the variations being no greater than are observed

in sea-water from different localities.

8. The most obvious difference is the absence of sulphates,

and their partial replacement by chlorides : also

4. Tlie presence of large amounts of the carbonates of the

earths, as well as of iron, dissolved in carbonic acid.

6. The amount of potassium salts is decidedly diminished.

6. Bromids appear to be entirelv absent, and are present in

traces only, in the water of the Gulf itself

It is stated that the waters of some of the springs are fresh.

I have found all brackish at least, and as the population of the

delta is much in the habit of drinking water of questionable

freshness, their judgment in the matter may not be the most re-

liable.

As regards the water of the New Orieans well, though at tii'st

sight it differs materially from the others, it will be observed

that when in C, potassmm and sodium chlorides arc classe.l

together, its composition becomes not unlike the mudlump wa-

ters. Its great dilution accounts for the excessive proportion ot

carbonates.

The Gulf water approaches very closely in its composition

to the normal one of sea-water, as given by Eegnault.
Mudfrom Mudlump Springs.—I have already stated, that the

stratified material of the mudlumps (whether formed by the ac-

tion of mud springs, or bodily upheaved) is free from visible

shells or other fossils, save particles of woody matter ;
while

the amorphous material which forms the surface and generally

also the beach, often abounds in such organic remains as are

now usually washed ashore, having manifestly been cast up and

imbedded in the mud by the waves.
I have examined microscopically the mud remaining i^^^^

specimen bottles after decanting the water for analysis; thev

were immediately refilled with distilled water, and kept

closely stopped until examined. I give below the record ot

examination of the mud, corresponding to analysis Ko. \ •

from West Crater on Marindin's Lump. Two or three otber=

similarly examined gave a like result.
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A sample from tlie general mass shows it to consist mainly

of very iine quartz sand, mostly angular, with but a few large,

angular grains ; and but little true clay.

In washing the mass, even the first washings were found to

contain but little clay, but chiefly very fine suspended silex.

A few ill defined spicules, a Navicula, and bark fibers.

In the middle portion, spicules a little more abundant.

In the coarsest portion, much variously colored mica, along

with, mostly sharply angular, quartz grains ;
numerous particles

of water-browned wood ; very distinct spine of a radiate
;
sev-

t-ral specimens of Rotahna, and fragments of same as well as

Uvigerina, Cristellaria, Amphistegina, and Coccmeis .
Also

iridescent fragments, showing lines of growth, from the edges
.

of larger bivalves.

Quartz grains mostly transparent and angular; some ot

luilkv, oil-green, and rose quartz ;
these mostly rounded. Ihis

^an.r resembles closely that of the bottom outside Northeast

i';is< l);,r, in 40 to 50 feet water ;
specimens of which were fur-

Mi^liwl me by the Coast Survey party, under command of Capt.

!'• V. Webber of the schooner Varina, in 1869.

Specimens from mudlumps on Southwest Pass show coarser

sand, and rather more Foraminifera.

'The character of the materials ejected by the mudlump

springs, as determined by the foregoing investigations, may be

summed up as follows : . .

,

^
1. The gas is such as is evolved by vegetable matter in its

first stages of decay or lignitization.
.

.

2. The earthy matter contains both river and marme fossils--

driftwood reduced almost to its cell-elements by maceration and

tnturation, as well as Foraminifera. Its fineness is such that,

before final deposition, it may have been carried out into water

of considerable depth.
"

t

,.3. The mudlump waters appear to be sea-water more or less

diluted, and chemically changed under the joint influence o

fermenting organic matter, and the more active ingredient, o

tiie river deposit, viz: carbonates of lime and magnesia, and

oxide of iron. ,,.,.

The first effect thus produced would probably be the addition

of the soluble carbonates of these metals to the solution But

^lie soluble sulphates could not, in the presence of a soluble

ifon salt, long resist the reducing influence of decaying organic

°^tter. As usual under such circumstances, iron |yrixe^

j;ouldbe formed, withdrawing in the end all the ^ulptur cjicki

from the solution, and forming, instead, equivalent amounts of

tbe respective carbonates. The amounts of the chlorides ot

* See Bischoff, Chemische Geologie, vol. i, p. 559.
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sodium and magnesium orig-inally

relatively increased : and this airai

proportion between these base-
irenient of sulphate of magnesiui
change not readily explained.

the shelf of " blue clay bottom " ext.

.\L.\\t depth below the sea-level, aii'i

into the Gulf Tt is upon this ini]

dated tor a <jr.-;u Icnn'th of time, unless the water bf

oft'orthron-i it bv -ome means!
The bar. in it. annual advance of about 338 feet ^

over this liquid mud stratum, exertimr a inv.-nn^ muo
than that of the sea ; and were it restiiiL- <>n a i^^^i-viou-

the liquid mud would doubtless soon b<> ( oi,-)l!d;!t'

sheet of clay. As it is, the tendonrv v,-dl b<' to -

from under the crest of the bar. both" -.Mwar-I and 1



Mt Ix.liK <n.' tilt bu md dlup. It to

iit-ot tlk Ixiitoin m^ide tht bar, tlitj.

sideimg the qut^t

h( bottom Itself CO

7 ; 'Hit tlii- ratio could a])pl}, in the case ot ^^pl^ea^al,

a- the f////evf/<rv of le^ el between the bar and the

'-Mnn, i. ('oncerned, since the latter mu'^t be pre-
'"

-li: il;ir to the bar in its matennK irid '-tnirlme

'• n-i lit, however, continue to (1(1111110 th( (H-f of

'
. II .1--. the risinjr would contiiuu imiiim - m nid

!!•;,, lly break through, foiniii _ t ii l-j ni Tie

-iH'-(M cut above its source niigl t liii ilh iin i< -' ^f>

'
' ' \t«'nt curroponding to the diftertnce ot ^jutitic lh. Mt\
iiie craters of mudlurnps have been sounded to the de} th of

-i feet, but no precaution? were u>ed to insure rcachnu the
•'actual maximum depth. In the bonims made foi the i ^uikH

;;7
of a lighthouse on the South^^e.? Pi- b^ Mi A V Am.

(the record of wliieh was courteou-h fc^v a<U 1 to i - 1 i

^^n^ineer Dept.). a stratum so soft that the ni_ u k
^

W

^ ;'!*-;ini of Muter which "filled tlie pip

-'- <'onld therein- be raised 24
'-column; and this, con^dcn

'"'li (ones are built ui) otf th<^ mouth-
, ,

^

futthisisael(.se calculation, m en it tlu diti upon ^^huh

n i t^f
^^"' '^^'^^"^^^^ admi.Hble in the fonn T h n

.
<^^^

«
n t

(
m

^"^the frequon. y and enei-v with ^^hlch the uphtaMUL^ to.ce

c£'7Pl^^l^'^ith the fact tliat when a mudlump n-o- m the

qS r
''' ^''' '''''^^^ ^-ulfering denudation to the extent re-

T^^ for the 1 vcakintr througli of the mud it moie gene rally

"^^^es a silti.. ,,p ,. tK, ^.|^,„-„,i ,eems to me to indicate that

* Humphreys and Abbot s Kept
, p 446
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a stronger force, less delicately balanced than tlie equilibrium
of the bar, is " at the bottom " of the whole phenomenon.

This force, I think, is to be sought in the constantly increas-

ing weight of the alluvial area above the mouths, which, itself

possessing a series of mudlump vents at one time, must yet be

resting in a great measure upon the still unexhausted mud
stratum

; as is proven by the existence of active lumps in the

marshes, even though the increased resistance of superincum-
bent deposit as well as matted vegetation must render their

occurrence there a rarity. There must still be a comnmnica-
tion of liquid pressure between the older and newer portions

of the modern delta ; and this point is especially strengthened

by the fict that a high stage of water in the river, which does

not sensibly affect the depth on the bars, yet exerts a decided

influence on mudlump activity. The river not only overflows

the marshes, but loads them with additional sediment; and

doubtless the increased hydrostatic pressure stops many a vent

of gas, mud or water, which ordinarily discharges into the

river s bed.*

Morgan's Lump, in the marsh of Southwest Pass, and

Marindin's Lump on Passe k I'Outre, are now known to have

been in undiminished activity for twenty-five years at least

Since that time the bars have moved gulfward a mile and a

half; and one would think that, if the activity of the cones

depended upon them alone, a notable difference" ought to have

been observed. But if the main force is a vis a iergo, while

the bar serves mainly to prevent the escape of the mud to

seaward, there is good cause for the secular persistence of vents

that have escaped mechanical obstruction.

»

How fiir above the present mouths the head of pressure may

extend, I do not pretend to conjecture. The borings at New
Orleans seem to indicate that the mud stratum originally

existed there also, but it would be extravagant to suppose that

such pi-essure as that exerted in the gas wells of that city, could

now be felt a hundred miles below. Yet it seems not at all

unlikely, that the weight which steadily forces up the hquni

mud to the top of Morgan's Lump, seven miles above the

mouth, may, in part, be furnished by the enormous mas? ol

vegetation which annually develops 'in the marshes, wdlow

battures, and perhaps even cypress swamps above. Nor is the

effect of gaseous pressure resulting from the constantly pro-

gressing decay of organic matter to be overlooked, although

doubt that this cause plays, ordinarily, anything more than a

very subordinate part.

* I give on the plate (page 35
the "orisrin of mudlumns."
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Future observations, systematically carried out, ^vill doubtless

solve a good many of the questions "here mooted; and though
they may not lead to the suggestion of any means whereby
the "evil geniuses of the Passes" may at present be conjured,

a more precise knowledge of data, as well as of the statics and
dynamics of mudi may enable us to predict at what point of
advance of the mouths into the deeper water of the Gulf, their

formation must cease. The Southwest Pass appears to be
nearest that consummation devoutly to be wished ; and wxre
the closing of the other outlets practicable, the advance of the
Southwest bar might become so rapid, as to let the youngest
of the living generation witness a diminution of mudlump
upheaval Ultimately, the mouth might thus become similar
to those of the Orinoco and Amazon ; but until then, ceaseless

activity of the river in the formation of bars and mudlumps
nuist, in the interest of navigation and commerce, be met
oy an equally ceaseless and diligent effort for their removal
from the channel. For while a concentration of the river cur-
rent might possibly be made to maintain the needful depth upon
the bars, its utmost erosive energy will be powerless against the
tough, inert masses of the mudlumps.

Art. J.Xlll.-~ Observations on the Structure and habitat of the

hanurus dentatus Diesing, or Sclerostmna pinguicola Ver-

by Wm. B. Fletcher, M.D.rill-t

injurious in this country,
tention until 1870, when Prof VerriU, from imperfect specimens,

^^TA^
name and suggested its importance to the agricultural

Subsequent to the publication of my descriptions of this species in the Report

Ifo,,'
^"°°ecticut Board of Agriculture for 1870, and this Journal, vol. L p. 223,

^s 0? 1°T'' apparently offhe same worm, byDr. J. C. TVTxite in the Proceed-

Whiu ,!r .P^ Society of Natural History, vol. vi, p. 4-28 Dec, lHo». JJr.

(um R,./f
''.'^ '^ doubtfully to Stephanurns dentatus Dies, or Sclerostomum denta-

oZinl
^^-^ ''^^n'ification that is still quite doubtful) and gave an account of its

Rr nliX ,
""y^^^ in tue leaf-lard of a hog, a male ana lemaie logeiue..

^ST^- ^£?'/re^'±i of several additional cases in ^ew

of thetf f^r^ ^°^^^^e I obtained a number of fine specimens from a porjon

°<*upiedt^''^
.taken f^^" « ^og raised in Litchfield county, m thia state. They

tiaUy'fitte/^f^^'^ cavities%r cysts, somethnes over an mch lo"? ^^ p^^
Wa u«u iir

'^^'"^' disagreeable pus, in which there were °™ifP^'/ff';„ i^l
oth. "!";'% contained a m«l« .r^/faL^}^ worm, but some coatamed three and
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This worm was brought to me in 1866, by a farmer whose
hogs were dying of cholera. He had removed the lungs of

several, and also cut out fragments of the liver, all of which

were spotted over with little cysts containing the worms; in

the bronchial tubes down to the minutest branches, they were

found in abundance and in situations where no one could have

placed them.
With these specimens my conclusion was that they were the

Filaria hronchiaUs of Owen, or Strongylus hronchialis of Cob-

bold, and not having at this time made microscopic examina-

tion of our well known kidney-worm, the relationship between

them did not occur to me at that time.

in November, 1870, while demonstrating the portal circula-

tion in the liver of a pig, full grown, I obsen^ed a worm which

measured an inch and a half in length, and in all respects

resembled the kidney worm, and also reminded me of the

worms I had examined five years before. Upon further dis-

section of the liver I found the worms not only free in the

portal veins, but in cysts in various portions of the organ :
also

some were found in freshly cut holes, directly across the he-

patic lobules. The gall-bladder was distended with a dirty,

yellowish fluid, the consistency of soft boiled eggs, and although

no wo)-ms were found, yet the ova were abundant, as they also

were in the fluid of the cysts.

Being convinced that the worm formerly examined in the

lungs was the same as the worm now found in this new

locality, and finding it oviparous, I gave up my ophiion as to

its being a Filaria hronchialis.

From the date of this discovery, I frequented the slaughter

houses and pork-packing establishments, and found the worm

in most instances in the pelvis of the kidney, or in cvrits in the

fat around them. Four times I have found the worm in the

bronchial tubes, twice in the hepatic vein and in the right side

of the heart ; also in cysts throughout the fatty parts of tiie

Frequently, when no worms were discovered, the eggs were

abundant in the thick mucous-looking fluid in the pelvis of the

kidney. This fluid contained, besides eggs, desquamated renal

tubules, or casts and oily granules.
In no instance have I found worms in an immature state,

which shows that the eggs, in all probability, go through some

other beast before they 'enter the swine, to become :.cxuain

mature.*
The symptoms in hogs, which are referred to the '-kulne}^

worm," are due to a paralysis of motion in the hind legs: tut

* It is quite as probable that they may hatch in water, and tlius eut t the hogs

stomach with ita drink.—v.
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hog drags the hind quarters along the ground fi'om place to

place in search of his food, although it is by no means proven
that the worm is the real cause, unless we be able to demon-
strate its existence in some cerebro-spinal center, or some point

more likely to destroy the reflex power in the cord itself.

Structure.—The head and oral cavity are alike in male and fe-

male. The oral cavity is rather oval than round, and is sur-

rounded by a hexagonal frame, each corner having a papilla

and hooklet, while each side is armed with six serrate teeth.

Looking into the oral cavity, it is funnel-shaped, having
three openings at the back, one of which connects directly

with the oesophagus, wbile the others appear to connect with the

water vessels.

The intestine is long and contains some pigment granules,

arranged in dendritic forms, throughout its length ; the whole
is thrown into convolutions, and gives an almost black appear-
ance to the worm, except when the white oviducts distended
with eggs, or the seminial vessels of the male are folded over
the intestine, when it has a white, mottled appearance.
The caudal extremity of the female is spindle-shaped, but

has two little bursas higher up. In the male it is formed by
three-lobed bursae, above which are two well developed flexible

spi ula.

Abt. LXIV.— Oto certain Forms of the Electrical Discharge in Air;
by Prof. Aethur W. Wright, Williams College.

Lv a paper published in this Journal, May, 1870, the writer

descnbed a peculiar form of discharge between the poles of the

^oltz electrical machine, worked at high tension, and without
condensers. A non-luminous discharge was observed to take
place over a considerable interval, with the production of a jet
or brush upon the negative, and a glow upon the positive ball,

^d the formation in this glow of shadow-like images of objects

placed between the poles. It was shown also that the discharge
passed over lines having a definite form, and that they were
curved so as to form arcs issuing normally from the surfaces of

thepoles.*
^

^en the condensers are employed the dark discharge also

^c^ under certain circumstances, and exercises an important

\^:^discurgrw.z:i:kr^:x
iisi-}^l'Zr^ "t""^ curved lines, as was indicated by certain i

j;^^e. (Exper. Res., 1
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influence on the nature of the phenomena observed. If the

poles of the machine are gradually separated, a point is soon

reached, at which the bright sparks appear very irregukrlv

or cease altogether, the polar interval being then usually some
four or five inches, but varying considerably with the circum-

stances of the experiment. Examination readily shows that at

such times a dark discharge is taking place, and shadows may
be produced in the same manner as when the condensers are

not used, but less readily, and with less distinctness. The dis-

charge now becomes very variable in character, passing from

the ordinary bright spark to the non-luminous form already de-

scribed, and all intermediate grades may be observed, according

to the energy of the jet, or the tension of the poles.

Often an incomplete spark passes, consisting of two portions

issuing simultaneously from the poles, the middle portion being

quite dark. The two ends, in this case, are usually character-

ized by many branches, which are more numerous and longer

ill the part next the positive pole, and the whole exhibits a red-

dish color, and a feeble degree of illuminating power, as com-

pared with the perfect spark, while the detonation of the dis-

charge is correspondingly enfeebled. This is the case distin-

guished by Eiess as the " weak spark " {schwache Funh),* and

it is characterized by him as a distinct form of the discharge,

due to a diminution of the tension of the electricity.

That under particular circumstances, or with a special ar-

rangement of the machine, such as to give electricity of lower

tension, the weak sparks are produced more frequently, is true,

but the fact that they are often formed when the potential ot

the machine is very high, shows that they are not dependent on

that alone, but rather upon the tension at the poles, at the

instant of discharge. In these cases, the poles being separated

but a few inches, a rapid jet-discharge takes place, with the pro-

duction of the phosphorescent glow above described. -Now

when this occurs, a silent discharge is going on through the air.

and this may be so energetic as completely to prevent the tor-

mation of the ordinary spark, and to lower the tension at the

poles very considerably, A variation in the rapiditv wi
^

which the machine is worked, or the prevention or ^^^''^'^^^l^^

of the jet by any means, may then raise the tension ot tb

poles sufficiently to determine the passage of the weak sparK.,

or even of the ordinary bright ones. . ...

It maybe supposed that, at the distance in question, t^^

mutual inductive influence of the two poles is just suiiicienx

^^
r.Qi,=o ^ local increase of tension there, to such a degree as

enable the negative electricity to overcome the resistance oi

air, thus setting up a sort of current between the poles.
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it is noticeable that after such a current is once established the
poles maj often be gradually separated to a much greater dis-

tance without interrupting it, though if, after this greater sep-
aration, the spark passes, or the poles are touched with a con-
ductor, the current is not readily re-established without ap-
proaching them to each other again. The analogy of this
circumstance, as well as of the curved foi-m of the lines which
the current often exhibits, with similar phenomena of the vol-
taic arc, is obvious.

Riess has remarked (loc. cit.) that the weak spark mav be
regarded as the gerrn of the complete and bright sparks.

" We
may go further, however, and say that the brush-discharge is

the germ of both the others, and indeed of most of the luminous
forms of discharge. When an elongated conductor, connected
with the machine and highly charged, is insulated, and so far
removed from any other conducting body that the attractive
influence of the latter is null, or may regarded as such, the
tension quickly rises to a maximum at the extremities, and,
if these terminate in blunt points or small balls, finally over-
comes the atmospheric resistance, and a discharge occurs in the
torm of a brush, or rather in that of a tree, the stem of which
IS toward the charged body. The ramified form of the dis-
charge IS evidently due both to the tension of the electricity,

'
) the small electrical capacity of the au-. The portion of
* m contact with the pole becomes highly charged and is

^Qen repelled, and a stream of such particles will follow in rapid
succession. Each of these particles communicates a portion of
Its charge to others which it touches, and so is in a condition

\ ^vv^^^®
°^°^® electricity ft-om the charged body. Thus is

established, not merely a convective action in the particles of air,

out a so a current of electricity passing along the stream of
particles. The stream or thread of air is heated hj the passage
Of^the electricity, and all the more as its resistance is veiy great

•

^^^ *^e nseinthe temperature, however, its conducting power

li
increased, and it thus not only conveys a larger quantity of

eiectncity, but becomes more highly charged, until finally,
^^ng Itself as a highly charged body, it gives rise to other
^';eams forming branches or lateral discharges, which in turn

L ^^^ *^ other ramifications, thus producing the familiar
•^oorescent forms of the discharge.

hrn i!^
two conductors oppositely charged with electricity are

snffi
• ?^ ^^^^ one another that inductive action becomes

"jV^ciently intense, we may have either the silent and non-lu-
^ous discharge, or if the quantitv of electrity is too great to

^ it'l equilibrium in this manner" the brush-discharge taking

the air i

P^cefro^ both poles simultaneously, and greatly
»vfl,„-

^"^ poies simuiianeousiv, auu. gi'.a^v ""
y ^^eir mutual action. The branches become longer, more
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distinct, and more higlily luminous, and %vlien tht-

between the poles is so small that the branches are se|);.r;
•

a comparatively small intei-val, we may have the weal< ~

Finally, when the quantity of the electricity is increased,

tension at the poles becomes greater, or the distance 1-

them is lessened, the branches of the primary dischaiv

become so much extended as to meet, or at least to coin'

close proximity. Now it is well known that when a bo i

been traversed by or charged w4th electricity either posit-

negative, it becomes a better conductor for electricity

opposite nature. In case then any branch from one si li

the positive, should meet one from the other side, nam.

!

negative, each would form for the electricity of the . >:

better path than the surrounding air, both from this can-

from the fact that it has a higher temperature. The maii

of the charge then would follow the path thus opened, ai

thread of air which it traverses being thereby very highly !

would exhibit the intense brightness of the ordinary -

The fact that the discharge passes along the irregular br:

of the brush then sufficiently explains the crinkled and v;!;

ly contorted forms of the bright spark, when the teiisioa >

very great. With a machine affording electricity of high ten-

sion, the branches accompanying the bright sparks, when the

latter have a length of some inches, may be readily seen even

in the daylight. The longer and more numerous proceed from

toward the positive side, but those directed from the negative

are frequently visible. They are much shorter and less distmet

than the former. Sometinies short and faint branches issue

from different points of the negative pole itself, several r

•nee, simultaneous'

L the fact that the i

a better conductor by the intense keat, it migtt be ex]

that where a rapid succession of discharges passes, the si;

sive sparks would follow the same path, and therefore have :.•

same form, as the air-thread would not instantly communie;;t.

its heat to the air surrounding it. The researches of Fedder-

sen and of Prof Eood have shown that in the discharge of the

Leyden jar through a short interval, the spark is intermittent in

its character, consisting in fact of several discharges in rapu

succession. As the bright path appears to the eye single ami

sharply defined, it is very probable that their paths are a^i

identical, namely that of the first act of the discharge >»
i^"

the Holtz machine also, used without condensers, the discharge^

may be made so rapid when the poles are but an inch or les^

apart, as to appear continiious, and to give a tone whose pijc
^

can be definitely recognized. In such a case the lines oi
Jiit

discharge seem to oscillate rapidly in a plane which has ditter-
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ent inclinations as the thread of air ls moved in one direction
or another, either by currents in the surrounding air, or, as
apparently happens, by the attraction of the charged parts of
the machine. When no disturbing cause affects it, the plane
will tend to take a vertical position, from the diminished den-
sity of the air-thread which is heated by the discbarge. In
any case, as it moves from its first position, and the repeated
•iischavges pass through it, it occupies positions suceessi\ely
tanher from the original line, until from its increased length the
r^'sistance becomes too great, and the discharge occurs again
no;ir the initial position, and so on. Owing to the persLstance
of the impression in the eye several lines are seen at once, appa-
rently simultaneous, but that they are not so may be readily
made evident by suddenly moving the eye while looking at
them, or by viewing them in a mirror which is quickly turned
about, when the intervals between them are seen to be drawn
out and enlarged, whereas these would be unchanged if the dis-

charges occurred at the same instant, or were continuous.
The effect becomes much more striking when the poles

are so shaped as to increase the vertical length of the space
between them For this purpose an experiment was made by
attaching to the inner extremity of each electrode a brass tube
about SIX inches in length and half an inch in diameter, the
upper end being hemispherical, and the tubes fixed in a verti-
cal position. When the electrodes were pushed in so that the
tubes were from one-quarter to one-half of an inch apart, and
the latter were brought as nearly as possible to parallelism,
sparks passed in quick succession 'between them, and now and
then appeared to rise rapidly from the lower portion of the
^^^^^'al toward the top. When the condensers were employed,
^M the tubes were brought nearer together, the same effect was
observed, but indistinctly and less frequently, as the discharges
succeeded one another too slowly to make it readily apparent
.A phenomenon of the same kind is often presented in light-

ning flashes. It is no uncommon thing during a violent thun-
<ler-storm, to see two, three or even more discharges of light-

ning follow the same path in quick succession, the inter^'al
betw^n^ *i-„_. , . ,

i^
, . % . J —-sufficient

r heated

i considerable

5 required for it to become cooledf by the enveloping air,

-- .„ therefore retains its superior conductivity long enough to

t«rmine a repetition of the discharge through it.

^tie lormation of the electrical shadow discussed i

™er paper, as has been suggested by Mr. C. F. Yarl

J""gioJiow the same path in quick succession, the

t/fiT^j^
them being but the fraction of a second, yet !

h 1 ^^,^*^°ctly perceptible. In this case the mass of a

y the discharge is comparatively great, so that a com
nine IS rennirprl f^^ U +„ T,„„^™^ «^^lr>rl >KTT iha Pn\'p]n

uggested by Mr. C. F. Yarley,*

'
-J'a««fe, vol. iu, p. 238, ia report of Proc. Roy. Soc. for Jan. 12, 1871.

• Jour. Sci -Third Skries, Vol. I, No. 6.^Junk, 1871.
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has more recently obtained results similar to those there (ie<^'-

bed, appears to afford a satisfactory explanation of a t^in-'u!-.

and very interesting phenomenon which has occasional !\

~

observed in the case of objects struck by lightnino. e.-]'.

.

of persons killed by it. A number of instances nre (»ii r

where the person struck was found to have iiujtress.M
some portion of the body a delineation of some thin- ih

at the time of the stroke, and a similar effect has beon n

also in the case of inanimate objects. Dr. Franklin m"
an instance in which an exact representation of a tr.

imprinted upon the breast of a man who was standing '

when stnick by lightning. A number of similar aii.i

remarkable cases are cited in a paper presented to tlir !.

Society of England, by Mr. Andres Poey, director of the -

atory at Havana,*
Mr. Varley also mentions cases reported by sea-captaii;-

images of certain brass numbers attached to the riggin-
ship being printed by the lightning upon the body of j^n-

killed by it, and supposes the brass numbers to have acte.l

negative pole in respect to the person struck. But it is uiin.

sary to suppose that the discharge in such cases alwavs {'i

ceeds from the object delineated, and many of the instances

recorded forbid such a supposition. The experiments in the

production of the electrical shadows show that it is merely
necessary that the object should interrupt the lines of action ot

the electricity, and that it may be at a considerable distance

from the electrified cloud, the chief and indispensable condi-

tion being that the latter should be negatively electrified. "V\'e

should then have the body exposed to the lightning positive'

electrified by induction, and, as the tension became suffici-

the dark discharge i

followed by the ligt

in the path of the (

glow, and this might, in rare cases like those recorded, be >

ciently intense to leave a permanently visible impression,
fact that the image in many cases is very much reduced in f

shows indeed that the cloud, or other body servnng as the i

ative pole, is much more distant from the object represei

than is the bbdy struck, for in the experiments described in

former paper, it was found that the image of the paper ,<:r:

grew much smaller as it approached the positive pole, and.

effect would be likely to be still more marked where the v.-

tive body had a vei-y extended surface, as would be the ^

were it a cloud.
In some experiments recently made, the negative pole of

machine was covered with several folds of woolen flannel wl

* See an abstract of this paper in the Ann. Sci. Discoverj, 1858, p. 226.
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n1 the formation of a jet Instead of this, several
iiiclies of the cloth were covered with a bright glow,
i:it resembling that on the positive ball, but, unlike that,
ly made up of innumerable minute points or patches of

:^\ nig a peculiar swarming motion, Hke that described
' i in his researches upon the negative discharge as seen

;i:i'i'r the microscope. When the paper grating was placed
lA-iweeu the poles, the image on the positive was not readily
obtained with distinctness, but was generally much smaller
than when the negative pole was not thus covered.
A similar eifect, but much more brilliant, was produced when,

tbe poles being separated nine or ten inches, the hand w-as
placed upon the negative, and the arm was approached to the
positive pole. The woolen sleeve exhibited a bright glow cov-
ering a large area, and appearing like a strongly phosphores-
cent powder sifted profusely upon it When this was a|)-

proached so near that the interval was only an incli and one
naif or an inch, the positive glow became much more intense,
and took a delicate purplish tinge, and the whole space between
the two was filled with a very faint auroral light, which
appeared, unlike other forms of the discharge, to be perfectly
continuous and steady. The dark discharge under these cir-

cumstances was evidently so much intensified as to become
'""imous and visible.

Willianijistown, Mass., AprU 2

AfiT. LXY.—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of
fale College. No. XIV.—Descriptions of new and imperfectly/

known Ascidians from New England; by A. E. Yebrill.

[Contmued from page 294.]

Family, Didemnid^
In this family we include, together with the typical genera,

^ptocknum and its allies, which have been separated as a dis-

nn i 1^°?'^^ {Leptoclinidce) by Prof Gill.* There appears to be

„,
aetimte ground for such a distinction. The genera JDidem-

P^ and Lepioclinum are verv closely aUied, and scarcely
distinguishable so far as the structure of" the individual zodids
^concerned, the difference being chiefly in the mode of aggre-
s*"on. Such differences are generally of too little importance
^ong compound animals to form the basis of family distinc-

^-^^°^,^^|ess accompanied by important differences in the mdi-
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Lissoclinum^ gen. nov.

Allied to Leptoclmum. The colonies form more or less broad,
thill, encrusting masses or sheets, soft and somewhat gelatinous
in texture, without calcareous corpuscles. The zooids are ar-

ranged in more or less irregular, scattered systems, consisting of
many individuals placed along cloacal ducts, which are con-

nected with common external orifices. Branchial re<riM:

"thorax," equal to or larger than the abdominal. Br.

orifice with six papillae. Anal orifice lateral or subtn:
prominent. Abdomen separated from thorax by a short

[
.

cle. Stomach with longitudinal glandular ridges. Ovarv .-

.

lateral, when filled with eggs projecting backward beyond tiio

abdominal viscera. Eggs large.

This genus differs from Didemum* and Eucoelium in havinjr

common cloacal ducts and orifices, as well as in the form and

position of the abdomen and ovary. From Leptoclmum it dif-

fers in the soft gelatinous texture and in the form and stnicture

of the zooids.

Besides the two following species, this genus appears to in-

clude L. gelatinosum and L. Listerianum, both of which were

referred to Leptoclmum by Milne Edwards.

Lissoclinum aureum, sp. nov. Figure 26.

Colonies encrusting, forming nearly flat masses, about lo to

•20 of an inch thick, and up to an inch or more in diameter.

Texture soft and gelatinous, semi-transparent,
lar, consisting of many individuals arranged
along the elongated, common cloacal ducts.

Branchial orifice with six rather elongated and
slender papillae. Branchial sac broad and
laterally extended, with the transverse ves-

'The'o
or less oval and elongated, with well-marked
longitudinal ridges or glands ; intestine large,

prolonged toward the anal orifice. The anal
tube is nearly terminal, conical, and more or less prominent

Ovary lateral, when full of eggs projecting backward beyond

the end of the abdomen. Color of the common mass light

yellow ; zooids bright orange.

Figure 26, Lissoclinum aureum V.—One of the zooids, enlarged 10 diameters;

a> anal orifice; ft, branchial orifice; c, brandiial sac; <f, oesophagus; «.
stomaciij

g, end of intestine ; o, ovary distended ^

• Tne genus, Didemum, as established by Savigny and adopted by Milne

wards, includes two distinct groups : the first having calcareous corpuscles n

integument ; the second soft and gebtin >us throughout. Tlie latter may be ca
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Eastport Harbor, 12 to 20 fathoms,—Expedition of 1870.
The eloacal ducts of a specimen taken in August, were fou

!i!led with chains of eggs containing the tadpole-sha;

^ in an advanced stage of development Xo (<:<:>

- were observed in the atrium of the numerous zoi.

Lissoclinum, tenerum^ sp. nov,

lies encrusting shells, ascidians, etc., forming thin, soft,

Mis crusts, which are translucent, and filled with nume-
i.v small zooids, which are nearly uniformly distributed.

'Openings small, round, numerously scattered over the

Zooids have the branchial region more elongated and
1' than in the preceding species, with a somewhat larger

: between it and the abdomen, and with the latter, ex-

' "f the distended ovaries, smaller than the branchial re-

J-'i'>ii. Stomach elongated, longitudinally ribbed. Branchial
tube elongated, with six short papillae ; anal short, broad, late-

ral, below the middle of the branchial sac, slightly six-lobed.

Color not observed in life ; in alcohol transparent whitish,

with yellowish white zooids.
The colonies are up to two inches in diameter and 10 to -12

thick
; zooids about -07 long ; the thorax -032, by "02 wide

;

the abdomen '025 long, by -015 in diameter, exclusive of the

^hstended ovaries, which in some cases are as large as the entire

^wrt, Me., 10 to 40 fathoms, shelly bottom,—Exp. 1870;

- "f Newfoundland,—T. M. Coffin.
' ;^ species may be easily distinguished from the preceding

','>
3
lie very smallzooids and paler color. The zooids are very

«;i!icrent in form, owing to the lateral position of the anal on-
"^f- The stomach is remarkably elongated and slender in

}ounrr individuals, projecting into a posterior prolongation of

tl'e abdomen. The eggs Jre few and relatively very large.

*^lanv of them appear to become detached by ruptunng the

membranes of the ovary, and escaping into the gelatmous com-
^»on tissue, develop there.

.
ihe development of such eggs* is direct, without passing

^'oiujh a tadpole-shaped larval state. Scattered through the

common gelatinous mass, young ones may be found m aU

J^ith the alcholic specimens it is not possible to trace
Z"^^^^^%ll\Z'^l^8 of this development, or to b« nerfectlr certain that these eg-hke bod,e«
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Leptoclinuin albidum, sp. nov.

Colonies encrusting stones, dead shells, ascidians, etc., forming
broad, thin, irregular, coriaceous crusts, with an uneven surface,

filled with minute, white, spherical, calcareous grains or corpus-
cles, which, under the microscope, have the surface covered
with projecting points. Surface of the crusts covered witl)

small, irregular, scattered prominences, in which the braiiciiini

orifices are situated. Cloacal orifices few and distantly sea t

;

Sjstenis irregular, the zooids scattered, but often arran-
rather indistinct concentric circles around the cloacal opf

Color white, the zooids light yellowish.
The colonies often become 1 to 2 inches across, somct;

inches or more long, and only -25 or less wide; thicku.

-

dom more than 10, commonly about -05
; zooids '02 to •(^>

diameter -01 to -012 of an inch.
Eastport, Me., low water dn under side of rocks, to lOc

oms on stony and shellv bottoms, common.—Expedition^ :

a. IOC ;^^ Grand Menan, 10 to 15 fathoms—Exji
~ - ^ - -

-A. E.

_, .. _ ^_.., Tliinible

Islands (near New Haven), Conn., 6 fathoms, on rocky bottom,-
A.K Verrill.

' ..

Leptoclinum luteolu7n, sp, nov.

This species forms thin, coriaceous crusts, like the preceding,

and filled in the same way with similar spherical corpuscle?.

The branchial orifices open' at the summits of low verruca?. Tlie

cloacal orifices are small, with four to six lobes, and distantly

scattered. Color deep salmon, or somewhat rosy.
The crusts are of all sizes up to 2 inches or more in diav!"^'

'

and are usually somewhat thicker than in the precediiv- -

cies, with larger and darker colored zooids.
Eastport, Me., andGrrand Menan, with the preceding spe

Expeditions of 1861, '63, '64, '68, '70,

Under the name of '' Didemnium roseum Sars" Dr. Par :

probably included both this and the preceding species,

Bmney, in the second edition of Gould's Invert of Mas-.

merely copied from Dr. Packard's work.

* Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. i, p. 276,
1^'3'-
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Art. "LTYl.—Notice of some new Fossil Reptiles from the Creta-
ceous and Tertiary Formations; by 0. C. Marsh, Professor of
Paleontology in Yale College.

The remains briefly described in the present preliminarv
^\;*-^re collected by the Yale College party during their
•M-ns last summer in the Rocky Mountain region. The
I- from the Cretaceous formation are of gi-eat interest,

mrther illustrate the remarkable development in this

V^ \'Oth in numbers and distinct forms, of the Mosasau-
ioi«i Reptiles, which appear to have been comparatively rare in
other parts of the world. Fortunately, moreover, some of these
remains serve to clear up several obscure points in the structure
"1 tiit'se reptiles, and prove conclusively that they had a well

' ' I'll pelvic arch and posterior limbs; although up to the
'lue no satisfactory indication of this had been discov-

;
the eminent paleontologists who have recently made

iiials an especial study consider them probably desti-
•^

•• -le remains found in the iWiary
"q"_»sits are also of importance, since they show that types of

tfP^'li?^
life, almost unknown hitherto from that formation in

toe West, were, in one of the ancient lake-basins at least,

abundantly represented there during that period.

Cretaceous Reptiles.

Fdestosaurus* dispar, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus, which so far as now known includes but two
species of small Mosasauroids, is especially distinguished from
Uic/asfe, Its nearest ally, by the insertion otthe pter^^goid teeth,
^aich are pleurodont in the anterior half of the series, and in

f posterior portion have the outer dental margin protected by
" "^^^ parapet of bone. From Platecarpus, the genus is widely

' )y the zygosphene articulation of the vertebrae. The
'' and posterior limbs were well developed, but there

''itly no sacrum.
^(^nt species is mainly established on the more impor-

; ^
of a skeleton, including the greater portion of the

,
'"-^th quadrates, about seventv vertebrce, parts of the

,, ;
r'l'iir and pelvic arches, and fragments of the limbs._ The

i^f
.'^'"^ are m an excellent state of preservation, and indicate a

liear'th?'-!*^^
i-eptile, apparently about thirty feet in length, or

Til ^ ^^^® of Clidastes iguanavus Cope.

In tK
^'^^^^^^se possess the complete zygosphene articulation.

wt.„°^.^^y.^<^a]s and anterior dorsals, the cup and ball are some-
mcimed; in the posterior dorsals and lumbars, less so;

* EdecTT/c, devourer, and laipoc, lizard.
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and in the anterior caudals they are nearly, but not quite.

vertical The articular faces in the cervicals are a broad trans-

verse oval, faintly emarginated above for the neural canal. In

the dorsals and lumbars the cup continues transverse, and the

emargination is deeper, but in the anterior caudals the outline

becomes a vertical oval. The posterior lumbars have the faces

hexagonal, with both the upper and lower borders excavated.

the latter due to the concave inferior surface of the centrum in

this part of the series. The rim of the articular ball in all the

vertebrse preserved is surrounded by a distinct, but not di>ep,

double groove. The chevron bones are coossified with the

a notch in its posterior margin directly above the meatal pit

The postero-superior process is shorter, with a compressed free

end. The teeth are curved, and somewhat compressed. The

enamel is smooth, and shows faint indications of broad facet? on

the basal half There appear to have been thirteen mandibular

teeth, with alveolae for two more. The splenial extends forward

to the base of the seventh tooth from the front. The pterygoid

bones were separated, except perhaps at their anterior inner

margin. There were at least fifteen pterygoid teeth. The

crowns are smooth, with distinct posterior cutting edges.

There is a remarkable difference in size between the cervical

vertebrse and those of the lumbar region, where the centra reach

their maximum. Although the series is here apparently com-

plete, there are no indications of a sacrum. The discoverv d
the nearly entire pelvic arch with these vertebra?, and the pres-

ervation, also, of the corresponding anterior arch, throws much

new light on the nature of the limbs in this group of reptiles.

These specimens clearly indicate that the bones forming this

portion of the skeleton in the Mosasauroids have not unlre-

quently been incorrectly assigned, and that two at least of the

allied genera, viz : Clidastes and Liodan, also possessed effective

posterior limbs. Several series of specimens illustrating thi?

are in the Museum of Yale College, and will soon be described

at one extremity, which it contributes to form the glenoid

cavity, and at the other, thin and expanded. The coracoid b

perforated by a foramen not far from its anterior margin, i'"'

pelvic arch resembles that of Ichthyosaurus, and, as in t^^^*^®?*^

is considerably smaller than the anterior arch. The acetabulu

shaped, and is not unlike that in Trionyx.
formed

by the union of the ilium, pubis, and ischium, the first tiir-
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nisliiiig the largest, and tbe last the smallest portion of the ar-

ticular surface. The body of the ilium is remarkably slender,

and the proximal end was probably attached to a vertebra merely
bv cartilage. The distal extremity is much expanded, sub-
rhombic in outline, and has three nearly equal facets on its ar-

ticuLir surface, that forming part of the acetabulum being the
The adjoining proximal end of the pubis is inoio com-

' *]ian that of the ilium, and has three eorrosju.iKiing ar-

::K-ets, the acetabular being nearly Hat. and the fillers

. The portion below is flattened, and lias a loramen
-; anterior margin. The proximal end of the ischium is

:i!-'' trihedral, and somewhat smaller than that of the pubis.
The articular surfaces of all these bones were thickly capped
with cartilage. The few phalanges found with these remains
are rod-like, depressed, and much constricted medially. The
ends ai-e transverse, and have been covered with cartilage.
Thev indicate that the limbs were paddles, not unlike those of
Plmosrmnis, but more slender.

Length of axis, 26- lines.

hength of axis, with odontoid process, 32- "
\\ idth between diapophyses, 26-8 "
>> Kith of articular ball, , . 11-25"
%'th of articular ball, 9-25"
Length from edge of cup to end of ball in eleventh
vertebra, .. 25- "

^Vidth of ball, . . 14- "
Depthofball, ."'"'"...!."]".]].[! 12- "
Length of first caudal on inferior surface, 16- ''

)> idth of articular cup, 14-5 "
Depth of cup, ..

^' -

. 15- "
Length of quadrate, 30-75 "

i '-ansverse extent of distaUnd, - 18-75
"

l^ength of pterygoid bearing the five anterior teeth, 38-5 "

^ength of portion with the five posterior teeth,.--. 23- "

Antero-posterior diameter of distal end of iUum,. - . 14-5 «
1 ransverse diameter 1 1 30 "

^'ameter of shaft, .['. V.'". 4-75 «

^^reatest diameter of proximal end of pubis, 16-30 "

iransverse diameter, 10- "
l^reatest diameter of proximal end of ischium, ... - 1

4- "
Iransverse diameter,.. 9' "

bw^^^P®^^®^ is readily distinguished from Clidastes iguanavus,

rii; 1 ^^'f
depressed and more constricted centrum in the ante-

C7
^?^als. It differs essentially also from Clidast^s cineriarum

doS^°
having transverse articular faces in the vertebrge of the

snp? lumbar regdon. The specimens representmg this
Fwies were discovered, in November last, by Mr. H. B. Sargent
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and the writer, in the gray Cretaceous shale, on the North Fork
of the Smoky River, in Kansas.

Edestosaurus velox^ sp. nov.

This species was about two thirds the size of the preceding
one, and very nearly allied to it. It is represented at present
by a number of specimens found together, including tlie orp.tP,.

part of the skull, with the quadrates, and several v.Tt ^;;'.

wJiich, however, are too much crushed to give reliable iur

rnents. Another series of specimens, consisting main! \- of;

rior dorsal vertebrae, well preserved, was found near \\\v n r.

locality and appears specifically identical. They are thcrcibre

included in the description of the species, and furnish the ver-

tebral characters of the doi-sal rearion, where the first series is

deficient.

The muzzle in this species is obtusely pointed. The pre-

maxillary is narrow aod simple, and unites with the maxillaries,

anteriorly at least, by suture, differing in this respect from the

known species of Clidastes. There are four preniaxillary teeth,

smooth and subcompressed, like those of the maxillaries. The
pterygoid bones are very similar to those of the preceding

species. The quadrate, also, has the same general form, but

presents several marked differences. The great ala is less

curved vertically, and is concave transversely on both surfaces.

The alar process has its articular surface very narrow in its ex-

tension over the great ala, while in E. dispar, it is broad and

abruptly terminated. There is no notch in the posterior mar-

gin of the external angle. On the ridge below this angle, and

nearly opposite the meatal pit, there is a prominent rugosity.

which is radimentary or wanting in the larger species. In the

latter, moreover, the'posterior margin of the hook is reflected for

some distance, producing a broad articular face. In the present

species, this surface is only represented by a narrow tongue,

projecting toward the meatal pit.

In the cervical and dorsal vertebrae, the articular faces are

transverse, and in the latter, distinctly cordate, the superior

emargination being deeper than in the preceding species. Id "le

anterior dorsal region, the vertebrae have a more transverse cup

and ball, which are also apparently more inclined from a vertical.

Length of anterior dorsal vertebra, from edsje of cup to

end of ball,.... ..22- hues.

Width of ball, .12- "

Depth of ball,.. " 10- "

Length of pterygoid bearing five anterior teeth, 25-5 "

Length of pterygoid with five posterior teeth, 1 9'
,,

Length of quadrate,. 27-7o
^^

Transverse diameter of lower end, . ]
l"^"
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This species was apparently about the size of Glidastes inter-

medins Leidy, but maj easily be distinguished from it bv its

smooth teeth, and the more nearly vertical articular faces of the
vertebrae. The present specimens were found by the writer, in
the gray shale, near the North Fork of the Smoky Elver,' in
Western Kansas.

Glidastes Wymani, sp. nov.

The remains on which this species is based consist of a series
of cei-vical and anterior dorsal vertebra?, with portions of the
skull and quadrates of the same individual, and portions of
another skeleton, including a nearly or quite complete vertebral
series from the posterior lumbars to the extremity of the tnil.

The two suites of specimens correspond so closelv in size and
proportions, as well as in special characters, that tliey mav with
comparative safety be referred to the same species.
The specimens indicate a small reptile, very near Glidastes

propyihon in size, but differing from that species in several im-
portant particulars. One of the most noticeable of these is the
lorm of the muzzle, which in the present example has a short
and obtuse extremity, not unlike that of Liodon proriqer Cope.
J-he basioccipital has the condyle deep vertically, and onlv a
shallow groove on its upper surface for the neural canal. The
quadrate has the postero-superior process free at its lower ex-
tremity. Just below this, there is a prominent rugose knob,
With a deep pit under it, entering from the external border.

in the cervical vertebrae, the outline of the articular faces is

n-ansyerse cordate, the ball of the axis showing a marked differ-
ence m this respect from that of Glidastes propython, where it is

''nbpentagonal. The centra of the anterior doreals are elongate,
and much constricted behind the diapophvses. The cup here
oecomes broader, and the emargination deeper. In the anterior

S„ ^'' ^¥. articular faces are a broad vertical oval. The ver-

L have deeply concave sides. In the twenty-
''

'
1 where the last rudiment

and vertical

length of the centrum are very

^—„> c^uai. m the median caudals, the centra become com-
pressed, the cup is very shallow, and the neural spmes and
evrons are directed backward. The posterior caudals are

;r?- ^,°^Pressed, with the cup very deep, the neural spme stiU

'^f'
but the chevrons are nearly perpendicular. The entire

auaai series, excepting those at the very extremity, have co-

'!f
«d chevron bones. There are eighty-one caudal vertebrae

Preserved, the last fifty being continuous. The terminal ones
^e^ess than one-twelfth of an inch in transverse diameter!

's senes would imply that there were considerably more than

fiftL ,
"^ icgiun nave aeepiy concav

fifth caudal, or vertebra with chevrons ^

« the diapophysis has disappeared, the
diameter of the cup, and the length o:
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two hundred vetebrae in the entire column, and tence indicates

for these reptiles a much more attenuated, serpent-like form

than has hitherto been supposed. The present species was

probably about eighteen feet in length.

Length of axis, with odontoid process, 19* fines.

Width between diapophyses, 17' "

Width of ball, 8- "

Depthofball, V "

Depth of centrum, with attached hypapophysis, 10-3 "

Length of sixth cervical, without ball, 13- "

Length of neural arch, 10' "

Width in narrowest point, 6*40 "

Width of cup, 9-
^'

Distance from end of muzzle to center of first tooth,. . . 5-5

Length of caudal on which diapophyses first disappear, 9-1

Widthofcup, 9 "

Depthofcup, 9- '^

Length of caudal, apparently next to last, ^'^^
"

Transverse diameter of same, '95

This species is named in honor of Professor Jeffries Wvman.

of Harvard University. The remains at present representing

it are from the gray Cretaceous shale of Western Kansas. The

first series of specimens here described was discovered by Mr.

H. B. Sargent, on the North Fork of the Smoky Eiver. The

caudal series was found by the writer, about ten mdes further

east, near the Smoky River.

Clidastes pumilus, sp. nov.

The smallest Mosasauroid reptile at present known is indi-

cated by the anterior portion of a skeleton, which appeare to De

specifically distinct from any hitherto described, although seem^

ingly most nearly related to the species characterized m tn

preceding description. Aside from the more diminutive size,

however, there are several noticeable differences. In ^^^^ Ff'
ent species, the inner third of the distal articular surface ot tue

quadrate is much broader, and less separated by constnctio"

from the main condylar surface. The cotylus of the articu
^^^

bone, also, has a corresponding greater width. The
^?^^^

knob near the distal end of the quadrate is similar to that

the last species, but has no pit beneath it. The hook is com

paratively short, and has a free compressed extremity, i-^

ticular margin is not deflected toward the meatus. The basioc^

cipital is longer, deeply excavated for the neural canal, ana

condyle is much less elevated. The teeth are nearly rouna^^rlyr

.el.

ticular faces of the cervical vertebrae are nearly \

the base, somewhat curved, and with smooth enamel.
_

- ,

- ' ^ vertical,
ana
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have a broad transverse oval outline, witli a faint superior emar-
gination. The free hypapophyses preserved are short, and tri-

angular transversely.

Sridth (

1 of axis, without odontoid process,. 12-3 lines.

I of ball, . .. 7-10 "

Depthofball, 5-75 "

Transverse extent of distal end of quadi-ate, ... 10- '*

Length of basioccipital, 13-46 "

This species was probably about twelve feet in length. The
specimens representing it, so far as now known, were found by
Mr. H. B. Sargent, of the Yale College party, in the yellow
Cretaceous limestone, on the south side of the Smoky Eiver,
u estern Kansas.

Tertiary Eeptiles.

Orocodilus ziphodon, sp. nov.

Some of the most interesting remains of fossil reptiles discov-
ered by the Yale party, during their explorations last summer
in the Tertiary beds of the Green River basin, west of the Rocky
Jiountams, were those of Crocodilians, several of which prove
on examination to be new to science. One of these, a small
animal to which the present name may be applied, presents
characters which separate it at once from any known Crocodilian,
inng or extinct. Perhaps the most marked feature is seen in
^e teeth, which resemble those of some of the Dinosaurs.
ne crowns are much compressed, and somewhat curved, espe-

^lallv m those apparently pertaining to the front part of the
^nes^ The sides are smooth, the edges very sharp, and marked
^th tine serrations from the base to the apex. The skull was
/igose, and in places deeply pitted. The quadrate, to judge
rom a single detached specimen found with one series of the

the T^'
^^^ probably belonging to them, is quite stout, with

e lower surface smooth, and the distal end subtriangular
outline. The back of this reptile was covered with thick

de^p
'it

^^^^^ united by suture, and marked with numerous

Length of crown of tooth,
^'^"'''™^^'

8- lines.

I^ansyerse diameter at base,:--:::' ::..". - '^-60 "

Tramv^'*^"''^ *^^^nieter at base, - 4-75 "

Wlf^-*^'^"'^^^^ of distal end of quadrate, 16'80 «
«^»cal diameter, on median line, — - 7-90 "

eenTM P^Si°aens here described were found by Mr. H. B. Sar-

nearV!:i ^, Nicholson, and the writer, at the Grizzly Buttes,

Eoce^P
^ndger, Wyoming. The geological horizon is upper

^' or perhaps Miocene.*
*'nii8 Journal, vol i, March, 1871, p. 192, and May, 1871, p. 322.
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Crocodilus Iwdorij sp. nov.

A second small species of Crocodile is indicated bv thp v^'^y.^-

important parts of a skeleton from the same Tertiary d.

as the preceding species. In this specimen the teeth are >

nearly round at the base, slender, with compressed points,

cutting edges are prominent and sharp, but not serrate il.

jaws are quite slender. The quadrate is short, concave

upper surface, arid very flat at its distal end. The u?ua

matic foramen on the inner superior margin is, in tlii-

men, wanting or rudimentary. On the lower surface tli<-

broad longitudinal elevation, which is mainly outside th. ..

dian line. The basioccipital is stout, and uniformly eoii\ < \

transversely. The axis is elongated, and rather slender. The

hypapophyses of the cervicals are simple, compressed, and i^on-

gated. In the anterior cervicals they are directed forward, but

in the eleventh vertebra, this process is perpendicular. The

articular cup is here a very broad transverse oval. The dorsal

scutes were articulated.

Transverse diameter of quadrate, at distal end, 14- hne%

Vertical diameter, on median line, 3-90
"

Length of axis, with odontoid process, - -
22-25

Length of eleventh vertebra, from ed^e of cup to end of

ball, 16- "

Width of cup,.-- 9-
I'

Depth of cup, 8-10
'J

Length of hypapophysis, 5*

This specimen was nearly, but not quite, adult. It was dis-

covered by Mr. C. T. Ballard, of the Yale party, at Grizzly

Buttes, near Fort Bridger.

Crocodilus affinis, sp. nov.

The most common fossil Crocodiles in the Tertiary beds ot

Western Wyoming are large reptiles, having stout conical ru-

gose teeth, with prominent, but rather obtuse cutting edges.

not unlike the teeth of the modern North American Alligator-

Professor Leidy has recently described, under the name oi

Crocodilus MUotti* a species with these characteristics, \vbicn

was found in the eastern part of the same Tertiary lake-basin •

but a comparison of his original specimens, which he has km'
.^^

loaned the writer for this purpose, with the extensive materia-

obtained by the Yale party near Fort Bridger, show clear ^

that there are two distinct species, about the same size, and wu

teeth almost identical. The two may be distinguished, now

, PhU., 1870, I
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tlie premaxillaries, which in the skull described bj
- T Leidy are elongate, and have, to the entire length of

i. a ratio of about one to three. In the second species,
i the name preceding this description may be given, the
uding parts have the approximate ratio of one to four,
M hy a very perfect skull in the Yale Museum, as well
^lier remains which give all the essential characters.
iphysis in this species is quite short, and, at the poste-
'T margin, is met by the anterior extremity of the
The nasal bones project forward, and form a septum

xtenial nostril, as in the Alligator. The cervical verte-
''ra\ moreover, have hypapophyses resembling those in that
genus. The quadrate is much constricted at its distal articular
end. Its lower surface is concave, with a sharp longitudinal
ndge, exterior to the median line.

jength of skull, on upper surface, .„ „, „ ,,„
l;'^"gi h of premaxillaries, 3 " ' 6 ' "
i ransverse diameter of quadrate, at distal end, 22-50 "
> frtical diameter, on median line, 7' "

^The precise relations of this species to G. aptits Leidy, which

b^d f?^i
^^ from a single cervical vertebra, cannot at present

The known specimens of the present species were collected
|^}-^Mr. H. B. Ziegler, Mr. A. H. Ewing, Mr. E. Whitney, and
'
e ^mter, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Orocodilus Orinnelli, sp. nov.

thp
^P^cies, which was of medium size, closely resembles

^precedmg in the form and proportions of the quadrate, but

pressfvl
°°^ i^ in the more slender jaws, and the more com-C P?^^*®^' and grooved teeth. The symphysis is also

traS^^ 1^® splenial does not reach it. The basioccipital is

thp ii,rJ?^'
T.^nder and elongate, with a deep vertical groove on

eU... f^ .^'^^- The axis is quite slender, and has two deep,

Ct 1^'^'' '^^^ ^J ^id« on the floor of the neural canal, and

odont -1 P ^"^^ °^°^® separated, on the superior surface of the

marm^
Focess. All the vertebrse are strongly striated on the

few nit Tk
^^*^^^1'^^ faces. The scutes are free, and with

been f, n . Specimen here described appears pot to have
^Q tuUy adult, although nearly so.

Length r>f ,
Measurements.

Greate//y?,P^y«i«' finches, 8-5 lines.

fe^^^rs^^i^f ^^^"^^^'' IS ::

-^«f axis, with odontoid process", 21-75 "
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This species is named for the discoverer, Mr. G. B. Grinnell,

of the Yale party, who found a nearly perfect skeleton on

Marsh's Fork, in Wyoming, The geological horizon is essen-

tially the same as in the three preceding species.

Crocodilus hrevicollis^ sp. nov.

A number of cervical and dorsal vertebrae, found toL'oth.T.

and evidently belonging to the same individual, differ so

from any known Crocodilian remains that they may bf

ered specifically distinct. Among the most noticeabli' '

ters exhibited, are the relative shortness of the atlas w

attached odontoid process; and the presence, on or near w:-

median line of the lower surface in all the vertebrae preservtd.

of a deep elongated pit, which has a tendency in its forward

nsion to produce bifid hypapophyses. The eleventh verte-

has the process thus divided. Its diapophyses are al?o

much elongated, and entirely above the line of the neural arch

suture. The articular faces are here broadly oval.

Length of axis, with odontoid process, 20*5 lines.

Depth of odontoid process, 9-40
^^

Length of process, - - 6-30
"

Length of eleventh vertebra, from edge of cup to end

of ball, 16-
i;

Greatest distance between diapophyses, - - -
21"

These specimens were found by Mr. A. H. Ewing, in the

Tertiary beds, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Olyptosaurus sylvestris, gen. et sp. nov.

Among the most interesting Reptilian remains discovered by

the Yale party in the fresh water Tertiary deposits of western

Wyoming, were several species of Lacertidae, or land lizara=.

of which no fossil representative had at that time been found m

this country, although more recently one species has been ae-

scribed by Professor Leidy from the same formation. iii^=^

remains were found associa,ted with the crocodiles and
f^^]:'

already described,* and, together with them, strikingly i^",^^^;?;^

the remarkable development of reptilian life during the -lerna

'. of the great tropical lakes of the Rocky Mountain

The specunens discovered evidently represent a
V^f'^^^^f^l

of lizards, quite different from any known recent or fossil to m

but in the present preliminary notice only the most maiK^

characters are given, the more exact determination and amn
_

of the group being reserved for the full description. -^^6/

in this genus, for which the name Ghjptosaurus f is proposea,

* Thi< Journal, vol. i, May. 1871, p. 322.

f T7.vnTbc, embossed, and 'Lavpog, lizard.

period in one of the great tropic
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J witli large osseous shields, symmetrically arranged, and
waaraeated, resembling in this respect tlie modern Helo-

Otlier parts of the body, especially the ventral region,

Dtected by rectangular, ' orn'^mented shields, united to

t'ler by suture, and, in some of the species, these were
'. The teeth are pleurodont, and, in the species in which

' ' preserved, are round, with obtuse summits, not unlike

; Trachydosaurus rugosus Gray, from Australia. The fron-

i\v, especially in front, a distinct median suture, which
slightly obtuse angle with their posterior margin. The

;!• bone projects behind the cotylus far backward and
ird, resembling in this respect the corresponding part in

"^' Niloticus. The dorsal and caudal vertebra3 have the

- Mieral form as those of Varanus^ but show traces of a

lione articulation, especially in their rudimentary zygan-

-Mties. The tail was long, and apparently rounded. Some
"I' 'he species were larger than any existing American lizards.

The known species of the present genus may be distinguished
fn.^m Saniva ensidens Leidy,* by the teeth, which in the latter

are compressed, pointed, and have sharp cutting edges. There
i>. moreover, no evidence that this hzard had osseous dermal

L of the cranial shields
^vill perhaps afford the most convenient and satisfactory char-
acters for distinguishing the species represented in the present
collection of lacertian remains, which, although numerous, are
more or less fragmentary. The present species may therefore
be characterized as having, on the frontals between the orbits,

shields of moderate thickness, but little elevated, with those in
tne middle row on each frontal broader than long. Each shield

^ covered with numerous small polished tubercles, crowded
together with no definite arrangement. Ventral shields with
the same ornamentation were found with some remains of this

*Pecies, and probably belong with them.

\rl u!^ ^i ^!"Sle frontal, at posterior margin, V'SO lines.

;\>'lth of single frontal, between orbits, 5-30 "
-eugth of five posterior shields on middle row of frontal, 9'

lln^tK ^I
^^^gi^e^t of jaw bearing three teeth, . . 4-10 "

Will ^l
^'^"tral shield, probably of this species, 8-40 "

^^Jdthof the same....... .. - 4-75 "

whl P^mf^^ specimens indicate a reptile about four feet in

f^ph. They were discovered by Mr. C. T. Ballard and the

sam k'^^
^nzzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming, m the

^ ne beds that contained the Crocodilian remains.

* Proceedinga Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1870, p. 124.
J 005. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. I, No. 6.-June, 1871.
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Qlyptosaurus nodosus, sp. nov.

In this species, whicTi was somewhat smaller than the one
above descnbed, the frontal* are thicker at the median suture.
and the shields between the orbits very convex. The middle
row of each frontal in this region has the shields longer than
wide, and subhexagonal. The tubercles on the shields^'are ;,-
proportionally larger, and less crowded together. The ]>:

•

the body have the ' ^ -^

3 of them are keeled. The species was about
in length.

Width of single frontal, between orbits, 4'50 lim <.

Length of four shields on middle row of frontal, 8-60 "

Length of ventral shield, 7-10 "

Width,
;

.'..'!..'." 3-40 "

Length ofdorsal vertebra, from edge of cup to end of ball, 5-60 "

Width of cup, 3-75 "

Depth of cup,
'

1 of 1Expansion of posterior zygapophyses,

Thespe.

Wyoming.

specimens representing this species were discovered by
+^^ — the fresh-water Tertiary strata, at Grizzly Buttes.

Glyptosaurus ocellatus, sp. nov.

The present species, whicb was perhaps the largest of the

hzards collected by our party, is readily distinguished from tlie

two preceding, by the pattern of ornamentation on the cranial

plates, which are very thick, united by suture, and have the

tubercles arranged in concentric series. The outer row of tu-

bercles is considerably the largest, and the next two or three

successively smaller; while the center is occupied by a group

of very small tubercles, with no definite arrangement The

effect of this is to produce an ocellated appearance in each

shield, which has suggested the specific name. This effect is

mcreased in one ver\^ perfect specimen by the central group oi

tubercles being of a 'lighter color.
The only specimens that can at present be refen-ed with cer-

tainty to this species were discovered by Mr. H. B. Sargeut, m
the Tertiary beds at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger.

Glyptosaurus anceps, sp. nov.

A small species of lizard, quite distinct from those descnbed

above, is indicated by numerous fragmentary remains m^^
associated with them in the same deposits. Some of the char-

acters exhibited by these specimens point toward a ditteren

genus, but until additional material is obtained, the specie^

may appropriately be placed in Glyptosaurus. The verteon
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mih. those of the

aral arch is also less elevated in the speci-

'served, and the whole vertebra is more depressed.

I are pleurodont. The species was about two feet in

iA!ii:tli of posterior dorsal vertebra, from edge of cup
1-ondofball, 2-SO lines.

Wi.ltli of cup, 2- "

['•I'll of Clip, .
1- «

I ^iou of anterior zygapophyses, 4*30 "

remains on which the present description is based were
il by Mr. €. T. Ballard and the writer, in the Tertiary

at Crrizzly Biittes, Wyoming. They are now in the Pea-
•"'"N Museum" of Yale College, as are all the other specimens
described in the present article.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I Chemistry and Physics.

1. On a new series of ammonia-platinum bases.—Y. T. Cleve,
to whom we owe an elaborate and valuable investigation of the
compounds of platinum with ammonia, has discovered a new and
remarkable series in which two atoms of tetratomic platinum com-
bine to form the hexatomic diplatinum. These compounds are
lormed by treating the iodide, iodonitrate
^ros s base with ammonia, so that we have the formulas Pt,
«2aJ,e32N02, and Ptoa, . 2NH2 . O3 . 2NO2, or ;

aecordmg to Blomstrand's views

:

I
I

^
Br
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assium, sulphuric acid, sodic phospha

OH OH .NOg
a . a . e . Ne„ a. a. CI • a a . e . X<

'\^-ri-g|
"^ a . a . CI Pt2 a'. a . O . X<

a. a. CI a . O . X+
a. a. CI a. a . O . X+

OH '
' OH O '^^2

The analogy between these compounds and those of h..

cobalt will be at once evident.

In conclusion, the author gives the foilowing ^riow of tl,

(1) Compounds of diatomic platinum,

^^I'tu HO.Pta.a.OH ¥tl
, a . OH
a. OH

(2) Compounds of tetratomic platinum,
HO jj a . OH HO 5^

HO *^*
a . OH HO Pt a . . OH

(3) Compounds of hexatomic platinum,

In these compounds ethylamine, aniline, and dou1.tl(.-> "':

iranic alkaloids may replace ammonia to a greater oi* 1< ~- '

—Beriehte d^r Deutschen Chem. GeseUschaft, iv J<iJ,i-<i<n.:

(From a letter of C. W. Blomstrand.) \^ •

2. On the preparation of hydric phosphide for ict-ri -V^

ments.—A. W. Hofma^^n has given a simple and elcirant ih' '

of preparing pure hydric phosphide by means of io-lidi' ot y\

phonium, PH^I, which is itself easily prepared by the foll-^^^

process due to Baeyer, Dry carbonic disulphide is iiitroil"'

into a tubulated retort, 100 gr. of phosphorus dissolved i» i^-;

then 175 gr. iodine added in small portions at a time. Tluyh
phide is then to be distilled off and the last traces removed '>

current of dry carbonic dioxide, the retort behig gently warni

After cooling, the condenser is to be removed from the retort £
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tube

u])Oii the iodide of pliosphorns through a funnel tube drawn out at

thi' end. Every time tliut ^vater is added a violent reac-tion ensues

,11'il i(i(lido of phos})honium condenses in the wide gla^s tube, while
-'

. ill ijunntities of iodhydric aoid are condensed in the water ot

'

i-'k. Aitvr all the'water is added, the retort is at first gi-ntly

. .111(1 atterward heated to low redness to as to dri\ e all tlu

.1,1(1 the tilavs tube. On breaking the glass tube after i-ool-

1 idi.le of i)hosi)honiuni is found in thick crusts like- sal-

1 i.i. c. ^ of glass and introduced in pieces (,f the ^ize of a

, ll.sk pre .%idedwith a rubber stopper Ihi-ou'.l 1 ^^hi(h

ith a stop cock and bidb, and a delir. ry tube.

solution of • caustic i)otash, of tbt' strength of th at com-

l.lovedin..>rganic analysis, be allowed to llow down ui.on

S a regulai• current of hydric pho
r under control. The

sphi<le,Pll„is(.^olved,
gas is periectl

X'iodM^ yield about one liter of gas. The gas is not
msly inflnniniable, but becomes sc^ bv passing through ni-

Allichcdlt ains a trace of nitrous acid. HolSiann recom-
:i iH'autiiu 1 lecture table exi.eriment the decomposition

dric piios. >hide bv means of the induction spark passing

gas carbon.— /^rr/.A^t; der Deutschen Chenl
:/'/. .I'll'n-i/i iiKj iv, ]). 200. W. G.

'HhstHution nf tlu alcohol radicds for the hy.

I'f'r; „i> ,,,^,A ;,/,._Absolute ak•ohol heated witl 1 iodide

.uium Violds hvdric idiosphide. e thylic iodide an(

has emploved this Reaction in a'beautilul process for

the iodidesoftriethylamltetrethyl-phosphoniun .. which
i simply he'atino- one molecule of iodide of phosphonium
' molecules of absolute alcohol in a sealed tube for G-8
b^OH\ Under these circumsta nces the ethvlic iodide

ilyupontl le hydric phosphide to

nium. Aftercoolinu^

form the iodide«. of the

'1 phospho the tube is found filled

autiful sn, .w-white,<M^stanine^nlass, which dissc)lves in

> l>orfectlv colorless solution. The crystals are a i

<i"nl proportions of the iodides o f trieth^landtetrethyl-

_,.__. The sol

vstals of 1

;;^;^;"^i<^;Vlly pure!' Thriollid'jro^'tr

^llylic ah
of new

]

W ::
allyli. al "h^:piS^nd gi;^er:n ga" ^^omi;; <

jr'5.<^f nw TG^xxXx^.—Berirhte' der Beutschai Chew.
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4. On a new mode of formation of Para-o.n/hn,
Ira IIkmsex, Assistant in the Chemical Laborator
(Communicated for this Journal.)—A short tinu'

showed that by fusing sulphohcnzoato of potassiu
I)Otash oxybcnzoic acid is fonned. Su])sc(iucntlv He

orlc.- n

tals yielded on evaporation a nii^tnrc, coii^istiiio- of.
aoxyhenzoic aci.l. which, altlu.no-h crv-tallizod on

these propertio with t

entity beyond a (h)ubt.

Is yielded on evap<

could very Veadiivb",

sulphuric'acid wal addell toVlu
for a short time. On now dih,

me pos^ibU^ that the imthod of
I

uence upon the nature of the rosnltii

sulphobrnzoic acid accordino- ti> t

lie u. Pliarrn., cxlviii. 30. f Ibid., cliii.
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I by Bartli in his article (i. e. by the action of sulphuric

e upon fused and pulverized benzoic acid), and tried tlie

ifrimtnt with the potassium salt of this acid. The only
' tluit made itself evident in the result was that less para-

lic aeiil was present in the product than in the former

iii,di by no means an inconsiderable quantity.

,', I subjected to the same process sulphobenzoic acid, that

ared by simply heating benzoic acid with weak fuimply
acid, and found that also in this case a mixture results,

• be expected after the two previous experiments.
-0 acids cannot be separated by means of partial crystal-

If the aqueous solution was not too dilute, the first por-

• rystallized out contained, in the two last cases, the

Jt'ol" t!ie oxybenzoic acid probably mixed with a little

lii/oie acid. On evaporating the mother liquor further,

!;al ])arts of the two acids crystallized out. The crystals

be partially sorted out, and
rated Ironi the accompanying acia.

i paration of the basic barium salt of
slu's a means for an imperfect separation.

basic barium salt of paraoxybei

' is difficultly soluble in water, and is pre-

water is added to a solution of the neutral

neans no basic salt of oxybenzoic acid is pro-

portion of the paraoxybenzoic acid can be

idition. There always remains a sufficient

I solution, however, to render the oxybenzoic

the above experiments, that for the preparation

3ic acid, crude sulphobenzoic acid cannot be

1 be necessary to subject it to some process of

simplest means that presents itself for this pur-

ition of the acid barium salt,

occupied in endeavoring to isolate and learn the

ulphoacid, the formation of which is in all prob-

:"ause of the formation of paraoxybenzoic acid,

the most favorable conditions for'its formation,

carefully study certain uncommon phenomena,

Y be traced back to this, that the fact above dis-

be ])resent been overlooked.

the i

iro^copic Gon,hrnation; by
Mlliman, dated Kome, April
nee to you the discovery of

}- the aid of which one can >

I'.'S^aar protuberances with
^amelield.

* Zeitsohrift fur Cliemie, N. F., :
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F.J<n.uf.,'ii Pl'll^i"^:

ellcnce is, iJiat it o\hil.it>^ in :i <'(>:n|)Mct vVl <

trosho<( a.po<-ts of pl.y.iral sneiu-e, parti'ru!;;
doctrine of enorgv, so Pucfossfully ckvelopc
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yv^ of ThompMui, KuTikino, flayer, CI

:^^oc:ullK^utllv(•(

! who (Ush-o, lira

lofthooutlhio'sof
^"nall'c

moden

i It t()tlR''att(t,tioi.

oiPpass, a c'loar and
1 i)]iv>ic-al sciem-c.

IL Geology j^M) NATUR U. II18TOKY

nurt^x on IWnoi
the Gfohxjical Si

. Coal Plants, i» the Ath

frvn/ nf ill'j>o;,9.—In the .

n port 'on tho Iliinols coal

o:roui>s horo ropvo-ciitod,

r ^ei,etatioI 1, of tlie hi-h and low land of
xl, and c-oiK ludc- that thorc is no ivasMii to

10 ut tvpos ('xiste.U\hic-h arc not found in

While (loin^ino that anv remains oi' Jlfj^f^

vov., the' bods of coal, ho ackmAvledrres
tones and li nicstones near the base of the

I and in Indnma. ITi< lanuuage
hat he had not ^-en the bpcn-i-

.ni Nunuiliou anrl K<l<rar counties of Illi-

Bradley\i•eports on those counties, in the

)ra't'leasra','hi!fh'rs t^K^nuhlVe ni\he ( oal-

as V, tTo rope )rted hy Cr. V. liroadlua.lfrom
thon<rli hei•e airaii'i from the ve.v l.a^r- of

Vo. St. Louis, ii, 320, 180-5.) S. W. Ely of
> tliem fioi a the Cumberland tabledand;

Tr.

nwo (){ their character, he rel'ers them to Devonian

'^

'[
y Mill, thous^Hi pn^bubhMow. ' Tlocality in Indiana.

^'<"'U the bank of the'ohio ri^'er,^^ flw miles bdou

th^ .Afa/on creek

)lants not ^else^^

) thi ir mode of

rn.Vks,th< )re delicate
^ s<,li<hti,.,l. W.

K'hbedVL
• sepaiatim.

J
the rock from



utly, belong to tli«> ^ame \ogetal>k'. It 1- not biui-ri-i
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iia tlK";e remains are often at variance and ofte:

»oac]i. Thise^i^

lid comnk'fccolh'ctious

proofs of a -iMdual ciian

""^_t 01.. CoJ-.m.i.UMS- ];ut <;o].],ert find, hpi-
- lii-i'n ... -the loM. s^ strata of th<' JVrmi ui " in Knrope.

^

-I. ^(MiiH.i n.HkTtlie .a< nvv\< naim-of Tnyonor^.rpm,

_-i"nujat(. (•o,d_v,,i,;ta',\pwai\ri(. Coal Xo. 2. "They

! tlio name of CirpolUJus, ha\e been observed hiohcr

;^< '•- ^oiiie vjK(i,>s rjiiijre from bottom to top of the

I'rt^, an> characteristic of the lowest seams, (hlontop-

'i the sirat \.,]iuue. "Lar<re thic"k-Iea^ ed species of
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lUpferh

ttora, except perhaps \

aliied Vs thes.> points of (litlerenci'. like th...
b.'O!

1 <;|;-'^-^'^'<"l 'roui tho begirn.ingof the
flora

'il:.aj.pLMr to fuUv oorro'oorate the st ateinent"
p<.c-h, the flora which formed \lie con-
iin.pcaudiiitho United Sta. es, a^ d itK-icnt

U^
a> relativoly alike, as is now the flon I of the

•2. 0;/ ^-onie uobds conne'-ted ic lf/> the CV<nrj,„>
of 'Xorlh Cnroliui ; bv T. A. C (From
Dam I, dated (Jreoville. Pitt Co.. North* (.

labelling the e.illection of fossils at llah^Stam
exph)nng tho uuirl pits and bank of Tar IiNor. T

miicl 1 of the mixtur.^ of Miocene :md ( 'ret;

deliirhted to have an op])Ortnnity to vc(> t! le bid
I tho light von would like tp haVe a ^ket rh <M ''

from tnree to iivc feet deep, and i ndicate
^
the !-

taceous shore, not an E.Hvne ot.e. ind '

Silv iuid they ai-e eMroaiejy rare. *Tlie u'luirl 1

lu>r.e-to,.tfi, winch I think is Leidy's E. frntern„>'. Lyl.
top()t the marl, it liad evidently been thrown up fn'Hi
}uirt ol the i)ed, and iv black and mineralized. From tlic

prove l; h=;;; Mon^-dT'^ /^™' It wlVliv'theT
1 ea-^hore clay near Phila<lelphia. Prof Kerr ha- a nc u
eight inches hmg, which connects the tvvo gcKTa />-'

'^yt'''^i7^'«, for it would belong to the latter if it had
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es, but it has only a depression there. I

jaw wdlh two teeth on each side and two st

Tom the lower jaw. This, although found (

) like the recent ones that tliey might

p;i>? tor the same". The same colossal Pectens abound as in Vir

-iiiia, only the P. JIadisonms so abundant in Virginia aiid Mary
1:111,1 is replaced by R Jefersonius and F. septenarms, five or six

indies in width.
.

At Col. Yellowhy's marl pit where digging is now m progress, 1

t'ouml the Miocene about three or four feet in thickness, restuig on

lilack Cretaceous sand with black gravel, and containing character-

istic Mipley group fossils. It is here that a profusion of Belom-

nitus is thrown up by the laborers, over the Miocene marl heap, and

irive rise to the opinion that they occur in the Miocene marl.

At Snow Hill, twenty-two miles from here in Green county, the

Ripley Group is finely developed, containing closely packed speci-

mens of the Ripley species in perfect preservation.

3. On the Earti^iLle at Oahu, Huwaian Islands, on FeK 18;

by Professor W. D. Amxaxder. (From a letter to J. D. Dana,

dated Oahu College, Feb. 28, 1871.)—I herewith send you some

copies of our island papers containing accounts of a severe earth-

quake, which was experienced here on the 19th of this month It

was the severest earthquake ever experienced on the island ol Uahu

^nthin the memory of man. In fact it was quite as severe here as

on Hawaii, and seems to have been felt most severely at /^^hauia.

As I am not quite satisfied with the accounts of it pubhshed here,

A will add a few fiicts that I have collected.

In regard to the time Flitner's astronomical clock stopped at

10" IP" 17s ^ Honolulu mean time, allowing for the en'or ot

the clock. In regard to the duration of the shock, Ke^. ix.

WilUamson, Dr. J. Hutchinson, Judge Hartwell and one or t^^o

T'thers who timed it carefully, agree within a fr^\^^^^«^?l '"
j'ding It 55 seconds. The general opinion here is that it

.
>

^bout a minute, and the same was the case at Lahama and
1
a

In regard to the direction of the shock, the motion ^a^ tnun)

vertical with a rocking movement northeast and southwest It

^as compared by some to the sensation of ndmg a i.-k,n*r

"T^: - ^Jri4g a cart over a rough oord-y
^^^^^^^toneand adoW; Sings wer^ badl| -acked, particula^^^^

8<'hool house the laro-e stone church, the Queen's hospital, ana

*he com. Ssl andThe northeast and south.^st -f^jm^^^
••^lly most shaken. Stone fences running northwes ami southeast

^ere'thrown dow-n, while those at right angles to this dirtctioa
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were not injured. Doors facing southwest were swuno- open and
hanging lamps were left swinging for ten or fifteen^minut'es in
almost every instance in the same direction, viz. from northeast to
southwest. Considerable crockerv was broken, and heavy articles
of furniture displaced. The usual roaring sound preceded this
earthquake. Persons who were on board ships in the harbor
report that they heard this terrible roaring sound far out ;it

sea, and then the ships that lay farthest out were first struck and
afterward those that lay at the wharves. Thev agree that the
vessels were first drawn violently out to sea and then in the
opposite direction.

Several persons of undoubted veracity insist that they saw a
flash of light on Punchbowl hill the moment before the earth-
quake commenced. At Waialua at the north end of this island
the shock was comparatively slight. At Waianae on the N. W.
of this island, the earthquake was severe. Quite a landslip took
place, cai-rying a house several rods. At Koolau, milk was thrown
out of pans east and west. The schooner Annie in the channel
south of Lanai was terribly shaken, and her bulwarks split amid-

uere, lue groun(
• adobie houses ii

J. iu. jjiBiiup of Lahainaluna oemmary givt
The direction of the vibration was from s

ing to some from S.E. to ¥.W.
At Molokai the shock was severe, especially at the western (

The road up the great pall of Kalaupapa on the north side

rendered impassable.
At Wailuku, on the east side of West Maui, the earthquake

much less severe, stone walls being thrown down
but no serious damage done. The time by my father's clock, wdueli

is set by the sun, was 10^' 20'" p. m., equivalent to about 10'' 15'"

Honolulu mean time. At Makawao on East Maui the shock was
slight. At Capt. Makee's, on the S.W. side of Haleakala, it was
much less severe than at Lahaina. A train of molasses kettles

was displaced, which was about the only damage done. The
earthquake along the west coast of Hawaii was almost simultane-

ous with that experienced here, and about equal to it in severity.

From Kohala I learn that the shock seemed to come from the icest,

that some stone walls were shaken down, but the stone church and

plantation chimney remained uninjured. We hear the same story

from Waimea and Kawaihae. From Kona, Mr. Parke writes, that

the time of the shock was \Q>^ 5"' by his watch (which is probably
within five noinutes of the true time), that stone walls were thrown
down, but no great damage done. At Hilo the earthquake was

much hghter. According to Judge Hitchcock it took place at

_
From Kaxiai I hear that it was severe at Koloa on the^ south

side of the island, but less severe and light on the north side at
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any consequence ig reported

iiie phenomena seem to me to point to a center of disturbance
to the leeward of the islands, |)erhaps at the center of the circle
of wliich the islands form an are, and at a ureat depth. liut as
you 8te, our data are as yet very imperfect. There ha\e been
several slio-ht shocks felt here since, on the 22d and 24th. I can-
not learn that there is any unusual action goino- on at Kilauea or
iu Mokuaweoweo.

I am hoping to commence the survey of these islands next May.
4. Xoteon Trinierelki a<m,vinata ;\)j \L Uiua-;g^. (Communi-

cated by the author).—The genus TrimereUa was founded by me
on two species, T. grandis and T. aemninata ; but of the latter I
had only the rostral half of the vontral valve of :i sniall sjKrhnen.
I therefore named it provisionally and stated that it ditiered

pointed, and the longitudinal septa running all the way to the
beak." (The septa here alluded to and the walls between the
tubes mentioned below). Within the last few days ."' "" "

It then immediately became evident that several separate dorsal
v^alves in our collection belonged to the same species. I have,
therefore, now abundant material to illustrate the species, which
i shall do soon, but iu the meantime propose to notice its leading
characters briefly.

The ventral valve, in young specimens, is somewhat straight
•'joug the median line, but becomes more and more arched as the
^ize mcreases. It is ovate, rounded in front, widest a little in
'I'lvanee of the mid-length, thence tapering with nearly straight
swes to the beak which is narrowly rounded,—almost acute. In
tile substance of the shell there are two large tubes, which extend
trom about the middength to the beak, these are joined in the
beak by two others, one on each side. All of these tubes are open
anteriorly, but closed at their terminations in the beak. The area
18 large, concave and transversely striated. The dorsal valve is

niQch shorter than the ventral, more convex and has its beak

]vJ ^t^*^"gly incurved. It has two tubes which extend nearly to

'the beak. The shell is marked Avith coarse <

accretion ridges of growth. Length of the largest specimen 3^
inches, width :i inches. The above is sufficient to show that this

^Jecies is quite distinct from T. grandis. If a section were to be
made across the beak of a perfect shell of T. acuminata, it would
^.How four perforations arranged in a curve, exactly as in the
^nular section of the Swedish species figured by Dr. Lindstrom.

f
«t If the beak of T. grandis were to be cut across, it would

snow only two orifices, and they would be the homologues of the
t^o lateral perforations in the section of T. acuminata, because in

l'
grandis the two central tubes do not extend, into the beak,

^^^t terminate before they reach it.
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5. Note on the discovery of the opercnla of HyoUthes in Ne\B

York by S. W. Fokd. (Communicated by the author).—Several

weeks ago, being in Montreal, I showed Mr. Billings, Paleontol-

ogist of the Geological Survey of Canada, a small collection of

fossils that I had made in the Primordial rocks near this place.

He pointed out to me, that among them there were the opercula

of two species of HyoUthes. One is a minute circular species

with four pairs of lateral muscular impressions, and two smaller,

dorsal, all radiating from a point near one side. The other species

is larger and like a Z>^sc^w<z on the outside. Mr. B. showed me

several specimens of the smaller species, that had been collected

by Mr. T. C. Weston of the Canadian Survey last summer, in

rocks of the same age below Quebec. I am informed that this is

the first discovery of the opercula of HyoUthes yet made on this

<:ontinent. I have made some observations on the rocks of this

vicinity, and collected a number of species of fossils, of which I

hope to give an account at an early date.
Troy, May 8th, 1871.

6. Note on a new and gigantic Species of Pterodactyle ; by

O. C. Marsh.—In addition to the Cretaceous fossils described pp.

447-453, the Yale College party obtained several specimens

which indicate a huge flying reptile, apparently of the genus

JPterodactylus. The remains belonged to two or more individuals.

They are fragmentary, but some of them are quite characteristic.

The distal ends of two long bones, similar in form to the tibia ot

a bird, are evidently portions of the peculiar metacarpal of the

wing-finger. One of these, which retains the lower part of the

shaft, resembles in its proportions the corresponding bone in

Pterodactylus Suevicus. The condyles are well developed, and

have a sweep of two thirds of a circle. They appear to have been

originally somewhat oblique. In size and general form, they are

1 Cretaceous Reptiles,

(len figured by Owen m ms m
(Sup. I, PL ly, fig. 9-11), but

between them. The shaft,was apparently no longitudinal elevati

where broken, is subtrihedral, with the posterior face

The bones are light, with thin compact walls. The long bones

of the metacarpal with the part of the shaft preserved i

half inches; the fore and aft extent of the condyles fourteen lines

,

the transverse extent about thirteen lines. This would indicate au

expanse of wings of not less than twenty feet ! The species, wnic

is the first found in this country, may be named Fterodact'/lu^

Oioeni, in honor of Professor Richard Owen, of London.
i'^^J^^

mains now representing it were discovered by the writer, in -N o^ e"

ber last, in the upper Cretaceous formation of Western Kansas.

7. Earthquakes—Subterranean electrical disturbances.--^
J^

minutes before and after the earthquakes of the l7th ^I'^f^Y,
|

powerful positive electrical currents were rushing toward ^«S^^'
'_

through the two Anglo-American telegraph cables, which are o

ken near Trinity Bay, N ewfoundland. Mr. C. F. Variey, \^:^^
informed us of the fact, broaches the novel speculation thai so

earthquakes may be due to subterranean lightning.-A «fw?'«, Apr.
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S. Geology of Louisiana.—Ihe Annual Report of the Board of

Supervisors of the Louisiana State University for the year ending

Deo. 31, 18*0, and session of 1871, contains the Second Annual

Report of the Geological Survey of Louisiana to the General

Assemhly (of the State), by Prof. F. V. Hopkins. It gives a

brief account of the geological formations—which do not reach

hack in time beyond the Cretaceous, and are almost wholly Qua-

ternary and Tertiary—and is accompanied by a colored geological

map of the State. Lists of fossils of the beds are given after

determinations of the species by Prof. E. W. Hilgard of the :\Iis-

sissippi University.

9. Preliminary Report of the U. IS. Geological Survey of Wy-

oming and portions of contiguous territories (being a Second

Annual Repoit of Progress); conducted, under the authority of

the Secretary of the Interior, by F. V. Hatden, U. S. Geologist.

512 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1871.—Dr. Hayden dunng the past

year continued the surv^ey of the preceding season, by investiga-

tions from Cheyenne to Fort Fetterman, South Pass, Fort Bndgcr,

the Uintah Mountains, Henry's Fork, Green Kiver Station on the

Union Pacific Railroad, and back, and obtained important results.

In the lower range of hills which extend up to the South Pass on

the south side of the Sweet Water, there was a limited area of

granite with overlying Potsdam sandstone containing Oholellanana

and a Lingula. Many fossil shells, vertebrates and plants were

collected, which are described in special reports appended to the

volume severally by F. B. Meek, Dr. J. Leidy, Prof. E. D. Cope,

and Mr. Lesquereux, adding very much to the value of the vohime.

There is also an excellent report on the Tertiary coals of the VV est

by Jas. T. Hodge, another on the ancient lakes of \s esterii Amer-

ica by Prof. J. S. Newberry, and finally, a report on the ujdus^rial

resources of Western Kansas and Easteni Colorado by 31r. K. ^.

Elliott. ^ ,

10. Lehrbuch derphysihalischenMineralogie; von Dr Albeecht

ScHRAUF. Vienna, 1868.-Dr. Schrauf, the able author oi the

Atlas of Crystalline forms of Minerals noticed on page 220, issued

in 1866 and 1868 volumes I and H of a work on Physical Miner-

alogy, which is a thorough and profound treatise on descnptive

and mathematical crystallography, and the optical thenmc, and

other physical characters of minerals or inorganic substances v>e
r physical
1 from the ; he has in preparation

italUne forms, and

make the
contain tables of the dimensions and angles of t^^ CTystals^of

various mineral species, supplying all that is needed to »"

atlas a complete exhibition of mineral crystallography.

,10. Mineralogische Notizen, von F. Hessexbeeg.

(Neunte Fortsetzunge) with ^ plates of crystalhne fom
lort on the Maine 1871.
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III. ASTEONOMY.

Sunspot seen with the JVaJced Eye ; by Feancis H.
Smith. (Editorial corresp. dated University of Virginia, Apr,

• of the disc. The atmosphere was quite hazy
one could gaze with impunity upon the sun, which appeared of a

bright orange color. The spot came out with remarkable distinct-

ness
;
as thin horizontal streaks of darker haze passed over the disc.

Prof. Peters, who was with me at the time, saw the spot plainly.

3 of position, haze and color, Col.

distinct view of apparently the

same spot, which had moved in the interval to the right of the

sun's center. The color of the latter was such, that a light blue

glass rendered it almost invisible.

I tried in vain earlier in the day, when the sun was nearer the

meridian, to detect a spot on it by looking through colored glasses.

Some time after the first occasion mentioned, I examined the

sun with a small refracting telescope, and thought there appeared
near the indicated position a large spot, with a smaller companion,
..^^ :„ *K„ „i..^„„„ „4^ _; *_: .

I ^oui(j not have

covered by Dr. Luther at Bilk. It is of the 11th magnitude and

has received the name AmaUhea.
3. The following table of the ticenty-five small planets previously

discovered may be useful for reference.

^'^oV/rr
Discoverer.

rt^ «i^ -:-?^i^-
~^

Thisbe, June 15, 1866. Peters. 2-7659 9 ih 15^2?7 47Ub33
89 Julia, Aug. 6, " At Marseilles 10 22 12311 331353 14

Antiope, Oct 1, " Luther. 17 71 20|301 59

Aegina, Nov. 5, " 2-4917
Undina, July 7, 1867. Peters! 3-1846 57 102 451331 13

Minerva, Aug. 24, .' Watson. 37: 5 4;275 1

Aurora, Sept. 6, » 5: 4 34! 45 22

Arethusa, Nov. 23, " Luther." 51:244 22|^30 ^9
Aegle, Feb. 17, 1868. Coggia.
cioa.0, Feb. 17, " Tempel.
lanthe, Apr. 18, " Peters. 331354 18il47 45

10? S, ^i\l ::

2-8339
3-0964 ^9

C 'e 25 -ihHelena, Aug. 15, " WaSn! 343 35,328 41

211 37|354 41Miriam, Aui. 22, " 14 47
Hera, Sept. 7, " wltson. 24

Clymene, Sept. 13, "

liArtemis, Sept. 16, " Watson! 2-3799 187 54

Dione, Oct. 10, '• Watson. 39 63 15

ISa
Camilla,

Hecuba, Apr.'2Vl869. EX?: 3-2134 5 46 352 20
",Ul109 Felicitas, Oct. 9, " Peters. 2-6941 4 56

Lydia, Borelli.
"

37 m 53
Ate, ASg.\V''^°' Peters. 5 49 1 306 26

112 Iphigenia, Sept. 19, " 2-4357 37 324 6 '" *'



lY. Botany.

1. Flora Brasiliemis.—P2iTt 50 of the great work of :\Iai;ih>.

continued by Eichler, was issued at the close of the hist year. It

is occupied by Mr. Bentham's continuation of the Lt'j>nniiu,S''

(viz. Swartziew and Ccesalpinece), in 254 pages of letter-i)ress, fully

illustrated by &6 plates. The Swartziece form now only tlic ulti-

mate tribe of PapilionacecB. Among the figures are to he foun<l

one of Guilandina Bonducella and of a related species, now re-

duced to Ccesalpinia, of Parkinsonia aculeata, and of Cassia

ChamcBcrista. There are 189 Brazilian species of Cassia—no

small part of the genus, the much desired monograph of which,

prepared two years ago by Mr. Bentham, is probably now m

2. Popular Names of British Plants.—Dr. Prior has brought

out a second edition (Williams & Norgate, 1870) of this very in-

teresting volume, with many additions or emendations. It is a

treasury of curious lore, philological, antiquarian, and botanical,

by one thoroughly fitted on every side for the handling of these

topics. An alphabetical Hst of the systematic names of those

British plants which have popular appellations is annexed, and

under which these are enumerated. A notice of the first edition

was published in this Journal, for May, 1864. One can hardly

resist the temptation to make extracts from the more ciu-ious

articles. .

^' ^•

3. Les Plmrs de Pleim Terre, etc., par Vilmori>-Axdkieux

(Paris, 1870), which in the midst of terrible times has passed to a

third edition, now rivals in bulk the portly Bon Jardimer, filhng

- it does 1563 duodecimo pages, iUustrated by 1300 wood en-

vings. These, moreover, are separately issued m f ^f^^.'fl
Jurs, and of this an edition m English is pubhshed, forming a

handsome and very useful volume. The miniature representations

sometimes of a blossom or flowering branch, commonly of the

whole plant, exhibiting its port, are wonderMly effective, a. g.

4. ISynopsis of all thi known Lilies, by Mr._ Baker, one of

the assistant botanists at Kew, and author of an important paper

on ZiliacecB which was recently noticed in this Journal, is m course

of publication in the Gardeners' Chronicle, London, ihis stana-

ard horticultural periodical, we may remark kee^s up ^^'Ij^s sci-

entific character, and has many interesting botanical articles and

memoranda.
. -rrr 7j ^ A\ hr,

5. On the Phrms and Bistrilmiion o^r the World oj tfio ^a-

trachium section of Manunmlus; by W. P. Hiern, xUA Ke-

printed and revised from the Journal of Botany, 1871. vv im xwo

plate8.-An unusually thorough paper, maintaining t^e > lew that

these plants, "considering the intricate network of connecting

links that seem to break down specific characters m several di-

gravings
Fleurs, a
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rections," are most philosophically regarded as forms of one aggre-
gate species. The author adopts for this the name of R. Mjdro-
charis Spenner (1829) ; but he certainly should have retained one
of the Linnsean names, the most appropriate one of R. aqiiatilis.

He proceeds to arrange and describe the subspecific forms, admit-

ting 35, all but one of which bear old names. The exception is 11

Zobbii, from California, one of the hederaceiis group, and indicated

as a variety of that species by Dr. Torrey in the Botany of Whip-
ple's Expedition. The genuine R. hederaceus has recently been

detected by the late Mr. Munn, near Norfolk, Virginia, in fresh-

Mr. Hiern states that it occurs in North America, but does not

say where. a. g.

6. The Rhododendron, and ''American Plantsf by Edwaed
Sprague RA:tfD, Jr. Boston: Little, Brown & Co. 1871. pp.

187, 12mo.—One of those small and neat practical books, very

handsomely printed, which are so attractive ; and with reason, as

conveying the information which the amateur cultivator needs, in

a pleasant and readable form, free from all technicalities, and in-

deed fi-om all scientific details. And the author writes not only

con amore, but from abundant knowledge of Rhododendron lore

and culture. So great is his success that he can affirm that Rho-

dodendrons may be grown in New England " as easily as lilacs
;"

but, as subsequently qualified, only by those who will take the

requisite pains in the first instance. a, g.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Ventilation of Soldiers? Quarters. Special report of Acting
Assistant Surgeon B. F. Craig, United States Army—ajp^endix

to the Surgeon General's "Circular No. 4."—Dr. Craig hasmade
a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the general subject of

ventilation by his researches made at certain military posts, the

details of which are given in his " Special Report " to General

Barnes. We have compiled from this paper the accompanying
tabular statement of Dr. Craig's results in a form convenient for

reference. Dr. Craig places but little reliance on the determina-

tions of animal matters emanating from the human body, seeing

"they are so small in actual mass and of so complex and indefinite

a character, that they evade to a certain extent the powers oi

chemical titration." He therefore confines himself chiefly to
J"^

determination of carbonic acid (Pettenkofer's method, modified

slightly) and the measurements of hygroscopic moisture, tempera-

The quantity of carbonic acid in air is increased about one

hundred times in passing through the lungs, or from about four

parts in 10,000 to four parts in one hundred of air. Mr. Edward

Smith's experiments have shown that a sleeping man produces

about four-tenths of a cubic foot of carbonic acid per hour, and

will therefore increase the amount of it in 1000 cubic feet of air to
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the extent of four parts in 10,000, and in 2000 feet to the extent of

two parts in 10,000, &c. So that from the percentage of carbonic

acid we may infer, by computation, the number of cubic feet of

fresh air received per hour for each man. Of course an allow-

ance is to be made for the amount of air originally contained in
"^

,
and this is to be determined on obvious principles, 1

considering the size of the room, the number of its occupants, and

the length of time during which it had been occupied by them
when the air v/as collected. Dr. Craig describes in detail the

precautions taken by him to secure accuracy in the use of the

methods of determination employed in his experiments, the results

of which are condensed into the annexed table.

Dr. Craig's remarks with regard to the general results of his

examinations, that the amount of air which writers on hygiene

have held to be the minimum supply consistent with perfect health-

il7i

5 cited the def

The amount of good scientific work which has been undertaken

ogress in connection with the Surgeon General's

is highlyghly creditable to the gentlemen in charge,

croscopie labors of Dr. Woodward in connection with the Army-

Medical Museum are already familiar to our readers. The enor-

mous collections of morbid anatomy and surgery, preserved in the

most methodical and orderly manner in the museum itself, are in

process of description in many volumes of text with illustrations,

parts of which are already issued, b. s.

2. Reports of the United States Commissioners to the Paris

Universal Exposition, 1871. Published under the direction of

the Secretary of State, by authority of the Senate of the United

States ; edited by Wm. P. Blake, Commissioner of the State of

California.—Mention of the various reports included in this series

has been made in this Journal, as they have appeared. They have

recently been issued in six handsome octav6 volumes. The report^,

the work of many able authors, contain a large amount of valuable

matter on a wide range of topics, and have been well edited by 31r.

Blake. The first volume contains an index to all the reports.

3. Associations for the Advancement of Science.—"^^ next

meeting of the British Association opens at Edinburgh on August

2d, and of the American, at Indianapolis, Indiana, on August 1 -^th.

Prof. Wm. Thomson is president of the former, and Proi. Asa

Gray, of the latter.

OBITUARY,

Charles Mayer Wetherill, Ph.D., M.D., died suddenly
pj

heart disease, on the morning of March 5th, at his residence n

the grounds of the Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Dr. Wetherill was bom in Philadelphia, 4th Nov., 1825, where

he graduated with first honors in the University of Penn., "

1845. In 1846 he worked at practical chemistry in the l^^J^^^^^l
of Booth and Boye, and during 1847 he passed eight months wi
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world-renowned teachings of Liebig, at Giessen,

uated Ph.D., in May, 1848. The ^ears 1849-50-5

in chemical investigations in his private lahoratoiy

of chemical lecti

He subsequently held no public position until his cKo
July, 1862^to the position of chemist of the .Agricultural Dv

and of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila.

tion in July, 1862, to the position of chemist of tl

partment of the Patent Office, which post he c

1863. In 1866 he was elected to the chair of clhemistry in the Le-

le of his death,

member of the American Philosophical Si -

Geological Society of Vienna. In 1853, the de;

^ ^ him by the K Y. Medical Colleg.

1 which alone will he live beyond the memory of his :iss()ii;iti>

:

nd in the annals of American science Wetherill will be kiu»\\ u

of many of greater temporary eclat will have

He was essentially a man of
^ >8tly he

-to bring within the bounderies of the known,

some of the extended region of possibilities and of conjectures.

His title to such conquests will chiefly rest on his paper, " Ut'h, ,-

neutrales schwefelsaures Aethyloxyd und dessen^ Zersetzungsi>r<>-

ducU mlt TFasser," An. der Ch. und Pharm., Ixvi, 117, and Proo.

Amer. Phil. Soc, 1848, and in his ''Experiments withtJieAiu-

monium Amalgam,'' Amer. Jour. Sci., 1865 and 1871.

Innately truthful as a man and conscientiously faithful m all he

undertook, the body of his work will, we are bold to hope, stand

the tests of the revision of more searching methods which will be

added in the advance of knowledge. Another trait of^Dr.

Wetherill's character was a steady, systematic
;

^.f
•ally founded on plans which he had previousiv

viewin^ on all sides. He leaves in the Lehigh
^ ^ . all sides. He leav

University laboratory a monument of himself, and no one can

visit that institution and walk through those beautifully equipped

rooms without seeing the mental characteristics which we have

mentioned.
In his death science mourns the loss of a faithful servant, an. I

friendship casts upon his grave this tribute,—in heartfelt recog-

nition of his worth. ^- ^-
^^•

Herschel, the Astronomer, died on the 12th of May, at the age

of seventy-three. „
Becquerel.—M. Becquerel, who recently died m France, was

not the physicist, but his son, Dumeril Becquerel.

^ Geological Survey of Canada; Alfred R. C. Selwyn, Director. Report of Pro-
"oiogical Survey

(B. Westen
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